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Are U.S. & England Set for
2 -Way Tin Pan Alley Invasion?

Everybody Has a First ---

It's

a

Fetish in Radio
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(He's got influence!)

"The Mayor" is Nelson

E.

!1

Bragg, whose daily

whimsy is known and liked by millions
of New England radio listeners... Now "The Mayor"
brings his wit to WCOP, the Boston Cowles Station,
three times daily, Monday through Saturday.
From 7:45 A.M. to 8:00

4

A.M. and again from

8:15 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. he emcees a smart comedy
and variety show featuring the live talent
of Hum and Strum, who are among the longest
and best known radio performers in New England.

One -minute spots are available on these programs.

headline for
from
"The Mayor's" afternoon program
4:15 P. M. to 4:45 P. M. where he dispenses
comedy with popular recordings. One -minute spots

"Braggin' with Bragg"

is the

or quarter-hour units are available at this time.
Both Bragg himself, and Hum and Strum
pitching with him, are long established in Boston

listener -loyalty. These programs of top-notch
entertainment are top-flight vehicles for sponsors
who want to address a proven following.
Rates and availabilities from any Katz office.

P. S. "Terry's Tune Shop" is

another smart buy. Terry Cowling
presides over a program of
"sweet" recordings from 2:00 P.M.
to 2:30 P.M., Monday throtyñ
Saturday. Available for minute
spots or quarter-hour units.
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Everybody Has His Pet `First'
Even Brits Go For Vintage
`Kempy,' USO O'seas Legiter

Triple -Threat A bie

regular screen program at

9

Top 'Em All

9 USO Troupers

wants to be a "first.", It doesn't matter
very much what the "first" is, be it the
first to walk up to the tower of the
Empire State Building or the first to
have
a
wire screen
erected in front of the
to save the "talent"
billbóard;; stage
from vegetables, as did
the Cherry Sisters. During the war, the "first"
phobia with radio stations became an unsavory race, with even
seconds ahead of a coinon a news break
rating full -page advertising in the trade
papers.
Ili one way, "firsts" are big business,
with research organizations in Washington getting anywhere from 1 to 50 bucks
to determine who was first and why. If
it ties in with an invention the publication of a book, song or some commodity, the "first" pays off in dough.
And, ,when it's just for the ego of the
"firster" it also pays off, but this time
it's for the checker rather than the
"firster" himself.
Westinghouse Huff
And it's a very serious matter, this
"first" business, the Westinghouse stations withdrew from the National Association of Broadcasting because the NAB
(See Everybody Has His Pet on page 11)

p.m. This
-

for a fast change -over to make
BERMUDA, Feb. 9.-You wouldn't called for
sound equipment which was
think a comedy which made history on room
the Main Stem in the '20s would do mounted on a large movable device and

equally sock laugh biz here today. But
it's true. USO Unit No. 775 has been
playing the J. C. -Elliott Nugent coniedy,
Kempy, with terrific success here, not
only to our G.I.'s and gobs, but to
British Tommies and tars. It went over
better, in fact, with the British than
with our boys.
Ours is a ten-people outfit (four men
and four women principals, and two
general understudies) and travels light
on sets. There's only one set in the
show and since chairs, tables, desk and
a couch can be conned out of the local
service posts or stlations, all we have to
carry is five canvas -wrapped items containing a complete set together with
six bags filled with wardrobe and props.

Travel Tough
at that, moving this much
wasn't as easy as you'd think. Coming
from New York to here (the first stop
on a skedded route), due to lack of
plane space, we had to ship the troupe
and bags in two different planes; the
first arriving 24 hours ahead of the
Even

s;

Other.
Even with all the help we got from
service officers and personnel, our operation was no cinch. For example, we
debbed at the Fort Bell Theater, the
local U. S. Army post. It was the usual
type of theater which can be used for
stageshows or pix. We played two
nights and one matinee. A problem
used to occur on the evening shows.
We had to have an early show at 7 p.m.,
so as to be able to clear out before the

had to be rolled into place behind the
screen. The screen itself, however, was
the modern type that could be shifted
to rear stage by meat's of a hand crank.
Our problem was to make the changeover without striking the entire set. We
did it by lowering the backwall of the
set to the floor, pushing left and right
wings back out of the way and covering
the flats on the floor with dark cloth
to kill reflection on the screen." By deft
and fast work on all counts, the screen
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Word was re(See EVEN BRITONS GO on page 4) ceived
here today from the United States
Army's Pacific Air Command that a
plane carrying a complete 'JSO-Camp
Shows' troupe has been missing since
February 5. Unit, consisting of three
husband -and-wife teams and three other
entertainers, was en route from Iloilo
on Panay Island for Cebu. Search operations are continuing.
This is the first USO package to have
lost in the line of duty. Since the
WASHINGTON, Feb. 16.
Showbiz been
people on the U. S., Great Britain and inception of USO there have been 18
Northern Ireland circuit will get a fight- plane fatalities altogether but never
ing chance to win freedom from double before has a whole troupe been lost.
Outfit left here November 19 for a
taxation on income earned in U. S. and
Great Britain, as result of action by Sen. six -months tour of the Pacific, opening
Walter George (D;, Ga,), chairman of the December 5 in Manila. One of the party,
Senate Finance Committee, removing an George Krinog, magician, of New York,
Anglo-American Tax Treaty measure had recently been transferred to this
from the Senate calendar where it had troupe. A member of another unit, he
been pending since last July. The treaty was due to return home, but elected to
will get further consideration by Senate go into the availability pool, and was
Foreign Relations Committee, The Bill- sent out with the missing unit.
board learned, and hearings have been
Missing personnel are: William J.
tentatively scheduled for next month ex- Walsh and Bea Renee (Mrs. Walsh),
pressly to give entertainers an opportun- comics, of Boston; Eric V. G. Wahlberg,
ity to put their case on the table.
(See USO ACTS MISSING on page 4)

Missing in Pae

Senate Group Sked.s
Showbiz Voice on
U.S.-G. B. Tax Treaty

-

N. Y. FOLD -UP HUGE
18-Hour Skein
Hits All Fields
Estimates of losses as high
as $10,000,000 ---clubs, pic
houses, legit take big wallop
NEW YORK, Feb.

16.-With only one

hour and 59 minutes' notice, Manhattan's entire showbiz was ordered shut
clown Monday (11), by a health edict
issued by Mayor William O'Dwyer over
the signature of Health Commissioner
Ernest L. Stebbins.
It was a ukase that caught showbiz
With a sucker punch and cost a myriad
headaches and an unaccountable pile
of dough for show -shop, nitery, arcade,
bowling alley, dance halls, pic house
ops, who faced a $500 fine-plus-if they
did not heed the edict. Cops were on
to see they did.
t hand
Just as suddenly -18 hours later-the
ban was lifted; too swiftly and with too
little notice to do showbiz much good.
This order lift caused howls that could
be heard from Times Square to Tusca-

LM,

loosa.

e,

City Hall Panic
Cause of the ukase was the eight -dayold tugbent strike, which, even tho the
Federal Government was called in to

How showbiz was affected by

the shutdown in New York is
described on this page in general and in departments in particular.

"Ghost Town"

move the tugs, nevertheless left New
York far too short of its much needed
fuel. The previous week there had been

rumors ana rumblings (The Billboard,
Feb. 16) that, if the strike kept on too
long, showbiz might have to take a
layoff on account of fuel lack. But
such possibilities were mostly murmured
about and were not expected to materialize.
However, on Monday, when tugboat
union and employers remained stub -
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Showbiz reeled, but took it, facing
the grim fact that anticipated greenback hoard from the usual Lincoln's
Day holiday was just a mirage. For the
most part, by a little after midnight
Monday, the Main Stem looked like the
main drag of a ghost town. The brownout on marquee signs, which had been
on a few days, now resolved itself into
a blackout. Crowds got out of late
show-shops, hotels and niteries, alleys
and arcades and began the sad trek
home. Some ops wrung their hands and
(See N. Y. FOLD -UP on page 25)
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nornly at loggerheads and O'Dwyer discovered that reserve fuel oil had sunk
to only about 500,000 gallons (it takes
4,000,000 gallons a day to keep New
Yorkers warm at home, in business, or
while being entertained), a touch of
panic crept into City Hall and the edict
was slapped on pronto.
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NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Milking
her one best-selling idea for all
the cream that's going, Anne
Nichols is now working on a
"modern, streamlined book version of her marathon legit hit
Abie's Irish Rose. This is as well
as radio and screen versions of
the play. Plan now is to deb familiar tale in three media simultaneously.
.

By Dan Carr

Radio No.

Most of them mean little

or nothing to person or org
claiming them
NEW YORK,

Feb.

16.

-

Everybody

11th -Hour Reprieve

Saves 70th From
Going to the Dogs

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Biz blackout
ordered by the mayor's office effective
midnight Monday (11) looked like a
knockout wallop for dogdom's top yearly
event. Ukase stunned management and
owners of pooch aristocrats set for Tuesday-Wednesday competition in the Westminster Kennel Club's 70th annual dog
show at Madison Square Garden.
However, despite the bleak outlook,
the Foley org, superintendents of the
exhibit, jumped to work on the Garden
arena as soon as the final whistle blew
for Monday night's basketball game,
and by 9:30 the following morning had
the judging rings and concession stands
set and the 2,599 entrants safely benched
on the floor below.
Enforced shuttering for the holiday
was a financial body -sock to gate receipts on a two-day show and the management straddled the fence for some
hectic hours as to whether to throw in
the sponge. Six p.m. release order came
thru too late to permit an evening session, but it was decided to telescope the
whole shindig and run it off Wednesday.
Decision was sound, as dog lovers rallied
to a hefty turnout for the single day
session and the coin return is figured to
be better than half -normal.
Management, judges and exhibitors
comboed excellently in running off a
two-day show in one. Pooch owners,
warned by the p.a. system, had their
entries in the rings on the dot, and the
50 -odd experts made every minute count
in tabbing the winners of 125 breeds.
Show ran only a bit after midnight and
included a return exhibition by Willy
(See REPRIEVE SAVES DOGS on page 4)
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BBC Musical

Theater Marks
Net Maturing
To Air Original Hit Plays

Mass. Seeks $100
Says Hazel Scott
G.I.-Gob Combo
Agent Fee Plus
Breached Pact;
On Saipan Offers
Bond Tightening Asks 25G Damages
`The Hasty Heart' BOSTON,
Feb. 16.-Booking agents
here are gnawing their nails over a peti-

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Fern 88 -er Hazel
9.-Six G.I:s and three tion by Representative Daniel F. Sullivan, Scott
(Powell) was sued this week in
the cast of the second of Lowell, Mass., to the State Legislature
for $25,000 by Benshow of the Saipan Theater Guild, The asking for amended legislation for agents, Federal Court herecharged
Petition, jamin F. Kutcher,
with failure to
Hasty Heart. Debbing show was George personal managers and bookers.
if passed, will put many of the small- appear at a skedded concert December 3,
Washington Slept Here.
curb, and even the 1945, at Memorial Auditorium, TrenDirection and production were under- timers out on the

SAIPAN, Feb.
gobs made up

ones will have a few headaches.
taken by Corp. Paul Wendel, former bigger
Basically the petition wants to up cost
NEW YORK, Feb. 18.-Following big Broadway and radio thesp. Corp. Ethan
It is this
press plugging of NBC's pact with the Mellen did the sets. Star is Corp. Steve of a license from $10 toto $100.
send all except
Dramatists Guild to tele pre -Stem shows Fleetwood, alumnus of the Commanders $90 hook that is likelyout of
biz or into
the largest bookers
at $1,000 per (see The Billboard, Feb. 9), Theater Group of Elizabeth, N. J.
co-op agencies. Petition, as trade sees
comes news from London that the BritCast includes a WAC ex -drama teacher it, is aimed to put the small fry with
ish Broadcasting Company is planning to from
Cleveland; several alumni of ama- telephone booth offices in the army of
out into legit and musical airings

branch
in the near future. British plans, however, are straight radio, not video.
London venture is monikered Musical
Theater of the Air, and will consist of
musicals or plays with music, most of
which will be specially scripted, while the
rest will be adapted from legit hits. Sked
calls for 60 -minute runs once a week,
and scope of the idea is to be very broad.
No less than eight producers are being
garnered to handle the series, including

Howard Agg, Archie Campbell, Gordon
Crier, Eric Fawcett, Vernon Harris, Douglas Moodie, Henry Reed and Ronald
Waldman.
Idea is an advancement on regular
BBC variety department programing in
the past, and plans to lay special emphasis on the "listenable" quality of the
shows. Debber is Lady in Love, by Douglas Furber, with music by ex -Yank ork
maestro Carroll Gibbons. Show is specially written for Jack Buchanan and
Elsie Randolph.
This is to be followed by Choir Practice, comedy of a Welsh choir and its
performance of Handel's Messiah. The
oldster longhair's tunes will form the
show's music. Scripting is being done by
London thesp-writer Cliff Gordon, and
show will star two Welsh thesps, Emrys
Jones and Glynis Johns.

"Bittersweet," "Roberta" Set

Among the air adaptations skedded are
Bittersweet and Roberta. Originals set
include a new play by L. A. G. Strong; a
thriller by Francis Durbridge; a new romance by character thesp Mabel Constanduros and Howard Agg, with music
by Mark Lubbock; a musical treatment
of a famed Dumas story; a farce by Ben
Travers; a play by vet John Keir-Cross,
and a musical adaptation of The Wizard
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GENER.AI. NEWS

including the Catholic
Theater, Detroit, and Narbeth (Pa.)
Drama Club; a divinity student, a Grand
Rapids nitery emsee, and several high
school drama players. Show is skedded
to play three nights a week is the Guild
Theater, which seats 175.

teur groups,

Oxford, Cambridge
Show Their Seats
To Living Drama

the great unemployed.
Second suggestion by Sullivan is that
the $1,000 bond be administered hereafter not by cities and towns but by the
State treasurer. In the 1935 Legislature
the bond could be acted against by
"city or town." Under Sullivan's petition, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
thru the State treasurer would be the
name in which action would be brought
at any time.
Local flesh peddlers are more worried
about the $90 hike than by who takes
care of the $1,000 permit, altho the small
guys are upset over both.

LONDON, Feb. 16.-Gad, sir! It's the
thin end of the Ameddican wedge!

Legit is invading the campuses of
the ancient and staid Oxford and Cambridge universities, according to strong
rumors here. Whisper is that both universities are setting up Chairs of Drama.
Altho Oxford goes hot for annual longhair drama with its OUDS (Oxford University Dramatic Society), and Cambridge
with a similar outfit, these are merely
small groups in which too -drawer British
thesps get the gravy and a few freshmen
or sophomores carry spears and haul
chariots. Otherwise, policy in both places
is to look on legit as part of the literary
course and let it rest as something
learned in printed matters, not as a collaboration of author, actor, scene designer, director and audience.
Now, however, with creation of drama
chairs, campus boys and girls will follow
the familiar Yank pattern and dig into
legit as a living study.

Even Britons Go

of Oz.
A notable departure from the customarily staid BBC approach to Shakespeare
is a musical comedy version of As You
(Continued from page 3)
Like It, in which the classic comedy gets
show got underway eight minutes after
a 1946 treatment. The forest of Arden
becomes the Ardennes; Touchstone the the closing curtain.
G.I:s went for it, many of them markclown is transformed into a cockney
chauffeur named Touchy; the melancholy ing it as their first show of this kind.
Jaques becomes a Scot, Jock who plays
British Navy Docks
bethe bagpipes at the drop of a hat, orhold
Next stop was the British Navy Docks.
fore; and show opens with a radio
Here theater conditions were much more
by -hold description of a wrestling match
difficult. There was an odd -shaped platbetween Orlando, the Golden Boy and
Charlie the Chucker. Rosalind, too, in form measuring 21 feet by 21 feet and
male impersonation, goes vaude with spe- the set had to be shortened by omitting
certain sections in order to fit. Steps
cial songs.
This news suggests that BBC has de- had to be placed for fast exits.
Next we moved to the U. S. Navy Base
cided at last to get out of its radio diapers and the doldrums and go in for where a theater somewhat like Fort
Bell'a made our job comparatively easy.
showbiz on a big scale. Relatively speakthe Last showing was at the British Army
ing, it is as forward a movement forWith
Post where, for some reason or other,
BBC as the tele pact is for NBC.
slower pace and more minutes at its dis- the Tommies got the biggest kick of all
out of our show. We had a load of
posal than the Yank webs, BBC is setting
the curtain calls at the end.
a trend for air producing in which
Our unit consists of Joan Colgan of
shows will not have to be pared tc close
air Indianapolis; Fred Schubert, ex -Kiss and
time as is the Theater Guild of thethere
Tell MTOUSA unit; John Howes of
here. Of course, following the rule,
Broadway; Virginia Low of New York;
will be no break-ups for commercials, so
as' Frederick Manatt of Kansas; Betty Kinthat the British net willnotairas shows
commer- sey of San Francisco; Kathryn Lang, ex strict entertainment and
Life With Father player on Broadway;
cial radio.
Lou Tripp of Fort Worth, Tex., and
Pacer
NBC Still
Edmond LeComte, ex-G.I. and pre-war
But it still is trailing NBC, which
thesp.
first Broadway
debbed what it believes to be the (17).
Our next stop is the Azores. Pick me
Sunday
tele
play
original
full-length
up from there.
Show is Laughter in Paris, scripted by
McDonagh.
P.
Richard
Web went out for different hacking for
SAVES DOGS
this show with a special extra note in the REPRIEVE
from page 3)
(Continued
to
originality
attention
program, drawing
trained war dogs
magnificently
Necker's
showed
author
that
of the show and also
show's best enthe
of
the
picking
and
saw
Hollywood
who
it to a top pic agent
trant.
to
execs
pic
possibilities in it. Agent got
crown (best in show) went to
take a gander at the six -character, 15- Ch.TopHetherington
Model Rhythm, wirepublic
scene show simultaneously with
terrier owned by T. H. Carviewing. Flack again comments on fact haired fox
III, of Glendale, O. Tom Killilea
that such showing is another first. is in- ruthers
and Dick Kilban, again on the publicity
Snapper of the whole plugging
around the clock in.
clusion of an ordinary penny postcard end, worked
straightening out the public on the postwhich asks listener: (a). To imagine himtee -off. Canine show beself or herself as a pic producer and to ponement andnews
during the city-wide
cast the show with pop screen stars; (b) came Page 1
paralysis.
tele
play,
of
the
opinion
honest
For an

For Vintage `Kempy'

ton, N. J.
Kutcher alleges that the agreement
was made October 18, 1945, for Miss
Scott to play for a salary of $1,250 plus
50 per cent of the gross. Of this amount,
$625 was paid at the time of signing. He
further alleges that he sold tickets and
exploited the concert at a cost of $1,736
to himself. When the hot pianist failed
to show up, he lost out and maintains
that his biz and reputation were
damaged.
In a letter confirming the contract,
which Miss Scott is alleged to have sent
to Kutcher, she mentioned certain
clauses by which the concert could be
postponed in case of sickness, accident
or any cause beyond her control. In
event of such cancellation, the letter
read, there should be "no claim by
either party and no obligation to perform shall be deemed to be waived,"

12 Cities on Met's
New Sports Arena
Hinterland Swing
Set for Philly Fists,

Skates, Basketball

PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 16.-New sports
palace will be erected next to the city's
present arena at a cost of approximately
$1,500,000. It will seat 13,000 for boxing
and 10,000 for ice hockey and basketball.
Ground will be broken and construction
started as soon as necessary materials
are available.
Partners in the venture and the
present arena directors are Maj. Stanley
W. Root, president; George Lipius, Victor
Blanc and Bertram K. Wolf, vicepresidents; Pete Tyrrell, general manager, and Bernard Krow, secretary. Additional partners include Oscar Johnson
and Eddie and Roy Shípstad.

Annual Icer Cinched
Johnson and the Shípstad brothers
are owners of Ice Follies and several subsidiary skating shows. It was disclosed
that the Follies owners were taken into
partnership to assure the arena of an
annual icer.
George Funk, designer of Madison
Square Garden and Boston Garden, has
been commissioned as architect for the
structure. Arena will be built on property which serves the present building
as a parking lot in the winter and a
site for outdoor boxing in the summer.
Present building will not be leveled.
The 25 -year -old arena, while it will be
outmoded by the future palace, will still
be available for sports.

N. Y. License Boss

In Ducat Heat,
A Moss -Back Story

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Baptism of new
License Commissioner Benjamin Fielding
is following strictly in the groove worn
by ex -permit boss Paul Moss. Fielding
is starting out his reign with broker
trouble, having been deluged with complaints that ducats for Main Stem shows
or the Garden can be obtained only by
paying "exorbitant and illegal prices"
well, over the set 75 -cent limit laid down
by Moss.
Fielding's first announcement was that
he is investigating the broker situation

and attempting "to formulate a constructive pattern of amusement ticket sale
and distribution and to eliminate the
fringe of chiselers now in the amusement
ticket black market."

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-For the first
time in 36 years the Metropolitan Opera
Company sked calls for visits to 12 major
cities thruout the country. This year
the following cities are to be visited:
Boston, Baltimore, Cleveland; Bloomington, Ind. (University of Indiana);
Chicago, Minneapolis, Dallas; Rochester,
N. Y.; St. Louis and Chattanooga.
Chirpers will deb in Chattanooga and
St. Louis which haven't been on the
sked since 1910.
Trouping announcement was made
this week by General Manager Edward
Johnson at a meeting during which
Cornelius N. Bliss resigned as chairman of the board, a post which he has
held since 1938. He is succeeded by
George A. Sloan, who has been board
pexy for the last five years.
Charles M. Spofford, a director since
June, 1939, takes over the prexy's slot,
while Lewis. L. Strauss, another director,
becomes chairman of the executive committee following the resignation of Allan
Wardwell. Philip D. Reed, a director,
is the new v. -p., filling a vacancy caused
by the retirement of Henry Rogers
Winthrop. Wardwell and Winthrop Will
serve as directors.

Henie Ieer Smash 650G in 15 Shows
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Sonja Henie and
her Hollywood Ice Revue wound up their
New York run at Madison Square Garden last week (7) palying 15 night performances, every one of which was either
a near sellout or turnaway.
With scale from $1.25 to $6 and a
seating capacity of about 14,000, the
daily take ran about $44,000, with the
gross for the run a sensational $650,000.

MGM Signs Evers
For Pix at $750
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Herbert Evers,
male lead in Dear Ruth, now on the
road, has hit the film jackpot. Thesp,
skyrocketing in legit, was signed by
MGM at $750 per week.
Evers is slated to play the lead in a
remake of Little Women, which will be
in production soon. Evers's contract
takes effect at conclusion of Dear Ruth's
tour in about three more months.

USO ACTS MISSING

'Buffalo Ice Follies
$110,000 in 5-Dayer

(Continued from. page 3)
known professionally as Vern Wahl, and
his wife, Evelyn, of Milwaukee; Emil
Kenovsky, known as Emil Leonard, and
his wife, Jean Blackburn of Los Angeles; Norma Browne, dancer of Ottawa,
Ill., who had made five other USO tours
before this one; William L. Berry, singer,
of Bothell, Wash., and Krinog.

BUFFALO, Feb. 16.-Ice Follies of 1946`
(10th edition) clicked in a five-day
stand (seven performances) at Memorial
Auditorium under sponsorship of the
Buffalo Hockey Club.
While the hockey club did not release
official figures, it is estimated that to
show grossed approximately $110,000 and,
had attendance of about 60,000.
.
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FIFTH WEB SWEEPSTAKES
Five Groups
Eye Chain Op
deter
Don Lee, cleric, labor and
other net dreamers

ABS flop doesn't

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Suspended animation status of the American Broadcasting System which on the 26th either
is buried formally or else becomes the
Atlas web, hasn't changed the fifth

network pic very much.
There are still five major
groups thruout the U. S.
that are ready, willing
and able to wetnurse a
new chain of stations.
They range from a labor
group headed by CIO
brass to a religious group
which wouldn't appear
in actual web operation
but which would have top dough members of the sect actually set up operation.
Don Lee Wandering Eyes
Other possible wandering eyes in the
web picture are reported to include the
Don Lee group on the West Coast who
are said to have come to the conclusion
that Mutual is okay but it's time to have
a network with its key in the Pacific
instead of the Atlantic. The North
Central (Mississippi Valley) chain has
been doing okay but has execs who figure
that if a sectional chain can do biz, a
national operation along the same lines
can do better.
Among the station ops who are most
frequently tied to net rumors are the
Cowles, but they're not ready at this
stage to go network despite the fact
that the cash and at least part of the
know-how (T. A. M. Craven, Merle
Jones, Phil Hoffman) is available. Mike
Cowles and other execs avant to make
haste slowly and while they admit that
a Cowles chain is not impossible, it's
not in their immediate peacetime plans.
Salesmen at 75 Bucks
Reason for ABS flopperoo is admitted
to be the Leonard Versluis (WLAV),
Grand Rapids approach of expecting
that a network could be operated with
very little in the sock, $150,000 (plus
borrowed $150,000) and very little knowhow. His idea of doing biz with a sock
of religious and laxative biz, might have
been possible for a tee -off if only the
horizon of the operation hadn't been
bounded by small-time stuff. As Bill
Henderson, ex -New York chief of the
ABS set-up, explained it, a couple of
(See ABS FLOP on page 14)

Whose Mike?
16.-It ail
depends on where you sit. While
Jim Gaines was backstopping
Charles Hammond in the NBC
promotion and advertising department, one of his regular
stints was writing stations reminding them that it was "good
business" to have the web's call
letters on every mike-and there
seldom was a station mike that
didn't show up (at least in pix)
with that NBC getting plenty of
display.
Jim Gaines, of course, is now
brassing WEAF (key station of
the net in New York) and last
week started replacing the web
identification on a lot of mikes
with WEAF call letters until
Hammond heard about it. Whereupon the latter was heard to yell,
"Let him put as many station
identifications on every mike as
he wants to --but there's got to
be one NBC on each mike, too.
WEAF hasn't taken over the netNEW YORK, Feb.

work-yet."

Texaco - Bing
Look OK But
Net Is a "?"
Agency Also Hangs on Deal
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-The Texas Company, producers of Texaco gas and oil,
is latest entry in the Bing Crosby sweepstakes, dickering for him via the Arthur
Kudner Agency without the knowledge
of its regular radio placer, Buchanan &
Company. Texaco wants the Groaner for
its CBS Sunday 9:30-10 p.m. slot but
a bit of a monkey wrench may be
dropped into this pretty (for CBS) scene
by the privy statement of NBC Prexy
Niles Trammell to the effect that if Texaco does get Crosby, NBC will make time
available for him.
CBS sales execs, in private conversations, have been telling the trade that
Crosby is in the bag for them and for
Texaco. Fact is that Mike Kirk, of the
Kudner Agency, is on the Coast now,
(See TEXACO-BING"?" on page 14)

Station Loss
Negligiblein
N.Y.Shutdown
Few Segs Canceled
NEW YORK, Feb. 18.-Mayor O'Dwyer's

shut-down edict (12) resulted In a surprisingly small casualty list for local net

and indie stations here, either in terms
of business or operation. Surrounded
by the empty office buildings and deserted
business sections caused by the shutdown, radio stations - continued their operations in spite of all obstacles imposed
by the proclamation, and gave a bewildered city a step-by-step reporting of
crisis developments reminiscent of wartime coverage.
When the mayor's ukase came thru
Monday night (11), WNYC, local muni
cipal station, took over immediately as
key station feeding all other outlets in
the metropolitan area with latest official
communiques from city hall and the
specially -created disaster boari. Co-ordination involved phoning all stations in
advance about important official speeches
which they might want to air. Caught
in the hectic middle of their American
Music Festival Week, and with their program director, Seymour N. Seigel, unavailable because of his activity as flack
on the mayor's Disaster Control Board,
WNYC was forced to improvise thruout
the storm operation, with mikers doubling in brass as production men while
regular production people helped out on
the programs. Station, besides feeding
speeches via direct line or hook-up with
NBC to other stations, also waxed all
important pronouncements of the mayor
and Health Commissioner Stebbins so
that stations which couldn't carry them
live might use them on their sked Iater
in the day.
Segs Sans Audiences
Common trouble among the web stations was inability to get audiences because of the no -assembly order. WJZ,
ABC outlet, was forced to shift its audience participation show, Ladies Be Seated, Quaker Oats -sponsored strip, on at
3:30-4 p.m. Tuesday, at the last minute
to the Adams Theater in Newark, and
Guy Lombardo's ork show at 9 p.m.
Tuesday omitted the onlookers for the
airing.
WEAF-NBC also had its audience headaches with two shows, Honeymoon in
(See FEW SEGS CANCEL on page 14)

Oscar - Givers Tie In with
Army PRO Brass Squibb as Academy Collects
In Hush-Hush With
Web Execs at 21 1,500 Bucks a Week on Deal

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Army public
relations brass picked up the tab yesterday (15) at 21 Club no less for a confidential meet -and -mitt session with network execs and news-special events men.
Lieut. Gen. Joe Collins, new head of
PRO; Maj. Gen. William Gilbert, heading the army's recruiting drive, and Col.
.hack Harris, chief of the PRO's radio
bureau, were hosts.
Guests included Prez Frank Stanton,
program v. -p. Davidson Taylor and news
chief Paul White of CBS; program v. -p.
Clarence Menser, G-1 v. -p. Bill Hedges
and news chief Bill Brooks for NBC; v. -p.
and general manager Robert Swezey and
special events man Tom Slater for Mutual, and Tom Velotta, news and special
events chief for ABC. American also had
v.-p.'s Bob Kinter and Adrian Samish
due to attend, but the former was nixed
by flu and the latter by work.

Famous Artists (Tom McAvity) Sets Deal With Don Shaw

-

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.
Air -screen
package deal was set here between E. R.
Squibb & Sons and the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for a
half-hour dramatic show spotlighting
Academy award pix and talent. Airer
will be tagged Academy Award Theater
and will take the Helen Hayes CBS
Saturday night slot starting March 30.
Format will follow the line of the
Screen Guild Players, with each show
based on an Academy award winner or
nominee. There will be no permanent
personality, as in the cast of the Lux
show. Despite use of the Academy
award gimmick, the show will not draw
from a restricted story property field.
Use of Academy runner-ups means at
least 10 yarns per year will be available,
with the story pool dating back to
inception of Oscar awards in 1927. Also

the airer will be able to use a non Academy story if a player, director, music,
etc., had received an AMPAS citation
in the past.
Unique twist in the set-up is the fact
that Squibb dealt directly with
the
Academy, agreeing to pay the latter
$1,500 per week for the right to use
its name. Squibb exec Carelton H.
Palmer, and Academy Prexy Jean
Hersholt inked pacts on this score following approval by AMPAS board of
governors. Fifteen hundred buck deal
is separate from the $14,000 weekly bank
roll Squibb will put out for the package.
Tom McAvity, v. -p. in charge of radio
for Famous Artists, wrapped up the bundle, with Geyer, Cornell & Newell repping
the medicine maker. Pat Geyer, agency's
prexy, and Don Shaw, radio head, are
(See OSCAR -GIVERS TIE on page 10)

Straight Man
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.--A very

prominent and rather dignified
network v. -p. will leave NeW
York next week for a vacation
in

Florida.

Two

weeks

ago.

friend v. -p. decided that he
should have a new dinner jacket
for the trip South. His regular
tailor was unable to supply tl
tuxedo on short notice but the
day was saved when the exec
learned that a prominent theatrical tailor, used to clothing
acts in a hurry, could do the

job.
Material was chosen, measurements taken, fittings held and
finally the great day arrived.
The exec presented himself at
the shop and tried on the finished product. A perfect fit. It
looked so good that the tailor
said to the dignified radio man:
"Mr.
when you run out on
the stage in this, you'll wow

-,

them."

Goodman Starts
Mai, for ABC
Affiliates May 1
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Harry S. Goodman, transcription producer, will return
to the publishing business May 1 to
bring out a national bouse organ for
ABC affiliates. Publication will be called
The Listener, have apace for station callletters imprint, be a two-color 9! by 11 inch job and carry a four -page supplement of local news.
Supplement is the gimmick in the
deal. Goodman's organization will print,
write, edit, publish and is confident of
turning out a quality mag. To the affiliate who will buy the snags, the big
selling point is the four -page supplement
about his own station, programs and listeners.
1 NI Million Circulation
Goodman's selling point is that he can
turn out a better mag nationally than
the stations can produce individually.
Thus far, the 20 -odd stations that have
seen the dummy have signed up. Right
now Goodman and crew are out on a
flying trip with plenty of order blanks.
They're figuring on better than 1,500,000
monthly circulation.
Publisher's take comes from the advertising, both local and national, of course.
ABC's take comes from the promotion for
its programs and stations. Affiliates get
their bit by the same promotion or. U
they wish, by resale of the mag to listeners or local advertisers.
Distribution will be on the local level,
either house -to -house, thru dealers or
by mail. Newsstands will not be used.
Goodman turned out a somewhat similar mag for the motor industry about 25
years ago. Since then he has also made
money out of the printing biz. So. even
tho station operators know him best as
a smart e. t. producer and promoter. The
Listener Is strictly old homeweek for
him.

Kaiser-Frazer Mulls
Skip Farrell Package

CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Among the many
radio shows that the Kaiser -Frazer automaking company is reported to be interested in for network airing Is a new
package starring Skip Farrell, radio, record. vaude and nitery star who Is now
appearing as the headliner at the Chi
Theater here and who was on last summer's replacement for the Jack Benny
show.
The new package starring Farrell Is
owned by Craig Dennis Features, production outfit operated here by Berle Adams,
well-known talent manager. This week
it was offered to the K -P company by the
Trade Development Corporation, local
agency. Alt ho execs at the agency would
not admit they had offered the package
(See K -F EYE FARRELL on page 14)
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Bank Rolls Want Dual Airings
To Hypoed Low Pressure Net
Spots; Plenty Hurdles Ahead

Sinatra's Stand -In
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 16.-I. D.
Levy, chairman of the board of
directors of WCAU, made a long-

distance call to Frank Sinatra in
California this week. The operator here who placed the call for
him' swooned: "Gee, are you
really going to talk to Sinatra?"
She made the Coast -to -Coast
connection in record time.
While waiting for Sinatra to
come to the phone, Levy asked
the operator what song she'd
like to hear him sing. She asked
for Symphony and Levy asked
Sinatra to sing it. The latter
thought he was being kidded so
when he wouldn't sing, Levy did.

City Continuing Reports Used To Spot Weakies
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-City reports of that a single station recorded repeat

Hooper and the CAB are being put to a
use, entirely aside from being a local
station listening index. Web sponsors
are watching their shows thru the city
reports in every area where there is local
rating. Wherever a percolator delivers a
rating lower than the average, a number
of bank rolls take the show off -the -line
locally and rebroadcast it on a second
station.
Idea has been very hush-hush, except
the case of Morton Downey's MBS CocaCola pitch. CC didn't like plenty of the
stations on the MBS line-up, so instead
of arguing, it took a dual set-up in the
areas that needed perking. Jack Benny,
Walter Winchell and Jimmy Fidler have
done the same thing on the West Coast,
of
but in their cases it has been becausenet.
afternoon airings on the regular
They want evening ears.

Spot Flattering

will bring the complete repeat charge
down upon any sponsor who uses the
hypo. One agency is ready to pay 'legular e.t. rates a la Keystone Broadcasting System for a sponsor's show and
thus "be able to use the darned thing
on as many one-time broadcasts as
needed."
Sponsors and agency men agree that
come normal times, come "supplementary broadcasts" as sure as fate, and
unions or not, there'll be a way to reach
the consumer adequately-and the city by -city reports will continue to be the
index on who's listening now.
:

Seg Rating Stews

Produce Indices of
Bewilderment Plus

However, spot plattering is something
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Number of adelse again and regular web outlets are vertising agencies (among them Compdoesn't
it.
It
about
plenty
arms
up in
ton) wanting to present "authoritative
do the net outlet any good to have a figures" on program ratings, have been
competia
on
aired
show
regular web
throwing all the indices into a pot and
tive station. In a number of cases the coming up with a "combined rating"
the
to
record
web station has refused
which makes network and rating reshow for the sponsor and the agency has searchers blue in the face when they

had to by-pass the hypoing in the area discuss it.
involved.
AFRA and AFM Aches
One reason why the deals have been
so hush-hush is because producers fear
to be
that APRA and AFM may want as
the
cut in on the dual airings, altho
agencies thus far involved point out, all
to
that the gimmick is supposed to do isthe
deliver "an average audience" for
program in the
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territory.

and AFM, on the other hand,
note that the dual airing occupies just
twice as much time on the air as the
web shot by itself, and that just that
much opportunity for an actor or a
musician to "earn a living" is being
nixed by the deal.
Network Repeat Fees No Answer
Regular network repeat fees don't
cover spot repeats, but there's some talk
AFFRA

Adam Hats Grabs
What's Available on
MBS for Fightcasts

-

Stationwise,
NEW YORK, Feb. 18.
Adam Hats' deal to sponsor boxing over
Mutual is strictly an if proposition for
the first two weeks at least. Company,
which placed the order in a big hurry
after Associated web folded, has agreed
to take as many stations as Mutual can
clear at least until March 4.
Biz was placed last Wednesday (13)
and first program airs tonight. Reason
for the big rush is Adam's desire to
keep the fights on the air without a
break. Last Associated fight was on
Monday (11), the day that the net
folded.
Mutual warned the company and its
agency, LaRoche Sr Ellis, that it is impossible to clear anything near a full
web on such short order. Adam agreed
to buy what it could and was lucky
enough to get an immediate clearance
from WOR, MBS New York outlet and
one of the chain's top stations.

Novik Handling WNYC Airing
Of Churchill Reception Feed
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Morris Novik,
director of WNYC, city -owned -and -operated station, until a successor is ap-

One agency takes the Hoopers on their
shows, adds the Crossleys and then by a
special mathematical device throws in
the Neilsen figures in the area that the
latter covers with his audimeters. Figures
that come up are processed and presented

to clients as "the most accurate index
of your program's popularity." Actually,
tabbers point out that such a combination can only produce a dream figure. It
means that dual ratings for some cities
are thrown into the pot. In other cities
ratings for only two or three of the networks are reported.
Other reasons why the ratings can't be
combined is because the bases are different. Hooper uses 1,300 calls for a
half-hour program in 32 cities and
Crossley uses 1,500 calls in 60 cities.
Neilsen sample is so small at the moment
that there's no justification of it being
even thought of on an equal basis with
the other two rating services.
Regardless of what anyone thinks of
any of the three tabbing services or The
Pulse (in New York), one thing thoro
researchers point out is that they can't
be combined. Any attempt is another
Arno Johnson apples and oranges deal.

Emerson, United
Biz Pushes BBD&O
To 10 Mil Spot Biz
16.-Addition of
Emerson and United Drug to the BBD&O
line-up of clients last week will boost
the agency's spot radio gross billings to
NEW YORK, Feb.

a conservative $5,000,000
above the spot top yet achieved by any
other agency. BBD&O's $10,000,000 is in
$10,000,000,

itself enough to support most medium
agencies, as no agency has gone above
$23,000,000 in radio billing even in the
biggest war years.
It is estimated that the two new accounts will alone place nearly $2,000,000
this year. Largest single item in the
budget is the reported $500,000 which,
United is prepared to spend on its annual
1 -cent sale this spring. United will probably transcribe another 15 -minute name
talent show, as it did last year via N. W.
Ayer, and spot it on 190 or more stations.
Emerson is going into spots as heavily
as it has in the past and, Of course, will
continue its Monday 8 p.m. spot on
CBSM. Vox Pop has been canceled, as of
the beginning of April, and will be replaced by a new package with .Wckie

pointed, will handle radio details of the
Winston Churchill event. City is throwing the key, via a city hall reception
and Waldorf-Astoria dinner, to the ex- Coogan.
Grover Whalen,
PM on March 15.
head of the welcoming committee, asked
John M. Boylan, with NBC's New York
Novik to handle details, even tho he's
headquarters in the purchasing departbecause
roll,
pay
the
city
checking off
ment when he entered the army, has
he's done similar chores during his ten- returned to the web as commercial traffic
supervisor.
ure and is familiar with all details.
.

AFM Eyes Air,
Tele, FM for

More Work
Confab Set for April 8
NEW YORK, Feb. 18.-Problem of additional radio employment of musicians
is scheduled for a thoro going-over here
April 9 at a joint conference of the
National Association of Broadcasters'
Music Committee and the American Federation of Musicians. Top network exec,
queried this week, admitted the Webs
had come in for some needling from the
AFM recently on the matter of employment quotas for the affiliated stations,
but pointed out the situation is now in
the lap of the trade org rather than
individual webs or stations.
From a high union exec it was learned
this week that the confab will not only
cover the matter of employment by
affiliated stations, but probably television and frequency modulation. AFM
figures that these new media must carry
a fair portion of live music.
Love Fest--But
Flare-up between radio interests and
AFM was expected to come off at the
union's midwinter session in Chicago
recently, but only love talk materialized.
Justin Miller, NAB prexy, visited AFM
prexy Petrillo for preliminary talks, and
no fireworks resulted. Union execs attributed the milk-and -honey attitude to
either of two factors: (1) That Petrillo
and the AFM board had become cautious
owing to the pressure behind the Lea
bill; (2) that the chief, always unpredictable, was just' biding his time until
April.
Late last week the AFM boss was in a
Chicago hospital getting a physical
check-up. His first assistant, Harry
Steeper, appeared for him at the 50th
anniversary clambake in honor of Jack
Rosenberg, Local 802 prexy. Steeper delivered a blast at the Lea bill.

AFRA Gives Notice
To Calif. Indies of
End of Spieler Pact

-

American
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.
Federation of Radio Artists informed
broadcasters Thursday (14) that at the
end of 30 days current contracts between
announcers and indie stations will be
terminated.' The way situation now
stands, date and place will be named for
reps of both union and Southern California broadcasters to meet and thrash
out hike in voicers' pay.
AFRA's proposal for a 3 per cent slice
of all gross on commercials appears to
be definitely out, and union will now
start pressing for its alternative plan for
a fiat fee on plugs. AFRA -indie scene
was darkened by new storm clouds when
KRKD management boosted pay for its
five announcers in an attempt to Jump
the gun on the union. Both AFRA and
KRKD. were mum on the subject.
Union, which was in the midst of organizing voicers at outlet, ignored pay
boost, working on basis that hike is not
up to AFRA's demands, and continued
activities in lining up KRKD's mike
men. At week's end, AFRA claimed a
majority of indie's gabbers in the fold.
.

Lea Bill Held
Over Petrillo Miller Confab
Idea Is Be

Good-or Else

WASHINGTON, Feb. 18.-Holding what
anti -Petrillo Congressmen regard as a
trump hand over James C. Petrillo, who
faces negotiations with National Association of Broadcasters Committee in
New York April 8, House is set to go into
action late this week on Rep. Clarence
F. Lea's (D., Calif.) bill to crack down
on Petrillo and his American Federation
of Musicians. Lea, a close friend of
president Justin Miller, of NAB, gave
the green light finally for House action
Thursday (21) or Friday (22), but there

is possibility that becaus3 of pressure
of other business and Washington's
Birthday curtailment of activities, the
House might not reach the Lea Bill
this week.

Letters Signal Action

Lea's go-ahead signal on House action
was given Thursday (14), incidental to
a disclosure by NAB of an exchange of
letters between Miller and Petrillo agreeing on the April 8 meeting of Petrillo's
group with radio industry representatives
headed by Miller. April 8 session is
regarded as preliminary to a long round
of meetings by subcommittees to be
selected later, and an adjourned session
April 10 is already being skedded in the
event that the preliminary conference
requires additional palaver preparatory
to sub -group meetings.
Committees Big
Petrillo will head a committee of 14
at the New York meeting while Miller
will have a committee of 26. Petrillo's
group will include all officers of AFM,
members of the executive board and
some personal assistants of Petrillo's.
Miller's group will include the NAB
industry -wide committee and "one or
two members" of Miller's staff. Indus.
try -wide standing committee of NAB,
Miller explained, includes representatives
of every segmet of radio, including webs,
clear channel stations, regionals and
independents. Meeting will be held at
AFM headquarters, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
In the exchange of letters between
Petrillo and Miller, cordiality was shown,
but there was strong indication that the
negotiations will be protracted over
several weeks if not months.
Meanwhile, belief prevails in some
quarters here that Lea Bill will remain
(See BE GOOD-OR ELSE on page 14)

AFM, N. Y. Outlets
Wage Talks To Start

Probably in March

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Negotiations for
a new contract covering employment of
musicians on New York radio stations
will probably begin in March according
to Jack Rosenberg, president of Local
802, AFM. Current contract still has a
year to run-to March, 1947-but the
local starts preliminary talks early.
Chief item on the 802 agenda will be
more employment. This is considered
even more important than the matter of
scales. Local is anxious to spread as
much work as possible among members
in order to avert a possible crisis which
might arise from the fact that the membership is growing.

WEVD-IBEW Pact
Ups Wages 23%.
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-A threatened
strike of radio engineers at WEVD, local
indie, was averted this week When a
contract was signed between the station
and the Radio Engineers Union Local
1212, International Brotherhood of Blec"
trical Workers-AFL.
New wage scale, about 23 per cent
above the old, runs from $60-$90 over
three years. Step-ups are half yearly,,
Assistant supervisors get $95 a week and
supervisors $115. Contract is for ones:
year and is retroactive to January 1,
1946.
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Now ifs wmca
First on New York's Dial
24 HOURS'.4 DAY!
WMCA now stays awake nights with a city that never
sleeps ... stays awake to make the nighttime hours more enjoyable
for hundreds of thousands of night workers, night owls, public
servants
and folks wilt) just can't sleep.
.

"ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT" is on the air from 1:00
a.m. to 7 :00 a.m. . . six hours of music on records and the
latest news.
.

The new session carries dance music by the best bands in
the early hours and all through the night the music the world
loves best.

Hourly news bulletins . . , sports resumes .
frequent
weather reports ... as well as rebroadcasts of outstanding WMCA
daytime features all add up to reasons why New Yorkers tune in
to WMCA for the best all-night show in town.
.

.

wmca
570

ON THE DIAL

Represented by Weed & Company

7
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U. S. Info Dept. Borden's Bag Gag Travelers Insurance New Outlet Under
Talkin' Web Show on Wraps as CHJS's
16.-County
Still Nixed by half hour Saturdayhasafternoona American or Mutual St. John Competish
16.-Travelers InStation
House Comm'tee third stunttricks.theits Firstthen the
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NEW YORK, Feb.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 18.-Sponsors of
the State Department's Overseas Radio
and Information Program are in for another drubbing this week as the House

-

Appropriations Committee opens hearings
on the multi -million dollar outlay recommended by President Truman for 1947
operations of the Office of International
Information and Cultural Affairs. Still
reeling under the impact of House Rules
Committee's second refusal to clear the
Bloom Bill (HR 4368), which provides
legislative authority for OIICA, without
which no funds can be voted, State Department officials will spend about two
weeks behind closed doors, while the
hostile committee takes hammer and
tongs to the information program endorsed by the President in a special
message to the House.
No Recall
Meanwhile Chairman Sol Bloom (D.,
N. Y.), of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, which held hearings on the
information program last summer and
subsequently recommended his bill by
unanimous vote, informed The Billboard
that he will not recall the measure for
further hearings. Such procedure would
be "preposterous," he said, since lengthy
bearings were held on the measure and
the bill itself was rewritten several
times.
Two Republican members of the committee, Rep. John M. Vorys (O.) and
Karl E. Mundt (S. D.) went on record in
the House last week urging that the
hearings be reopened.
Rep. Clarence J. Brown (R., O.), member of House Rules Committee, told The
Billboard that there are enough votes in
the committee to keep the Bloom Bill
off the House floor.
Tucked away in the President's message
was a recommendation which would allow funds to the State Department for
"making contracts for the use of international short-wave stations and facilities." In making these contracts, the
President's message pointed out the State
Department would be permitted "to agree
on behalf of the United States to deny
the owners and operators of said radio
stations and facilities from such funds
as may be hereafter appropriated for
the purpose against loss or damage on
account of injury to persons or property
arising from such use of said radio stations."
Mr. Whisker's Short -Wave
Several congressmen have argued that
this authorization is the first step in
putting the government in the shortwave radio broadcasting business for all
time. At the same time, they insist,
federal ownership of short-wave facilities
is the "logical first step" toward government monopoly of standard band broadcast. In connection with this item, the
President recommended $9,595,000 which
would be used for the purchase of books,
papers and magazines and acquisition
of "communications services, including
the rental of lines, purchase or rental,
maintenance and operation of printing
machines and the transportation there-

of...."
Also the money would be used for "ac-

quisition, production and free distribution of informational materials for use
in connection with the operation, independently or thru public or private
includagencies, foreign or domestic
ing the purchase of radio time and the
purchase, rental, construction, improvement, maintenance and operation of facilities for radio transmission and reception."
Truman Accused
Truman is accused of having wrapped

...

8x10 GLOSSY
PUBLICITY PHOTOS

100 for $6.15
As low as 5c Ea. in quantity. If you
use photos you should get our price list

and see our samples before ordering.
Drop us a card for free sample and price
list. This is not the cheapest service,
but our prices are low enough so that
you can now afford real quality. Prompt,
courteous service. Quality guaranteed.

Mulson, Dept. B,
Washington Ave.
310
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
E.

Fair, Borden's
on CBS,
added
roster of space
to
grabbing
was
calf;
came
kid who lifted
"Charley, the Gift Horse," with
no takers, and altho both are still
on the show, the producers have
added another.
This time it's a big paper bag,
about the size of a phone booth,
plus a stake of $50 each week.
Right now there's $200 in the till
for anyone able to punch his way
out of the paper bag. Contestants (show tries to get sports
names and has been having its
troubles) wear big boxing groves
and, as there's not too much
space, they find it easier to talk
about than do.

NEW YORK, Feb.

surance Company, owners of
WTIC (Hartford, Conn.), is lending an
ear to radio pitches. Currently Mutual
and American webs are talking facilities
with the gab bound to get around to
programs shortly. Young & Rubicam is
the ad -agency.
Understood that insurance firm is interested in an: institutional job as a
backfire, in case of need, against possible
federal regulation. Bigtime policymakers
have in the past stayed clear of radio
except as defense against independent
advisors. Now the bigtime ops are worried about Mr. Whiskers and don't want
to get caught short.

Mutual Expansive
Ginger Rogers Wraps After 11 P.M. With
Nitery Seg
NewAirshowPackage NEW Name
YORK, Feb. 16.-WOR, Mutual's
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.-Another pix
name will headline an airshow series
within the next 60 days when Ginger
Rogers completes final wrapping on her
radio package idea and gets it peddled.
Miss Rogers told The Billboard that,
as it stands now, her package is being
weighed by various agencies for bankrolling, but so far nothing has been
set. She added that idea is so flexible
that until sponsor has been found, it
is best to remain mum on type show.
Understood it would be music -drama
airer. Husband -manager Jack Briggs
will work with Miss Rogers in building
package and will be her rep in biz deals.

Wash. News Preems Air Sup

anchor in New York, will try something
new in late -evening programing next
week when it preems Ground Floor Night
Club, a name -talent variety show. Em seed by ex -disk jockey Barry Gray,
Ground Floor will use well-known nitery
talent in an effort to get away from
the usual dance band -disk formula after

p.m.
Program will be heard from 11:35 to
midnight. First seg features Woody Herman on his clarinet, Maurice Rocco,
Doodles Weaver, and Doris Day, vocalist
with Les Brown's ork. House ork will
back singers and instrumentalists.
11

British Seek Profit
On BBC by Upping
License to. Pound WJJD's Daytime
LONDON, Feb. 16.-Cost of broadcasting service license to the Britisher will 100%® Block-Program.
go up within the next two months from

WASHINGTON, Feb. 16.-Washington
Daily News, Scripps -Howard, is now coming out regularly on Saturdays with its
new radio supplement called, Weekend
Radio Review, running six pages and
crammed with indústry chit-chat, pix
and ads. First appearance was on February 9. Section features a column by
Charles Zurhorst, who's in charge of the 10 shillings to one pound. During the
supplement which is thrust into the war, government felt it was okay to
underwrite the losses oY the "corporamiddle of the tabloid -sized paper.
tion" but now the feeling is that the
BBC must return to paying its own way
his informational program requests in and making a handsome profit as it
ambiguous words and figures, leaving did pre-war.
fiscal leaders puzzled as to whether he
Also in the works is a combo license
wants $20,000,000 or nearly $30,000,000 for sound and sight (radio and telefor the program by including supple- vision) at two pounds a year. Tip that
mental estimates for State Department pictures will be aired soon is seen in the
economic and diplomatic functions.
re -introduction of a special fee for the
Republicans in the House are leaping dual service. Corporation has stated that
onto the top figure of nearly $30,000,000 video will be going before April 1.
as the one Truman is proposing for the
State Department set-up, and they are
beginning to blast away at the entire MBS Adds 3 250-Watters
scheme as an attempt by the federal
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Three new stagovernment to go into the business of
propagandizing itself. An indication, tions will be added to the Mutual chain
however, that Truman was ready to com- in March: KXOX, Sweetwater, Tex.;
promise broadly with congressional foes WJPF, Herrico, Ill., and KXLR, Little
of the plan appeared in the President's Rock. All are 250-watters. KXOX opermessage which greatly reduced the esti- ates on 1240 kc., WJPF on 1340 and
mates originally suggested by the State KXLR on 1450. First two have been
Department policy planners. For example, Indies. Third is a new station, opening
addition, two MBS key
State Department last year was talking in March 15. Indue
for power increases.
terms of a $40,000,000 a year set-up, but stations are
Truman's total supplemental request for WOL, Cowles outlet in Washington, will
1947 calls for $29,844,298, of which only shortly jump from one to five kw., and
a part would be devoted to paying for KQV, Pittsburgh, also goes from one to
five kw.
this information program next year.

UCI Corrections

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Proofreader really fell on his face last week in readcaught.
ing The Billboard -Hooper Urban Circulation Index. Three typos weren't
Headings for Programs With Top Juve Daytime Urban Circulation and Programs
mistake.
With Top Juve Eve. Urban Circulation were transposed by Station,
under ProIn addition, urban listeners figure for Grand Central be 1,826,216.
Because
grams With Top Fern Daytime Urban Circulation, should
listeners
of a wandering decimal point in computations, all the figures for urban
under Programs With Top Male Daytime Urban Circulation were incorrect. The
entire section is printed below as it should be:

PROGRAMS with TOP MALE DAYTIME URBAN CIRCULATION
Program
County Fair
John W. Vandercook
Grand Central Station.
Stars Over Hollywood
Jack Armstrong
Tom Mix
Ma Perkins
Terry and the Pirates.
Front Page Farrell
Breakfast in Hollywood
Theater of Today
Young Widder Brown.
Home Edition
Portia Faces Life
Billie

Burke

Net
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC
MBS
CBS
ABO
NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS

Sponsor

Agency
K&E
Wade
MC -E
Sorenson

KR
Gardner
D-F&R
S&M

D-F&S
BBD&O
D-F&S
K&E
Y&R
L&F

ST. JOHN, N. B., Feb. 16.-A new
broadcasting station is being established
In St. John, altho nothing official on it
Is available and efforts are being made
toward secrecy until all arrangements
have been perfected. The opposition to
CHSJ is to come from the K. C. Irving
financial, industrial, automotive, bus
and truck, mercantile, lumber interests,
which are based in St. John. The Elks
Building has been purchased in the city
proper just outside the retail and
amusement zone, and will be remodeled
into studios, offices, control room, etc.
The steel tower and affiliated 'facilities
will be at or near Blacks Harbor, about
20 miles down the Bay of Fundy coast
from St. John.
The grapevined background to the decision of the Irving interests to establish
and operate the station is the refusal of
the H. P. Robinson interests of St. John
to sell CHSJ at a price acceptable to
Irving. The Robinson interests also operate the only daily newspapers in St.
John, and it has been rumored they have
been trying to sell out the papers to
Irving but the two groups cannot agree
on the price. Robinson heads the new
Brunswick Telephone Company as well
as the newspaper publishing and radio
broadcasting.
When the Robinson group threatened
to establish a competing station to
CFBO, about a decade ago, the founder
and owner of that original broadcasting
unit, C. A. Monro, of St. John, sold out
to Robinson, the studios, offices, etc., being moved to the publishing base. Permission from the Dominion Government
for the rival station is reported to have
been granted, thus duplicating the situation in the sister city of Halifax, N. S.,
where CJCH made its appearance as a
competitor for CHNS last year.

Borden
Miles

Pillsbury
Bowey's

General Mills
Ralston -Purina
P&G
Quaker
American Home Pro.
Kellogg
Armstrong
Sterling
Kellogg
General Foods
Lambert

Product Urban Listeners*
538.199
527,215
Aika-Seltzer
491,189
Various
Dad -Rich
446,668
Wheaties
401,855
Cereal
Oxydol
371,687
Breakfast Foods
Anacin
340,346
Pep
328,045
Rugs
318,672
Various
Milk

All -Bran
Various

Listerine

300,5,12

289.068

CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-WJJD's entire daytime airing schedule was changed last
week to go into a 100 per cent block programing format. The Marshall Field
o. -and -o. station added many new features and retained some of its solid
reliables in the first move of any indie
here to block -program its full schedule
according to the plan originated by the
networks.
New format begins at 9 a.m. and
opens with hour of semi -classics; next
hour is for women; from 11-12:15 feature is parade of musical pops, then
comes 45 minutes of Western music.
Pops fill up the rest of the afternoon,
with exception of public service features
from 2 to 2:30.
Station's news has been revamped to
fit new format. All quarter-hour and
off -the -hour skedded newscasts have
been eliminated and are now aired in
segs of five minutes before the hour.
Station execs feel new plan in following web format will enable listeners to
determine better when and what they
want to receive by dialing to the station's frequency.

'New World' Ain't A-Coming
On Share -Cost, WMCA Plan

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.Plan of WMCA,
local indie, to peddle its class sustainer,
New World a -Coming, to stations thruout the country via waxings on a share the -cost basis, has not panned out, despite 22 stations interested in the deal
agreeing to the proposition. Minimum
of 50 stations sharing the cost was required to cover the $1,000 nut.
Recent word from AFRA, Petrillo and
Roi Ottley, who has title to New World,
waives all rights to the show sò that the
station can send waxing of New World
each week to a non-profit station, WOSU,
Columbus, O., which is operated under
Ohio State University auspices. Waiver
was granted by all parties because of
public service function of WOSU.

The Case of
CAB Vs. Hooper
Will appear in a forthcoming
issue of The Billboard.
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Louis G. Cowan in association with

Alfred L. Hollender, John Lewellen and Joseph W. Bailey

announces the formation of

Louis G. Cowan, nc.
Radio Production
Transcriptions
16mm. Films

New York
Chicago
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Nets Prep Hotfoot
For Wire Services
On Talk Coverage
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.Webs are getting

ready to put the rap on the wire services
-AP, UP and INS-for giving the networks the slough -off in coverage of radio
talks. What particularly burned the
chains is the way the services, even on
"info to editor" items, persist in referring
to "radio speech."
Thus, on the recent talk of the then
cabinet member Harold Ickes, the AP

advance flash mentioned a radio talk,
gave the Blue credit (KABC). Webs feel
the network involved, not the medium,
should be credited.
Squawk currently being contemplated
would be emphasized by the current
contract renewals between webs and wire
services. In the final analysis, the nets
will probably appoint a committee to
meet with head men of news syndicates
and work out a formula.

Conciliator Named
Arbitrator in WPAT,
IPEW Wage Issue

Chi Ferns, Hot Over Breneman's
Hat Judging, Cause Near Riot
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-What started out
as a flack's perfect dream ended in a
nightmare finish here on February 7
when a "Goofy Hat Contest," staged to
excite interest in the preeming of United
Artists' Breakfast in Hollywood, starring
Tom Breneman, dynamo of the ABC
radio show bearing the same title, backfired. It caused 500 frustrated women
finalists to stage a protest march on
The Chi Tribune offices and storm the
Blackstone Hotel, where Breneman and
company were bivouacked.
Flackery for Breneman's pie was supposed to hit new highs here. It hit 'ein
all right, but the rebound was terrific
and had everybody worried stiff, from
top United Artists and American Broadcasting Company execs to the poor flackery guys of both outfits.
Reason was that about 500 angry
women who had entered Breneman's
contest were upset about the judging of

said joust-held in. the Oriental Theater-and made no bones about protesting
same.
ABC Unaware Creeps Up
was arranged by U -A thru a
Contest
NEW YORK, Feb. 16,-Federal Concil- Chi flack, Jack Hess, and American
iator John L. Fenton last Thursday (14) wasn't too aware of what was going on
was appointed arbitrator in a wage dis- during the last week, having arranged
pute between WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
indie, and the Radio Engineers' Union,
Local 1212, of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL). Station has refused a union proposal of a
fiat $10 -a -week wage rise for WPAT's
eight engineers.
In the arbitration, which is provided
for automatically in the station's contract with the union, IBEW will up its
proposal to a flat 30 per cent increase.
DETROIT, Feb, 16.-Organization of a
Present scale at the station is $40-$70 daily
newsreel," based upon the
over a five-year step-up. Union had use of "radio
recording, is being completed
been asking $50-$90 over five years. Low- here bywire
Pival, former manager and
est'scale at other unionized Indies in this emsee atJohn
Senate Theater before the war.
area is $60-$90 over five years with a First sustained
series of shows to depend
three-year step-up provided for in most upon wire recording
will take the air
cases. Wages are the only point in dis- next week, with Pival handling
technical
pute.
details from Lakeland, Fla., where the
Detroit Tigers are starting spring training.
Pival is making a series of 19 interviews giving complete coverage of the
training camp activity, in which interest
is exceptionally high, because the Tigers
won the pennant in 1945. Interviews
and commentary will be handled by
WXYZ sportscaster,
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Krank's Shave HarrywasHeilmann,
a former Tiger star some seaKreem, which will shortly cancel. Man who
in the Street off WOR, MBS outlet here, sons back.
Three Shows a Week
has cooked up something fresh in the
way of a local show. Man in the Street
Plan is to ship by air three shows a
replacement in the 6:15-30 across the week from Lakeland. Shows would leave
board slot will be a New York local at 9:00 a.m. and arrive, under present
stanza originating in Chicago.
schedules, in Detroit at 3:00 p.m.., and be
New airer, called Bob Eisen on the on the air shortly thereafter.
Century, is designed to have sportsPival is doing his wire recording work
caster Eisen interview celebrities on The for the Michigan Radio Network, a group
Century, crack N. Y. Central train, just of eight up -State stations with WXYZ,
before it leaves the station in Chi. He'll Detroit, as the key station. In some
do the usual gab-fest with emphasis on cases, because of multiple programing
the angle, "Why are you going to New problems at WXYZ, it is expected that
York?" Show will be transcribed and the shows will be aired on MRN, and reshipped to the Stem.
broadcast on WXYZ, at a later time or

the first three weeks of the contest in
the Eighth Street Theater. Came dawn
of February 7, however, and ABC execs
became rapidly convinced that it should
have been their affair and theirs alone.
It seems that in judging the previous
contests, contestants were paraded on
the stage before judges. This time, however, Breneman made the mistake of
picking contestants by walking down
the aisles and nodding to the favored
ones-all in the short time of five minutes. Result was that about 500 women
finalists who had worked hours on their
goofy hats became incensed at the outcome and staged a near riot at the theater, one column marching to The
Tribune and another to the Blackstone
Hotel.
Those who stayed after the judging
booed the pic vigorously whenever Breneman was shown.
Bust or Bonanza
One thing can be said: The stunt was
the biggest bust in radio Racking and
moom pix-in spite of attracting over
10,000 women in the Chi area. However,
a redeeming feature is that wise flack
boys are saying that the stunt may prove
a bonanza to both pic and the web in
that news pix of the irate women will
create enough interest in the program
and film so that the saga of the angry
500 will be very negligible in its effect.
Almost lost in the melee was the contest winner, 15 -year -old Rosa Rausch,
who had a hat made of two fox furs
housing a tiny fox terrier who barked
in a cool $1,000 for his mistress.

Daily Air Newsreel
Prepped by Pival;
Sport Series First Share-Jobs Plan
Mulled by AFRA

Krank Cancelling
'Man in Street' for
Century Interviews

vice versa.

Eastman Kodak Begins Natl.
Weather Forecast Spot Ads
ROCHESTER, Feb. 16.-Surprise of the
week is the deb of Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, promotion wallflower of the photo
supply makers, in the national spot pic.
The firm has started a weather forecast station break campaign on a dozen stations, with more outlets to be hooked
in as desirable spots on major, stations
open up. Ultimate aim is to have national coverage with a weather report
seven nights a week at the same hour.
This is the first time Eastman has
used spots on a national basis. Campaign
is being heavily merchandised and includes recorded demonstrations by Kodak
salesmen to the dealers.
Recently discharged after two years
overseas with the army, John A. Salisbury has returned to WMIN, St. Paul
Indic, where he had been an announcer,
to become station's program director.

100 8x10
$6.50
50 8x10
4.00
Bricee on Postcards and Other Sizes on Request.
60% Deposit With Order, Balance C. O. D.
PHOTO SERVICE CO.
'$45 W. 46th St.,
Now York
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15 -Minute Seg
The newsreel program, under the copyrighted name of Telereel, will be started
as a daily 15 -minute news program When
Pival returns from Lakeland, about
April 15. Idea is to use snatches of 2 to
3 minutes as interviews with figures in
the news, significant excerpts from
speeches of the day, or other types of
direct on -the -spot -coverage, in place of
the familiarly rewritten newscast.
Pival has been working with two G. tL
wire recorders since his release from the
coast guard a few weeks ago, and has
made certain imporvements which are
said to give them considerably improved
frequency range. He has been handling
special assignments for broadcasting in
the past few weeks, working out a series
of "features," such as broadcast from the
Detroit Zoo, which is closed in the winter, with special animal sound effects, as
well as spot news coverage, such as a
speech the other day by General Wainwright on his Detroit visit. He has added
a gasoline generator for use in furnishing independent power source for the
recorders on remote assignments.
During the war, Pival, as a full lieutenant in the coast guard, handled recruiting nationally, and subsequently
was advance man for the Tars, and Spars
show with Victure Mature, and later the
Hit the Beach show which played 17
Middle Western cities.

HOLLYWOOD, Feb.

16.-Plans for giv-

ing radio actors a better break by passing
more jobs around were discussed at a
Friday (15) general membership meeting
of American Federation of Radio Artists.
Feelings of sentiment have been building
up among some AFRA cardholders here
who tire of seeing others plucking the
lush plums while they can't get a toehold.
Idea, getting favorable response, is to
set up regular link between AFRA and
Radio Directors' Guild to bridge gap
between producer and talent. Thru
periodic audition system, producers could
get general idea of AFRA talent pool by
coming in contact with untried people
who may do the job as well or better
than old stand-bys. Plan is underway
to bring matter .before RDG so that a
workable system can be evolved.
Point skedded for future consideration
is situation of tyros trying to hurdle barriers into radio acting field. The way
situation now stands, newcomer approaching producer is informed that only
AFRA cardholders can be considered.
AFRA regulations, on .the other hand,
hold that no one can join the union
unless he has been hired for radio job.
Novice is then squeezed between the
two, without having a chance to prove
his worth. Producers feel there is plenty
of talent available from AFRA's lists
without having to take a hundred -to -one
shot on a newcomer. AFRA is not allowed to issue cards unless applicants
are in professional status. As it is, union
isn't too happy with have-not element
in membership who expect AFRA to act
as an employment agency.
In providing, more work for its members, AFRA has recently discussed matter of more live shows on indie outlets.
When beef was brought up by indies that
they cannot afford current AFRA rates,
Claude McCue, APRA' Coast head, indicated Union's willingness .to get together with stations in discussing matter of lowering rates so as to achieve
more fleshers and thereby more jobs for
members. Final discussions on this will
probably be delayed until APRA settles
its current negotiations with Indies for
announcer .pay boost.
'

'
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Oscar -Givers Tie In
With Squibb; $1,500
Goes to Academy
(Continued from page 5)
in town to wind up details. Shaw told
The Billboard that he may move to the
Coast in that agency will now have two
Hollywood originations. (Other is Andrews Sisters' show.)
Five -Year Nix Lifted
For the past five yearn the Academy
has been hit regularly by air package
boys but had always nixed propositions.
Reason then was that the pic house of
lords considered commercial radio tieups beneath its dignity and always
turned nose up and thumbs down. However, air -screen romance has been on
the upgrade and, as predicted by The
Billboard January 12, more pic packages
will see the light this year. As in all
air -screen deals, the Squibb set-up is of
mutual advantage to all parties.
Post-War Bank Roll
Bank -roller gets a prestige show and
will be able to toot the horn on presenting blue-ribbon properties and talent.
Academy gets its 1,500 smackers which
will come in handy for footing the bill
for post-war expansion plans, educational
work, building new quarters, boosting the
size of its film library from second in
the world to first, etc. Up to now,
AMPAS had to rely on membership dues
to carry on its work. Show will also help
build the Academy award name in the
face of other award competition, cinching
the Oscar position in the flicker citation field. Pic companies will gain still
another avenue whereby their story properties and name talent can get free radio
exploitation.
Tie -Up in Name Only
As the deal is now set up, the Academy
will be linked with the show in name
only. It will have nothing to do with selection of either stories or players, nor
will it have final say on the airer's format. Famous Artists, package owners,
will secure talent and yarns, with Tom
McAvity, of FA, and Don Shaw (G. C.
& N.) working out final details. No
producer had been named at week's end,
but negotiations were under way with
Dee Engelbach, who will probably get
the assignment as soon as dough differences are ironed out.
Some higher-ups in pic circles see the
Academy deal as a milestone in radioscreen relations. They think this should
be the final ice -breaker in getting the
ball rolling for more packages now that
filmdom"s conservative camp has seen
the light. In this respect, they feel
that Jean Hersholt, the Academy's new
prexy (who also happens to have an
air show of his own) has done much,
in. bringing AMPAS's board of governors
into the radio line of thinking. Others
give credit to Tom McAvity, who has
wrapped up two film -radio bundles in
the past two months after being on the
Coast only four months. (Other pic package was Frigidaire -Fox deal). With McAvity here again heading radio for Famous Artists, they foresee more front
the same talent agency.

,
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Unions Granted:..
FM Conditionals

-

WASHINGTON, Feb. 16.
FCC this
week granted three FM conditionals to
labor unions. UAW got one for Detroit,
ILGWU drew one for Chattanooga, and
ACW (Amalgamated Clothing Workers)
grabbed a spot in Rochester. All were

metropolitan channels.

FCC Holds Miami Hearing

On Eight Outlet Applications.

-

MIAMI, Feb. 16.
Applications for
eight new broadcasting stations here
were heard this week by William Henry.
Wills, Federal Communications Commissioner. This is the first time such hearings have been held outside of Washington.
Greater Miami applicants, with proposed investments running from $12,000
Kent Resumes Director Post to $400,000, all are standard broadcastunits. Wills will report his findings
On Chi's Ed Radio Council ing,
to the full board in Washington, with
CHICAGO, Feb. 9.-Col. Harold W. final decisions to come from there.
Kent, who for the past five years has
been on leave from his post as director
of the Chicago Board of Education lations department, as a liaison officer
Radio Council, will return to his former between the War Department and the
duties at the council March 1.
office of education and as,
member of
During his absence he served in the the War Department's officea of
Chief of
radio branch of the army's public re- Staff.
.
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Everybody Has His Pet `First';
Radio No.. l's Top 'Em All
(Continued from page 3)
credited Detroit's WWJ as the first regUlàr broadcasting station on the air,
rather than W's KDKA. KCMO's Arthur
Church, a pioneer in his own right, decided some years ago to take all of radio's
firsts and publish them in a volume to
be called First Quarter of a Century of
American Broadcasting. And he discovered that he cut himself a piece of cake.
No matter who contended he was first,
the moment that Church announced the
contention there were a half dozen others
Who also had done the same thing first
and KCMO's boss had to send out not
only the original request for "firsts" but
"challenge forms" on which stations or
individual might contest any claim of
firsting that some other station or individual had recorded. What started out
to be a pleasant tribute to the industry
became a research job of such size that
even the final volume (challenges are
supposed to have closed on February 15)
Will have a great many ??? and no one
will, be able to prove the "first" incontrovertably.
Was the San Jose (Calif.) radio telephone transmitting station, that afterwards became known as KQW, the first
radio station to begin regular broadcasting of radio programs in 1912 (after being on the air 1909)? Was WTAM, Cleveland, the first radio station to broadcast
a complete opera taken down on a wire
recorder in Germany in 1924? Also was
WTAM the first station to broadcast on
FM in the same year? These claims are
a bit startling to the showbiz side of
broadcasting which is of the opinion that
wire recording is something of the 1940's
and that -FM is a development of Major
Edwin H. Armstrong, more or less currently.
-And the "challenged firsts" go on
and on, indicating in many ways that
being first doesn't mean a thing. FM
broadcast by WTAM meant that RCA,
parent organization of NBC which now
owns the station, had source information
on FM which started more than 20 years
ago. Yet they nixed it when the major
brought it to them years later.
Ed First
And when the American School of the
Air is proud of its CBS heritage it might
turn to the record and note that OXI,
which later became WLB and more recently KUOM claims that it was the first
educational station to broadcast courses
in Esperanto and French, as the University of Minnesota station. It took
almost the intervening 25 years for languages on the air to become commercial
and it was WQXII, and Time magazine
that turned the trick, not the station
that did 'em first.
Quiz program pain a number of people
but they're not new and when KGW
claimed to be the first to do a factual
quiz, up came KHJ, of Los Angeles, who
said: "MAN, we did that first in 1922"
and that too will go down in the
Church book.
Opera in 1921
When the longhairs discuss where they
heard the Metopera airings first, a great
many will have a great list of Stem stations to submit, but the "firsters" will
tell you that it was WGL (then a Howlit
station in Philly) that broadcast the
first complete opera-and it was in 1921.
Station WGL is now in Fort Wayne and
the Metopera is an ABC operation with
the Texas Company picking up the tab.
The competition, WOWO, has the program, not WGL.
Convention reporting is deadly-and
today it gets the nix from stations and
nets, but back on June '7, 1922, It was a
first with none other than Douglas Fairbanks, reporting the convention of Rotary International, with almost the entire world picking up the Fairbanks coverage and rebroadcasting it. It was a
"first"-and maybe it was good.
r
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CBS Buys Alvin

For $825,000

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-The Alvin Theater is going the way of many legit houses
-to radio. Deal has been completed between CBS and Pincus brothers (Alexander, Norman and Irving) giving network
title to 1,367 -seater for $825,000.
CBS expects to take possession in Iate
December but purchase doesn't effect
tenancy of Billion -Dollar Baby which has
Incidental Info
clear $25,000 weekly to stay at house.
Of course, if you produced a play and to
Network
bought the house because their
were the "first" to employ a title, well former showshop,
the Hammerstein, goes
'that first is important. It's the only way back to its proprietors
on December 31.
a title can be protected in the theaterby giving it "cash value." The Front
Page was a title on a play by Edward while suits drag on and on-It's the
Goldsmith Riley that never reached "firsts" and proof of that firsting that
Broadway until Jed Harris heard of the pays off in the law courts, which are
title and since the play hadn't_ been pro- never without tune title suits.
duced he just took it. That's the law
-And what does the Joe Kane, who
of the copyright land. However, let any- collected his first Famous Firsts hook
one use that title today and-O'Brien, which was pubbed in 1933, do? Has he
Malevinsky and Driscoll (that was the a little first all his own? Of course, the
handle of the legit legal firm back in first two volumes are "collectors items"
The Front Page Days).
but Kane has found that the air likes
Song titles are the same way-and his firstings. He's had It's a Fact on

indicated than by the fact that the
Church book will pay respects to the
"oldest continuous commercial," The
Horn and Hardart Children's Hour,
which started paying a little station
called WCAU on Market Street in Philadelphia for time back in 1927.

WJZ for a year and before that Thai's a
Fact, on the ABC's keyer, and a number
of other shows. He's got a new big book
combining the two published volumes of
facts and a gob of new "firsts" but hie
major job now le doing the questions
And answering
for Break the Bank.
phone calls of people who want to go on
record that "My puppy is the first to be
born with three eyes" only to be told that
three -eyed pups are a dime a dozen, in
the history of "firsts."
Are you going to bring your bed to the
next World Series? You'd better get
there early to be first-and a bed on the
line is old stuff, anything opening today? The world is full of firsts but
only radio writes Its own book about 'em.

Prescott To Chat on N. Y.
NEW YORK, Feb. 18.-Allen Prescott,
the one-time Wifesaver, starts a new
Saturday morning program on WJZ Saturday (23). Show will be a once -a -week,
10 -minute stint, 7:50-8 a.m., based on
chatter about New York. Show starts
as a sustainer and goes commercial for
Merkln Paint Company March 3. Humbert & Jones is the ad agency.

limericks not after Lear...
in which WO R mentions such subjects as: Its area's percent
of the nation's apparel sales; number of farms in its
territory compared with the state of Indiana, and other
things both pertinent and delightful

young lady named Ella Maeiearys
who's titnebuyer for Decker & Deary,
was rather amazed
when the gay fact was raised,
that our food sales are 3 -billion yearly.
a

a tall man who came front Peru
called us to ask what was new.
said we, in a manner,

-

"Now, take Indiana
we have half that state's farms for you."

there was a young man of Leonia
who collected the flower begonia
said he, "The real pretties
are in your 16 great cities,
and that's not a fact to bemoania."

W011

-that power -full station

at 1440 Broadway, in New York
MUTUAL

11

.

Brainard First

This tab of radio "firsts" that mean
little or nothing, like most firsts, could
go on and on. However, there are a few
touches of nostalgia like for instance the
fact that Bertha Brainard, who exited
from NBC without a ripple (it was handled so "nicely"), was a first October 28,
1922, when she became the first station
representative at WJZ. Bertha picked
the talent that made the Newark trek
to the station and later worked- in what
Was the Aeolian Building on 42d Street.
The "futility" of "firsts" is no better
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an indolent lady of Arrel,
who wrote to us on an old barrel,
asked, "Is it quite true
that your listeners do
buy one-quarter
the nation's apparel?"

12

Spellbinders Unsheath Ax
For FCC Appropriations
As Sign of Mounting Anger

Sl7

4Billboard

-

Growing
problem in relations with Congress is
in offing for Federal Communications
Commission as Charles R. Denny Jr.
moves up to acting chairmanship of FCC
to sub for Paul A. Porter who becomes
head of Office of Price Administration.
Denny, regarded as a brilliant young lawyer, is expected to carry on strictly in
the high-level Porter tradition and. he
won't produce any shake-up in FCC, but
he faces a growing challenge on Capitol
Hill where FCC 1946 and 1947 funds are
already under fire. Senate Appropriations
Committee refused to be appeased last
week even by affable Porter.
Even as Senate prepares to act on
President Truman's appointment of Porter as OPA boss, in place of Chester
Bowles, who moves up to head stabilization, rumor is going the rounds that
Porter will come back some day to his
FCC spot. Rumor has gained credence in
some circles largely because OPA Is an
emergency agency whose lease must be
extended beyond June '30 by Congress
and because Denny's title will be "acting"
chairman. However, Porter has frankly
said his resignation from FCC will be
official when Senate confirms nomina16.

tion to the administratively and politically heavy OPA chieftainship.
Bigger Things Seen
Shrewd insiders see Porter's role in,
Truman administration pointing to bigger things even than OPA which right
now is plenty important and seems certain to be given an extension for at least
a year. Porter, as forecast, agreed "like
a good soldier" to the OPA appointment
only on condition that Bowles would take
over the stabilization Job, one of the na-

In the absence of continuous data on non -telephone home listenership, The Billboard takes the
liberty of projecting telephone home -based radio audience measurements to total familles.
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No. 3

Length

Program

tion's biggest. Porter will be on tap for
advance to Denny who emerged from
FCC general counsel post to commission
membership not quite a year ago, upon
Porter's recommendation. The new acting chairman is expected to perpetuate
Porter policy which emphasizes broadest
possible expansion of FM and video. and
increased scrutiny of license bids and

renewals.
Denny's ability to get along with Congress is expected to measure up to
forthcoming tests, but a clue to the nature of the congressional challenge was
disclosed last week in Senate Appropriations Committee's upheaval over FCC
outlay. Committee slashed the funds
$300,000 lower than house -passed appropriation of $5,560,000 which itself represented a cut of a half million below
the original budget request. Whether or
not the Senate Appropriations Committee cut is restored this week-and there
is an even chance that it might be
the wrangle reflects deep-seated feeling
which some observers attribute to the
over-all rebellion by Congress against
President Truman's entire legislative
program.
Anti-FCC Feeling
Another factor is known to be anti FCC feeling among some congressmen
who are getting mail from station applicants complaining of slow action on their
bids. The mass of processing ahead of
FCC, however, has been one of commission's chief arguments for increased outlays for expansion of personnel.
Conflict over FCC outlay represents
something anomalous in legislative procedure since the house -passed appropria (See Porter, Bowles Play on page 14)
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Sponsor,
Agency,

Hooper-

Net & Stet.

Rating

32.6

BOB HOPE

Lever-Pepsodent
F., C. & B. NBC 128

FIBBER McGEE
AND MOLLY
S.

Johnson

C.

26.8

FRED ALLEN

Standard Brands
Tender Leaf Tea
Blue Bonnet Marine
J. W. T. NBC 141

JACK BENNY"

Amer. Tob. Co.
Lucky Strike
NBC
R. & R.

of

qualities that distinguishes WWJ from
all other radio stations. The esteem in which
WWJ is held by the community and by the nation, ìs
based on a pioneer spirit that has motivated each milestone
of WWJ's progress. As America's first commercial radio

station, WW offers an impressive record of "firsts" ..
reflected in the influence exerted by WWJ's leadership
in the public interest and in the interest of advertisers.

'/2hr.
286

BING CROSBY

Kraft Veiveeta

J. W.
NBC

25.0

T.

24.9

Raleighs
R. M. S.

NBC

'/2hr.
411

'/2

hr.

475

J. W. T.

NBC

Cost

Opposition

$460.12

$ .46

This Is My Best -CBS
Hank D'Amico -ABC
Doctors' Talk-ABC
Am. Forum of Air-MRS

$10,600

$338.33

$ .33

Crime Dr. -CBS
Sun. Eve. Hrr-ABC
Don't Be a Sucker
MBS

$12,000

5447.76

$ .41

Thin Man -CBS

$22,500

$845.86

5 .75

Beulah Show -CBS
Sun. Eve. Hr.-ABC
Alex. Med. Board-MBS

$14,500

$547.17

5 .61

Kostelanetz-CBS

$12,500

$500.00

$ .53

$ 9,500

5381.53

$ .39

5677.97

5 .67

$266.67

5 .29

5389.91

aea

--

'/2

hr.

537

'/2hr.
371

hr.

'/2

663

hr.

!A

177

Heatter-MBS

Drew Pearson -ABC
Don Gardiner -ABC
Operatic Revue-MBS

Town

Hoosier Hop-ABC

Congress

Behind

Better

145

Meeting -ABC

G. Heatter-MBS
Real Stories-MRS

Speaks -CBS

CBS -CBS

Half-MBS

hr.Telephone516,000
Please-NBC

149

Deal
Forever
I

In Crime -ABC
Tops-ABC

b

Various-MBS

22.5
WINCHELL""
Jergens
(L. & M.) ABC 187

'/4

21.8

V2

HALEY

hr.
641

--

$ 6,000

ri
UnknownExploring
MBS

hr.
33

69

NBC

M. -Go -Round -NBC
Request Performance

Hobby Lobby-CBS
Detect & Collect-ABC
Treasure Hour -MRS

$ 8,500

SCREEN GUILD 21.0
Lady Esther Powder
141
CBS
Blow

'/2hr.
285

Contented Hour-NaC
Gleason's Diner -ABC

$10,000

$475.71

$ .51

19.9
MR. D. A.
Bristol-Myers
!pane and Vitalls
D. C. & S. NBC 131

'/2hr.

Maisie-CBS

$ 4,500

5226.13

$ .23

TRUTH OR
CONSEQUENCES 19.6
P&G -Duz
NBC 133
Compton

'/2

AMOS 'N' ANDY 19.3

'/211r.

318

Guy Lombardo -ABC
G. Heatter-MBS
Real Stories-MRS

ABBOTT AND
COSTELLO

'/2

hr.
111

Lever Bros. -Rinse
NBC 148
R. & R.

19.2

343

hr.
270

R. J. Reynolds
Camel

Esty

Various-MBS
Pages

in

Melody-ABC

Spotlight Bands -MRS
Mayor of Town-CBS
Man From O -2 -ABC
Treasury Show-MBS

$

7,000

5357.14

$ .33

Inner Sanctum -CBS

5 9,000

$466.32

$ .47

Island Venture -CBS
Curtain Time -ABC

$13,000.

$677.08

$ .69

You Make

News-MBS

NBC 140

THE SHADOW
(LN -MA)
(Del., Lack. &
Westee rn )
R. & R.

Sunday Afternoon

13.3

''/,hr.
264

Jonesyando

35

MBS

Motors
NBC

Gen.

Symph.-

ONE MAN'S

FAMILY

Standard Brands
J. W. T. NBC

11.5

CARMEN
CAVALLARO

142
9.5

Shaeffer Pen
NBC
R. M. S.

'/2hr.
654

'/2hr.

142

9

$ 2,500

$187.97

r*m

$ 4,500

$391.30

$ .39

$ 6,200

$652.63

r

l ABC

-

N. Y. Symphony -CBS
Thompson & Woods
ABC
Vera Holly Sings -MRS

Elmer Davis -ABC
Galen Drake--ABC

Philharmonic -CBS

Songs Along

Trail-MBS

second broadcast on Pacific Coast. "" The network in this case
and listeners -per -listening -sets
not extensive enough to permit of the projection of Hooperatings
upon the urban city population on the same basis as networks of over 100 stations. The "talent
not
reported.
therefore
is
listeners"
cost per urban thousand

"Insufficient data. "'''Includes
is

LN -Limited Network. MA -Moving Average. CH -Computed Hooperating.
NBC Basic Network

U!W4

Associate FM Station WENA

AMERICA'S PIONEER BROADCASTING STATION -First in Detroit
National Representatives:

OWNED AND OPERATED

THE GEORGE P.

BY

THE

-

D., C. & S. -Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield. F., C. & B.-Foote,
Walter Thompson. R., W. & o.
Cone & Belding. Y. & R. -Young & Rubicam. J. W. T.
Roche, Williams & Cleary. R. M. S. -Russell M. Seeds. N., L. & B. -Needham, Louis & Brorby.
O. -Batten, Barton,
McK. & A. -McKee & Albright. McC.-E.-McCann-Erickson. L.B., B.,R. D. & W.
W.
Ramsey. R & R.
Durstine & Osborn. H., H, & M. -Henri, Hurst & McDonald.

L. & M,-l.enneft & Mitchell,

-Ruthrauff &

950 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS

Urban
Listeners

$15.000

.

Your sales message on WWJ is enhanced by the prestige
achieved through 25 years of progressive broadcasting service.

Point

Talent Cost
Per 1,000

Bob Crosby -CBS
Concert Time -ABC
Overseas Report -MRS

G.

RADIOHEATLRX23,6
Lever B

Per

Am. Forum of AIr--MBS

137

RED SKELTON
(CH)

Cost

Talent

to
Date

145

Standard Brands
Chase & Sanborn
J. W. T. NBC 144

Sealtest
McK. & A.

..is the combination

26.6

EDGAR BERGEN 26.5

(LN)

Ckarac ter

31.5

and
Weeks

Floor Wax
N., L. & B. NBC 142

JACK

,

TALENT COST INDEX

Based on "FIRST FIFTEEN" HOOPERATINGS for evening programs and
the "FIRST THREE" Sunday afternoon segs.

Porter, Bowles Play Safe, Won't Resign Old Jobs
Feb.

Tfje

Beard

Vol

WASHINGTON,

February 23, 1946

The Billboard

RADIO

-J.

-L.

Ryan.

The average evening audience rating is 10.5, no change from last report, 78 a year ago. Average
sets-in -use of 32.6 as against 33.1 last report, 34.1 a year ago. Average available audience of
80.8 as against 81.3 last report, 80.3 a year ago.. Sponsored network hours reported on were 78
as against 78'/2 last report, 81 °/2 a year ago.

HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

DETROIT

NEWS

The "Talent Cost Index" is protected by the copyright of The Billboard
and infringements will be prosecuted.
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Length
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Sponsor,
Agency.
Net & Stat.

Hooper.
Rating

and
Weeks

to

Talent

Opposition

Date

Cost

Cost

Per

Point

Talent Cost
Per 1,000
Urban

Listeners

8.7
73

159

Constance Bennett-ABC
Lopez Luncheon-MES
Various -NBC

$1,300

$148.43

*

WIDDER BROWN 8.2
Phillips Toothpaste
140
CBS
D-F&S

380

Hop Harrigan -ABC
Feature Story -CBS

$1,600

$195.12

$ .29

BREAKFAST IN
8.1
HOLLYWOOD
Ivory Flakes. P&G
Compton ABC 194

151

Amanda-CBS

$1,500

$185.10

$ .30

8.0
BIG SISTER
Lever Bros., Rinso
140
CBS
R&R

255

Glamour Manor-ABC

$2,500

5312.50

$ .46

.252

Terry & Pirates -ABC
American School-CBS

$2,300

$287.50

*

219

2d Husband-CBS
Elsa Maxwell-MRS
Fred Waring -NBC

$1,500

$192.31

$ .80

OUR GAL SUNDAY 7.8
Anacin
D -F & S NBC 142

472

Music-MBS

$1,750

$224.36

$ .33

KATE SMITH
Bran Flakes
CBS
Y&R

7.4
133

380

Glamour Manor-ABC
Wm. Lang Newa-MBS
Words & Music-NBC

$5,000

5675.88

51.08

DR. MALONE
P&G Crisco
Compton CBS

7.3

288

But Not Forgotten -ABO

MA

PERKINS

P&G, Oxydol
CBS
D-F&S

WHEN A GIRL
MARRIES
General Foods

8.0

BREAKFAST IN
HOLLYWOOD
Kellogg Pep

7.8

Mutual Melodies-MBS
Cecil

Brown-MBS

CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Joining the ranks
of stations thruout the country that are
basing record programs on information
about best sellers printed in The Billboard WIND, local indie, has started a
five -time -a -week, five-minute program
featuring the top records as determined
by The Billboard's list of records that are
being sold the most thruout the country.
Tne show, title the 4 op Five, heard
Monday thru Friday from '7:20 to '7:25
p.m. features on Monday the fifth most
popular record, as determined by previous week's sales and climaxes with a
Friday night airing of the No. 1 record.

K. C. KMBC Opens New York
Sales Org, Church Pro d.
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-KMBC, Kansas
City outlet for CBS, has opened an office
here. Arthur Poppenberg, most recently
with NBC and ABC spot sales, will run
the operation under the title of Eastern
sales manager.
Office is actually a sales outfit for the
several socko shows produced by the
Kansas City station. Consequently, the
operation will be called Arthur B.
Church Productions after Arthur B.
Church, KMBC prexy.

Mary Rosene has returned to Station
WHBF, Rock Island, Ill., after four years
in the Army Signal Corps. Rosene goes

back to his former position as national
sales rep.

Fred Waring -NBC
Morton Downey-MBS
Words & Music-NBC

Pete Howe-MBS

Maxwell House Coffee
76
NBC
B&B

K&E

193

ABC

Quartets -NBC

42

52,500

5347.22

Ladies Be Seated -ABC
Sing Along-CBS

$2,650

5378.57

Dick Tracy-ABC
American School -CBS

$2,750

$392.86

635

Club Matinee -ABC
R. Maxwell-MBS
Van Damme Quartet
NBC

$1,800.

$268.66

5 .43

638

Al Pearce-ABC
Scott Presents-CBS
Palmer H. Ork-MBS

$1,300

$198.97

$ .29

382

Ladies Be Seated-ABC
Sing Along -CBS

$2,250

$346.15

$ .58

Jack Beach Show-ABC
House Party -CBS
Erskine Johnson-MBS

$1,750

$289.08

$4.43

381

,

Various -NBC

67
589

PORTIA FACES
LIFE.
General Foods

243

NBC

87

HELEN TRENT
Kolynos-Bisodol
CBS
D-F&S

6.7

B&B

P&G, Oxydol
NBC.
D-F&S

RIGHT TO
HAPPINESS
Ivory Soap
Compton NBC

6.6
137
6.5

Superman-MBS

NBC.

-

Various-MBS

136

BACKSTAGE WIFE 6.5
Lyons Toothpaste

D-F&S.

Remember-MBS

142

MA PERKINS

$ .36

Family-MBS

Johnson

7.0
PEPPER YOUNG
P&G Camay Soap
79
NBC
P&R

Post Raisin Bran

$342.47

Baukhage-ABC
Once Over-MBS

LIFE CAN BE
BEAUTIFUL

7.0

$2,500

5243.09

396

7.2

Smiletime-BS
Morgan Beatty-NBC
The Fitzgeralds -ABC
House Party -CBS

$1,750

STELLA DALLAS 7.2
Phillips Milk of Magnesia
140
NBC
D-F&S
P&G Ivory Soap
CBS
Compton

Club Matinee -ABC

480

140

SATURDAY A.M. SHOWS

STARS OVER
7.6
HOLLYWOOD
Bowey's Dari-Rich
49
CBS
Sorenson

861

American Farmer -ABC
On the Level-MBS
Atlantic Spotlight

-

$4,000

$526.32

7.6
BILLIE BURKE
Lambert
L & F
CBS 147

184

Ed McConnell-NBC
Various-ABC
Land of Lost

$1,500

5197.37

$ .24

THEATER OF
7.4
TODAY
Armstrong Quaker
Rugs

188

Piano Playhouse-ABC

$2,500

$837.84

$ .44

B.

B.,

D.

&

NBC

House, of Mystery-MBS
News -NBC
Consumer Time-NBC

O.S

*Since these shows employ a network of less than 100 stations, it Is not possible to project
their Hooperating and listeners -per -listening set, figures upon a population
base that would not be
open to question. Therefore cost pdr thousand figures are not reported In these cases.

Average daytime audience rating Is 4.9 as against 4.7 last report, 5.2 a year ago. Average setsin -use are 18.0 as against 17.0 last report, 18.8 a year ago. Average available audience of 74.4
as against 74.7 last report, 72.0 a year ago. Sponsored network hours number 911/4
(same as
last report), 821/4 a year ago.
D -F & S -Dancer-Fitzgerald á Sample. Y&R-Young & Rubicam.
& Ryan.
B&B -Benton & Bowles. B., B., D. & 0. -Batten, Barton, Duratine &R&R-Ruthrauft
Osborn. K&E-Kenyon
& Eckhardt. P&R-Pediar & Ryan. KR-Knox Reeves. Mc.E-McCann-ENckson.
L&FLambert & Feasley.

The "Talent Cost Index" is protected by the copyright of The Billboard
and infringements will be prosecuted

Outlet-Set Service
Dealer Promotion
Revived by WEAF
NEW YORK, Feb, 16. -Co-op outletmanufacturer promotion of stations and
radio servicing is back in the works
again. During the war, there was little
or no sense in posting radio stores about
tubes, servicing of sets or tuning your
favorite station. Now, however,' with
more and more army -trained servicemen
back on the job and tubes for radio
receivers actually off the black market

list, stations are going to work on getting
posters and half sheet cards up.
First in this area to jump on board
is NBC's WEAF with a three-way tieup -"Trained Technicians Here" is the
number one come on, RCA tubes for
your radio receiver the number two plug
and "Listen to your favorite NBC station, WEAF, 660 on your 'dial" the third
headline.
Gag is good as indicated by the fact
that dealers thruout the metropolitan
area are asking for the cards. Card was
brainchild of Claude Berrere and Charlie
Phillips of the WEAF (ex -NBC) promotion department. Charlie Hammond, of
the parent org, already has his eyes set
on expanding the carding to all the
owned and managed stations.

We Gare Them
THE BIRD
...and they Liked it!
Abovt eight years ago ... in the middle of the night

... INIP's Pep Boys Dawn Patrol played a special

selection, "BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS." The listeners
liked it. Liked it so much they recently insisted that it
be made available for playing at home.
RCA -VICTOR engaged the same Metropolitan

Opera star Jan Peerce, who made the original under
a nom de song, to make a record of the "BLUE,
BIRD" and it's selling BIG!

More proof of the fact that they
want what they hear on WIP!
* * *
610+

MUTUAL'S
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K. C.
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5000 WATTS
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Few Segs Cancel; Station Loss ABS Flop Doesn't Deter Don Lee,
Negligible in N. Y. Shutdown Cleric, Labor, otlier Net Dreamers
skedded color tele demonstrations also
were on the blackout list.
Indie stations were flooded with phone
calls from frantic workers wondering
whether to report to work. WMCA, local
indie, reported that the phone calls came
in waves from separate industries, starting with department store employees
and winding up with calls from disorientated funeral directors.
WHN, which stood to lose a lot of
moolah because of its big sports sked,
canceled the Monday night fight, and
then waited with baited breath for the
bad dream to disappear. WNEW rounded
up its girl employees for the audience
show, Richard Willis's beauty analysis
strip. Hausfraus from the metropolitan
sticks who showed for this show were
given rain checks by WNEW. Other
Indies, including WINS, WOXR and WOV,
kept in touch with kingpin WNYC, told
listeners what was what, and worked in
sub -zero buildings because of fuel short age the cause of it all.

swing
This group wants matters to
(Continued from page 5)
situation
strike
current
the
until
along
$75 -a -week salesmen instead of a top
has eased, feeling that any announced
web sales exec.
web plans would only make station ops
veer away from such an affiliation. HowOnly One Grade "A" Line
the money is there, the desire la
According to AT&T, there is at the ever,
90 days away may leave just
there
present time only one Grade A network enoughandtime
for the clock to swing
coast-to -coast line available beyond the around and find the laborites in there
line
that
and
ABS
has
four regular nets
-pitching.
under option for 90 days. This means web
Fact is that fifth web is almost a disthat even if Atlas and the two key ease-everyone
infected with it. Even
figures who are rumored to be in the Donald Flamm, iswho is spending a small
exec
Atlas deal-one media ad -agency
suing Ed Noble, owner of ABC.
and one ex -network prexy-don't pick fortune
WMCA deal has some of his
their
on
up the 60 per cent stock deal on Febru- cash on that card.
ary 26, no one can do anything about
getting the line until at least May 10,
And there
when the 90 days are up.
are said to be groups within the ABS
old gang who have access to dough
enough to establish a "real" web. Group
does not include Versluis himself, since
he's said to be "fed up" with network
operation and just wants to settle down
to his station and photo -studio business.
The Don Lee Story
(Continued from page 12)
The Don Lee story can't be tagged to tion had
already been discharged by
curfew.
any single exec, but reports continue to Senate Appropriations Committee when
come from the West Coast that key Sen. Thomas Stewart (D., Tenn.) last
Paul Killiam, WOR color man, hopped
from page 6)
D.L.'ers no like MBS's ideas of setting
around covering the focal points in the in the (Continued
in a letter to Chairman Kenneth
of a threat to Petrillo, and up a Mutual Pacific headquarters. Altho week
shut -down, describing the deserted there isform
Tenn.) demanded to know
McKellar
some indicatión that House they bave snafued any such move up to why FCC (D.,
streets in the Wall Street district, the
getting an all-time record
was
tug boat workers anxiously waiting for action will be deferred as long as there now, it's in the cards for the Kobak outlay. McKellar called the committee
news at the Battery and the pandemo- remains any doubt of the bill's passage. web to have its own ,coast gang and back into executive session and even
nium in the offices at city hall. Proof A sampling of sentiment in the House when the Don Lee contract runs out summoned Porter to explain the approis slightly less anything is liable to happen. A great priations all over again. Porter arguthat radio played a major role in in- today shows that there
forming city inhabitants of shut -down than an even chance for passage of the number of the Don Lee stations are not ments before committee failed to disnews was fact that two minutes after bill, but Lea and his associates believe tied' exclusively to D.L. (A number of suade a majority from demanding a furWEAF-NBC miker went off the air after that anti -Petrillo feeling is growing and the 34 stations taking special ABS segs ther ant. McKellar himself asked for a
announcing rescinding of mayor's order, that, by the time the House is ready to on a special avast deal for instance are cut of $200,000 below the House bill,
a long line had already snaked its way act, there will be a majority of votes in Don Lee affiliates.)
walked out of the committee room and
up to the entrance to Radio City Music support of the measure. Even if the
returned to find that an amendment
Ops
Religious Backed
bill gets by the House, tho, its fate in
Hall.
seeking a $300,000 slash had been apthe Senate is highly uncertain.
Religious -backed web operation is a proved,
Little Lost Biz
twofold pic. One lay religious inspired
Presidential Veto?
Canceled biz was exceedingly small.
La Follette Defends FCC
yen is composed of men who have
During the day, when the crisis was at
In the event the Lea Bill does come web
defender of the FCC In Senate
Sole
commercial
get
more
for
years
tried
to
its height, movie and night spot owners up for a vote this week and receives
Robair. They've discovered Appropriations Committee was Sen.Wis.),
had canceled skedded spot announce- favorable action, it is probable that religion onor,the
all, sects have ert M. La Follette Jr. (Progressive,
ments of the nighttime sked on many Senate action will not be forthcoming that all, thatpractically
are not adverse to raising who insisted that FCC had a five-year
stations, but when the order was lifted for many weeks, possibly not until about offshoots
Sen.
and that they're backlog of processing on its hands. howreinstated them. Mike Todd used Barry the hour of the scheduled conference of money via airings
money Guy Cordon (R., Ore.) declared,
Gray's Varieties on the WOR all-night the Petrillo -Miller groups. Only factor ready to buy time to do it. Lay
the ever, that FCC's demands were "specushow to tell his performers not to show, that would change such timing by the is strictly lay dough but will go intotime
lative."
of certain
then changed copy to tell them the op- anti -Petrillo strategists in Congress biz with the assurancethey
Denny, absent from Washington beair.
the
take
before
to
religion
sold
posite.
would be their determining that they Further assurance has been given these cause of a heavy schedule of circuit
WABC canceled two shows, Life Can Be had enough votes to pass the bill in
appropriations wranpëople that the business now on hearings during the
Beautiful, 1-1:15 p.m., a Procter & Gam- Senate as well as House. Even in such lay
gle and shake-up in administrative posts,
the
after
shift
shortly
will
webs
other
ble bank roller, and Cimarron Tavern, an eventuality, however, it is unlikely new operation gets under way. Know- returns to some heavy responsibilities
sustainer-the first show made room that action would be rushed in Senate how isn't too outstanding with this here. While he won't become engulfed in
for the mayor's speech, and the second since it is fairly certain that the Lea group but there are a number of men the present funds fight, be will get an
was filled with recorded music. Remotes Bill will fail to get President Truman's who
of what he will be up against in
know their showbiz attached to idea
were a problem after Monday night, signature. It is even more certain that the maybe
dealings with Congress. He is exfuture
chance.
it
to
give
a
operation
since night spots and hotels were closed. the bill could not get enough votes to
to have something of the sort of
pected
wantagain
Paulist Fathers (Catholic)
Mutual remote affected was Luncheon override the President's veto.
influence on FCC which Porter had-a
bad.
(they
York
New
in
station
ing
a
With Lopez on at 1:15-1:45 p.m. from
of mildly progressive moderator.
That Re-Election Ache
but, sold WLWI some years ago) is a role
the Hotel Taft, and sub was made by
Denny, however, lacks Porter's tough
it
must
feels
the
church
on
bow
tip-off
(A.L.P.,
Marcantonio
Representative
pick-up from WIP, Philly outlet and
schooling in politics and administration.
special news round -up from the shut- N. Y.) will lead the fight against the Lea "protect" itself on airings.
Porter's friendly and comradely spirit
up
for
come
when
finally
does
Bill
it
down centers-New York, Philly and
helped drive the FCC over some high
Factor
Labor
certain
it
is
in
the
House,
and
Pittsburgh. WOR was in hot water for action
hurdles,
is
at
that
is
one
factor
The
labor
spokesmen
other
there
be
many
will
two hours on its all-night Monday show that
any
net
it
has
that
denying
present
New Conunish Uncertain
of
Connumber
because of the night spot curfew but against the measure. A
CIO and AFL
Expectations are that at least' a fortswitched to WGN, Mutual's Chi outlet. gressmen, who had been counted among dreams and officially the
possible supporters of the Lea Bill, are are sans any such desires. However, night will lapse before a new FCC comCBS Video Closes Shop
now .beginning to show some anxiety with the backing of some liberal church missioner is chosen to supplant Porter,
Tele operations at CBS were closed over the prospect of returning to their orgs, there is a definite feeling that a even if Porter's nomination to OPA gets
down for the day on Tuesday, and the constituencies this summer for the pri- labor inspired web will hit the jackpot. quick confirmation from Senate. There
mary election campaigns. The Lea Bill
is wide-open speculation on the possible
as far stronger than the
new commissioner, and even Porter is deIT COULD BE SPRING isCaseregarded
clining to hazard a guess as to whom
anti -strike bill, and Congressmen
For all I know it could be the 4th of July, too. from industrial areas where Political TEXACO-BING
the new member will be. Porter's conI just never get out in the air to see what season Action Committee activity is heavy are
from page 5)
firmation by Senate to his new post is
(Continued
it is. Too busy turning out photo reproductions for fearful lest a vote for the Lea Bill might
a foregone conclusion, altho there is cerNothing
is
set
as
yet
Bing.
talking
with
But
not
business.
I'm
the biggest stars in show
tain to be some protests by a tiny
ruin their re-election chances.
but it is understood that the talks have minority
complaining. I don't like fresh air anywayi
of Republican conservatives such
favorable.
been
Write for Free
as Rep. John A Taber, of Auburn, N. Y.
50 for $4.13
8x10'1
Trammell has his eye, its rumored, on
Price List B, K-F EYE FARRELL
It is no secret here that Porter hates
Samples a n d
three low -rating shows, sponsored by tb leave the FCC where he has developed
(Continued from page 5)
100 for $6.60
"How To Sell to Kaiser, it is known that one of its three low -billing sponsors, which he'd a sound reputation as a good adminisMounted Blow -Ups -Yourself("
execs was in Detroit this week presenting be very happy to persuade to shift in trator in an agency which has had to
10x30, $2; 30x40, $3.85
the show, to the auto -making company. favor of Crosby. The NBC prexy is said cope with problems of one of the naPostcards 2t In quantity
Plan of the show is to present Farrell to be in one of his program "building" tion's most swiftly expanding industries.
in a weekly airing in which he is cast as moods, as he has several times in the Porter visited the White House at least
a vet now operating an air cargo line past. He has succeeded on several pre- four times last week and in soave ways
thruout the world. Feature of the pro- vious occasions on building top rating is seen as largely responsible for pregram will be music, with Farrell doing evenings and it's considered likely that vailing on Truman to put Bowles in
PHOTO SERVICE
the vocalizing, as well as plenty of dra- he'll make it again.
as stabilizer. Truman, it is known, was
166 W. 46th St., N.Y. 19
matic parts.
BRyant 93482
CBS sales and pro- wavering in his choice of Bowles on a
meanwhile,
the
In
In addition to K -F, ABC and MRS are
departments are Crosby happy over number of occasions when he feared
interested in the program for potential gram
of landing Der Bingel for to let down his old friend, John Snyder,
the
prospect
sponsors,
Sunday night. Following the Hooper - head of Office of War Mobilization and
booming Request Performance, 9-9:30 Reconversion.
It is significant that Bowles, like Porsinger would give CBS a full
Want Programing Backstop p.m., the
hour of top variety to pull audience ter, is not resigning from his present
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Ted Bates, Inc., away from NBC and Walter Winchell on post until the nomination to the new ofad agency here, is currently in the mar- ABC. NBC's whopping Sunday night fice is confirmed by the Senate. There
ket for a hep radio man to backstop Jay variety skein ends at 9 p.m. after Fred is an outside chance that an anti -wage
ESTABUSSED ern
Clarke in its programing department. A Allen goes off and the Manhattan i3ferry- control group in the Senate might block
BUREAU,
Inc.
PRESS CLIPPING
number of applicants are under consid- Go-Round comes on. If Columbia can the Bowles confirmation, in which case
185 Church St, New York 7, N.Y. eration for the slot, according to agency turn the trick and latch onto Crosby, it he would remain as OPA chief and PorBarclay 7-5571
ter would still be head of FCC.
will be mood stealing par excellence.
toppers.

(Continued from page 5)
and
Fred Waring's ork, bank -rolled by the
American Meat Institute at 11-1:30
a.m. Honeymoon managed to draft some
servicemen that were handy to act as
hand -clappers, but the Waring show
dispensed with the rubber-neckers. At
WOR, Mutual outlet, Better Half, unable
to use the Guild Theater, went on as
usual at 4-4:30 Tuesday by using safety
e. t.'s made for just such an emergency.
Draconian methods were used by WABCNBC staffers to get an audience for
Sing Along, 3:30-4 p.m. Tuesday, when
office force combed the deserted streets
to corral at least a quorum for the strip.
Legmen Rove
Besides the expanded news coverage of
the event, all net stations unlimbered
-their on -the -spot departments, keeping
listeners acquainted with the crisis via
roving reporters. Joe Hasel, WJZ miker,
went a -roving Monday night, doing pickups from Times Square and the bar at
the Hotel Pennsylvania, where police and
bartenders had their hands full getting
the holiday crowd out for the 12:30
New York, 9:05-9:30 a.m. Tuesday,
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new Wanamaker Studios. Almost twothirds of its available time is sold. There
is strong sponsor interest in the remainder and the company will sell air
time for the first time in its history.
DuMont will charge $180 per half-hour
for broadcasting time, and a scale of
$65, $50 and $40 an hour for rehearsals
in studios A, B, C and D, respectively.
Only previous rate was $50 per rehearsal

hour.
Station has sold one half-hour a week
to William Esty for Procter & Gamble
(Super Suds), two half-hours a week to
American Broadcasting Company, an option for two half-hours to Ruthrauff &
Ryan, and five hours a week to Anderson,
Davis & Platt for several participating
sponsors. Officials of Buchanan ad agency said last week that they are
interested in two half-hours a week and
Kenyon & Eckhardt last week told The
Billboard that it was interested in time
for four sponsors. All were quite positive about the prospects of airing via
DuMont.
New Studio Op Only
For the time being, only the Wanamaker four-camera equipped studio will
be in operation. Cameras in the old
Studio B at 515 Madison Avenue were
moved to Washington several weeks ago
to be used in the DuMont station there.
Programs in B C and D, will begin as
equipment comes available. Because of
this shortage, some programs, among
them the Ruthrauff & Ryan and Anderson, Davis & Platt stanzas, will be postponed for a short time. However, Super
Suds seg begins March 12, 8-8:30, and
ABC will also bow in the first week.
ABC's programs, possibly sold by the
web to clients on a share -cost deal, will
net DuMont $1,250 a week since the

-

WASHINGTON, Feb. 16.
Another
burst of legislation to guard against
monopoly in radio, with special attention assigned to the vast new television
industry, is in the offing in Congress.
Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (D., Mont.), is
stirring behind the move. The fiery senator tipped his hand last week in acknowledging that video was just about
ready to come into its own.
Politically Ready?
Wheeler, like a lot of other Congressmen who witnessed the demonstration
of the first of a regularly scheduled
series of video transmissions by coaxial

cable between Washington and New
York, is greatly impressed by the possibilities of television. The demonstration
was so impressive to Congressmen that
they believe television is ready to take
its place in politics and every other
phase of American life-and they also
believe that legislative strings ought to
be tightened. For example, Wheeler
said: "Television can be one of the
greatest mediums for good or one of the
greatest mediums for evil for the people
of the United States." He added: "I
think it can be a great good if it is
properly used, and it is up to the Congress of the United States to see that
there is no monopoly in television and
that it is used for the benefit of the
-
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Reviewed Thursday (14)
7 :45 to
Reviewed Wednesday (13) , 8:18p.m. Style-Quiz. Sustaining over 8:45 p.m. Style-News, educational,
are
variety, Sustaining and commercial on
prospective competitors) than it has for WCBW (CBS), New York.
WBKB, Chicago.
agencies. Agency broadcast time rate is
CBS delivered a load of talent plus a
commissionable but rehearsal prices and load
of brains, but no show this evening.
WKBK tonight pulled of a good stunt
costs for sets, etc., are not. Last is a It's almost
beyond imagination Just how that won it a lot of publicity and could
result of DuMont's policy of charging bad a combination
Gypsy Rose Lee, S. J. have been top video if It had been probone cost for rehearsals and additional Perelman and Tex McCrary,
with emsee- duced right. Stunt was that of picking a
material.
ship by Bennett Cerf, can be.
"Miss Television of 1946" as part of a
The basic idea had nothing new. A fashion physody promotion now being
Production Say-So Valued
group of people sit around and answer conducted by The Chicago Daily News.
Agency tele toppers agree that the
reason for the great interest in DuMont's some questions, some visual and some Picking of the winner and parading of

just questions. If the people are terrific the gals were done during tonight's telethe questions are not so impprtant. If caster. Naturally The News carried plenty
the people are, as they were during this on the WBKB stunt, but the job would
quiz, telegenically zero (except McCrary), have been a complete success for the staand if they act as tho they are frying on tion If more attention had been given to
a griddle, the questions have to be production.
slightly out of this world to hold interOne mistake in promotion was that of
est. They weren't.
not having the Judges, Bill Eddy, WBKB
Ben Finer, who produced the show, director; Victor Borge; John Golde, MOM
trotted out the put -the -marbles-in - talent scout, and Nate Platt, production
the -pie -pan -which -you -balance -on -your at the Chicago Theater, appear as
head routine again for the umpteenth chief
part
of
show. We believe that a few
time, and as the performers weren't shots ofthe
the judges, and their reactions
funny, the gag laid its usual egg. Other to gals parading
around in bathing suits
posers, just as floppy, were identifying a would have added
plenty. It is a cercard
game
by
a
top
hand,
tell
parts
of
Lee Coley produced weekly shows for a sailboat
tainty that Borge, always a comedian,
model,
tab
a
couple
of
longLever Brothers over WABD for a year hair tunes, etc.
could have provided plenty of laughs, just
station lies principally in the fact that
it is the only outlet in New York which
permits an agency to have final say over
all phases of production. Best example
of this, trade points out, is the decision
made by Ruthrauff & Ryan not to take
the last two shows which it was supposed to air over CBS's WCBW. Original
deal between R&R and CBS was for two
test programs and two additional ones
if the tests were successful. However,
the agency decided in November to cut
out its tele for the remainder of 1945.
Now R&R, which has been the most active big agency in video (it's tele chief,

and a half) has hopped back to DuMont.
Probably the most ambitious program
which will bow in on DuMont next
month is the series which William Esty's
tele chief Al Foster has lined up for
Super Suds. It will be a set of blackout
skits similar to the ones which he produced on WABD before it went off the
air last fall, but added will be commercial and entertainment film produced
by the agency's film department. Length
of the pix will vary but none will run
more than 10 minutes.
Station, incidentally, will provide publicity -promotion and research for clients. Former will be handled by ad
manager Milt Alexander and later by
sale's topper Phil Furman.

More Laws on Video Due;
Senator Wheeler Working 'Em

(--

See What You Know

I

-DuMont's company has ruled a different price 8;45
will return to scale for nets and stations (who

16.

telestation here, WABD,
the air March 11, broadcasting from the

-
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people from an economic and social
angle."
Form Not Set
Wheeler indicated that he was deliberating on the problem and has not quite
decided just what form the new legislation will take, but the proposal-or proposals-will seek drastic revision of the
Communications Act of 1934. Wheeler
was among three Congressional leaders
who participated in a telecast with outgoing FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter on
the Capitol steps in connection with the
Lincoln Day memorial transmission to
New York.

Truman Tele Appearance?

Promise that President Truman's next
appearance before a joint session of Congress will be telecast was renewed by
Sen. Wallace White (R., Me.) who was
among the trio of Congressmen in the
television broadcast. White predicted
that television will play a powerful role
in American politics, as it will satisfy
the desire of the voter to see as well as
hear his candidate without leaving his
own living room. "The people," said
White, "like to see their public men in
action. They like to give their candidates what the boys call 'the onceover'."
Chairman Clarence F. Lea (D., Calif.),
of the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, was even more
enthusiastic. He predicted that television would be brought into Congress,
but it looks as tho Lea's optimism is not
shared by a majority in both houses.
Sentiment still prevails against setting
up regular radio broadcast or television
facilities in the chambers.

Preem Impact Okay
Last week's television demonstration
had an important impact, however, on
the lawmakers, as well as others who
witnessed it, and Porter's forecast of
$6,000,000 000 in capital expenditures and
consumer goods in connection with video
and FM expansion in the next few years
raised no eyebrows among the legislators.
Meanwhile, FCC is about set to come out
with its decision on successful applicants
for District of Columbia's four channels.
Six applicants are competing for the
channels.

Cameramen, Howard Hayes and Ralph
Warren, seemed obsessed by the hazy
show and managed to keep at least half
of the "performers" out of focus more
than half the time. Lota Bonner, who
kept the score, was as deadly -as the rest
of the camera subjects.
Even the little kiddies who "adore"
television went to bed peacefully while
this was being scanned.

Tales by Hoff
Reviewed Friday (16), 8:30-8:45
p.m. Style-Bedtime stories. Sustaining
over WCBW (CBS) New York.

as he did in the office wherein the judges
were grouped around a video receiver try-

ing to make their decisions.
There were other production mistakes,
such as not rehearsing the gals to prevent
possibility of any of them walking off the
stage in the wrong direction, as did happen, not showing the gals long enough
and having announcer Charles Lyon tell
the winner's name in a semi -whisper that
was audible to the audience. In fact,
gimmick of having Lyon start talking
about a fishing trip in the North woods
while shots of the in -wooded settings
were telecast, turned out to be quite
corny.
Aitho WBKB cheated its audience on
the bathing beauty contest, it more than
made up for that by doing a top, but
simple, job by presenting representatives
of Chi's School of the Art Institute in a
demonstration of the fine pointa of ceramice (pottery making to us). Actual
demonstration in specific steps taken in
various types of pottery and chinaware
making was given. As a lucid bit of education, this part of tonight's program was
tops and demonstrated again the power
television will have as an education medium. Another part of the show that
taught and had plenty of interest-for
the fern portion of the audience, anywaywas a hair styling demonstration by Patricia Fitzgerald's Patrician School of
Beauty and Social Behavior. Miss Fitzgerald, responsible to a great extent for
many of the programs RCA put on during the World's Fair in New York, had a
top video presence and ad libbed her
lines with ability found most of the
time only in video performers as experienced in the medium as ehe

Sid Hoff has uncovered an easy way
of making his art develop and supplement, as well as illustrate, his tale spinning. That's not easy. Most sketch
artists find themselves illustrating what
they've already told their audience. Hoff
makes his paper and charcoal tell the
simple stories that he has devised, lifted
or stolen. The story of two snowbabies
who are adopted by a couple who have
no children of their own, only to melt
when the sun's rays hit them in spring,
was fun as was the solution-the couple
moving to the North Pole and an igloo
when they find two snowbabies the following year.
The fingers of Hoff moved rapidly, the
tonsils slowly and the two youngsters
dressed for bed, for whom the tale was
told, spoke up at the right moments
(apparently ad lib). They even sang,
sans accompaniment, Let It Snow! Let It
Snow! Let It Snow!
Cledge Roberts handled the scanning
effectively, without trickery-and that
was well. There are times when proKatherine Dunham
grams should use all of the visual mediums flexibility and times when the
Company
production should be left in the hands
of the talent. Roberts wisely did the
Reviewed Friday (15) 8:50 to 9:15
latter changing from camera one to two
only when the change was logically from p.m. Style-Dance revue. Sustaining over
Hoff and the youngsters to the drawing WCBW (CBS), New York.
board.
Check this scanning as terrific. Paul
This was the first sketch scanning that
Belanger, who knows the heel -and -toe
was worth the price of admission.
stuff (his frau is a top dancer) and
WHM went sour with Valerie Bettis (The
Lincoln Day Ceremonies Billboard, February 16) caught the spirit,
the rhythm and the vitality of K. DunReviewed Tuesday (12) , 12-12:30 ham and her singers and dancers. Even
p.m. Style-Special events. Sustaining the settings were conceived so that Grey
was kept in mind at all times . .
over WNBT (NBC, WABD, DuMont) . scale
and that isn't easy since Negro coloring
Skedded over WCBW (CBS) , New York, is tough scanning against any backbut not aired. (Relayed also to WRGB, ground.
General Electric, Schenectady.)
Some of the blendings of two camera
shots were nothing short of pictorial
The AT&T coaxial cable from D. C. to masterpieces, while on the other hand
New York received its baptismal with a there were a few shots where the No. 2
boring scanning from the nation's Capi- camera was kept so faint as to smudge
tol. The entire presentation might well the pic rather than help it. Belanger
have been tabbed "No Show," because effectively avoided chasing the dancers
that's exactly what came forth from the around with the cameras and Instead
kinescopes and NBC's projection tube re- permitted them to dance out of frame
ceiver.
frequently, which was as effective as havThe novelty character-and everyone ing dancers work in and
out of the wings
was doubly amused that AFM Prexy in the live presentations
of good dancing.
Petrillo "permitted" the Marine Band
Sound. too, was
handled-neaeir
to be heard on video-held the viewing too loud nor too nicely
faint,
rhythm
crowd's interest-but it won't a second was supposed to give that when
spinal thrill It
time, Newsreels have to be edited and did. When the dancing was
supposed to
narrated. The footage that comes forth quiver the cord. it did. Recorded
voice
from the average camera coverage of an of Dunham enabled the star to narrate
(See LINCOLN DAY on page 16)
(See Katherine Dunham on page 16)
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Zenith Makes
Receivers for

Color Only
McDonald Blasts Video, Now
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Commander
Eugene F. McDonald Jr., president,
Zenith Radio Corporation, who has long
been noted for his opposition to black
and white television in the lower frequencies, this week came out with another blast at that part of the industry
which wants to go ahead with video in
the channels recently assigned by the
FCC. In so doing, McDonald strongly
backed the CBS color process and reopened the old fight between the "black
and white video now" and the "perfectionist, color tele at a future date" proponents.
McDonald issued a statement saying
"no television receivers should be sold
to the public for operation in the 50
mc. band (approximately where the new
FCC tele assignment begin.)
High Definition Color
Explaining the reasons for his stand
McDonald said, "I think that there is
no question that the great future of
television lies in high definition on the
higher frequencies in color. I have a
number of reasons for saying this. The
advertisers of the country have been
willing to pay a premium to purchase
color in their advertising. In the movies
a mediocre picture in color will oftimes
pack a theater whereas a picture in
black and white must be good to achieve
the same relative box office success.
CHICAGO, Feb, 16.-With E. F. McDonald

On DuMont WABD
16.-Waltham Watch
Company, thru its ad -agency, N. W.
Ayer, has contracted for the purchase
of five time signals a week at 9 p.m.
on DuMont's station here, WABD. Signals will be 30 seconds long. Contract
is skedded to begin when DuMont returns to the air following its channel
shift and the erection of new studios
in the John Wanamaker store in New
NEW YORK, Feb.

York.

Chi Video Station
Within 18 Months
On ABC Agenda

28 Hours Weekly
in the trade are wondering whether this
presages a closer relationship between the
Mowrey expects to be able to program,
network and the manufacturer. As these even at the beginning of his operation,
sages see it, the Zenith position in the past, the 28 hours weekly that the FCC wants
where video and FM are concerned, has more telecasters to air by June 1, 1946.
often than not been in the same corner with
Mowrey is .already starting to line up
agreements with the drama groups and

Likewise, as they see it, each would logically special events originating places, such
implement the other without adversely affect- as indoor and outdoor sports arenas.
For his drama pick-up Mowrey plans
ing income.. So they say it is not inconceivable for Zenith and CBS to effect a financial to use three orthicon cameras-one for

close-ups, one for middle shots and' one
for distant shots. This, he reasons, will
enable the video audience to see plays
in a manner that could be duplicated
only if they bought three seats-one up
front, one half way and one at the back
of the house.
Chi Shows To Be Telecast
Some of the ABC's present Chi -originated radio shows will also be used for
the net's video program content here.
Also, if the film companies could pro- Mowrey will not telecast these at the
duce color film for all types of cameras same time they are broadcast over AM,
at a price as low as black and white, I but he intents to create special video
feel that there would be little or no adaptations, using radio personalities
more black and white sold. Kodachrom. and program formats. Breakfast Club
16mm. color film for amateur moving and Quiz Kids were among the shows he
picture cameras, altho higher in price, mentioned as being especially adaptable
now outsells black and white three to for video.
There is a possibility that ABC might
one-the public wants color.
"In a color television receiver the pub- get into the video picture here even belic can enjoy color without additional fore it can get its own station, Mowrey
cost after the original purchase of a re- said, if he is able to work out arrangements to have some ABC -produced shows
ceiver."
telecast on either of the two video staZenith Nixes B&W Sets
tions now in operation here.
In an interview with a representative
Formation of an ABC video staff here,
of The Billboard McDonald further Mowrey also said, would be done by havexplained
on
his
stand.
He
elaborated
ing a few of the net's New York video
Zenith was so sold on color video it experts come here for a few months to
black
and
white
never
make
any
would
train the net's present AM staff in the
receivers. He stated that the company why's and wherefore's of television proand
exwould make only color receivers
pected to have them on the market duction.
within a year. Whether or not there
would be enough color transmitting sta- transmits color on its experimental litions in operation by that time to war- cense station.
rant the public's buying the receivers
In a surprising hedging move, one unwas something he could not say, na- doubtedly
designed for present license
turally, and something that is strictly retention purposes,
Zenith will also conin the laps of the FCC gods.
tinue to transmit black and white on its
McDonald also told The Billboard that new channel (see The Billboard,
he expected to be on the air here with ary 16) in the lower frequenciesFebruthat
an experimental color transmitter in the McDonald objected to so vehemently.
ultra high frequencies around 450 mc.
within the next four months. He will
Matty Brescia has joined NBC's Miduse CBS's mechanical color process and
has worked out a patent agreement with west Division's flack department as night
the net for that purpose. As was pointed editor. Brescia was voted No., 1 army
out in The Billboard a few weeks ago. sports writer of 1944 in a nationwide
Zenith will make its own color transmit- contest. At the same time, Carl Simonter and will construct about 50 sets son, formerly with NBC flack departthat will be loaned to engineering ex- ment, moves to WBBM, CBS flack staff.
perts during the time the company and sister, this was swell.
get-together and perhaps in the near future.
In this way both would get, at least so reason the sideliners, a better competitive whack
at RCA. In this way, CBS, now way ahead
with its color video, would benefit In its till
as well as with good will. In this way also a
couple of smart operators would get together
without stepping on each other's toes. Right
now both sides say it isn't so but shrewd
trade men, who've been right too often in the
past-are watching and waiting.

Producers Broadcasters Pitch
Unimpressed by For 40 Mikers at
Exp.

Wal th am Bulova Stem

CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Paul Mowrey,
American Broadcasting Company's television director, last week threw his hat
into the Chi video ring by announcing
that one of the top plans on his agenda
is a television station in Chi at the
earliest possible date. Mowrey could not
give the exact date ABC would have a Chi
video station because operation here will
only take place after the FCC has
granted the local video license for which
the net has applied. As nobody knows
when the FCC can get around to processing all its video applications, the starting
date could not be set as definite, and
Mowrey could only say that ABC should
have its own station here not later than
18 months from now.
Mowrey plans at the beginning of
the ABC video station operation here
to program primarily in special events
remotes an occasional program from
one of the ABC studios and accent on a
new type of video programing (new here,
that is), the picking up of remote dramatic programs from the houses of various
theatrical groups such as the
Jr., prexy of Zenith Radio Corporation, going Jackamateur
and Jill Players and the legit
on the record this week with an endorsement groups at universities.
of the CBS position in re color video, some

CBS.
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Atom Bomb

Tryouts

'

16.- Off-theNEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Deal between
WASHINGTON, Feb.
NBC's John Royal and Dramatists Guild record meeting of army and navy brass
allowing net to televise unproduced
full-length plays for the payment of
$1,000 to scripter is unimportant to Stem
legit. Five out of six Broadway producers, when quizzed by The Billboard
about the value of a tele preview to
them, said tryout is strictly for those
dramatists who can't get an option and
want to improve their scripts by seeing
them performed.
It was felt in the trade that this video
tryout would obviate the necessity of
going on the road with a show thus
saving producers plenty of jack. Nothing
could be farther from the truth, according to Lee Sabinson, producer of Home
of the Brave, who said audience reaction
as show hits different towns is a big
factor in whipping it into shape. "A
producer must watch audiences to find
out what's wrong and right with his
script," he pointed out.
Sabinson Sans Telecast

in

charge of allotting radio coverage for

the atom bomb experiment slated for
May with representatives of webs and
indies held here recently points to the
possibility that radio, both net and indie,
can expect to get about 40 mikers for
on -the -spot reporting of the event.
Rumored figure set by the navy gold
braid for all news media is 140, of
which nets will ask, tho they might not
get, at least seven reps each.
Nets, by pick from hat, have appointed
Fox Case, of WTOP, Washington, to
presentoits case to the navy brass. Indies have NAB in their corner, and
trade insiders believe, will get a fair
shake from the navy in any hook-up
which might be arranged for the event.
Argument is based on the fact that the
atom bomb experiment ranks with D -Day
in Europe and a presidential speech in
news value and international significance, and the navy, anxious to cooperate with all branches of the radio
Sabinson, claiming he would never industry, will undoubtedly follow the
previous oc-

allow a play of his under option to be
tried out in Guild deal, said: "Tele is a
different medium from theater. The
audience doesn't see the same show.
Space is much more limited. I hope
I'm not being an egotist when I say that
I must have full supervision over any
production of a script I own. I like to
pass on the director and the actors,
which I couldn't do under this arrange-

ment."

Brock Pemberton echoed Sabinson's
sentiments. "There would be no audience reaction and so your tryout would
be valueless. Readings would serve the
same purpose to a producer as these
showings. Altho a manager would be
able to judge a play better than in
manuscript form you'd lose your main
audience. Only the crix would be left
and you wouldn't get constructive criticism from them."
Bloomgarten Sees Loss
It was pointed out by Kermit Bloomgarten that a video showing of play
would dissipate the value of the script.
"A producer would get limited returns
from this kind of production," he said.
"It's like giving your play a summer
stock tryout. Who knows what kind of
a cast or director will do the show?"
Victor Samrock, biz manager of Play rights Company, went for the idea. "I'm
in favor of trying it. It's an experiment.
At least the producer can get a chance
to hear and see his play," he said.
Hopkins, Leventhal Nix
Both Arthur Hopkins and Jules Leventhal nixed the proposition. "The essential qualities of a play are lost," he
stated, "What more could a producer
learn from such a showing than before?"
Leventhal brought out the fact that
little of the biz in show would be seen,
camera would focus only on spots and
the acting techniques are different from
the stage. He thought a production
would be of no use to a manager.
Union Action Seen
Even if deal proves of no value `to
Stem it has succeeded in needling the
unions into action on tele. Walter
Greaza, head of Equity's Tele Committee, said that the union would be certain
to act on this new development even
tho he wasn't certain what the action
might be. It should be remembered that
Equity is the one union in Four A's that
is in favor of immediate union rates for
video. NBC -DG deal may line up other
orgs in Four A's behind Equity.
Execs at AFRA were inclined to minimize the value of seg but said they
were certain that NBC would have to
pay rehearsal fees for a show of this
type even if rates had to be established
for this program alone. Since it is
planned to rehearse for three weeks it is
evident that fees would amount to a
tidy sum.
Dramatists' Guild views the arrangement as applying to tyro scripters and
running for a year while tele still has
its narrow audience. When medium
starts to expand guild will take appropriate action.

Review of first full-length original
Television Play appears on Page 47

precedents established on
casions.

Harvey Stone Cuts Audition
Disk Again; Y&R Woos Gulf
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Young & Rubi cam doing retakes on its audish platter
of G.I. comic Harvey Stone. Program
uses Oscar Bradley ork, Pat Marshall for
vocals, Ward Wilson for straight, and
Dan Seymour as spieler. Hal Kantor did
writing and Ed Downes handled the
watch.
Stone, out of the Detroit niteries, has
been a hot item since his guest shot on
Kate Smith last year. Now, tho still in
uniform, his routine taking off the G.I.just as Johnny Burke was the perennial
doughboy of World War I-is still hot.
Y & R want to play the platter for
Gulf. Show probably will be plugged as
a summer replacement.

LINCOLN DAY

(Continued from page 15)
event like Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's
placing the Presidential wreath at the
foot of the Lincoln Memorial statue of
Honest Abe, would have been cut to
about one minute. It was very obvious
that this should have been done as the
viewers watched the General of the Army,
Dwight D., go back and repeat his wreath
placing for a couple of newsreel men.
The switch to the D. C. studio (Dumont's W3XWT) for the explanation of
how the program was being brought to
the audience was excellent considering
how it proved that a switch from web to
local can be done just as rapidly as a
switch on sound broadcasting-from web
to local. In New York the switch was
done from the web to the New York NBC
studio and it was smooth (except for a
moment during which the synch generator apparently went sour).
Web work was just as smooth as tho
the scanning was being handled locally.
It was indeed a momentous occasion. It
is to be regretted that what God had
wrought were scannings that should have
been left on the cutting room floor-or
whatever can be tabbed as the video
equivalent.
.

KATHERINE DUNHAM

(Continued from page 15)
and at the same time appear in her own
dance tale.
It was a shame but Miss Dunham
seemed to be the only amateurish member of the cast, Her white dress was in
the best church social tradition and even
her dancing seemed to be in the "visitor"
tradition, rather than part of the voodoo
tale she was supposed to be dancing.
Dunham troupe can come back to the
mike every Friday night as far as entertainment is concerned. Of course, if
the viewer doesn't like primitive emotions, Dunham is hard to take. But hard
to take or easy, CBS must be credited
with bringing more colorful entertainment to the air via this presentation
that it brought, thru color, in its current
pigment pitch to the trade and consumer
press.
Given genius, credit Paul Belanger with
knowing how to scan it-with plenty of
telesavy the James McNaughton sets deserve a brow to floor bow too. Brother
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TAG MCA "ORK MONOPOLY"
Agency, Also Smacked With
"Restraint," Will APP e a 1
Finley awarded 551/2G plus costs-may sue for more
but trade considers dough insignificant when stacked
up against possible industry -wide repercussions

ofto the
representing our artists
best of our ability."

By Harold Jovien
After two
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.
days of deliberation, a jury of 11, ruling
in Larry Finley's three and one third
million dollars anti-trust suit against
MCA, handed down a decision in
favor of Finley on the counts of
conspiracy to restrain trade and operating a dance band monopoly and awarded
damages amounting to $55,500 to Finley.
In addition, MCA will have to pay court
costs and reasonable attorney fees which
will be fixed by Judge Paul J. McCormick, who presided.
It's understood the figure covers damages only for the period between February 3, 1945, when Finley began operating
Mission Beach Ballroom, San Diego,
Calif., (spot which figured in case since
Finley claimed financial loss because he
was unable to obtain name bands from.
MCA due to their first refusal arrangment with the competing Pacific square
ballroom) and March 20, 1945, when
Finley officially started his anti-trust
suit. Possibility that Finley will take
further action to recover damages covering the time from March 20, 1945, to the
present now that he has won his point
in Federal Court.
Stein Says He'll Appeal
Jules Stein, prexy of Music Corporation of America, following the verdict of
the jury told The Billboard that "The
Jury, by its decision, has in effect censored the efforts of our company in behalf of our clients in seeking the best
places of employment for the maximum
wages consistent with the furtherance
of the artists' careers. San Diego situation, out of which this lawsuit arose, occurred only because of our efforts in
behalf of our clients. Therefore, we will
prosecute and appeal from the judgment
and are convinced that the higher courts
will vindicate and sanction our policy

-

Fleabite Suit
NEW YORK,

Feb.

16.-With

trade knocked ga-ga by Larry
Finley's successful suit against
MCA, a fleabite lawsuit for $3,000
against General Artists' Corporation in City Court here contains
some of the elements of a last
straw, and deserves watching.
More than a month ago one
Edward Dissentaner and a group
called "Youth's Monument to the
Future" filed suit against GAC,
Howard Sinnott and Nat Lazerow
for alleged damages incurred
when King Cole Trio nixed an
October Bronx one-night booking.
According to the agency, episode
was a routine affair, with Cole
preferring not to accept work on
the particular date, and with the
youth group's deposit being returned a matter of hours after it
arrived at GAC. Cole signed no
contract.
Since acts and bands reverse
bookers' okays on dates every day
in the week, the lawsuit came as
a surprise and was interpreted by
trade as being born of the showbiz inexperience of the plaintiff.
GAC entered a motion to dismiss
the suit.
A month has passed and the
court has not yet rendered its decision on the motion to dismiss.
While this in no way shapes up as
a Finely style affair, insiders
shudder in contemplation of what
would happen in the trade if
bookers were suddenly held legally responsible every time a
band turned down a job offered
thru an agency.

Symph in Civvies

-

Thirty
TORONTO, Feb. 16.
of the Minneapolis
Symphony ork had to play in
their street clothes in a concert
here when their dress suits got

members

lost in transit and failed to arrive in time for the concert. The
clothing disappeared from a
truck while orchestra luggage
was being moved in Cleveland.

and clients

May Ask Consent Decree
Charges against Stein personally were
dropped in the suit due to lack of evidence with the charges remaining leveled
at MCA, a Delaware corporation, and
Larry Barnett and Eames Bishop, of
MCA's Coast band department. A consent decree from the government may be
asked eventually by MCA to clarify bookings and operations in the band biz.
The motion for a new trial that Stein
referred to in his statement is expected
to be entered soon by MCA's legal heads.
Understood this is the first case that
Frank Doherty, attorney for MCA, ever
lost in a Federal Court. A new trial
would probably mean that Finley's award
of $55,500 will be held up with MCA
instructed to post a bond double the
damages.

Trade Repercussions Loom
Authorities in the trade believe that
the amount of money awarded Finley is
minor compared to the effect and repercussions on the entire industry that
MCA's defeat in this case may bring
about. MCA is figured to do as much
band booking as all the rest of the important agencies put together, having
practically laid the foundation and been
(See MCA TAGGED on page 20)

James - Newman
"Love Me" Goes
To Edwin Morris

Butch Is Way
Ahead of AFM
And Petrillo
Anti -Cans 25 Years Ago

-

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.
Butch La
Guardia, this town's ex -mayor and now
ABC radio commentator, columnist and
after -dinner speaker, apparently was way
ahead of American Federation of Musicians' prexy, James C. Petrillo. La
Guardia told 1,500 people assembled at
the Hotel Commodore to honor Jacob
Rosenberg, prexy of AFM Local 802, on

NEW YORK, Feb. 10.-LaGuardia's
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Edwin H. Morris of James C. Petrillo as a protector of thepraise
musand his implication that Joseph N.
here has grabbed Do You Love Me, pen- slelan
Weber, former AFM prexy,
not aware of
ned by Orkster Harry James in collabora- the threat of canned music, was
irked many oldtion with Lionel Newman, and pub will timers at the Rosenberg clambake.
is generally credited with developing
.push the tune as soon as it finishes work theWeber
federation to a major unit within the AFL.
Additionally, AFM under Weber sank about
on current Don't You Remember Me.
and one*half millions in an unsuccessful
Why James didn't give the tune to one
battle against the onrush of mechanization.
his own pub affiliate here, Mi..sic Makers,
Butch's words were; "Twenty-five years ago
hasn't been ascertained, but s Dme trades- I suggested protection from canned musk, but
men are guessing that maestro figured Weber couldn't see it."
LaGuardia, tracing the history of musicians
Charlie Lang's firm would be too busy
with its English importation, I'm in Love in New York, added: "I think people now
musicians must eat," Concluded hi'i
With Two Sweethearts. Muddling up this realize
with the warning that "you'll find stutheory, however, is the fact that Morris talk
dent musicians all over the place"-replacing
pub itself will be extra busy with a professional musicians-if vigilance is relaxed,
Sammy Cahn -Julie Styne song, Where
Harry J. Steeper, assistant to James C.
Did You Learn To Love? already in the Petrillo, AFM prexy, spoke in the
absence of
books-recordings set, etc.-and still an- the federation boss-Petrillo being in a Chiother tune, As If I Didn't Have Enough cago hospital for a physical checkup. Steeper
on My Mind, now being readied for ex- said Petrillo's prepared speech for the assemblage pertained to the Lea Bill. now being
ploitation.
supported in Congress by anti-AF.II interests.
"Petrillo," said Steeper, "says there's more
democracy in the AFM in one minute than 1n
a lifetime of some Congresmen in Washing-

AT CONVENTION-IN-PRINT

ton."

LaGuardia Has a Boss

Rosenberg clambake was widely attended by
Music Men
radio execs, and among the speakers from this
field were Mark Woods, of American Broadcasting Ccmpany, and Larry Lowman, v. -p.
of Columbia Broadcasting System. Woods,
Those band leaders, music publishers and record companies whose
calling LaGuardia's speech a great one, readvertisements pack the pages of this department each week have all
marked, "I'm his boss now! But he does what
he wants-and that's the scope we give all
gone to the amusement machine industry's convention -in-print, which
commentators on ABC. He recalled old battles
appears in the Amusement Machine Section of this issue. Convention with Local 802, but stated he had always
in -print was inaugurated by The Billboard during the first year of war,
found them fair.
when the coin machine industry decided to forego its annual convenLowman called Rosenberg a battler with
tions. Music readers are invited to drop back into the C -I -P for the
respect for the other fellow's point of view.
music popularity charts, more music news and advertisements.
Other gabbers included Edward Johnson.
manager of the Metropolitan Opera, who recalled early associations with Rosenberg, and
Arthur Judson, concert manager.
Matthew Woll, American Federation of
Labor vice president. congratulating Rosenberg for his work in the labor movement,
wound up his talk with an attack on the antilabor attitude of the daily press.
Soiree was enlivened by an orchestra of 50
men led by Josef Stopak, and a batch of talent
including Lucy Monroe, Dorothy Kirsten, Peter
Donald, Maurice Rocco, Ray Bloch and Al
orchestras and others.
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.
Hocus-pocus
Courtney himself refuses to talk about Trace
Harry Hershfield sparked the proceedings
surrounding reported huddles between any purported deals with Musicraft but which
were attended by execs from the entire
Musicraft diskery and Cross Courtney, of friends at William Morris have expressed show business.
William Morris Agency, has been sifted wonder about his goings-on with the
S.
. Idea for the testimonial belongs
out by usually reliable informants here wax plant. With Courtney making fre- to P.Carrie
Laski, Rosenberg's longtime personal
to mean just one thing: that the Duke quent treks down to Jefferson -Travis secretary.
Ellington band, handled by Courtney, offices, some of them still think that
will part with RCA -Victor before end of Courtney might be included in a package his fiftieth birthday, that he had first

Flock to Juke Operators "Meet"
in The Billboard Amusement Machines Department

No Courtney for Musicraft
But the Duke Deal Sizzles
-

year and take up with the indie wax
house.
Earlier reports that Courtney was dickering with Musicraft for his own services as an executive were discounted
both by insiders at William Morris and
Musicraft itself. Irving Felt, prexy of
Jefferson -Travis Corporation, which controls Musicraft, flatly stated that "No
position whatsoever had been offered to
Courtney." Asked if it was true that he
had been negotiating with Courtney for
the Ellington band, Felt replied, "I
would rather not comment on that."

Hot on Duke Trail
That Musicraft is after Ellington has
been known along record row for quite
some time, but definite pact talk has
been held up first by all-out efforts on
diskery's part to land Artie Shaw band
(Shaw finally was corralled last week)
and then by fact that RCA -Victor still
holds contract with Ellington which
doesn't expire until November of this
year.

deal with Ellington.
Drawing Up Contract
Best info is that Ellington will definitely end up as a Musicraft ace and
that Courtney will not go with the firm
until they grow to the point where they
can make the price right. Understood
that lawyers have already drawn up
papers binding Ellington deal, altho
these will not became effective until
Victor pact runs out.
Victor doesn't know anything about
Ellington's new dickerings, according to
James W. Murray, RCA-Victor record
chief, who admits he's read about the
Courtney huddlings but so far has received no official word, he says, about
maestro's desire to quit Victor in November.
Deals With Thrushes
Meanwhile, Musicraft's talent activities were raising a stir in other directions, one at the expense of two rival
disk firms. Understood that these two,

suggested action against canned music
25 years ago.
The ex -mayor hastened to add, however, that "great credit is due Petrillo for
having the courage to protect the musicians," and pointed out that "so much
had to be done to make up for the years
when musicians were kicked around."
The Little Flower also tossed in paeans
of praise for Rosenberg, commending his
"able, courageous and clean" leadership.

both Indies, had grown all excited about
Jeanne Crain's singing. in 20th Century Fox pic State Fair and were burning up
Hollywood wires trying to land her. Musicraft had already signed Lou Anne Hogan, whose voice was dubbed into the
pie (Crain gal can't sing a lick). Deal
was arranged with Billy Burton, exJimmy Dorsey manager now steering the
Dick Haymes-Helen Forrest duo; In addition to Hogan gal, deal calls for recording
the canary in front of a 35 -piece 20th (See NO COURTNEY on page 20)
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Why Pubs Wake Up Screaming;
Locations Only Losers in
Mayor's Shutdown of N. Y. Whitney or Not Whitney Is ?
reiterated that the hotel had not made
up its mind what to do about the dough.
Jim McCabe, manager of the PennsyIvania, said that Brown would be paid
because "it's our fault he didn't play
Tuesday-we had him standing by and
when at 4:30 p.m. it looked as if O'Dwyer
would stand fast, we told Les to send
his boys home."
Vincent Lopez Gets His
Lopez, who plays an early
Vincent
vacation.
at the Hotel Taft, did not play
schedule
Jack Rosenberg, president, and Willie Tuesday, but will be paid. Art Mooney,
Feinberg, secretary of Local 802, made Hotel Lincoln, worked Tuesday, as did
clear that, the ork vacations were vaca- Guy Lombardo, Hotel Roosevelt. Lomtions with pay. Rosenberg told The bardo was unable to set up until 9 p.m.,
Billboard "the musicians get paid" and but the hotel says business didn't suffer
Feinberg cited union rulings to support too badly, and there is no thought of
the 802 contention that nothing short docking leader.
of an "act of God" voids a band buyer's
Nat Moss, operator of Club 400, told
obligation to fork over.
The Billboard that Louis Prima and
Of locations surveyed, only one was band were on hand Tuesday and went
on record as disagreeing with the to work on schedule when the good word
union-Monte Proser's Copacabana, was given. Biz not too extra however.
which handed leader Chavez a weekly
New Yorker Won't Dock
paycheck some $175 short of what he
thought he should get. It was exTommy Tucker and Ork showed up
plained to him that he was being for work at Hotel New Yorker, and
docked for a day and one-third, the entertainment director Carl Snyder's
operator figuring he lost that much of office, but the ice -show performers
Chavez's labor thru having been shut- didn't appear. Likewise, Peter Kent's
tered early Monday and having no show small band, which plays the spot's ManTuesday.
hattan Room, didn't show. Won't be
docked, however.
Scramble for Personnel
Hotel Lexington, with Johnny Pinetheir
scare
to
were
able
Most spots
and Hawaiian Show, went on per
apple
business
do
to
in
time
bands together
Tuesday, since the announcement of the usual, with no mishaps.Savoy Ballroom,
Apollo Theater and
ban's lifting came thru around 5:30
Tuesp.m. Hal McIntyre (Hotel Commodore) Harlem spots, had narrow squeaksErskine
and
and Les Brown (Hotel Pennsylvania) day when Lucky Miliinder
were
were the only two major leaders who Hawkins, respective attractions,
musicians to make a
didn't work Tuesday night. W. R. Christ- forced to meld
man. treasurer of the Commodore, was single ork and double between theater
at first inclined to doubt that the hotel and hoofery.
would want to pay McIntyre, claiming
a top frontman before
that the leader had been asked to play Anson Weeks,
five years 'back, has
accident
auto
inan
protested
had
and
night
Tuesday
in front of a
ability to collect his tootlers. However, returned to the stand
booked by Frederick
Christman said that no policy had been 14 -piece crew. Ork, Midwest
after stint
determined and when The Billboard in- Bros., 1s in the
formed him of Local 802's position he along West Coast resort spots.
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Location ops
were the big band business losers Monday (11) and Tuesday (12) when Mayor
O'Dwyer shut down the city to stall off
a fuel famine and just as suddenly
changed his mind. In addition to loss
in business it seems they are going to
have to pay their bands whether they
played shut -down night or not. The
bands themselves suffered no more than
the inconvenience of an unexpected

.Ki

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-A determined
woman claiming to be songwriter Joan
Whitney flung her weight all over Broadway this week, providing a stiff pain for
(1) Bob Coleman, Daily Mirror drama ed
(2) Ben Gross, Daily News radio ed (3)
Santly-Joy (4) ASCAP (5) penner Whitney.
All started when Coleman ran a squib
about Joan Whitney and Alex Kramer
co -writers of Candy, High on a Windy
Hill and Money Is the Root of All Evil
planning a Broadway show. Dame wrote
Coleman, threatening suit if he didn't
point out that Kramer had not collabbed
on High and Money. Coleman obliged
with a retraction, which embarrassed
Kramer, because Kramer had collabbed
on tunes.
Around the same time, Ben Gross
carried an item about Joan Whitney
being a native of Homestead, Pa.-which
is true. The lady who would be the
songwriting gal, threatened Gross with
suit, on the grounds that she had never
been to Homestead. Gross checked with
the real writing Whitney.
While all this was going on, the wouldbe writer showed up at Santly-Joy and
demanded royalties. She had to be
ejected. So she went to ASCAP and
pulled the same routine, but left under
her own steam. ASCAP plans to send
out a release identifying the song -writing. Whitney and explaining the "other"
Whitney.
Alex Kramer says the dame pulled the
same set of stunts about a year ago,
even going so far as to bring a lawyer
around. After the lawyer noticed that
the female was unable to recognize Mack
David, one of her alleged "collaborators,"
in a roomful of people, he threw up his

'',.

of thing which makes it almost impossible for a newcomer -writer to crash the
alley. Pubs just won't look at unsolicited
manuscripts delivered either by mail or

in person.

Spivak Goes
From Haynes
To Eastman
Miller Band Enough for FIT
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Long-time relationship between the Charlie Spivak ork
and Don Haynes org was terminated this
week when Spivak placed his personal
management affairs in the hands of
showbiz lawyer Lee Eastman. Eastman,
who includes Arthur M. Chaud interests
among his accounts, will steer Spivak on
his own and not thru the Michaud

office.
Break between Haynes and Spivak was
decided on Monday (11) with both
parties agreeing to part amicably. Haynes
will continue to draw his personal -maneagemeñt fee until March 6, when Spivak
goes on a three-week vacation.
Reason for the split is understood to
be that Haynes, with his other commitments to the Glenn Miller band, couldn't
give Spivak the preferential treatment
desired. Haynes not only p.m.'s for the
Glenn Miller outfit, but also acts as
contractor, thereby making considerably
higher percentage dough than he does
from Spivak.
,

hands and quit.
Whitney and Kramer are at a loss as
to what next. They consulted one lawyer who extracted a crying towel and
asked them if they'd like to have the
woman's incarceration on their conscience. But as things are going, the
penners are beginning to fear the outbreak of physical violence. It's this type
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CAG Wants More

Pubs To Crack
High School Biz

19

BVC - Mills Bros.'

Baby Backlog Ache

-

NEW YORK, Feb.'16.-An eloquent exNEW YORK, Feb. 16.
Composers of the current meaning of "backAuthors Guild, seeking to promote use of ample
log" in disk and publishing businesses
contemporary American serious music is
provided by Don't Be a Baby, Baby,
(The Billboard, January 5), is readying
tune by Buddy
an "educate the publisher" campaign, Bregman-Vocco-Conn
and Howard Steiner. B-V -C got the
designed to attract additional pub atten- Kaye
more than two years ago and took
tion to the market represented by Amer- song
to Decca as a potential Mills Bros.'
ica's 50,000 high school bands and. or- it
Decca's sked for the Brothers
chestras. (Pubs like Robbins and Leed vehicle.
booked up a year and a half in adhave been making a drive for the biz for was
a number of years now, along with old- vance, so it was no dice.
Before B -V -C could make overtures in
line firms like Fischer, Schirmer, et al.)
CAG claims that the kid bands play al- other disk directions it was swamped
most nothing but simplified arrange- with film scores, and the Baby ditty was
ments of hoary classics and if more pub- pigeon -holed. Meanwhile, Donald Mills,
lishers were to approach the schools with of the Brethren, decided he liked the
the right kind of new material, the song and began pestering the Kapps.
money would flow like wine.
So what happened? So six months ago
Trouble seems to be that some impor- they recorded"it at Decca.
tant publishers have had their wings When was it released? A handful of
burned trying to crack the school trade, days ago.
and are now shy. But CAG contends
that pubs have suffered losses only because they didn't peddle the right arrangements.
35G Egg
One pub attended a national music
educators corfab, some 3 :a: ,
after hearing the p_:k of he na' u,n's
high school musicians, ran home and
spent $35,000 on fancy scores. The scores
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-American Sonever sold, because they were too com- ciety of Music Arrangers, all AFM memplicated for rank -and -file kiddies.
bers, have launched a campaign which
Irwin Rowan, CAG secretary, is now they hope will enable them to press for
compiling data on available works of the a better financial break from leaders,
membership. Once collated, the material `radio nets, stations or wherever group is
will be presented in digestible form to ,able to take best hold. Angling thru the
music buyers-including publishers, in press with a "forgotten men of music"
whose case the effort will be to show pitch designed to underline arrangers'
that high-school kids can't play phil- musical talent, outfit wants to muster
harmonic scores, but can and will play sufficient public prestige to make later
attractive new stuff. That would mean demands palatable all around.
dough all around. Meanwhile, CAG conFormed on the
Coast three years
tinues plans for its nationwide series of ago, ASMA gainedWest
a New
foothold
showcases for its last year, mainly among York
music festivals
arrangers of
product.
radio music. Among its local scorers are
Jeff Alexander, Lyn Murray, Frank Black,
Robert Russell Bennett, Fred Van Eps,
Paul Sterrett, et al., who write for the
Howard Barlows, Andre Kostelanetzes,
Paul Whitemans, etc. The dance arrangers have not yet broken down
ASMA's doors, but org figures once the,
campaign hits high gear band writers
will be attracted by the monetary possibilities.
Musicians' union is understood to look
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-New org formed favorably upon SMA's general intent,
here is People's Songs, Inc., which is particularly if the outfit decides to press
publishing a bulletin to establish "a for royalties on re -use of arrangements
forum for discussion between song- originally scored for special occasions.
writers, performers, union educational Meanwhile, ASMA concentrates on ordirectors, and people all over the coun- ganization, recruiting, and integrating
try who like to sing." Outfit's first bul- West and East Coast branches.
letin contains words and music to tunes
intended for the "people." One creating
greatest comment in the trade is called,
We Pity Our Bosses Five. Lyrics are as
follows:
We pity our bosses five.
We pity our bosses five.
A thousand a week is all they get
NEW YORK, Feb: 16.-Signature RecHow can they stay alive?
ord
firm inflated its talent roster this
We pity the boss's son.
week by two more artists. Signed Will
We pity the boss's son.
Bradley, ex -maestro and trombonist who
He rides around in a Cadillac.
shelved podium chores some years back
The lousy son of a gun!
in favor of radio work, and Marie Greene,
Sheet urges that ditty be sung to tune gal vocalist known in disk circles for her
of Farmer in the Dell. Listed on organ- Okeh cuttings with the Merrie Men.
ization page of bulletin as Advisory Both are expected to turn out initial
Committee are such names as Hy Zaret, cuttings early next month with Bradley
Josh White, Frances Luban, Bob Russell, ticketed to front a studio ork.
Burl Ives and Woody Guthrie. Exec secretary of outfit is listed as Peter Seeger.
.
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People's Songs, Inc.
Gunning for Those
G -a -Week Bosses
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Bradley, La Greene
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Carle Scores Sloppy Sidemen

Duke Para Date Set

AKRON, 0., Feb. 16.-Sloppy sidemen
no longer have band leaders over the
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-The zig -zagging barrel, said Frankie Carie here
a
Duke Ellington booking for Paramount sock four -day stand at the Palace.after
Carle
Theater here was straightened out this recently hired seven former servicemen.
week when band was set for four weeks
opening May 1 with usual options. Pic
will be Strange Case of Martha Ivers,
starring Barbara Stanwyck. Ellington
was originally slated to play the current
run, with Miss Susie Slagle's on screen,
but house decided on Danny Kaye as
stage topper and brought in Bob Chester
to fill the ork slot.

Juke Box
Convention -in-print

In This 'Issue

Mercury Hancocks Walton

-

CHICAGO, Feb. 16.
Jayne Walton,
former Lawrence Welk chirp and recently doing a single, inked a`three-year pact
with Mercury records here this week
which calls for 12 sides a year. Thrush
cut Las Champanecas, I Fall in Love With
You Every Day, When. 1 Lost You and
Without You for the label as her first
etchings.

Music readers are invited to
drop in at the coin machine industry's convention - in - print, a
feature of this issue, in the Coin
Machine Department. More music and record news, the music
popularity charts, band leader,
music publisher and record company advertisements are all part
of the "convention."

CORPORATION

MCA Tagged Ork Monopoly;'
Agency, Also Smacked ith

'Restraint,' Will Make Appeal
Finley Awarded 551%G Plus Costs--May Sue for More
(Continued from page 17)
largely responsible for subsequent building up of the band biz to its current
stature, and any change in policy or operation of the powerful booking firm
due to government action must reflect
on all band biz. Others say Finley's favorable decision will lead the way to
innumerable additional lawsuits directed
against MCA based on charges similar to
those filed by Finley in his case. There
is also talk of the effect this case might
have on the government's action in dealing with block bookings of motion picture outfits.
Whether or not Finley will immediately be able to bid for MCA name bands
for his Mission Beach Ballroom in open
competition to the Pacific Square
dancery remained unanswered during the
short period between the decision and
press time. MCA's appeal for a new trial
may hold up the matter.
Stein Testimony
Before the jurors came forth with the
verdict, they listened to 11 days of testimony fro en various music bigwigs, including bookers, operators, etc., most of
whom were subpoenaed by Finley, plus
the plaintiff and defendants, as well as
closing remarks from the attorneys and
instructions from Judge McCormick. Attorneys for MCA rested their case Monday after bringing Jules Stein to the
stand. (It was on this day that one of
the jurors failed to show due to illness
and it was agreed by both sides that
the case would go before a jury of 11
instead of the usual 12.)
The attorney brought out via Stein's
testimony, in attempting to prove that
MCA deals with but a portion of musicians, that out of 140,000 AFM members,
MCA handles four to five thousand.
Stein went on to say that the booking
biz is extremely competitive and that
keen competition even exists between
the various offices MCA has thruout the
country. He emphatically stated that a
top name band is not necessary to the
financial success of a ballroom and cited
danceries thruout the country as examples where the amount of biz done was
not real indication of what is actually
macle. His illustrations included Merry
Gardens, O'Henry Ballroom and Paradise,
Chicago; Graystone Ballroom, Detroit;
Arcadia, New York; Roseland, Brooklyn;
State, Boston, and El Patio, San Francisco.
Stein denied knowledge of Eames
Bishop reported conversation (previous
testimony) with Jack Flynn and Ralph
Wonders at William Morris and General
Artists Corporation, about recalling letters
to Finley guaranteeing him bands if he
suceeded in securing the lease on Mission
Beach and also said that when he signed
first refusal contract for supplying Pacific Square with bands it was to create
employment rather than restrict or re-

strain

11?_CA's

Non -Band Activities

When Bill Christenson, Finley's legal
man, took over questioning of Stein, he
forced the issue of MCA's other interests,
including Movie Corporation of America;
MCA Artists, Ltd.; Management Corporation, Concert Corporation of America and

an additional Management Corporation

which was said to deal essentially in real
estate.
In reply to questioning, Stein related
that a "Class A" ballroom definition was
as difficult to give as definition of a
name band. Entering into the matter
was the cost of the building, location,
efficient operation, bands used, special
nights and added that a dearth of name
bands could tremendously hurt spot
dealing only in names, whereas "Class
A" ballroom using regular flow of bands
continues to operate successfully.
Motion To Strike Testimony
Questioning ceased at this point and
immediately upon resting the case, Har
old Collins, one of MCA's battery of at tornees, entered a motion to strike testimony and conversation concerning Mission Beach's possible damages after
March 20, 1945, on the ground that it

was guesswork. Collins also delivered a
motion to dismiss MCA, Larry Barnett
and Eames Bishop via a directed verdict
since material submitted was so insubstantial.
Damages Dates a Question
Judge McCormick in reply stated that
the measure of damages in the case was
a serious question and that a letter from
Hal Howard, of MCA's band division here,
to Finley offering Jack Teagarden, Bob
Chester and Ted Fiorito for Mission
Beach, dated February 27, 1945, might
make it necessary to instruct the jury
that no damages were to be allowed after
that date unless the correspondence was
considered continuing conspiracy.
The matter of human service or labor
as a commodity in interstate commerce
was again brought into the case by Collins, and Judge McCormick repeated previously offered version that the line of
demarcation is very close but he was
concerned with the economical and not
the philosophical slant.
Motion to strike testimony about Mission Beach losses was reserved and given
further consideration by Judge McCormick, but he killed the motion for a
directed verdict. The following day he
canceled the motion to strike Mission
Beach losses testimony after a specified
date.

Attorney's Arguments

Attorneys for each side then led off
with their arguments to the jury. Phil
Jaffe, of Finley's legal staff, initiated the
messages to the jurors stating that MCA's
agreement with Wayne Daillard at Mission Beach Ballroom and intent to suppress access to name bands resulted in
damages and was in violation of the
Sherman Anti -Trust Law. Ile rung in
as a measure of monopoly their interests
in real estate and matter of being in pic
and radio field and therefore able to
throw in band as part of packaged deal.
Breaking down MCA's annual volume of
biz to a daily figure, he revealed their
handling of $41,000 worth of bookings
per day or close to $15,000,000 annually.
Stated Stein's testimony concerned early
days of biz and it is now big time and
a name band is a commodity, addinlg
that contrary to opinions that term
"name" was indefinable, it was proved
by testimony of top figures in the field,
.
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WITH THESE UNIQUE SONGS YOU CAN'T GO WRONG
By HANK FINNEY And MARILOU DAWN
"YOU'RE AN ADORABLE LITTLE DEVI?
"A NEW LOCK ON MY HEART"

UNIQUE

MUSIC
PUBLISHERS

910 ALBERTA ST.
DETROIT 20, MICH.
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DENNY GOODMAN
Swing's No. 1 Baton-The Licorice Stick

THE King of Swing has been at the top
of the band biz for 12 years and today
he's more of a fave than ever before. His
top showmanship and elevator glides on
the licorice stick, his doubling in longhair
and jazz, and the constant
plugging he gets thru
radio, theater p. a.'s and
terrific Columbia disks are
all solid pillars on which
his fame is founded.
Critically speaking, BG
is beyond the rave point.
He's an institution, a
classic whose clarinet tooting and small ensembles
will become legendary. And the men who
have come out of his band, in addition to
being greats in their own right, always gain
a little luster from the leader.
Goodman set a pattern in 1937 in his
first p.a. at the Paramount Theater, New
York. He is set to open there again February 27, and you can bet your last nickel
that the joint will be jumpin'.

including Ralph Wonders, GAC; Larry
Shea, ASCAP; Bernie Cohen, formerly
manager Casino Gardens, that names are
any aggregation of musicians known nationally.
217 MCA Orks at Square
Tearing into the 48 -hour first refusal
set-up, Jaffe relayed info that since
November 1, 1941 217 MCA bands played
Pacific Square, only 26 non -MCA orks
were featured and that GAC, Frederick
Brothers and William Morris Agency altogether had only nine names to offer
Finley in 1945 and he played all nine.
Went on to say that altho Larry Barnett
and Eames Bishop felt San Diego was too
small for two "Class A" ballrooms yet
they booked names into the Casino Gardens and Aragon located just a block
away from each other near Los Angeles.
Then cited bands-all MCA-currently
playing biggest Los Angeles locationsHarry James, Meadowbrook; Jan Garber,
Trianon; Lawrence Welk, Aragon; Jan
Savitt, Casino Gardens; Bob Crosby, Palladium; Gene Krupa, Orpheum Theater;
Jimmie Grier, Biltmore Hotel, and Freddy
Martin, Ambassador Hotel. He termed
offer by MCA of Teagarden, Chester and
Fiorito to Finley a subterfuge-maintaining that they offered Finley these
bands after they had flopped at Pacific
Square as double -feature attractions.
Also accused Barnett and Bishop of attempting to block Finley's direct booking
deals with Tommy Dorsey and Charlie
Barnett and claimed that because of
their stalling Finley could not get started
and lost $122,000, altho the Beach end of
things which Finley also ran made a
profit of $103,000. Crowds could not be
attracted to ballroom without names.
He wound up with the statement that it
is to be assumed that losses would result over the entire three years of the
lease unless action was brought.
Best Deal for Orks, MCA Duty
Frank Doherty followed with a message representing the defendant. He related that it is MCA's duty to get the
best deal for band leaders and it was
only Finley's inexperience that caused
said losses. He pictured Finley strictly
as a promoter who spent thousands to
make a show. A chart of figures on comparative financial operation of Mission
Beach Ballroom between Wayne Dail lard's management of the spot in 1944
and Finley's handling in 1945 showed
Finley's receipts larger by about $50,000,
but outlay for bands, executive salaries,
advertising and publicity, gifts and entertainment plus traveling expenses extremely in excess of Daillard's arrangement. Where Daillard spent $94,000 for
bands, Finley put out $158,000. Daillard
used advertising and publicity amounting to $17,000. Finley hit the mark at
$66,000. Traveling expenses of Daillard

service Daillard. There was 110 testimony that the first refusal contract was
illegal or improper and Daillard guaranteed that 75 per cent of bands he
would use under contract would be
MCA so it was splendid outlet for employment of musicians.
Referred to checks received by Warner
Austin, manager of Mission Beach for
Finley, and son of a city councilman, as
revealing an "odor" of a previous deal.
Mentioned that only testimony offered
that Eames Bishop called Jack Flynn,
of William Morris, and requested he
cancel offer of bands to Finley because
Daillard was set to get bid for Mission
Beach and it would only irritate Daillard
was made by Isobel Katelman, ex -Bishop
secretary.

Teagarden as "Turkey"
This, he emphasized, was in 1941 and
yet she couldn't remember conversation
of two days ago. Stated that altho Finley had letters from GAC, FB and WM
agencies promising bands for Mission
Beach he never asked MCA for letter.
Asked how could Jack Teagarden be
considered "turkey" by Finley when the
band was offered Finley by MCA since
Teagarden was booked back into Pacific
Square March 16 and June 13.
Reepated from previous message that
altho Finley saw MCA bookers at Casino
Gardens, where he booked MCA, bands,
he never requested bands for Mission
Beach since he was all booked up for the
summer. Asked jurors to specifically
remember date, March 20, when suit began, at which time Finley was asked,
"Did you compute damages?," and he
replied he had no damages as yet.
As a wind-up, Bill Christenson added
his remarks for jurors to mull over, asking them to skip all camouflage and consider the facts. First, the movement of
bands in interstate commerce was
agreed; second, the exclusive contract
which is against AFM rules and contract
demanded split commissions from other
agencies. Said that not only was Finley
loser, but people of San Diego were too,
since Mission Beach is municipally
owned. Unreasonable restraint of trade;
Had only five bands available from GAC,
FB and WM agencies so Finley talked to
Hal Howard, who was new at MCA, and
told him he could see no reason why he
shouldn't have bands.
Only MCA Orks in Diego
A week later Bishop went to San Diego
to help Daillard get renewal of lease on
Mission Beach and Daillard told city
only he could get MCA bands in San
Diego spot. Finally on damages: Finley
didn't compute damages, but could see
them coming when slut was filéd and
later statements proved same. Added

that dancing

is a

habit and after

Henrys

Busse opened Mission Beach for Finley
in February, not another name played

In regard to MCA'e
Fiorito, Christenson
quoted Stein's previous statement that
Fiorito was an example of a former name
going downhill.
At this point the case went into the
hands of the jury. An all-important
batch of instructions, which ran about
an hour, was given by Judge McCormick
and then the jury retired to deliberate.
While plaintiffs. Larry and Miriam
Finley, and defendants Larry Barnett,
Eames Bishop and MCA (represented
personally by Jules Stein), remained in
attendance at the court from 11 a.m..
thru midnight, a total of 13 hours, the
jury attempted without success to
reach a verdict. They interrupted their
13 -hour session about midway to return
to the court requesting a review of instructions concerning conspiracy, period
of consideration for damages, if any, and
another hearing of the testimony between Barnet or Bishop with Arthur
Michaud regarding Finley's direct booking of Dorsey into Mission. Beach. Jury
returned around midnight with a decl*
sion still not reached, and Judge McCormick queried them as to a possible
agreement the following day (February
15). They finally agreed a definite decision might be made after a night's rest
and turned in their verdict in favor of
were $290, whereas Finley's skyrocketed Finley yesterday afternoon (15).
to $12,000 (explanation by Finley's attorneys that greatest part of this amount NO
COURTNEY
may be attributed to costs in booking
(Continued from page 17)
bande direct) ; Daillard's wires and phone
calls accounted for $257 and Finley's Fox studio ork conducted by Alfred Nettman. Now Musicraft is chortling about
their find and waiting for rivals to wise
Nylons and Daillard's Ops
up to usual Hollywood subterfuge.
Said Finley was supposed to have
Still another buzz -buzz raised by MUCleaned up Mission Beach, yet he brought sicraft started this week when Mel Torme
liquor into Casino Gardens, while he and Melotones quit Decca house for a
managed it, for the first time since the contract with the smaller firm. Torme
spot opened years ago. He asked the and group have been cutting sides beladies of the jury if a store kept nylons hind Bing Crosby on Decca label and
for of customers-not to exclude reg- both Bing and Decca boys were said to
ular customers -why shouldn't MCA be most unhappy about their flight.
_',

there until May.
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Are U. S. and England Set for
2-may Tin Pan Alley Invasion?
By Reg Connelly
Editors' Note: Controversy, over ideas say, more exactly, inaccuracies? For,
of some American publishers with regard having due regard to the quite considerto the possibility of music men from able contrast in living standards, I
the U. S. "invading" foreign lands and doubt if there is much difference in the
vice versa (The Billboard, January 26 is- actual operating expenses of main offices
sue). continues. In this article, Reg of the major firms in London - or New
Connelly, director of Campbell -Connelly, York.
one of England's top publishers and
No doubt it was flattering for me to
representative of Yank-pubbed tunes, be credited with putting over numerous
points out some of the headaches in- No. 1 best sellers per year, assisted by
volved in the English picture and indi- just two trusty "aids," but the fact is
cates why English and American pub- the Campbell -Connelly organization relishers should not "fly to evils that they quires a staff of 35 to operate, with
wot not of."
four out-of-town reps.
No smoke without fire, they say, and
People, Premises, Aches
being a music man, maybe some of it
I don't know how acute the premises
has got in my eyes so that I can't quite problem is in New York, but certainly
see this predicted two-way invasion of when the Tin Pan Fusiliers start invadeach other's countries by American and ing Charing Cross Road, they'll need
British pubs. Mind you, requisitioning powers, the way things are
I don't suggest Hugh at present. Coping with the manpower
Charles, J. J. Phillips, question will call for a constant supply
i,i!
iY()d lr1
Ralph Hawkes, etc., visit of aspirin also.
New York just to take a
These conditions wiII, of course,
peek at Radio City and eventually become easier, but it's my
the Empire State Build- guess that when the various firms on
ing, no more than Gor- either side have had their "look sees,"
don V. Thompson's pres- calmer reflection will decide them against
ence in London means starting a whole flock of new concerns,
Britain is calling on which would simply have the effect of
Canada for reinforcements! Just the slicing things pretty thin, and no matter
sanie there are pretty sound reasons why how much it's sliced, the "song's" the
both sides should grapple with their own thing!
headaches and not "fly to evils that they
Get-Togethers Safeguard
wot not. of," as one of our best lyric
writers once put it! For to deal with
Whichever industry can produce the
just one uncomfortable aspect of music larger proportion of universally great
biz, Winchell, certainly under emphasized popular music must win the long runit when he said "the age of chiselry is no amount of new firms will alter that.
not dead." Even "hep" as I am to what "Jukes" and "racks" have not yet begoes, I'd find it difficult to decide which come a factor locally, being nonexistent,
industry is the more "chiselized"-yours and performance fees, record royalties
or ours! And what with paper control, and such "by-product" income are imfinance restrictions, labor shortages, etc., portant or trivial only to the extent the
I'd unhesitatingly say publishers' "D" day music is likewise.
is not yet.
How it's proportioned among respective
claimants is another thing again, but as
39 Staffers
Floors
ASCAP-BMI-PRS represents a good genThese "advance guard" representatives eral cross-section of the leading pubwill, however, be able to make com- lishers and creative talent, I would say
parisons and check the accuracy of re- the peacetime certainty of frequent getports on conditions in the music pub- togethers should satisfactorily safeguard
lishing world both sides. Or should I all interests.
.
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Music-As Written
i
1VEW YORK:

Laugh of the week is story of the two
indie diskeries who are cooking up big
plans to get Jeanne Crain, 20th Century Fox starlet. (featured with Dick Haymes
in State Fair, among other pix) signed
to waxing contract. Both firms were
Impressed by gal's warbling of It Might
As Well Be Spring in: the film. Spring
Was actually sung by Lou Ann Hogan,
who is in for a big 20th build-up herself,
and has just been signed by Musicraft.
Wally Brady has left his personal
management post with Henry Busse to
soi -plug for Robbins Music. . .'. Jerry
Keit, who spent 20 months overseas in
the army, back in the biz as contact
man for Edward B. Marks Music Corp.
Ky Stacy, ex-G.I., is going into name
band dance promotions around Rochester, N. Y.
Les Brown opens at Newark's Terrace
Room March b.. , Lenny Lewis's mixed
ork moves into Savoy Ballroom next
month.. . Francis Williams set in Duke
Ellington trumpet section. . , , March
Issue of True mag features yarn on

Eddie Condon.. , . iewie Negro ork debuts
at Hopkins's Rathskeller in Philly fronted
by arranger and tenor saxm.a_ Alex Gray.

CHICAGO:
Sonora issues its first single pop disk
March 1 with Vera Barton, backed by
Mark Warnow's ork, doing Slowly and
Take All. .
Decca considering Hand to -Mouth Boogie, an original tune done
first by Larry Adler and accompanist
Dave bewinter, for waxing by Lionel
Hampton. .
.. Cab Calloway has purchased a C-47 army cargo ship for transporting his ork... Gloria Van, formerly
chirp with Gene Krupa and Hal McIntyre and more recently a nitery single,
has joined Henry Brandon's ork at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel and will receive
billing :with the band.... Count Basie
is considering addition of a girl vocal
foursome to his ork..:. Frankie Carle
replacing Jimmy Dorsey at tit® College

Inn of the Hotel Sherman from March
29

to April 25.

Tony Pastor does the Teen-Timers
show from Pittsburgh March 30, while
Woody Herman is set for the same show
in Gotham March 23. -. . , Louis Jordan
plays the lucrative Easter Sunday, April
21 date at the Savoy Ballroom.
Stan
Kenton playing the Rainbo Ballroom from
May 7 to 13, instead of April 8 as previously announced. .
, Bill Bardo, on
USO in this country the past nine months,
goes back to hotel work at the Muehlebach, Kansas City, Mo., April 3. , .
Jimmw Rushing, Basic bluesinger, reported ready to retire..
Sully Mason's
new ork plays its first string of onenighters in the Midwest from February

RECORD

...

24

to March 24,

HOLLYWOOD:
Gene Krupa into the Meadowbrook
following Harry James in a surprise
booking which follows his Palladium
engagement by only a month or so. , .
Jan Savitt getting back two ABC coastto -coasters pulled out of Casino Gardens when Charlie Barnet refused to
stied number of pop tunes web demanded. Savitt also lined up for nightly
allots on KFIOA, local ABC outlet, and
these sustainers will be only remote on
Hollywood's major stations after the
midnight. .
Slim. Gaillard's Cement
Mixers Put -Ti Put -Ti hottest novelty
tune in Hollywood now... Hoagy Carmichael's NBC commercial, skipped to
San Francisco for one-time appearance
in connection with. teen-agers ork theater run there.
. Matty Malneck cut
tunes for Standard transcriptions with
Milton DeLugg's swing wing. ... Boyd
R7aeburn also cut batch of ultra modern
arrangements for Standard recently.
Thing titled Salvador Soli one of Rae burn's musical highlights included in
Standard date... Peggy Lee to the El
Rancho, Las Vegas, for couple weeks... .
Larry Barnett, of MCA, headed East for
q tickle trip.... Larry Finley, the ballroom operator, driving to New York for
30 -day biz-vacash trip.
. . Prank Sinatra and Lena Horne sang a special
arrangement of The House
Live In
on Jubilee,'APRS show last week.

# 36882

"ANGEL"
VOCAL BY MICHAEL DOUGLAS

`COFFEE -TIME"
VOCAL BY LUCY ANN AND MICHAEL DOUGLAS
RECORD

# 36900

"SLOWLY"
VOCAL BY MICHAEL DOUGLAS

"I

DON'T WANT TO DO IT ALONE"
VOCAL BY LUCY ANN
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HOT COLORED BANDS

AND BLUES SINGERS
Leading Record Company looking
for new Sepia and Race Talent.
Send recording of two original
numbers (owners' rights respected)
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BOX D-126, The Billboard
Cincinnati 1, Ohio

Albums, Envelopes, Now Disk
Mfrs. Big Problem; Paper,
Machines All Part of Ache
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McIntyre's Cosmic
.Hendler Influence
NEW YORK, Feb.

16.-It's all

Hal Mc-

Intyre's fault. At Mac's Hotel Cpmmodore opening, Herb Hendler, artists and
rep head of Cosmo Records, met Jo Ann
Burton. Yesterday, Hendler and Miss
Burton were married and McIntyre
"gave away" the bride. Mr. and Mrs.
Demand Phenomenal, Suppliers Can't Cope
Hendler left for a honeymoon down at
Atlantic City last night, but will have to
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Albums, pockets, are putting their bids in for scarce pa- cut it short since Hendler is due back in
for
paper and envelopes have become the per supplies. "Sleeves," to go inside the New York Tuesday (19) morning
a Hal McIntyre waxing session.
real thorns in the side of the disk biz album, are similarly unobtainable.
these days, with worries about shellac,
New Los Angeles Plant?
The New Diamond La b
labor, pressing facilities and plant space
About the only immediate relief for
gradually slipping into a back seat. Reporting a stupendous flow of orders for dickers in the near future may be af- Preems With Marital Album
by the Peerless firm, which
their products, leading album makers forded
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-I. R. Gwirtz,
here, including Peerless album, United promises to open a new plant in Los disk
distrib (Eastern Sales), music pubAngeles
by
March
1.
Norman
Ravis,
head
album, Metropolitan and P. L. Andrews,
lisher
(Chelsea Pub) and one-time partof
Peerless,
says
this
new
addition
will
say they can't possibly cope with every
ner
in
Musicraft Records (his jobbing
drain
off
the
heaviest
orders
West
Coast
new disk company. They come flocking in
house still holds exclusive distrib rights
every day, turn a quick eye on the al- and that this should ease not only Peer- in East for Musicraft wax, tho latter deal
bum field, cut sides intended for that less's burden in the East, but all Eastlikely to wind up in near future) has
form of package -selling and then rush ern manufacturers as well. Other firms, is
into disk manufacturing again, this
to the paper binders for help. Latter, in including Unite d, have expansion gone
in mind as well, but none at time with a Diamond label.
turn, are so beseiged by increased schemes
First efforts will go into a wedding alrequisitions of old-line customers that this writing has acquired new plants or bum,
six sides, which will feature middle they must frequently turn a deaf ear otherwise got beyond the blueprint stage. aisle tunes
such as Oh, Promise Me, BeMeanwhile dickers here are waiting imto pleas of newcomers. Result has been
for Peerless or anyone else to cause and Here Comes the Bride. Using
that firms like Majestic, Sonora and patiently
Don Baker, Nick Lucas and Johnny Ames
Cosmo find great difficulty in digging up give them some production on albums, as starting talent.
a guy to make albums for them. Eddie particularly for the West Coast. Freight
Heller, sales manager of Cosmo, points rates on all merchandise have risen conup the worst of his chores to be that siderably in recent months and wax execs
of finding enough albums for hit -sets would just love to save the shipping
CELESTE &
such as Cosmo's Tubby \ the Tuba, for charges necessitated by the present EastComposers and Publishers of
ern
album
monopoly.
which Heller is currently short some
FOUR. BIG SONG HITS
12,000 binders.
THE COLORADO WALTZ
Album manufacturing has been peMost Beautiful Song of the Rockies
culiarly confined to the Eastern area,
MOONLIGHT LULLABY
with complications thrown in by the
A Sweet Melody of Mother Love
West Coast's growing attraction for new
RAINBOW FLAG OF LIBERTY
record companies. Execs of the latter
Glorious Description of Our Flag
firms have been deluging Eastern album
TWILIGHT DREAMS
men for goods.
Haunting Memories of Old Sweethearts.
While new disk companies are springDETROIT, Feb. 16.-In
with plans
Free Copies to Recognized Artists Only.
ing up right and left, the album -making to make Detroit Music line
35$ Per Copy From Your Music Dealer.
Hall (formerly
trade has been confined to a few select Wilson Theater) a center of music and
Owned and Distributed by
manufacturers whose expansion aims show activity in this territory, Henry
C. b H. MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
have been held back by the usual re- Ehrlich has been appointed special at121/2 East Cucharras Street
conversion shortages. Kraft paper, for tractions booker at the Hall. Plan is to
Colorado Springs, Colorado
one thing, which is used in the envelopes bring in largely one-nighter attractions,
that make up the ordinary disk album, is giving top names a stopover en route to
on the critical list. Machinery that either coast or elsewhere, and at same
stamps and binds the cardboard backers time giving Detroit a type of bill that
is worn out and not so easy to replace. would not normally play a full week 'at
OPA quotas on album makers' use of pa- the single theater regularly playing stage per have been extra rigid as compared shows here now.
to other more essential industries which
Booking of Lionel Hampton today (16)
BLACK LIGHT FIXTURES
is typical of the program. Hampton Just
closed a full week at the Paradise TheaAll fluorescent and luminester devoted to all -colored stageshows
cent materials, satin filters.
and drawing a predominantly colored
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Auld Gets FB Release
For 14G Debt Payoff

.4

Advertising in the Billboard Since .9o,5

OR

FOLDED

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-While the
maestro recuperates in Arizona from a
lung ailment, Georgie Auld managers,
Howie Richmond and Buddy Robbins,
settled a running argument with Fred-'
_erick Bros. by obtaining full release
from FB upon promise to pay off a
$14,000 debt.

Under the agreement, Auld will remit

®o

44444444-444.41,4*********
ROLL

audience. He is coming in for a single
show at the Music Hall, despite the
booking at the Paradise just a week
previous, one of the first examples of
such close bookings for a top name attraction in the Motor City. Ehrlich was
formerly engaged in booking USO and
other shows for the army during the
war.

TICKET

DAY

&NIGHT SERVICE

SPECIALLY PRINTED

to
be granted in the event that the orkster
grabs off the type of short money name building location date that holds back
a band's income.
Auld will resume active operations in
April with Howie Richmond, of American
Artists' Bureau, booking him direct.
Feeling happy about the whole deal,
$200 weekly, with a 13 -week extension

---10M, $ 7.15 --- ADDITIONAL 10M's AT SAME ORDER, $1.65 Richmond claims he has Auld all set for
four weeks of theaters starting April 26.
Above prices for any wording desired. For each change of wording and color add $3.00.
For change of color only. add 60c. No order for less than 10,000 tickets of a kind or color. Will follow that up with 12-18 weeks of
CASH WITH

ORDER

STOCK
ROLL
1

PRICES

TICKETS

75c

60C
5 ROLLS......
@...... 50G
10 ROLLS

I

WELDON, WILLIAMS & LICK
FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS

Tickets Subject to Fed. Tax Must Show Name of Flare,
Established rire. Tex
P
and Total. Must be Consecutibely Numbered from 1 up or from your Lest Number

The Greatest Smash Song Hit In Years

KILROY WAS HERE
Watch For It ! !

LARGE STOCK
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

*

Write for Our Catalog

BLACK LIGHT PRODUCTS
450 East Ohio Street

Chicago 11, III.

VOCALISTS

Your music worries are over. We supply
vocal orchestrations of Popular, Standard,
Semi -Classic Tunes in your key. Send for
our latest list-it's FREE!
SHERWOOD MUSE[ SERVICE
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

1685 Broadway

"AT THE END

DAY"

OF: EACH

J. D. Hebert, Lake Charles, La.
HOWARD

PHOTO

REPRODUCTIONS

ENLARGEMENTS Mounted, 20 by
30, $2.50. 30140, $3.85. 8x10
100-$6.60; 50-54.13;
location work. Has six weeks at Casino photos:
5e in quantities; post
Gardens, California, lined up, according 25-$2.75.
cards, 20. Mail orders coast to coast.
to Richmond, with a standing offer at 24 hr. service. Send for Samples
Horace Heidt's Trianon to follow. Also end Price List B.

claimed that Glen Island Casino, which
figures to resume a full-time schedule
here about June 1, is looking favorably at
Auld, altho nothing is definite as yet.
Original pique between FB and Auld's
managers arose out of the latters' claim
that Auld was being sluffed off with
poor -paying Negro theater jobs which
prevented him from reducing his debt.
FB Counterclaimed this gripe with the
comment that Auld had been turning
down some fairly lucrative offers.

for

WANTED! Dealers

8p
8 ^ 10

st

Howard Photo Service

168 W. 46 St., New York 19, N. Y. BR. 8-2480.

WANTED
Young band leader to organize band of local
musicians. Will guarantee summer's engage.
ment and finance organizing. Write.

II.

713 N. Topeka

COATES

Wichita, Kan.

MUSIC -COCKTAIL
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Jersey Name Grab
Starts Early So Oh, What a Beautiful Morning!
GAC's Hamp Says Then Comes the Dawn in Florida
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Tho other lounge
agents here scoff at the idea, Johnny
Hamp, of General Artists Corporation,
stoutly insists that there is a demand already developing from owners of Jersey
Coast spots for talent, particularly name
stuff. Moreover, says Hamp, the dough
being offered is plenty good.
Other talent peddlers say they've heard
nothing about it,. and lounge ops don't
really start thinking about seasonal bookings until about April. But Hamp insists
he has had plenty of inquiries and has
closed a few deals for talent already, with
snore coming in.
He explains it on the basis of the huge
crowds jamming Florida this season. He
says, like everyone else, that biz in Florida is not good, but that doesn't prove
people are not going to seashore resorts.
He declares his clients are aware of the
mistakes made by Florida ops in overbuying and over -expanding, but at the
same time they believe there will be beaucoup hordes at the watering -places and
set for the rush well in
they want to
advance. Anyway, that's Hamp's story
and he's sticking to it.

Southern Ill. Op.
Tries Aft. Music In
New La Salle Spot
CHICAGO, Feb: 16.-Tinney Cosgrove,
prominent lounge op in Southern Illinois
added his seventh bistro to his present
holdings February 9 When he opened
the Diamond Horseshoe, an out-of-town
spot near La Salle. Lounge, which seats
125, is using the 20 per cent tax, which
allows Cosgrove to bring in entertaining
type units and singles. Opening talent
includes: Gene Lewis Trio, Jack Behan
and Kathy Joyce, chirp.
Because cocktail biz has been generally good in this area, Cosgrove is trying
a new experiment for a small-town
lounge, in that he introduced an afternoon music session at the new lounge
this week. He' inked pact with Dick
Shelton, of McConkey's Chi office for
Jeanne Maxie's four-piecer to play from
3 p.m. to 7 p.m., after which the regular
evening talent takes over.
Ops and bookers in this part of the
country are watching the Cosgrove experiment with plenty of interest, because, as far as is known, this is the
first time in which a small-town lounge
has ever used live musical inducement
to bring payees in. Practice has proved
practical for larger burgs, but is still
untried in the smaller urban areas.

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-It's nice to be
in Florida during the winter, but a sun
tan doesn't pay off if the boys who take
jobs there don't have it written down
in black and white. That's what Jackie
Kahner (Madcaps of Rhythm) found out
and told around when he stumbled back
to New York.

said "8 p.m. to 5 a.m." Kahner objected
that Fields had said that the 8 o'clock
start was only a formality and that
Calwell had merely put it in without
meaning it. Boys opened at 10 p.m. and
did okay.
Not To Mention Poundage
Next day he went to the job at 10 p.m.
and was greeted by a man identified as
a local union rep named Wolfe who
spoke with a southern accent and ordered him to start at 8 p.m. Kahner
objected. "You-all don't wanna do it,
then sign a release," said Wolfe. Kahner
turned helplessly to his men and asked
what they wanted. They said to sign.
So he signed. No sooner had he signed
than another band, he says, got up on

Kahner, booked by Freddie (Abby
Greshler) Fields, was due to open at
Max Calwell's Riptide, Miami, for about
$1,000 for five men, including himself..
He was to be the only attraction and
was to come down with a comedy band.
So the leader rushed out and finally
came up with four guys who could make
with the funny hats and corn, paid them the stand.
$115 each and started south. Because
So, what started out as a swell deal, a
the dough was so good, Kahner paid all
the fares, including the families of lot of moo and a vacation, actually set
Kahner back $1,200 in dough and 20
some of the sidemen.
pounds in weight.
The Scale Goes on Rise
When he got to the palm -tree country
he was greeted by two socks in the jaw.
First, the local scale had been lifted to
$137 per man and the guys insisted that
he pay up. The added bite, plus the
fares already paid, had him cross-eyed.
But that wasn't all.
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Ops in the JerBefore getting on the stand at the
area, which has the highest concenclub, Calwell took Kanner aside and sey
of lounges in these env sons, are
told him he would have to play the tration
show. Then, he would have to cut his paring their talent buying, say percenters
price. Reasons were that competition here.
Where an op used a five -piece combo.
was so great that the club had bought
Frankie Hyers for $900 and another act he is demanding a trio or a double; where
for $400 and the bite was too big. he had two units, he's calling for one,
Kahner argued that he was hired as a or switching from a duo to single.
comedy band, not a show band. He
The ops are not battering at prices as
could have hired sidemen for less. To much as they are at the ultimate amount
top it off, the leader was told his hours of gelt they'll have to shell out, altho
would be from 8 p.m. to 5 a.m., and he there is some haggling over prices, say
screamed bloody murder.
the talent sellers. Main effort seems to
Both guys looked at the contract. It be to cut down the nut and still preserve
some quality, rather than try to beat
down the act's stipend.
Reason for the development is that
the Jersey area is hard hit by the slowness of reconversion and the ending of
servicemen trade. Ops there are returning
to normal and that is forcing retrench,

Jersey Lounges
Cut Unit Size

Off the Cuff

Chicago:
RENA ESTABROOK and Mary Wine
alternating at the Gourmet, Racine, Wis.

. SWINCOPATORS replace Zip, Zap
and Zoe at the 51 Hundred Club, starting
March 3. . . DEANE AND BOB KRESS
current at Hotel Northland, Green Bay,
Wis.
, ALLEN TERMAN, just out of
khaki, has taken over the reins of the
operation of the Silhouette Club, while
his dad, Jack, takes a much -needed rest
in Florida.
. THE NOV-ELITES, sunning themselves in Florida, return to
work March 4 at the Silhouette, with
i
Tommy Tanner also set. . . . GEORGE
DeCARL has just closed a 12-weeker at
the Club Feist, Hurley, Wis.... ALYENE
Chi Silver Frolics To
JOHNSON opens at the Faust Club,
Double Pews and Budget Peoria, Ill., February 25. . CHARACTERS set for an early March opening at
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Silver Frolics, lo- D'Jais, Secaucus, N. J.
. JEANNE
cal West Madison Street lounge which MAXIE QUARTET plays afternoons at
has been expanding its talent policy con- the Diamond Horseshoe, La Salle, Ill.
sistently during the past 18 months, will
double its 130 -seater in a construction
program starting May 1. Ditto entertainLENNY PAYTON and his trio at Harment budget when renovations are combor Bar, Atlantic City. . . . WALTER
pleted in the fall.
Ben Orloff, operator, plans merger LANE TRIO at Neil Deighan's, Camden,
ROSANNA JEMINEZ and compolicy. Talent personnel will be two en- N.
tertaining type cocktail units, plus two bo have returned to the Copa Musical
or three standard vaude acts. Present Bar... THE NICK SPETILE TRIO with
plans call for continuous entertainment. Rita Joyce on the vocals open at the
Current talent budget of $1,300 will jump new Diamond Casino, Burlington, N. J.
to $2,500 when the new policy starts, says . . . THE 2 STRINGS AND A KEY are
now at the Twin Bars, Gloucester, N. J.
o Orloff.
. , , THE FROLICKERS are new at Palumbo's.
. JOE
QUIN 1'iLE'S combo

23

ment.
Other Eastern lounge centers-Baltimore, Philly and Washington-are not hit
as badly and are continuing to pay out
fairly good money for talent, with size
of unit not so much in question. But
the Jersey situation is admittedly good,
say the trade boys here.

Strikes Blamed
For Chi Slump
In Lounge Biz
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Current epidemic
of strikes has added plenty of grief to
the usual early -year letdown of biz In
Midwest cocktail lounges and has ops

and bookers crying about the situation.
Ops generally are reporting drops In biz,
all the way from a little to huge, and
bookers are bewailing the drop because
plenty of their higher paid trios and
quartets are going begging while singing
pianists take over during the lull.
Bis cave-in started shortly after New
Year's, with ops reporting that clientele
was dropping off consistently. While
cause of biz letdown was first blamed
on the chilly temperature, a study of the
situation convinced ops that the wave of
picketing here had plenty to do with the
situation. Chi's South Side lounges, all
dependent upon employees of major meat
packers for some of their patronage, have
been hard hit by the strike at the stockyards, and despite the fact that they are
now back to work, ops report that customers are still paying off bills contracted while they were picketing and
don't seem ready to start spending at
the lounges.
Ops' woes have been heightened during
the past two weeks when the Midwest
has been undergoing some of the most
inconsistent weather on record. Ice and
snow has hit ops whose spots are In
suburban locations or out in the country.
for plenty of payees have decided to keep
the home fires burning and wait until
the weather clears before returning to
their favorite lounges.
Because of the current lull, one,
bookers aver, are taking refuge from the
big 'overhead by turning their usual demands for trios and quartets into pleas
for singing pianists. Boys are moaning
plenty about biz and the high cost of ,2.ntertainers, but they still want to keep
entertainment in and they find that a
singing pianist is the best way to satisfy
customers and still keep the talent nut
low.

Present shortage of singing pianists has
raised the price of those available from
$25 to $75 weekly, and ops are willing
to up their usual salaries for singles because they realize it's either get a single
or drop entertainment completely. Ops
are veering away from complete elimination of entertainment, for they've found
that it's rugged having to rebuild prestige
after dropping entertainment. Ops,
bookers say, learned this lesson when
they tried to regain the clientele after
stopping entertainment during the midnight curfew edict of 1944-'45.

Marsolais To Head
Moe Gale Agency's
New Cocktail Dept?

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Estelle SIavins
little band is gathering up hotel dates
for a change. Outfit has worked lounges
and clubs heretofore. Now it's set for
the Moorish Room, Wilmington, Del.,
and the Copley -Plaza, Boston, February
18 and March 10, respectively. Follows
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Looks as tho a John Kirby into the latter spot.
deal is set for Joe Marsolais, recently resigned from the William Morris lounge
department, to join the Moe Gale Agency
and to start a cocktail department there.

Juke Box
Convention -in-print

Office has had none up to now. Marsolais
will be assisted by Edna Van Veen,
formerly in the radio business, and will
work under Billy Shaw, another ex WM -er, and Tim Gale, Moe's brother.
Both Marsolais and Tim Gale, yesterday
(15), said the deal is about set. UnderMusic readers are invited to
stood Marsolais will come in for a healthy
drop in at the coin machine insalary but no percentage.
dustry's convention - in - print, a
Meanwhile Marsolais was replaced in
feature of this issue, in the Coin
the William Morris berth by Harold
Machine Department. More muOshry, formerly a band salesman for Cy
sic and record news, the music
Schribman in Boston. Oshry, recently
popularity charts, band leader,
out of the army, said yesterday he conmusic publisher and record comtemplated no immediate change in the
pany advertisements are all part
operation of the department, which has
of the "convention."
current at Del Rio. . . WENDELL MA- been specializing in Negro and hot
SON, piano and songs, has been added combos.
at the El Dorado. .
VIRTUOSO TRIO
opens New Roman drille. .
RAY AND
DARLING and PATTIE PAGE bring
AMERICA'S FOREMOST
their songs and piano work to the Wonder Bar, Brooklawn, N. J. . . . TONY
INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL DUO
YENTUI QUARTET has been added at
Wilson's.

Philadelphia:

In This Issue

J....

.

CECIL KRISTAL
His Saxophone, Clarinet, Songs
and His Society Trio

.

Currently Royal Palm Hotel, Ft. Myers, Fla.
Contact now for future availability.

HARVEY THOMAS AGENCY
0

l

-

For acts, singers, dancers,

Orchestras

etc., Cocktail Units,
White or Colored talent

162 NO, STATE STREET
Chicago,

Phone: Dearborn 6263

TOM McDERMOTT

Here and There:

Contact
)3i

.

spent a week's
vacation at her home in Cincinnati after
closing .Sunday (10) at the Casanova
Club, Detroit.
RUTH SWEET, ac cordionist, opens Monday (25) at the
ANN BROWER, singer,

Ill. Biltmore, Providence, R. I.

INIMITABLE SONG STYLIST AND HIS PIANO

CARLOS VACCARO
Ace Drum "Rhythmist"
Currently: Club Alta, Mlles City, Montana
Management: Beenle Marr, Sioux City, Iowa
Western Rep.: Jean Wald, Hollywood, Calif.

Communications to 1564 Broadway, New York

Spots See 100,000 Go Down
The Drain in 18 -Hour Shutter
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Sudden shuttering of all businesses Monday night
(11) when Mayor O'Dwyer closed the
city with a -"disaster"" edict, set cafes
back more than $100,000 in direct losses.
Unlike the vaude houses, which lost
the major portion of Tuesday-'s (12) operation, : the clubs got a double jolt.
When the order came down Monday midnight most of the clubs hadn't started
their middle shows, or their final show,
assuming they were on a two -show -anight basis. That meant that the major
portion of their drink business was shot
for the night. As practically every night
club gets about 60 per cent of its profits
from drinks, and 80 per cent of its drink
business comes after midnight, the losses
mounted rapidly.
$54,500 K. O. for 8 Spots
A sample survey made of the key
niterles by The Billboard showed that
among the eight spots queried; the admitted losses amounted to $54,500 for the
two days. These estimates were based
on normal expectations.
Horseshoe, I.Q. Zan Socked
The Diamond Horseshoe says that
Monday it lost $2,000; Tuesday it was
$2,500. Club managed to open for one
show Tuesday but business was poor.
Latin Quarter estimated Monday's loss as
$2,000, and Tuesday's as $6,000. Club
didn't reopen Tuesday night, due to the
fact that it couldn't get the show together on time. Zanzibar had the same
problem. Monday, its sock was $5,000,
when long lines were turned away. Next
day it remained shuttered and claimed
,.

.

a loss of

$8,000.

Big Losses for 4 Spots
The Carnival also failed to open Tuesday night and figured its loss at $6,000.
Monday, the loss was estimated;at $3,500.
The Copacabana figures it dropped about
It tried
$7,500 for the two nights.
to reopen Tuesday but difficulty in getting show together prevented it: It did
spring the upstairs cocktail lounge, but
main room, downstairs, was dark. The
Versailles took it on the chin for about

The Embassy claims
it dropped about. $5,000, .tho Tuesday
it had its regular three shows. However,
business was 'dead, as nobody knew the
spot was running.
$5,000 (two days).
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eration the loss caused by food spoilage
and salaries. Where salaries are concerned, some of the spots expect to pay
everybody in full. Others feel that acts
that didn't work should be docked. However, the unions have already made a
ruling in this. AGVA says that performers who were available Monday night
must be paid in full. For Tuesday
night, the performers if they worked the
normal sked, should also be paid in full.
If, however, shows were cut down, the
actors must get half salary. It -says it
doesn't make any difference if policy
is three shows, and only one show went
on. The salary can be cut only half for

that day.

Ditto for Musicians

The musicians are tougher. Local 802
ruled that all cafes, hotels and theaters
must pay musicians in full. Reasoning
is that musicians are under weekly contract and that order was no "act of God."-

Effect of Shutdown

Some of the cafe ops feel that effect of
the edict, even tho it lasted only 18
hours, will be felt for weeks and maybe
months. Thousands of potential eustomers in the sticks have been scared
by the action of a little known Disaster
Board, and will talk about it for a long
time. What journeys they had planned
have been canceled. It will take time
for them to feel that conditions are

normal again.

It is also argued that many merchandise buyers who were caught in the city
Monday night, rushed out, not knowing
how long the emergency would last. A
check of individual hotels disproves that
there was a large exodus, but a spokesman for the hotel industry admits that
departures from, most of the hotels, Monday and Tuesday afternoon, were the
largest seen since the war.,
A check at railroad and air terminals
also shows that the demand for space
Monday and Tuesday was unusually
large.

Eh.wood. Park,

111.,

19, N. Y

Nick's Close Call
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Coming up
from Washington for their Loew's
State date last week, team of
Mardoni and Louise used the
family chariot,- and somewhere
above Trenton hit a puddle of
ice, with the fem driving, and
skidded into a garage. Damage
was extensive.
Garage owner, one Nicholas Ilku,
called on Mardoni at the State
about the dough involved. Magi
got him passed in and seated in
the first row. When it came time
for Mardoni's Guillotine Illusion,.
he conned garageman Ilku onstage and used him for the part
where he pretends to cut off the
stooge's head. Kept praying, says
Mardoni, that nothing would go
wrong.

t '7'2,500 Loss
In Tuese Hiatus

Of Stem Houses
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-The edict of
Mayor O'Dwyer last Monday (11) set.

Stem vaude-pic houses back tdo the tune
of $72,500 in lost admissions. And that
doesn't take in account the money theaters will have to pay out in salaries for
actors and house staffs who kept themselves ready for call in case the order
was revoked.
The break-down shows the following:
Radio City Music Hall figured it dropped $20,000. It didn't put on any stage,'
show Tuesday night after edict was'
rescinded. Couldn't get the staff together in time. It also dropped the holiday prices and went back to 90 cents.
Ordinarily admish would have been $1.25.
It estimated that take for Tuesday after'
the 6 p.m. opening was about $3,400.
Roxy Loss 16G
The Roxy says it lost about 16G. It'
put on just one show, ordinarily would
have put on five. Prices were held at
.holiday scale but take was about $5,000.
The Paramount admits to losing $12,060. It managed to squeeze in two,
shows and kept prices up. Admissions
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Gypsy Rose Lee, from 6 p.m. to closing amounted to'
niteries;
is
prepping
rarely
works
in
who
about $5,000.
a five -gal hot spot act, with herself as
Capitol Nip 12G
the topper.
Capitol won't say how much it took
Act breaks in at McVan's, Buffalo,
next week, then goes to the Clover Club, in after the order was rescinded but ,it
Miami, for an eight -week engagement. It claims to have lost $12,000. It ran two
combines various song and dance bits in full shows and prices stayed at holiday
a pattern worked out by Miss Lee in con- levels.
junction with Hughie Prince and Dick
Strand managed Lo squeeze in one
Rogers, who write club scores.
show at $1.30 top but lost $6,500 on thee'
Peeler worked her last nitery job in day. It took in about $1,800 for the
Detroit last spring. Clover deal calls night.
for $4,000 weekly, it is reported.
Loew's stage also managed to get in
Clover meanwhile is being switched
into a big production policy by MCA two shows. However, its take was about
which grabbed a verbal exclusive oil the $950 and says it dropped about $4,000.'
spot from. GAC, former bookers. Lee
booking ie one instance. Next full show,
due to debut March 14, calls for a, Boots
McKenna line of eight girls, plus Miss
Lee and four other acts. Under, ood
Jan : Bart, Norman Lawrence, Bobby Baxter and a, gal singer will go, in. Spot runs
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Despite the coiall year.
plications and hardships offered five per -week radio shows when making;
p. a.'s, the p. a. of Torn Brenemau'a.
Breakfast in Hollywood during five day&'
of opening week at the Oriental Theater"
pepped the week's gross plenty, accord.,
ing to reliable sources.
The actual morning attendance figures'
for the Breneman airer at the Oriental'
are not available, theater reps report
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 16.-Coronet, one that despite some pretty ornery weather'
of the local spots involved in a colr_para- on three days, the house did almost ca
tively recent battle to turn Philly;into a pacity biz on each of the days that
worked his, radio half hour:
top -name nitery center, is not only bid- Breneman
ding for the b.-o. stuff but is going beyond Fact that the 3,200 -seat house was aljam-packed every day (3,600 were
that. Room's owners, Bob Wasserman and most
opening day) proves that theater.
Stanley Schwartz, have decided on a there
Copa -type policy, new for them, due to ops can hike grosses considerably by negotiation for p. a.'s by snore of the jibebreak in shortly.
Spot will have a 10 -girl Guy Martin line, per -week shows.
While there's considerable red tape
productions and original book and lyrics,
as well as the usual quota of acts. Smith connected with getting a traveling air'
and Dale current /there, with Billy Vine troupe into a vaude house, the additional'
persons who come to see their radio
booked for March 6.
raves represent ;a darned good pay-off.
Getting a radio show
a vaude house
Moss Set for General Agency is a prestige builder into
for the house, for.,
the case, of Breneman, it introed the
Biz; Making Aet Drive Now in
house to housewives who probably
frequented a theater in the mornNEW YORK, Feb: 16.-Harry ,Moss, hadn't
in a long time. Now that they've
whp broke away from. Joe Glaser recently ing
the trick once, they're bound to
to set up as an indie, is planning to turned
it again and they'll probably choose
pitch for the general agency -business, try
the Oriental.
and is now making a drive for acts.
Originally, trade understood, Moss
would peddle bands and cocktail units
only, but Moss says he brought eight: or
10 acts with him from Glaser and is
gunning for more. He will put on act man
as soon as the whirl of starting for himself subsides, he says. After that he
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 16.
Palumbo
plans to hit all the ramifications-radio, interests,
operating five major spots here,
tele, films and so on-he states.
will take over Dewey Yessner's ShangriLa February 25.' Yessner, who made his
coin in a milk-shake chain, survived in
Small Starts Expansion
the spot much longer than pessimists
NEW YORE, Feb. 16.-Paul Small is predicted when he took over three years
starting work on plans to expand his ago. Shangri-La was dark at the time
talent agency into an all-around propo- and Yessner operated on a Chinesesition. He has rented space atop the American food and name floorshoW
soon -to -be -opened Club 18 and is snak- policy which he later switched to it
ing overtures to various percenters name -band policy. During recent months
around town, both in and out of the big the spot has housed all -colored flooroffices. Small has maintained a small shows.
independent office here since he left
Palumbo chitin operates Palumbo',,
William Morris a couple of years ago, Ciro's, the Cove and the 20th -Century
but now apparently is getting ready to Shangri-La will be face -lifted and rebranoh out.
named. Click.

Gypsy- Rose Lee
Sets 5 -Gal Show;

'

Buffalo Opening

-

'

Breneman PA Packs
Chi Oriental Theater'

Spot Blossoms With
AB So11 Weeks Band Plully Coronet Trims
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Sky .Club, suburCS Uptown Drops $5,500
La Martinique had its show running ban bistrò which has expanded from a Show With Original
spot Monday when the order came in. What cocktail lounge into a dancing
zing small local bands and entertaining
it lost was not disclosed.
Cafe Society Uptown estimates it lost units during the past year, takes the Book & Lyrics, Line
leap into the night club class March
Us

the two days (it remained
closed Tuesday); Its downtown room is
usually closed. Monday, hence was unaffected. But Tuesday's estimated loss
was $1,000. Leon & Eddie's says its loss
for the two days was about $2,000.
All these figures are based on potential
business. It does not take into consid$5,500 for

14

when Anson Weeks and .his 14 -piece crew
open an indefinite engagement at the
Elmwood Park estaminet. Owner Libby
Francos is mulling plans which would
bring names into the spot, _starting possibly in late fall.
Together with his talent expansion,
Francos is starting to expand seating
capacity and is currently setting up a
new bandstand to hold larger crews,
such as Weeks, and is doubling the size
of his dance floor. First move in seating
enlargement will bring capacity to 350
payees, but plans call for expansion up
to possibly 850. Francos plans to .add
summer terrace to hold 100 diners.
Spot will continue to feature cocktail
units during intermissions at its circular bar. Phil Albright, Chi booker, is
handling talent skedding for the club
exclusively. He made the deal for Weeks
thru Milo Stelt and Lang Thompson,
of PB.
"

40 Artists Face

AGNA's Big Stick
On Agents' Claims
.

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-About 40 performers will be hit with unfair charges
by AGVA soon if they don't pay up back
corns issions to agents, it was learned
last week. Claims were .given to AGVA
by Artists' Representative . Association
late last week and were filed with it by
Various agents.
Of the 40 claims, about .15, it is understood, have come from Frederick Bros.,
which recently went thru its books to
see what was owed the office. Among
their claims was one for $500 against
Belle Baker, which the office says is
owed it for the New York Latin Quarter
dater At first, singer flatly refused to
pay, but after AGVA put her on the
unfair list, an action which would have
prevented her from opening at the Coronets Philadelphia,. February 20, 'she decided to give in. She deposited a check
for the dóugh with AGVA to be held in
escrow pending an arbitration decision.

Beaumont, Tex., Club Opens
BEAUMONT, Tex., Feb. 16.-New spot,
Ranch Club, operated by ex-ork leader,
Ted De Leon, has opened here. Spot is
using semi -name bands; Tommy Pezel,
hoofer, and a floorshow. Budget modest.

.

.

MCA Wants More
$$ for Stone; He'll

P 1 ay Martinique

NEW YORE, Feb. '16.--Harvey Stone

the
spot gets going in the fall after a ,summ.er shutdewn. Only thing not set is
the price. Stone was bought on one of
those when -he -gets -out deals for a price
of about $1,300. Deal was made a couple
years ago. As his release approached
and as he worked a few dates his tag
went up until now ht is being offered
a figure somewhere near double the
Martinique price. So MCA is trying to
get him a better shake, but if the club
wants to stand pat, Stone will have to
work there or not at all in New York.
Paper calls for him to appear there before any other. New York spot.
is set to open the Martinique when

.

Philly Shangri-La

Sold to Palumbogs.

'

.

-
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N. Y. FoidUp- a Huge J01-4
Hour Lull Hits All Fields
(Continued from page 3)
wiped their eyes, and got ready to face
the worst.
. The Tuesday lifting
They got it.
of the ban, set for 6 p.m.

Phonos Work Overtime
Frantically legit managers started
phoning to round up thesps, grips and
musicians. Understudies had a field
day. Nitery ops likewise were trying to
get ,together their players for late shows.
Arcade men vainly tried to get their
help to work. In short, the Main Stem
reached almost the point of hysteria.
Wednesday the strike ended and showbiz sat back to figure the cost. A million
dollars wouldn't cover it by a long shot.
Legit producer Mike (Four Shows) Todd
figured the loss to Stem thesps in salaries
alone for the one day at $100,000. The
major downtown vaude-pic houses admitted to losses above $75,000. Niteries
were socked $100,000. But the loss in
alleys, arcades, sport fests, etc not publicized, would easily bring these figures
up in thé million class.
James Reilly, secretary of the League
of New York Theaters, estimated that
11 shuttered legit matinees could be
counted off as a loss of $125,000, while
Morton Sunshine, of the Independent
Theater Owners' Association, assessed the
loss in pic houses around town at
$500,000.

Actors, Grips Ducked

Actors' and stagehands' paychecks
were one performance pay lighter this
Week, since 11 matinees, skedded for
Tuesday, could not play. Two evening
shows-The Desert Song (City Center)

PITIGH'I'
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CLEVER ACROBATIC SATIRIST

calls canceled trip for rest of the ork.
Niteries took a heavy wallop on bar
and table drink biz as most of them
were caught by the ban before middle
or last shows. Since biggest drink dough
comes after midnight, losses were upped
fast. Several of the plushier night spots
couldn't get personnel together Tuesday
night, so lost out on a full night as well
as the best part of another. Losses from
early closing and hasty opening, plus
AGVA ruling that performers present
Monday night had to get full pay, added
to ops' headaches in this field.

Hotels Sans Orks
Hotels, too, took a beating. Several
big -name bands were unable to reassemble Tuesday night and rooms went
without their biggest draw. Following
ukase, the exodus from inns gathered
momentum, and soon hostelries with
rooms to spare, for a change, found
them empty. There was a run on train
and plane offices for accommodations out
of Manhattan. Runouts, according to
some hotel men, were the largest since
the war.
Sports arenas, notably Madison Square
Garden, padlocked the doors as ordered.
Biggest event hit by this was the 70th
annual Westminster Dog Show. Instead
of a two-day affair, pups got only one
day in which to grab their cups and

ribbons.
Luckily the Garden had nothing skedded for Tuesday. Monday night had had
an 18,286 crowd for a basketball doubleheader and had nothing more on tap
and Apple of His Eye (Biltmore)- until Thursday.
couldn't get together fast enough and
so didn't open. Many of the shows,
Sports Derailed
Including smasheroo Oklahoma, played
Second half of the Daily News Golden
to empty pews for the first time since Gloves semi-finals at Ridgewood Grove,
opening night. Many ducat -holders Brooklyn, was postponed. Columbia
either didn't know about the lifting of University's entire athletic program for
the edict or didn't bother to come down. alumni day, including an intercollegiate
basketball game with Pennsylvania, was
Ticket Confusion
nixed._ The metropolitan intercollegiate
This led to the question of whether track meet also was doomed as were
tickets for performances missed should basketball games elsewhere thruout the
be refunded, exchanged or just ignored. city.
There was wide difference of opinion at
One alert gymnasium proprietor, Lou
hret. Shubert drum -beater Claude Gren- Stillman,
sensing the ban coming, rushed
to
honoring
pasteboards,
opposed
eker,
the cops to ask for a ruling, since his
was quoted as saying: "As far as I can to
was used by leading pugs for
tee, the theaters are under no obliga- place
He wanted an "essential" tag.
tion at all once they gave performances. training.
I understand that ticket holders who did Cops said "No."
hot turn in their tickets might be given
Juke Boxes Jolted
standing room at later performances."
Arcades, which depend on lighting to
These sentiments were echoed in some lure
had been feeling the
box-offices with the laconic: "We's pinch customers,
of the brownout before the blackgiving a show tonight, ain't we?"
out put the skids on their biz. They
But by Friday (15) differences were ordinarily close between 2:30 and 3:30
Merged and all houses agreed to refund a.m., so the midnight closing repremoney, exchange -tickets or else give sented a loss of thousands of dollars.
special performances to accommodate At first some spots had trouble clearing
'absent pew -sitters.
their houses until police explained to
Thesps and stagehands lost out on customers. Then exodus was orderly.
the matinees. Actors' Equity and League
of the edict was followed by
of New York Theaters agreed that neither 6 Lifting
p.m. openings for most arcades, with
sbóuld be paid.
only short staffs running them. One
juke box op figured the 18 -hour ukase
Tóotlers Want Money
With musicians, however, it was dif- cost him the salaries of two employees
ferent. They 'were holding out for their to service his 50 machines plus his $100
dough, ban or no ban. "I don't see why share of juke returns.
the musicians should suffer," was the
Zoo Shuts Shop
comment Of AFM Local 802's prexy, Jack
The New York Zoo closed for the first
Rosenberg.
since its opening on November 8,
One serious casualty of the edict was time
1899. Central Park Zoo was open to the
the Arthur Laurentz show Home of the public,
animal houses were closed
crave (Belasco). This play, which didn't all day. but
The outdoor ice rink at Rockeget universally good notices, perked up,
Center was also shuttered. Even
later and was doing fine. Then came the feller
National Showmen's Association
dimout- and that, together with Mis- the
kept closed until after the
understandings over transportation and headquarters
the theater's heating facilities, resulted ban was lifted.
in a drop in the week's grosses to several
Coney Island Flourishes
hundred dollars below the "stop" Clause.
But the ill -wind from the Hudson and
Belasco management ,gave show its noCity Hall Park blew someone some good.
tice.
The Metropolitan Opera had Rigoletto Holiday -minded New Yorkers, with their
Main Stem closed to them, went
skedded for Tuesday, but the lifting of familiar
their fun outside this area. Coney
the order came in too late to get after
tootlers, chirpers, etc., together. So Island did a big biz and niterles, movies
alleys did a land-office biz; as much
General Manager Edward Johnson agreed and
to give a special performance Febru- as 50 per cent over the usual.
The headaches were in Manhattan
ary 28,
where the edict had cost showbiz a mass
Sellout Canceled
of money, to say nothing of the estiCarnegie Hall, which had been set for mated $3,000,000 loss to stores; $3,000,000
visit
by
the Boston Symphony Orches- lost in wages all over.
a
put the
tra with Serge Koussevitsky and Eugene total loss at $10,000,000,Some
and
decided
List, piano soloist, was called off, with that suffering for an "Act of God"
was
no future date set. It had been a sell- bad enough, but that ten million bucks
out weeks ago with boxes going for $175 for an "Act of O'Dwyer" was an unapiece. Baton -wielder, 88 -er and ork pleasantly expensive
they
leaders arrived in town, but fast phone hope they'll never haveexperience
to have again.

MARCHÉ WINTERS
THANK YOU, SAN FRANCISCO
One so'id and successful year at
THE BARN
and still being
held over by popular demand.

...

Personal Manager:

Sam S. Scarpinito
SENATOR HOTEL

- 401

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

°
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Thanks to Our Manager
for His Untiring Efforts
in the Past and for Our

OPENING

IN

RIO

DE

JANEIRO

March 15th
5#h

DAY
DAW N
DUSK
ATLANTICO
A

at the

CASINO

RUBY RING
at the

CASINO DE URCA

Also Thanks To Leo Grund-and
Anthony Mele of Le Ruban Bleu
PERSONAL MANAGER, FRED MARTENS
1564 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Mocamba, Miami Beach,

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

i

in Ventriloquism

Versailles, New York

®

Crest Room, New York

Florida
Talent Policy: Dance bands and floorshows
8:30 and 11:30. Owner -operator, Jack
Friedlander; general meager, Del Rockwell;

at

Talent Policy: Floorshows at 10:30, 12 publicity, Ted Howard. Prices: From $4.
Talent Policy: Dance band and floorshows
9, 12:30 and 2:30. Owners -operators, Nick and 1. No dancing. Owners -operators, Joe
Prounis and Arnold Rossfield; maitre, Robert; Lieber and Joe Mello; maitre, Jerry; publicity.
New show which opened Sunday (10)
ttl publicity, Ed Weiner. Prices:
$2.50-$3.50, Frank Law. Prices: No minimum, no cover. is all-star and rates better than several
minimums.
other top spots. Production has the skillJerri Blanchard came back to town ful touch of Wally Wanger and runs
This fancy East Side room, which has Thursday night (14) and proved as ef- about 90 minutes without a slip.
been running several months now with a fective as ever. Near -capacity mob in
Jackie Miles comes over from the
this
óÌá

M

111

WALTER WALTERS Jr
tt

and his Wooden Family
America's Most
Versatile Ventriloquist

º

at

one -act policy on the theory that good
food brings 'em in as much as talent,
opened the Bernards-George and GeneWednesday night (13) in an unusual experimental booking. Results, thru a combination of factors, were not staggering
when the show was caught at midnight.
Working against the act was the citywide "emergency" of the day before which
suspended newspaper advertising, as club
was uncertain of the opening, if any. This,
in turn, brought only a small crowd into
the place and the patrons were anything
but warm, altho the act did succeed in
moving them. Finally, there is the basic
nature of The Bernards's turn.
They were socko in the Blue Angel, for
example, coming in on top of three preceding acts which got the house unchilled.
In a big room such as the Versailles, and
coming on by themselves, bingo, with
nothing more than a verabl intro from the

maestro, the act had too much against it,
what with factors noted above.
The originator and only Ventriloquist
Their satire is just as biting and as
to accomplish a male and female double
pointed as ever, and they deliver with the
voice harmony duet.
same sureness and savvy. But it wasn't
2 WEEKS
FEB. 21 - 28
until the third number, one of the
Andrews diatribes, that the laughs and
HIPPODROME Ltaltimore
hands started winging across. In all, they
performed six numbers, most of them
Mar.2001,YMPIAMiami
standard in the act repertoire, and en- Golden Gate, San Francisco
cored with a verse -reciting bit which
Mgt. TYLER MASON ll could be dropped without loss, and an (Reviewed Wednesday Afternoon, Feb. 13)
48 W. 48 STREET, NEW YORK CITY
amusing takeoff of the Paramount newsStageshow gives out with plenty of
LONGACRE 3-6550
tt reel. Emil Petti and Panchito arks on corn. The magnet is Spike Jones and His
JMMMMMMMMCMMMr0gäNNNMMMMA tap.
City Slickers. Everything goes in a Spike
Jones orchestration, it seems, as they
dish out Sheik of Araby, Otchy Chornaya,
Holiday for Strings or Clink, Clink, Another Drink. Pistol shots cleave the air.
The percussion department bangs away
FOREMOST ACRO -BALANCING DUO
on washboards, crockery and garbage
cans. Meantime, the unique jazz troupe
has good saxes and trumpets, etc. The
lady harpist, when she has nothing to
play, sits and knits.
Among specialty acts, the funny and
versatile Red Ingle keeps as busy as a
short-order cook in a counter joint at the
rush hour. From time to time, other
members of the band put on a wierd
variety of "music," instrumental solos,
sound effects, monologs and what have
you.
Dr. Horatio K. Birdpath doubles between a tuba that ships water and a spell
of clever birdcalls and other mimicries.
George Rock does a tricky trumpet number. Altho Kay Ballad carries a flute for
a whirl, she never plays it. Her main
business is raucous song satire,
Dorese Modgley is a good-looking dance
soloist in Spanish heel-rappings and taps.
M

-

f

East Side bistro liked her very
much and kept her on for three encores
when caught.
Small platform -stage
used by performers in this tiny room
cramped her style somewhat, and she
had to forego much of the dance -movement biz which is part of her act, but
she did well, nonetheless, and should
stay here for a while.
Repertoire, since last caught by the
reviewer, has been channelized into one
general idea: the hussy who can be had
for a price (minks, perfume, and so on).
Miss Blanchard seems to have dropped,
in general, the variety she formerly displayed. Result is that her material has
a repetitive quality.
Two of her parodies, the Atchison and
the Beguine items, are poor stuff and
don't belong at all.
Chito Izar, Mex singer who made his
U. S. debut at the Havana -Madrid in
the fall, was also on tap. Izar doesn't
stack up as well here as he did at H -M,
probably because he seems to be swinging into the use of American pops. He
ought to stick to Mexican offerings like
Negra Leona, which he puts across handsomely and which brings him best response.
Dick Style Trio works the show and
between performances. A good little
outfit with a peppy and musicianly delivery and manner.

Ctt]

THE

LAMBERTIS

Helen Greco does vocal solos.
Pic, Dick Tracy.

Yacht Club, San Francisco
9

Talent Policy: Dancing and floorshows at
and 12. Owners, Joe, Dominic and Vince

Di Maggio; manager, Tom Di Maggio; pro-

duction, Armand of Hollywood; publicity,
Don Steele. Prices, $2 minimums.

A SMASHING. SUCCESS ON
THEIR EASTERN TOUR

* Currently

* Opening February 21
TWO WEEKS AT THE

CAPITOL THEATER
WASHINGTON, D. C.

HIPPODROME THEATER

Personal Management
LOUIS W. COHAN

Eastern Representative
LEON NEWMAN

CENTRAL BOOKING OFFICE
203 NO. WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO

BALTIMORE, MD.

MARK ). LEDDY OFFICE
48 WEST 48TH ST.

NEW YORK CITY

Current show, Brevities of 1946, opens
with the Di Maggio Darlings (6) in fluorescent rain number. Costuming is on the
scanty side. Dancing is well done, and
the lighting effects, great. Moyne Mullins
takes over at this spot, but with only fair
success, at acrobatics. Seems mismatched.
Emsee Paul Martinez gives out with
Latin songs. Good tenor, and his stint is
highlighted by a splendid arrangement of
Granada. Chuy Penita's band (11), on
next with a fast Tico Tico. This is an ace
outfit.
Headliners are Don and Beverly, young,
good-looking and exceptionally fine dancers. Earn repeated encores with their
smooth styling. Terrific mitt with the
cake -walk and jitterbug finale. Also toss
in a few ringside requests.
Penita and Ores, best Latin band in
town, cut a good show. Business good.

Beachcomber to share honors with Frances Faye who is playing a return engagement. Miles works a half-hour telling
gags and stories in his intimate style,
kidding the hotels and racetracks. Superman story and the money gag are sidesplitters, Does soine verses to Rum and
Coca-Cola. Miles is surefire.
Frances Faye gives out for 25 minutes,
opening with her Washwoman ditty in
boogie-woogie. 1 Can't Begin to Tell You
and Tico -Tico follow. A Man Will Always
Be a Dog is right down Faye's alley. Her
own arrangement of It's Been a Long,
Long Time is a honey. Still doing Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, and winds up
with a Jewish folk song that socks the
customers for a bang finish. Lights have
to be doused to get her off. What a gal!
Carl Ravazza has a good voice which
he combines with a charming personality.
Opens with Acapulco and It Might as
Well Be Spring. Puts over Bessie Couldn't
Help It, and for his encore, Bathing Suit
Never Got Wet, both a trifle risque. Insistent demand gets Pedro From Chihuahua. Strong mitt.
Robert and Madilyn Hightower, top
terp team, offer sensational lifts and
whirls in a style all their own. Dance to
the music of Give My Regards to Broadway stands out. Madilyn solos with a,
ballet speciality which is well liked.
Mocamba beauties (6) were forced to
work in street attire for opener, due to
non -arrival of costumes.
Billy Lowe, emsee, sings for the chorus
numbers. Has been here many weeks and
is a fixture for the season,
Maximilliai? Bergere orlç tops, with
Machito still handling rumbas.
Biz has been capacity since opening
and it looks as tho the Mocamba has
struck pay dirt at last.

Lookout House, Covington,
Kentucky
Talent Policy: Floorshows and dancing at
1 a.m.
Owner, Lookout House,
Inc.; Clay A. Rambeau, manager; Betty Kapp,
8:30 p.m. and

publicity.

Prices from $2.

Following up a terrific two weeks with
the Duke Ellington aggregation, new
talent line-up which opened Wednesday
(13) makes for another good entertainment buy. Business, too, continues at
capacity.
Sparked by Bobby Wertz, singing
emsee, fast-moving presentation gets under way with the Three Jansleys knocking themselves out with a series of acrobatic tricks that ends with Al Jansley
tossing his twb attractive fern partners
all over the place. Rode away to sound

mitting.

George and Jo Ann click handsomely
with their novelty ballrooming. Duo's
neat garb pales only by comparison with
the excellence with which they go thru
a Tango and a click bit full of twirls and
spins in which the gal's feet rarely hit
the floor. Bowed to plenty of palm,
whacking and encored with a pleasing
novelty called Sophisticated Swing,
wherein audience whacks spoons against
glasses to Dipsy Doodle.
Grabbing off the best matting of the
evening are Low, Hite and Stanley. Trio
starts slowly, but a clever tap routine
soon has the patrons howling. Wind up
with their hilarious take -offs on the
Andrews Sisters, Ella Fitzgerald and Ink
Spots. Stint is jammed with laughs.
Interspersing the trio's comporting is
Bobby Wertz, who displayed a bit of
nervous tension in introing the bill. A
personable lad, he needs polish, which
should come after a few more sessions.
His tenor piping of Donkey Serenade,
When Irish Eyes Are Smiling, and l'm
Always Chasing Rainbows won him a
huge hand. Encored with Roses of
Picardy, and begged off.
Gene Hoctor's ork, with Larry Vincent
in the featured slot, cuts a good
show
and offers danceable music. Back in the
intermish spot is Johnnie Fielden's Foursome, with Fielden on accordion; Benny
Wulkotte, bass and violin; Mel Horner,
guitar, and Frank Foltz, vibes and
trumpet.

Bismarck Hotel, Chicago

Five o'Clock, Miami Beach

Talent Policy: Dance band and floorshows
Talent Policy: Dancing and floorshows at
and 12 p.m. Management, Otto at 9 and 12. Management: Owner -operators,
Eitel; publicity, Frank Lindsay Rand. Prices: Sam and Joe Barken; publicity, Les Simmonds.
Prices from $2.50.
$1.50 and $2.20, minimums.
7:45, 9:45

Benny Strong and ork opened with
Bells of St. Mary's and executed a novel
arrangement with Ruth Marion, chirp,
plus a vocal chorus from the ork. It
sounded nostalgic, yet new enough to
bring a healthy mitt from the crowded
house.
Gal won the Chi Times Harvest Festival award and seems to be fitting in
well in the night club circuit, but she
needs just a little more salesmanship
in her delivery and a little less selfconsciousness. Her pipes are okay and
she should make the grade.
Jack Spot, "The Duke on Wheels," did
plenty with his segregated bicycle-riding on one wheel and steering with the
other. He amused patrons by coming
at their tables full speed, then turning
aside just in the nick of time. His act
of balancing two beers on a tray while
seated on a high bike was one that sent
'em into oh's and ah's because nobody
got the beers down their necks. Spot
has a trick of dancing with his high cycle
to music by alternating the pedals. He
does it fast or slow and gets great palm
whacking from the payees. Jack is a
good showman all the way.
Terp team of Demar and Denise pleased
everybody with their graceful performance of Frasquita Serenade, Estralita,
Amour and some other Latin numbers.
Team is always at the right place at the

right time and undertook a satirical
number by doing a little talking, which
combined with facial expressions, was
most effective.
Benny Strong proved a good deadpan
emsee, and with his specialty, They Say
I Ought TO Dance, won plaudits. A well produced show.

Kitty Davis, Miami Beach
Talent Policy: Dance band and fioorshows
8, 11:30 and 3. Management: Owner -operators, Kitty and Danny Davis; publicity, Les
Simmonds. Prices from $2.50.

at

Current show at Airliner is tops. First
appearance of two showmen of the ring,
former heavyweight champion Max Baer
and Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom, drew
capacity Friday (8). They downed and
sang and wisecracked their way for a
score. Baer's imitation of Phil Harris
doing That's What I Like About the
South and directing the ork, is a scream.
They do some verses to the old Gallagher
and Shean tune that is socko for a big

mitt.

Al Fisher and troupe are here for the
third time in a year. Al is an ideal
emsee, wisely retaining the bit of Andrews Sisters doing Massachusetts, and
impression of Frank Sinatra. Owing to
illness of Tiny, kid star of jitterbug
number, Lou is doing the dance with
Iris and the comedy heckling from the
audience had to be omitted. Al is some
hoofer himself and act is as pleasing as
ever, getting a big hand at the close.
Lee Bohn, daughter of vet comic
Marty Bohn, is a canary with looks and
talent. Has a pleasing voice and a lot
of charm. Puts across several novelty
numbers for good results and winds up
doing an imitation of Hildegarde chirping Chickery Chick. Then does Betty
Davis, Jimmy Durante and Betty Hut-

ri

ton. Gal is a show -stopper.
Gail McDonald opens the show With
a swell line of tap steps.
Fifth Avenue Models do three numbers. Johnny Silvers ork always okay.

Club Bali, Miami
S

0

Talent Policy: Dance band and floorshows
9 and 12. Management: Owner -operators,
Hurt Dose, Al Kabot and Sam Taustin. Prices
from $2.50.

at

This Biscayne Boulevard spot in downtown Miami dishes up a brand new show
Friday (8) and will make some of the
biggies look to their laurels. Acts are
it
individual in style and make for well,.i.
balanced production. Winnie Hoveler
line doing a new can -can number and
g
a roller-skating bit interspersed with
º( songs that stamp the fems among the
best in town.
Comic Henny Youngman clicks heavily.
u
Shoots his gags as he always does. Talks
about the current hotel situation which
all the boys take a whack at, and plays
i!
his fiddle in a duet with ork leader
i:
Danny Yates which is a side -splatter.
l{
Does a few parodies for good measure.
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Orpheum Vs. Minn.

Green Without Bl ue

Brings Carle to
Mpls. Radio City

16.-Jackie
Green, current at the Embassy,
was just about to go on when a
NEW YORK, Feb.

clergyman walked in with a party.
This pop spot had a gala event ThursMINNEAPOLIS, Feb. 16.-A switch in
Green had a couple of belly drops.
day (14) when Joey Adams and his
managements
sent William C. Sears, head
blue
slightly
If
he
used
even
a
troupe came back for the annual Florida
might
be
resentment.
line
there
Theater here for 11
Orpheum
of
the
appearance. Club was packed with celebs
Boy went on scared to death, but
City, Ia., to become city
years,
to
Sioux
from other cities, and the Barken boys
despite the yelled requests, he
had to put up the ropes 'to keep the
manager there, while Robert Whelan is
eliminated all the blue material.
crowd in line.
of the show, Bill
transferred from there to Minneapolis to
the
end
At
Joey opens with 10 minutes 'of gags
Miller, owner of the spot, went
become city manager of the RHO houses
good
in
and ad libs to get the customers
over to the minister's table.
here, managing the Orpheum and superhumor. Tony Canzoneri continues as
show, isn't it?" he asked.
"Clean
stooge and the pair drew a lot of laughs.
vising the recently acquired RHO -Pan,
"Who wants it to be clean,"
Mark Plant solos, opening with A
replied the minister. "I want
managed by Verne Zeesman. Change was
something to make me blush."
Great Big Wonderful World and follows
announced by John D. Redmond, RHO
with I'll Be Seeing You. Still using the
district manager,
medley from Porgy and Bess and closes
with Joey sitting on his knee and putMeanwhile, the expected battle for suting across their side-splitting version
premacy between the Orpheum and Minof Sonny Boy.
nesota Amusement Company, since the
joint booking pact was torn up several
Hal Wayne, ork leader and tunesmitll,
months ago, approached with the ancelebrating his 23d anniversary in music,
nouncement that Frankie Carle's ork had
joins Joey, Plant and Tony to do many
ATLANTIC CITY, Feb. 16.-With an been booked into Radio City, Northwest's
of his songs. Marty Servo, world's
champ who recently knocked out Tommy unusually heavy visitor influx, due pri- largest showhouse, week of April 19. This
Corcoran, got into the act to add to the marily to convention bookings, cocktail is first stageshow in the house since Its
fun. Entire gang exit in a march to, lounges and niteries which usually shut name was changed from Minnesota Theater to Radio City. Since the split betune of Volga Boatman-a riot.
Aurora-Rochke Carlyle and troupe of down during the cold weather have tween the two factions was announced,
dancers give out with two swell numbers, turned on the heat and opened their Orpheum hasn't had a stageshow, but
their famous voodoo native dance top- doors for the first winter since the war Redmond says policy definitely calls for
flesh if and when presentations can be
ping.
began.
had.
Owen. and Parker hold over with songs,
Ritz Carlton Merry -Go-Round Room
but Owen was forced to work single due had
a February opening with Bennie
to his partner being called to New York
by family illness. Does okay. Hal Wayne's Morris and Orchestra for music and a Brooklyn Howard Four -Day
ork always good.
full floor show for entertainment.
Flesh Policy Awaits License
Escort Bar put out the open sign and
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Howard Theater
is featuring Robert Osbeck and Ray (Howard
Avenue and Fulton Street,
Masino, piano duo.
Brooklyn) will start flesh as soon as it
Newcomer to the winter sweepstakes can get the necessary permit. Policy will
is the terminal musical bar, which fea- call for four days (Thursday thru Sunplus films. Talent will be all Negro,
tures Three Debs and Fess Roundtree, day)
tho this may change in trie future.
songs and piano.
Spot was originally set to roll with its
Round the World Room at the Hotel
last week end. License difficulty
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Jerry Lester and President is also open with The Travel - vaude
held it up. Budget will be flexible. Al
Miles Ingalls may have come to a parting aires, Maileen, and Dottie and Lou.
Dow will book.
of the ways, altho Ingalls says the cleavage isn't definite yet and, anyway, he
booked the comic into the Chase Hotel,
St. Louis. Oddly, another agency in
town here claims the setting of St. Louis
deal and says its getting the comish.
The Sensation of Central America
Ingalls claims he has an exclusive
agency paper with Lester and says he
JUST COMPLETED 14 SENSATIONAL WEEK ENGAGEMENT AT
is seeing his lawyer about it next week,
COPACABANA CLUB, COLON, R. P.
altho the indie agent hints he won't
Y(YTJ 111AY HAVE CAUGHT OUR ACT AT
stand too strongly on his rights. Ingalls
says his difference with Lester grows out
HIPPODROME THEA.
TROCADERO CLUB
Baltimore, Md.
of the latter's recent engagement at the
Henderson, Ky.
Copacabana.
"

Powwows Spur A. C.
Lounge-Cafe Getoff s

Jerry Lester Goes

Thisaway; Agent
Ingalls Thataway

THE MURPHY SISTERS
*
*

*

In Again-Out Again;
Romm Out at WM

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-The tangled affair of Leonard Romm-whether he was
or was not a member of the William Mor-

ris agency staff-came to an end yesterday (15) when Nat Kalcheim, WM exec,
stated the office had accepted Romm's
resignation. Agency, according to Kalcheim, tried to find another spot for
Romin, but falling in that attempt, let
him out. However, Romm said yesterday
he had not been informed of it and as far
as he knew he was still working at WM.
Situation developed when Romm received a bid from General Artists' Corporation and reportedly turned in his
quit notice on that basis. WM turned
around and hired Milton. Berger, who
went to work there last Monday (11), to
replace Romm. Meanwhile GAC's offer
to Romm did not go thru because GAC
Prexy Tommy Rockwell, who had not
known of original offer nixed the deal.
Result was that the WM band department had two men doing the same work.
Meanwhile brother Harry Romm at GAO
shoved off for the West Coast and could
not be reached for comment. He said
last week that brother Leonard Romm
could join him any time he was avail-

*

dance music. Steady score.
A hit.
Jack Young, just out of the hospital,
Jack and Jane West do some adagio
and ballroom steps, then a waltz and is back on the job here.

St. Louis, Mo.
BLOSSOM

BLUEROOM-

"C"

CLUB

Omaha, Neb.

SHOREHAM HOTEL

Washington, D. C.

SHANCRI-LA CLUB
Philadelphia

GAIETY THEATER

Montreal, Canada

CAVE CLUB

Vancouver,

CLOVER CLUB
Montreal, Canada

-zWEEK-

B. C.

TOWN RANCH CLUB
Seattle. Wash.

FEB. 13

FEB. 20

VICTORY THEA.
Tampa, Florida

WEEK-

TEMPLE THEATER
Jacksonville, Fla.

lib

Alb. Alb. Alb.
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Alb. gib. ellIN
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LINDA P4IUIISII
16

Sensational New Singing Discovery
BOULEVARD, Elmhurst, L. I.,
Currently
D' J A I S, Secaucus, N. I.

Weeks at the

and Station

N. Y.

WAAT.

Personal Direction OSCAR LLOYD and EARL LaVERE
LLOYD'S THEATRICAL AGENCY

1564 Broadway

able.

wind up with a fast moving jitterbug
dance for nice returns.
Monica Boyar, a fiery gal from south
of the border, first sings in her native
tongue and comes back to chirp Open
Up That Door, Mama and then It's Been.
a Long, Long Time, one of her best.
Closes with All That Glistens Is Not
Gold. She's a riot.
Danny Yates ork playing show and

HOO CLUB

ADAMS THEATER.
Newark, N. 1.

Phones:

New York 19, N. Y.

»

BR-yant 9-5743, BR-yant 9-0782, LO-ng cre 5-8386
Allb Alb Allb.

NOW
APPEARING

RIO RESTAURANT
The Home of Name Bands

Personal Representative:
301 Fox Theatre Bldg.

s..

Alb Alb

R. J.

Alb Alb Alb.

Baltimore,
Md.

Marin
Detroit 1, N1ith.
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Olympia, Miami

VAUDEVILLE RE VIE WS
Orpheum, Los Angeles

Chicago, Chicago

(Reviewed Friday Afternoon, Feb. 15)
(Reviewed Wednesday Afternoon, Feb. 13)
Gene Krupa is pulling in a strong
Tho the bill is a bit lopsided on novelty
acts, with the Sidneys, the Three Sailors house, despite the fact that the show
and Cookie Bowers, there's enough vari- fails to spark. Payees, however, get their
ance in each act's work and Skip Farrell's tickets worth insock drum work, a coucrooning to counterbalance and make for ple of sharp arrangements, and a few
tasty instrumental. side dishes.
a fast 45 minutes of entertainment.
Chief trouble is the fact that the 18 Farrell is a totally different performer
from the stiff;' boy who faced crowds at man ork doesn't work too well in spots.
another Loop theater a year ago. He has Lads take the bread-and-butter attitude
loosened up, sings better and more to the and go thru the routines because it's just
audience and was rewarded with a much another job. A little- more selling from
better mittirig. In the interim since his the men would make this a top show. As
last vaude appearance here, Farrell has it stands, Krupa carries the personality
clone two disks for Capitol and a summer load, while the boys sit by. Of course,
network -radio show to boost his popular- boys go to town on jump numbers but
ity. He reached his peak on his second don't particularly give a hoot if they look
encore number, Personality, to which he good while working.
gave plenty of visual as well as vocal
Really hitting high with the customers
salesmanship.
is Krupa's Jazz Trio, consisting of Charlie
The Sidneys, two gals and guy, run the yenturo on tenor sax; Teddy Napolean,
gamut of tricks with bi and unicycles. piano, and Krupa on skins. Threesome
They work up to a good crescendo with a comes up with involved but ear -tempting
fine array of precision and solo work, but combinations that really sell. Napolean
could use a more smashing final than the holds back on volume in spots but, as a
two girls' climb into tree perched on the whole, balance is good.
bar of a bicycle balanced by boy. They
A couple of stunt numbers give show a.
rated a hefty hand thruout.
welcomed hypo. One is Blue -Rhythm
Cookie Bowers opened badly with some Fantasy, in which entire ork' beats on
unfunny cracks, after which he did a tom-toms while Krupa goes to town with
series of imitations of typical characters tricky cross rhythms and fancy stick
encountered while trying to get driving technique. The other is Krupa's Drum
directions. He convulsed the house when Boogie, in which G. K. takes' a long drum
he did an impresh of a man waking up a break and shows payees how hé can make
Jewish mother and daughter at the the skins talk. In both numbers, good
beach. Would do better to open with a stage lighting is brought in to sell. In
bit like the latter two, which have more Fantasy, stage is dark except for lighted
tom-toms and baby spot on Krupa. Even
continuity.
Three Sailors, who were spotted after more effective were two baby spots throwheadliner Skip. Farrell because of the ing cross shadows on backdrop screen
presence of so many novelty acts, are during boogie with rest of stage blacked
back from a six-month USO tour and out. Altho both- numbers were wrapped
in same fashion last time Krupa
offer a standard slapstick routine, with up
several new bits, all of which reaped re- played the house they won heftymitting,
Band seems weak in vocal. department.
actions, ranging from titters to yocks.
Carolyn Grey, quickie replacement for
Lou Breese uncovered another vocal Anita O'Day, tries hard and passes with
find in introing Toni Ramey, brunet Chickery
Chick and Boogie Blues, but
chirp who put real feeling into two plain- needs a little more
to make it count.
tive Jerome Kern numbers which Breese's Buddy Stewart can zip
put a song across but
house ork did as overture.
relies a little too much on voice. If both
the lad and thrush would relax more,
work would bring more palming and help
liven the show.
Revue gets balance from 011ie O'Toole
-

-

.

Sae&&liE

in the laugh department, and eeneveve
Dorn doing acro. O'Toole pulls a couple
of belly ticklers, but would go over better
if he took less stage time. Miss Dorn adds
little with acro routines, Work holds
nothing new and has a little too much of
the burly bounce.
Pic, An Angel Comes to Brooklyn. Biz

ROBERTS
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mdMAGICAL MASTERS

MARRY GREEN
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AND HIS WIRE

PERSONAS REPRESENTATIVE
SAM RAUCH, Roxy

Theater, Inc.,

H. Y. C.

good.

WALLY OVERMAN
America's Finest Cartoonist Act
Management

JACK KALCHEIM
FREDERICK BROS.
New York

-Versatile

Singing

Star-

ARMEN CAMP

Joe Davis Records Star
Write
Wire
Phone
Walnut 4877
Earle Theater Bldg.
Walnut 9451 PHILADELPHIA, PA.

JOLLY JOYCE

w

1

-4

Weeks.
March 14th
On Tour with Joe Relchman.
Interstate--Texas.
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(Reviewed Wednesday Afternoon, Feb. 13)
Bill Leans heavily to tern, with three
of the five acts offering direrent styles of
dancing. Jackie Heller headlines and has
the bobby-sockers ohing.and aping from
first entry. Heller, fresh from Kitty
Davis's Airliner, opens with Aren't You
Glad You're You? Their chirps Symphony, See You in the U. S. A., then follows with a medley of pop numbers, It
Might as Well Be Spring, It's Been a
Long, Long Time and others. Encore gets
his own version of Rum and Coca-Cola.
Scores a personal triumph in closing spot
and begs off.
Runners-up are old favorites, Will and
Gladys Ahern. Will, in cowboy attire,
twirls and jumps rope and tells gags, line
being fresh and timely. Fern is a good
feeder, and they close with a dance inside
the looped rope for a heavy mitt.
Ruth and Billy Ambrose open with the
usual lifts and whirls; follow with a jitterbug which they call the Zalligator,
and close with an,. old-fashioned polka.
Well liked.
Paul Sydell comes from Colonial Inn
with his dogs. , Pups are well trained in
balancing and poses the customers go for.
Takes several bows.
Jack McCoy, emsee, starts off with
some sleight-of-hand tricks, but should
Stick to his dancing 'which is tops. .hepictsvarious types of schoolboys. One, in
which he sets up a door and shows a lad.
out for his first date, is a scream.
Pic, Too Young to Know. Biz good
show caught.
-

-

Art Stiegal Heads
Chi Oriental; Harris

Named.

Producer

CHICAGO, Feb. '16.--As a result of the
sale 'of the Oriental Theater two weeks
ago to the Essaness movie house chain, .r
several changes in personnelof the the-:
ater have been made. Jack, Hunt, man
ager of the Loop vaude house, has' been
replaced by Art Stiegal, who last operated one of the chain's theaters in a
northern Chi suburb. Hunt is curréntly

2.

vacationing and has not signified
whether he will take a job elsewhere.
After an absence of several years, the a
Oriental will again have a production z
manager, -as Ed Silverman, owner of the
Essaness chain, this week named Will
Harris, vet Chi production chief who
formerly served at the Chicago and
Oriental theaters, to take over. Return
of a production man should make plenty
of acts feel better about playing the
house, as there have been' gripes aplenty
during the past year over the house's
poor production.
'

_2

-

'

Jerry Lester Grabs Chase,
St. Louis, Ahead of Sked

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Jerry Lester
opened at the Chase Hotel, St. Louis,
this week when spot released Slate
Brothers so they could open for Lou Walters' Latin Quarter February 24. Lester
was skedded to open at the hotel March
1 (he closed at the Copa, Wednesday).
Since the Slates wanted to take the Latin
Quarter date, Lester, being available,
agreed to -jump in ahead.
Slates will fill the Chase date in the
future. Lester is also skedded to open
ST. PAUL, Feb. 16.-Altho two -city de- the Club Charles, Baltimore, when it retectives came to the aid of barmaids in opens next April after a manicuring.
night clubs, the St. Paul ordinance barring women from such employment was Iodice Heads MATA
sustained by Ramsey- District Judge A. S.
Pearson, who rejected a suit for an inDETROIT, Feb. 16. Peter J. Iodine,
junction against the law.
head of the Amusement Booking Service,
Action was instituted by Clara Ander- has been electedpresident of the Michison, barmaid at the Frederic Hotel. Her gan Association of Theatrical Agents.
support carne, in addition' to her em- Other new officers are: Vice-president,
ployer, John Hildebrandt, and, Carl Pink, Del Delbridge, Delbridge & .Gorrell Bookanother bar owner, from detectives Earl ing Office; secretary, Mabel Duggan, incite,
Harkin and Frank Martin.
booker, and treasurer, Glen W. Jacobs,.
The dicks argued that clubs. with Gus Sun Booking Office. Board of diwomen bartenders have less rowdyism rectors comprises Howard Bruce, Amusethan other bars and that women cus- ment Booking Service; Ray Gorrell, Del tomers equal or outnumber men at many bridge & Gorrell; Val Campbell, Gus Sun
office; Betty Bryden, Bryden Booking
clubs and taverns.
and Henry H. Lueders, United
Appearing in opposition to Miss An- Agency,
Association: Formal installation
derson were George Ward, biz agent for Booking
officers will be held at a public banthe bartenders' union, and William of
Wright, AFL representative, who told the quet, second annual for this event, to be
court that many returned veterans need held in March.
jobs as bartenders.
An appeal will be carried to the State Moline Club Lights With
Supreme Court, Miss Anderson's attorney $1,750
Budget; Page Books
indicated.
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Newest nitery in.
Midwest area is the Plantation. Club,
Downstate Ill. Country Club the
Moline, Ill., which teed off February 9
with a show, including Lenny Gale' and
Entertainment Back
dancer Fran Jarrett, Spot is operated
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-South Bluff Coun- by Stan Weidner, who formerly operated
try Club, located near Peru, Ill., which Circle Club, East Dubuque, Ill.
Shows and dance music are being hanhas been dormant since 1942 as far as a
night spot goes, returns to entertainment dled by Gene Pringle's' 8-piecer. Talent
policy, some time, after April 1, according runs about $1,750 weekly, with Sidney.
to Owner Tinney Cosgrove. Bistro, which J. Page, Chi independent booker, eked -seats 300, was a well-known, pre-war ding talent for the two -a -month show
policy.
nitery.
Cosgrove is pretty vague, as yet, about
entertainment policy. Previous to Pearl Spivak Terrif $3,316
Harbor, the club used a budget running
from $1,000 to $1,200. Cosgrove said that
BRIDGEPORT, Conn., Feb, 18.-A Con'.
biz would determine whether the spot necticut boy, Charlie Spivak, made his
would run during the summer only or annual one-nighter at the Ritz Ballroom
would be a 12 -month operation.
here Sunday (10) and drew 2,369 people.
Admish was upped to $1.40. Gross was a
terrific $3,316.
on -the -umbrella pop and right away got
results. His standard ball juggling and
Indian club routines which involved
sluff -off bits also'; pulled laughs. Showmanship and selling was sock all the way.
Miguelito Valdes, one of the best AfroNEW YORK, Feb. 16. ---Charlie
Cuban chanters around, comes on look(nobody knows his last name),
ing smart and delivers L: -A. tunes' with
favorite bootblack of the RICO
authority. But if voice., selling is okay
Building where many agencies are
his music backing needs plenty of hypohoused, resumed his duties this
ing. House ork, on stage, tries hard
week after four years In the army,
enough, but Valdez needs heavy rhythm
but with his own little pet peace
behind him and band doesn't give it to
project.
him. Adding either a maraccas, drums
He wandered into one of the
or, trumpet' would help a lot. If these
big offices, asking for a man
are impractical, a mike should be placed
formerly associated with the
in front of the drum for added sound.
agency but now on the West
Given the proper musical help, Valdes
Coast. Somebody asked him why
can tear down the house.
he wanted the agent.
Set itself frames acts nicely. It con"Still owes me three bucks for
sists of drapes with a center opening, the
shines," grumbled Charlie.
acts come on from the wings.
Pic, Tars and -Spars. Biz good.

'-

St. Paul Nixes

Barmaids Again

-

-

-

Loew's State, New Yórk
(Reviewed Thursday Afternoon, Feb. 14)
Stage show has the making of a
smooth -running package once the kinks
are ironed out and ends trimmed off.
Individual acts do *air to good in their
own spots and once they are knitted together they should do good to sock.
Show tees off with the Nelson Sisters,
trapeze act. Sisters (2) use a portable
apparatus. Costumes consist of bras and
briefies. Kids show a number of good
tricks. An arm twist and roll ending in
fast arm and leg somersault (on the
perch) gets- a good hand. Flashy swivel
turns are also good for juicy mitts.
Jackie Coogan, now a big fat balding
guy, emsees and works in his own spot.
As an emsee he is only all right. But in
his own spot he shows plenty. Routine,
tied to his 'The Kid days, is fresh and
delivered with plenty of charm. He needs
more assurance and has to work a little
slower. Some of his lines went over so
fast that customers missed 'em. An afterpiece with Jane Kean got giggles.
The Samuels (boy and girl) in Brooks
Brothers soldier suits still do a sock twopart hoofing routine. Team has added
lots of chatter and new bits of biz since
caught. A lot of the new stuff is corn,
but it has commercial possibilities. In a
house like the State it should get plenty
of yocks. Audience at the show caught
made with the laughs, but most of the
customers apparently came in out of the
rain and had cold hands.
Jane Kean, a blonde canary with a
well -upholstered chassis, started with
Hubba, Hubba. It was fast but didn't
mean anything. Next came a, torcheroo
preceded by a chatter arrangement that
helped. Number, You Break My Heart,
was sold with skill and brought a good
Mitt. Her best was My Bill, which involved take -offs of fern flicker names.
-
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Latter really paid off.
Ben Berl opened with his usual hall.

-

Again

-

'

-

:Delayed Dun
-

.
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Stem Could Have Been Sock But
`Emergency' Socks Biz; Kay 101G
NEW YORK, Feb. 16. -What with a
school holiday stretching out over three
days, plus a Lincoln's birthday, meaning
upped prices, biz last week started like
a house afire. But the "emergency"
shuttering of the vaude-filmers, admissions, tho still good, failed to measure up.

Music Hall 123G
Radio City Music Hall (6,200 seats;
average $100,000) saw $123,000 for the
second week with Paul Gerrits, Gloria
Gilbert, Jack Powell and Adventure. Previous week and opening saw $125,000.

foxy Tags 96G
(6,000 seats; average $75,000)
Counted $96,000 for the first week with
Carmen Miranda, Nester Chayres, Wood=
Boxy'

row, Archie Robbins and Fallen Angel.

Danny Kaye Draws 101G
Paramount (3,664 seats; average $75,000) got $101,000 for its preem with
Danny Kaye, Bob Chester ork, Georgia
Gibbs and Miss Susie Slagel's.
Capitol (4,627 seats; average $60,000)
$81,800 for the third week with
Glenn Miller ork, Paul Regan, Ladd Lyon
and Harvey Girls.

attracted

Strand Off to $40,000
Strand (2,770 seats; average $45,000)
dropped to $40,000 for the third week
with Orrin Tucker ork, Peter Lind Hayes

INCOME TAX PLAN
Weekly Accounting Service Plan for
VARIETY ARTISTS Offers Tax Protection
and Control and SAVES TAXES.

Send for Details -No Obligation

Joseph. B. McGillicuddy
475 Fifth Avenue
New York City

Stotler Building
Boston, Mass.

`ACTS WANTED',/
Break your Jump East or West. --can otter
many night club, theater, convention and
banquet bookings now. Write, wire, come In.

BAY S. KNEELAND 4
Booking Service
Amusement
Chippewa St.., Buffalo 2, N. Y.
75'/: West

A.G.V.A. Franchised

"IIOw TO MASTER

THE
CEREMONIES"
(The Art of Successful Emseeing)

"By

one

of the best M. C.'s in the business."
$3.00 Per Copy.

PAULA SMITH

200 West 54th St.

N.

lf.

C. 18, N. Y.

rettesmegetammabaceewee
PATTER
COMEDY
FUN -MASTER GAG FILES
1 thru 13 @ $1.05 Each.
(13 Different Scripts, $13.65)
for all Branches of o°
Material
Comedy
by
Standard
Theatricals.
Compiled
Professional
and
Writer.
Performer
00 35 Years in the Profession.
VA
PAULA SMITH
New York City 19
200 W. 54th

Nos.

St.,

20 WEEKS STEADYHITE CLUB ACTS
Circuit Open April 1st.
Send full information and photo.
Wanted --10 Hi Acts. 4 July Dates.

Amusement Enterprises,

DALLAS, TEXAS

1408 Forest Avenue

ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER
or anyone familiar with- his present whereabouts, please contact us. Traveling photographer, taking photographs in Night Clubs.
Will compensate for desired information.

Address:
BOX D-124, Care Billboard, Cincinnati 1, O.

M. C. WANTED

For Burlesk Show in Night CIub--one show nightly.
Steady Job. State price and when available.

PICCADILLY CLUB

115 W. Fayette Street

GENERAL NERVSGROSSES
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BALTIMORE 1. MD.

and My Reputation. Previous week saw
$50,000 and opener got $57,000.
Loew's State (3,500 seats; average $25,000) had $28,000 for Mal Hallett, Jack
Pepper, Molly Picon and They Were Expendable. Previous frame also $28,000.
New bill (reviewed tisis issue) has Jackie
Coogan, Miguelito Valdez, the Samuels
and Tars and Spars.

"Vanities" 3G Off as
Strike Dips Detroit
Takes; Be Carter 24G
DETROIT, Feb. 16. Eiirl Carroll Vanities at Downtown Theater (2,800 seats;
house average, $23,000) did a disappointing $30,000 compared to anticipated
$33,000 minimum draw for this show.
General drop-off in the local show trade
as the strike situation cuts deeper into
the life of the community.
Re -opening of Paradise Theater with
Lionel Hampton drew a strong colored
audience. Picture was An Angel Comes
to Brooklyn.
Currently, Benny Carter and orchestra
are drawing only a modest average. House
expected to gross around $24,000. House
has shown some notable ups and downs
the past two months, indicating that
immediate box-office value of the stage
attraction is the strong governing factor
here. Picture this week is Here Comes
Buffalo Bill.

Krupa Strong 28G
At Le A. Orphemn
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 16. -Gene Krupa
and ork (18) is heading for a strong
$28,000 this week at the Orpheum (2,200
seats). Bill includes 011ie O'Toole, Carolyn Gray, Buddy Stewart and Genevieve

Dorn. Pic, An Angel From Brooklyn.
Revue last week took in a healthy
$24,500 b. o., with bill holding Peggy Lee,
Three Stooges, Fred Lowery, Dorothy Rae,
Eddie Bartell` and Walter Nillson. Pic,
Hit the Hay.

Philly Musikers
Get 30-50% Hikes
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 16.-The threatened strike between Local 77, AFL Musicians' Union, and the city's five radio
stations was successfully averted and
one-year contracts signed. Agreements
were made between the union and stations WCAU, KYVW, WFIL, WIP and
WPEN.
Increases were made at all stations

and varied between 30 and 50 per cent.
Joe Frasetto, who heads the house band
at WIP,' was jumped 50 per cent and
given an "A" rating in the new contract.
Additional musicians were hired in all
cases and practically every union demand
was met.

Gypsy Rose Lee Set for
Miami Clover at $3,500
MIAMI, Feb. 16. -Jack Goldman's Clov-

er spot in downtown Miami has landed
Gypsy Rose Lee to open February 27 at
a reported $3,500 weekly. Billy Vine,
comic, is current top attraction.
Jackie Miles and Frances Faye will

soon head bill at Jack Friedlander's
Mocamba, and Ritz Brothers skedded to
replace Joe E. Lewis at Murray Wenger's
Copacabana when Lewis departs to fill
previous contracts.
Sophie Tucker set at Latin Quarter
for the season. Lon Holtz is the big gun
at Ned Schuyler's Beachcomber with
Kitty Davis featuring the two pugs,
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom and Max
Baer.
Another ex -pug, Tony Canzonerl, with
Joey Adams and Mark Plant will head
new 5 o'Clock bill.

Fields' 6 -Wk. Carson Stint

the weekly Carsc

DALLAS, Feb. 16. -Sigmund Romberg

$9,200.

Triple-T hreater!
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 16. -Oscar

Hammerstein II, author of some
of the brightest lyrics on Broadway, found himself at a temporary loss for words when Peter
Moen, manager of IIammersteln's
Highland Farm near here, called
the producer -songwriter to inform him that one of his prize
Aberdeen Angus cows had, given
birth to triplets.
The feat is the bovine equivalent of Hammerstein's current
authorship for three Broadway
successes. The triplets are au
extra dividend for Hammerstein's
click with lyrics for Billy Reue's
Carmen Jones for the mother was
presented to the lyricist by Ruse
as a 1944 Christmas present.

New Rochelle as
No. 1 Musiklatch
NEW YORK, Feb. 16. -Once upon a
time it was the Philadelphia. Story that
described the music biz-everybody and
Manie Sachs's brother carne from the
Quaker City -but of late another fair
community, New Rochelle, has bobbed
up in the disk -pub -booking swim.
No one knows who started the "on to
New Rochelle" movement unless it was
the Decca Kapps, Jack and Dave, v,'ho
have been ensconsed in Westchester
long-time now, but the trek is definitely
on. First Henry Spitzer bought a house
in the town, then Harry Mayer moved In
only eight blocks away and finally Pierce
took up lodgings in neighboring surroundings.
Add to the list of New Rochelle boosters the following: Jerry Gray, conductor
on Philip Morris program; Al Gallico,
pro manager at Leeds; Sid Schwarz, arranger for Art Mooney and Hal McIntyre;
Irwin Garr at Advanced; Leo Distort 01
Chappell end others, and you've got a
pretty sizable nucleus for a musical
chapter in the New Rochelle Chamber or

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Shep Fields
doing well enough with his new policy
of abstaining from one-niters or outof-town location jobs and taking on only
nabe theater or radio dates. Deal Just
arranged thru MCA has landed maestro
on choice network slot with Jack Carson
show for a six -week period, which is
amount of time Carson gang will spend
at Strand and other theaters here.
Freddy Martin will resume his regular Commerce.
ork chores with the Carson netter when
pic star returns to Hollywood. Fields
has also been booked into Concord Hotel,
Catskill Mountains for two weeks, opening March 1. Will jump into town for
seg.

Romberg Cracks Dallas High
For Concerts With $10,040 Airliner Has Crew Trouble
set a new Dallas concert box-office record
Tuesday night (12) by grossing $10,040.10
on a rainy night. Romberg topped Fritz
Kreisler's previous all-time high of

29

MIAMI, Feb. 16.-Danny Davis, op óf

the Airliner, has had his troubles since
opening of the Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom -Max Baer combination. Al Fisher,
emsee, cut his hand and had to retire.
Marty Drake stepped into the bearch
and then Arthur Kaye, rep of AGVA,

THEATRICAL
TAX SERVICE
RETURNS PREPARED
BY MAIL

Let Us File Your 1945
Income Tax Return

nixed his appearance. Danny was really
'desperate, finally locating George Chatterton, who it is hoped
SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 16.-Vaude-film Fisher is able to officiate.will stick until
show at the Golden Gate (2,850 seats;
BOOKKEEPING SYSTEMS
prices, 45 to 95 cents; average $39,000)
FOR BANDS
grossed $32,500 for week ended Tuesday
(12). Stageshow had teen-agers orchesAND
ORCHESTRAS
tra, Britt Wood, and Frank and Mary
Shannon. Pic, The Bells of St. Mary's,
MINNEAPOLIS, Feb. 16.-Leonseventh week.
ard Leigh, KSTP musical director, was miffed no end when a
spectator at the Randy Merriman
Vet -of World Wor II
Leon & Eddie's, Lulu Bates
Fun for Your Money show
GARRICK BUILDING
heckled
the
maestro
while he was
May Be Deal
Talks Jell
playing- a request number on the
64 W. RANDOLPH
CHICAGO
studio organ. Leigh finally turned
NEW YORK, Feb. 16. -Lulu Bates may
Telephone
FRanktin
2907
and asked the heckler to try and
go into Leon & Eddie's in the near future
do better if he could.
if present talks Jell into a deal. UnderThe spectator took him up and
stood that blues shouter is willing to
walked to the organ and played
work the four shows, seven days a week,
the number without a flaw. Then
if it keeps her in New York. She has
it was that Leigh recognized his
a radio program and wants to be on tap
heckler as Sigmund Romberg,
11
for it.
internationally-known composer,
Last time Miss Bates worked in a
who was in the city on a concert
illllllll
New York spot was in the now -shuttered
Ililtlllr
date and had been brought in as
La Conga, where she is said to have gotCOLORS
GLOW
LUMINOUS
IN THE DARK
a
ringer
by
Merriman.
Romberg
Spectacular Effects with U. V. Blackllght,
ten $750. The Leon & Eddie policy doesn't
gave the audience an impromptu
Send for Literature Today!
permit such prices for talent. Salary at
request
program which was aired.
DepN.w
L. (Sr E. for singer, if deal goes thru, was
= STROBLITE CO.
Ya 1519, N.. 8L=
not disclosed.
TIIIIII I11111i111111H111Illlltl11111111ttiIilllitP

S. F. Golden Gate 321AG

Rib a la Romberg
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Miami Terrace Dark

-

MIAMI, Feb. 16.
Terrace Club in
Miami Beach is dark this week, and no
statement has been made as yet whether
the shuttering Is for the season. Biz has
been in and out for this nitery, despite
Lou Walters as producer and star performers.

STOCK TICKETS
$ .75

One Roll

3.00
5.00
. . 17.00
30.00
ROLLS 2,000 EACH.

Five Rolls
Ten Rolls
Fifty Rolle .
100 Rolls

Double Coupons.
Double Prices.
No C. O. D. Orders.
Size: Single Tkt., 1x2".

KEEP THOSE BONDS

We can supply Roil, Strip, Coupon Book,
Reserve Seat

TICKETS
THE TOLEDO TICKET CO.

Toledo (Ticket City) 2, Ohio

SPECIAL PRINTED
With Order. Prices:

Cash

2,000....$ 4.28
4,000.... 4.88
8,000.... 5.87
8,000.... 6.91
10,000.... 7.15
30,000.... 10.45
50,000.... 18.76
100,000.... 22.00
500,000.... 88.00

1,000,000.. .170.50

Double coupons. Double Mom.
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Soloas of Va.
Cough Up $$
For Legiters
10G Granted Barter Theater
RICHMOND, Feb. 16.-Virginia Legislature, in a precedent -making resolution several weeks ago, granted Bob
Porterfield's Barter Theater, Abingdon,
$10,000 to finance a season of legit. Operating from a centrally -located college
or university, Porterfield will split the
State into six sections and cover them
ail during the year from strategic locations within a 50 -mile radius.
Manager will engage an equity company to do one big production or two
small ones. Naturally, the producer is
on the watch for good scripts, and if
productions are enough of a click the
legislature has authorized him to bring
The troupe to the Stem. Legislators
view the set-up as both a cultural factor and a "tourist" attraction. Porterfield originally pitched for $25,000, but
politicians cut him down.
Goods for Ducats
Barter Theater gets its moniker from
the unusual way ducat buyers pay for
their seats. Audience pays dough or the
equivalent in produce or materials,
.ranging from old sewing machines to
hams. Stuff is then put on sale at a
store and converted into cash. Extra food
is used to feed trie actors. Barter custom is a hangover from the depression,
when customers didn't have the dough
to pay their way.
Theater is a non-profit corporation.
This is the first instance of a State
pledging dough for a private legit venture. Minnesota once sponsored a co-op
legiter and the Pasadena Playhouse is
recognized as the State theater in California, altho it doesn't get any State
money.
In the old days of the Federal Theater
Project there was a strong movement to
convert it into a national theater, but
the idea died an early death. As of 1939,
the last recorded year, 41 countries,
Mainly in Europe and South America,
had a government -supported theater.
Russia, for example, turned over $50,000,000 to its national theater.

Austin To Preem
With Kind Lady'
AUSTIN, Tex., Feb. 16.-With Kind
Lady, the Edward Chodorov thriller, as
its debber, the In`,erstate Players, legit
stock company, is due to open here next
month prior to a run in Temple, ,San
Angelo, Abilene, L u b b o c k, Amarillo,
Wichita Falls, Paris, Waco and Galveston.
Other Texas cities are skedded to fit in

later.

This all -Texan outfit, under the aegis
of Lawrence Carra, who quit as chairman
of the department of drama at Texas U.
to pilot the stock company, is well financed and has won co-operation from
college and university drama departments thruout the State.
Coburn Colitribs 5G
Players stems from an idea submitted
to thesp Charles Coburn when he visited
the T. U. draina department in 1942. He
Inked a check for $5,000 to start the
ball rolling. Karl Hoblitzelle, of Dallas,
now the Players' urexy, became interested, but plans were shelved until after
the war. Backbone of the org is its talent committee drawn from drama departments of Texas colleges.
Object of the Players is explained thus
by Carra: "Aside from its primary function of producing the finest drama for
Texas audiences, the organization will
serve as an academy for the dramatic
arts with an experimental workshop, a
training ground for aspiring actors and
actresses and, not least, a laboratory in
which serious students of drama may
learn and create." He added that legit
house managers are anxious to book the
troupe, and thesps are bidding for roles
with the company.
Carra, a Bostonian and graduate of
Harvard and Yale, nas worked in strawhats at Kingston, R. I.; Theater Colony,
Mass., and Green Mansions, N. Y. He
was also guest director for the Federal
Theater Project in New Jersey and was
later director of the Northwestern University Theater, Chicago.

I
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OUT-OF-TOWN OPENINGS
DEARLY BELOVED
(Opened Thursday, February

14, 1946)

OPERA PLAYHOUSE,
NEWARK, N. J.
drama by Lulu Vollmer. Staged by Anthony
Mann. Setting by Samuel Leve. Company
manager, Irving Becker. Stage manager,
J. Myles Putnam. Press representatives,
Zac Freedman and Elise Chisholm. Presented by Howard Lang.
Edmund Glover
Sid Matthews
Phyllis Debus
Pauline
Donald Hastings
Bobby
John Connor
Alex Ballard
Mary Rolfe
Rena Yates
Liza Yates (Granny)
Marjorie Rambeau
Richard Barrows
Eben Turner
Harry Sheppard
Arch Whitaker
Florence Sundstrom
Messie Greeley
Claiborne Foster
Delia Blossom
Lester Lonergan Jr.
Dr. Owens
A

LITTLE BROWN RIG
(Opened Thursday, February

14,

193t

COPLEY THEATER, BOSTON

ShowsThrow,
Foi' 75G Loss
By "Padlock"

,

Baumer. Presented by
Courtney Burr. Directed by Gerald Savory.
Settings by Frederick Fox. General manager, Edward Choate; press representatives,
Richard Maney and Marion Byram,
Katharine Alexander
Irene Haskell
No
Ronald Alexander
Henry Barlow
Marjorie Lord
Carol Barlow
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-The $64 ques
Percy Kilbride
Ira
Frieda Altman tien being asked along the Stem is will
Lydia
Michael Andrews...... . ....... Wallace Lawder musicians get paid for not working TuesArthur Margetson day's (12) legit matinees? Local 802,
Norman Barlow
The Jug won't worry any Pulitzer or AFM, says they will; League of New York
A new play by Marie

Pay for Actorb, Grips

prize contenders, but once the directors
and producer have decided when the
laughs should come and when the suspense is important this new play should
rate a very profitable chunk of box office
Howard Lang has turned from contem- business.
Plot involves a switch on the more
plation of such trifles as School for
Brides and Good Night, Ladies and fo- familiar accidental murder scene, with
cused on a serious drama of female en- Irene Haskell, mother of Carol Barlow,
mity. Dearly Beloved is Lulu Volimer's being the innocent cause of her son-intale of hatred on a farm at the turn of law's death. A local character, Ira,
the century. Beloved has its faults, but played to the hilt and then some by
judged on its break-in preen perform
Bun CRIX TAB
antes, should carry enough sock for a
Critics reviews on "Little Brown Jug": Yes
comfortable Stem stay.
said Elinor Hughes (Herald), Peggy Doyle
Marjorie Rambeau, back in a play for (American), Warren Storey Smith (Post),
paints
in
a
porfirst
time
18
years,
the
Cyrus Durgin (Globe) and Helen Eager (Travtrait of an aging jealous, frustrated eler). No said Edwin Melvin (Christian
meanie that can be hung in any theater Science Monitor) and Leo Gaffney (Record).
gallery. Some of her scenes may need Percy
Kilbride, manages to convince the
sharpening and pace, but the over-all ef- two women
that they should leave before
fects puts her once more in the theater's
the police come, and that they should
top bracket.
take him with them.
Nor is Beloved a one -woman show by
The psychological 'twist involves the
any means. Claiborne Foster is back also
taking -over of the family afto play the other half of the dueling duo, gradual
Clever and not -so -clever
and to rake in almost equal kudos in her fairs by Ira. Irene
threats keep
and daughter, Carol,
own right.
in a state of torment which is finally
Lang has not stinted on other good broken by the incredible, but welcome,
players. Mary Rolfe comes thru with a Norman Barlow, brother of the dead
telling chore as the pushed -around and man.
finally rebellious daughter. Edmund
Fault with Jug is due mostly to Percy
Glover is forthright and likeable as her
farmer sweetheart, and Florence Sund- Kilbride's outstanding ability as a comestrom contribs an excellent bit as a dian. In the role of the twisted, mouse like little man, Kilbride's ability to
neighbor lass of easy virtue.
laughs with a gesture or an
Beloved is a yarn about a despicable collect
frequently throws suspense
but rather pitiable old woman. She has inflection
out of the window and leaves the ontricked a girlhood rival out of marriage looker
why the two women
to her husband, and has suffered in pro- are so wondering
badly intimidated. Arthur Marportion because she has never felt that getson as
Norman Barlow, brother, suche really belonged to her. This frustra- ceeds in freshening
up the mintion has developed into a fanatical self- ute he comes on stage.things
this pleasant
ishness toward her daughter and grand- arrival doesn't happenButsoon
enough.
children.
Either the Jug has to be played as
Reading of her husband's will discloses
ringing every Iast laugh out of the
that her ancient rival is to have a home farce,
situation, or Kilbride's role will have to
with the family. Whereupon begins a be clarified in its menace -power. On
war of nerves between the two women opening night, the audience laughed at
which ends in complete revenge. The old everything Kilbride said or did, and
gal is left to an old -age future of loneli- Kilbride seemed to enjoy this happy
ness and defeat.
state of affairs. But Katharine AlexAs stated, Beloved has faults. First act ander as Irene Haskell, Marjorie Lord
is sound and rings true. Midway of sec- as Carol Barlow and Arthur Margetson
ond, however, matters bog down. Trou- had to put up that much harder a
ble seems to lie jointly in pacing of struggle to make sense out of the things
Anthony Mann's direction and author's they were doing and saying. Little
quirk for telegraphing scene climaxes. Brown Jug can be good farce or good
Characters seem to say the same things psychological drama touched up with.
in three ways, when one will do nicely, humor. It will have to be one or the
and the audience is way ahead before the other and soon.
finish. This is particularly true of final
scene between the rival ferns. Both are

an unconscionable time in getting to the
point. Much of this can be corrected by
judicious trimming and speed-up. It
should be a vastly improved show after
an out-of-town shakedown.
If Miss Rambeau and the rest of them
can accomplish what they do with the
script in its current state, competent
production face-lifting should make them
quite something to see. Lang might even
have a hit on his hands.
Incidentally, a special bow should be
taken by Donald _Hastings and Phyllis
Debus as a pair of the pleasantest and
most likeable stage youngsters to be seen
around in a long time.
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Order Shubert
To Open Books

Theaters says they won't.
Mayor O'Dwyer's ukase Tuesday shut
down 11 matinee performances and two
in the evening, but so far Actors' Equity
and the stagehands have both agreed
not to ask for pay. In return, the
league has okayed paying weekly salaried
men a full week's wages, and those absent performers who couldn't make the
evening show, their salaries. Treasurers,
being on a weekly salary, also get their
money.
Is It an "Act of God"?
Question of whether musicians can go
down to the legal mat with managers
and stand a chance of winning dough is
very touchy. It all boils down to whether
shuttering Tuesday was an Act of God.
In round numbers, mazuma lost by
legit impresarios comes close to 75G. In
addition to losses from canceled performances, managers are refunding
dough to ducat -buyers who couldn't
make the show. Those pew-sitters who
wish to see the shows are getting exchanges.
Ban struck particularly hard at producer Lee Sabinson, who had been nursing along his Home of. the Brave. Tuesday's edict put his weekly take a few
hundred bucks below the "stop" clause
and he was given his notice by Max Jelin,
Belasco lessee. Show closes February 23.
Ticket brokers were caught short. Most
of them had sent their help home, and
spent a busy time the next day sending
most of Tuesday's ducats back to the
box offices. Ticket agent at the Hotel
Claridge, not having closed, did a landoffice biz.
Word that the mayor had lifted the
ban came thru to the Stein about 5:30
p.m. Kermit Bloomgarten and Victor
Samrock were in the Hudson Building

playing pinochle when they heard the
news via radio. Managers spent the
busiest three hours of their lives scurrying about for actors. They used wire
services, phones, radio and personal messengers to do the trick, and eyen with
their full forces mobilized in the effort,
chorus lines were short. Understudies
had a field day generally.
,

ROUTES

Dramatic and Musical
Blossom Time (Studebaker) Chicago.
Barrymore, Ethel (Selwyn) Chicago.
Blackstone (English) Indianapolis.
Carmen Jones (Hartman) Columbus, O., 18-201
(Erlanger) Buffalo 21-24.
Deep Art the Roots (Royal Alexandra)
Toronto.
Desert Song (National) Washington.
Dark of the Moon (Blackstone) Chicago.
Dearly Beloved (Locust St.l Philadelphia.
Dear Ruth (Memorial Hall) Dayton, 0., 1820; (Town Hall) Toledo 21-23,
Dear Ruth (Wilma) Missoula, Mont., 20;
(Marlow) Helena 21; (Fox) Great Falls 23.
Flamingo Road (Walnut St.) Philadelphia.
Francis, Kay (Hanna) Cleveland.
Foolish Notion (Municipal Aud.) Long Beach,
Calif., 21; (Russ Aud.) San Diego 22-23.
He Who Gets Slapped (Colonial) Boston.
Harvey (Geary,) San Francisco.
I Like It Here (Wilbur) Boston.
Late George Apley (American) St. Louis,
Life With Father (Playhouse) Wilmington,
Del., 20; Lancaster, Pa., 21; Altoona 22;
(RKO-Virginia) Wheeling, W. Va., 23.
Little Brown Jug (Copley) Boston.
Musical Repertoire (Opera House) Boston.
Olsen & Johnson (Shubert) Chicago.
On the Town (Forrest) Philadelphia.
One Shoe Off (Nixon) Pittsburgh.

NEW YORK, Feb. 16. --Supreme Court
Justice Charles McCaughlin this week
ruled that Lee Shubert and the Select
Theaters Corporation must comply with
a previous court order to produce certain
books, checks and records as evidence in
the suit brought last month by Louis
Lotito as executor of the estate of the late
Harry Kaufman. Action is for an accounting of moneys received and dispensed by
the defendants in regard to enterprises in
which Kaufman was engaged with them.
THE CURTAIN RISES
Defendants were overruled on their objections to marking in evidence the
(Opened Tuesday, February 5, 1946)
checks and books relating to such busi(Curran) San Francisco.
BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE,
ness deals. Lotito has been seeking to Oklahoma
(Cass) Detroit.
CORAL GABLES, FIA.
have such records entered for the purpose Polonaise
Student Prince (Parkway) Madison, Wis., 20;
(Davidson) Milwaukee 21-23.
A play by B. M. Kaye. Directed by Leland of refreshing recollections of witnesses at
Harris with settings by Wess.
the trial. Examination of defendants is Suds in Your Eye (Shubert -Lafayette) Detroit.
San
Carlo Opera Co, (Strand) Vancouver,
CAST: Ann Roberts, Barbara MacGregor, skedded for February 25.
B. C., Can.

Richard Poston, Bunny Alexander, Neil McKenzie, Ruderich Winchell, Sherwood Keith.

Third week's offering found Sherwood
Keith stepping out of his director's role
to assume the lead in The Curtain Rises
with Bunny Alexander doing a good job
of Elsa. Locale is Vienna. Story is about
a plain Jane who wants her man, finally
gets him, and attains fame as Juliet,

School for Brides (Erie) Schenectady, N. Y.,

stepping in to save the day when the
star becomes ill.
Revival is well directed by Leland
Harris and the single set is ample. Entire company does good work. Suspect,
starring Penny Kaspar, next offering.
Biz good.

21-23.

State of the Union (Shubert) New Haven,
Conn., 21-23.
St. Lazare's Pharmacy (Harris) Chicago.
St. Louis Woman (Shubert) Boston.
Three to Make Ready (Shubert) Philadelphia.
Truckline Cafe (Ford's) Baltimore.
Two Mrs. Carrolls (Tivoli) San Francisco.
Voice of the Turtle (Plymouth) Boston.
Voice of the Turtle (Biltmore) Los Angeles.

February 23, 1946

Openings

DUCHESS MISBEHAVES
13, 1946)

ADELPHI THEATER

A musical comedy with book and lyrics by
Gladys Shelley. Music by Dr. Frank Black.
Additional dialog, Joe Bigelow. Staged by

Martin Manulis. Dances, George Tapps.
Production supervised by Chet O'Brien. Sets,
Costumes, Willa Kim.
A. A. Ostrander.
Lighting, Carlton Winkler. Orchestrations,
Don Walker. Vocal arrangements, Clay
Warnick. Orchestra directed by Charles
Sanford. General manager, Ben Boyar.
Stage manager, Alfred Morse. Press representative, Michael Goldreyer. Presented

by A. P. Waxman.
PROLOG AND EPILOG
Grace Hayle
Woman
Buddy Ferraro
Franchot
Elena Boyd
First Sister
Mildred Boyd
Second Sister
Edith Boyd
Third Sister
Penny Edwards
Butterfly
Larry Douglas
Paul
James MacColl
Fitzgerald
Joey Faye
Woonsocket
Gail Adams
First Girl
Ethel
Madson
:Second Girl
Paula Laurence
Miss Kiester
Audrey Christie
Crystal Shalimar
Al Downing
Reporter
Philip Tonge
r:'Nevílle Goldglltter
t
IN SPAIN
Larry Douglas
Pablo

Grace Hayle
Joey Faye

.Amber

'Goya

to
siDuchess
It!Robe

of Alba

Mariposa
Barber
Manicurist
Tailor
tf Assistant Tailor
ti

JI

Joanne Jaap
James MacCoil
Audrey Christie
Penny Edwards
Paul Martens
Joanne Jaap
Ken Martin

Bernie Williams
Buddy Ferraro
Vietar Clark
;.First Student
Jess Randolph
Second Student
Tonge
Philip
'Duke of Alba
The Boyd Triplets
Ladies in Waiting
Paula Laurence
Queen of Spain
Norma Kohane
IA Model
George Tapps
,Matador
Al Downing
,Jose
Monteria
Mata
Dancer
Jean Handzlik
The Woman
George Tapps
Her Man....
MODELS: Joanne Jaap, Norma Kohane,
Ann Miller, Lillian Moore.
SINGING GIRLS: Gail Adams, Adele Lu lince, Ethel Madson, Jane Riehl.
SINGING BOYS: Victor Clark, Vincent
Perry, Jerry O'Rourke, Jess Randolph.
DANCING GIRLS: Jane Atwood, Trudy
¡Cirrito, Theo Denis, Helen Devlin, Gertrude
,Gibbons, Eleanore Gregory, Freddie Grey,
'Janet Joy, Beverly Joyce, Mary Jane Kersey,
'Anna Konstance, Dorothy Matthews, Marilyn
'Pendry.
DANCING BOYS: Dan Kerry, Walter Koremin, Paul Marten, Anthony Starman, Merritt
],Thompson, Bernie Williams.
"Art," "My Only Romance,"
SONGS:
"Broadminded," "I Hate Myself in the Morning" "Men," "Couldn't Be More in Love,"
"Ole' Ole'; "Katie Did in Madrid," "Lost,"
"Honeymoon Is Over," "Nuts," "Fair Weather
s Friends."

ar'Messenger

'

Author Gladys Shelley got hold of a
,cute idea for a musical in The Duchess
,,'Misbehaves. A sap decorator for a de ?partment store gets conked on the head
during a robbery. During, his subsequent
blackout, he imagines that he is the
Spanish painter Goya, scandalizing Madrid by his goings-on with the Duchess
.)f Alban, whom he is painting in the
raw. The yarn could be fun.
The Queen of Spain gets mixed up in
It, also the irate duke and a jealous
artist -rival. But Miss Shelley stopped
right there. She forgot to make it funny
'and only succeeded in turning out a
straggling, windy, run-of-the-mill book
'which wears so thin that much of -the
time it seems merely a flimsy framework
for song and dance cues.
It's unfortunate, because a big chunk
Of coin has evidently gone into Duchess.
It has a lot of good players, some good ,!looking sets by A. A. Ostrander. Willa
mm's costumes are pleasantly colorful
o the eye and Dr. Frank Black's score
qually so to the ear. But the combo
an't save a witless book.
Audrey Christie, Paula Laurence and
Joey Faye carry the brunt of the burden.
11
of them work themselves into a
lather, but the material won't make suds.
ven with Faye being himself and
9

TAXES
ß1

Certified Public Accountant specializing in
tax returns. Will oblige at your convenience.

S. COHEN

19th fl., 1441 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

Performances Thru Feb. 16,1916

New Dramas
Opened

Opened

Perte.

Anna Lucasta
627
8-30, '44
(Mansfield)
14
Apple of His Eye
2- 5, '46
(Biltmore)
Canceled performance Tuesday (12).
Walter Huston has star slot in "Theater Guild on the Air. Broadcast on
"Borrowed Time" Sunday, (17).
2- 4,'46
Born Yesterday
15
(Lyceum)
Capacity biz. Otto Hulett out since
Wednesday (13) with wrenched ankle.
Carroll Ashburn has been filling in for
him. Judy Holliday and Paul Douglas
were air -guests of Mary Margaret McBride Thursday (14).
Dear Ruth
12-13, '44
16
(Henry Miller's)
166
Deep Are the Roots
3-26, '45
(Fulton)
Harold Vermilyea goes to West. Coast
for four weeks on a pic commitment
Monday (25). Donald MacDonald will
fill in for him.
12-14, '45
75
Dream Girl
(Coronet)
372
3-31, '45
Glass Menagerie, The
(Playhouse)
12-13, '45
558
Harvey
(48th Street)
12-27, '45
60
Home of the Brave
(Belasco)
Slipped below the stop clause, due
to Tuesday (12) blackout, and got
ouster notice. Will close Saturday (23)
unless another house can be found.
I Remember Mama
10-19, '44
560

Carousel
(Majestic)

23G.

Oklahoma!
1261
3-31, '43
(St. James)
Charles GaOek, dancer, replaces
Lloyd Cole Monday (25).
8-21,'44
Song of Norway
627
(Imperial)
Gl(bert Russell will replace Robert
Shafer for the next twp weeks. Then
he hops to the West. Coast to join
Edwin Lester's revival of "The For'

tune Hunter."

2- 4, '46

16

Garrett (WINS) Friday (15). Ditto
Bellamy Partridge by Mary Margaret

McBride Tuesday (12).
11- 8,'39
2632
Life With Father
(Bijou)
1-23, '46
30
O Mistress Mine
(Empire)
11-14,'45
108
State of the Union
(Hudson)
Tix for canceled Tuesday (12) mat
exchanged for Wednesday (20) mat.
Voice of the Turtle, The.12- 8,'43

785

9,'46

45

1-

442

REVIVALS
(DRAMAS)
12-13, '45

74

(Columbus Circle)

(Golden)
Reports steady build. Ezra Stone
air -guested by Paula Stone (WNEW)
Friday (15). Charles Nevil ditto by
Margo Gale (CBS) same date. Author
William Roos air -interviewed by Steve

(Moresco)
Would -Be Gentleman,
(Booth)

1-27, '45

(Broadway)
Show was four dancers short for
Tuesday (12) performance. Wilbur
Evans and Maureen Cannon sang on
the "Annual American Music Festral"
program (WNYC) Thursday (14). Lew
Kessler was the accompanist.

Hamlet

for her.

January Thaw

354

31
Magnificent Yankee, The. 1-22, '46
(Royale)
Solid biz. Taking between 22 and

(Music Box)

Ruth Gates missed call for performance Tuesday (12), Ruth Sever subbed

4-19, '45

Perils.

Lanna Saunders replaces Lee Lauterber Monday (18)., Barbara Brooks
takes over from. Kathleen Litz same
date. Theater Guild puts "Merry
Wives of Windsor" into rehearsal
Monday (I8).
99
Day Before Spring, The. 11-22, '45
(National)
Tyven,
dancer,
leaves
:cast
Sonja
Monday (25), No replacement set yet.
Show was minus two dancers, due to
hurried performance call Tuesday (12).
778
4- 8, '44
Follow the Girls
(Broadhurst)
12
Lute Song
2. 6,'48
(Plymouth)

Up In Central Park

Eleanore Whitney air -guests on Victory Clothing Benefit (WINS) Saturday (16).

Musicals
It?
11-10, '45
114
(Century)
Lew Parker out with bad leg Thursday (12). Johnny Stearns filled in.
Three subs were needed for latter's

Are You With

three chores. Chorus line was shy
half a dozen gals who couldn't be
reached in time for the switch in the
blackout.

Billion Dollar Baby
12-21,'45
66
(Alvin)
William Tabbert out of show Friday
(15). Douglas Deans took over his
chores. All but two dancers were on
hand for Tuesday (12) show.
10- 5,'44
Bloomer Girl
574
(Shubert)
Dick Smart takes over male lead
chores front David Brooks Monday
(25). Cecile Bergman replaces Marian
Keats same date. John C. Wilson
leaves for two-week vacation in Nassau Saturday (16). Only one dancer
missed performance Tuesday (12).

Blanche Collins has been on sick
list since Tuesday (12). Jane Flynn
has been subbing for her. Saloon
editor Earle Wilson (Post) did a walkon Thursday (14) mat. Maurice Evans
was guest of "The Celestials" at Waldorf Wednesday (13).
12-26,'45
59
Pygmalion
(Barrymore)
Katherine Emmet missed performance Tuesday (12). Hazel Jones subbed
for her. Lucy Storm filled in at Miss
Jones's vacated slot.
(MUSICALS)
Red Mill, The
10-16, '45
(46th St. Theater)

144

Marthe Errolle toying with the idea
of signing up for a City Center production for "Rigoletto" for next year.
She would sing opposite her dad, Ralph
Errolle, former Met star.
1- 5,'46
Showboat
49
(Ziegfeld)
night
off
to
Kenneth Spencer took a
speak at New York Philharmonic
"Copeland's Lincoln Portrait" program
at Carnegie Hall Thursday (14)i William C. Smith subbed. Two dancers
missed the hurry call for Tuesday (12)
performance.

ICE SHOW
Hats Off To Ice
(Center)

6-22, '44

797

CLOSINGS
Winter's Tale, The

1-15, '46

39

8, '46

46

(Cori)
Closes Saturday (16).
Desert Song, The. ,
1(City Center)

31

Boom Season
In Works for
Straw Hatters

BROADWAY
SilOWLOG

Broadway
(Opened Wednesday, February

LEGITIMATE

The Billboard

,

Closes Saturday (16).
2-13, '46
Duchess Misbehaves
5
(Adelphi)
all-out
barrage
the
Took an
from
crix for zero score. No: Louis Kronenberger (PM), Vernon Rice (Post),
Burton Rascoe (World - Telegram),
Ward Morehouse (Sun), Robert GarIand
(Journal - American), Howard
Barnes (Herald -Tribune), Robert Coleman (Mirror), Lewis Nichols (Times),
John Chapman (News).
Closes Saturday (16).

gagging up the proceedings with all his ing of a torch song by Jean Handzlik,
experienced burly cunning (he was an torrid contralto. It stopped the show
eleventh -hour replacement for Jackie and should put the latter on the Stem.
Gleason), the comedy just doesn't jell. must list.
Both Miss Christie and La Laurence
Terping chores are upheld principally
have a canny way of slipping a song by George Tapps and Penny Edwards.
across, and they make some ultra -bawdy Former contribs a couple of tricky solos.
lyrics amusing. Chants, however, like However, his over-all dance direction
I Hate Myself in the Morning, Katie isn't up to top-drawer grade. Miss EdDid in Madrid, Nuts, and the Honeymoon wards makes a likeable ingenue.
Is Over are likely to draw a raised eyeIt wouldn't seem that anybody is
brow from the air -casters.
going to worry much about Duchess's
Dr. Black's score is at its best on the behavior one way or the other. The
romantic ballad side and there are sev- Adelphi will probably be looking for
eral hummable numbers delivered by a another tenant shortly.
likely -voiced tenor, Larry Douglas. Sock
Closed Saturday (16). Printed for the
of preem night, however, was the sing- record.

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Summer legit la
in the offing once again-and in prewar force, too, according to all indications. So far, only 25 old and new Straw
Hats have signified their intention of
opening, but trade believes that this
summer should see the bucolic barnstorming back to 1941 status, with possibly 60 to 80 houses going full tilt by
the time the hot weather is here. Loose
money and gas rationing lift are prime

reasons for return.

Most of the standard old-timers have
indicated that they are taking down the
shutters. Several newcomers are included
in the list, too: Pawling, N. Y.; Mahopac,
N. Y.; Booth Bay, Me.; Ivoryton, Conn.;
Guildford, Conn.; Stockbridge, N. Y.;

Cambridge, Mass.; Skowhegan, Me.; Wildwood Crest, N. J.; Cape May, N. J.;
Dennis, Mass.; New Hope (moving back to
Bucks County, Pennsylvania, f r o in
Philly); Elitch Gardens, Denver; Westport, Conn.; Cohasset, Me.; Worcester,
Mass.; Brantford, Conn.; Newangola, Pa.;
Mount Gretna, Pa.; Reading, Pa.; Ocean
City, Md., and Yardley, Pa.
Planning openings are a stock company
in Detroit; the Blue Grass Theater,
Louisville, opening for a spring season
February 28, and a rotating stock in
Sullivan and Delaware counties, New
York.
Salaries May Go Up
One problem facing straw -hat ops is
the question of thesp salaries, with the
cost of living up so high. Current Equity
minimum is $46 for both A and B companies, and while no immediate plans are
under way at Actors' Equity to hike this
base pay sked, it is more than possible
that an upping may be made before the
green grass season opens.
Meanwhile if ops want talent they're
going to have to be prepared to loosen
the rubber bands off the bank rolls,
since few thesps can live very well on
current minimums. However, this is just

another operating headache, and despite
it, trade looks to a boom season for 1948,
with plenty of scripts, plenty of thesps
around, plenty of money among the pew
sitters, and no real obstacles from government ukase or other ban.

CSI Digs Into

Trunk

For "Playable" Plays
NEW YORK, Feb. 16-Camp Shows,
Inc., is digging deep into the mothballs
to find legit scripts to feed G.I. audiences. Ghost Train, The Patsy and
Milky Way, three latest shows in work
at CSI, go back an average of 20 years.
How hard up the entertainment org is
for plays can be seen in the submission
to the army for consideration of a 30 year -old comedy, A Pair of Sixes. Legit
brass at 8 West 40th Street are going in
heavy, for comedy because they feel that
the trend of troops overseas now le
strong for escapism.
Army has turned thumbs down on
several occasions on exec pitches for
plays with' controversial themes. Risque
scripts also get the ax at the org because of the pressure of churches and
the claim that servicemen nix plays of
that type. Many plays get rejected on
the ground that the subject matter is
above the tastes of the average G.I. But
CSI has its work cut out for it because
it must get new scripts, old ones having
been repeated so often that troops catch
the same show more than once.

Victor Herbert 2 -in -1
SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 16.-Two Victor
Herbert operettas will be merged for a
revival this spring in the San Francisco
and Los Angeles light opera season. Operettas are The Fortune Teller and Serenade, with welding to have the title, The
Fortune Teiler. Light opera season is
skedded to open at the Curran in May.

"Deep" $3,550, Bridgeport
BRIDGEPORT, Conn., Feb. 16.-Deep
the Roots, with Robert Harrison.
Edith Atwater and Theodore Newton.
playing one performance at the LoewLyric to a packed house, Monday (11),
grossed $3,550.
Are
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G.I. Music Pubs Add

Burlesque

Diskery to Over All
Industry Activities

Notes
UNO

MICKEY JONES, featured stripper,
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Another new
closed her Hirst circuit tour February 16 disk venture was born this week-GI
set. up as part of a network of
at Gayety, Cincinnati, where she will re- records
jukebox ops, a music pub firm, a movie
main until house changes to a stock pol- promotion with Paramount pix, and disicy.
. JUDY KING is producing at
tributing set-up. An outgrowth of GI
Moulin Rouge, Oakland, Cal., burly stock music, highly publicized ASCAP house
by ex -servicemen, the waxery has
house now being managed by Bob Lewis, run
been established as a separate corporaformer local police officer, at the helm tion, backed by jukebox operator money
since the death of Wally Feehan, owner - (also ex -servicemen), and headed by
.

manager. Strippers featured include
Kitty. Campbell, Georgia Clarke, Joyce
Damon, Peggy Walline, Evelyn LaMon,
Marie Atkinson, Queenie Rosenberg and
Charlene.: Comics are. Dick Brown, Joe
Devone and Tommy Dew with Phil
Bailey, straight man. Assistant manager
is Clint Dolan.... Grace O'Hara, former
Hirst feature, is now at the Riptide nit try, Miami Beach, Fla. . . . CHARLES
HICKS and Don Berry, recently released
from the army and back from action on
most of the European fronts, are a new
dance team exploited thru Murray
Greenwald. Both extra-attractioned at
the Hudson, Union City, N. J., week of
February 3. . . . JACK EDWARDS, last
in burly 22 years ago with Billy K. Wells'
Red Pepper Revue on the Columbia
Wheel, is a new comic on the Hirst wheel.
RITA GREENE, another burly newcomer from Greenwich Village niteries
and Dave Rosen's Coney Island, N. Y.,
shows, is doing strips with a Hirst unit.
. NICK TRAIN, house singer, moved
from Boston to the Hudson, Union City,
where he relieved Ralph Elsmore on
.

.

Justin Stone, former bandleader who
will function as recording director.
Contract for pressings has been made

with another bunch of vets, who have
guaranteed a minimum of 30,000 sides
per month for a starter, and first sessions
are skedded for next week. Herbie Fields,
former. GI, is tabbed to cut four sides
with an 18 -piece outfit, and Peggy
Marshall vocal quintet will do four
.sides, two of which will be the Pied
Pipers -Sinatra variety, with Jimmy Foster, WOR singer, a, possibility for the
solos.

Distribution will be, mainly to jukes at
start, with the backers handling their
own (peddling) to their own boxes.
Tie-in with GI music pub firm will be
close, and one of the house's songs,
Talk to Me, written by ex-G.I.'s (as if
you hadn't already figured it out), will
be waxed at the first session.
Last summer Ray Rand, one' of the
heads of GI music and GI:records, went
to the coast and sold an option 'on the
story of the GI enterprises to Paramount
'

films.
Trade -wise angle ,of the set-up is that
GEORGE LEWIS and it seems content to start slow, but to
Harry Arnie are new comics at the Fol- root itself into all 'fields as it progresses.
lies, Los Angeles, where other principals
are Carlos, Roma, Heather English, Rita
Zane, Leon DeVoe and Buster Lorenzo. 26th week in that showspot. He's still
JESS MACK going strong.
Producer is Leo Bernard.
and Harry Rose in Europe with USO
Unit 742, Sing Out, spent time in Manila
MILT SCHUSTER has booked Jack
and several of the Philippine isles. Also Buckley and Lee Murray to open on the

February

17.

.

.

.

...

at' Leyte

from where the route takes
them to Japan with a wind-up in Toyko.
Due back in San Francisco, April 1. With
them in the unit are Ethel Lynn, The
Westerners, Johnny Lane, Mike Ferbey,
Gordon Brandt, Vic Centro, George Tate,
JUNE
Mason Sisters and Felix Carra.
MARCH, stripper, signed thru Harold
Clurman for Maxwell Anderson's Truck line Cafe. . . . LESTER MACK, newly
teamed with Jack Edwards, left the Hirst
wheel along with Kirna Vokes, singer, in
Boston February 16 to do solo specialties
as a trio.
NANCY (Sirota) PAYNE has stepped
out of the chorus ranks of the Troc,
Philadelphia, to become producer of the
ensemble dance routines. She succeeds
Eddie Lynch, who has gone to a Newark
Singer BOB RID-.
(N. J.) theater. .
LEY was booked into the Troc for a
week's engagement and is now on his

...

.
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GIRLS FOR
STRIP TEASE
5
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With or Without Experience.
We Don't Have Any Chorus. Strip Only.
Steady Work.
Write or Wire EDDIE DALE, Mgr.

THEATRE
dEMPRESS
Detroit 26, Mich.
640 .Woodward Ave.
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Theater, Cleveland, O.

WANTED
EXOTIC DANCERS
11E A BOOSTER FOR
MILTON SCHUSTER
CHICAGO a, ILL,

By 1.ß1l Sacha

TWIN CALVER`I' and his Hollywood
Models, magic -girl show, closed at
the Orpheum, Tulsa, Okla., recently to
permit Calvert' to return to Hollywood
where Republic Pictures is preiMin' to
star him in The Charlatan.... GEORGE
MARQUIS, whose augmented mystery revue has been stumbling thru Oklahoma
and Kansas the last two weeks, announces that the show has folded for a
revamping. In a visit to the magic desk
last Friday (15), Marquis stated that the
show would reopen in three weeks, with
Blackstone still lending his name and
cocoanuts to the venture, and with
Lawrence Golden, -New York, as tour director. Upon its reopening, show will
venture thru the' 'East, Marquis says.
Marquis is spending this- week with the
Blackstone: show in Indianapolis. .
THE CLARKS, presenting Kaiark S.
Nelena in magic and mentalism, have
been held over a second Week at Chico
Simon's Beachcomber Room at the
Crown Hotel, Providence... . . CLEMENT
DE LÍON, prominent Danish magician,
who made three visits to America in
years past to play the major vaude circuits, recently celebrated his 70th birthday, with the leading Danish papers
chrgni'cling the event. Before the war,
De Lion was retired to his villa in Nice,
France, but during the conflict he resided in Aalborg, Denmark. . . Magic dom from Coast'to Coast was represented
at. the final rites in Monmouth, Ill.,
February 4, for; William- M. Nicol (The
Great Nicola),,' internationally known
magician and illusionist. John, Booth,
Unitarian pastor of Evanston, Ill., delivered the impressive wand -breaking ritual
of the' Society of American Magicians:
Among the honorary pallbearers were
such magi and active friends of magic
as'. Charles Hugo, -Los Angeles-, Nicola's
manager en his Iast world tour, which
was terminated' when the entire production was lost in the sinking of the
British steamship Sirdhana off Singapore
in 1939; Bert Kalmar, Beverly Hills,
Calif., songwriter and magician; Percy
Abbott, Colon, Mich.; "Jim Sherman,
Werner C. (Donny) Dorufleld, Waldo
Logan and John Brown Cook, Chicago;
Al Baker and John Mulholland, --New
York. Active pallbearers and other honorary pallbearers were lifelong friends
of Nicola, mostly fellow townsmen who
had known' him from -boyhood. Services
at the grave were in charge- of the
Masons, following ceremonies at the
First Presbyterian Church of Monmouth.
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NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Storm brewed
by Hollywood film defiers over peanut.
doi,lars they get from ASCAP for their.
pic scores, as. against hefty dough- col-

lected from British Performance Rights
Society (first tabbed in The Billboard
January 19 issue), will reach peak proportions in next few weeks, when West
Coast tunesiniths' Screen Composers'. Association attorney, Leonard Zissu, will
submit to ASCAP biggies an outline of
the problem with recommendations for
solution.
ASCAP execs, however,- told The Billboard this week that, no matter what
the Society might desire to do after having heard the SCA's complete pitch, ac=
tion would have to be geared to the 1941
Consent Decree, which says that money
can be distributed on no other basis but
"number, nature, character and. prestige
of the compositions," plus "the length
of time in which the works have been
a part of the catalog of the Society" plus
"popularity and vogue of such works."
This is taken to forbid payoff solely: on
performance credits. Insiders also cite
the physical and material problems attendant on attempting to compute total
performance of film scores in this country's 18,000 movie houses, even with cue
sheets which tab the length' of each musical fragment heard in each film.
Acknowledging that movie theater rev-enue is roughly one -eighth of ASCAP's
total, Society spokesmen are inclined to
talk down the feasibility 'of- paying
groups of writers 'separately. They-figure
that if movie writers succeed in getting
an individual melon, show writérs might
be next,' special material penners following, then radio cleffers next, etc.
-
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BLACKSTONE is at the English Opera

House, Indianapolis, this week on a
return engagement. Show played a bonanza week there several months ago.
Blackstone hopped to the Hoosier capital from Detroit, where he racked 'up
three big weeks at the Shubert LaFayette
Theater in the face of the many strikes
SIR EDWARDS
plaguing the town. .
is set for two weeks thru illinois with
his magic -mental routine for the Pioneer
.

..

Hi -Bred Corn Company, Princeton,
covering the firm's salesmen's meetings.
He snagged the engagement on the basis
of the showing he made before the company's Indiana groups last November.
. SIDNEY LEVINE, Montreal's paste-

board expert, has again been engaged
to direct activities at Sunshine Camp,
summer spot for boys, at St. Mareur. WESLEY
ette, Que., this season. .
SUSPECT
WHITEHOUSE, emsee-magician, has just
concluded a fortnight's stay at the
(Opened Thursday, February 14, 1946)
DR. HAR
Esquire Club, Montreal. .
BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE
LAN' TARBELL is set for the exclusive
FLA.
CORAL GABLES,.
Queen` City Club, Cincinnati, February
A play by Reginald Denham and Edward 21. .
BILL McCALL typewrites from
Percy. Directed by Sherwood Keith, with Tacoma, Wash.: "For"' the 'last two. years
settings by Wess.
CAST: Penny Kasper, Barbara MacGregor, I have been stationed in Europe. There
Leland Harris, Wes Ward, Richard Poston, the Ground Force Replacement System
Thomas Trenkle, Howard.' Morton, Audrey had over a dozen shows that made the
Belle.
various camps. Almost., every show had
Suspect is the first mystery offering a magician-some good, some bad. Livby Boothbay Players.` Sherwood Keith's ineston did ropes, silks and cigs.. Harry
direction does much to make this the Rufus .did a comic bit, with good lines
best so far. Plot concerns. Mrs. Smith, pulling laughs. Levy, the Silk Merchant,
living on moors of Cornwall with a, faith- was just that. Brooks the Magician 'went
ful maid° -Into their lives come guests great guns with his rings and illusions.
who delve into the past and develop- Dick Wilson featured a dressed -up verments indicate the hostess is living the sion of the egg bag. The one showing
life of a recluse in remorse for a tragic the most promise was g lad from Detroit
murder of 30 years before. Mrs. Smith named Ricardo. His handling of balls,
was tried for the crime but the jury cies and cards marks hirra as a real
comer. I spent much time with Mayette
disagreed and she was acquitted.
Penny Kasper is excellent in the title and Guy Bert in their shops in Paris.
role, ably supported by Barbara Mac- I have this to say about our magic -we
Gregor as the maid. Leland Harris and have coming much nearer to making an
art of our work' in the last few years
supporting cast good.
Efforts are being made to acquire a- than they have in Europe. The best of
subscription list of 400 for this stock the French crop caught was Freddy Fah,
company. Kiss and Tell underlined for who does some good card work along
With silks. Veno does some classical
next opus.
'

No-Can-DoRep1y

work on rings and" his , candle routine."
(Dunn the Ma. ROGER P. DUNN
gician) has opened thé Fuji Shop in -New
Albany, Ind., to be operated is conjunction with his appearances in. schools in

"

-

'

neighboring States.

-OUR SPECIALTY

GEM

DRIVE -IN -THEATRE

Refreshment Service

We are equipped to handle your
refreshment service efficiently
and economically. For over a
quarter of a century-from
Hollywood, Calif., to Providence,
R. I. --we have made refresh.
nient service available to the

Outdoor Public.

SPORTSERVICE, INC.
Hurst Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

BE FAST HYPNOTIST!

Large Booklet of Instantaneous Hypnotism
AvpiMle
or Five ForcefulMethods
Methods of Hypnotizing
ATmotlº
People Instantly will. clearly show You
T
ow! This 25-pagen
how!
25 -page book teaches you the
eight secret
andd the oeieu
one vital
factor to make. your success
a speed demon hypnotist assured. Only
OnIY i8.0Ó.
$6.00.

requisites,as
thç

NELMAR
NELMAR,

2851 Milwaukee Ave.
Ave.Chicago 1S.
1t. 1Ili.

COSTUMES
Rented, Seid er
Made te Order
fer all oeeeslens..
Custom Muds CHITS.

`

WANTED
Chorus Girls, Dancing and Show Girls. Experience not necessary.. Top salary plus one day off.
Extra moneys for specialties. We pay transportation.. -Write or wire'

127 North Dearborn St.

February 22. DEWEY MICHAELS, manager of the Palace, has resigned as rep for
the Midwest Circuit, and is being succeeded by Gerston Allen, of the Casino,
Toronto. Allen is back managing his
house after a stint in the Canadian Army.
KATIE AND MARGE O'HARA, Chi
dancers, have joined the line at the
Rialto, Chicago.... CHARLIE FOX busy
commuting between his Empress, Milwaukee, and Alvin, Minneapolis, since he
took over management of the® latter, theater recently.... BROTHER OF Charles
Rothstein, one of the có -owners of the
Avenue, Detroit, died in Detroit last
week. . . . LITTLE JACK LITTLE added
to cast of Davis -Frampton unit at Grand
Theater, St. Louis..: CHARLES (BIMBO) DAVIS and Estelle Montillo closed
at Folly, Kansas City, Mo., February 14.
. HERBIE BARIS and frau en route to
Minneapolis to visit relatives... -. BILLY
REED, currently in an extended run at
the Rialto, Chicago, has married Grace
Wells, line girl at same theater. .
LOUISE La MARR added at Gayety,
Cincy. .. . RITA De MARCO set for the
Roxy, Cleveland, March I.

"Suntirrte Stock"

Get quick relief with Dent's Tooth
Gum or Dent's Tooth Drops! Be
prepared! Buy a package from
your druggist today. Keep It
handy: Follow directions.

JACK BECK, Roxy

Midwest Circuit at the Palace, Buffalo,

Pitch
rt®-ASCAP to Get
SCA's

Magic

Send"

3$t .for Sequin

Net Hair Ornament and receive
and

Circulars "FREE
THE COSTUMER
238 State St. Dept. E
Schenectady S, N. Y.
ELASTIC

NET

OPERA HOSE

or. Nude, $6.00. Strip or Chorus
Panties, $1.25. Net Bras, 75d. Rhinestgqne
G -Strings, $10:00. Bras, $2.00. Long Eye
lashes, $1.50. Add 154 postages
C. GUYETTE, 348 W. 45th St., New York 18.
N. Y. Phone: CI -role 8-4137.
Black

WANTED

Burlesque Performers
Specialty and Simi -Nude Dancers
Write

PRESIDENT FOLLIES

San Francisco 2, Calif.

E. SKOLAK, Mgr.
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1lIAVl;
IF YOU ARE AN HONORABLY D ISC1f.AR(:LI) 1E'I'CR.AN
HEBL'ö
EXPF,R.it:NC
OR
QUALIFICATI ONS
BUSINESS
SHOW
HOW YOU MAY AVAIL YOURSELF OF THIS SERVICE,
Write The Billboard's Veterans' Re - (8) What specific type of Job would you

The Billboard's
VETERANS'

REEMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Each week The Billboard publishes this classified directory._ of honorably discharged
veterans who have had experience in show business or its allied fields, or who have
talents which may enable them to get into some phase of the amusement industry.
There is no charge to anyone for this service. Prospective employers are urged to
contact the servicemen whose advertisements appear here direct.
.

DIRECTOR: 27; pre -army stock and theater
groups; radio acting, script writing (WWL,
WIll). Pasadena Playhouse (3 years) AFRA.
References on
Seeks civic, repertory theater.
request. Salary $75 week. Karl Genus, 2450
La Mothe Ave., Detroit, Mich., Tyler 4-1434.

ALTO SAX, clarinet. flute; 6 years' pre -army
dance band exp. Seeks night club, theater.
radio work, Boston, Cincinnati preferred. Gene
Schutte, 2008 North 18th St., Sheboygan.

326/1/26

.

Wie.

340/2/2

ALTO -SAX, clarinet man; 10 years' exp. small
and large dance orks, theater, club dates.
Army military, dance bands. Seeks steady emWest
ployment (established dance band).
Coast pref. Tilden E. Lawrence, 24 Magnolia
352/2/9.
ltoad, Maplewood, La.

DRUMMER; 7 years' dance hand, club date
experience.
Interested all fields. Douglas
Jones, 7200 Ridge Road, Brooklyn, N. Y. SH
293/1/5
5-8796.

ANNOUNCER, radio technician; pre-army Station WJAC; radio technical, broadcasting
Eugene Kraintz, 1321 Tennessee
training.
349/2/9.
Ave., Johnston, Penn. Tel 83-103.

IMPERSONATOR; 7 years' pro experience.
Interested vaude,
screen stars specialty.
clubs. Frank A. Verdicchio, 126 Baxter St.,
292/1/5
New York, N. Y. Canal 6-5410.

ANNOUNCER -ACTOR' college grad; American
Academy Dramatic Arta. Army radio shows.
Summer stock. Passed NBC audition. Seeks
radio station. Vernon K. Diamond 3068 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. Cloverdale 8-2849.

LYRIC TENOR; pre-army night club exp.
Music student (9 years).
Army shows.
Seeks band radio, Chicago area. Raymond B.
Ducay, 721 Englewood Ave., Chicago 21. Ill.

ANNOUNCER -RADIO ACTOR: Civilian experience (2 years) ; college; passed all network
auditions. Listed radio registry. Prefers out of-New -York station. Interested television program-. Marvin Adler, 42-05 Layton St., Elm341/2/2
hurst, N. Y., Havemeyer 6-4659.

LYRIC WRITER: 30; lyrics for songa of any
description. Please contact. Ted Williams,
Worsham College, 620 Wolcott, Chicago, Ill.

Englewood 7822.

322/1/19

358/2/9

MECHANIC; pinball, Blot, phono; army radio
repairman. Vinton R. Brovao,,;1806 Mil313/1/12
Unois, Belleville, Ill.

ANNOUNCER -WRITER: commercial stations
Program director, news(1 % years' esp.)
casting, variety shows. Audition disk on re<mest. Allen Mason, 5047 N. Central Park
Ave.,:Chicago 25, ill. KEystone 7868.
.

MECHANIC: free to travel; experienced repair
Interested machines of all types
man.
(amusement field) . Lewis Roberts, 4654 North
355/2/9
Malden Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

367/2/23

a.ItliANGER: pre -army band leader, arranger
army ork arranger.

319/1/19

Marvin O. Lewis, 5625

irringtoº Places Los Angeles 42, Calif.

324/1/19

MECHANIC; Music and slot machines. Own
business 10 years pre -army. South preferred.
Ben Edrington Jr., Bardwell, KY. Tel.
62.

BARITONE; club dates, band engagements.
Mary shows. Will travel. Larry Genna, 899
E. 241st St., Bronx, N. Y. FA 4-4341.

305/1/12

MUSIC DIRECTOR, conductor; opera, symphony.
Mascagni Opera Guild, American
Radio preferred. Thomas
Civic Opera Co.
Grasso, 31 Centre Mall, Brooklyn, N.

BARITONE pre -army B'way shows; Michael
Todd's "Hot Mikado." Interested legit, radio,
'night clubs (solo). Sings ballads, light classics.
Vincent Shields, 523 Lenox Ave., N. Y. C.
Ed 4-8830..
309/1/12

Y.36

/2/16

Employment Service editor (1564 Broadway, N. Y. 19, N. Y.) a letter, carefully
stating all the following information
(1) Full name, age, address and telephone
number (if any).
(2) Working experience (1f any) before
entering armed forces. (Do not list
amateur show business experience.)
(3) Names and addresses of employers for
whom you worked before entering
armed forces.
(4) Branch of armed forces in which you
served, and date of discharge.
(5) Work done lu the armed forces which
may help qualify you for show business job you seek.
(8) Education (state fully, by years in
grade school, high school and college).
(7) In which show business field would
you most prefer to work?
RADIO ANNOUNCER-ACTOR: experienced in
all phases. Screen Actors' Guild member.
Will travel. Chicago radio station pref. John
J. Foster, 89 Burlingame Ave., Detroit 2,

856/2/9

Mich.

PIANIST: solo, accompanist, orchestra. Theater, club, vaude, radio exp.; read, fake; concert, popular. Union. Interested all fields.
Raymond Dempsey, 44 Maple Ave., Franklin-

353/2/9.

ville, N. Y.

RADIO SCRIPT WRITER; pre -army continuity
writer, WTAG, WWRL, Radio Writers' Guild.
Will travel. Troy Stafford, 130 Post Ave., New
362/2/16
York 34, N. Y., LO 7-3250.
-

RADIO SPORTS DIRECTOR: 15 years sports
writer, press agent. Army publia relations.
Baseball writer, International League. Louis N.
Gordon, 809 Almond St., Syracuse, N. Y. Tel.

314/1/12

61036.

RADIO WRITER -DIRECTOR: 9 years' experience. Continuity editor. Wants to join radio
staff or television outfit. Salary $85 week.
Howard Warwick, 1166 St. John's Place, Brook-

338/2/2

lyn, N, Y.

ROLLER RINK MANAGER, experienced; $60
week minimum salary. References upon request. P. G. Greembach, 3511 Fulton Road,
366/2/16
Cleveland 9, O.
SAX -CLARINET MAN; tenor, baritone. Seeks
spot with society band. Will travel. Ralph
Merola, 244 60th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Wind315/1/19
sor 9-6145.

SCRIPT -WRITER nre-army radio exp. News,
dramatization, ay ecial events broadcasts. Interested radio, motion picture. Midwest pref.
Guy S. Harris, 1142 Ainslie, Chicago, Ill.
371/2/23
RAvenswood 5820.
SINGER; pre -army Eddie Roger's band; featured "scat" singer. Navy musician, entertainer. Seeks cocktail combo, dance band. Roger
Thornton, 434 Thomas St., Fond du Lac, Wie.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT; script, continuity
writer. Edited, wrote army newspapers. Continuity writer army radio station. College,
journalism major. Prefers radio. Will travel.
Holland Ave. Bronx
Benjamin Pearlman,

BARITONE, pre -army radio vocalist, WJBO
daily Program. Seeks dance orchestra. Interested radio, vaude, night club. Wade J.
354/2./9
Bernard, St. Artineille, La.

321/1/19

67, N. Y.

BARITONE: 21; club date exp. Willing to
travel.- Interested all fields. James Alton
Rlyer, 197 Dartmouth St., Warren, Pa. Tel.

PUBLICITY AGENT; pre-army publicity (5
years) ; name bands, personalities, army public relations. Will travel. Leon Klempner, 37
304/1/12
Topscott St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

BASE MAN; 5 years' pre -army night club exp.
Interested dance ork. Murrell G, Hampton,
421 Mill St.., Cape Girardeau, Mo. Tel 1312M.

PUBLIC RELATIONS MAN; 3 years Hollywood publicity, Sam Goldwyn, Inc., James
Roosevelt. West Coast preferred. R. Franklin,
353 W. 56th St., N. Y. C. CO 5-4529.

-

370/2/23

BOOKING AGENT, Emsee;. 10 years' freelance- experience. Consider any reasonable
offer. Will travel. Vincent Arrigo, 1433 66th
360/2116
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
COMEDIAN 27, pre-army club dates; army
shows; toured European theater with "Yanks
a Million," special service show. Interested clubs,
burlesque.
Leo Schwartz, 957 Rogers Pl..
Bronx. N. Y.
311/1/12
-

.

297/1/12

PUBLICITY MAN: 14 yrs.' exp. planning,
production, placement. Tested technique for
personalities, events, theater." New York area
only. Jack Geddie, 947 East 17th St., Brook347/2/9
lyn, N. Y., NE 4-2620.
RADIO ACTOR. director; pre-army amateur
auataining shows, Chicago radio stations. College. Verne Klause, 515 N. Lawler Ave., Chicago,

CONCESSIONAIRE: willing, capable; any job
on midway; all around exp. (games, rides,
tickets, administrative). Seeks season job. Jim
Ames, 225% West 7th St., St. Paul 2, Minn,

343/2/2

STRING BASS; 15 years' pre -army exp. Army
Special Services. Interested club dates, Brooklyn, New York City area. Local 802. Fred
Rago, 171 Ninth Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

328/1/26

TENOR VOCALIST, 27; alto -tenor ear, clarinet man. Pre -army dance bands, own band.
Army Special Services (radio, filma, musicals).
Seeks name ork; solo. chorus. Don Le Parl, 615
East 2d St., Flint, Mich. Tel. 28730

342/2/2

THEATER MANAGER: 2 yrs.' pre -army asp.
Also exp. projection operator. Will travel.
Mack Grimes, Route #3, Chisholm, Montgomery,
Ala.

348/2/9

THEATER MANAGER, 15 years' experience.
De luxe, neighborhood, operation; booking.
publicity. 'Will travel. Starting salary, $50
week. Gerald Evans, 69 West 85th St., Ne -r
York, N. Y.

361/2/16

TOUR MANAGER, publicist, 31; with Special Services chief, AAF (3 years), European, Mediterranean theater tours; USO entertainment units; booking, publicity. Seeks
similar position; pic studio, booking office.
Irwin Goldie, 99-19 202 St.. Rollie, N. Y.
Hollis 5-8176.
327/1/26

VETERAN, 26; seeks job es band boy or road
manager for dance band. Pre -army publicit;
exp.
Bill Coggin, 114-116 West 47th St.,
N. Y. C., Bryant 9-2775.
345/2/9
VETERAN, college ed, seeks clerical position in
music publishing co.
Opportunity to learn
field. Michael J. Lacagnlna, 1145 39th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
348/2/2

SINGING PIANIST, classical, popular. Band
leader, vocalist, coast guard bands. American
Conservatory, Balalka Academy, B. A. Band,
combo exp. Radio preferred. Alverardo Grills,
128 E. 22d St., Chicago Hta., Ill. CHI 2077.

VETERAN: 27, experienced; seeks opportuulty
as assistant theater manager or projectionist.
References upon request. Starting salary, $40

SONGWRITER; nine songs published to date.
Words and music, Prefer motion piz, radio,
legit. Will collaborate. William G. Ringel,
14236 Alma Ave., Detroit, Mich. PI. 6819.

VIOLINIST, arranger, 25. "Young America
Symphony," local club dates.
15 years
music training. Army Special Services. Wants to
join radio orchestra. Local 802. Sant Di Bonaventura
349 East 17th St., N. Y. C.
GR 3-1871.
344/2/2

310/1/12

:

278/1/5

STRAIGHT MAN; theater manager; drama,
tab burlesque. Pre-uavy Paramount, Academy theaters (Lynchburg, Va.) aasiataut mgr..
Cleveland area preterred. Salary
performer.
$50 week. Norman E. Roberson, 7711 Euclid
Ave. Cleveland, O. Apt. 210-A. Tel. Endicott

per week. Clarence W. Koenig, Slllman Hotel,
Spokane, Wash, Tel. R-1136.
360/2/23

-

BARITONE -TENOR' pre-navy dancé bands
(Jerry :Walden Glen Forest), night clubs,
musicals. Navy shows (featured singer, band
vdealist). Prefers vaude, musicals. Will travel.
Edwin.. la. Stein 33 Huntington Terrace, NewWaverly 3-5018.
337/2/2,
ark 8, N. J.

2252-W..

information, together with a photostatic
copy of your honorable discharge papers,
to the editor at address elated above.
If the copy of your papers is not included
you will not be eligible fur this service.
The information supplied In your letter
will he rewritten into a classified advertisement and run in the first available
issue in these columns. The Billboard
would appreciate it if, after your advertisement appears, you would write the
Veterans' Re -Employment Service editor.
each week, stating whether you have secured a job, or whether you would like
your advertisement continued. There le no
charge or obligation of any kind entailed
in this service.

:

335/1/5

PRESS AGENT, publicity director: roadehow,
band, talent agency. Army public relations,
Special Services. Pre -army publicity. Philip
Rothschild, 637 Itobinwood, Detroit, Mich.
372/2/23
TOwnsend 5-4656.

choose to.)
Mall the letter cúutaluing all the above

2228.

RADIO ANNOUNCER: 26; actor, emcee;
APRA member. Seeks DX radio station;
Middle West preferred. Robert Charles Brown,
R. It. 1, De Kalb, Ill. Tel. 960-21. 368/1/19

312/1/12

BARITONE, trumpet man; pre -army dance
baud, symphony ork exp. Trumpet, trombone
teacher. Own orle in army; USO tours. Seeks
vocalist spot in dance ork, double on trumpet.
Startingi salary $50 week. Joseph J. Schikora,
3222 N. W. Guam, Portland, Ore. 329/1/26

prefer?

(9) What salary would you require? (You
need not state this, 1f you do Uot

Ill

COL

3443.

374/2/23

SONGWRITER, interested radio, motion pictures. Writer of songs for army shows. Howard Lee Daniels, 907 West Fifth St.,

ay on 7,

o.

SONGWRITER: will
writer or work per
teaching, writing exp.
Park Drive, Louisville,

collaborate with melody
10 years'
song basis.
Clyde La Grange, 4113
Ky.

357/2/9

SPECIALTY ENTERTAINER; Spanish electric, Hawaiian guitar. banjo; American folk
songs. hillbilly music. Seeks combo. Robert
Buckley, 821 Logan St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

317/1/19

SPORTS ANNOUNCER; 27, army paper sports
editor. Pre -army radio dramatic productions
(KSO, KRNT, Des Moines). Drake University,
Columbia College of Drama. Midwest preferred.
Paul Schroeder, 114 S. Porter St., Michigan
308/1/12
City, Ind. Tel. 981-R.
SPORTS WRITER, announcer; seeks radio station. College graduate; Birmingham Post,
Alabama News Bureau. Will travel. Jack Finkelstein, 1424 Walton Ave., Box 52, N. Y. C.

320/1/19

VOCALIST; navy shows. WOR transcriptions.
Interested radio, clubs viande. Bill Nyeanl.
537 5th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
306/1/12
VOCALIST; pre-army night club exp. AAF
band featured soloist; USO shows.
Lew
Thomas, 327 Milburn Ave., Lyndhurst N. J.
Rutherford 2-0713-J.
330/1/28
VOCALIST: 22; army shows (4 years) featured vocalist; army orles, radio programs.
. Seeks opportunity to prove talent. Consider any
reasonable offer. Santo Minato, 340 East 114th
St., New York, N. Y.
339/2/2
VOCALIST; 9. years' pre -army exp.; Will
Bradley, Vincent Lopez; seeks dance band.
Interested radio vaude, club work. Starting
salary $75 week. Will travel. Dick Purcell.
3248 30th St., Long Island City, N. Y.
RA 8-8689.
336/2/2
VOCALIST, actor; pre-army vaude, club dates.
radio, army shows.
Seeks opportunity in
vaude. Will travel. Allan Crooks, 119 Elk
St., Vallejo, Calif.
350/2/9

:

-

-

375/2/23

DANCER: tap, ballet, character, Spanish flamenco, castanets. Army entertainer (variety,
Interested in joining ballet commgsfcals)..
pany or concert unit. Olin Clyde Eddieman,
c/o American School of Dancing, 705% Main
St., Fort Worth, Tex. Tel. 2-0406.

373/2/23

RADIO ANNOUNCER, Control Engineer; 3
years army radio service; with Andre Baruch
overseas. Pre-army radio school. Frank J.
Gar,arek, 2220 S. 59th Ave., Cicero, UI. Cicero
1667-R.
298/1/12.
RADIO ANNOUNCER; 3 years' army radio
exp.: 1 year staff announcing. Seeks radio
station metropolitan area, New England. Nathan
Rosenberg, 980 Hopkinson, Brooklyn. DI

6-2659.

316/1/1,9

SPORTS ANNOUNCER, writer; 7 years' prearmy sports writing, publicity, announcing.
Will travel. West Coast pref. References on
request. Robert J. Blum, 409 N. Poinsettia
Place, Los Angeles 36, Calif. Walnut 2485.

351/2/9

SPORTS ANNOUNCER: seeks radio station in
or near Cincinnati. Qualifications, references
on request. Elvin M. Reese, 1411 So. Belmont
Ave., Springfield, O.
3M)/2/9

WEST COAST PUBLICITY; 5 years' cartooning experience; layout, copy exp.. 2 years,
Willard Hope, 3346 Thelma Ave., Los Arzeles.
Calif., CApltal 3714.
364/2/18

WRITER; publicity, news, feature. Movie field
preferred. Pre-army advertising research pub;

licity. Army newspaper editor. Joaepb H.
Lovinger, 2506 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, O. Su
perior 0043.
300/1/12

34

The

THE FINAL CURTAIN
BAKER-Pettus C. (Pete), 47, Detroit
motion picture operator, in that city,
January 21, after a 10 -month illness. For
many years he worked at the Regent and
United Detroit theaters. Survived by
his widow. Burial in Stroudsburg, Pa.
BOLTON
Dr. Samuel, 83, president
and founder of the Frankford Symphony
Orchestra Association, ih Philadelphia
January 31. Survived by a son, S. Emerson, and a sister.
BONELLI
Nicholas, organist, at his
home in Philadelphia January 31. Survived by his widow, Edythe; his mother,
two sisters and two brothers.
BRADLEY-George A., 45, Philadelphia
night club manager, in Brooklyn January
30. Survived by his widow; Nora L.; a
son, George, and a daughter, Shannon.
BUCQUET-Harold S., 54, film director,
best known for his Dr. Kildare series, in
Hollywood February 13. Survived by his
widow, Louise," a son and three daughters.
BUSSE-Henry Herman, 57, musician,
at his home in West Hartford, Conn.,
February 7. He had served as first violinist
with Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra;
head of the music department, Knox College, Galesburg, Ill., and for seven years
was director of circuit orchestras of Paramount, Inc., covering territory from Chicago to Texas. His widow, Lila, survives.
Services February 10 at Hartford. Burial
February 11 in Fairview Cemetery, West
Hartford, Conn.
CHEVIOT --John Charles, 89, actor and
singer, at White Crest Nursing Home,
Englewood, N. J. Had been in the actor's
fund home since 1923. Born in Indianapolis, November 12, 1856, he made his
first appearance in The Royal Middy
with Catherine Lewis. For many years
he was with Granville Barker at Wal lack's Theater and with the late Otis
Skinner in Kismet. He was also for
many years with the Henry W. Savage
Grand English Opera Company and
played with DeWolf Hopper in Wang and
with Della Fox in The Little Trooper.
Survived by his son, Sidney F. Cheviot,
of Baldwin, L. I. Funeral services Monday (18). Interment in the actor's fund
plot in Kensico Cemetery, Westchester,

-

-

N. Y.

attack, in Philadelphia January 30. Survivors include a daughter.
FRENZEL-F. W., father of Maurice
(Frenchy) Frenzel, cookhouse operator
on Oscar Bloom's Gold Medal Shows, in
St. Louis February 5. Burial in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., February 8.
GARLAND -Grace Orr, circus mentalist and wardrobe department head for
many years, February 13 at her home in
Black Mountain, N. C. She began her
show business career with American Circus Corporation, and has been with Van
Amberg, Howes Great London, Sangers
Greater European, Robinson, Sells -Floto
and Ben Wallace circuses.
GOLDBERGER-Abraham (Mose), 76,
concessionaire and member of Showmen's
League of America, in Chicago February
15. Burial in Showmen's Rest, Chicago,
February 18.
HALE
John, 45, opera, musical
comedy and radio singer, February 13 at
his home in Miami. Survived by his
widow, Dorothy; two sons, William and
John; four brothers and sisters. Interment in Narrows, Va.
HAMILTON-Joseph P., 63, vet minstrel showman, at his home in Camden,
N. J., January 30 after a five-day illness.
He was associated for years with Dumont
Minstrels, and later with McIntyre and
Heath. Survived by three daughters,
Mrs. Frances Cabaniss; Mrs. Katherine
Hamilton Trado, also a performer, and
Mrs. Laura McEvoy, and two sons.
HELPER-Lou, 50, at Detroit February
14. Former concessionaire and sheet
writer. Survived by his widow and
daughter.

in Good

Jerry

Till we meet again and never part.

IN LOVING MEMORY
Of our Dearly Departed Son and Brother

tune as an actor, author and producer, died February 14 at his
showboat-type cottage near Red
Bank, N. J.
Fifty years ago, Champlin wrote
a military play, gathered local
talent and 'with scenery he had

Who died in accident, Tokyo, Japan,
Nov. 20, 1945, with 480th Q. M. Corps.
Formerly connected with Royal Ameri-

Charles K. Champlin,
years ago rose to fame and for-

HARLEY L. KIRBY

.

Marriages
BACON-LEONARDOS-Kenneth Bacon
to Urylee Leonardos, appearing in Carmen Jones, February 8 in Pittsburgh.
BROUDY-FLACKER-Leonard Broudy,
son of Dave Broudy, manager in Pittsburgh for WB, to Jerie Flacker in New
York February 10.
BUTLER-ANDREWS-Bill Butler; feature guitar player at Dick and Bob
Watts's Zanzibar, Philadelphia, a n d
Florie Andrews, in Harrisburg, Pa., January 30.
CURTIS-LUCAS
Alan Curtis, filin
actor, and Sandra Lucas, Conover model,
February 8, in Las Vegas, Nev.
D'GITANO-SPLHA
Jackie D'GitanO,
brother of the dancing D'Gitanos, and
Emma Splha, dancer, in Philadelphia

-

January

can Shows and John Francis Shows.
Sadly missed by his Father, Jess Kirby;
sisters, Mrs. Joe E. Mars, Mrs: E. E.
Hays, Mrs. Leonard Price; brothers,
Louie, Ray, R. K., and W. H. Kirby.

LEWIS-J. Leonard, 69, musician, in
Atlantic City February 2. Lewis conducted an orchestra at the Hotel Dennis,
Atlantic City, until 1942. He was secretary -treasurer of the Musicians' Protective. Association there until 1926. Survived by his widow, Bernice E., and a sister. Fulton Lewis Jr., radio commentator, is a cousin.
McQUINN-William J. (Bill), 70, at his
home, Toronto, January 25. Born at
Brantford, Ont., he began trouping when
.

appearing with William H. West
and Guy Brothers Minstrels, Floradora
Company and others as the Canadian
Baritone. He retired 10 years ago. Survived by widow, two sons and four
daughters.
MAGINLEY
Margareite, 69, dancer
and instructor, in Atlantic City January
30. Survived by n sister; May.
MANDER-Miles, 57, British actor, author, director and playwright, in Los An15,

-

SAMUELS-Mrs. Myrtle, former theatrical costumer at the Fox Theater, Detroit, recently in that city after a twoyear illness of multiple myeloma. She
Was the wife of Bernard V. Samuels,
manager of the Admiral and President
theaters, Detroit. She leaves her husband and daughter, Barbara. Interment
in Roseland Park Cemetery, Detroit.
SCHOENSTADT-Henry, pioneer Chicago theater, Operator, in that city Feb-_
ruary 10. Schoenstadt chain includes, 18
Chicago theaters. Survived by his widow,
Martha; a brother, Arthur, and two sisters.
VAN TASSELL-Marie, 72, recently in
Oakland, Calif. She played with various
stock companies of the West Coast and
was with Holb &'Dili in Peck of Pickles.
VAN ZELST-Peter, 47, Atlantic City
club owner, in that city February 5.
Services and interment in Philadelphia,
WALKER
John (Hav-a-Laf), magician and showman for 50 years, in St.
Louis February 8 of a paralytic stroke
while preparing to do his mental act at
his museum there. He was a member
of the Ìnternational Brotherhood of
Magicians.
WILLIS-Ben, concessionaire at Olympic Park, Irvington, N. J., In that city
February 9. Survived by his widow,
Beryl, and a son, Donald. Burial in Versailles, Ky.
WINTER
Calvin, band leader and
theater manager, at Vancouver (B. C.)
General Hospital, February 6. He joined
the Hotel Vancouver orchestra in 1912
and for a brief period conducted the
band at the Cotillion Ballroom. Winter
directed the Capitolians, at the Capitol
Theater, Vancouver, from 1921 to 1926.
He pioneered ih radio broadcasting with
his band over the original ORCV station. The past six years he operated
the Music Box and Marpole Thsaters.
He leaves his wife, of Vancouver; a
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Herschner, Cleveland, and his mother and a sister.
.

-

-

31.

HOLLERAN-MILLER Bob Holleran,
announcer for KTSA, San Antonio, to
Mary Lou Miller January 25 in San

Antonio.
KAZZE-GORDON-Louis Kaz'ze, concert pianist, and Lydia Gordon in Phila-

delphia January 31.

-

JACKMAN-KELLY Fred H. Jackman,
movie cameraman, and Nancy Kelly, actress, February 13 in Las Vegas, Nev.
JORGENSON-KELLER-Ed Jorgenson,
radio commentator, to Belle Keller in
Los Angeles February 7.
LEVIN-SUSSMAN
Paul Levin, New
York representative of Amalgamated
Broadcasting System, and Sylvia Suss-

-

man, in Indianapolis February 2.
MAXWELL -DEY
Granville Maxwell,
nonpro, and Francine Dey, songstress
with the Freshmen, cocktail unit, January 31, in Portland, Me.
OTTENBERG-ROBINSON-Buddy Ottenberg, Philadelphia club owner, and
Diana Robinson in Philadelphia Jamary 30.
PEREZ-ELLISON-James J. Perez Jr.,
who managed Hollywood Follies on North
American Exposition Shows last season,
and Anna Bell Ellison, girl show performer, in Little Rock, January 25.
PRESNELL-HUNT
Robert Presnell
Jr., film writer, and Marsha Hunt, film
actress, February 10, in Van Nuys, Calif.,
PRINCE-RUSSO-Fred Prince, nonpro,
and Colleen Russo, actress, January 27
in Philadelphia.
SAUNDERS-CHRISTMAN-Jack Saunders, member of Desert Song cast, to
Charlotte Christman, singer, appearing
in the Red -Mill, In New York February 11.
SEMOLA -TUDOR
Al Semola and
Carol Tudor, singer known profession
ally at Carlotta, in Atlantic City January 31.

-

-

ANNETTE

who 50

painted himself produced the
play and started the first touring
stock company in America. Over
a period of years he became One
of the top figures in the American repertoire field. Wherever he
went, his Cadillac automobile
covered with gold leaf caused a
stir and gathered him reams of
newspaper publicity.
His first road show .was organized with a repertoire of six plays
and, altho he created a mild sensation in New York with his Only
a Private, the next five years saw
his organization in financial difficulties., However, in the sixth
year his star began to rise with
the advent of the old 10-20-30
circuits. Later he toured the
country in The Lamb and the
Brute.
He was a member of the Elks
and the Rotary Club.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Addle W. Price, Champlin:

-

widow, Leah.
MURAY
Harry, musician,

-

J

Charles K. Champlin
'

MEADOR-J. L., Meridian, Miss., night
club operator, in that city February 11.
MEADOWS-Mrs: Margaret, 90, mother
of Adam F. Meadows, formerly of J. J.
Page, Cetlin & Wilson, Miller Bros. and
Dodson's World's Fair shows, February
6 in Bristol, Tenn.
MORGAN-Frank Langdon, 48, of a
heart attack in Chicago February 14.
Formerly a reported for The Billboard,
Morgan had been a Chicago staff member
for Variety since 1942. Survived by his

-

,

l

geles February 8 of a heart attack. Survived by a son, Theodore. Burial in Los
Angeles.

Samaritan Hospital, Lexington, Ky.,
January 12, it has just been learned.
Deceased had played with many circus
and concert bands and was last with
the Wainright Shipyard Band, Panama
City, Fla. Services and burial in Bedford, Ind.
PROUDLEY-Mary Etta, wife of Charles
E., concessionaire with parks and carnivals, in Buffalo, February 5. She spent
several seasons with Eddie Dietz Arena
Shows, and last year was with Lee Worth
Shows. Three sisters also survive. Services in Buffalo February 7.
REINHART-Martin, 50, musician, in
Queens, L. I., February 13. He was with
the Capitol Theater ork for 15 years,
-played in the orchestra of Carmen Jones
before joining the pit crew of the play
Carousel as trombonist with Which he
was connected at demise. Surviving are
his wife, two daughters and a son.
ROSENTHAL-Jonas, 66, former concessionaire with Flack's Northwestern
Shows, February 7 in Chicago of a heart
attack. Survived by his brother, Louis,
HERMANN
Charles, 81, Wlldwood, Interment in Oak Ridge Cemetery, ChiN.
nitery operator, in that city Feb- cago.
ruary 2. Survived by a daughter, Mrs.
ROSS-J. Edward, vet pitchman, in
Gertrude Snyder.
He was considered
Chicago
JEFS's,RSON-William Winter, 70, for- one of therecently.
herb
best
workers in the field.
mer actor, a son of Joseph (Joe) Jeffer- Survived by his Widow.
son, famous comedian of 50 years ago
ROTH-Mrs. Mary, 79, wife of A. W.
who was noted for his interpretation of
Rip Van Winkle, February 10 in Hono- Roth, a pioneer in the motion picture
lulu. He and his brother, Thomas, re- industry and connected with the Kedzie
vived the characterization of Rip for Amusement Company, at her home,
Forest, Ill., February '7. Survived
road company productions even before River
her husband, a son and daughter.
the death of their father. William Jef- by
Services at Oak Park, Ill., Chapel, Febferson's best known role ,was - in ' The ruary
9.
Senator Keeps House which ran here
before the first world war. In 1927, he
and another brother, Frank, sold their
In Loving Memory of My Beloved Husband
property and possessions in New York
and moved to Honolulu. He was married
Lieut.
Shapiro
three times. His first wife was Christie
Known on stage as JERRY CARNEY,
MacDonald, actress; his second, Vivian
of FRANK and CARNEY,
Martin, also an actress. ,His third wife,
who died February 22, 1944.

COHEN-Joseph E., 66, Who helped
found the Stanley Company of America,
in Philadelphia January 31. Prior to his
death he was with the Berlo Vending
Company, Philadelphia. Survived by two
daughters, Sarah and Yvette; two brothers and a sister.
John,, secretary Wallace Mary, survives.
CRONIN
Bros.' Shows of Canada for 10 years, in
Toronto, February 11, of a stroke. Survived by his widow, Ethel, and daughter,
Catherine Doris. Burial at Salem, O.
DAVIS-Rufus A., 55, co-owner of a
group of theaters in West Florida,
Georgia and Alabama, February 11 in
Marianna, Fla., of injuries sustained in
an auto accident near Panama City, Fla.
DONOVAN-Howard M., 62, advertising
man and former head of the Donovan &
Armstrong Advertising Agency, of a heart

-
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Births
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Silenzio
in Broad Street Hospital, Philadelphia,
recently. Father is a musician.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Morris in St. Luke Hospital, Philadelphia,
February 1. Father is production manager at WDAS, Philadelphia.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Gordon in Philadelphia January 31. Father
is tenor sax man with Abe Neff's band.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Alec Filas
in Philadelphia February 2. Father is
trumpet man with Elliot Lawrence's
WCAU band. Mother is Dodo O'Neill,
former songstress with Bob Chester,
Harry James and Benny Goodman.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Harry King in
Episcopal Hospital, Philadelphia. Father
is continuity writer at WPEN, Philadelphia.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph. Greenfield in Jefferson Hospital, Philadelphia,
February 2. Mother is the former Harriet Berger, dancer.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. John Lowe in
California Hospital, Los Angeles, February 9. Mother is Ruby Keeler, actress.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny King,
February 1, in Largo, Fla. Parents are
with Larry Sunbrock's Rodeo and Hollywood Thrill Show.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. William
C. McCarthy in Pittsburgh February 2.
Mother is former Marie Harmon, night
club dancer.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. George Murray
in Toronto February 7. Father is etnsee
of Jolly Miller Time radio show.
A son to Dr. and Mrs. George Fowler in
New York February 11. Mother is former
Diana Skouras, daughter of Spyros
Skouras, president of 20 Century -Fox.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Golden in Chicago February 10. Father
is Middle Western representative for
A -son

°

'

Metro.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. John Lowe in
Hollywood February 9. Mother is Ruby
Keeler, former dancer and ex-wife of Al

Jolson.

'
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Communications to 155 No. Clark St., Chicago 1, Ill.

RAS SHATTERS TH EE MARKS
MSA Skeds Big

Florida Near
Minn. Record

Spring Fete
DETROIT, Feb. 16.-Show, rides and
concessions from shows in this territory
will be pooled for a giant spring carnival to be staged in 'a Detroit suburb for
the benefit of the Michigan Showmen's
Association, according to plans announced today.
With preliminary plans already well
advanced, further details will be worked
out at the regular weekly meeting of the
club next week.
Dates will be set for either a one or
two-week stand, under the program
mapped. Nine rides are on the list of
donations and many additional attractions are pledged by showmen whose
organizations will be in this area. Show
owners will furnish their own operating
help so that gross receipts will be available for the benefit of MSA.
Proceeds will be used toward paying
the cost of the new clubhouse purchased
this winter.

Hennies Preps
For March Bow
-

BIRMINGHAM, Feb. 16.
General
Manager Harry W. Hennies, personally

First eight days' gross hits

$118,764-Claxton Show

nails $3,549 for one day

A SHOT OF THE ROYAL AMERICAN SHOWS' MIDWAY on Kids' Day
(February 8) at the Florida State Fair, Tampa, when the gross hit $30,034, after
tax deductions, for the biggest kids' event in the fair's history,

directing winter quarters construction
and repairs here since January 9, has
stepped up activity the past 30 days to
meet the March 16 opening day deadline. Show will bow at Birmingham.
Department heads report progress well
advanced and such key figures as Clint
Shuford, secretary, Fitzie Brown, concessions manager, and Charles Sheesley,
ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 16.-Carnival ops,
assistant manager, have arrived during
the past two weeks to promote the concerned with provisions contained in
the proposed New York State Safety
speed-up.
Jack Morgan, directing the carpenter Code, can rest easy since most of the
(See HENNIES CRACK SEASON, page 36) clauses have been copied almost verbatim
from the national code to which showmen have already given their stamp of
approval. Max Cohen, general counsel
and secretary -treasurer of the American
Carnivals Association, read and interpreted for members sections covering
outdoor show business at an informal
meeting held here Monday (11) .
If it becomes a law the code will have
stringent fire regulations, but most managers have already agreed that their obALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 16.-Dick Cole- servance would be equally beneficial for
man announced here Tuesday (12) that patrons and show owners.
he had bought out his brother Tom's
Another proposed act; which will be
interest to become sole owner of Cole- presented to the Legislature now in sesman Bros.' Shows which they had oper- sion, would authorize city or town ofated in partnership for 26 years. The ficials to designate any portion of highprice was not disclosed.
way as scenic and so automatically reTom and Nellie Coleman announced strict the erection or maintenance of
no plans for the future. The trio had billboards or any other type of outdoor
formed one of the best known combinations in the East, with their route usually
confined to the New England States and

N. Y. Safety Code Not Too
Tough; Gets Ops' Approval

Tom Coleman Sells
Interest in Show
To Brother Dick

New York.

Francis Coleman, recently discharged
from the army, will be actively associated
with his father in the operation of the
show. Another son, Bob, property of the
New York Giants, has a contract to play
with the Richmond (Va.) baseball team
this year. He was recently discharged
from the navy.
Fairs already contracted include Middletown and Elmira, N. Y.; Greenfield,
Mass.; Rochester, N. H., and Stafford
Springs, Conn.

Hammontree Buys
Trucks From King
CHATTANOOGA, Feb. 16.- General
Manager William O. Hammontree, Silver
Slipper Shows, new org being framed
for a 1946 debut, announced today the
purchase of seven circus tractors and
trailers from the property which Floyd
King acquired recently from Clyde
Beatty.
Hammontree, who was accompanied by
Ernie White to Macon, Ga., where the
former Beatty equipment is in storage,
said the trucks will be brought to Chattanooga for renovation. He added that
two other tractors were purchased from
the L. J. Beth Shows at Birmingham.
_

advertising matter along these routes.
The broad language contained in the
bill could conceivably limit the display
of window and easel cards as well as
other forms of advertising.
Labor and Media Say No
However, there is little hope for the
passage of the bill since labor, newspapers, radio and advertising interests are
reported against it.
ACA members checking ìn for the
meeting included Oscar Buck Shows,
Oscar Buck and Jim Quinn; James E.
Strates Shows, Jimmie Strates and Bill
Fleming; Cetlin & Wilson Shows, Ed
Johnson; Coleman Bros.' Shows, Dick,
Tom and Nellie Coleman; King Reid
Shows, King Reid; J. J. Kirkwood Shows,
Molly Decker; Continental Shows, Roland
Champagne; B. & V. Shows, Justin Van
Vliet; D. & C. Exposition Shows, D.
Barnes and Myron Colebroke; Prell's
Broadway Shows, Joe Prell; Endy Bros.'
Shows, Eddie Kalen; Ross Manning
Shows, Ross Manning.

Lots of the Lads and Lassies
Were Around for Pa's Big Fete
By Pat Purcell
TAMPA, Feb. 16. -Rambling around

the

Florida State Fairgrounds, jotting a note
here and there, listening to a mild beef
or two, and just generally picking up

gossip as follows:
IT WASN'T exactly a Who's Who of
the outdoor show world the past two
weeks, but the gathering will suffice until a better one comes along.
SAMMY SMITH popped in with a winner when he revealed that Eddie (Pop)
Dailey has been feeling swell for three
years out fishing. Now he takes a job
on Harry Julius's Arcade and gets sick.
That, Sammy says, indicates that a fellow should know when he's getting old,
and Sammy is older than Pop and
crowding Methuselah.
THERE WAS no cigar shortage around
here, all the favorite Tampa brands being offered at regular cigar counters on
the grounds and at every grab joint and
cookhouse. Also, there was lots of choco-

late-for the non-drinkers.

SADLY MISSED in the exhibit hall was
Pool's famed grapefruit and orange wine

store. Brothers, there was a beverage that
was guaranteed to loosen your molers
after four swigs.
LOTS OF the laddies brought their

wives along, among them being Milt
Morris, Mike Barnes, Sid Jessop, Jimmy
Raftery, Lou Torti and Cash Miller.
There may have been other wives around
who were not identified.
BUDDY AND BOOTS PADDOCK
hosted a merry midnight gathering at
the Turf Exchange, guests including
Peasey, Cleo and Sgt. Joey Hoffman, Bob
and Virginia Edwards, Francis Scott,
Mary Dennis, Ruth Davis, Bernie Mendel-

son and Ralph Lockett.

CHARLES (INSURANCE) LENTZ gave

many a fancy party aboard his yacht, Sal
Al III, and Buddy Paddock went nautical
enough to explain after a trip that "we
backed into a pier with the starboard
stern." Sailors, read that and weep.
HERB AND MARY PICKARD and Dr.
and Mrs. Otto Schack forsook the beach
at Sarasota one afternoon to visit..
.
(See PA'S FETE LURES on page 37)

TAMPA, Feb, 16.-With three all-time
carnival records for the United States
already in the bag, and two days of business still to be accounted for, Royal
American Shows executives and employees
and officials of the Florida State Fair had
their sights set on the all-time engagement record set at the Minnesota State
Fair in 1942 by Royal American.
With the closing of the books Thursday
(14), Walter DeVoyne, RAS treasurer, disclosed that shows and rides had taken
$118,764.86-and this figure does not include federal taxes.
All-time records established so far includes:
1-Greatest one -day midway gross$31,566.31.
2-Greatest Kids' Day gross --$30,043.98.
3-Greatest gross for a single attraction

on one day-$3,549.50, set by Leon Claxton's "Harlem In Havana" Saturday (9).
In 1937, at the Minnesota State Fair,

RAS staggered the carnival world with a
one -day gross of $25,000. The Oklahoma
State Fair came thru with a $28,000 day
in 1943 for the same org, and then came
Florida's $31,566.31 Saturday (9).

At the Mississippi State Fair last October, the. big Friday, Kids' Day, a trifle
more than $26,000 was tossed over the
ticket boxes, while here, Friday (8). the
kids, riding and seeing the shows for 12
cents, slapped a cool $30,043.96 on the

counters.
Cal J. Sedlmayr, owner of the Royal
American, is of the opinion that the
Friday and Saturday combined gross of
$61,610.27 is a successive days' record
for the entire continent. Records for the
(See RAS BUSTS on page 37)

Mid-West Skeds
Mar. 2 Premiere
LAKE CHARLES, La., Feb. 18.-Billing
for the Mid -Western Exposition Shows
will carry the tagline, America's Show
Beautiful, when the new organization
assembled this winter by Sidney R. Lang
and Ted Woodward makes its bow here
March 2. The premiere, a 10 -day stand,
will be staged under auspices of the
Knights of Columbus Mardi Gras on a
downtown location. Alcido's cannon act
will be featured.
The two owners have dug deep into a
healthy bank roll thru the winter months
to frame their outfit, which will move
out of quarters on 16 new International
trucks, all painted yellow and lettered
in a flashy black and red.
Canvas, all new, will be green and
pastel lighting on fronts and marquee.
ail of it indirect, will impart plenty of
color. Four 42 -foot light towers will
rise above the midway. Show will carry
a new transformer truck equipped with
two 50 k.w. for lights.
Lang and Woodward have assembled
an experienced executive staff, including
C. W. (Chick) Franklin, press, special
agent and promotions; Eddie Lippman,
legal adjuster; Toni Wentworth, general
superintendent; G. L. Wade, electrical
engineer; Don Weber, scenic artist; Robert Cole, carpenter and front gate; Allen
Short, lot superintendent; Mrs. Ilo Lang,
secretary; and Mrs. Winona Woodward,
treasurer.
Show will open with 8 rides, 6 shows
and over 40 concessions. Among those
who will operate concessions on the show
are Robert L. Heth, 5; Johnny Wutherick,
4; Bob Parker, 1; Casey Sens, 2; Archie
Evans, 2; Carl Chatfield, 1; Leon Reeder,
5; Roy Mackey, 2; Jack Strike, 2; Sammy
Graden, 3; Eddie Lippman, 6; Sam
Stein, 3, and office owned, at least 5.
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Association, Inc.
By Max Cohen

GEM CITY SHOWS
FAIRS CONTRACTED
NORTHERN

CIRCUIT

Will book

Wabasha, Minn.

Austin, Minn.
Northwood, Iowa
New Ulm, Minn.
St. Peter, Minn.
Mason City, Iowa
(Labor Day)
Keokuk, Iowa
(Fall Celebration)
OTHERS PENDING

WANT

WANT

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Feb. 16.-Membership no -v totals 188, latest additions
being applications of Moore's Modern
Shows, presented by Manager Jack B.
Moore; Amusement Enterprises, submitted by Owner Bill Siros, and Dunleavy, Cleaves & Burham, Inc., presented
by Joseph Carlin, assistant vice-presi-

FAIRS CONTRACTED

RIDES
the following at good

SOUTHERN

percentage: OCTOPUS, RIDEE-O (Prevost,
waiting for your answer), ROLL -0 PLANE (Tony Clawson, write me),
FLY -O-PLANE, SPITFIRE, AND MOON
ROCKET. All Rides must be in first
class condition.

CIRCUIT

Pine Bluff, Ark.

dent.
Personnel membership cards have been
issued the W. C. Kaus Shows and Endy

Stuttgart, Ark.
El Dorado, Ark.

Bros.' Shows.

Recent visitors at the association office included members of the executive
staff of the B. Sr C. Shows and James
Tantillo, cookhouse owner of that org.
Information on surplus war material
available will be received from the WAG,
following completion of arrangements
by the Association. Monthly report from
the Civilian Production Administration
on production, including radios, automobiles, trucks, tires, etc., and a copy
of the fifth report of the director of
war mobilization and reconversion have
been received.
U. S. Department of Commerce has
also furnished surveys on new auto production, business conditions and a forecast of lumber production. Washington
indications are that a price rise in lumber of about $3.25 per thousand board
feet may be expected about May 1. Now
available at the association office is a survey on the production of items in the
hardware, electrical and metal indus-

Monroe, La.

RIDE MEN

Alexandria, La.

Foreman for Tilt -a -Whirl, Dual Loop-o Planes, Allan Herschell 3 -Abreast Merry Go -Round, and Kiddy Rides. Must drive
trucks. If you don't know your Rides
do not answer. Salary and percentage.
ALSO SECOND AND THIRD MEN ON

Leesville, La.
Lafayette, La.

ALL RIDES. Must drive trucks.
DWIGHT: Write, confirming booking;
holding open for you.

OTHERS PENDING

SHOWS

WILD LIFE, FAT SHOW (Jumbo, answer), MONKEY CIRCUS, SNAKE
SHOW (Bryan Woods, answer; have good proposition for you), HITLER'S CAR,
MECHANICAL SHOW OR ANY GRIND SHOWS THAT CAN CET MONEY.
SIDE SHOW-Will book complete or will furnish 24x80 top, 150 ft. front, banners and
truck for capable operator with Acts. Must be outstanding.
CLASS HOUSE,

CONCESSIONS

ALL CONCESSIONS ARE OFFICE OWNED. MAXIE HERMAN, CONCESSION MANAGER,
NEEDS AGENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING: Devil's Bowling Alley, Fish Pond, Cigarette
Gallery, Watch -La, Ball Games, Country Store, Penny Pitches. Good Man for Photo
Gallery. Can use two more Wh,gl Agents. Coupon Agents, contact Rocco. Have good
proposition for Arcade Man-mist understand all machines.
SHOW ELECTRICIAN. If good salary is no object. CAPABLE SHOW PEOPLE AND
WORKINGMEN IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.

WINTERQUARTERS NOW OPEN

-

tries.

Hennies Cracks
Season in March

SHOW OPENS APRIL 15

(Continued from page 35)
shop, reports that 21 wagons have been
overhauled and two large front wagons,
each 75 feet long and 25 feet high, have
been built. Off a radical new design,
they are planned for erection by two
men in an hour or less. Now turned
over to the neon and paint departments
for final decorating, they are slated for
the Girl Show and Minstrel Show.
Harry Wagoner has also turned over
the Merry-Go -Round horses to the paint
department, after having burned off the
paint and repaired each individual horse.
Hennies, unable to get a factory repair
job, discovered a cabinet maker in Ens ley, a Birmingham suburb, who did a
bang-up wood work job on the ride, with
crestings, medalions, chariots and sweeps
all given treatment. The woodwork has
since been trimmed with chromium and
will be lighted exclusively with neon.
Felix Charneski is reconditioning the
Hey Dey. Joe Kissel is overhauling the
Ferris Wheels. Walter Williams, Caterpillar foreman has completely overhauled his ride and has it loaded back
in the wagons. Fred (Missip) Baker is
assisting Jack Morgan in the carpenter
shop. He will handle the new 16 car
Octopus. The old one was sold at the
end of the 1945 season. George Powell
has been building concession stands. Lou
Barber and assistants are building a
Scooter House for the new Scooter Ride.
Lusse Brothers were slated to build this,
but difficulties arose in that plant so
the men fell heir to the job. Jack Morgan has five new wagons for the Scooter,
one wagon for the Rocket and one new
wagon for the Flying Scooter under construction now. Also a new set of seats
for the Girl Show, new front for the
Monkey Show and a new front for the
War Exhibit show, and a complete new
Fat Show under construction. K. P.
Chester, Rocket foreman, has installed
all new tires on the center wagon and
was happy that he could throw away
the tires he had to contend with during

801409 Jefferson SI., Quincy, Ill.

"ANCHOR"
Concession. Tents are now availableFull Size, Perfect Fitting, Quality
Workmanship-Best Materials. Send

specifications for quotation.

ANCHOR SUPPLY CO.
Evansville, Ind.

TENTS

TENTS-Concession, Gypsy, Camping. Flashy trimmings. Tents of all sizes.
Merry -Co -Round and Caterpillar Tops, Big Tops.

ANYTHING

11V

CANVAS

Quick Deliveries. Wire

TENTCO CANVAS, INC.
Phone: Walker 5-1299

130 GREENE STREET

All Sizes-All Styles.

NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

TENTS Khaki

E. G. CAMPBELL
ERNIE CAMPBELL

TENT

CO

JIMMY MORRISSEY

(Phone 3-3313)

100 CENTRAL AVE.

Blue-Olive.

& AWNING

ALTON, ILLINOIS

IMPROVED

NEW

SPITFIRE RIDES

the duration.

Available for 1946 Season

FRANK HRITBETZ & CO.
Front and Shipping Sts.

Salem, Oregon

SUNSET AMUSEMENT CO.
Want Show People for the following equipment: Athletic, Ceek, Side Show and 2 Girl Shows.
Will book independent Shows other than above. Want Tilt Foreman and Second Men for
all Rides. Can use Electrician, also Man for Light Towers and Gate. A few ten -cent Concessions open. SUNSET AMUSEMENT CO., Danville, Ill.
P.S.: Want to buy Two -Abreast Merry for No. 2 Show.

CIRCUS, CARNIVAL
CONCESSION
Builders for Good TENTS
for Over 75 Years.

UNITED STATES
TENT & AWNING CO.
12
CHICAGO
2315-21 W. Huron
Chicago's Big Tent Mouse Since 1870

TENTS
MERRY-GO-ROUND TOPS
CONCESSION TENTS
For Immediate or Spring Delivery.

CENTRAL CANVAS GOODS CO.
Forest Gill
Harry Sommerville
KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
906 Central St.

TENTS-BANNERS
Tangley Calliaphone, 500 Prs. Chicago
Roller Skates.

-

CHARLES DRIVER

BERNIE MENDELSON

O. HENRY TENT & AWNING CO.
Chicago 40, Ill.

4862 N. Clark St.,

Concession People, Contact MAXIE HERMAN
All others address JACK DOWNS
GEM CITY SHOWS,

TENTS

American Carnivals

GET WITH A SURE WINNER
DON'T BE
LEFT AT THE POST

WANT

February 23, 1946
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Harry Hennies spent several days in
Atlanta, getting equipment from the
government. The new rubber -tired tractors purchased from the Tractor &
Equipment, of Birmingham have been
delivered. Two new R. D. 6's will be delivered to the show by the John Fabick
Tractor Company, of St. Louis, in time
for the opening. Haffner -Thrall Car
Company, Chicago, have definitely
promised that 10 new flat cars will be
delivered in plenty of time. The Lewis
Supply Company, Memphis, advised Hennies that cable, connections and junction boxes, will be ready for delivery in
Birmingham for the opening of the
show. Ray Miller, operator of the Fun -

TENTS

-

Immediate shipment. Concession Tents
8x10, 8x12, 10x12, 10x14, 10x16. Also
20x30 and 20x40. Sidewall, any height.

D. M. KERR MFG. CO.

1954 W. Grand Ave.

SPECIAL

CHICAGO 22

PRINTED-ROLL

OR

FOLDED

TICKETS
- 100,000

$19.85.

Each Additional 10,006

Cash

$1.46.

With Orders

DALY TICKET CO.
COLLINSVILLE, ILL.

HOT SPRINGS
SHOWMEN'S CLUB
accepting applications for membership.
Please write for blanks. This is strictly a civic
club in every respect. $10.00 per year for man
and wife while charter is still open. Visiting
"showfolks" always "welcome."
R. A. MILLER, Secretary
Box 762, Hot Springs, Arkansas
Now

World of Pleasure Shows
Now Contracting for 1946
Opening In

April-Vicinity of Detroit.

JOHN QUINN, Mgr.
100 Davenport St.

DETROIT 1, MICH.

INTERNATIONAL SHOWS
NOW CONTRACTING FOR 1946 SEASON

SHOWS-RIDES-CONCESSIONS,

Address: BOX 64, PRYOR, OKLA.

GEM CITY SHOWS
NOW CONTRACTING FOR
1946 SEASON
Address: Permanent Winterquarters, Quincy, III.

OPENING MARCH 1st
Want Tilt and Merry-Co -Round, other Rides. Want
Fun House, Mechanical, Penny Arcade, Shows,
Concessions and Agents.

Omar's Greater Amusements
912 LINDEN

PINE BLUFF, ARK.

house, arrived in quarters last week

and is repairing and repainting this attraction. Rufus Huck, who makes and
installs all of the neon, has purchased
new equipment for his department.
Charles Taylor's Brown Skin Manikin&
are playing theaters in Alabama to good
success.
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3000 BINGO Pa's Fete Lures
'Em to Tampa ØkLKIRKWOOD SHO*s
No. 1 Cards, heavy white, 5x7. No duplicate
cards. 36 cards, $3.60; 50 cards, $4.00; 75
cards, $4.50; 100 cards, $5.60; 150 cards,
$8.26; 200 cards, $11; 260 cards, $13.76;
300 cards, $10.50. Remaining 2700 cards $5
per 100 for cards only-markers or tally omitted.
No. 3 cards-Heavy, Green, Yellow, Red-Any
est-rf 50 or 100 cards, per card et.

3000 KENO

Made in 30 sets of 100 cards each. Played In 3
rows across the cards-not up and down. Lightweight cards. Per set of 100 cards, tally card,
calling markers, $3.50.

LIGHT WEIGHT BINGO CARDS
White, Green, Yellow, Black on White, postal
card thickness. Can be retained or discarded.
3,000, size 5x7, per 100, $1.25. In lots of
1,000, $1 per 100. Calling markers, extra, 50¢.
3,000 Jack Pot Slips (strips of 7 num$ 1.25
bers), per 1,000
M. W. Cards, 6x7; White, Green, Red,
2.00
Yellow, per 100
3,000 Small Thin "Brownie" Bingo
Sheets, 7 colors, pads of 26. Size
1.25
4x6, per 1,000
3,000 Featherweight Bingo Sheets,
61/, x8, loose, per M

Thin Plastic Markers, brown color, M

1.40

1.00
2.00

Round Plastic Scalloped Markers, M
Flat Plastic Calling Markers, White Emb
1.10
Set of 75
Flat Plastic Calling Markers, Geld Emb.
1.30
Set of 75
All above prices are transportation extra. Catalog
checks
No
personal
and sample cards free.
accepted. Immediate delivery.

J. M.

SIMMONS & CO.

19 W. JACKSON Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois

FOR SALE
ROOT BEER

BARRELS
Ready for operation complete
with coils and carbonator.

Plenty of Root Beer Extract.
Write
BOX 726

WANTED
Aerialist for feature act
Must be
booked consecutively.
top -grade performer with good
personality. Salary no object to
right party. Send full particulars
and photo to
BOX 742
The Billboard, 1564 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.
Girl

FOR SALE
TENT, 50x1 10, complete with Poles, Stakes
and Wiring, good Top and almost new Side
Walls, $1,200.00 cash.

DR. G. MANILOFF
West 31st Ave.

Miami 35, Fla.

NOW BOOKING
For Season

Best Advertised Midway
FEATURING
EMANUEL

ZACCHINI

SHOT OVER TWO FERRIS WHEELS

-

OPENING

MARCH 18TH

it...

Fun House, Glass House, Iron Lung, Jap Sub,
Snake snow.
WOODS, WRITE.
OPENING FOR MONKEY SHOW
Real Showman.
for
-Getting
Show
Will Frame Any Money

SHOWS

lugging the tires get an extra deuce a day,
and wonders what the agents will have
to pay once they start flashing refrigerators.
RAILROAD show owners who appeared

-

CONCESSIONS
HELP

Concessions Address:

TOMMY CARSON, Business Manager

of 1946

(Tommy)
Thomas succeeded in making themselves
very popular by dinging everyone for a
sawbuck for ticket for the midnight
benefit Friday (15) for the Miami Showmen's Association.
SAM SOLOMON was an added starter,

Tuesday (5),

$7,751.23.
Wednesday (6), $7,997.96.
Thursday (7), $9,154.90.

Saturday (9), $31,566.31.
Monday (11), $7,880.79.
Tuesday (12), $7,997.96.

Wednesday (13), $9,154.90.
Thursday (14), $2,334.18.
Gross after tax deductions, $118,764.86.

-$

Now Booking fer 1946.
Opening March 23rd, Quinton, Okla.

Want Shows, Rides and Concessions. Mug Joint,
Mitt. Camp and Diggers. Also want Agents for Stock
Joints. Will buy or lease any make of Ferris Wheel
or Merry -Go -Round. Lonnie Wilson, get in touch
with me. Wire or write
BILLIE ADAMS, Box 6, McAlester, Okla.

FINAL WIND-UP
C. 502 Tractor, Ceiling
Now $1250
Price $2110

'40 C. M.

'41 G. M. C. 602 Tractor, Ceiling

'39

'42
'42
'41

'38

Now
.
$32.50
International D-40 Tractor,
Now
Ceiling $1350
Mack E. H. T. 354 Tractor,
Now
Ceiling $4100
Mack E. H. T. 310 Tractor
Now
Ceiling $3519
G. M. C. 623 Tractor, Ceiling
Now
$3493
Dia. T 11/2 -Ton Long W. B ,
Now
Ceiling $665
.

1500
550

2000
1795
1750

400

Trailmobile Trailer, 30 Ft., Frameless Van, Ceiling $2261 ....Now $
Fruehauf Trailer, 24 Ft. Frameless
Van, Ceiling $1757
Now
Fruehauf Trailer, 25 Ft. Frameless
Van, Ceiling $1425
Now
Fruehauf Trailer, 24 Ft. Frame
Van, Ceiling $1350
Now
Fruehauf Trailer, 26 Ft., Frame-

800

500

395
600

less, Stainless Steel Van,

Ceiling $2696
Flat Bed Trailer, a Real Buy,

Now 1300
200

Only...

MANY OTHER BARGAINS

KNIGHT TRAILER CO.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

2261 W. BEAVER
Open Sundays. Phone 5-2651.

Friday (8), $30,043.96.

Minnesota's top gross of $128,000 was
set in 10 days in 1944 by RAS, which
meant the coffers here had to be enHARRY CRAIG SHOWS
riched by a mere 10 grand during the
BOX 158
BROWNWOOD, TEXAS final two days of the engagement. The
boys_ took a cruel walloping Thursday
(14) when a heavy rain let go at noon,
lust as State, county and city offices
L. J. HETH SHOWS
were closing to allow all hands a full
NOW BOOKING FOR 1946
day at the fair. It did not clear until
WANT SIDE SHOW OPERATOR
after dark, and then it was cold. The
Address: North Birmingham, AÌá,
sun popped out yesterday for an added
day of John A. Sloan auto races and the
were filling at noon, indicating
5% DDT
1.05 GALLON grounds
that RAS has a new record in the bag.
In 10 or more drum lots. Smaller lots, $1.15
Weather was almost perfect for the
gallon. No less than 55 gallons (1 drum) sold. first eight
playing days of the annual.
We pay freight. Drums free. Send 1/3 deposit
with order.
It is hardly necessary to report that
Sedimayr and P. T. (Pa) Strieder were
OLIN L. MILNER, Rep. grinning
like kittens loaded with catnip
396 McDaniel St.
Dept. 142
Atlanta, Ga.
when last seen.

Oklahoma State Shows

DECKER, General Manager
Box 2755, Raleigh, North Carolina

All Others: RALPH

RAS Busts
(Continued from page 35)
Canadian National Exhibition are not
available at this time.
World's Fair Freaks, operated by the
Lorow Bros., had a $3,000 day at Minnesota in 1944 to top any known midway
mark in the United States. Claxton
knocked this off by almost $500-and on
that same day here, the Lorows' attraction gave him a stiff battle with $2,890,14.
Florida's previous top gross for an 11 day engagement was $46,269.09, set by
RAS in 1942, the last annual held since
Pearl Harbor.
The breakdown on the daily business
here thru Thursday (14) follows:

Penny Arcade, Hoop -La, Pitch Till
Win, Any Legitimate Concession.

Opening Several Choice Wheels.
Foremen and Regular Help for Show-Owned Rides,
Semi Drivers, Canvasmen, General Winterquarters Help,
Sign Painter, Carpenter, Useful Show People.
JOE WILSON, WRITE
Winter Quarters Now Open. Plenty Room for Everyone. Located
Fuquay Springs, Twelve Miles From Raleigh, Route 15A.

without urging were John R. Ward and
Al Wagner, and Frank Bergen, accompanied by Bucky Allen, while John R.
Marks had a good look at everything.
. E. LAWRENCE PHILLIPS and Morris
Lipsky didn't decide to make it until
Buddy Paddock phoned to tell them of
the tremendous biz. They accused him
of being loaded with giggle water, but
when Buddy convinced them he was
otherwise, they came down to see for

Three Records

Best Town in North Carolina

WITH FOUR MORE IN THE STATE

BOB PARKER and J. C.

The Billboard

So.

America

themselves.

155 N. Clark St., Chicago 1, Ill.

45

(Continued' from page 35)
INEZ SMITH, looking fresh as a kitten,
and her son, Byron, made the rounds
with the Mike Barnes en tourage. .
LOU LEONARD asked what Ned Torti
meant by not coming up with that
dough for the hosiery, and he said it like
he might be doing some talking soon if
he doesn't get the gelt.
CHARACTERS observed in George
Reinhart's cookhouse, in addition to
Cash Wiltse and his inevitable cigar,
were Moe Eberstein, Nat Rogers, Jack
Tavelin, Jimmy Annin, Al Rossman,
Shan Wilcox, Tom Sharkey, Johnny
Sheesley, Mai. Bobby Cohn, Merry-Go Round Red, In -the -Racket Shorty, Manny Kline, Maxie Herman, Harry Ross and
Andy Markham.
IDA E. (INSURANCE) COHEN, skinny
as a rail, quit Palm Beach to spend a few
days with Pa and Ma Strieder.... GENE
BERNI is now a big biz man in Tampa
and seems very proud of
, KINKY
(SPARKLERS) WOLF changed lapel
flowers every day, and all hands were
asking "Who is she?"
CLIF WILSON reports that the sticks

16.-William Korth
and Jerome Schimmel were elected first
and second vice commanders of Joey
Moss Michigan Showmen's Post of the
American Legion to replace Harry Levine and George Harris, who resigned to
leave for Florida.
DETROIT, Feb.

JIMMIE CHANOS. SHOW WANTS
Legitimate Concessions, also want Agents for Ball Games and Percentage for office. Want
Shows with own transportation, 15 per cent. I have complete outfit for Girl Show and
Posing Show; also want Man to take charge of Athletic Show. Ride Help that can drive
semi for Merry -Go -Round, Ferris Wheel, Chair -o -Plane, Octopus, Roll -o -Plane and Kiddie
Rides. Also want Foremen that understand these Rides. No drunks and no chasers wanted.
This Show has no gate and no racket. All replies to
JIMMIE CHANOS, 11 N. W. 70th St., Miami 38, Fla., until April 1st; then
Greenville, Ohio. Opening date April 19.

HILL'S GREATER SHOWS

OPENING AT BROWNSVILLE, TEX., CHARRO DAYS CELEBRATION, FEB. 23, FOR 10 DAYS
Will make special proposition to FREE ACT for this date. and balance of season.
WANT Foreman for Mix -Up, also second man on Ferris Wheel. Rena and Kay Kaiser want girls for
Girl Show who can stand to make $100.00 per week.
Have a little space left for legitimate Concessions.
Wire-Don't Write. Not much time. This Show has 98 -Weak Season.
All reply to H. P. HILL, MGR., BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS

-

OHIO SUPER YELLOW POPCORN
New Crop

High Expansion

-- Ohio

Grown

Packed in 100 lb. moisture-proof bags or in our exclusive 50 lb. rodent -proof cartons. Processor's
ceiling prices. Testing sample free on request. Also complete stock of Popcorn Cartons and Supplies.

BETTY ZANE CORN PRODUCTS, INC.

638 Beltefontaine Ave., Marion, Ohio, or 223 Spring St., S. W., Atlanta, Ga.
Growers and Processors of Selected Popping Corn

CARNIVALS

38

,A7T
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;aE.rq
ti .0

S
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Size

from the navy after 38 months in the
Pacific, have returned from Mexico City
W. S. HUNT is vacationing and taking, to open with Hill Bros.' Shows at
the baths in Hot Springs before joining Brownsville (Tex.) Carro Days Fiesta... .
Conklin Shows for the season.
ROBERT W. TILTON, recuperating at
Zephyr Hills, Fla., following a bus acciBILL POWELL, former concessionaire, dent after closing with the Barney Tas arrived in New York last Friday (15) sell Unit at Wildwood, Fla., has recently
from Okinawa, after serving more than visited Jimmy Heron, Wild Life op; Major
two years in the army medical corps and O'Satyrdae, Side Show op; Royal Expositaking part in a number of major tion Shows, Florida Amusement Company, Larry Sunbrock's Thrill Circus,
operations in the South Pacific.
Royal American Shows and Bradley &
BIGGEST part of a trouper's life is spent Benson Circus.
BOOKING or vacationing?

48x46".
48x48",

With

Jack

1

Pot,

$40.00.
$45.00.

S Jamie Pets,

PARK SPECIAL WHEELS
30"

In Diameter. Beautifully Painted. We
carry in stock 12 -15 -20.24-and -90 -numbs
Wheels. Price
$15.00

BINGO GAMES
$5.00
7.00

75-Player Complete
100-Player Complete

1/3

Deposit on All Orders.

in being brushed off.

SLACK MFG. CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

124-128 W. Lake St.

ASTRO FORECASTS
AND ANALYSES
Ali Readings Complete for 7946
Single Sheets, 81/4 x14, Typewritten, Per M..55.00

....

.03
.15

Analysis, 3-p., with Blue Cover, Each
Analysis, 8-p., with White Cover, Each
.
Forecast and Analysis, 10-p., Fancy Covers, Ea.
Samples of the 4 Readings, Four for 250.
No. 1, 35 Pages, Assorted Color Covers

JACK FRICK and Billy Shaffer,
partners for the past eight years,
will have their own show, Enterprise
Amusements, out this season, with

Harry (Pop) Winters slated to join
them when he recovers from his
illness at Tampa. . . . VIOLETTE
PETKA, of Jackson, O., is trying to
locate her father, Joe (Dad) Riley.

ART FRAZIER, legal adjuster with
J. Jones Exposition, was in ChiJohnny
.35 cago Friday (8) for a look-see after negotiating a bit of biz for the show at
NEW DREAM BOOK
Akron. . . . LOU LEONARD departed
120 Pages, 2 Sets Numbers, Clearing and Policy. from Chicago with Mrs. Leonard for
1200 Dreams. Bound in Heavy Gold Paper
.05

Covers, Good Quality Paper. Sample, 150.
HOW TO WIN AT ANY KIND OF SPECULATION, 24-p., Well Bound
PACK OF 79 EGYPTIAN F. T. CARDS,

250

CO.

CHICAGO 4,
19 West Jackson Blvd.
Send for Wholesale Prices.

'Detroit Sound Engineering, who has just
returned from a trip thru Ohio, is off
again to Biloxi, Miss., to handle shows
for Coca Cola. . . . BERNHARD (BEN)
ROBBINS, secretary, Michigan Showmen's Association, is leaving for a
month's vacation in New York and New
England. . . . LOUIS ROSENTHAL, vet
carnival supply man, stopped over in
Chicago, en route home from New Orleans, to visit his brother, Jonas Rosenthal, former carnival concessionaire, only
to have the sad experience of his broth. ORA A.
er's death during his visit.
(POP) BAKER, of Baker's Game Shop,
returned from Miami and fell a victim
to a flu attack.

MADAME BURLESON and her cast
entertained at CIO and G. I. doings in

.

Cr

DETROIT NOTES --BERT THOMAS,

THIS IS certainly a lonely day for ride
boys and canvasmen who used to meet their
buddies at draw -hour.

Answers All Questions, Lucky Numbers, etc. 500
150
Siena Cards, Illustrated. Pack of 36
Graphology Charts, 9x17. Sam. 50, Per 1000 $6.00
250
MENTAL TELEPATHY, Booklet, 21 P.
"WHAT IS WRITTEN IN THE STARS." Folding
Booklet, 12 P., 3x5. Contains all 12 Analyses.
Very Well Written, $5.00 per 100; Sample 10f.
Shipments Made to Your Customers Under Your
Label. No checks accepted. C. O. D. 25% Deposit.
Our name or ads do not appear in any merchandise.
Samples postpaid prices. Orders or P. P. Extra.

SIMMONS

H. N. CAPELL says:

"The BIG

ELI

comes
above

first and

Price $30.00,

Size

Z-

48x43". with

Ee

MIDWAY CONFAB

PENNY
PITCH
GAMES

,'

February 23, 1946

The Billboard

Omaha before leaving to pick up her
bus and show in South Carolina. . .

all other rides.
There are no

ifs"

about

the BIG ELI.

It IS the
foundation of
Capell Brothers' Shows."

Without

ques-

tion BIG ELI
tops the Midway

both

In

ti

appearance

and net profit earning. Sorry we cannot
take any more orders for delivery this year,
but why not consider a new BIG ELI

WHEEL for 1947?

ELI BRIDGE

COMPANY

Builders of Dependable Products

800

for 46 Years

Jacksonville, Illinois

Case Avenue

BREAKING ALL RECORDS!

BEEHIVE

HYBRID

NOW READY!
THE CORN YOU HAVE
BEEN WAITING FOR

nit

00
es eportg
y theatres
OPA size boxes report a
in Per
this famous beehive
Bag
corn popping out
Priced at $10.75 per bag-specially grown
specially processed, specially treated is
proved "Best by Popping Test"!

VV

F. O. B.

shipping Point-order today

BLEVINS POPCORN CO.

NASHVILLE 2, TENN.
SAVOROL SEASONING, BOXES,
BAGS AND SUPPLIES

ILL

/f

-

OIL

-

BOOMERANG

GUARANTEED TO POP

REPEATER

MODEL 1946

THRILLER -

UNLIMITED CAPACITY

THE VERY BEST. QUALITY

POPCORN

Immediate Delivery-F. O. B. Chicago

10c Cartons"-$6.50 Per M
All Sizes of Bags.
Salt and Seasoning.

POPPERS BOY
PRODUCTS; .COM,PANY-,'.
60

E.

CHICAGO 5,, ILL.

13th St.

>,-a.

v...,.r.,

m

fIv

R

R,[4

a
auv,,.w.o.r

NEW-GASOLINE GENERATOR SETS
2.5 KW., 110V,

1 Phase 60 Cycle, with 6.5
H.P. Engine. Complete tools and repair parts.
Sacrifice.
Also 5-10-25 S.W. Gasoline or
Diesel, Export Packed.

Sprayed Insulation, Inc.
78 Hawthorne Place.

Montclair, N. J.

Native Shrunken Female
Heads, like photo, $8 post
paid. Male Heads, $6 P.P.
Also Devil's Child, $20.
Fish Girl, $15. Wolf Boy,
$15. Ape Boy, $15. All
P.P. Many others. Best
mfd. attractions in America.

Tale's Curiosity

Shop,
Route 9, Box 365
Phoenix, Arizona

PEANUT ®POPCORN
EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT AND SOLD

Complete line Peanuts, Popcorn and
Supplies.

CHUNK -E -NUT PRODUCTS CO.
PHILA. 6, PA,

Dept. M

Dixie, Lou was going on to Tampa after
dropping his wife at Birmingham for a

visit with her family.

Write for Catalogue, etc.
BETTY G. COE is the new president
of the Ladies' Auxiliary of the Pacific
Coast Showmen's Association.

City, Tenn., has signed with the Har-

«:,,ÿ,e

7"d

schedule.

U. S. RIDING DEVICES CORP.
298 Junius St., Brooklyn, N. Y.-Harry

NOBODY is more likely to say that
money isn't everything than the guy who
Billposter WILLIS JOHNSON, of Union
hates to pay off.

á

ritilleL

CHARLIE McCARTHY and Buddy
Thornton, concessionaires with the
Dodson's World's Fair Shows last season, are wintering at McIntosh, Ga.,
with fishing and hunting topping their

PITTS. 22, PA.

MR. AND MRS. PAUL M. FARRIS, of rison Greater Shows.... MR. AND MRS.
Snapp Greater Shows, have returned to r'HANK PALUZA are rounding up talent
Joplin, Mo., from a trip thru Arizona, for their Girl Show, booked to open
New Mexico and Texas. While in Hous- with Virginia Greater Shows in April.
ton they called on Mr. and Mrs. J. W. BOB ALLAN, former dance band vocalist,
Laughlin, former owners of West Bros.' and FRANNIE McLAUGHLIN are among
Shows, finding the physical condition their features. Frank's last show was
of Mrs. Laughlin greatly improved. The with the James E. Strates Shows before
Laughlins plan another season with their he entered the army.... MRS. EVELYN
rides in Playland Park, Houston. Other CANTRELL, former wife of D. W. (Slim)
is still confined to her
former West Bros.' troopers there are CANTRELL,
at 116 South Hope Street, Los
Mr. and Mrs. George Campbell and Mr. room
Angeles, the result of a fall last August.
and Mrs. Whitey Moore.

NO S11ORTAGE
On Our Easy Money -Making

BUDDHA PAPERS
Blank sheets of paper magically
turn into written Fortune Telling
or Character Readings.
Send Stamp for Catalog.
B. BOWER, Bellemeed, N.

WAFFLE IRONS
Commercial Size.
Cast Aluminum. Complete with wooden handles and formulas,
$2.50 each. Terms:
25% with order, balance on delivery,
F. O. B. Toledo.
Concession Supply Co.

IT IS RUMORED that the Gate & Banner
Shows will switch its title to "The Vic-

torious Post -War Midway."

MR. AND MRS. MARTY MICHILS, Mr.

and Mrs. Scott Lamb and son, Tommy
Lamb, the latter recently discharged

NO LOAFING orders have been put up
in some winter-quarter shops, and to further
back it up jackpotting has been barred.

MARITIME PROVINCE JOTTINGS

PAUL GEARIN has been soliciting sub-

scriptions since the season ended. His
base is Halifax, N. S.
Secondhand
store owned by SAM MOSHER in Halifax was visited by a thief recently, a loss
in stock resulting. . . DAN DOUGHERTY is order man for a taxi service in
St. John, N.
ELDON WILSON is
located in St. John and is a consistent
movie devotee.
. HOWIE MORASH,
GEORGE CAVA. A.
A
and CHARLIE
BILLINGTON are in Halifax. . . . KID
DRYDEN is not so active as a pocket
billiardist, but is still able to handle a
cue. He's at Halifax. . . . BILL MICHAELS is making flavoring extracts at
Charlottetown, P. E.
BILL LYNCH
interested in his equipment at his winter quarters in Halifax. . . . JACK Mc-

B....

I....

J.

4"

She is unable 'to walk.

United Fireworks ComF.
pany, had to take time out driving from
Dayton, O., to the Pennsylvania, Virginia
and New York fair meetings to have his
motor rebuilt twice before giving up hope
and replacing it with a new unit. . . .
DAVE LINDERMAN, recently discharged
from the army, has deserted showbiz in
favor of a district supervisor's job in
Brooklyn with Shell Oil Company. . . .
ARTHUR CAMPFIELD, Eastern representative for Baker-Lockwood Tent & Awning Company, returned to New York after
a vacation in Florida. . . LEW HAMILTON, wintering. in Philadelphia, writes
that he will handle publicity assignments
for World of Mirth Shows.
A. CONWAY,

Witt

1857 Ottawa Drive,
Toledo 6, Ohlo

*ANT
Capable, sober Arcade Mechanic. Prefer
man who can drive semi. Air mail or wire

J. A. McIOONALD
General Delivery

Brownwood, Texas

appptanb tShow l
FOR 1946
Want Foremen for Merry -Go -Round and
R I dee -O.

Station A, Box 962, St. Petersburg, Fla.

M®®_®®®`®®`___I

It

CURDY participated in a recent curling
event at Quebec City, Que., and then
continued on to Montreal, New York

WHEELS
OF ALL KINDS
Tickets-Paddles-Laydowns
Complete KENO Outfits
CARNIVAL SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
GANES, ETC.
ALUMINUM MILK BOiTIES

Now Available

Write

.

Write for Catalog

H. C. EVANS & CO.

1520-28 W. Adams St., Chicago 7

al

HANDY
e COLEMAN
GAS PLANTSrAd
0
457-G-Handy

Model

,

r

Gas Plant, haying 5
inch burner Geer 3
gallon tank, Instant

ras"'

8'/z"
rying bale --$13.50.
iron

-

grate, car-

Plant
460
with 7 inch burner,
Model

complete-$15.75.

FIVE GALLON

TANK, with air-gauge,
Instant lighting valve,
p u m p, tubing with

con.-$10.25.

THREE GALLON Tank
41/4" Preway Burners
10

5"
7"

$8.85
4.75

5.50
7.20

Coleman Burners
Coleman Burners

Complete line Tubing, Tees, Wall Valves,
Generators, Alr Gauges, etc.
Immediate shipment.

NORTHSIDE SALES CO.
INDIANOLA, IOWA

POPCORN
South American, perfect popping condition,

expertly processed; $8.25 per 100 Lbs. (25
bag lots).
THE ARCADE,
1061/2 HIGH ST.

and Miami for a vacation.
CAPT. JOHNNY J. JONES, son of
Mrs. Holly Jones, on terminal leave
from the army air corps, is in St.
Anthony Hospital, St. Petersburg,
Fla., suffering with bronchial pneumonia. Prior to his being taken ill,
he had been spending his leave at
the home of his wife's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. 'G. McEachem. During
Johnny's tenure of -service in the
China theater, he was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal, with Oak Leaf Cluster and
three Bronze Stars. He expects to
receive his discharge sometime in
February. Mrs. Jones is currently
visiting her brother and sister-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischman, in Tampa. Most of the winter,
however, was spent with Johnny Jr.,
his wife and baby.

RN
PRICE
O
SPECIAL CONTRACT

$10.75 Per 100

V. A. STEWART
PORTSMOUTH, VA.

Two -Abreast Merry -Go -Round, and

Small Ferris Wheel. Machines must
be portable and in good running
condition. Don't need trucks, light
plants or music for same. Price
must be reasonable.

WEST AMUSEMENT C0.
Erwin, N. C.

WANTED

WANTED

Munroe Bros.' Side Show
Freaks, Midgets, Magician, Fire Eater, Pin.
Cushion, Half and Half for Annex. Bobby
Bobbet, get in touch with me. Chief Pendiga,
come on. Ticket Seller, also Front Man. Those
with us in the past regardless where you are
now, acknowledge this ad at once. JACK
MUNROE, A. M.- P. Shows, Waycross, Ga.

Ib. Bag

best
.
PEANUT SUPPLIES: Strong attractive bags
list and details.
Shell Peanuts, 19 /4 B ceiling, 100 lb. bags. Send for complete price
Berg for
Write, wire or phone the factory nearest to you. Address Joe Moss or Ed
quick personal attention. It pays off to use the BEST.
BUYERS.
THEATER
AND
PARK
CIRCUS,
CARNIVAL,
Our best references are

UT PRODUCTS CO.

CHUNK®E®
JOE MOSS

ED BERG

Factories in

Philadelphia 6, Pa.

Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

PLACE YOUR ORDER HERE
FOE THE

LOOPER
MOON ROCKET
CATERP ILL AR

CARROUSEL
KIDDIE AUTO RIDE
weirs rea era yaw carates
O

INC. WILL CONTINUE TO BUILD AND SERVICE ALL
RIDES AND EQUIPMENT THAT HAVE BEEN MANUFACTURED BY BOTH ALLAN HERSCHELL
COMPANY INC.. AND SPILLMAN ENGINEERING CORPORATION.

ALLAN HERSCHELL COMPANY.

ALLAN HERSCHELL COMPANY, INC.
NORTH

TONFCWANDA., NEW YORK

PROFITWISE MEANS INSURANCEWSE
INSURE with those who KNOW
Showman's Insurance BEST. We are the world's largest
exclusive insurance company for show business.

See its first

MR. AND MRS. FRED MILLER and
MR. AND MRS. HERMAN HELTON and
daughter, MARY JANE, closed with the

CHAS. A. LENZ
"THE SHOWMAN'S INSURANCE MAN"

1728 First St., N.,
Petersburg, Fla.
Phone: 5914

A1338

St.

Insurance

Exchange

Chicago, IiI.

POPCORN
-One

Carload-

Bag or a

HYBRID S. A. YELLOW-Perfect Popping Condition
89.80 Per Cwt., F. O. B. Dallas

SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE QUANTITIES
Complete Line of Bags, Boxes, Seasoning, Salt

-SEND FOR LIST-

CONSOLIDATED POPCORN CO.

2401 SOUTH ERVAY ST.

OCTOPUS

ROLLOPLANE
FLY-O -PLANE
World's Most Popular Rides

EYERLY AIRCRAFT CO.,

Inc., Manufacturers, Salem, Ore.

Opening Saturday, March 9,
Saturdays. Fairfax, South
Want legitimate Concessions of all kinds except Cook House, Pop Corn, Photo, Candy Apple and
Y.C. No Palmistry wanted. Want Minstrel Shows with their own transportation and any Money getting Grind Shows, also Rides not conflicting with what we have. Will buy for cash or lease small
Two -Abreast Merry -Go -Round; we have our own transportation for same. Want Agents for Pan Game
and also for other P.C. Joints. This show will positively work forty weeks this season. Merle Gratiot,
Elias Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Fennel, Gordon Fennel, Harry Adams, Lela Nelson, come on. Winter
quarters now open, will be here until March 1st, then Fairfax, S. C. Address all mail and wires to
KEYSTONE EXPOSITION SHOWS, P. 0. Box 157, High Springs, Florida.

DALLAS 1, TEXAS

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
FERRIS WHEEL, MERRY-GO-ROUND, CHAIROPLANE, KIDDIE RIDES

Want foreman for Ferris Wheel and help in all departments. Season opens first week in April.
APPLY
5839 WALNUT STREET

KEYSTONE EXPOSiTION SHOWS
to "16th-Two
Carolina.

//large.

NEW AND USED POPCORN AND PEANUT
POprOR
EQUIPMENT BOUGHT AND SOLDRoasted-In -the
Virginia

ANOTHER LINE that could be added to
the old saw, "You're taking it out, but who'll
bring it in?" is: "Now that you have
bought one, what are you going to do with

Arcade Shows at Hebbronville, Tex., February 2, departing for a visit with Mrs.
Miller's mother in St. Louis. They are
booked on Alamo Exposition Shows
this season with candy floss and free
act.
. MRS. VIRGINIA BARNES returned to the Alamo show at Hebbronville after a visit with her sons, JIMMY
and BILLY, in Iowa, the latter entered
in boarding school there. She and JACK
BARNES have photos and a grind store
on the show.
. H. E. WIEGAND, 415
North Erie Street, Wheeling, W. Va., is
attempting to locate BOB WEIGAND,
whose brother, ED, has died.... JAMES
THOMPSON has again booked his Side
Show with Prell's Broadway, Shows. His
daughter, EDITH, is again nominated to
handle the front and LEE LESTRA, who
is wintering in Oakland, Calif., -is listed
as annex feature.... E. C. WEBER, with
the James E. Strates show last year, has
booked his concessions with Al Porter's
Wonderland Shows. He is buying a new
kiddie ride to put on the same show... .
HARRY KELLER will add three concessions to the Ferris Wheel. He's already
booked with the Porter org.

P

GUARANTEED

Colored Cones, Glassine Bags and fine quality Seasoning.

it?"

Wanted To Buy At Once

r

,39

with the

money-back
It's the best Hybrid Corn money can buy! Backed by aNon
-contract
guarantee If the popping volume doesn't provo it!
price, $11.10 per 100 lb.
medium and
Cartons-small,
Popcorn
ALSO SUPPLIES: The top-quality

MR. AND MRS. JACK B. MOORE,
owners of 1V oore's Modern Shows, returned to Parma, Mo., quarters after a

two-week trip thru Indiana and Illinois.
Moore says he has four fairs in Illinois,
five in Indiana, two in Missouri and one
in Arkansas booked and that his route
. MR. AND
is lining up splendidly. .
MRS. KENNETH H. GARMAN, owners,
Sunset Amusement Company, stopped
over in St. Louis for several days this
week en route from Excelsior Springs,
Mo., quarters to their home in Danville,
Ill. While in the Mound City Garman
purchased several of the Vaught telescopic light towers and other equipment.
. . . NEW ORLEANS, as usual, is the
mecca of many outdoor showmen again
this winter. Among those noted recently were Mr. and Mrs. B. W. (Buff)
Hottle and Buford Hottle, Paul Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Brizendine, Jack Wish,
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Stein, T. F. (Fat)
Lewis, Steve (Kid) Stevens, Joe Sugar,
Harry Russell, Romeo Dunn, Mr. and
Mrs. John R. McSpadden, Bill Murphy,
Beano Benton, Charles McCarthy and
Chester Taylor.
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THROUGH JUNE,

AS SCIENTISTS continue to discover
A magic serums there is a chance that they
might find something for troupers' itchy feet.

lighting, pump,

cast
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SAM TASSELL

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

POPCORN
LARGE SOUTH AMERICAN PERFECT POPPING CONDITION
ONE BAG OR A CARLOAD

All You Want, Immediate Shipment. Also

$8.75

a

Complete Line of Popcorn Supplies.

GOLD MEDAL PRODUCTS CO.

C

NCINATII

2,OHtO.
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Want for the Greatest Money -Getting Route in the East & South
12 Real Fairs (No Promotions) -20 Weeks Still Dates

W. C. KALIS SHOWS
CAN PLACE
SHOWS: Monkey Circus, Fat Show, War Show, Grind Shows of merit.

Want for America's
outstanding Side Show: Freaks, Curiosities, Working Acts, Ticket Sellers that grind. Reliable
showmen, contact. RIDE HELP: Foreman for Octopus (Evans, write Jack Perry), Foreman
for Twin Wheels, Semi Drivers, Second Men. CONCESSIONS: A few open. Want Agents for
Rat Game, Pill Pool and Over 12. Reliable Man to work floor in Arcade.

FREE ACT
Must be sensational. 30 weeks' work. Open early in April, Closing November 15.

JACK PERRY, Ass't Mgr.

RUSS OWENS, Gen. Mgr.

NEW BERN, N. C.

r9

BRAND NEW FUN HOUSES
Dark walk - thru type built on
semi -trailer. Beautiful 50 -ft. front,
air compressor, ticket booth, etc
Requires only one operator; goes
up and down in an hour's time.
A real money maker, priced

r

I

IMMEDIATE

right.

DELIVERY

Write today for full information and photo

KING AMUSEMENT CO.

30

FESSENDEH ST., MT. CLEMENS, MICH.

PAGE SHOWS

J. J.
Want legitimate

Concessions of all kinds

except Corn Game and Cookhouse. Charley

Miller, get in touch with us.
Can place Ride Men on Merry -Go-Round, Ferris Wheels, Chairplane and Kiddie Rides.
Also Foreman for Loop -o -Plane. Good opening for Rides with own transportation
not conflicting with what we have.
Want money -getting Shows with or without own outfits. Can place reliable Athletic
Man with talent. Have complete outfit. Good opening for Musicians and Performers for Colored Minstrel Show. Salary and percentage.
All people with us before answer. Sam Housner can place two Griddle Men. Roy Carey
wants Grind Store Agents. Everybody address:

].

J. PAGE

SHOWS
JOHNSON CITY, TENN.

BOX 705
P.S.: Want Up -High Free Act.

First Call- ROGERS GREATER SHOWS
2 SATURDAYS

FOR

-

--

OPENING MARCH 30TH

BOB SICKELS, Mgr.
P. O.

2 SATURDAYS

II. V. ROGERS, Owner

BOX 647, JACKSON, TENN.

flLT*W6(RL

The

Ride

On Midways All Over America
Its Grosses Are Getting Better All the Time
----Manufactured by

SE

LLN

ER

WANT

----

MFG. C O.

Faribault, Minnesota

WANT

WANE

FOR ALL VETERANS' REUNION

VANDALIA, ILL, AMERICAN LEGION
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, AUG. 15-16-17
CARNIVAL

... CONCESSIONS

Railroad show preferred. $2000.00 Free Acts contracted for with Barnes-Carruthers.
Parades, Fireworks. Dancing Nightly to Name Bands.
Contact L. C. SQUIBB, Cert. Chairman, Vandalia, Ill.

RICHMAN and CARPENTER
Present

BYERS BROS.'
SHOWS
OPENING IN CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS
10 DAYS
FEBRUARY

-

-

oo

I
d

First Call

WANT RIDE HELP THAT DRIVE TRUCKS AND SEMI TRAILERS.
SHOWS OF MERIT WITH OWN OUTFITS AND TRANSPORTATION.
HAVE OPENING FOR LEGITIMATE CONCESSIONS.
SALE-Complete Cookhouse and Crab joint, or will lease both and book on show.
WINTER -QUARTERS NOW OPEN

10 DAYS
22
With a solidly booked route thru West Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming and Nebraska to follow.
WANT: One more Major Ride, Shows with or without own outfits, legitimate Concessions.
WANT: W. J. DUNN and LEONA LENARD can place Side Show Acts, special proposition to outstanding Mentalist.
WANT: Capable agents that can stand prosperity. Butch Gof wants cookhouse help and agents for
legitimate joints.
WANT: Ride help, second men that drive semis and useful help in other departments. Top wages and
good treatment.
Write, wire or call, HARRY RICHMAN, 2702 Water St., Corpus Christi, Tex.

Penn Premier

Madison Bros.

STROUDSBURG, Pa., Feb. 16.-Lloyd
Serfass, manager, recently discharged
from the marines, is in charge as the
shows, which were closed in his absence,
are being readied.
A large building, to be used for the
carpenter shop and paint room, is nearing completion. Ten tractors, and as
many trailers will be brought into
quarters in March and all will be re-

ST. MARTINVILLE, La., Feb. 16.Owners Harry L. and Nels P. Madison,
accompanied by Bill Boyle, attended the
fair meeting at Lafayette. Mrs. Edna
Madison was tendered a surprise birthday party Saturday (9). She was recipient of many gifts. Mrs. Elizabeth Madison, assisted by her daughter, Maxine,
was hostess.
Guests included Myrtle Emmerson and
daughter, Pattie; Dorothy Bell, Margaret
Ladusaw, Edith Lewis, Marie Mathews,,
Margaret Hoffman, Marie Moore, Virginia Donovan, Ruby Smith, Dorothy
M. McPheron, Dorothy Williams, Marie
Rasmussen, Mae Winters, Mary Lockhart, Kathleen Gawle, Nylene Rafferty
and Myrtle Woerner.
Recent arrivals included Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Lockhart and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Mathews. Visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Snapp, Snapp Greater Shows, Mi'
and Mrs. J. A. Waters, and Anne Wilson,
Park Amusement Company.

painted.
Contracts will be placed this week for
nine new tops, all of which will be of
royal blue, with blue and orange side walls. Only top that will be khaki
will be for the drome, as it was purchased two weeks before storing shows.
Ernest Arnold is in charge of new
construction here, with Glenn Kisko
heading scenic and painting work and
Miles Detrick in charge of all buildings.
Lew Van will manage Revue of Nations and Walt Paul, for many years
with the A. C. Budd Side Show, will
handle the new side show. Other shows
will be Posing Show, Shangri-La, Minstrel, Darkest Africa and Life Show. An
exhibit of the Marine Corps League will
also be carried. A total of nine shows
and 10 rides is planned. Red Fleming
will be in charge of transportation.
Shows are scheduled to open In late
April here under V. F. W. auspices.
Three home -coming celebrations have
been contracted and most of the appearances will be under sponsorship of
either the Legion or V. F. W.

Pine State

OPENING JOHNSON CITY, TENN., SATURDAY, APRIL 27

February 23, 1946

HATTIESBURG, Miss., Feb. 16.-Final
touches have been given equipment in
preparation for the opening of the shows
here for a six -day run starting February
18 under auspices of Disabled American
Veterans. Rides and tops are already in
the air. Show opens on the Light House
Cafe lot, U. S. Highway 49.
Bob Miller and family have arrived.
He has six newly painted stock concessions, including photos. Nick Shamshak
and his brother, recently discharged from
the service, arrived with popcorn, candy
apples and snow cones. Mrs. Marks wired
that she would arrive today with penny
pitch and bottle, dart, cigarette and
Coca-Cola games. Frank Stanley will
have palmistry. Walter B. Fox will be
in advance. Mrs. Fox has penny pitch,
assisted by S. D. Pease, legal adjuster,
and Cliff Higgins, banner and paper man.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Hoge joined with
three games. Jimmie Cunningham, scenic
painter -carpenter, did a good Sob on the
Merry -Go-Round horses. Lucky and his
wife, Pete, have been nightly visitors at
the writer's jewelry stand.
Pete Stanavich has returned from a
business trip to New Orleans. Manager
Caruso and Mr. Bisbee, owner of the local
Swing Club, made a trip to Meridian,
Miss, to look over two rides. Hattiesburg
has been billed heavily for this event
and if the good weather remains, this
should be a good date.-LEO BOOE.

Wonder Shows of America
LITTLE ROCK, Feb. 16.-Inclement

weather and material shortage, particularly steel and lumber, are proving
handicaps but plenty of work is being
done here regardless.
Plexiglas is being used in remodeling
Girl Show front. Zeke Shumway is
building a new show, using an atom
idea in the background. Raynell Golden
is in Cuba, hunting for a new Cuban
show, for which a front is being built
and a top ordered.
Sam Lowry is rebuilding the Motor
Drome, Max Goodman purchased a new
top for the Side Show, and Jimmy Hurds
will complete building of the show
front upon his arrival. Bob Lohman is
rounding out season's dates.

Wolfe Amusements
ROYSTON, Ga., Feb. 16.-All rides
have been repainted for opening. Pinky
Edgar superintended all work. Mrs. Nan
Edgar is getting her bingo and popcorn
concessions in order. Shows have 32 concessions booked. Myrtle and Turtle
Sordelet are building 10 new concessions,
and Paul Kritzer lias made numerous
trips to Atlanta shopping for their
stands.
Charlie Russ's Midway Cafe is near
completion. Manager Wolfe says he has
contracted Greenville (S. C.) Colored
Fair. Ike Maxwell and Merle and Francis
Gratiot are en route here from Florida.
Jack Coleman is enlarging his three new
concessions.-MRS. LESLIE COLEMAN,

BAKER'SkindsGAME SHOP
Wheels, all
304# Ball Chucks
30# Red and Black
30# 8 No. Horse Wheels
Laydowns for any Wheels
Wheel Counter Posts
Under and Over Cloths
Beat the Dealer Cloths
15 Horse Race Tracks
Jumbo Skillos
Baker Buckets
Keg Sets
Huckley Buck
Bottles, Steel and Aluminum
Soup Pegs, Two Sizes
Roll Downs and Razzies
Penny Pitches
Pan Joints and Pea Pool Outfits
Big Dice and Roll Down Charts
Chuck -a -Luck Logs

WATER FALL BLOWERS
Baker BingoAllowers

CATALOG & PRICE LIST ON REQUEST
MAKE YOUR BUSINESS KNOWN

2907 W. Warren, Detroit, Mich.
Phone: TY 5-0334

WANT
ATLANTIC EXPO SHOWS
Not the largest but the best. Opening March
4th at Miami. Will pay cash for a good Merry Go -Round with or without transportation, 32 or
36 feet in diameter. Can use some reliable Ride
Men now. The best Rides on the road, and top
pay, one boss, no arguments. Chick Deaver,
wire or come. Can use a few more Slum or
Stock Concessions for the season: Ball Games,
Fish or Duck Ponds, Devil Bowling Alley, High''
Striker, Bumper, Mug Joint, Slum Spindle or
any Stock or Slum. No graft at all here on
this show at no time. All that have contract
with me, this will be the opening. Wire or
write all correspondence to

Walter McKinnon, Mgr.
P. O. Box 443, Buena Vista Sta., Miami, Fla.

ADAMS AMUSEMENT

WILL BOOK
A Chair -o-Plane, Loop-o -Plane or any Kiddie
Ride. Will haul same. This show will play Vermont and New Hampshire. All street celebrations.

FRANK ADAMS, Mgr.
1537 Madison Ave.

New York 29, N. Y.

1946 -1st ISSUE-1946
FREE-READY NOW-FREE
Catalogue Carnival Equipment, Games.
AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES MFG.
1001 Louisiana

HOUSTON 2, TEXAS

W. G. WADE SHOWS
NOW CONTRACTING FOR 1946
Opening Early In May.
19199 Woodingham Dr., Detroit 21, Mich.
Telephone: UNlverslty 4-0055

WANTED
Carnival, Billposter. Must be sober, reliable or don't
answer. Also drive Ford panel truck.

CRAFTS SHOWS
Brawiey, Calif., this week; El Centro next week.

WANTED TO BUY
will
Two or Three-Abreast Merry-Go-Rotmd or
book
or lease same and furnish transportation. Address.'

WOLF SHOWS

-

P. 0. Box 2725, Bloomington Sta., Minneapolis,
Minn. Phone: MI 7647.

Michigan Showmen's
Association

CLUB ACTIVITIES

I

National
Showmen's Association
1564 Broadway, New York
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-New York State
Fairs meeting in Albany could have been
rightfully called an out-of-town meeting
of the National Showmen's Association.
The following were in evidence: Bligh
'Dodds, the main guy; George Hamid,
the emsee, and the following members
around the lobby: Joe Hughes, Fred C.
Murray, Jack Kochman, Oscar C. Buck,
King Reid and wife, Justin Van Vliet
and wife, Phil O'Neil, Joe Prell, Roland
Champagne, Fred Perkins, Jimmy Strates,
Bill Fleming, Tom and Dick Coleman,
Jim McHugh of The Billboard, Max
Cohen, Harry Agne, Ed Rahn, Mrs. Ralph
'Decker, Steve Decker, Ross Manning,
Clemens Schmitz, Jimmy Quinn, Keith
Buckingham, Frank Wirth, Thomas
Brothers, H. William Jones and others.
Recent visitors in the clubrooms were
Richard Gilsdorf, looking better than
ever after his accident. Gilsdorf advised
that he is getting his show in shape.
Maxie Miller returned from Miami looking fit as a fiddle. Pat Purcell of The
Billboard in NYC on business. Harry
Stevens in from Hot Springs. Harry
Fielding back in town after three weeks
in Miami. Harry Peavy Jr. advised that
he has been discharged from the army.
Letters received from George Johnson,
now lecturing at Cash Miller's Bird Farm
in Kendall, Fla. Card received from
Jack McCormick vacationing in Hot
Springs. Sad note is the passing of Sam
Murphy's wife, Marie. Burial at NSA
Plot Ferncliff Cemetery, Sunday, February 10. Harry Illions is now in the
General Hospital, Jamestown, N. Y.
Larry Benn in the clubrooms after his
(See NSA on page 44)

Showfolks of America
San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO, Feb.

16.-First Vice -

President Harry Seber presided at the
regular meeting. Admitted to member chip were Fred M. Crosby, Howard McClellan. and Mabel Lorraine. Guests
included Mr. Crosby, of Honolulu; Jack
Lewis, Dolores Menzies, Abe Goldstein,
Jennette Young; Mr. and Mrs. Al Miller,
of the Foley & Burk Shows, and J. B.
and Goldie McCoy, of the Pacific Coast
Showmen's Association.
President Corenson was called to Los
Angeles by the serious illness of his
mother. Mary Texeira reported George
Blondell is still ill in Oakland, Calif.
It was reported that there was $1,666.01 in the general fund; $1,370 in bonds
for the general fund; $1,723.14 in the
cemetery fund; $600 in the cemetery
monument fund; $1,283.14 in the sick
and relief fund, and $1,000 in bonds for
the sick and relief fund.
Nellie Baker is planning a St. Patrick
entertainment for March 18. Pot of gold
amounted to $40. Mrs. Frances Scott,
held the winning ticket.
Frank Eton donated $5 to the cemetery fund, while Mr. Crosby donated
$10 to the same fund in the name of
Eddie Fernandez, of Honolulu.

Heart of America
Showmen's Club

931A Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 16.-Meeting
of February 8 was called to order by
President Chester K. Levin, with Secretary G. C. McGinnis present and
Treasurer Harry Altshuler absent. Fiftyone members attended.
Club presented Warden George Elser
with a token of his station in the club,
with Buck Ray making the presentation
speech. Banquet and ball committee
will close arrangements in two weeks
with a hotel for the annual New Year's
Eve event.

Membership comnittee has drafted
plans for an intensive membership
drive, with each club member expected
to serve in an active capacity.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Taylor stopped over
en route to San Antonio.

Ladies' Auxiliary

Twenty-one members were present at
the February 8 meeting at vhich President Jess Nathan, Secretary Loretta
Ryan and Treasurer Hattie Houck were
on the rostrum.
Alice Mae Reed was elected to membership. Edith Kelly won the door prize
contributed by the club.

3153 Cass Avenue, Detroit
DETROIT, Feb. 16.-All recommended
Showmen's League of
changes by the by-laws committee were
America
approved. Named to the advisory committee were F. E. Gooding, Al Wagner,
Sherman Hotel, Chicago
Roscoe T. Wade, John Quinn, Vic HorCHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Past President witz, W. G. Wade, E. Cote, Ralph Decker,
Sam J. Levy, back after a visit with his Dr. Louis H. Firestone, Max Kerner,
mother in St. Louis, was in the chair at Walter Driver, Ralph Endy, David B.
Thursday's (14) meeting. With him at Endy and John F. Reid. Canadian repthe table were Treasurer Walter F. Driver resentatives are James P. Sullivan and
and Secretary Joe Streibich. Lt. Corn - Joseph Harris. Joseph Lattin was named
mender Joseph M. Guas, now on termi- auditor and Nate Golden, historian.
nal leave, was a guest of the chair.
Ed Horwitz has returned from a vacaMeeting was opened with a prayer for tion in the East. Al (Irish) Kaplan is
Abe (Mose) Goldberger who died here back after being hospitalized in a CanaWednesday (13). Burial was in Show- dian hospital. Isadore and Hymie Sobol
men's Rest.
are in from Cincinnati. N. Caplan of
The lease on the new clubrooms is the NSA stopped in for a visit.
ready to be signed by President Fred
Kressmann, who is expected to return
Ladies' Auxiliary
here Sunday (17). A combined grand
opening and Buffalo Bill memorial party
DETROIT, Feb. 16. Mmes. Ann
in the new rooms is scheduled for March Barker 'and Marion Dickstein were hos16. William H. Green, Walter Driver and tesses at a card party and social in the
Charles Owens of the entertainment clubrooms. It was the first for the auxcommittee are in charge. The affair is iliary and from all reports it was a huge
for members only: The new clubrooms success.
(See SLA on page 44)
Mrs. Harry Stahl presided at the regular meeting. With her on the rostrum
Mrs. C. J. Bennett, acting secretary,
Regular Associated Troupers were
and Mrs. Tohen, acting treasurer.
Among new members welcomed were
730 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles
(See MSA on page 44)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 16.-President

-

Lucille Dolman, Mrs. Pearl McGlinn,
past president, Mrs. Edna O'Shea, of
Caravans; Milton Cohn and Ted Levitt
were on the rostrum at the Thursday (7)
meeting. Violet Sucher, chairman, and
Sis Dyer, member of the Ways and
Means Committee, left the city this
week.
Emily Bailey was awarded a vote of
thanks for her bazaar. Claude Berle
was thanked for the padlock he donated
for the mail box. Harry Quillen and Sam
Dolman reported delivery of Christmas
cards to children's hospitals brought
cheer to dozens. Thanks to Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Denis for 15 pounds of sugar,
to Ethel Krug for baked beans; and to
Sam Dolman for the roast beef. Happy
birthdays to Clifford Cox, Bill Dill, Clara
Zeiger, Jack Dyke, Bobbie Branson, Mel
Smith and Louis Ricks.
New members are Leo Gotch, Mrs.
Martin Lorman, Joe Horwitz and Margaret Williams.

International
Showmen's Association.
Maryland Hotel, St. Louis
ST. LOUIS, Feb. 16.-In the absence
of President Morris Lipsky, Third Vice President Peter G. Rust wielded the
gavel. With him at the head table were
Past Presidents Dee Lang and John K.
Maher, Secretary Euby Cobb and Treasurer Leo Lang. Elected to membership at
-

Pacific Coast
Showmen's Association
623% S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 16.-President
Mel Smith 'presided at the February 11
meeting. Also on the rostrum were

vice-President Charles Walpert; Past
Presidents Mike Krekos, Dr. Ralph Smith,
and Theo Forstall; Treasurer John T.
Backman and Edward L. Mann, secretary.
Samuel Robinson and Charles Frank
were elected to membership. Annual
Banquet and Ball is to be held in December. Brother Tom Regan reported
on Elks' Circus night which was held
February 13 and Brother John Lorman
elaborated on the building fund. Mike
Krekos and Dr. Ralph Smith made brief
talks.
Brother Fred Crosby, in from Honolulu, visited during the day with Secretary Al Flint. Over $500 was contributed to the Building Fund, donors being
Jerry Jackson, Mike Krekos, Frank Babcock, Eddie Brown: and Candy Moore.

Large New

POPCORN
MACHINE
$20

PER HOUR CAPACITY

DELIVERY AT ONCE
ALL STAINLESS

$550°0

STEEL

Consolidated Confections
1345 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE
Rolloplane, Fun
House. Prices on request. Address
Moon Rocket,

CRAFTS SHOWS
7283 Bellaire Ave.
North Hollywood, California

WANT

WANT
EXPOSITION AT NOME SHOWS

CONCESSIONS-Bingo, Frozen Custard, Weight and Age Scales, reliable
Diggers, also any TenCent Grind Store.
RIDES-Spit-Fire, Rolloplane, Ridee-O or ally Flat Ride.
FREE ACT-Sensational Free Act; 40 weeks' guarantee.
SHOWS-Grind Shows. Bill Redmond wants Girls for Posing and Dancing.
Ten -Day Celebration, opening February 20, Valdosta, Ga.
Jacksonville and Savannah, Ga., to follow.

ROX GATTO, Mgr.

SALE -COMPLETE CARNIVAL

FOR

Merry-Co -Ro old, Test Plane, Ferris Wheel, Mixup, Transformer
Truck, plenty of cable, 20 Concessions, plenty of Merchandise
and Extra Supplies; no trucks. Nothing to be sold separate.
Write or Wire

CLIFF LILES

this meeting were Frank W. Peppers,
Charles F. Brown and Leo J. Haun. The
club mourns the passing of Brother John
A. Walker, who died in St. Louis Friday
(8). Body was taken to Indianapolis for
burial. Club also sympathized with

Brother Maurice (Frenchy) Frenzel on
the death of his father, who died here
Wednesday (6) . The body was taken to
Cape Girardeau, Mo., for burial. Rex
Howe, who underwent a serious operation
about a month ago, is now out of the
hospital and a daily visitor to the clubrooms again. Brother Buff Bottle returned to his home in New Orleans last
week after spending 30 days in St. Louis,
most of them in the clubrooms.
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P.

0.

BOX 675, Lake Charles, La.

WANT

For Bowling 'Green, Fla., Strawberry Festival, Week March 4-Wild Life
Show and other Shows of merit, Concessions of all kinds, Rides not conflicting. Regardless of all rumors, we hold exclusive contracts for this Fair.
Combined for this date only,
MARIO ZACCRIENTI AND BARNEY TASSELL
Write or wire, this week, Sarasota, Fla.

BARNEY TASSELL UNIT SHOW
AL PORTER,

Mgr.

WONDERLAND

J. W. GRIST, Agent

OPENING GREATER WASHINGTON, D. C., APRIL 271`11
RIDES-Want Kiddie Rides of all kinds, Pilot Trainers, Chairoplane; will book 25 per cent and
pay half transportation to opening stand.
HELP-First man on Eli Wheel, Electrician, Lot man; other Ride men write. Mr. Poata, Virginia Merry-Go -Round man, get in touch with mo at once.
ALL CONCESSIONS open except Bingo, Pannistry, Pop Corn, Ball Games, Grab, Photos and P. C.
WA NT-Custard, Penny Pitch, Floss, Arcade, Spot, or any grind store.

Address Al Porter, 3056 Thayer St., N. E., Washington, D. C.

BULLOCK

AMUSEMENT

CO. WANTS

Foremen for Ferris Wheel, Chair Plane and Spit Fire that can drive trucks. Also other experienced Ride Help that can drive. Can place Ticket Sellers and Concession Agents. Opening
in Charlotte, North Carolina, March 30th. Will book any Rides not conflicting, starting at
Strawberry Festival at Wallace, North Carolina, May 1st.

J.
BOX 144, LAWYERS ROAD

S. BULLOCK
CHARLOTTE 5, N. C.

CARNIVALS
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JACK GILBERT
Now With
ENDY BROS.' SHOWS

ING CONTRACTSCONTACT
OR COME ON
CAN PLACE
Shows-Arcade, Drome,
Jig.

DEE LANG'S

..w-.».......«
e.

tf.. ...-

Concessions
Bumper,

.`í

-

-

Custard,
Knife or

8

-

LONG SEASON
40 WEEKS.
BIG DAYS AND

-

-8.

NIGHTS
This show opens March
2-K. of C. Mardi Gras

.

-downtown locationLake Charles, La.
FROM THE GULF
TO THE BORDER
Fairs
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CAN PLACE
Help- Foreman Kiddie
Train, Tower Men,
also Front Gate, Ticket Sellers, Second
Man for Merry -Go Round, Agents for
P.
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Mid -Western

Territory-Have
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CONFIRM
OR COME ON
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SHOWMEN-

AND

4>t

Cane Rack Alley,

Pitch-Win, Novelties,
Buckets.

NOTICE

ALL CONCESSIONERS

N

Rides-Fun House, Cat,

CHARLESTON, S. C.
APRIL 4
WANTED
Pea Pool, Pan Game and
Percentage Agents.
Write JACK GILBERT
Care Endy Bros.' Shows
743 Seybold Bldg., Miami, Fla.
Or at Home
4300 Post Ave., Miami Beach, Fla.

LAST CALL --"All Aboard"

"All Aboard"
ALL PERSONS HOLD-

Whip.

Opening Date

February 23, 1946

The Billboard

Copyrighted 1944

C.

Harry Burke, wire.
BEST OF TREATMENT.
This show plays eight

at Once.
Opening at Early Date in March.
Can Use Some Good Ride Help
That I Know.
F. W. TILLMAN
Miami, Fla.
115 N. E. 71st St.

fide fairs in
bona
Nebraska, 4 in Kansas
and 4 in Louisianacovering 10 States.
FROM THE BORDER
TO THE GULF

-

Contact
Committees
for Spring and Late
Fall Dates.

àr

All Agents Contracted for 1946,
Please Get in Touch With Me

Try and Match Our Route. "Such Confidence Must Be Deserved."
8 RIDES
SHOWS-40 CONCESSIONS. Light Towers-Modernistic Midway-Free Act.
All Correspondence and Wires to
X 93§Nichols
LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA
Winter Quarters Foat of
Street

-6

AT LIBERTY
FOR 1946 SEASON

CONTRACTING

PRESS AGENT
FOR CIRCUS OR CARNIVAL
Sober and Reliable.
Write or Wire

BROADWAY MUSEUM
WANT Freaks and Novelty Acts of all kinds.
Hillbilly or Musical Acts. FRIEDA PUSH NICK, WRITE. Dancing Girls that can
dance. Must be experienced. Steady work,
as we have been operating at this same
location 3 years, all year around. WANTED
TO BUY-Sword or Blade Box. Must be in
good condition. All address:
LANG

DEE
101

North Broadway

St. Louis 2, Mo.

CAVALCADE
OF

AMUSEMENTS

PRELL'S BROADWAY SNOWS WANT
Snake Show Manager, Wild Life Show, Arcade, Grind Concessions, Help in all departments,
Business Manager, Second Man, Billposter, Agents for P. G. Ball Games. Jerry O'Brien, high
diver, write SAM E. PRELL, 1560 Jefferson Ave., Miami Beach, Florida. Also Bob White
wants for best framed Girl Show-Strippers, Hawaiian Dancers, Rumba, Oriental, Spanish,
Tap, Specialty Dancers. Male or Female Accordion Player, Hawaiian Guitar, Spanish Guitar;
String Combination, Duo or Trio; Ticket Sellers who grind, make openings; Man to take charge
of equipment and canvas. People and talent who have worked for me before, get in touch
with me immediately. Will do as done in past, best treatment, top salaries. Have good
proposition for Talker, take charge of beautiful framed. Posing Show. Posing Girls with or
without experience. Keep people working year round. New Girls, send photos. People
for above shows, answer:

BOB WHITE, 2001

River Avenue, Camden, N. J.

CAN PLACE
splendid spring route and a
MIke Roman, write if interested. All address:
AL WAGNER, Mgr.
Pascagoula, Miss.
P. 0. Box 243

WANTED
FROZEN CUSTARD MACHINE

With or Without Truck or Trailer.
All Must Be in Good Condition
for Cash.

PHIL MEIGS

Swanton, Vermont

Box 55

RIDE SUPERINTENDENT

WANTED

FOR TEN RIDES
To See It On and Off.
Prefer one who is also a Builder
for Show Fronts. Top salary.
Wire

PEPPERS

ALL STATE SHOWS
SELMA, ALA.

All Former Employees of

H. E. BRIDGES
Please Contact

JACK IHJFFINES
'

Drawer 388

Fairmont, N. C.

WANT AGENTS
Nail Store. Opening March 23rd in
Oklahoma. Write or wire
For

CECIL BROWN
Ronceverte, W. Va.

STAN REED
Petersburg,

Hotel Stanley

Va.

NOTICE
for me
in the past, contact at once. Have
several Concessions open for right
people. Early opening.
All people who have worked

SHORTY DENNIS

Oberlin, Kan.

Box 23

H. B. Rosen Amusements

WANTS

"WORLD'S GREATEST MIDWAY"
Must have
HIGH CLASS PENNY ARCADE.
the
up-to-date equipment and in keeping with
you a
We
offer
show.
this
on
attractions
fairs.
strong route of

or

WÖLFE AMUSEMENTS
OPENING MARCH 16TH WITH 10 OF THE BEST SPRING
DATES IN OUR HISTORY
RIDE HELP: Can place Foremen for Ferris Wheel and Merry -Go -Round. Will pay good salary.
SHOWS: Will book Ten -in -One, Monkey, Snake or any Walk Thru Show that can get money.
We have tops we can furnish, also transportation.
CONCESSIONS: Good opening for Photos, Mitt Camps and a few legitimate Concessions.
We have 6 bona fide fairs contracted now and 4 street celebrations in North Carolina and
one of the best 4th of July spots in this country. Will give good proposition for Penny
Arcade. Good opening for Diggers. All mail and wires to

BEN WOLFE, Royston, Ga.

General Agent with car who knows Tennessee, Kentucky and Virginia. Salary no
object, if you can produce. Wire
H. B. ROSEN AMUSEMENTS
Elba, Ala.

Winter Quarters

RODEOS
PRODUCED
Large or Small. To Fit Your Want.

TOTEM RANCH
Maple Shade, N.

P.S.: Jack Coleman wants Ball Game Agents.

AMUSEMENT SHOWS WANT
Due to disappointment will book, buy or lease Eli Wheel. Few Concessions
open. Money getting Shows with own transportation.
Barstow, Calif., Feb. 20-24; Victorville, Calif., 26 -March 3; Las Vegas,
Nev., 6-12; Utah and Wyoming spots to follow.
Can use Second Man on Merry -Go -Round and Tilt-a -Whirl.
Wire as Per Route.

JACK HUFEINES
Wants Lady Agents for Ball Games and Stock Concessions. Also Agents
for Penny Pitch and Guess Your Weight. All Agents contracted, acknowledge this call to me at Drawer 388, Fairmont, N. C., and report for
work at Suffolk, Va., March 25th.

JACKSON SHOWS WANT

FOR LONG SEASON
Good Ride Help for Ferris Wheel and Chairplane, good salary and best of treatment. Concession Agents-Red Gilimore wants Agents for Watch-La, Country Store, Candy Floss.
Jim (Casanova) Kelly, come on. Want to book Merry -Go -Round, Kid Autos and any good
Show with own transportation. 20% to office. Shows open Feb. 16-23 in Butler, Ala.;
Gilbertown, Ala., Feb. 25 -March 2; then as per route.

JACKSON SHOWS, Grady Jackson, Mgr.

Butler, Ala.

J.

GIRLS
For Posing and Dancing Show. Experience and
costumes not necessary. Show opens in Texas
April 1st.

Address:

MILT BOBBINS
DAILEY BROS.' CIRCUS
Gonzales, Tex.

WANTED
For Animal Oddities Exhibit
Experienced Lecturers, Canvas Men who drive
trucks, experienced Stock Man who knows and
likes hay -eating animals. Week stands. We
never close. Now playing Florida. Billposter
who drives truck. Letters only. Explain in full.

FRANK KETROW
1905 North West 79 St.

MIAMI, FLA.

WANTED

Sideshow People, Pin Cushion, Girls for Blade
Box, Bally and Illusion, Tattoo Artist, Annex
Attraction, Half and Half, Talker-Lecturer that
can sell, Inside Ticket Sellers that can grind,
Geek.- Complete new show, front to back.
Opportunity for everyone to make money, not
just a living. Those with me before, get in touch.
Opening March 1st. Contact immediately.

CLIFF PATTON
Elba,

Care H. B. Rosen Amuse.

CAVALCADE OF AMUSEMENTS
WANT CAPABLE MAN TO HANDLE 20 -CAR SCOOTER. Must know his business and be able
to handle help. Salary no object if you know your business. CAN PLACE COLORED PORTERS
SEMI -STEEL FLAT CARS IN PERFECT
FOR TRAIN AT ONCE. HAVE FOR SALE
CONDITION. WILL BUY 2 NUMBER 12 ELI FERRIS WHEELS. Address:
AL WAGNER, MGR., P. O. BOX 243, PASCAGOULA, MISS,

-2

WANTED

Alabama

V.F.W. Post desires to book Carnival or Amusement
Company for first week in July. Town of 1000
population. Write
J. C. COX, Cbmmander
(Coles County) Oakland, IlIlnola
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Misc. Routes

Carnival
Routes

Send to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati

Laughter in Paris

-

ICireras Routes
O.
25 Opera Place, Cincinnati 1, O.
Send to 25

Clyde Bros.: Fort Smith, Ark., 18-21; Joplin,
Mo., 25-27; Pittsburg, Kan., 28 -March 2.
Continental: Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 19-31;
Miami Beach 22-24.
Davenport, Orrin: Cleveland, 0., 18-24; Detroit, Mich., 25 -March 9.
Hamid -Morton: Memphis. Tenn., 18-20; Milwaukee, Wis., 25 -March 3.

Polack Bros.: (Taft Auditorium) Cincinnati,
0., 18-23; Medinah Temple) Chicago, Ill.,
March -1-17.

PROFITWISE
MEANS
INSUiRAN{EWISE
)

Protect your investment; let us
show you how

you can insure
yourself against
unforeseen losses. We are the world's largest
exclusive insurance agency for
show business.

See Us First

CHAS.

A. LENZ

'The Showman's Insurance Man'
1128 First St., N.
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Phone: 5914.

-or-:....:::

?`

A1338 Insurance
Exchange
9

Chicago,

17 WATT PORTABLE PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM WITH
TUBES, SPEECH MICROPHONE AND TWO 10" PM
HIGH EFFICIENCY SPEAKERS, WITH NECESSARY
CABLE, ALL MOUNTED IN A HANDSOME CARRYING
READY TO OPERATE, $75.00 COMPLETE,
CASE
F.O.B. N. Y.

Cincinnati 1, O.

Tele Review

ij

Concessionaires! Showmen! Bands!

1, O.

Amaze: New Iberia, La., 20; Kenner 25; Materie 26; Marrero 27; schools.
Basile, Joe, Band: Milwaukee, Wis., 25 March 3.
(Routes are for current week when no dates Campbell,
Loring: Wahpeton, N. D., 20; Valley
are given. In some instances possibly
City 21; Carrington 22; Minot 25; Rugby
mailing points are listed.)
26; Lakota 27; Larimore 28; Twin Valley,
Minn., March 1.
Amusement Shows: Barstow, Calif., 20-24; Couden,
Doug & Lola: School assemblies,
Victorville 26 -March 3.
Meridian, Miss.
Arcade: Carrizo Springs, Tex.
(Lyric) Waycross, Ga., 20;
Darrell,
Great
B. & H. Am. Co.: Sumter, S. O.
(Royal) Columbus 21-23; (Capitol) Macon
Bill's Rides: Rutledge, Ala.
24-26.
Bistany: Miami, Fla.
Lippincott: (President) Manchester, Ga., 21;
Blue Ribbon: Winter Haven, Fla.
(Pastime) Columbus 22.
Brewer United: Sour Lake, Tex.
Pythons (Orange Festival) Winter
Byers Bros.: Corpus Christi, Tex., 22 -March 2. McClung's
Haven,
Fla., 18-23.
2.
26
-March
El
Centro
Crafts: Bràwley, Calif.;
Ed (Shrine Circus) Cincinnati, O.,
Craig, Harry: Brownwoodt Tex., 28 -March 2. Raymond,
18-23.
Dixieland: Covington, La.
San Fernando, Valley Hillbilly Circus: San
Endy Bros.: Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Diego, Tex., 20; Benavides 21; Hebbronville
Exposition at Home: Valdosta, Ga., 20-March 2.
29: Falfurrias 23; Hargill 26; Raymondville
Factotum: Coolidge, Ga.
Fay's Silver Derby: Valdosta, Ga.; Adel 25 - Sir27.Edwards: Jacksonville, Ill., 20-; Mount VerMarch 2.
non 21; Mattoon 22; Bloomington 23; RockFlorida Am. Co.: Pahokee, Fla.; Highland 25 ford 25.
March 2.
Virgil, Great: Brady, Tex., 20; Brewnwood 22.
Gay Way: Albany, Ga.
Gentsch, J. A.: Natchez, Miss., 25 -March 2.
Greater United: Laredo, Tex., 18 -March 3.
Groves Greater: Franklin, La.
Hill's Greater: Brownsville, Tex., 23 -March 3.
Jackson: Butler, Ala.
Lamb, L. B.: Andalusia, Ala., 22 -March 2.
Lankford's Overland: Omega, Ga.
Madison Bros.: Eunice, La.
Magnolja Expo.: State Line, Miss., 21 -March 2.
Majestiè: Clewiston, Fla.
Marion Greater: St. George, S. C., 21 -March 2.
Reviewed Sunday (17) , 8:30-9:45
Pine State: Hattiesburg, Miss.
Royal American: (Orange Festival) Orlando, p.m. Style
Drama. Sustaining over
Fia., 25 -March 2.
Royal Expo.: (Legion Fair) Punta Gorda, Fla., WNBT (NBC), Nerv York.
23 -March 2.
Shipley Am.: Cheneyville, La.
NBC labored to produce a full-length
Sunshine: Dade City, Fla., 18-30.
play for the air-pic medium,
original
Fla.
Tassell, Barney: Sarasota,
long. Producing
Victory Expo.: Harlingen, Tex., 21 -March 2. labored hard and labored
it with technical excellence, they brought
Victory Shows of America: Taylor, Ark.
White Star Attrs.: Sylvester, Ga.
forth a Grade C pic. Laughter in Paris
Wonder City: Amite, La.
had one merit. It proved that the air
Send to 25 Opera Place,

Ill.

OPPORTUNITY
For man with portable grandstand equipment to travel with country's largest air
show. Concessions open.

HOWARD DUTTON
SKY DEVILS
Haverhill, Mass.

Tivoli Exposition Shows
CAN PLACE Ten -in -One, Monkey, Girl Fun House
and other shows of merit. Cookhouse, Bingo opera-

tor and concessions that do not conflict. Ride men
Who can handle semis.
Address: H. V. PETERSEN, Mgr. Tivoli Park,
Joplin, Mo.

picture medium will have something that
moving pictures can never have -you
can turn the darned thing off.
The play might have been written
for video as ballyhooed, but most of it
was better sans vision. The eyes imagined, while closed, real people, not
inadequate muggers. Nothing can ever
replace actors in television, just as nothing can replace good writing. The play,
by Dick McDonagn, manager of NBC
script division, was an insult to NBC, because if the manager of its script department can't write any better than
Laughter, his judgment of the other
guy's scribbling can well be questioned.
The tale could have been told in one
short act. Within a half hour it could
have been, as billed, a psychological mystery drama. As it was, it had no mystery,
no psychology, no drama. The big screen
(RCA's projection model) has the brutal
habit of calling a ham a ham. 'This
scanning was reviewed on a big screen.
The ham was bad.
Bob Wade's sets were good, as they
most often are. Howard Gronberg must
have stayed up for weeks getting the
correct costumes and props, but all that
Fred Coe, director, did with it all was
to forget he was directing a play, and
call camera shots. There were close-ups
when there was nothing to see. There
were dolly shots which brought you into
nowhere after the dollying was completed. The performers could have posed
for a tintype and they would then have
been in character. It was only when
they started being people that they
smelled . . . and most of them knew
better. Frank Lea Short, Haskell Coffin,
Eda Heinemann and Eva Langbord can
act, if they had only had a script and
director.
For the record, a number of "ideas"
were attempted. The use of dual casts
enabled the past to be mixed with the
present in the camera telling, which
wouldn't have been possible otherwise.
The handling of the "threat" as just
hands and a back, heightened what little suspense there was. The cueing in
of record after record to simulate live
piano playing was swell. The elimination of the `intermissions" would have
been good had there been something
to see.
Laughter in Paris was as false as the
opening laughter used as sound cue.
There was little to laugh at on both
sides of the camera. One thing's certain,
NBC's promotion department did a job
to stimulate viewing with its special
program and mailing cards. Charles
Hammond's department should have
stepped in on rehearsals before going
to town. It's n. g. to promote a miscarriage.

CAN PLACE

Shows with own outfit, Second Men on Rides and
small Cook House or Grab Joint. Winter quartera
will open March 15.
.

M. A. SR.ADER
Box 1885, Wichita, Kansas
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CARNIVALS

)

Maximum Output, Supe or Tonal Qua
Coverage up to 175,000 Cu. ft.
Electronic Mixing Overall
Aero -Dynamic Design

op

JAM ES

E.

Full Range Controls
Individual Phonograph and Mike Controls
Inverse Feedback
Continuous Operation

SPECIAL PURPOSE HIGH EFFICIENCY DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONES-$19.50 to $31.50, EXTRA
Terms: 25% With Order, Balance C.O.D.
Contact us for all your amplifier needs. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded within 10 days.

GIBRALTAR SALES CO.

y

ST., BROOKLYN

259 COLUMBIA

31, N. Y.

SHOWS
STRATES
NAME"

"ALL NEW RUT THE

CAN PLACE

Monkey Circus or any meritorious Attraction. A-1 Talker, capable of taking
full charge of Jerrie Jackson's Colored "Hep -Cats Revue," Ticket Sellers,
Canvasmen, Foremen and Ride Help for all major Rides. Useful Carnival
People in all departments.
FOR WINTER QUARTERS NOW-Wagon Builders, Carpenters, Electricians, Blacksmiths; top salaries. Scenic Artist and Sign Painters.
A-1 Neon Man for our Neon Plant; Quackenbush, wire. Red Clifford,
Chet, Frank Cosgrove, Center, Whitey Carpenter, write Frank Seagear.
Chorus Girls and Specialty Dancers for Follies Revue. Contact Al Mercy,
2810 Clark St., Tampa, Fla.
WANT TO BUY FOR CASH-Tilt -a -Whirl, 1939 or later model; Chair plane, No. 5 Eli Ferris Wheel.
WILL BOOK-Flyoplane. We furnish wagons.
All people contracted for 1946 acknowledge this call.
Address JAMES E. STRATES, Mullins, S. C.

MIGHTY PAGE SHOWS
OPENING MARCH 2, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA
TWO SUNDAYS
TWO SATURDAYS
Plenty of money here. This is a seven -ride, twenty -truck show. Office owned. Playing
cream of spring dates, with eight bona fide fairs under contract. Route to interested parties.
SHOWS: Frank Zorda wants useful Sideshow People. Frankie Tazzand wants useful people
for Jig Show and Girl Revue. Will book any Show not conflicting. RIDES: Will book Rides

not conflicting. Want Ride Help on all Rides, must be sober and reliable. Top wages.
CONCESSIONS: W it book Concessions of all kinds for Pensacola except Bingo, Popcorn,
Diggers and Custard. Good proposition for Cook House catering to Show People. Mack
House wants Agents and useful people of all kinds for office -owned Concessions. Contact
San Carlos

Hotel.

Thos. Niswander, gen. agt.

Bill Page, gen. mgr.

Robt. L. Overstreet, Secy.
House, concession mgr.
"Mack"
N.

C.
BOX 87, PENSACOLA, FLA.

WILL PAY SPOT CASH
TWO ABREAST LITTLE BEAUTY MERRY -CO -ROUND
Will Buy Any Amount of .22 Shorts. State Price and Quantity.
Will Buy .22 Rifles for Shooting Gallery.
FOR

BOX D-121

Cincinnati 1, O.

The Billboard

CONCESSION AGENTS WANTED
For long 8 -month season in one of the finest parks

In

the West (not

a

shoestring promotion), now

operating week ends and doing business; full season opens early In March.

Agents for the following: Pan Game, Plush Goods Stock Wheel, Cigarette Wheel, Candy Wheel, Silverware and Aluminum Wheel, Radio and Electric Clock Wheel, Ham and Bacon Wheel, Glaaswear
Wheel, Fish Pond, Buckley Buck, Hoop -La, Blower, Mouse Game, Spot the Spot Workers, fast
Novelty Agent, High Striker Agent.

If you are an A-1 Wheel Worker or Grind Store Agent, we will frame the kind of a store you
Want men and wives that want to put in a long season in the beet climate In the U. 8. A. and
in the fastest growing city.
All reply to BOX NO. 233, c/o THE BILLBOARD, 390 ARCADE BLDG., ST. LOUIS 1, MO.
NOTE:

want.

GARDEN STATE SHOWS

Opening April 27 with a route of tried and proven dates, celebrations, and fairs
Show will carry 7 Rides, 4 Shows, 35 Concessions
WANT -CUSTARD, FLOSS, SNO CONE, IONG, SHORT. and CIGARETTE GALLERIES,
PHOTOS, BUMPER, COUNTRY STORE, DART STORES, WATCHLA, BASKETBALL,
Palmer
AMERICAN
"HOOP -LA,O` G.
ER UNDER, PILLITCH, rPOOL, DEALER, RATISTRY.
ARCADE.n Johnny
GAME, PENNYells,
Eck. contact. FUN HOUSE AND MOTORDROME. Speedy Babbs, contact.
WANT SHOWS with own outfits or will furnish tops to capable showmen. GIRL SHOW. Joe Mahler.
contact. ILLUSION,. SIDE SHOW, GRIND -SHOWS. Dave Logan, contact. WANT ilteratur
from sensational free acts. EDDIE POLO, please contact again.
Ail address R. H. MINER JR., 161 Chamber St. Phillipsburg, N. J.
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FAIRS -EXPOSITIONS

Communications to 155 No. Clark St., Chicago

1,

Ill.

Florida's Annual Greatest Ever
Calif. Aid Rules
March 15; Upped
Prizes Expected

Armed Forces
In Top Hole
Commercial,

industrial

shows up-hillbillies cliçk,
Sloan gets well with autos
e

TAMPA, Feb. 16.-Blessed with eight
days of perfect weather, the Florida State

Fair bounced back into action here
Tuesday (5) after a hiatus of three years,
with what actually was the biggest, best
and most amazing exposition in the long
history of the annual.
P. T. (Pa) Strieder, general manager
here since 1917, was handed the keys
J. A. (UNCLE JIM) TERRY, dean
to his grounds and buildings by the army
last October 13, and it might be said of Indiana fair men, who for the last
that a miracle has been wrought. Tour- 42 years has served first as assistant
ing thru the compact area, one would not secretary and later as secretary be aware that for three years the grounds manager, the La Porte County Fair,
had been kicked around by the tramping
of heavy boots, heavy trucks, tanks and which this year stages its 101st anall that sort of thing. True, the military nual. Terry, known wherever fair men
is much in evidence, but now as an ex- gather, recently celebrated his 84th
hibitor worthy of note and appreciation. birthday.
At press time official attendance figures were not available, but the handouts for the daily press for the first five hensive demonstrations of the Norden
days read:
bombsight and radar hitting the high
spots. This branch of the service also
Tuesday (5)
65,470
had operating cutaways of all B-29
Wednesday (6)
42,314
Thursday (7)
39,178
motors, along with all working parts of
Friday (8) Kid Day
171,231
these giant planes in live demonstrations.
Saturday (9)
146,893
Platforms were erected around the variThese counts may not jibe with the ous types of combat and bomber planes
figures handed in to the Internal Reve- so that Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public
nue Department by its agents when they could wend their way around and over
complete their job on this one, but the the big ships and see everything. Among
figures taken from the books of the the most interesting of this group was
Royal American Shows (to be found com- a P-80 jet-propelled ship, a sister of the
plete in the carnival section of this is- transcontinental 4 -hour - and -13 -minute
sue) indicate that almost everyone and traveler.
his brother in the Tampa area were on
The army's exhibit offered everything
hand with lots of folding money. With- from a mess kit to a 40 -ton tank, inout the last two days business available, cluding a transport glider used to carry
it was obvious that RAS could beat the tanks and jeeps behind enemy lines. The
record gross for the Minnesota State Fair, army also exhibited Herman Goering's
each event running 11 days.
Mercury -Benz bulletproof car.
The emphasis was definitely on the
The navy went historical as well as
military for this "victory fair," and the thrilling in its presentation. The table
Army Air Force, the army and the navy and chair from the battleship Missouri,
came thru with exhibits and demonstra- on which the Japanese signed the surtions which were flabbergasting.
render pact, and the sword the Japs
Army Air Force took the lead from the handed over in token of surrender were
entertainment standpoint, with demon- shown, with a huge picture of the actual
strations of the helicopter and the radio - surrender as a background piece. This
controlled pilotless plane and compre - phase of the exhibit was under constant

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb. 16.Revised rules and regulations governing
district and county fairs receiving State
aid from California's 4 per cent take of
all mari -mutuel moneys will be put into
effect prior to the opening of the fair
Ducats Talk
season, A. E. Snider, chief of Division
of Fairs and Expositions, Department of
Finance, State of California, told those
SAN LUIS' OBISPO, Calif., Feb. 16.gathered at the College of Fairs at Passes were recommended "for those who
California Polytechnic College here.
will do the fair some good" by Red RoseIn addition, the master premium list, quist, chief of bureau promotion, Caliwhich serves as a guide to fair managers fornia State Fair, Sacramento, and D. V.
in preparing their own premium lists, Stewart, secretary -manager, Imperial
will be ready in advance of the fair County Fair, Imperial, discussed the year
season, Snider said. The Division of 'round operation of the fairgrounds at
Fairs and Expositions, which compiles the College of Fairs here at California
the rules and regulations and the master Polytechnic College.
"The pass is all right but it must be
premium lists, after conferences with
fair officials, representatives of breeders issued to the proper people if it is to do
and exhibitors associations, faculty mem- the fair any good," Rosequist said. "The
bers of California Polytechnic College promiscuous passing out of tickets will
and the College of Agriculture of the means a loss of revenue and plenty of
University of California, hopes to sim- headaches."
plify the list.
Rosequist displayed the different kinds
The State Fair Division is emphasizing of tickets and passes used in Sacramento
the desirability of fairs featuring prod- in his talk on Tickets and Passes. Fair
ucts produced in their respective dis- issues passes to exhibitors and the press
tricts and counties rather than to in- with free parking in certain areas for
clude every item covered in the master those receiving this courtesy.
The
list. In short, Snider declared, district speaker also went into the matter of
taxes
on
passes and tickets issued to
and county fairs, in the opinion of the
division, should place greatest emphasis participants. He suggested that fairs use
on the products of their own communi- different colors in their tickets to give
life to the ducat as well as to help
ties.
The master list is expected to be pub- ticket takers distinguish between the
lished by March 15. Premiums will be up various kinds.
in size, but classes will remain virtually
Stewart suggested that fairs go in for
the same.
picnic grounds, affording the patrons
plenty of shade, drinking fountains, and
toilets. He discussed his own plan of
the fairgrounds to different non guard, and it was said that the historic renting
organizations for various events
pieces will be sent to the Smithsonian profiting
as watermelon eating contests,
Institute in Washington at the conclu- such
demonstration of the county volunteer
sion of the fair here tonight.
departments work, political rallies, high
The naval fliers lent a thrilling touch school
field day events and barbeques.
to the grandstand performances that His fairgrounds
has barbecue pits which
tingled the nerves of the customers and
awoke the entire city as well. Twenty- are used about eight times a year with
eight fighters and bombers swooped out as many as four beefs being barbecued
of the sky and raced adross the infield at a time.
Stewart is in the process of moving
at tree -top level, the bombers opening
their bays and the fighters "strafing." his fairgrounds because of a highway
TNT on the ground and rockets sent up expansion program. "Figure and study
as "flak" gave the demonstration a touch your blueprints thoroly," he advised,
I've been studying blueprints for three
of realism.
The navy also exhibited scale models years and I'm still studying and making
changes. I want to give the public in
(See TAMPA'S ANNUAL on page 50)
that area everything that I can."

Pushes Wage Scale in Calif.
e

Get Fire Safety
Tips at College
e

Red Light Breaks
Ear-Bending Talks
At College of Fairs

Sliding Basis
Is Suggested
e

State pay chief outlines
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb. 16.Sessions of the College of Fairs clicked
possible
pay arrangements
off on schedule. Each speaker was given
an allotted time and was not permitted
various-sized events
to run over it. Questions were saved for
another session.
e
Timing was done with a green and
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb. 16.SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb. 16.- red-light system. When the speaker had
California fairs may use canvas in place the green light be could rave on. Once Carl L. Richey, chief, Pay Division, State
of buildings, but the tents must be the red one flashed, it was all over-and Personnel Board, State of California,
urged members of the Western Fairs
secured from certified dealers who have the meeting ended on time.
Association, Inc., meeting here at the
had the material fireproofed with apCollege of Fairs to employ full-time
proved chemical and by applicators who
have met State requirements, Joe R. fire safety. He divided fire safety into secretary-managers and recommended a
Yockers, State fire marshal, told the three parts: first, the design and con- combination wage and "incentive" scale.
Richey's recommendations covered the
gathering at the College of Fairs here struction of buildings or structures; secTuesday (12).
ond, fire protection equipment and fa- following monthly wage scale:
Yockers said that the operation of cilities; third, good fire prevention prac1. Salaries for Secretary -Managers of
fairs in California has always presented tices.
District Agricultural Fairs. (Possible
a problem to the fire service. Fact that
The marshal suggested that, the fol- bases (a) attendance horse shows;
they are only operated for a period of lowing fire safety steps be taken: treat- (b) operating revenues concessions,
about two weeks each year has, in some ment of highly flammable decorative ma- variable gate admissions; (c) contracts.)
instances, made the fair management terials; disposal of flammable rubbish;
A. Four ranges:
reluctant to expend Money for proper (See GETS FIRE SUPPLY on page 50)
$215 with incentive pay of $15, to $275

California marshal suggests preventive steps, cites
rules on canvas

.

"Free Passes
Have Place,"
College Told

for

e

--

B-C Grabs Western Dates
SALT LAKE CITY, Feb.

16.-Fred

H.

Kressmann announced here that the
Barnes -Carruthers Agency of Chicago,
which he is representing on a swing thru
the West, has been awarded contracts by
Eastern Idaho State Fair, Blackfoot;
Utah State Fair, Salt Lake City, and
Colorado State Fair, Pueblo.
with $25 emergency for fairs with revenues below $18,000.
$275 to $335 with same incentive pays
for fairs with revenue $18,000 to $30,000.
$355 to $435 with $20 incentive pay for
fairs with revenue from $30,000 to $80,000.
$435 to $535 with incentive pay of $20
for fairs doing over $80,000 per year.

Richey emphasized that the rates were
full-time employment and would be
applicable to the various districts. He
said that the above stipulations were
substantial changes for some districts
but that they were based on surveys and
needed in the development of competent
managers.
In discussing the future basis for
salal'ìes, Richey said this would be based
upon the number and type of exhibits
and that the manager who went after
revenue would be rewarded. He urged
selling the fair on a year 'round basis.

The personnel expert suggested first

level pay of clerk, stenographer, etc.,
$105 plus $25 emergency; second level,
clerk, typist, $125 plus $25, with stenog-

raphers getting an additional $5; third
level clerk, typist to get $155 plus $25
emergency or $180 total.
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Communications to 155 No. Clark St., Chicago 1, Ill.

"Keep College Going" --Kingman
Registrations for First Annual SuggestsResearch,GateStudy;
College of Fairs Near 150 Mark Stresses Commercial Exhibits
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb. 16.Nearly 150 fair managers, secretaries and
directors attended the first annual College of Fairs held this week here at Cali-

and Expositions, Sacramento.
SAN DIEGO COUNTY: Ernest O. Hulick,
manager, San Diego County Fair, Del Mar,
Calif.; Hazel E. Frasse, secretary -treasurer,

Del Mar, Calif., and Henry W. Churchman,
fornia State Polytechnic College under director, P. O. Box 441, San Diego 9, Calif.
the sponsorship of Western Fairs Asso- SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY: Carl L. Garriciation, Inc., University of California son, acting secretary, Grand National LiveCollege of Agriculture, Davis, Calif.; stock Exposition, San Francisco.
NAPA COUNTY: Lowell J. Edington, secreCalifornia Polytechnic College, and the tary
-manager, Napa County Fair, Napa; DaDivision of Fairs and Expositions, State vid 'Cavagnaro
Len H. Railsback, direcof California, Sacramento. Early regis- tors; George T. and
McCann, assistant secretary;
trants arrived Sunday with many arriv- Case Davison, Calistoga
Fair and Horse Show,
ing during Monday, opening day, in time Alameda, and George F. Cropp, Calistoga Fair
to answer roll call at the opening that and Horse Show.
NEVADA COUNTY: Loyle E. Freeman, secafternoon.

Ops must learn from experience, due to little literature

on business-other countries look to U. S. fair men
for management info
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb.

16.- Julian

California fair secretaries, managers and
directors in session here this week for
the first annual College of Fairs at the
California State Polytechnic College
heard pleas for the continuance of the
from Frank Kingman, Brockton,
Registered for the courses with certifi- -retary-treasurer, Nevada County Fair, Grass school
Mass., secretary of the International Ascates to be awarded at the termination Valley.
of the three and a half days of talks (See REGISTRATIONS HIT on page 51) sociation of Fairs and Expositions, and
were:
ALAMEDA COUNTY: Ernest Schween, sec-

retary;

George Bayliss, director; Everett
auditor; John B. Starr, exhibitor;
Chester Stanley, supervisor; Harry Bartell,
supervisor; Sam Whiting, manager, and Eugene V. Waring, Chief deputy auditor.
BUTTE COUNTY: Mrs. Sylvia J. Cooke, secretary -manager,' Butte District Fair, Chico,
and Lewis B. Sherrill.
COLUSA COUNTY: William S. Randall, secretary -treasurer, Colusa County Harvest Festival, Colusa.
CALAVERAS COUNTY: Carl T. Mills, secretary -manager, Calavaras County Fair, Angels
Camp.
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY: Norman O.
Sundborg, manager, Contra Costa County
Fair, Antioch.
DEL NORTE COUNTY: Paul A. Brunk, secretary, Del Norte County Fair, Crescent City;
Nick McNamara, president; Ira R. Beam, director; Frank J. Burtschell, Lloyd C. Byrne,
Charles W. Glover and Clarence Westbrook,
directors.
EL DORADO COUNTY: George E'. Faugstad,
secretary -treasurer, El Dorado County Fair,
Placerville, and John A. Winkelman, director.
FRESNO COUNTY: Tom A. Dodge, secretary -manager, Fresno District Fair, Fresno,
and Lawrence H. McDaniel, California Holstein Fieldman, Fresno.
GLENN COUNTY: George F. Cantwell, secretary, Glenn County Fair, Orland; Jack N.
Cook, Charles C. Bihler, Ray C. Nighdert and
Thad N. Wait, directors, and Charles A. Whit sett, president.
HUMBOLDT COUNTY: Dr. Joseph N. D.
Hindley, secretary -manager, Humboldt County
Fair, Ferndale.
IMPERIAL COUNTY: D. V. Stewart, secretary -manager, Imperial County Mid-Winter
Fair, Imperial.
KERN COUNTY: George W. Wendt, secretary -manager, Kern County Fair, Bakersfield, and Eugene B. McCoy.
LASSEN COUNTY: Albert A. Jensen, secretary -manager, Lassen County Livestock Show,
Memorial Hall, Susanville, and W. W. Packwood, auditor.
LOS ANGELES COUNTY: C. B. (Jack) Afflerbaugh, president -manager, Los Angeles
County Fair, Pomona; Roy L. Driscoll, advertising and publicity director; Lisle R. Sheldon,
secretary, Pacific Coast Quarter -Horse Association, Los Angeles; Thomas H. Canfield,
Glendale, former secretary -manager Minnesota State Fair. Lou W. Johnson, Hollywood, Tevis Paine, general manager, California Thorobred Breeders° Association, Hollywood, and Allen Ross, vice-president, Los Angeles National Horse Show, Burbank; Dick
Washburne, director Public Information, Western Fairs Association, Hollywood.
MARIPOSA COUNTY: Mrs. Viola Purcell,
secretary -treasurer, Mariposa County Fair,
Mariposa; Dale K. Campbell, manager, and
Stanley W. Fiske, president.
MENDOCINO COUNTY: Norman G. Huhn,
secretary, Ukiah; Charles E. Anderson, Jack
P. Smith and F. Pierce Stipp, directors.
MERCED COUNTY: Wilmer C. Woxberg,
superintendent and acting secretary, Merced,
and Arthur Ferrari, public relations, Ballico.
MONTEREY COUNTY: Loring H. Burns, secretary-manager, Salinas Valley Fair, King
City; Walter B. Norris, director; Matthew
Beaton, secretary, Monterey County Fair,
Monterey, and Joseph M. Williams, Pacific
Nevin,

Midway, Concessions Vital,
College Told by Sandulk
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb.

16.-

That carnivals and concessions are a vital
part of any fair, regardless of size, was
voiced here by F, M. Sandusky, manager,
California State Fair, Sacramento, at
the first annual session of the College of
Fairs at California Polytechnic College.
Appearing as one of the second -day
speakers, Sandusky referred to the carnival as the "magnet" to draw people into
or thru an era that ordinarily would not
attract. Sandusky said the reasons for
having concessions and carnivals on the
fairgrounds were, first, to satisfy the
needs and desires of the public, and,

second, as a source of revenue.
The speaker advised six "do's" necessary in booking carnivals and concessions.
They were: 1. Visualize the needs that
must be satisfied from viewpoint of
the public. 2. Look for the unusual. 3.
Place the concessions and carnival on
the master plan to round out the scheme.
Place them to make a change in the
pace of things. 4. Strive for variety in
thought. Separate the concessions for the
benefit of the public and also put them
in a position to make money. 5. Investigate the potentialities of a concessionaire

as he will contact "your" public. Undersell rather than oversell on the possibilities of the spot. 6. Develop a clean-cut
agreement or contract before the carnival or concessions open. This will pre-

vent disagreements in the future.
Sandusky broke concessions into
groups: Food and beverage, merchandise
concessions, service, walk -around, those
in a definite location, but not requiring
a stand, and carnival.
The carnival is your most important
concession, Deal with concessions within
carnivals should be direct with the carnival operators. The carnival can bring
you many returns, for it is your fun zone.
I think that of the total rides one-fourth
or one-third of them should be for
children. They will bring repeat business, the fair operator said.
Fair men booting shows were warned
to advise the carnival operator, as well as
the independent concessionaire, of any
agreements for exclusive on items. Sandusky urged definite locations, prices,
regulation of public-address systems and
approval of all advertising be agreed upon before any carnival or concessionaire
lays out money in order to fill a date.

Grove.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY: Eugene E. Kane fick, secretary -manager, Sacramento County
Fair and Horse Show, Galt; Charles W. Hayenga, director; F. M. Sandusky, manager,
State Fair, Sacramento; Ed L. Paine, Exhibit
Supervisor, Horse Show; Theodore Rosequist,
chief, Bureau of Promotion; Rose E. Links,
secretary -treasurer, Western Fairs Association, Sacramento; Earl W. Hampton, California Division of Architecture, Public Works
Building, Sacramento; Clifford Glower, California Department of Agriculture, Sacramento; Carl L. Richey, chief, pay division,
California Division of Audits, Sacramento; Arthur H. Graff, California Division of Audits,
and Walter H, Heineman, George N. Miller,
Ray Harris and A. E. Snider, Division of Fairs

FAIR MEN GATHERED RECENTLY AT THE COLLEGE OF FAIRS IN CALI'FORNIA. Left to right, standing: Herman H. Chindgren, president of Oregon
Fairs Association and president of Clackamas County Fair, Canby, Ore.; Jesse
Chambers, secretary -manager Santa Barbara County Fair, Santa Maria, Calif.;
Frank H. Kingman, manager International Association of Fairs and Expositions,
Brockton, Mass.; Louis Merrill, general manager Western Fairs Association, Inc.
Seated: Ed G. Vollmann, president Western Fairs Association, Inc., and secretary manager of the San Joaquin County Fair, Stockton, Calif., and Sheldon Brewster,
secretary -manager of the Utah State Fair, Salt Lake City. (Photo by Sam Abbott.)

McPhee, State director, vocational
education.
"This one shot in the arm which you
will have this week is excellent," Kingman declared at the opening. "You will
be in a better position to consider your
1946 problems, but you can never get
away from the one thing which is always
with us and that is change. We should
have at our command knowledge of new
ways of presenting exhibits and attractions to our public.
Cites Big Biz Research
"American business spends billions
for research. You should spend money
and time on research: This is one of the
important things your association can
do.
"In 1924 the International Association
of Fairs held a fair school at the University of Chicago. The proceedings were
printed. I urge you to print, or at least
mimeograph, your proceedings this week.
"There is practically no literature
about our business. We must learn
from experience. Very often our fairs
and patrons suffer while we are learning.
The material I have found in libraries in
New York, Washington and Chicago,
which was of value to me, didn't even
compensate me for my time in searching.
"I understand that one reason for this
school is because you have so many new
fair secretaries and directors. This same
condition exists in many States and
among State fair managers there has
been a substantial turnover.
"Other countries are looking to us for
information about fair management.
Last year we had numerous requests
from Central and South America. It is a
most healthy condition when fair men
everywhere are hungry for facts about
their business."
Suggests Gate Study
Kingman gave statistics on fairs based
on 1941, the last normal fair year. He
said that Iowa had 90 fairs. The total
from all sources, the State fair excepted,
was $1,136,000. This breaks down to
outside gate admissions of $306,000;
grandstand admissions, $177,000, and
concessions, $89,000.
State aid was
$148,000.
The total expense was
$1,047,000. This breaks down to premiums-not including horse racing of $265,000-music and attractions, practically
all at the grandstand, he pointed out,
amounting to $198,000. Iowa fairs received State aid of $105,000, keeping the
figures in the black.
After giving his ideas as to what some
fairs pay for certain items, Kingman discussed profit and loss on the basis of
prices placed on products. He said that
it was his belief that too many fairs set
too low 'a price for their outside gate
admission. Pointing out Iowa's fairs as
typical, he said that he had found that
five charged 50 cents; nine, 40 cents; 37,
35 cents; 13, 25 cents; 1, 20 cents, and 24
free. "I am making no recommendations
except to ask that you study these
figures," Kingman said.
Stresses Commercial Exhibits
"I believe that commercial exhibitors
should receive better treatment. The
commercial part of our fair is real big
business.
Under normal conditions
easily $25,000,000 worth of merchandise
is sold at our fairs, and if figures were
available it wouldn't surprise me one
bit to find that this figure should be
$50,000,000. Sales by a single firm of
from $50,000 to $100,000 are not uncommon. One Midwestern fair has over 200
commercial exhibitors and these were
recognized companies, not pitchmen and
the others. One fair in my State has an
industrial building with 253 spaces all
(See KINGMAN SEES on page 51)
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URGES PITCH FOR EXHIBITORS
Pomona Head
Suggests Way
Afflerbaugh tells college
data on fairs should be
given potential exhibitors
"-

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb.

16.-

Recommending a concerted drive to give
potential commercial exhibitors a comprehensive picture of the wisdom of
exhibiting at fairs and providing pertinent information to these exhibitors,
C. B. (Jack) Afflerbaugh, president -manager of the Los Angeles County Fair,
Pomona, speaking before the College of
Fairs here Wednesday (13) , urged the
appointment of a committee to consider
the advisability of publishing a "Space
Directory" of all fairs.
This directory, he pointed out, should
contain rates, floor plan, arrangement,
attendance, sales arguments and other
information. The No. 1 man of the
nation's largest county fair pointed out

FAIR SECRETARIESCELEBRATIONS
Have
west
Show
High

some open time in Northoffering 30 People UNIT
complete. Also sensational
and Platform Acts.
Write, Phone or Wire

NORTHWESTERN
AMUSEMENT CO.
868 Raymond Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

ALL KINDS OF
DISPLAY FIREWORKS
For July 4th and Fair Celebrations
WORLD FIREWORKS DISPLAY CO.
P. O. Box 635
Danville, Illinois

that he had made

a similar recommendation at the IAFE convention in
'41.

"Fair advertising is different from
most forms of publicity," Afflerbaugh
said. "It is in a class by itself, in that
it is direct, first hand and personal.
People who attend fairs are care -free and
this creates the proper mental attitude
to accept suggestions and they offer the
least amount of sales resistance. Displays at fairs offer actual visualization
of the product."
Discussing exhibitors' requirements
for buying space at a fair, Afflerbaugh
gave the following points for guiding a
large company with which he had done
business: Sufficient well -located space;
pylon signs or other media that quickly
identifies the exhibit; representative
units of each machine or tool used in
the particular farming area, but not
too many to jam the exhibit space; properly manned by people who know their
products and who can explain their
use to the more interested prospects;
plenty of new sales literature, and a
bright, clean exhibit at all times.
Tells About Pomona
Afflerbaugh pointed out that Pomona
Fair offers uniform exhibit booths in the
commercial and food buildings. These
are built in units with removable partitions and are full 10 -foot measurements
inside so that the built-up displays coming from earlier fairs or other locations
will fit into them without difficulty.
Booths, he said, are complete with
floor, side and back walls and sign. The
height limit of exhibits is eight feet,
four inches, the same as the height of
the back wall. Signs are uniform three dimension tile letters. No other signs,
banners or advertising material are permitted.
Discussing rates charged by the fair,
Afflerbaugh said: "With an attendance
of 800,254, our space rates in the commercial department in '41 were a little
low in comparison with other fairs.
The old rental on booths in this department was 80 cents per square foot for
inside or wall spaces fronting one way
to an aisle, and 92 cents per square foot
on corner locations. The rates are the
same thruout the building. Options
are given exhibitors on their locations
from year to year, which enables them
to put in permanent equipment.
"The number of 'eat and drink' concessions in each building is limited, and
the rates depend on the size of the
stand, the location and the commodity

CLAY COUNTY FAIR
IOWA

SPENCER,

Out for the Duration
BACK BIGGER AND BETTER

September 2nd to 1fh, 1946, Inclusive
6 Days

-6

Nights
GEO. MAUSS

WRITE

SUPT. CONCESSIONS

BOB MILLER,

HEAR YE !

Asst.

HEAR YE

ERNIE WISWELL
with

ERNIE YOUNG
The One and Only Count Ernesto Wiswell and his Original Dizzie Lizzie, recognized by the
public and the profession alike as America's greatest comedy automobile act.
Beware of substitutes for this famous laugh getter.
NOW REPRESENTED BY ERNIE YOUNG BOOKING AGENCY, 115 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO

Tampa Annual Greatest Ever;
All Departments Click Big
(Continued from page 48)
of all types of ships and an interesting
collection of battle trophies, including
the battle flag from the Haruna which
was sunk by Colin Kelly, America's first
great hero of World War II.
Down on the Hillsborough River, 500
yards from the fairgrounds, the navy
parked an LST for public inspection, and
the huge searchlight from this combined
with the big marine lights from the
Royal American midway, made a great
belly for the night shows.
All Space Sold
Strieder declared that every inch of
exhibit space on the grounds was utilized, and that it was necessary to crowd
the United States Department of Agriculture exhibit into half the footage
normally required. Joseph W. Hiscox,
director of the exhibition division for the
Department of Agriculture, was in personal charge here and explained that
the department is making extensive plans
for the major annuals in all sections of

the country next fall.

Nine counties came thru with their

sold. The charges vary from $10 to $50
per day.
"Exhibitors handling merchandise for
sale and delivery at the exhibit space
are charged an additional fee for selling.
This charge runs from $2.50 to $8 per

day in addition to the regular booth
rental. Orders for future delivery may
be taken without additional charge.
"Rates in the industrial or machinery
building cover floor space only. Inside,
or wall spaces, fronting one way to an
isle, rent for $6 per front foot, and $2
additional for corner locations.
"Commercial exhibits in the poultry
building rent at 65 cents per square foot,
with booth and sign furnished."
Louis Merrill, general manager of
Western Fairs Association, Inc., suggested that space rates be according to
attendance, the same as newspapers base
their rates on circulation.
Driscoll Speaks
Ray Driscoll, Pomona publicity director, speaking on his technique of
getting publicity, advised publicity directors not to confine their releases to
magazines associated with fairs, but to
angle their stories to hit general magazines as well as those in other fields.
Other speakers of the day included
J. I. Thompson, livestock specialist, California Polytechnic College; Dr. E. H.
Hughes, University of California College
of Agriculture, Davis; Prof. C. E. Howell,
University of California College of Agriculture, Davis, and E. M. Gordon, livestock specialist, University of California,
Berkeley.
Ralph Brown, secretary-manager,
Sonoma County Fair, Santa Rosa, talked
on Acts, Stunts, Contests and Entertainment and Tevis Paine, general manager,
California Thorobred Breeders' Association, Los Angeles; Professor Howell; Ed.
L. Paine, exhibit supervisor, Horse Show,
California State Fair, Sacramento, and
Adrian Van Sinderen, president, American Horse Show Association, New York,
on Horse Shows. Group also heard A. E.
Mahoney, county agricultural commissioner San Joaquin County; Clifford
Clower, State Department of Agriculture,
and Louis Venator, manager, Sixth District Agricultural Association, Los Angeles, discuss Exhibits, Agricultural,
Horticultural, Viticultural, Floriculture,
Educational and Feature Displays.

GET FIRE SAFETY

(Continued from page 48)
permanent and well -protected electric
wiring; installation of sufficient exists;
frequent inspection of fire -extinguishing
equipment; constant supervision of cooking and heating equipment; removal of
dry grass and weeds from the buildings;
and a continuous program of fire and
panic safety.
Yockers urged posting of many "No
Smoking" signs in livestock barns where
straw is used. He further urged fair
managers to treat wood shavings with a
spray to make the shavings fire resistant.

customary colorful exhibits, and some en hanced theirs with home-grown enter tainers. Also, some of the commercial
exhibitors used live talent.
More than 5,000 birds were registered
for the poultry show-1,300 coming from
one Virginia breeder. Cattle was con fined to Florida entries, with the beef
division being the strongest in history.
The dairy show was lighter than in pre war years. The Florida Palomino Horse
Association was around for the first time,
showing 25 beautiful specimens.
The State Fish and Game Department
and the departments of forestry and
parks occupied a building, featuring an
aquarium. The honey show, which has
drawn as much as 20 tons of the sweet
stuff, was reduced to 10 tons in half a
building, being crowded down by the
huge military display.
Feminine handicraft and Hillsborough
County schools were well represented,
while the art exhibit was pronounced
unusually good by the judges, the work
of both amateur and professional painters, drawers and photographers being
included. The flower show was a staggering affair, completely filling a building 60 feet by 400 feet with every type
flower that can be grown in this State.
Commercial and industrial exhibits
were unusually numerous, and the claim
that every available foot was sold was
borne out by close inspection. There was
not a single booth In the grounds
plugged with a diaorama. The independent midway was jammed tight, and
there were enough independent grab and
juice joints, jewelry, cutlery, photog,
etc., in the buildings to handle the
densest throngs.
Eddie Arnold and His Tennessee Plowboys, with additional talent from the
WSN Grand Ole Opry, were the nucleus
of the grandstand show under the direction of Thomas A. Parker. When Parker
and his hillbillies completed their chores
Thursday (14) the grin on Parker's face
indicated this was the first grandstand
impresario who wadded up a bundle in
these parts in a long time. The nasaltwangers were aided and abetted by Ira.
Watkins's dogs, ponies and chimp; Edson
and Louise, comedy; Walter Guice and
Company, trampoline; Pape and Con chita, perch; Malikova, high wire; Don
and Alpha, musical novelty; Don Tranger,
emsee; Zacchini's cannon and Merle
Evans and his band. All acts were booked
independently.
Augmenting the grandstand programs
were the 82d Airborne Band, the Third
Air Force Band and the U. S. Naval District band. These orgs also played concerts at the military exhibits.
Sloan Gets Well
Auto racing was presented by John A.
Sloan Tuesday (5) and Saturday (9) to
the greatest crowds in the history of the
annual. Both days were complete sellouts, with many being turned away, and
Sloan grabbed a bank roll. Because of the
unprecedented demand for tickets in advance for the final day of auto racing.
an additional program was thrown in
for good measure yesterday.
As the annual neared its close, Pa
Strieder relaxed for a moment in his office, grinned and remarked: "We've had
fewer visiting fair executives this year
than at any other fair here I can recall
-guess the fellows didn't think I could
get ready, and now they've missed the
biggest Florida fair in history." He said
it with a deep chuckle of satisfaction
that comes when one knows a good job
has been completed.
Those of the fair brethren who did
appear were Julius Cahn, Luxemburg,
Wis.; Fred C. Elford, Ottawa, Ont.; J. N.
Wells, Davenport, Ia.; M. H. (Mike)
Benton, Atlanta; E. Ross Jordan, Macon,
Ga., and Florida fairmen Crawford Bickford, Orlando; John Henry Logan, Largo,
and Phillip E. Lucey, Winter Haven.
Publicity campaign, handled again by,
the veteran James L. Malone, clicked, as
evidenced by the huge mass of clippings
from all sections of the Southland. Frank
Mahary, brigade manager for the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus,
supervised the billing, which included a
territory covering a radius of 400 miles,
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NEW YORK ASKS 10G STATE AID
Would Be 2G
Lift for Each
o

Resolution to Legislature
points to important role in
pari-mutuel bill passage
o

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 16.-A resolution
requesting State Legislature to increase
the maximum State aid to each from
$8,000 to $10,000, was unanimously
adopted by delegates attending the annual meeting of the New York State Association of Agricultural Fair Societies
here Tuesday (12).
Resolution called attention to the important part played by -fairs in the passage of the pari-mutuel bill and to the
increased revenue the State now derives
from this source as an indication of their
right to increased allotments.
John F. Williams, secretary, New York
State Harness Racing Commission, and
former fair association president, told
delegates that revenue received by the
State from racing had jumped fròm
about $100,000 in 1941 to $2,357,309.53
in 1945. Approximately $400,000 has been
allotted to fairs annually under the present maximum.
Optimism on Passage
Considerable work had evidently been
done prior to the meeting by President
Bligh A. Dodds and other members. Fair men were generally optimistic over the

ACTS
WANTING ROUTES
FOR 1946 FAIRS
-CONTACT-

BOYLE
WOOLFOLK

AGENCY

This Packs 'Ein In
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif., Feb.

16.-Those attending the College
of Fairs here at California Polytechnic College had an opportunity to see how promotion and
"something different" actually
.

works.

With a number of the fair secretaries and managers staying on
the campus in Deuel Dormitory,
the facilities of the college cafeteria are available to them as well
as the others. On opening day the
cafeteria drew only a few, despite
good food at low prices. The beginning of the second day found
nearly 100 per cent of those at
the meetings on hand for lunch.
The cafeteria was offering
something different and In pound.
slabs.

Butter.

possibility of an early passage for the
bill.
All officers and members of the executive committee were re-elected by acclamation. They are Dodds, Gouverneur,
president; J. Alfred Valentine, East Williston, first vice-president; W. Ray Convers, Palmyra, second vice-president; Edward L. Hardeman, Elmira, secretary;
James A. Carey, Albany, executive secretary, and William A. Dardess, Chatham,

treasurer.

600 at Banquet

Judicial committee members are Alan
C. Madden, Middletown; John S. Williams, Old Chatham; Gilbert T. Seelye,
Burnt Hills; Paul J. Woodard, Sandy
Creek; Bert C. Bacon, Brookfield; J. Victor Faucett, Bath, and Glen W. Grinnell,
Batavia.
A capacity crowd of 600 attended the
banquet. Oswald D. Heck, Assembly
Speaker, was guest speaker.
Floorehow, a snappy one -hour presentation, With talent contributed by George
A. Hamid, Inc., included the Abdullah
Girls; Jean and Sally, acrobats; Bubbles
Ricardo, prima donna; DeMay and Moore,
novelty dance team; Professor Greene,
ventriloquist; Balzar Sisters, acrobats,
and Joe Basile's band, with Jack Glickman handling the baton.

Registrations Hit
More Than 150
At College Meet

INTERNATIONAL

WHIRLING ACES
Internationally known Roller Skating Artists.
1946 fair season.
2-Thrill Acts
Represented Exclusively by

-2.

J.

C.

Michaels Attractions

Suite 213, Reliance Bldg.

Kansas City, Mo,

NATIONAL
SHOWMEN'S

ASSOCIATION
GREETS

YOU

You are eligible to Membership in
this fastest growing showmen's organization if you are a showman or
affiliated with the amusement. business.
Clubrooms in the center of
the amusement world.
Meetings 2nd and 4th
Wednesday each month
Palace Theatre Building,
1564 Broadway,
New York 19, N. Y.
Mostly everyone of the Eastern
amusement family is a member.
Are you?
Write For Information.
Initiation
$10.00
$10.00 Yearly
Dues

(Continued Irons page 49)
ORANGE COUNTY: Eugene R. Thomas, as-

Kingman Sees Vast Benefits
In Fair Ops' College Idea
(Continued from page 49)
filled with commercial exhibits," he declared.
Kingman made the following recommendations for fair operation: (1) Bring
more women and boys and girls into the
organization. They should be on boards
and committees. (2) Employ a good
manager, give him authority, and a term
of years to work out his plans. (3) Develop an over-all plan of your grounds.
Our problems-such tie parking-are
modern. The solution must he modern.
(4). Go strong on public relations. A
number of our legislators are not familiar
with fairs. A number of people think
of fairs only ea amusement enterprises.
(5) Study concessions. It is wrong for
any fair to sell concession space until
every dollar has been taken 1n. Practically all fairs sell space on a front
footage basis. For some items this may
be all right, but there are a number of
items which should be sold on a product
basis. (6) Merchandise exhibits by displaying them better. (7) Do things differently-and better.
Advances Ideas
Kingman said that he had eard of
"No Racing -No Fairs" headllnea. "You
probably have never thought of eliminating horse racing. At present you

But, ter your Information.
two largest fairs on this continent have
not hnd racing for yearn," he said. "Do
you think you could operate on a free gate basis? Two of our largest fairs and
a great many county tore have done
this for years. I am not In favor of it,
but it its possible to do it successfully."
Discussing other obstacles of operation,
Kingman told his audience that In 11)41
the Central Canada Exhibition had no
buildings. The army was using them.
"The fair was held, using 149 tents. The
event was successful." he said, "I mention these items us examples of v. hat
others are doing and to perhaps jar your
thinking a little. Our fairs sere basically
sound and for the most pert err carrvWe have every
Ing out their objective
reason to be proud of them."

shouldn't.

.

Dieusses Aeeuunting

Byron J. McMahon re..,d the paper prepared by McPhee. whose subject was
Education: t'niur of proies, McPhee,
at the time, being en route from Iiuflaio,
Ed O. Vollman, Stockton, priraident
Western Fairs' Association. Inc and secretary -manager of the San J' aqutn
County Fair, welcomed the fair men at
the opening of the college. end Eric McLachlan, deputy Division of Aucltea,Renee
of California, Sacramento. outlined fair

accounting.

'The Western Fairs' A Motion
McArthur, assistant manager. Intermountain manrl said, "has obtained the most
Fair.
skilled experts from fair -important acSONOMA COUNTY: Ralph H. Brown, sectivities to come here and give you a
Banta
County
Fair,
retary -manager, Bonoma
Rosa, and Winfield L. Norton, Bonoma -Marin course of instruction in improved methods. These will improve your fairs.
District Fair. Petaluma.
STANISLAUS COUNTY: Lester H. Shock, Many of these men are epecielhos end
manager, Stanislaus County Fair, Turlock; technicians. Others are here beause r.f
Rhen A. Wllaey. director, and George O. Dahl- varied concrete experience In the general
gren, livestock division manager.
operation of fans and their broad vlsirm,'4
SUTTER AND YUBA COUNTIES: Miss Reba
Perry, secretary -manager, Peach Bowl Festival,

Yuba City.
TEHAMA COUNTY. Sam E. Ayer, manager.
Tehama County Fah, Red Bluff, and Geortte.
F. Blake, secretary.
TUOLUMNE COUNTY: Cecil B. Mathews.
president, Tuolumne County Fair and Horse
Show, Sonora.
VENTURA COUNTY: John A. Lagomarsino.
vice-president. Ventura County Fair, Ventura_
YOLO COUNTY: Carroll E. Howell. Prof. of
Anima] Husbandry, Univ. of California, College of Agriculture, Davis.
OUT-OF-STATE: Sheldon Brewster. secretary -manager, Utah State Fair, Salt Lake
City; Frank H. Kingman, manager of Brockton (Mass.) Fair and secretary International
Association of Fairs and Expositions: Herman
H. Chindgren, president. Oregon Fairs' Association and president Clackamas County Fair,
Canby, Ore.; Molalla, Ore., and Fred R.

Kressmann, Barnes-Carruthers Theatrical Enterprise, Chicago.

\'oilmann tr- ri '!,e gathering. "'Three
ate from all parts of
specialists h
the country." `." "mann Introduced the
association's tats members-Louis Merrill. general manager: Roe* Links. atecrrLary-treasurer. and Dirk Wseshburne, director of public information.
McLachlan, using a blackboard. explained the proper way of entering disbursements on the books. He warned
that every expenditure was to be accounted for, and in detail, He eugifeated
that receipt numbers be marked on the
backs of checks received for apace. that
petty cash checks be entered to explain
even the smallest detail. Questions regarding the safes tax were put to McLachlan from the floor. Hr ruled that
the fair is not responsible for sales tax
unless it sells items. but that the concessionaires must file a sales ta,x return.

sistant manager, Orange County Fair and
Horse Show, Santa Ana, Calif., and George C.
McConnell, assistant manager, Santa Ana.

PLUMAS COUNTY: Fulton A. Horning, secretary, Plumas County Fair, Quincy, and C.
Link Peckinpah, director.
RIVERSIDE COUNTY: Robert M. C. Pullen wider, manager, Riverside County Fair and
Date Festival, Riverside, and William Duden,
manager, Hemet Utility Turkey Show, Bernet.
SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY: E. G. Voilman,

secretary -manager, San Joaquin County Fair,
Stockton, and president Western Fairs' Association, 'and Anthony L. Enos, assistant manager.

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY: Byron J. McMahon, chief, Bureau of Vocational Agriculture; George E. Stephan, secretary -manager,
16th District Association, Paso Robles, Calif.;
Herbert C. Sutton, president; Rubio D. Alberti,
director; E. R. Piaggini, vice-president, Caycos; Prof. J. I. Thompson, livestoèlc specialist,
California Poly School, and Charles C. Watts,
student, California Poly College.
SAN MATEO COUNTY: George J. Lagomarsino, president, San Mateo County Fiesta,
San Carlos, Calif.
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY: Jesse H. Chambers, secretary -manager, Santa Barbara County
Fair, Santa Maria, and H. W. Hitchcock,
manager, Santa Barbara Fair and Horse Show,

Hello, all you Slick Chicks and

Jacksons-Here's a tip-If it's
swing you want, get hep to
N. He packs more
swoons in one performance
".
than I do in ten.
S E L D E

-

In
Youngsters and OI1l r
fact, ertrycre err, tho cru of
Strass Waltzes Lu prvanlds,
Jltt.crbug turn, cut to ere
S E L D E N, THE 6TRATOSPHLRE
MAN. Each performance a thriller; Boob
SELDEN for your 1948 *rent NOW!
o/o THE BILLBOARD, Olnclnnarl 1, 0,
s

Santa Barbara.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY: Russell E. Pettit,
secretary, and Santa Çlara County Fair.
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY: Edward P. Johnson,
secretary -manager, Santa Cruz County Fair,

Watsonville, Calif.

SHASTA COUNTY: Jesse W. Bequette, president -manager, Intermountain Fair of Shasta

County, McArthur; Dudley V. Saeltzer, secretary -manager, Shasta County Fair, Redding;
James G. Bruce, assistant manager, Inter Mountain Fair of Shasta County, and John R.

MINNESOTA STATE FAIR
'zratar, Al

The Minnesota State Fair Amuscanent Committee will meet at 10 rill a.rr>
at the Lowrnr Hotel In St. Paul for the purpose of pun -444m Rhune, tir.
Vaudeville teatimes, Advertising Material, Premium Ribbon» for tt.e 19e''
invited to be present. (Contracta for Auto Racing and Thrill
1
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Clark Si., Chicago
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Ill.

EDGAR LAUNCHES NEW CIRCUS
Leases Sparks
TitleFròmR.13

WON, HORSE & UPP COMBINED CIRCUS
An Equine and Canine Paradox-The Show With a Leaf of Gold

--- By

Rice Mash, La.

February

Co

Alfred urt cat act, Paul
Lewis stock features ---staff
headed by Ralph Clawson

Starr De Belle

16, 1946

Dear Pat:
Last Monday Manager Upp announced
that his winter overland unit would
head north for its quarters at Colo -Tex,
Tex., where it would remain long enough
to do some secret training in order to
give patrons an entirely new and different program than heretofore seen with
any circus. What secret training he has
in mind is unknown to us, but rumor
has it that he will double up the swinging ladder gals on each ladder, thereby
doing away with half of the ladders.
Some say that he plans on putting one
girl on two ladders, thus eliminating
half òf the gals.
Due to the improved labor situation,
we now have enough drivers for all
wagons and cages, thus releasing the
kinkers and windjammers from that
duty. Combination berth and baggage
car arrived from quarters. It provides
enough sleeping and loading space for
all actors, musicians and department
heads, as well as the leadstock and elephant, Crumwell. The car's arrival
made this unit a combination overland
and railroad circus. To date the winter
tour has been far above expectations.
Kindly spike the rumor that we have
gone hungry. The guy they see eating
grass near the lot is our side show
strong man, and he eats it for vitamins.
Our luxurious sleeping car for actors
and musicians has its drawback. On
Wednesday night a clown, while asleep
in a three -high upper berth, dreamed
that he was in a restroom. The next
morning our four -piece concert band
went on a strike, refusing to make
parade unless the clown apologized to
their leader, who had the berth below
him. Furthermore, they insisted- on the
apology being made a public one. The
clown agreed to do so, but refused to

apologize before the audience in the
main show, holding out for the concert.
The band .leader insisted on it being
made during the big show or no music.
Finally, the show's legal adjuster
squared the beef by getting both parties
to agree on the clown apologizing during
both concerts to make up for lost attendance.
The bosses would never stand for a
parade given only half -way. At parade time last Thursday our parade marshal
learned that the musical director of
band No. 2, that rides atop a monkey
cage, couldn't make it because he
couldn't buy reeds for his flageolet, nor
could his musician find a drumhead.
Rather than miss parading, our marshal
decided to use two canvasmen who
aspired to become hillbilly musicians
and who brought their guitars with
them. Believing that things were now
okay, he gave a parade call. It was later
discovered that one of the statuary gals,
who rode atop the cookhouse tableau,
had eloped with a pony punk and was
still honeymooning in the last town.
The 'parade was immediately canceled
and the gal fined. This show insists on
discipline at all times.
Yesterday the bosses bought 10 coonhounds for a hunting scene which will
be one of the things that will come
under the head of secret training. Can
you imagine the actors beefing because
the hounds bay all night while loaded
in the possum -belly of the sleeper? Perhaps they were happier while drawing
50 cents for bed and breakfast and
driving a team overland.

R -B Quarters
Buzz as Crew
Preems Stock
Irah Watkins acts contracted

SARASOTA, Fla., Feb. 16.-Sparks CirSARASOTA, Fla., Feb. 16.-It can't be
cus title, since 1929 property of the Ring said that paint brushes are flying at the
ling interests and inactive since the
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
Sparks show was taken off the road at
winter quarters here, but the spray guns
the close of the 1931 season, will be used
are spraying full blast, and preparations
by the Florida Circus Corporation,
for the 1946 tour are progressing accordheaded by James Edgar, for a new circus
ing to schedule.
being framed here for opening about the
The first section of the train that will
middle of March.
lug the necessary equipment to New York
This announcement came significantly
for the annual run at Madison Square
within a week of two events. One was
Garden is just about ready, and menagthe decision of Edgar to abandon for
erie, ticket and equipment wagons are
the time being his traveling ice show unglistening with varnished red trimmed
der canvas venture. This decision was
with gold. The prime coat was on the
made when Edgar learned the portable
yellow wagon Wednesday (13) when The
ring was too heavy to be transported
Billboard representative, accompanied by
without layoffs between towns. The
Bernie (Canvas) Mendelson and Bob
other was the arrival in Sarasota at
(Posing Show) Edwards, enjoyed a tour
about the same time of Ralph J. Clawof the quarters conducted personally by
son, who resigned as manager of the
the genial Frank (Story) Braden and
Clyde Beatty Circus at the conclusion of
Frank (Radio) Morrissey.
its 1945 tour.
Bobby of Brookfield, the 18 -month -old
Contracts for the use of the Sparks
rhino presented a year ago to Robert
title were signed by Edgar, Robert Ring Ringling by Chicago's Brookfield Zoo,
ling and Mrs. Audrey Haley Thursday
was scampering about in his new steel
(14), and Edgar immediately announced
corral, playing the rear end, as usual, for
that Clawson would head his staff as
the photographers, as Braden explained
general manager. Clawson was formerly
it. Gargy and Toto were still playing
manager of the Hagenback -Wallace Cirthe ignore for each other in their aircus and was with Ringling Bros. and
conditioned cages, but Braden says the
Barnum & Bailey for a number of years.
attendants report the gorillas have been
Physical nucleus of the new org will be
talking to each other thru the bars and
the canvas, rolling stock, seats, light
the love affair might blossom yet. (Ed's
plants, cookhouse and other equipment
note-Wonder if Frankie is smoking up
assembled by Edgar for his ice show, all
another angle for the New York columnbuilt to circus standards. Top is a 120 ists.)
foot round with two 30's, and a 40 center
The horse barn was almost empty, but
will be added as soon as possible. If dethere were unmistakable sounds of aclivery on the 40 -foot middle cannot be
tivity from the big training barn, and
obtained before opening, show will start
Braden cautiously inferred that "they're
with two rings.
trying to work up something new, and it
Alfred Court's leopard act will be feawill be terrific if it works." The gates
tured and will be worked by Damoo
were barred, so that activity will have
Dhore, one of Court's original staff and
CINCINNATI, Feb. 16.-Polack Bros. - to be explained later.
himself just recently out of the army.
Shrine Circus opened its seventh annual
Girls, flocks of 'ern for the ballet, are
Thirteen cats of the act, black and
engagement at the Taft Auditorium here already arriving, and Pat Valdo, personspotted leopards, black jaguars and
Wednesday (13) for a 10 -day run, twq nel director, is a mighty busy fellow
pumas, will be displayed in the menagerie
days longer than any previous engage- solving the housing problem and preparalong with elephants and other hay CHICAGO, Feb. 16.
Circus and Wild ment. Attendance has been
to ing for the rehearsals that will start next
eating animals. Paul M. Lewis has been West fans and their organizations will date, even in the face of a gale good
week. It is understood
Wednesthe aerial
contracted to furnish his ring stock, in- hold special services February 26 in com- day night and a blizzard at, showtime ballet (chamber maids' that
to yeuse
cluding Liberty horses and ponies, high- memoration of the 100th anniversary. of Thursday night. Promotion was (hider guys) will be returned to frolic
program, a
school horses, goats and mules.
the late William F. Cody, better known the direction of George Westerman, who feature that was missed bythe
all true
Other staff members include Justus to millions as Buffalo Bill.
also had the date last year. Al Sweeney
Irah Watkins, at the Florida State fans,
Fair
Edwards, general press representative;
Cody was born February 26, 1846.
handled advance press, and Mike Good- in Tampa with his animals, announced
Marshall Green, general agent; John J.
Showmen's League of America will pay man is back with it.
that he has been contracted for the Big
Cousins, car manager, and Denny Helms, special tribute to the plainsman and
The Polack-Stern combo, Iry J. Polack, One this season and will present a disgeneral superintendent.
showman who was the first president of managing director, and Louis Stern, play with his ponies, dogs and chimp.
that organization.
business manager, is offering a highThe reports from Europe as far as
Attention to the date was called by calibered bill that is going great
new foreign acts are concerned is enguns
Louis,, V. Cooke, Orange, N. J., whose with the crowds. Detailed review ap- couraging, they say here, and it is befather, the late Louis E. Cooke, was gen- peared in The Billboard dated Febru- lieved that four ring or stage fillers will
eral agent for Buffalo Bill's show from ary 9.
be aboard a boat within the week.
1907 until it was sold at auction in
The Flying Otaris, who fly east, west,
Among those on the Shrine committee
Denver in 1913. Louis V. was well ac- are Ralph T. Crosthwaite, new .Potentate north, south simultaneously,
will be back
quainted with Cody, having worked with of Syrian Temple, and Harry C. Dick, after an absence of 10 years. All
members
LAKE WALES, Fla., Feb. 16.-Opening the No. 2 car which was under
of
the troupe, save one killed in action,
man- general chairman. Net proceeds will go
the season January 31 and continuing agement of his brother, Victor the
B. Cooke. toward Shrine activities and charity. have been released from military service,
its Florida swing thru Pierce, Bartow,
Children from orphanages and other and it will be a new act as far as the Big
Plant City and Auburndale, the Bradley
institutions are guests of One's customers are concerned. It also
& Benson Circus is playing to good busi- Clyde Bros. in Successful charitable
means a great flash, with two other
Shriners at special matinees.
ness. Spots mentioned gave out with
At the Thursday matinee, Hubert flying acts working the ends at the
straw houses at night and fair matinees. Three-Day Beaumont Stand Castle,
wire artist, was bruised slightly same time.
Dade City, played Saturday (2), proved
While no definite word has been reBEAUMONT, Tex., Feb. 16.-Clyde Bros.' when a supporting cable pulled loose,
only fair at both shows.
ceived here as to the exact date George
him to the stage.
So far it has been proved that this Circus, with a hand from the weather throwing
Following the performance tonight, the Washington Smith and Leonard Aylesshowed to capacity biz during the
section of Florida is circus hungry, the man,
stand here, January 31 -Febru- Loyal-Repensky Tent of circus enthus- worth will be released from gaol in
only drawback being high license fees. three-day
2. Greenville, Tex., was also good. iasts (Martin J. Hogan, ringmaster, and Connecticut, preparations are under way
Big show is running smoothly now aryEnlarging
for other Texas spots to fol- Art Becker, treasurer) staged a party for a home -coming party February 20,
with the addition of Minnie Rooney's low, show has
the performers at the Sinton Hotel. and a gala affair it will be.
dog act and Leroy's baboon act. Clarence ford family, added the George Hanne- for
The
fans attended the night show.
riding
act,
and
the
Wells
Kauffmann has been added as producing Troupe, acrobats.
clown.
Lynn has left to join Bell Bros.
LOUISVILLE, Feb. 16.-Kosair ChilBob Broom is in charge of canvas and es John
general superintendent. Jimmy Arm- dren's Hospital and
he and his crew are doing a bang-up strong,
Masonic chart
Gus Kanerva and Shorty Lynn ties here were big other
job. Kid show, under management of have planned
winners as Polack'sa
big
fishing
excursion
indoor
circus toppled last year's records
Glen Porter, has bean doing exceptional during the Galveston
date. Recent visit- despite rain Monday and
business with a strong line-up of attrac- ors include A. Morton
Tuesday
Smith,
Gainesand
a veritable blizzard Sunday (10).(4-5)
tions. McClung has his pit show on the ville, Tex.; Al Weir, of
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-A flat car purthe
Benny
Pox
Under
promotion of
midway with his large pythons. His show, and Jimmy and Kathleen
Rison, chased by Arthur M. Concello from
Healy show drew over $25,000, Jimmie
Ar-'
beautifully framed show adds a lot to with their USO unit, which has just
with
re- press and radio co-operation. splendid thur Bros.' Circus and shipped by Con the front end. Art Converse, who is turned from 18 months overseas.
cello
to
El
Paso,
Tex.,
has been attached
Managing Director Iry J. Polack
nursing a sprained ankle, is in charge
was by the Internal Revenue Department
on h
for
of reserves. Mrs. Tom Mix, featured
om
e
THIS IS the' time of the year when Cir us.s.d to
taxes
due,
The
Billboard learned from a
Hereet
entertainedvisitors Zack 1Trell,
in the big show, commutes back and bored billposters yearn for a good old- Jake Newman,
reliable
source
here today.
Noyelles Burkhart and
forth to Tampa each day.
fashioned billing war«
The amount due was said
their ladies.
plus interest and penalties. to be $82,000

Fans, Orgs to Mark
100th Anniversary
Of Bill Cody's Birth

Polack Drawing
At 7th Annual

In Queen City

-

B&B Show Clicks

In Trek Thru Fla.

.

Revenuers Grab

Concello Flat
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UNDER THE MARQUEE
Cubs during the days of Tinker to Evers
to Chance combination.

WINTER shortens.
CLYDE (DUKE) PATTERSON, Cincin-

BELL, who led the band on the
nati photo expert, will be among those 101JACK
Ranch
and other shows, is playing
Circus.
Bros.'
on
Mills
in clown alley
trumpet in Bee Carsey's band with
Polack Bros.' Circus.
ROBERTA'S CIRCUS, trained animal
act, was featured in Lincoln birthday
THEN THERE was the First of May who,
stageshow at the Jamaica (L. I.) Theater. when fined, answered: "I haven't the
money, but I'lI send home for it."
"MY FIRST CIRCUS" is ever mentioned
TONY LAMB, former trombonist with
and never forgotten by people in all walks
the Spades and Downie Bros.' circus
of life.
bands, is now operating a filling stain Tampa. He has had his own
RED CARTER, clown cop with the tion
under canvas in
Polack show, is a former ball player, motion picture show

several years.
having been a catcher with the Chicago the South the last
HARRY DANN, Ringling-B a r n u m
clown, accompanied by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William Dann, Clayton, Mo.,
motored to Pekin, Ill., recently to visit
with Paul Zallee who is making preparations to take his own circus out in
FOR MY

ACTS WANTED
CIRCUS AND FAIR DATES
FOR 1946
CAN ONLY. USE FEATURE
ACTS

ERNIE YOUNG
155 N. CLARK ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

April.

DISPLACED PERSON would be most
any native who, when turned out of his
apartment, had to join a circus to get a
place to sleep.

FLYING BEHRS, composed of Jerry
and Janis Wilson and Billy Ward, are
filling a 10 -week engagement with the
Gran Circo Atayde in Mexico. They plan
to return to the States the latter part
of March to fill their contract with Ring ling -Barnum for the 1946 season.

JAMES EDGAR
Announces the All-New Revival of

CAN USE
Several Specialty Acts for

Rodeo Work.
Also a Small Band.

Write

-

Wire

S. M. S. RODEO CO.
Bloomingdale, New Jersey

WANTED
Man or Woman to Work

UNTAMABLE LION
In Side Show With Circus
Address

MILT BOBBINS
Side Show Manager, Dailey Bros.'
Circus, Gonzales, Tex.

COOK WANTED
Must Be Sober

BAILEY BROS.' CIRCUS
Newberry, South Carolina

Robert (Rebel) Marchette
Would like to hear from following people:
Robt. Miller, Dick, Pat McCarthy, Tom
Lovett, Clif Shell, Roam Sharpire or anyone
else with circus experience. All reply to
83 Oaklawn Apt., Baltimore St., Mobile, Ala.
P.S.: Am placed with best motorized circus
in east.

WANT TO PURCHASE
Tangley or Pneumatic Hand -Played Calliope
and Two Chariots.

Dailey Bros.' Circus
Box 54, Gonzales, Tex.

Grotto Opens
To Big House
At Cleveland

the Famous

SPA''KS CIRCUS
Clean Amusement

A Supreme Achievement in
Featuring a World Renowned Wild Animal Act

WANTED
Ground Acts, Aerial Acts, Large Acts doing two or more numbers
(Gallagher Family, please wire), Girls to do Web and Menage,
Clowns, Musicians.
Ticket Sellers, Workingmen in all departments, Steward and Chef for
Cook House.
Complete Side Show with own equipment and truck transportation,
good proposition. We furnish Cook House.
Concession Manager, Griddle Men, Seat Butchers, Novelty Men.
Show owns all Concessions.

STAFF
RALPH J. CLAWSON,

General Manager

MARSHALL GREEN, General Agent

DON DORSEY reports he has signed
with MCA in New York and will play

theaters and clubs until the fairs open
. FAITH KING and
ifl late summer.
JOHN KRAMER, of Banard Bros:' Circus,
spent a busy winter, breaking stock.
They also added two ponies to the pony
drill, plus mules, riding dogs and a pole climbing dog. . . DON CULVER, now
discharged from service, reports he is
playing with the Burlington (Vt.) Concert Band.

53

JUSTUS EDWARDS,

General Press Representative

JOHN J. COUSINS, Advertising Car Manager
DENNY HELMS, General Superintendent
VICTOR ROBBINS, Band Leader

Musicians: Address VICTOR ROBBINS, 33 George Street, Bangor, Maine
All Others: Address SPARKS CIRCUS, P. 0. Box

2367, Sarasota, Florida

BELL BROS.' CIRCUS
CAN PLACE FOR 1946 SEASON

Side Show Maxlager and Side Show Acts. Strong Concessions for Side Show.
CLEVELAND, Feb. 16.-Clyde Beatty
tossed in an unscheduled hair-raising
Humpy Ethridge, answer. Want Calliope Player and Band Leader. People
scrap with one of his tigers here Monday
for concert. Can use one more outstanding Family Act. Useful people
(11) night as Al Sirat Grotto Circus
crowd
first
-night
biggest
to
the
opened
in all departments.
in history.
tussle
five-minute
Eighty-foot Top.
thrilling
Beatty's
Have for Sale
with the animal was but one of several
Want to Buy Hay-Eating Animals. Also Rhesus Monk and Baby. Address
unbilled features which highlighted the
production that Orrin Davenport brought
THOS. EWALT, Bell Bros.' Circus, Geneva, Neb.
to Cleveland for the annual indoor
event.
Show, which ran a full three hours
with a 10 -minute intermission, was deGIRLS, COLORED MUSIlayed another 15 minutes when Diane
SHOW ACTS-"DANCING
CIANS AND PERFORMERS. BIG
Lovett, working in the web number,
caught her foot in the loop. Later, one
MOUTH COMEDIAN WHO WILL WEAR CORK.
of the Ortans suffered a neck dislocaFOR DAILEY BROS.' CIRCUS, OPEN IN TEXAS. JOIN
tion in the teeterboard act and Pat
Partello took a bad spill in the high
NOW. COLORED PEOPLE. ADDRESS
jumps when she lost a stirrup.
time
running
the
Davenport trimmed
to two hours and a half the second
CARE DAILEY BROS.' CIRCUS, GONZALES, TEX.
night.
Show staff includes Col. Harry Thomas,
ALL OTHERS
equestrian director and announcer; Izzy
Cervone, musical director; Bob Reynolds,
prop boss; Mrs. Bob Reynolds, special
GONZALES, TEX.
wardrobe, and Mrs. Harry Thomas, spec
and regular wardrobe.
Talent line-up includes Paul Nelson
and John Smith, pony drills; Hubert
Dyer Company, and Brown and Lewis,
W. A. HARNEY CIRCUS WANTS
comedy acrobats; Beatty; Aerial Rooneys;
Musicians on all instruments. Veterans given
the Voise Troupe; the Olveros, Daviso
preference. Billposter and Lithographer, Aerial
Duo and Orantos, high perch; Helen
2 8x10 Reprints: Forepaugh Brigade, 1893, all
and Ground, Animal Acts, good Camp Cook, all
persons identified; open grave showing 35 caskets
Reynolds Skaters; Emil Pallenberg Jr.,
useful Circus Help, Canvas and Seat Man. All
unidentified Hagenbeck-Wallace wreck victims.
bears; Ortan Family, teeterboard; Joan
state lowest first letter or no answer. Will buy
free
with
pictures
9
postcard
Both for $1.00.
or lease gentle Female Elephant. Address:
and Beebe Siegrist, cloud swing; J.
each order: 3 pictures Mighty Haag steam calBurke;
liope, 1910; 3 of Buffalo Bill and Major
Evans, Betty Rooney and Corrinne Dearo,
W. A. HARNEY CIRCUS
seated
his
tent
at
in
office
Bill
Buffalo
3
of
trapeze; Arturo and Dorita Konyot,
625 Westminster Avenue
Elizabeth 3, N. J.
field desk. Don't send stamps.
menage; Freddie and Otto clown boxers;
Ruby Haag, Sonny Moore and the Linder DeBELLE
STARR
mans, dogs and ponies; La Louisa, aerial
CINCINNATI
Care of The Billboard
A.
Campbell
and
Nelson,
ballet; Paul
John Smith, Liberty horses; Don Fran2 Main '\ Street Combination Billers, also Mancisco, Ala Wing and Tarnant, wire acts;
ager of crew. Write, stating lowest salary and
Cristiani Family, equestrians; Dianne
whether you can drive Chevrolet Truck.
Lovett, Ruth Nelson and Jeannie Sleeter,
elephants; the Berosinis, high wire, and
TENT SHOW EOUIPMENT
JACK MILLS
the Flying Concellos and the Comets, 65x145 Top, Marquee, Sound System, Speakers
trapeze.
and Light Plants, $1,895.00.
MILLS BROS.' CIRCUS
Show will continue here thru February
24, opening in Detroit Monday (25) for
2800 Edgehlll Road
Cleveland Heights, O.
JOE REO
a two-week stand.
4 Copley Road
Upper Darby, Pa.

-

SIDE

WANTED

JOHNNY B. WILLIAMS

MILT ROBBINS

COLLECTORS

WANTED
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Expect 125,000
At Conventions
In AC This Year

Clark St., Chicago

February 23, 1946
1,

Ill.

Haggerty, Lemmon
Linger Awhile
Head NE Meeting's
On Lovely Lake
Guest Speaker List
Chargoggago

BOSTON, Feb. 16.-Names of two of
the three outside speakers scheduled to
talk at the 18th annual convention of
Northeast Section of the NAAPPB, in the
Parker House March 12 were announced
by Harry Storin, of Riverside Park, Agawam, Mass., program chairman.
Storm said he has received acceptances
from Wayne Lemmon, Chicago, Held representative, Industrial Recreation Association, and John J. Haggerty, Boston,
regional director, War Assets Corporation.
Lemmon will take on Recreation for Industrial Workers, while Haggerty will
deal with how to go about obtaining
surplus war goods.
The- third speaker has not yet been
scheduled, Storing said. In addition to
the speakers, the program will feature a
forum for members and guests, at Which
such problems as employee relations, attractions, fireworks, new or improved
rides and equipment, transportation and

ATLANTIC CITY, Feb. 16.-An estimated 125,000 are expected to visit this
resort during 1946, convention managers,
amusement and hotel men report. January has already established a new high
mark for meetings.

WEBSTER, Mass., Feb. 16.-Show Boat
Park will open here early in May on the
shores of lovely Lake Chargoggago
ahem.
Owner Ernest L. Wallis announced today that the park, started four years
ago, but stymied by the war, is being
built between two hard roads that circle
beautiful Lake Chargoggago
uh.
Grading was started last fall for an
auto show and rodeo area and a large
hall, suitable le dancing and shows,
has been constructed. A large dining
room is situated above picturesque Lake
Chargogggaggmanch-.
The 18 -acre park, only a 20 -minute
ride from Webster, entertained many
factory outings last year, dozens of groups
attracted by the large pine grove and
the sandy beach on sunny Lake
Chargoggagoggmanchauggago g g e h a u -

-

Size of conference and convention
groups range from 35 to 20,000-the latter is the estimated total of the recent
National Canners Association. Average
small conclave numbers about 300, with
the larger groups about four thousand.
Convention Bureau Manager Albert H.
Skean predicts conventioneers will bring
at least a couple. of million dollars' worth
of business into the city.
Claridge Hotel has 84 definite convenWAYNE LEMMON, Chicago, field
tions listed and already has booked two
conventions for January 1947. Similar representative of the Industrial Recrereports were made by Chelsea, Ambassa- ation Association, who with John J.
dor and The Breakers. It is estimated Haggerty, Boston, regional director of
persons attending conventions spend an War Assets Corporation, will speak, food will be discussed.
buns
average of from $15 to $20 a day.
Yes, everything is going well at Show
President Henry G. Bowen, Whalom
before park men attending the 8th
Park, Fitchburg, Mass., announces 12 Boat Park on the shores of
y -y -ou
annual convention of the Northeast changes
Lake Chargoggagagoggmanin the by-laws will be offered for s -s -ay it
Section of the NAAPPB in Boston
action at the meeting here. Changes chauggagchaubunagungamaugg, It's no
March 12.
have been approved by the executive gag.J
committee, with final action being up
'to the membership. Changes include
sections relating to election of directors,'
DETROIT; Feb. 16.-Detroit Zoological
quorums, eligibility of officers for rePark realized a profit of $57,122 for the
election, duties of officers and dues.
season ending November 30, 1945, acGeneral schedule here calls for regiscording to a report by Auditor General
tration from 10 a.m., with lundh at 12:30.
Benjamin J. Tobin.
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va., Feb. 16.-Hotel Business session will -be held from 1:30
Total receipts were $115,266, $24,683
NORFOLK, Feb. 16. -- When Ocean
more than in the previous year, Tobin transfers continue to hold the spotlight to 5 p.m. A cocktail party is scheduled View
Park opens here April 6, customers
at this resort, betokening preparations for 5, with the banquet set for 7 p.m.
said.
won't find much that isn't new or that
Miniature Railroad has taken in $351,- for record summer season.
hasn't at least undergone a ace -lifting
New Waverley Hotel has been °sold
411 in fares since it was donated to the
job. It is the culmination of a two-year
zoo in 1930 by The Detroit News. Last to the Beachview Hotel Corporation for
improvement program, costing $300,000
year it took in $34,348, $9,791 more than $120,000, and the old Waverley may be
at the 50 -year -old resort.
in the preceding year. In its 15 years, taken shortly by new interests at
A fireproof bathhouse,' which will acTobin said, the railroad has shown a $105,000.
commodate
a day, and up to 3,000
This will make the second time in
profit of $139,433. Of this amount,
MEMPHIS, Feb. 16.-Clifford Wallace at one time,5,000
represents $85,000 worth of
$66,500 was used to purchase new ani- two weeks these hotels have changed has been named manager and supervisor
mals and $42,500 was used for other hands. They were sold recently by Mr. of Fairgrounds Amusement Park by the improvements by Ocean View Improvement Corporation, which has operated
and Mrs. B. G. Porter for $160,000 to Memphis Park Commission.
improvements.
resort the last four years. In addiDuring 1945 increased patronage re- Birdie Gilbert Harding and Grayson i
With
steps already taken to municipal- the
tion,
a seven -foot concrete windbreak
sulted in an increase in earnings of the Harding. New Waverley is a boardwalk ize nearly
all rides and concessions, park has been
erected along the walk from
zoo refectory, parking lot, Miniature hotel of 40 rooms and is open the year management
has
become
an
important
the concession area to the bathhouse.
Railroad, animal fares and rolling chair around.
business
of
the
park
commission.
Only
Electrical equipment
The army was scheduled to turn the remaining privately owned rides
fees of $36,508.
been renewed,
are Pip- various pavilions have has
45 -room Warner Hotel back to private pin,
been repaired and
Pretzel
and
Ferris
Wheel,
which
are
Friday (15). It will be open
in sections and a new illumiunder one-year leases, John replaced
Cinnamon Bear Finds Home toownership
civilians April 1, following extensive operated
nating system has been installed.
Vesey,
commission
chairman,.
said.
Three
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 16.-A cinnamon improvements.
There are 300 public
Future plans call for a $200,000
bear, scheduled to be shot when the lockers for bathing among the hotel's other rides, the Dive Bomber, Moon foot fishing pier, a cement walk,2,000
new
Rocket
and
Roller
Plane,
will
be
moved bulkheading, an air-conditioned skating
Harrisburg Zoo closed and disposed of facilities.
from the park because the owner is en- rink, improvements
its animals, has found a home in the
to the dance paPhiladelphia Zoo. Freeman M. Shelly,
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 16.-A tumor tering another business, Vesey said. Rides vilion, a new restaurant, enlargement of
zoo director here, heard about the bear was successfully removed from the neck to replace these are being sought.
Scooter concessions and a Kiddyland.
Wallace comes to the park as manager theNew
and had her sent here. Altho rarely en- of regal python, 150 -pound snake, at
funrow attractions will include a
countered in Pennsylvania wild life, the Philadelphia Zoo. Operation was per- after 15 years as branch manager of Ross Pretzel Ride, Crazy
House, Ferris Wheel,
variety is common in some Western formed by Dr. Herbert Ratcliffe, of the Federal Service, Inc., where he had Fly -o -Plane and Rolloplane.
Albert Milcharge
of
the
theatrical
checking
'of
527
States.
Zoo's staff.
ler is manager.
theaters.
-

-

-

1

Detroit Zoo Shows
Big Financial Gain

-

-

Ocean View Set
For Big Opening

Va. Beach. Waverley

Hotel Sold. Again

Clifford Wallace
Gets Memphis Post

'

PLAN NOW FOR THE GREAT POST-WAR ERA

DESIGNS
REPORTS

PLANS
ESTIMATES

COMPLETE PARKS, FAIRS, COASTERS, RINKS, ,POOLS

ACKLEY, BRADLEY `& DAY
200

CHESTNUT ST., SEWICKLEY, PA. (PITTSBURGH, PA.)

FOX RIVER PICNIC GROVE

-

-

FOX RiVFR GROVE, ILLINOIS

DANCE HALL - TAPROOM

87 Mlles Northwest of Chicago

-

40 Acres of Beautiful Grounds
Season Begins Decoration Dam
and Closes Labor Day
Train and Bus Service.

For 1946

Season,

BEACH

WANTED

COTTAGES,

SHOWS-RIDES.-CIRCUS-CONCESSIONS-CARNIVAL
CROWD -ATTRACTING FEATURES

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
LOUIS CERNOCKY, Fox River Grove, Illinois
Telephone Cary 3621

NEW PARK OPENING APRIL

1

WANTED ON PERCENTAGE OR WILL BUY
Caterpillar, Electric Scooter, Moon Rocket, Silver Streak, Fun House,
Dude Ranch, RideeO and Concessions.
This is not a promoted _park. We own Ferris Wheel, 40 -Ft. Merry -Go Round, Whip, Chairplane (24 seats), 4 Kiddie Rides, Steam Train
and 13 Concessions.

JOHN W. ISAAC, 25

Eastern Ave., Essex 21, Md.

Paul Mattle Buys
Site in Syracuse
ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 16.-Paul Mattle,
ride operator, has purchased 15 acres
north of Syracuse on the Oswego River
and plans an amusement park as soon
as building materials are made available. Park will be named Riverview.
Mattle's rides, which he now books
independently, consisting of a Ferris
Wheel, Chair -o -Plane, and Kiddie Auto
Ride, plus a Funhouse and concessions,
will form the nucleus of attractions.
These will be supplemented by the erection of a dance hall. Other park units
will be booked to add variety. A roller
skating rink is included in planning.
With this river location, Mattle plans
to promote motorboat racing. Free acts
also will be used.

Alberta in New' York

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Albert Alberta,
an added attraction at Hubert's Museum,
leaves Easter Sunday for Savin Rock,
Conn., to resume operating a museum,
the only show on the beach. Enterprise
is conducted under the firm name of
Caro & Kuennel. His partner, Julius
Juehnel, was formerly identified with
freak shows at Coney ,Island, N. Y. Al
Wailers, a recent army dischargee, will
be an outdoor lecturer at Savin Park.
ED CARROLL, of Riverside' Park, Agawam, Mass., and Mrs. Carroll, will leave
Baltimore by plane Saturday (23) for a
short vacation in Bermuda. Carroll recently attended New York State Fair
Association gathering in Albany. He also stopped briefly in New York.
.

AlejltheadrErs r1/ailjÛ

Extension of Ocean Ave.
Included in 1946 Budget

and Weird Displays, Blacklite
Illusions, Motor Operated Bally Figures
for Fun House and Dark Ride.

WILDWOOD, N. J., Feb. 16.-An increase of $1.08 in the local tax rate was
anounced this week as the 1946 budget
was introduced. Rate last year was $5.41

AMTWIREIrmkeTrerem

Funny

per $100 valuation. Included in the WALDORF
INC.
budget are improvements which call for
Robins Lake, East Bridgewater, Mass«
the extension of Ocean Avenue, a sewer
line on Cresse Avenue, changes in the Want Rides, Carnival and Concessions for
traffic light system, and a community
194¢ season.
center and fill-in of Third Ward lots,
Amount to 'be raised by taxation for
local purposes is $353,004. Budget dis- Rides of all kinds for a new park along Lake Erie
closes that during 1945 the city sold shore. very low percentage. Over 1/2 million
$105,000 of city -owned foreclosed prop- population within 50 mile radius. Write or wire
erty, $95,000 of which was received in
CHET NOWAK

PARK,

WANTED

Cash.

309 Reiman

-

,BUFFALO 12, N. Y.
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We Are Proud To Announce Our Appointment as

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
for the New and Sensational GROUP

GAME

"THE GREYHOUND RACE"

-

SHOWMEN
CARNIVAL MEN

CONCESSIONAIRES

-

ARCADE AND

CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY!

...

...

and as only a
a proven "Winner"
Here is a real big money-maker
season it is
coming
for
this
manufactured
can
be
units
of
limited amount
IN
ROTATION.
BE
FILLED
WILL
ORDERS
act
quickly
you
that
important
You May See "THE GREYHOUND RACE" in Operation

One -Half of a Standard 12 -Unit Game.

...

PHONE-WIRE-WRITE FOR AN APPOINTMENT
This outstanding group game must be seen to be appreciated
PRICE PER

*

UNIT

X295.0°
F. O. B.

N. Y.

Complete power supply, amplifier, speaker, microphone and stand supplied with every twelve or more
unit game without additional cost.

TERMS-Va Certified deposit, balance C. O. D.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, CONTACT OUR REPRESENTATIVES
MR. L. SKOLNICK
MR. NAT LESSER
MR. AL KOONDEL
NEW ENGLAND MUSIC CO.
31 Golden Street

MACHINE SALES
799 Coney Island Avenue
Brooklyn 18, N. Y.

EMPIRE COIN

New London, Conn.
New London 2-1670

Bu. 7-0216

AMERICAN VENDING CO.
810 5th Street
Miami Beach, Fla.
Phone 58-1619

New Funspot Slated
It Then

Fits

is

Through

the

Lnerari

Locked

Buttonhole

Non -Transferable
Dense Tag

Securely

bleated

hall rive

Can not be passed to another
without destroying it. Assorted
Colors. Sample and prices
on request. Order Today!

WESTERN BADGE & NOVELTY CO.
402 N. Exchange St., St. Paul 2, Minn.

Buy
Lakes usGreatest
Twin
to offer to those with
Circumstances

permit
smart money the purchase of this 55 -acre tract
fronting Northeastern Ohio's choice spring -fed
Twin Lakes, near Kent, Ohio, nestled among
beautiful homes. This lone parcel on West Twin
Lake is unrestricted for business purposes,
therefore no competition for foods, cottages,
bathing, boating or amusements. Customers fill
this restful, attractive place from near -by Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown and other communities. The beach is large, clear, clean and safe.
Innumerable trees shade most of the grounds.
Property includes food and shelter house, cabins,
bathing beach, boats; all picnic equipment. Investigate this great income producer of the future.
Price only $55,000. 'Penns can be arranged.
For further details write or call on fir, John.
C, Smith of our staff.

STANSON-STROIJP

412 Second National Bldg.

AKRON, OHIO

BLackstone 8185

BLACK. LI ;G HT
USED BY LEADING
OUTDOOR SHOWS
BLACK LIGHT FIXTURES
All Fluorescent and Luminescent
Materials, Satins, Filters.
LARGE STOCKS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Mention Black Light Application
You Wish To Use.

BLACK LIGHT PRODUCTS
450 East Ohio Street

Chicago 11, III.

PRE-FLIGHT TRAINERS

For Sioux Falls

SIOUX FALLS, S. D., Feb. 16.-Sioux
Falls will join the list of cities boasting
permanent amusement parks come May
15. That is the date set -for the opening
of new park located a few blocks from

the business district.
Work on the park is going ahead under
direction of E. W. Hauswald, Sioux Falls.
In addition to permanent rides, shows
and concessions, the funspot also will
serve as a city circus and carnival
grounds. Plans also are being made for
an open-air dance floor, outdoor roller
rink and a boxing arena.
Closest amusement park to Sioux Falls
is at Lake Okoboji, Ia., which means the
facilities here will be offered to approximately 100,000 persons in this area.

While Strolling

Thru the Park

Hospital....

CHARLES R. ROSE, owner,

Edgewater Park, was in Detroit supervising modernization of all frpnts, prior
to leaving for his home in Miami.
HARRY BROWNE, ride superintendent,
Edgewater Park, has returned from an
(See WHILE STROLLING on page 68)

F. O. B.

CHICAGO

PANORAM3--Reconditioned-Fully Equipped $395.00
ELECTRIC PENNY PITCH GAMES

-1

TABLES

A-1 Condition, All Copper, Slate Backs, with Bells and Light -Up Backboards-Write.
DONKEY BALL GAMES MADE BY PHILADELPHIA TOBOGGAN CO.

Complete with Compressor, A-1 Condition-Write.
Shoot Your Way to Tokyo Guns, A-1 Condition -5129.00.
Want Panorams-National or Wurlitzer 14' Skec Ball Alleys.

PANORAM DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

ESPLANADE 2-8526

551 SURF AVE., CONEY ISLAND 24, N. Y.

NEW PARK OPENING MAY 15
WANT ON PERCENTAGE

OR

WILL BUY

FOR SUMMER SEASON-RIDES-SHOWS-CONCESSIONS
Spacious, new, "all-weather" surfaced park within city limits. Wealthy drawing territory of over
one-half million. No competition within 80 miles.

ALSO WANT TO BOOK
CARNIVALS-CIRCUS-CROWD-ATTRACTING FEATURES

FRED MARKEY, Dodgem Corporation
executive; Wallace Jones of the Berry
Company, and Henry Bowen, of Whalorn
Park, Mass., huddled in Boston Tuesday
(12) to mull over details for what appears to be the biggest New England
spring meeting in years March 12. Re-

cent additions to the list of attendees
at the meeting are the Rosenthal brothers and. Joe McKee, Palisades Park,
Palisades, N. J.; the Norton family, Lake
Compounce Park, Bristol, Conn.; Harry
Ackley and Vernon Kennan, Pittsburgh,
and, of course, Harry Storin, Ed Caroll
and Vernon Trigger, Agawam, Mass.
DETROIT NOTES-VICTOR HOROWITZ is planning to open his Motor
City Park about March 1, making this
miniature the first Detroit park to get
under way. .
STEVE THEREAULT, of
Edgewater Park, is a patient in Marine

$850.00

NEW 1946 MODELS

E.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
W. HAUSWALD, SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA

BINGO

LOCATION DESIRED

Experienced Operator with high-grade equipment and personnel desires location. Finest
references. Will go anywhere! Organizations, Landlords, Promoters-what have you?
Write in strict confidence! Satisfactory arrangements can be made!

R

E

D

E

F&

COMPANY

10 Lawrence St., Newark 5, N. J.

WANTED

WANTED

FOR MUSEUM
Only show on the beach at Savin Rock, Conn. FREAKS-NOVELTIES-WORKING ACTS.
Long season. One day week off. State all in first letter. Photos if possible.
56 WEST 36TH ST.

CARO & KUEIINEL
Phone: CH-ickering 4-3407)

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
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Opera Place, Cincinnati
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0

presentations came back with a bang at
Arena Gardens Roller Rink February 5
and 6 when the "Grand Show," first
show to be staged at Arena since 1942,
was presented here by Arena Gardens
Skating Club. Some 135 skaters took
part in the extravaganza, termed by
General Manager Fred A. Martin a "tremendous success."
Altho attendance was badly hit the
second night because of a sleet storm,
the show netted $657 for the amateur
and charity fund of the RSROA.
This year's show, dedicated to men
and women who served in the armed
forces, marked resumption of annual
presentations at Arena under sponsorship and sanction of the RSROA.
Given a good deal of credit for the
excellent presentation were Richard and

SPOKANE,

Wash., Feb. 16.-Second
successful pro school was held February
4 and 5 in Monterey Roller Rink here,
reported Manager Glenn C. Hubbard,
who started the school last summer to
instruct operators and professionals of

Now you can do the job
quickly and easily and we have
the rivets 10/16" for forepart
26/16" for Men's heels and
28/16" for Women's heels.

ethotee,
--HYDE

ATHLETIC SHOE COMPANY
Manufacturers of those famous BETTY
LYTLE Roller Shoes
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

SKATING RECORDS
With
STANDARD DANCE TEMPOS
Write for Complete List.

SKATING RHYTHMS RECORDING CO.
Box 1838,
Santa Ana, Calif.

P. O.

WANTED
Maple Floor, any size, new or used, in good shape.
Wire or write. Will inspect any time.

Riverside Amusement Park
Box 230, Austin, Tex.

WANTED

No junk.

RALPH McGREGOR
1Bedford, Ind,

1,

Junior Pro School Arena Gardens Back
Gives Lift to Ops With Revues; Nets
for Aviateurs
In Northwest Area $657
DETROIT, June 16.-Roller skating

ATTACHING
MACHINE

Portable Roller Rink, 50'x100'-120',
State all in letter. Wire or write

February 23, 1946

small-town RSROA rinks thru Northern
Idaho, Eastern Washington and Western
Montana in the art of teaching skate
dancing. Many operators, unable to obtain professionals, have taken the course
and are teaching classes themselves until
the pro shortage is alleviated.
This year's class was conducted by
Dorothy Appleyard, Monterey pro, who
has had considerable experience in working under leading RSROA pros in figure
and skate dancing and who also had a
season of ballet work with the San
Francisco Opera Company.
Since organization of the school last
year, Jim Medcalf, former Monterey pro
who taught the summer school, has
organized the W. J. Medcalf Dance and
Figure Club in Great Falls, Mont., and is
managing a rink there, and Lieut. James
Barry has organized the Sandpoint
(Idaho) Dance and Figure Skating Club
and teaches there.
Operators attending the classes were
Herbert L. Sidler, Missoula (Mont.) Rollerway; Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Whittemore, Columbia R i n k, Kennewick,
Wash.; Mr. and Mrs. John Eisenzimmer,
Skateland, Yakima, Wash.; Guy Chandler, Merryland Roller Rink, Ellensburg,
Wash.; Carl J. Anderson, Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho; Mike Casper, Victory Roller Rink,
Anacortes, Wash., and Jack H. Knaggs,
Sandpoint (Idaho) Rink. Professionals
attending included Lieut. and Mrs.
Barry, Sandpoint; Fred W. Long, Monterey Rink, and Mitchell Kershaw and
Maxine Whittemore, Kennewick.

34 Norwood Skaters Qualify
For USARSA Nationals 117eet
CINCINNATI, Feb. 16.-Tests conducted by the USARSA at Edward J.
Von Hagen's Roller Rink in near -by Norwood this week resulted in 34 members
of the Norwood Dance and Figure Club

Marjorie McLaughlen, Arena pros who
directed the show. They were assisted
by John and Lucy Shook, Elsbeth Muller
and Rose Martin. Russell Bice, organist,
supplied the musical background, while
skaters from Lansing (Mich.) Roller. drome, Ambassador Roller Rink, Clawson,
Mich., and the Arcadia Club also had
prominent parts in various scenes.
Program: Winter Wonderland, Junior
Dance and Figure Skating Club; A Wee
Bit of Scotch, Ambassador Rink skaters;
Pair Skating, Dorothy Law and Charles
Little; Lady Singles, Dolores Molla,
Arcadia Club; Valse Bluette, Leslie and
Ada McQueen; Anything Can Happen, H.
Taylor and J. Dougherty, pros; Dutch
Treat, Virginia Andrews and Robert McLean; Lady Singles, Louise Moore; Mexican Fiesta, D. Law, C. Little, L. Moore,
A. Podolski, P. Breniser and J. Brunck;
Black and Blues, produced by J. Vaughn
Johnstone and featuring L. Moore and A.
Sibley; Atomic Spark, Charles Little;
Pair of Jacks-"No Bet," Jack Weir and
Jack Tilli; Over the Plains, featuring the
professionals; Lady Pairs, Dolores Molla
and Diana Tabacchini (Arcadia Club);
A Thousand and One Nights, Alden Sibley Jr., with Loreli Dunn; Victory Polka,
featuring veterans and wives; Lady Singles, Dorothy Law, national senior ladies'
champion, and the finale, taken part in
by the entire cast.

qualifying for entry in the national
championships to be held May 7-11 in
the Norwood rink.
_IIIII1111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllll_
Judging the tests were George Apdale,.
USARSA president; Ozzie Nelson, secretary, and Mr. and Mrs. George Werner,
holders of the gold proficiency medal.

"ROLIERRYTHMS"
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THE NEW ALUMINUM

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
RELEASE NO. 10
Fox -Trot (or All Skate)
T empo
2019 (a)

ffa- s

cøICAGo49

"It's

Been a Long, Long

and Santa Fe"
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.11
eem

Velvet-Tread

Mml

Fox -Trot (or All Skate)
2020 (a) "Along the Navajo Trail"
(b) "And There You Are"
2021 (a) "There Must Be a Way" , ,
(b) "Walkin' With My Honey"

NMN

NMI

drag

laa

irm

Mal
Man

NNW
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6 Records-$5.50.
Plus Postage.

1

Box K, Arlington Heights,

Ill.
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NOW ON DISPLAY
SEE

YOUR RINK MANAGER

National Reconversion Problems Have Delayed
Production Which Will Be Limited . . .

WE BUY AND SELL
.

FOR SALE
MODERN ROLLER

SKATING RINK

In New England. About 18,000 sq. ft. Now
operating and is grossing about $1,000.00 a
week. Equipment includes 475 pair Chicago
(`lamp Skates, half are new; Hammond Organ,
Model B, and Solovox; two B 40 Speakers, one
A 20; new Kent Vacuum and all attachments,'
including water pickup; 50 pair Shoe Skates,
nearly new; separate P. A. System and Turntable,
two Microphones, two Amplifiers, Soda Bar and
Booths, Check Room Racks, Checks and Hangers,
Neon Sign and all equipment to operate a
first-class rink. Long lease.
WILL

SELL

ALL

FOR

$10,000

BOX D-125. The Billboard, Cincinnati 1, O.

GILASH SHOES

NOW AVAILABLE TO RINK OPERATORS,
Ladies' White Elk. Men's Brown, Black or
White Elk. All No. 1 Elk Heavy Weight Stock.
PRE-WAR ALL METAL CASES,
Genuine S.K.F. and Norma Hoffman First Line
Precision Bearings will wear longer-stay true.
S.K.F. and Norma Hoffman Distributor
to the Roller Rinks.
Your rink can supply you with these famous

--

- --- -

bearings.

Shoes
Precision Parts
Richardson and
Chicago Repair Parts
Wheels
Skate Cases
-Laces
Detachabies
E -Z Roll Wheels.
We buy and sell Now and Used Rink Roller

Skates.
Plates, all

New Chicago Clamp

sizes, for
All Orders for Gllash Shoes are filled by
Johnny Jones Jr., Sole Distributor.

Immediate delivery.

Delivery on Shoes and Cases two weeks or sooner.
JOHNNY JONES JR.
JOHNNY JONES JR.
244 Blvd. of Allies
406 8. Main Street
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Los Angeles, Calif.

ROLLER SKATING RINK

For Salo
In heart of city, fully equipped with organ,
states, etc. Profitable in winter and summer.
Operating 5 years with excellent results. Asking
price $22,000.00.
BOX D-123, The Billboard, Cincinnati 1, O.

FOR SALE

TWO NEW SKATE FLOORS
building two 40x100 Portable
Floors. Designed and built to last byMaple
old,
experienced portable rink men. Contact
Now

S. M. LAWSON JR.

Lawson Portable Floors
205 S. Grand, Ft.

No. 321 DUSTLESS FLOOR DRESSING
Cleanses the air, providing a snug grip
with less cone wear and lower maintenance cost. $4.00 per gal., $3.75

For Skating IRirnk-Portable Maple Floor, 50x110.
or enough Maple or Beech to build this size floor.
Write, Wire or Phone 4-5987.

O. R. ALLEN

208 Valley Street

JACKSON, MISS.

WANTED

PORTABLE SKATING RINK FLOOR
Approximately 50x100, maple, with or without
underpinning and railings. Must be in A-1 condition.
Will pay cash. State
Write, wire or telephone
full particulars. JOEprice.
J. ROOK, 12708 Powell

Send For Complete Record List

LIGHTER-ROCKER-ACTION-FREE ROLLING

The Best Skate Today

hem

"ROLLER-RYTHMSr'
Bob Kittinger
11-

Chicago, III.

WANTED TO BUY

.4/4
4/4

Polka (for All Skate or boika)
2024 (a) "Bobby Sox Polka"
(b) "Betty Grable Polka"

3312-3318 Ravenswood Ave.

per gal., in 5 gal. containers. Terms:
25 % with order, balance C. O. D.
GAGAN BROTHERS
444 Second St.
Everett, Mass.

Tange (for All Skate or International Dances)

Mal

(0,

BAILBEARIN$ SKATE
Established 18s4

rem

Waltz (for All Skate or Viennese*
Westminster Waltz)
2022 (a) "Romance"
4
(b) "SI SI Some, More'
3/4

2023 (a) "You Belong to My Heart"
(b) "Magic Is the Moonli ght"

RICHARDSON

Worth, Tex. Night Ph. 4-8152

4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4

MOM

QUALITY

lag

4/4
4/4

Time"
(b) "On the Atchison, Topeka

The First Best Skate

New and Used Rink Roller Skates
Advise Make, Sizes, Condition and Quantity.
Also Best Price.

Allies,

JOHNNY JONES, JR
244 Blvd. of
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Lane, Houston
Bayou 422.

15,

Texas.

Telephone:

Greene

WANTED
Chicago Rink Skates, assorted sizes. State
condition and price. Also one complete Root
Beer Barrel in good condition. Write
P. O. BOX 341, St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago, Richardson, Winslow, Union Hdwre
Plates, Trucks, Parts and 150,000 Used Fibre
Wheels. Special prices. Let us know what YOU
want. We may have It.

Weil's Curiosity Shop
Philadelphia

12 Strawberry St.

.

s

Pa.

N. O. Minstrels

Bow in Spring
NEWPORT NEWS, Va., Feb.

Warren Adds to Duble's
List of Negro Troupes

.

iv'i,
i
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Newport News, Va.
Editors The Billboard:
I noted C. E. Duble's article in The
Billboard, dated February 16.
There are several colored minstrel
troupes that he missed, and some of the
names and titles are not correct, such as
Shufflin' Sam From Alabama, E. S. Winstead, manager (Sullivan and Winstead
owned this show and it came out of
Fayetteville, N. C.).
Kid Hunt and D. C. Hawn were the
originators of the Sugarfoot Green from
New Orleans org; Daddy Marshall was
manager of Leon W. Marshall's Famous
Minstrels, a two -car show; J. H. Ma honey's Model Mobile Minstrels were
owned by J. C. O'Brien and James Mahoney; Frank Young had ( ut the Clyde
R. Pierce Minstrels in 1940-'41; Earl D.
Backer's Famous Minstrels were launched
by Earl D. Backer and E. S. Winstead,
later Backer bought out Winstead; the
writer and E. S. Winstead had Broadway
Rastus and His Creole Belles under can vas; Winstead had three shows under
his control at one time.
S. B. WARREN.

Rep Ripples
LAN MOORE cards
4t14A

1.

that the Boston

Stock Company, Cambridge, Mass.,

recently presented East Lynne to good
biz. The next attraction was A Doll's
House.... R. R. YOUNG has a religious
show around Columbia, S. C. He
` film
trekked from Northern New York to
)f Florida, and will return to his summer
territory around Lake George, N. Y.
Young has been featuring the Crown of
Thorns. . . . SOLVAY PLAYERS have
recently been in the Bloomfield, N, J.t
area.. . . LATHEM PLAYERS are show'
ling around New Orleans under auspices
LEE GIFFORD is in the
Tampa area, playing schools and auspice
dates. . . . HOVEY PLAYERS are in
.
Middlesex County, Massachusetts. .
LITTLE -GREEN PLAYERS are busy
around New Orleans. . . . "LLOYDIEBOY" BURNS, formerly with Neil Schaffer Players and last season with Lee
Hinckley's band on the Bud E. Anderson
ç

'
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Cleveland.

16.-3. P. Editors The Billboard:

Yancey and S.,B. Warren are organizing
the New Orleans Minstrels to takeeon the
road this spring under an all -new flameproof tent, 70 by 160 feet; three light
blants and new scenery and costumes.
According to Warren, there will be 50
people in org; eight trucks back with
show; two ahead with three men, hanging a special line of paper.
Warren, for 12 years with the Silas
Green Show as agent and business man,
ager, will be manager; David Wiles, stage
manager and producer; Ted Hubbard,
musical director.

;

Lucille Stoddard Writes
Re Musical Version of Tom

Circus, is now blowing 'em for Uncle
Sam's Navy Band at Great Lakes Training Station.... WILLIAM (BILL) KETROW will again have the Renfro Valley
Folks org under canvas the coming season. . . . KARL CARTWRIGHT, magician of the old Downie Bros.' Circus side
show and now with the Sikes show
playing week stands in Georgia, visited
C. E. Duble at Jeffersonville, Ind., on a
recent northern tour and enjoyed looking over Duble's collection of circus and
minstrel items.
BAY PLAYERS, three people, have been
showing around New Orleans all winter.
. MUELLER'S PIC SHOW is in
the Valdosta (Ga.) sector, on its way

north after three months in Florida on

CROWN POINT
auspice dates. . .
PLAYERS have been around Troy, N. Y.,
recently. . . , YE OLDE TOWNE PLAYERS, showing around Kingston, N. Y.,
recently, have added a pic outfit. and
will play auspice dates in Eastern Pennsylvania. . . . TEX ALLEN has a two people trick around Gulfport, Miss. . . .
FERRUS BROTHERS, who have been
presenting religious films for two years
in the New Orleans area, move to the
Atlanta sector in March. . . . WALKER'S
COLORED MINSTRELS will move under
tent after 'May 1. Will play hall dates
before fairs open in the Alabama -Louisiana district. -

I hope you find space for an article
by an ex -Eva; in fact, the. last Eva
of the dramatic Uncle Tom's Cabin company.
Noticed C. E. Duble's recent article in
The Billboard about the musical version
of Uncle Tom. I had the pleasure of seeing it recently in the Music Hall of
Cleveland's Public Auditorium. The
programs stated that Reed Lawton was
writer of revised text. It was so much
revised that the drama of good old Uncle
Tom was just plain butchered. Well, it
was, as stated, a musical, and as such
it was good-good voices and scenery.
The dramatic lines of Uncle Tom are
so beautiful that it seems a shame to
me that the play as a drama should not

go on and on. If I am ever in a
position to do so, I shall put it on again
myself. Of course, I shall not do Eva,
as I am getting a little too thick in
the middle for that. I had as long a
run as anyone in that, part, starting
my Uncle Tom career as Eva on the late
William Kibble's show in' 1917 and playing the part for the last time in' 1935
with the late Thomas L. Finn's tent
opera. However, I have played in between times and, when the emergency
would arise, every female part in the
good old play. It seems to me that I
have lived most of my life in that play,
as I was 16 when I started.
Reed Lawton's musical version of the
old play is drawing the same type of
people we always did, and I felt some of
them must have been disappointed as I
was. I do nöt see why there was that
trouble in the Connecticut towns about
the race question, as Tom always' did attract as many colored people as white.

just

,
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Parcel Post
Bender, B. E., 25e Berryhill, Lloyd
6o
Bresk, F. J.
25e
Berg. Carl A.
í0c
(License Plates) Bison' H. J.
go Martin, Harvey 25c

Cements., Fred
Camp, Herb
(Violinist)
Campbell Bill
Cannon Frank
Cameron Carl, Lathan
Carroll, Wm,
Adams, Sanford
Alexander, Gordon Carnahan, Louis
Jack
Alexander (Half &Carpenter,
Carrell, Leo
Carroll, Wm.
Allegretti, Frank
Francis
Allen, Bettie Lee
Carson, Cowboy
Allen, Bucker
Carter, H.
Allen, Claude W.
(Chief)
Allen, J. J. Chick Chico, Geo.
Allen, Mrs. Leslie Childress. L. B.
Alois, John Wylye Chlopecki, Stephen
Allen, Rex Frank Clark, Marie
Allen, Rex
Collins, Rusty
Allen, Roy
(Baby
Alderson, WalterW Conn, Robt. Show)
C. ,
Connolly, Red
Alice From Dallas Cook, David
Alzora, Karl
Cooper, Mrs. Dottie
American Banner
Corcoran, Thos.
Show Coniston. Donald
Anderson, Sherman
W.
Armin, Rai,ph
Couture, L. J.
James Cowan, W. D.
Ann, Bruce A.
(Tiny)
Amy, Ray
Willard L.
Magician) Cox,
Crunk, Harry
Austin, Chas.
M. (Miss) Cristo, Tom
Cromwell, Frank
Babbs, Delbert
(Aerial)
Bain, Ward
W.
Bailey, Hap (Rope Cwynar,
Thos. V.
Spinner) Dailey,
Daniels, Wm. A.
Bale,wice, Esther
Darrah, Albert
Balsewice, Peter
Eddie
Ballinger, John W. Davis,
Davis, H. Lee Jr.
Barfield, Herman
Joe
Davis,
Dave
Davis, Robt.
Barnes, Virginia
Mario
Marion
Davis,
Barton, Mrs. Pat
(Mr.)
Batt, Wm.
Davis, Rose
Beavers, Lizzey
Davis, Smoker, Bud
DeClair, J. D.
Belew, Mrs. R.
Decker, Joe
Bell, Rudolph
Delmar, Vivian
Bennett, Carl
(Happy) Demetro, Archie
Demetro, Tom
Bergen, Harry
(Slim) DiCorte, Cpl.
David O.
Blakely, E, J.
Distare, Pete
Blakely, Wm.
Dixon,
Gert
Blackburn,Root.
James Doezer, Raymond
C.
Bloom, Bobby
Donahey, Wm. F.
Bonin, James A.
Jack
Donahue,
Bradley. A. C.
Melia
Braunstein, Ben
Dougherty, Alex
Brennan, Paul
(Mrs.) Dowell, Jack
Doyle, .James
Briggin, Gerald
Andrew Drake, Edwin E.
B. Drill,, Mrs. Pauline
Drouet, Fred
Brooks, Alfred
(Few) Duboise Wild Life
Show
Brown, Cecil
Duncan, Dallas
Brown, H. C.
Earl
Dunn,
Junius
Vernon
O.
Browne,
Edwards, Louis
Brown,'w. i C.
Eklund
Eric
S.
Brown, Wendell
Ellis, cotton
Bryant, James
Howard Ellis, James R.
Bryant, Thelma ' Escalante,, Edwardo
Buchanan Harley Estes, RussellDewey
Burton, Betty
Burton, Frances S. Ethridge John W.
or. Betty R. Eysted, Benjamin
Alfred
Burton, Leslie
Buffington, C. D. Eysted, Tracy
Alfred
Burke, Mike
Ferran, Jimmie
Burke -Gordon
Fecteau,
Jos. A.
Shows
Fillingin, J. W.
Burns, Bobby
(Armless Wonder) Flannigan, Bob
Flanagan, James
Burr, Clarence
Frank, Toney J.
Busch, Ruby
Collins Franklin, Horace B.
Frantella, Estella
Burto, Leon
Freeman, Alfred
Burton, Henry
Clifford
Butler, L. H.
(Whitie) Gellman, Miss Jean
Callahan, Royal D. Gardner, Gao.
Abbott, Bud
(Magic Co.)
Abshire, Herbert L.
Adams, Al
Adams, Robt.

FOR SALE
Tent Poles, Stakes, Side Walls, 40x80x8 Ft.
Wall, new Holmes 35MM. Portable Projector,
Amplifier, Speaker, Rewind and Splicer, 3
35MM. Features, one 16MM. Victor, two
Speakers, new 7x9 Screen, 2 2000 Ft. Reels,

Kennedy, Charles J. Nettles, Claude
LemanGidaro,
King, Benjamin
Franklin O'Brien, Albert E.
James
King, John
O'Neil,
Charles
Randolph
O'Riley, Jimmie
Kin Rayford B
Major
O'Satyrdae,
Goff, L. W.
hing, Sergeant
Oakleaf, Maud
Gleason, Jimmy
Klein, Rudiach
Goldblatt. Rachel
Lorcha Olinger, Fifzhutgh L.
Gordon & Burke
IClienstiver, Allen
Shows Klinestiver, Alton Oliva, Fer aire
Tec.
Gordon. Buster
Carlton Orton,
Overstreet, Robert
(Cannon Ball) Kneisley, Hugh
Gordon, Harry
Anderson Owens, Leonard L.
Merrill Kneisley, Paul
Mrs. Joe
Goree, Monroe
Clayton Parson,
Parks, Lillian
Gottsacker, HarryL Knight, Lottie
Kolberg, Wilbur
Graufogel, Jean
Rudolph Payette, RaymondA.
Jean Baptiste Krause, Arthur
(l1lr.), Ku.iawa, Henry
Pendleton, Floyd
C=ray, Weaver
Wm,
Kultti, John
Gray, W. S.
Richard
penny, Edward
Green, Russell
Perry, Ernest
LaPearl, Harry
Greenwells, Al
Peterson, Franz
Lafferty, Del
Greer, Joe
Pickrell, John W.
Laliberte, Lucien
Gregory, Frank
Raymond Pietrowski, ValenPrevost
tineHalf) J. Jr,
Lamb, Buddy
Gross, Frank'
Pinkerton, Mr.
Lamotte, Ellen
Gullette, Wm.
Pomperino, Tony
Gutierrez, Amador Lang, John T.
Pond, E. S.
LeClair, Dell
Hall, HavHn
Pond, Edwin
Lesehak, Paul
Hale, Tige
Poole, Jim
Leslie, Edward
Pressey, Joseph
(Bandmaster) Leto, Jimmy
Prether, George
Leverette,
Robert
Hall, Alvin Earl
Prevo, Mrs. Frank
/Lewis, Stave
Hall, J. C.
Price, Joe
Libel-ace, George
Halley. Leo Lee
Price, O. H.
Liberty United
Hamilton Bert
Pritchard, Alfred
Shows
Hangsterfer, Allen
Clifford
Hanneford, Edwin Lilly, Harold J.
Loomis,
Verne
Pruce, M. W.
Harms, Geo.
DeWitt Fruyas, Tony
Harrington, Chas.
Pryor, Jacob
Harris, James Otis Lockard, Larry
Pryor, James
Harris, Babe (Mr.) Logue, Cadwell
Dewey Jr. Pugh, John
Harris, Slim
Pulver, Loyd
(Ocean View) Longo, Louis
Hart, Mrs. E..'
Longorie, Huey P. Purdy, Mrs. Theo.
Purvis, Cecil
Hartley, Chas. W. Lutz, May J.
Quinn, J. C. Sr.
Heady, Abram
Lutz, Whitie
Quinn, Phillip
Loveless, Lillian
Heaton, Bruce,
Donald
Mgr. Lowe, Jack Irving
Heaton,-Vivian
MacDonald, James Ralston Sisters
Randi.
Bob
Kenneth
Henry, Clifford P.
Ratilef, Tommy
Hedges, Geo.
McCoy, J. E
Ray, John
Heenan, Marge
McDermott, Cpl.
Larry Ray, Charles.
Herrington, Sam
Raymond, Adrian
& Jewell McDevitt, George
W. Reed, Mrs, R. HBeth, Louis E.
Reisinger, A. H.
McGee, A. N.
Hill, Claude
Remmir, Donald
McGee,. Jeanne
Hilton, Joe E.
Reneud, Thomas
Fern
Hirsch, Mrs. Lee McGonigol,
Alpherie
Milton
McNeace,
Hbb
t ert & Byrd
Yr
N. Shows Reser, Emma
Higgins, Pat
Carson
McRae,
Malcolm
B.
Holly, Christine
hfcSpadden, Venita Esser, Ira Rufus.
Hopper, Bill
Reynolds,
Harris
Paul
Macolly,
Hoffman, Pvt. Jos. Malone, Ernest
Richards, E. W.
Horan, Jos. B.
Pascal Richards, H. H.
Horne. Jos.
Manning, Aubrey .Richardson, Melvin
Houston, Irene
Virgil
March. Walter
Howard, Johnny
Curly Richmond, Evelyn
Hughes, Marie
Richson,
Rosie
Bennie
Florence Margot,
Rickert Jack R.
Marion Greater
Hudson, Frank
Shows Rillo, Lee Arthur
Hunt, Bill (Candy Marks, Ephraim
Ritz, Junior
Floss) Marks, Miller
Roberts, Jim
Hujeinko, Frank
Robbins, Charles
Martin,
Jack
Humphreys. Gladys Martin, Joe
Rogers, Donna
Hunting, Lynn D,
Rosenberg, Louis
Lilly
Marvin,
Hunter, Leroy F.
Harry Albert
Ross,
Lester
Matson,
Hurdle, Bill
Roth, Edward
Edward
Maynard,
Hyde. Phil
E.
Robert
Meacham
Co.,
Hutchison, L. T.
Rubel, Daniel
Ted
Isted, Tracey. Alfred Merchant,
Rua°,
George
Skinni
Virginia
Mercy,
Jabe, Graham Ames Meyers, Louie
Savage, Peggy L.
Jackson, Robt.
F.
Paul
Sevilla,
O.
Miller,
Jacobs, Miss
Sawyer, Fred
Ralph A.
Jackie Miller,
Dütchels, Thos. Pat Schaffer, Vicky
Jacobson, Joe
Schaller, June
Tillie
Mitchell,
Jacobson, Philip
Schmidt, Edward
Sunnie
Harrison Mix,
William
Sghnell,
Mixon,
Rube
Jameson, Wm.
Richard
Schultz,
Margarito
Hayes Molina,
Lloyd Q.
Don
Schwartz,
Montgomery,
Jennings, Jessie
Scott, Mrs. B. M.
Moore, Grenchy
Jernigan, C. C.
Scott,
Marie
Ida
Moore,
Johnson, Art
Seaman, Brayton
Mrs.
(Frenehy) Moore, Lue,
Sellers, Jackie
Morris, Henry
Johnson, Robt.
H. Selvidge, Wm,
Johnson. Stacy M. Morris, William
D.
Herbert
T.
Morrissey,
Jones, Eugene A. Morss,
Sewell, Mrs. Jackie
George B.
Jones, Kenneth
Lucky
Frank
A.
Morton,
Shannin,
McLain Mott, Ruby Lee
Shaperio, Henry
Jones, Mickey
,.fart'
Moulton
Dlons
Ben
Sharpe,
Jones, Mrs. Virginia Moyer, Edward
(Monkey Circus)
Jordon, Chas. J.
Moyse, Edward
Shaver, Geraldine
Johnny, Geo. E.
Mueller,
Paul
Sheesley,
John D.
Joseph, Wm.
C. A.
Sheets, Mrs, Ben
(Bandleader) Mulford,
Mulrenin,
Wilbur
Mrs.
Shelton,
Joslin, Claude
Joseph
Marvin
Augustus
Shelton, Mary Edna
Munson, John
Jones, Howard
Hagamikilias
Shoemaker,
Paul
7ulico, Henry
Murphy, James
Shoreck, Roy Hank
Keel, William
Murphy, Walter M. Showalter, H. E.
Kelly, Jinn
Murray,
R.
E.
Sailor
Casanova Nelson, Harry S.
Shubb, Charles
Kelly, Michael

new Rewind and Splicer, new Turn Table,
300 new Folding Chairs, 100 used Folding
Chairs, 11/2 Ton Ford Truck (stake body).
Sell all or any part. All new or in new
condition. No junk. Burl Francis, write.

CHARLIE A. HALE

1130 Cedar Hill Ave.

Gerber, Sgt. Herb
Gerry, F. J.
Jos.
Gibson, Earl Morel
Gillis, Saul
Girard, Wilbur C.

MillerPollack

Garr, Alex
George,

IT'S surprising ho;v a line in rep news
gets around. A note about Joe Lucier
came from Walter C. Davis, who resides
in London. Walter came to Canada years
ago with Barnette the Magician and
joined Lucier's Minstrels in Eastport, Me.
Walter says: "Joe Lucier was one of
the top cometiste of his or any other
time. I can hear him now play that
bugle call for the first part opening,
Hunting We Will Got" He was also for
a time with Gorton's Minstrels and
would like to read the roster of that
show for the seasons 1905 and 1906.

'

M.Vaneford

E.Howard

Callon, Henry
Callena, Joe

By E. F. Hannan

LUCILLE STODDARD.

LETTER LIST

CINCINNATI OFFICE
25-27 Opera Place,
Cincinnati I,

Old-Timer

'

Letters and packages addressed to persons in care of
The Billboard will be advertised in this list one time only.
If you are having mail addressed to you in our care, look for Your
'name EACH WEEK.
Mail is listed according to the office of The Billboard where it is held, Cincinnati, New York, Chicago and St. Louis. To be listed in following week's issue
mail must reach New York, Chicago or .St. Louis office by Wednesday morning,
or Cincinnati office by Thursday morning.

MAIL ON HAND AT
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KORDSHOWS -REPERTOIRE -LETTER LIST

February 23, 1946

(See Letter List on page 68)

DALLAS, TEX.

WANTED FOR
BISBEE'S COMEDIANS
for coming season. Rehearsals April 1st. Rep
People in all lines, Vodvil People and Musicians,
experienced Canvasmen who drive trucks. State
age, weight, height, salary expected. June and
Mundee, write.

J. 0. BISBEE
441 Greenfield Road

Memphis, Tann.

16MM. SOUND PROJECTORS

Brand New. immediate Delivery.
Large list of 35MM. Films, Portable Projectors,
Aro Lamps, Rectifiers, Slide Projectors, etc.,
for sale.
Complete 18MM, or 85MM. Motion Picture
Tent Shows for sale.

All types Projectors

serviced and

repaired.

CONTACT LOCATION NEAREST YOU

ACE CAMERA SUPPLY
528 So. Detroit Ave., Toledo, Ohlo, or
Box 821, Bennettsville, 8. C.

CLOSE OUT SALE

All

5 -6 -7 -Reel 35MM. Action Features only $15.00
each. Get the best films for your money. Every
film guaranteed. Get our list of rental films.
Features and Shorts rented two or three altes,
$7.50; with Serial, $10.00. Big bargains in 18MM.
Sound Films and Projectors. Universal 35MM.
Sound Projector, ready to show, $275.00. Write
for our free.lista today.

SIMPSON FILMS

155 HIGH

16 MM.

DAYTON 3, OHIO

RELIGIOUS
SUBJECTS

35 MM.

Westerns, Actions, Selected Shorts.
Wanted: 18MM. Sound Projectors.
OTTO MARBACH,

630 Ninth Ave., IL

Y. City

WANTED
Song and Dance Sketch Team, Sister Team, Novelty
Act, Accordion, Fiddle, String Bass, Cook, Advent'!

Agent,

ONE-NIGHTER UNDER CANVAS.

Donald
"Sleepy" McNally
Box 621, Bennettsville,
Carolina
South

WANT ADVANCE AGENT

For One and Two-Nighter Hillbilly Band Tent Show.
Also Boss Canvasman. Have for sale five 110041
16MM. Western Features,
$200.00 for
with Shorts.

W. BODEN
I. Springville,
Tenn.

WANTED
People ail lines. Radio -dance policy now, Tent
later. Steady'work year round.

CRICK BOYES PLAYERS
216 West 26th, Kearney, Nebr.

PLAYS
Robert J. Sherman, "Ted" Maxwell, Zane Coburn,
Russell Murdock, Bob Feagin. 100 Sure -Fire Huts.
Owned By and for Lease Only By

Mrs. Karl F. Simpson
6829 Holmes St., Kansas City, Mo.
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MERCHANDISE-CLASSIFIED

February 23, 1946

OPPORTUNITIES

HAGN Volume Values

All -Metal Windproof Lighters -Flat pocket
type
with hinged cover. Crackle enamel
finish in
ass't colors
Per Dozen $7.25
218J235B-Gross Lots
...Per Dozen $6.95

JOKES AND TRICKS,
AT WHOLESALE *
NOW IN STOCK

*

A Display -Classified Section of
Business, Sales and Employment Opportunities
RATES: Display 60c an agate line .. Minimum 10 lines .. Maximum
1/8 Page
Classified 10e a word . . Minimum $2.00 . . Maximum 50 words

Lipstick -Shape Lighters -Red or Black
Enamel.
218J228B

Dozen $3.00
"Strike" Lighters -Stainless Per
A firm
stroke of the pin lights, 12 steel.
on display card.
818J226B
Per Card of 12 $3.50

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED
BY REMITTANCE IN FULL
Forms Close Thursday, 4:30 P.M., in Cincinnati, for
Following Week's Issue.
Teaspoons -Stainless Steel.
32252676
Per Gross $18.00
Open Stock Sliver Plated FlatwearGood Pattern.
Teaspoons .
Per Dozen $1.35
3658152B
Per Gross $15.00
Dessert Spoons
Per Dozen $1.60
265S153B
Per Gross $17.85
Dessert Forks , , .....Per Dozen $1.75
2638154B
Per
19.40
Fluorescent Desk Lamp -Metal Gross
with
crackle finish. Porcelain reflector. Usesbrown
15 watt tube.
57E30 -Priced without tube
Each 57.95

-

All -Leather

...

Billfold
Semi-stftchless.
Bill
divider.
2
pockets.
8 -window
passcase,
Black or brown. Each $1.25.
412L1555
Per Dozen $7.80
Plastic Weather House Forecasts
weather
changes. 6 ei x4 e x3 a4 ", A best seller.
621 N157B
Per Dozen $10.80
3 -Piece Kitchen Set-Wood handles. 8" and
5" serrated blades and 3" straight edge blade.
32282546 -Per set $1.25. Per Doz
Sets
$10.80
Razor Blades-Mercedes Double -Edge. 20/5's
(100 Blades) in Display Carton.
322K63
Per Carton $ .68
Bangle Bracelet -Sterling silver. Twist design.
228J603
Each 90e.
Per Dozen 55,95
Special Diamond Set Wedding and Engagement
Ring Set-Handsome 10K yellow gold
mountings.
Solitaire has genuine diamond.
Wedding ring has three smaller diamonds.
Presentation box. 111 D251 B Per Set $4.50
Hair Brush -Standard size wood back brush
with bristles set firmly in plastic.

-

616H1063

Per Dozen $3.15
Novelty Plastic Pencil-Automatic. Shaped like
a baseball bat.
215.1147
Per Dozen $1.95

Keychain Bracelet -Plastic bracelet in colors
with metal bead type key holder. Fast moving.
241 K17B-Doz, $1.45. Per Gross $15.00
Genuine Leather
Zipper Compact -Round
style. Assorted colors. Mirror, sifter and puff.

223J576B

Each

$2.00

Sterling Silver Baby Cup -Satin finish inside.
Ht. 21h "; diam. 2 ifz ".
322S276B-Each $3.95. Per Dozen $45.00
25 % Deposit Required on C. O. D. Orders.
Wholesale Only.

Catalog Sent on Request.

JOSEPH HAGS COMPANY

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS SINCE 1911

217-223 WEST MADISON ST.,CHICAGO 6

Also Folding Tables
Order
2 Dozen

ADIRONDACK
CHAIR CO.
1140 Broadway
New York 1, N. Y.
Dept. 5
Corner 26th St.

.. DOZEN

3

grades.

Big

e27.50
7

$10.50, 12.00,
BOUDOIR DOLLS. Tremendous
Flash, 2 Grades .. EACH $2.95,
COMBINATION COIN PURSE.
Sells $1.00. Genuine loather, gilt
stamped, pocket for bills, with 4 7
rows for 1e, 5e, 100 & 25e. Giant

3.75J

$31.00

value

GROSS
1,001 other good buys Catalogs tree.
25% Deposit With Order-ACT FAST.

MILLS,.` SALES CO..
tt:.HN PRANCE

-

-A

1

York,

-

(BMI.)

MUSIC COMPOSED TO WORDS, PIANO AND
Orchestrations Arranged, best low rates. Don
Rocco Colonna, Monterey Hotel, 133 N. Broadway,
Los Angeles, Calif.
MUSIC TO POEMS, $6.00 -SONGS RECORDED,
$3.00 up. Music Printed, free catalog (stamp).
Complete Songwriter, how to write, $2.00. URABBB, 245 W. 34th St., New York 1.
fe23
MUSIC COMPOSED TO YOUR WORDS BY PROfessional songwriters,

Phonograph Records Made.

Send words for free examination. Five Star Music
Masters, 639 Beacon Bldg., Boston 8, Mass.
fe23

-

DEMONSTRATORS, MAKE QUICKMEND SOL der for 1f, sells 35e; sensational demonstrator
with match heat. Sample 25f; manufacturing outfit, $25.00, Western Chemical, Salem, Ore. ma2x

DISTRIBUTE VITAMINS, MINERALS, HEALTH
Books,

Concentrates, Fruit Powders, Cosmetics,
Free catalog. National
ucts Company, Dept. B, Portland 4, Ore.Diet Prodma2

Health Foods.

EARN SPRING MONEY -SELL NEW, NOVEL,
Showy Business Signs, 14x20, 60%
Information and sample 500. Ted Pratt,profit230 So.
Washington, Saginaw, Mich.

-BY

PLAYS, SPEECHES, SKITS, BOOKS, ETC.
Ghost Written.
i/z f per word.
10 years' professional experience.
K. Benton, 2302 Johnston,
Los Angeles 31, Calif.
SONG OF THE MONTH CLUB
230 BP.INGS
song, details, opportunity have song published.
Jo Golden, Music Publisher, 1446 E. 35th St.,

ENTIRELY NEW
MAKERS OF MAGIC
Races.
Sensational, different,
golf,
roulette, auto race, 4 separate games. Poker,
Dime brings
samples, wholesale prices.
Barkley Co., Dryden
14, Va.
ma16

SONGWRITERS

Material to put you in business immediately, plus
mail order plan. Send $2.00, Parcell Market,
2701
South Main, Elkhart, Ind,

-

-

Brooklyn 10, N. Y.

fe23

MELODIES, PIANO AR rangements by successful -writer of fifty published
songs featured on'radio, screen, stage and Victor recordings.
Prices, information,
Dick Reynolds,

ESTABLISH QUICK, PROFITABLE BUSINF,SS
with distinguished attractively bound books,
"Eisenhower, Man and Soldier," "World
II
History," "The Bible," 23,000,000 sold War
yearly.

mh2 EXPERIENCED HOUSE TO HOUSE PORTRAIT
here's something different.
SONGWRITERS! OUTSTANDING COMPOSING for men;
orders
8x10 enlargements, hand colored in Take
oil; lifelike
offer. Four (4) of my songs alone sold over half photos,
in
simulated leather photo albums.
million phonograph records led by Victor. Seeing for $2.98 and
Sells
you make $1.25 on each order. Year
is believing!
Ray Hibbeler, C59, 2157 N. Avers round proposition.
Write for complete free details,
Ave., Chicago 47, Dl.
ma2 Foto Portrait Company, 1172 Ogden Ave
Dept.
SONGWRITERS
WRITE PERFECT SONG B2, New York City 52.
ma9
Poems.
Order Song Lyric Diagrams and The
Art of Songwriting, $1.00. Leland Brown, Salem 1, FOR SALE-HOT CONCESSIONAIRE'S ITEMS.
Write today for illustrated folder
Ind.
Pig banks, baskets, ash trays, fur dogs, and prices.
hand
THANKS, HAROLD HUMMER AND ORCHES - carved
walking canes, miniature novelties, fans,
La Casa
tra, for featuring "Put Your Lorin' in the Groove," Mexicans, Box 1414,
Brownsville, Tex.
fe23
Rudolph Song Publications, Box 2462, Phoenix,
Ariz. Representing R, F. Kaiser, Music Distribu- FREE! LATEST ISSUE
OPPORTUNITY MAGAtors, Coast -to-Coast.
zine. Salesman's Guide. Inspiring, constructive.
Shows how to earn money selling for others
YOUR WORDS SET TO MUSIC
SONGS AR- your own business.
or in
Hundreds postwar opportunities.
ranged, Revised, Copyrighted.
Write today for
our free booklet, "Getting Ahead in Songwriting." Send name and describe what you have sold or are
selling.
copy sent Free.
Song Service, 331-B West 46th, New York.
Opportunity
fe23 Magazine, Illustrated
620 N. Michigan, Dept. 32, Chicago 11,
100 ORIGINAL MONOLOGUES
SOPHISTI- Ill.
cal e
rated.
No corn,
$2.50 each while they last.
Special introductory offer: 4 for $1.00. Hollywood FOR SALE
CARDED PECANS, CASHEWS
Scripts, P. O. Box 168, Los Angeles 53, Calif.
Pistachios,24ds,
Dried
or Piruenuts.
lnh2
ar
Cards retail for $2.40; your cost $1.20 es each card.g,
cier Distributing Co., 2363 37th Ave., each, MerSan
Francisco 16, Calif.
male
FREE
MEXICAN NOVELTY CURIOSITIES,
Biggest line, larger profits.
All articles can be
supplied promptly.
"Cedimex," Orozéo y Berra
AGENTS WANTED TO SELL ELECTRIC IRONS. 1-301, Mexico.
fe23
Big demand now. Good profits. Sample, $4.75 HAVE YOU
SEEN "SUZIE"? SEND 100 FOR
Postpaid.
McSwain, Box 142, Fort Smith, Ark.
sample and wholesale prices, 1 doz., 50f,
Jack
fe23 Blades, Box 944, Altoona 5, Pa.
ma9
AGENTS, BUY DIRECT
RAZOR BLADES, HONOR SCROLL
ALL BRANCHES SERVFountain Pens, etc. Send for free circular.
ice, 12 by 16. Agents make big money.
Hygienic Drug Products Company, 321 Broadway,
Sample,
250. Truly beautiful. Condon, Upper Darby,
New York 7, N. Y.
Pa.
ma9
np
BEAUTIFUL LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S INFORMATION
LOCATING
ARTICLES
Panama Hats, $3.50 up. Easy payments.
AND
Box
Wholesale,
25 superfine Cigars, $3.00. Ornaments,
Mention Ìquirements,,Lterature Sery
Jewelry, ices.
free particulars. Diaz, 454 Amistad, Habana',
Cuba.
Specialty Service, Box 5931-F, Chicago free.
80,
x Ill.
fe22
BIG PROFITS PACKAGING, DISTRIBUTING KEY
CHECK
STAMPING
OUTFITS
amazing cleaner.
BIG
Steady repeater.
Everything
profits stamping Checks, Name Plates
furnished. Sample 250. Linnell Co., Box
Social
1720, Security Plates. The Art Mfg, Co., 303andDegraw,
Cleveland 5, O.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
mh1G
BIGGEST SELLING STOCK SIGNS-SEND 25f K -It SUPER
SCISSORS AUTO JACK, RETAILS
for samples three largest sellers and list- Randles
$6.50.
Distributors
wanted,
Sample Jack sent
Manufacturing, Hutchinson, Kan.
ma2 prepaid for $6.30. Capacity 4,000 lbs. Box
3145,
BOYS, PLANT AN ORDER! LOAD UP
Cleveland 17, O.
CASH
fe23
$5.00 gets 1,000; Yes, look, $1.50 brings
There is no end to our offer, 21f will rash fist100. LUMINOUS PICTURES THAT GLOW IN THE
full
dark.
Large
manufacturer
wants factory
for samples of the well known huge jumbo dollar sentatives; wonderful
new item; fast seller. reprebill. Write Kenneth Miller, c/a Ken's Bank of sample. Madison
Free
Mills, 303 Fourth Ave., New York.
Fun, 602 West Main, Louisville, Ky,

Ventrllla, The Voice Thrower
Famous T Puzzle

Chinese Ring, Ill. Metal
Great Hindu Mystery
Daddy Bankroll (Stage Money)
Snow Storm Pills
Rodeo Puzzle
Mustache & Goatee
Gay '90 Mustache
Comic Farmers' Beard
Comic False Noses
Bitter Cigarette Powders
Lover Cards (12" Set)
Chan's Laundry Ticket Trick

901 BROADWAY, New York :3, N. Y.
WORLD'S Lowest Priced WHOLESALERS.

FOR YOUR SLUM PRIZES
FOR YOUR VENDING MACHINES

We manufacture and sell more CHARMS
than anyone else In the whole world.
Charms In Bulk -$4.00 per thousand
Charms on Gift Cards-$6,50 per thous.
F.O.B. New, York

$1.00 deposit with order, balance C.O.D.
Made in U.S.A. by

SAMUEL EPPY & CO.
New York 13, N. Y.

$2.75
3.00
4.50

...50
.50

.50
.50

.60
.50
.50
.40
.60
.50
.75
.75

Gross

$30,00
33.00
50.00
4.40
4.40
5.40
5.40
6.40
4.75
4.40
.3.75
6.40
4.80
8.49
8.25

.50
.50
1.59
.50

4.80
4.75
16.40
4.80
3.60
5.40

.35
.50

.59

4.80'
4.80
3.60
8.40
8.40
5.49
5.40
3.60
6.40
6.40
8.25
5.60
3.75
3.95
5.95
7.75
5.40
5.40

.50
.35
.75
.76

.50
.50

.35

.60
.60
.75

.50
.40
.59
.60
.75
.50

Luminous Paint (Glo In Dark)
Invisible Secret Lavers' L,nk
Hot & Salty Candies
.50
Comic Cigarettes Labels.. , .$1.25 Per Hundred
Comic Wall Display Cards.. 2.50 Per Hundred
Double Jumbo Dollar Bills.. 2.00 Per Hundred
Comic Buttons, 11/4"
2.25 Per Hundred
Prison Pennants, 12"
6.50 Per Hundred
SEND DEPOSIT, BALANCE C. O. D.

HARRY SCHWAMM

237 E. Ninth St., Dept.

C, New York

3, N. Y.

REPEATING CAPS
AND PISTOLS

-

-

-

AGENTS & DISTRIBUTORS

Send for Description and Wholesale Prices. Also Fireworks for
Store Resale and Display Fireworks
for Parks, Clubs, etc.

BERTRAM NOVELTY CO.
Wholesale Only
MILWAUKEE 2, WISCONSIN

SEN

-

x

NOW DELIVERING AGAIN
A.ERO BINGO BLOWER

?

H.M.J. FUR CO.

150-B W. 28th St., New York

1

INGO

SPECIALS * CARDS
TRANSPARENT MARKERS
Write for Bulletin

AMUSEMENT INDUSTRIES,

Box'2, DAYTON

1, OHIO

o 00

s

Suneo Manufacturing Co.
Loser
Building

s

:o ,o',j :

5, 6 and 7 Ups.

Morris Mandell & Co.

JACKETS

PRICES CHOKERS
SCARFS
ALL GENUINE FURS
Our new 1946 Victory Line
Is our greatest variety of best
sellers for you! Latest styles.
All sizes. Write for FREE
NEW COMPLETE CATALOG!
Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. Prompt deliveries.

No blanks, Contains 100 packages
Merchandise selling at ten cents. Every assorted
one an
excellent ten -cent value. Packed
in an
all -wood box, explanation card on complete
inside of metal
hinged lid. Cost to retailer, $7.50 delivered.
Cash with order. Cost to jobbers and
operators,
$6.50 in lots of ten; $6.25 in
and $6.00
in 50 lots, delivered prepaid. 25's,
Shipped express
or freight only.

FIRST 100 ALREADY SOLD

-Also

F(/R COATS1

Sunco's Box of Surprises

During the war we offered to repurchase, at 100 cents
on the dollar, all 5 Star Bingo Blowers previously delivered. The best testimonial for this blower is that
NOT ONE WAS RETURNED. We are happy to be in
production again, but because steel is still scarce our
production is limited, making it
necessary to fill orders in rotation.
To insure early delivery
SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY
ALSO IN STOCK: RUBBERIZED
BINGO
CAGES, CORK BINGO BALLS, UNION MADE
PRINTED BINGO SPECIALS. Regular 7 and
10 Colors

Rs.

LOW

pPersonal
oe

5 STAR

PLASTIC CHARMS

Dozen

Leonard, Tex.

OUR ONLY MAILING ADDRESS,

333 Hudson St,

-

DEALS

-

Mighty Values Always !
values

MERCHANDISE

CIGARS
GUARANTEED REPEATERS OR
GARDNER'S GAGS AND GIGGLES
money refunded; 60, $2.50; 71l, $3.10 (inFOLIO
of material for Comedy Entertainers. Price, one cludes postage) shipped
Continental Cidollar. Eddie Gardner, 2924 Westwood Ave., Balti- gars, Corning 10, N. Y. prepaid,
ma2
more 16, Md,
mh1G
DEMONSTRATORS, PITCHMEN
MAKE
"I GOT CATTLE TO TEND," A REAL COWBOY
Quick Mend Solder, f stick sells 35f.
Sensasong by Red River Dave and Al Randolph. Re- tional demonstratorMends with match, Sample,
cordings available soon.
Prof. copies free.
250,
Al
Manufacturing
Western
Randolph Publications, 2588 Seventh Ave., New Chemical, Salem, Ore. outfit, $25.00.
fe23

AlmoWalnuts

PROMPT SHIPMENT
Minimum

AND

Carded Goods, Boards, etc.
Distributors, wagon men, write for prices.
Variety Sales, 1058 N.
Rockwell St., Chicago 22,
ma2

-

CHAIRS
Many' Styles

STUFFED TOYS.

CANDY

ACTS, SONGS & PARODIES

Snak& Cream Jars, Large
Snake Jam Jars, Large
Jumbo Hand Monkeys, Best
Shooting Book Matches, Beet
Shooting Cigarette Loads, Loud.
Shooting Stick Matches, Flat
Torch Light Matches, Best
Hot Seats, Hat Joke
Sneeze Powder, Extra Strong
Snake Book Matches
Hot Ciggy, for Smoke Chislees.
Hot Gum, 5 Slice Package
Hot Gum, Chicle Form
Buzzer 'Racket Letters
Comic Mirrors, Hot Sellers
Hot Tooth Picks, Best
Itch Powder, a Lousy Joke
Auto Bombs, Original, Best
Bloody Soap Powder Jake
Sooner Dogs, Plaster
Sooner Dog Pills, Gin Box
Alarm Clock Candle Joke

131 WYork 14th Street
New
11, N.Yest .

STEELTON, PA.

5,001 ITEMS

AT FACTORY PRICES

Your complete needs all at one source -Candy,
Gum, Batteries, Gloves, Dry Goods, Pins,
Sales boards, Sanitary Goods, Drugs, Toilet
Articles,
Automobile Supplies, Specialty Merchandise
many other scarce items. Send 30 stamp and
for
complete new list. We have the
merchandise,

MID -SOUTH SUPPLY CO.
219 E. Markham St.
LITTLE ROCK,

ARK.

MAKE QUICK CLEAN UP SELLING PERFUME
Beads. Jobbers prices. Particulars free. Sample
line, $1.00. Misson, 2328 West Pico, Los Angeles
de21
6, Calif.
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
Send price lists and catalogs to Box 850, Paducah,
fe23
Ky., Walter Burrows, Wholesale Distributor.
MEXICAN SHOPPING AND MAGAZINE BAGS,
$12.00 per dozen; sample, $1.00; Turtles moving
heads and tail and Miniature Guitars, sample, $1.80
dozen.
Mexican Importers, 2624 South Central
ma23
Park Ave., Chicago.
FASTEST SELLING NOVMILLIONS SOLD
elty, Generous trial order, $1.00. Dime brings
samples, wholesale prices. Here's another. Every
car owner a prospect. Retails for $1.50; costs 390,
Sample, exclusive territory offer, 250. Barkley Co.,

GENUINE OCD

GAS MASKS

mal6
Dryden 4, Va.
NO MORE WORRIES ABOUT FLAT TIRESC
Retails $1.00.
Ernie Airline Tire Inflator!
Distributors wanted. Sample sent postpaid for
ma2
$1.00. Kramer Industries, Euclid 17, 0.

EVERY
BOY
BUYS

1, AGENTS

!WANTED

SELL

CANVAS
CARRYING
BAG
INCLUDED

DIRECT
TO
STORES

Big Profits If
i. You Act Now
Greatest toy sensation in

i
1,,

years. Packed with sales
and play appeal. Priced
for fast turn -over and

volume profits.

ORIGINAL COST $2.50
SELLS TO THE TRADE @ 41c
IN

CASE LOTS OF

20

These genuine OCD Gas Masks just released by
the U. S. Government are a natural for toy
counter and premium merchandising, Every sale
Agents can clean up
starts a chain of sales.
selling direct to stores-merchants can retail
them at a handsome profit. Selling kit and two
masks for a dollar bill. Stock orders at $8.20
F. 0. B. Chicago. Send today.
a case.

r`

DISTRICT

WANTED

MANAGERS

If you have a sales crew and want a 'big time'
operation, write or wire today-or phone Webster
4933.
!

ACT NOW!

STARK'S

THAT ARE THE BEST SELLERS EVER!
THE HAND COLORED NOTES COME IN THREE
DIFFERENT COLORS, BLUE, GREEN, RED.

The set consists of a twig and the removable canary
salt and pepper shakers, all three made of porcelain.

-

1"

t

CANARY THREE-PIECE -PORCELAIN SALT AND PEPPER SETS

-

FOR TOY COUNTER
and PREMIUM SELLING

State Street
509
Chicago, Illinois
S.

ORGANIZERS, SALESMEN, VETERANS, LEAD
the parade selling "Just au Unknown Soldier,"
$1.00 for five copies, $10,00
song of the ages.
hundred copies. Fast seller at 500. Gold mine for
men with know how. Free copies' to artists, teachers, ministers, hospitals and disabled veterans. George
ma16
Gillespie, Publisher, Galax, Va.
"OUR FLAG"-FAMOUS PICTURE IN FOUR
300,000 sold through stores, lodges,
Colors.
clubs. Ideal gift. Mat mounted or framed, $1.00
Our Flag Sales Corp.,
Sample print Free.
up.
ma2x
Dept. 01003, Excelsior Springs, Mo.
EASY MONEY
SELL GREETING CARDS
showing gorgeous All Occasion, Birthday, ReligWrapious, Humorous, Easter Box assortments.
Special
pings. Stationery, Correspondence Notes.
service.
Quick
unnecessary.
Experience
Offers.
Request $1.00 Everyday assortment on approval.
HEDENKAMP, 343 Broadway, Dept. BF, New
F
York 13, N. Y.
WE PAY YOU $25 FOR SELLING FIFTY $1.00
Assortments Birthday, All Occasion Cards. Tremendous demand. Sell for $1.00-your profit 500.
It costs nothing to trv. Write for samples. Cheerma2
ful Card Co., 43 White Plains, N. Y.
WE WISH TO REPRESENT AMERICAN MANU facturera (machines, jewelry, textiles, novelties,
etc.) in this country. Write "Cedimex" Orozco y
fe23
Berra 1-301, Mexico.
$4.97 PUTS YOU IN LIFETIME BUSINESSWrite Midwest Drug Co., Dept. 3, Columbus 15,
fe23x
Ohio.
127 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY IN HOME OR
office; business of your own. Full particulars
ma30
free. Elite, 214 Grand St., New York.
BUSINESS
200 MONEY MAKING DEALS
plans. Rare formulas. Schemes. Unusual items.
Large folio free. Formico Ka, Box 572, Dayton,
ma9
Ohio.

NO. 4570

K-THE

SAME

PER DOZ. SETS

ASST. COLORS.

SETS

1/2

$1.20

IN

PUT

NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL GIFT BOXES.

DOZ. SETS
$8.00 PER
IN
DOZ.
PACKED:
DOZ.
$7.40IN PER
6 DOZEN

No. 4367 K

LOTS

SETS

PACKED:
1/2 DOZ. SETS IN ASST. COLORS.
$6.60 PER DOZ. SETS IN 6
DOZ. LOTS.
Size: 4 Inches wide, 3/2 Inches high.
Weight: 5 lbs. to the doz.

BE SURE TO SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE SET K OF
GIFT GOODS; WE HAVE THEM FROM $1.80 PER
DOZ. TO $90.00 PER DOZ., ALL BIG SELLERS.

333

IMPORTING

-

AG#NCY, Inc.

and 335 SOUTH

MARKET STREET

Chicago

6,

III.

THE PERFECTED COMBINATION

HERE IT IS !
Souvenir of World War II

--

20 MM.
TRAY

ASH

TABLE

LIGHTER

Highly polished, assorted colors-in individual cartons.

$ 14.40
$ 75.80

Price Per Dozen
Price Per 1/2 Cross Lot
Price Per Gross Lot

$144.00

1

-

DEAL

-600 -HOLE

BOARD
Pk. Cigarette
Price
$8.50

-- 26

6 Lighters
Payout Label.

ANIMALS, BIRDS, PETS
KINKAJOU PET, RARE, TAME, $40.00; BABY
Monkeys, Ringtails, pets, $50.00; Black Bear,
$50.00; Porcupines, $5.00; Red Foxes, $10.00;
Raccoons, $15.00; Skunks, $10.00; Owls, Hawks,
Crows, Rabbits, Cavies, Squirrels, Jumbo White
King Pigeons, $2.50 pair; Pea Fowls, Pheasants,
Bantams. Chester A. Lamb, 3129 Grand River,
Detroit, Mich,
SHOWMEN-WE ARE READY TO SUPPLY

59

MERCHANDISE

The Billboard

February 23, 1946

25% deposit. 2% discount if paid in full with order.
Regular terms to rated firms. Orders shipped on date
teceived.

ANTHONY M. BOEX

d

SONS

200 No. Jefferson St.
Chicago 6, Ill.

'

CHOCOLATES

(

In cedar chests, leatherette vanity
boxes and packaged i and 2-1h.
boxes. Deals for operators, Write
for catalog.
1;

H.

We have Movie Projectors, Leather
Goods, Lamps, Manicure Sets and

NEW AID
TO TRAVELERS!

BUSINESS

PACK -RIGHT HSANGER

-

other merchandise.

:,EARL PRODUCTS CO.
221 N. Cicero, Chicago 44,

Sensational

your needs for dens of non-poisonous snakes: Any
number available. Ross Allen's Reptile Institute,
Silver Springs, Fla,
ALL KINDS; PLENTY BOAS, ALL
SNAKES
sizes; Giant Blue Bull Snakes, Alligators, Armadillos, Mexican Beaded Lizards, Giant Horned Toads,
Coatimundis, Opossums, Agoutis, Monkeys, Baboons,
Ringtail Cats, Bantams, Raccoons, White Doves,
Talking Yellowhead Parrot, Zebra, Finches, Parrakeets, Guinea Pigs, Rats, Mice, Hamsters, Squirrels,
Rabbits. Wire Otto Martin Locke, New Braunfels,
ep6
Ter.

OPPORTUNITIES

111.

Fits Any Man's Traveling Case

-

ARCHERY RANGES EARN BIG MONEY
Every park wants one; 4 shooter, $50.00; 8
shooter range, $98.00. Stan Johnson, Salamanca,

Men! Do you have trouble in packing a suit and taking it
out of your suitcase pressed and ready to wear? The PACK RIGHT Hanger will eliminate this. Here's a very god -send
to you men who do a lot of traveling. Send only $1.50 for
each PACK -RIGHT Hanger desired. WE PAY POSTAGE.
Your order tilled promptly. Keep Hangers 5 days. If not
satisfied return unharmed and your money promptly refunded.

ma9

N. Y.

FOR SALE-SKATING RINK AND BATHING
Beach. Property has many amusement, commercial development possibilities. Main road frontage
Fell River -Newport Highway. T. Cashman, 619
fe23
Park Ave., Portsmouth, R. I,
FOR SALE-VOICE AND INSTRUMENTAL RE cording studio, completely equipped including'
piano at Mission Beach Amusement Center, San
If interested write for particulars,
Diego, Calif.
Carl G. Jorgensen, 4080 Georgia St., San Diego 3,
ma9
Calif.
GET INTO NEW HIGHLY PROFITABLE PRO-Raising
Campaigns,"
exfession "Church Money
clusive franchise. Send 25¢, good faith, for copyrighted instructions, supplies worth $1.00, refundable. J. F. Snyder, 112 Crestmont, Reading, Pa.
fe23
GUN TURRETS, COMPLETE, BEAUTIFUL
Price List
Plesiglass Domes, from army bombers. Ideal
for open air clay pigeon or aeroplane shooting at
PRODUCTS CO..:,.
beaches, resorts, etc. Have large stack Flare Guns
with Ammunition, also largest aircraft stock in West.
Contact General Commodities Company, 1265 N.
437 Whitehall St., Atlanta 2, lia.
Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles 27, Calif.
"LITTLE MONEY-MAKER"-NEW MAGAZINE
chock full of practical small business ideas. Sample 25e. Small Bìrsiness Magazine, 3825 Tenth
fe23
St., Northwest, Washington 11, D. C.
SPECIAL-INCH DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENT
in over fifty mail order magazines, year only,
$24.00. Wood's Popular Adv. Service, Atlantic
The diamond -dazzling City, N. J.
fe23
gem from Slam. Write
START NOW! READ "A SMALL BUSINESS OF
for catalogue.
Your Own"; shows you in 126 pages of down-toearth language how to succeed in 80 businesses.
National Jewelry Co.
Some
requiring only $200 capital. Send $1.00.
Dept. 3-W
Treasure House, Box 259, San Francisco, Calif.
Wheeling, W. Va.
ma2
WRITE US TOSUREFIRE PROFIT MAKER
day for free information on what sells, who blurs
and how to reach them. Rennolet B, 1022 9th St.,
Rock Island, Ill.
mh2
colors, all sizes. Sticks and Bellows, Batons, YOUR OWN BUSINESS, SHOWING TALKIES
iq anes, Birds, Leis, Hats, etc.
No investment.
theaterless communities.
We
rent Sound Equipment, Programs reasonable. Remarkable possibilities; earn $50.00-$200.00 weekly.
fe23
CHICAGO 7, ILL. 2200 RKO Bldg., Radio City, N. Y.
'567 Harrison Street

LEE RAZOR BLADES
Write for
LEE

Order One Or More Of These Dandy Traveling Hangers NOW

FRIEDMAN NOVELTY CO.

¡RUBBERIZED BINGO (AGES¡
(NOISELESS)

READY NOW
FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Genuine
Zircon Rings

SPECIALS

LAP

BALLOONS

UNGER SUPPLY

-7

Also
& 10 COLORS

BOARDS-MARKERS

PADDED 5,' 6, 7 UPS
PLASTIC MARKERS 3/4", 5/a"
WIRE BINGO CAGES

`

ill

1340 ARTHUR AVE., DEPT B
CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS

-

7 UPS -3000 SETS
WIRE OR WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

{JOHN A. ROBERTS ALCOMPANY!
X235 HALSEY STREET

NEWARK 2, N. J.

60

leERCHANDISE-CLASSIFIED

COIN-OPERATED
MACHINES, SECOND-HAND

Vetetagt'
DISCHARGE RINGS
PER

No.

DOL

48119

$16.50

OutctaaKúlò y Value

Bieler-[evjne
CHICAGO 3, ILL.

IN

200

LOTS

40 IN.

18c

IN

300

LOTS

22 IN.

14c

IN

200

LOTS

16 IN.

101/2c IN 200 LOTS

-

PETERS

WASHINGTON 1, D. C.

MONEY CLIPS
Stainless steel.
Sensational fast telling novelty.
Guaranteed never to
tarnish.
1 Doz. Display Cards.

$2.20 per doz.
26% With Order,

Balance C. O. D.
Send 260 for Sample.

Special prices to jobbers.
SALESMAN WANTED.
NATIONAL MET. CO.
168 N. Main
FALL RIVER, MASS.

CIGARET VENDORS FOR SALE -500 PERfectly reconditioned in our own shops.
Vendors, 4509 N. Clark St., Chicago 40, Ill. Keiner
ma9
DIGGERS FOR SALE
SEVEN STAR ELECtro Hoists and one Exhibit Merchantman,
only twelve weeks. Guaranteed like new; cost used
over
$1,900.00.
Immediate shipment, well
$950.00. Fairchild, 342 Stolp Ave., Syracuse, crated,
N. Y.
fe23
EXHIBIT FIST STRIKER, $60,00; BLUE
Blazer, $45.00; both for $100.00. 3 Exhibit
Oracle Love Meters, $35.00; 4 Long -Base
Gottlieb
3:Way Grippers, $12.75; Single Grip, $6,50;
Advance Shocker, $7.50; Little Merchant, 50 Cigarette
Machine, $12.50; 2 Sweepstakes, $6.50; 10 Counter
Games, $5.00 each; Challenger's Jap Setups,
$27.50.Champaign,T,á cash.
Boyer Vending Co., 408 John,
Ill,
FOR SALE
PENNY ARCADE, COMPLETE,
ready for road. Leo Suggs, Box 226, Station
G, New York 19, N. Y.
fe23
FOR SALE
RED HEAD TRACK TIMES; 1
Skill Time; 1 Exhibit Races; 2 Big Games, P. 0. ;
1 Exhibit Hi Ball; 1 Scientific Baseball, $50.00
each. O'Brien, Newport, R. I.
FOR SALE -BALL GUM AND VENDERS, PEA nut Venders, Imps, Shockers, Pocket Knives and
Boards. Tree ripe fruit wholesale.
Box 365,
Tampa, Fla,
FOR SALE-11 DUPLEX LOG CABIN PEANUT
Vendors,
These machines are like new ones,
$10.00 each. Aloysius Leonard, 2005 College,
Terre Haute, Ind.
FOR SALE
VEST POCKETS, CHROME,
$55.00; Blue and Gold, $45.00; Green, $38.00;
also 10c Gooseneck Slot, newly painted, $45.00.
Frank Guerrini, Burnham, Pa.
FOR SALE-DIVERSIFIED ROUTE, CONSISTing of 6 Seeburg jukes (latest models), 11 Pin
Tables, 4 Rayolite Guns, all on location. Resort
area, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Route in excellent
condition.
Good , for $10,000 net, annually;
$10,000 cash. No curiosity seekers, please. Box
C-84, Billboard, Cincinnati 1, 0.

-

-
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744--,
`ii"'

WINNER !

JUST

OUT !

Beautiful Discharge Emblem,
approx. 41;2 x 4 H/ , easily attached

to

any

license plate.
casting, gold lacquered, durable; Individually boxed for
quick counter sales.
PENNA. 194g`,,
Sells
sight
v r
e^aps everywhere for
$1, No discharge
necessary;
O. P. A. approved.
All sales positively unrestricted! Sensationally priced at
$39.00 per gross to insure volume sales. 1 /3
dell., bal. C. O. D. All orders shipped F. O. B.
Phila. Sample, Including Set -Up for Counter
Display, mailed anywhere.
(Enclose $1.00.)
Cash orders rushed Immedlatelyl
)t

,1

Aluminum

I

Ìpapers

ALBERT
KL LLA
S. E. Cor. 46th
& Girard Ave.
Philadelphia 31, Pa,

PERFUME DISTRIBUTOR
Enjoy fast, easy sales and big, profits supplying
huge demand for popular Tower Hall Perfumes
and Colognes. World famous essences. Multimillion dollar, highly advertised industry. Complete line, attractively packaged. Amazing low
prices. Fast Shipments!
SELL STORES, JOBBERS OR DIRECT
Greatest demand in history! Pleasant, easy
work, plus immediate profite. Get started!
WRITE TODAY for free details and sample.

TOWER HALL 4 Chcago 5,

Man
Horseshoe Plaques
Large "Pin Up" Plaques
Small "Pin Up" Plaques
R. W. Cr B. Batons, Gross
Jr. Batons, Gross
Silver Canes, Gross
Flying Birds, Cross
Parachute Trooper, Cross

l

lingls

.

Per Doz.
$ 2.75

1.20
.55

4.00
2.00
2.00
.85
16.50

Cr

IPP
KIPP

-

$20.00
Distributors

BORDER

NOVELTY

CO.

405 Woodward Ave., Detroit

1, Mich,
Phones: Cadillac 6261, Cadillac 6253

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

GEORGE LITTLE

Winnipeg, Canada

266 Aubrey St.

Write for Complete Catalog of
Novelties and Specialty Items

---®

MI

® a

ma um

NOW AVAILABLE TO

DEALERS

®

AGENTS
CONCESSIONAIRES

1

II FLUORESCENT

FIXTURES

1

I

an

I

in

I

íi-'

w

'

q7

,n,,..,.,

STATE

LAWS

aePT

$

B R O1' H E R S

4.00
3.00

1.00
.65
.75

100

1.15
1.25
1.35
3.00
4.50
2.15
6.50
1.50
1.50

4.80
4.00
5.00
9.60
1.85

17.50
1.50
2.00
-90
1.45
.40

(Established
1880)

NOW AVAILABLE
RED LATEX MOLDING COMPOUND
MAKE YOUR OWN MOLDS FOR PLASTER OBJECTS

Write for Information and Prices.

OHIO SUPPLY CO.
COLUMBUS 5, OHIO

REaO

.D

Ñt IwUCNT>/eSÆl,(}3,000.u"

I65

ROAD
ARUM
NO
TRUCKING

ONE

eYPASS

TilFFI;

NARROW
SUB AT

WIRT

`,

Latest
CaA2E
MHnI,o,Tuae

SNCOLq RiQ

Tumblers
Salt and Pepper Shakers
Engraved Wedding Rings
Paper Flags

Indianapolis 4, Ind.

474 LILLEY AVENUE

PER GROSS

NEW LOW 1946 WHOLESALE PRICE
WANTED -ERIE DIGGERS. ONE OR FIFTY,
foreach 2
Bulbs
any condition. State condition and price. Cash
waiting. Box 69, Hot Springs, Ark,
t.f.n.
$4.2
Less
$4.00 Each In Lots of 6 or More.
WANTED-BIG PARADES, WIRE OR WRITE
Fairway Amusement Co., Columbus, Miss.
Ill GE Bulbs, 60c ea., with fixtures only I
List Price -$12.50 Each With Bulbs
WANTED-MILLS ESCALATOR SLOTS AND
all makes Phonographs, any operating condition.
EASY INSTALLATION
State lowest prices and full description. Crandon
JUST PLUG INTO SOCKET
Sales Co., Crandon, Wis.
USED IN
Stores
I
WANTED
TEN 500 MILLS SLOTS; FIVE
a Bathrooms
Kitchen s
Factories
Keeney Twin Super Bells, 5/250, comb.
Garages
F.P,/P.O.; ten Solo -Vue Conversions for Panorama;
Concessions
Board Premiums
fifteen Wurlitzer 750E. State lowest prices, quan- 1
I
tity and condition. Silent Sales, 635 D Northwest,
Write, Wire, Phone for Sample Order.
Washington, D. C.
Ask for Catalogue on Complete Line.
Order, Balance C. O. D.,
WE WILL PAY $45.00 FOR CHAMPS AND 1 26% Deposit With
F. O. B. Phila.
New Champs Spot Pool; $40.00 for Crosslines.
S. & J. Novelty, 707 Fern St., Akron 7, 0.
ABRAMS FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
WURLITZER TONE ARM COMPLETE; $18.00; ® Dept. B 113 N. 7th St.
Ph® 6 Pa.
Seeburg Motor, $18.00. Want Peanut Machines;
um Walnut 6787
BE in
send list, make and price. B. P. Corington Jr.,
Bardwell, Ky.
AMY O1Ouq.
1 ROCK -OLA MONARCH, 8 PACKARD WALL
DAMS
Ro
ZONE
Boxes, 1 Packard Adaptor, 1 Pipe Organ Speaker,
cuevas
AN
NARROW
Rock-Ola Red Dot Amplifier, 15 -Inch Speaker,
LANE
CAMBER
YEN
SLIPPERY
100 feet of 30 Wire Cable. All in excellent conWE
WORxASPHALT
AMUS
dition, $395.00 for the lot. 1/3 deposit, balance
wojß/J/yp
C. O. D. Wabash Valley Dist. Co., 150 So. Main
__
- 1
o~
.LTEPq
St., Clinton, Ind.
3/11s11 WET

Paper Flag Bows
Comic Paper Masks
Muslin Flags on Sticks
Plaster Dogs, Ducks, Etc.
8.00
Cloth Flag Bows
14.50
Humorous Mirror
16.50
Mirror Memo Books
21.00
Lead Pencils
Medium Leis, Gross
4.00
Painting Puzzle Book
Medium Plaster, Cross
7.00
Puzzle Pictures, Per Bale (250)
Swaggers, Gross
9.50
Tongue Novelty, Per Bale (200)
Ahrminum Milk Bottles, Each
1.50
Wheel Tops
'Wood Milk Bottles, Each
.50
Airplane Gliders
Colored Canes, 100
4.00
Paper Hats
Jumbo Tails, Per 100
21.00
Assorted Prevue Brooches
Knife Rack Rings, Per 100
2.50
Comic Hat Bands, Per 100
Cane Rack Rings, Per 100
2.50
Per 1,000
Shooting Corks, Per 1000
2.25
Comic Books, Per 100
Flag Buttons, Per 100
U. S. MADE SLUM
Motto Buttons, Per 100
Per Gross
Heavy Whiskey Glasses
MacArthur Buttons, Per 100
$ 3.50
Miniature Mugs
4.00
Army Metal Buttons, Per 100
Limited, Quantity-25% Deposit, Balance C. 0. D., F. O. B. Indianapolis.

Importers
Wholesalers

Be Our

WANT TO BUY SCALES -WILL PICK UP UN crated within 300 miles of San Antonio. T. E.
Beck, Rt. 2, Box 447-B.

Per
100

No Orders Filled Less Than

Venders and a six-foot tall no spring Toledo
(Weight Free) Scale. C. H. Swanson, Route 1
00
West. Great Falls, Mont.

PARK, CIRCUS AND CARNIVAL SPECIALS
Worth Covered Base Balls
Weighted Feather Darts, Doz.
4 to 7 Inch Hoop -La Rings, Doz.

BITS! SALESMEN!
S

$36.00

o

Must know all kinds of machines, also Panoram
Machine.
Apply at once.
El Paso Amusement
Center, First National Bldg., El Paso, Tex.
ma2

100

KEM BOTTLE
LIGHTERS

d

POSTAGE STAMP MACHINES (10) FOR SALE
Roll type, double units, maple cabinets.
A-1
condition, $47.50 each, Henry Nathanson, 4109
Norfolk, Baltimore 16, Md.
SUN RAY, $135.00; ROYAL FLUSH, $50.00;
Groetchen Columbia, Fruit, $50.00, 100; Pace,
Mills
D.J $50.00; 50 Pace Blue Front, $50.00; 10 Mills,
Q.T.'s, $25.00; Sr Evans Keno, $50.00; 50
no Jackpot, $15.00; 50 Double Jackpot, $35.00; O
Cubs, $7.00; Tally, $12.00; Mills 1-2-3, $40.00.
Herb Everschor, 276 S. High, Columbus, O.
4
THIRTEEN ALL ALUMINUM (MAGNA) PENNY ®

USED 10 PEANUT, CANDY AND BALL GUM
Vending Machines in first class working condition. F. E. Taylor, 337 West 6th St., Anderson,
Ind.

Per

$20.00
SMALL $11.00
LARGE

SEISE

Straw Horse

A

BALLOONS

-

-3

428 SIXTH ST., N. W.

;

-3

-

Football Punching Bag, Volley
Ball Bladders
Seconds,
30c Each in Dozen Lots.
Send $2.00 for Assorted Samples
of All Items.
25% Deposit With All Orders.

CHARLES

ARMY TARGET
WEATH ER

-1

Target, 1 10 Pace Comet (Slot), 1 50 Operators
Bell (Slot). Will take best offer, one or all. L. J.
A-1 AMERICA'S POSTAGE STAMP MACHINES Bolding, 305 N. Broadway, Pittsburg,.Kansas.
for sale. Buying all kinds. Folders, immediate
delivery. Write U.S.P 100 Grand St., Water- HAVE FIFTEEN PAN COAST SKEEBALL
bury 5, Conn.
Games,
Nine foot long.
Good condition,
ma9 1150.00
each. Hysol Music Co., 9014 Ave. B,
Brooklyn
12, N. Y.
A-1 CIGARETTE AND CANDY VENDING MA chines, All makes, models, lowest prices. What
ONE KEENEY AIR RAIDER AND TWO
have you to sell? Mack Postel, 6750 N. Ashland,
Chicken
with Coinex Target Conversion,
Chicago.
fe23 $300.00 for Sam
all three, McElmurry Coin Co., 1302
l'arkside
Blvd.,
Box
103, Toledo 7, 0.
AA BUYS!
BRAND NEW POSTAGE
Machines, 10 LoBoy and Ticket WeighingSTAMP
Scales,
ONE
LATE
RADIOTONE
RECORDING MAle' Nut-Candy Vendors. Free list. Adair Comchine for sale with Double Mikeaphone; used
pany, 6926 Roosevelt, Oak Park, Ill.
ma30 only 7 months, $400.00. Tri-State Amusement
ART
MODEL F TARGETS AND 2 BIG GAME ( o., 1119 4th Ave., Huntington, W. Va.
Hunters. Factory reconditioned. Good as
new, PANORAM-SOLOVUE SAME AS NEW, A BAR $35.90 each or $150.00 for lot. Variety
Sales,
gain at $385.00. Also have two reels for film for
1 058 N. Rockwell
St., Chicago 22.
If ordered with Solovue
same, cost us $75.00.
they
are yours for only $45.00. Va deposit. Atomic
ARCADE MACHINES-MUTOSCOPE GRIP -OGraph, Pull -O -Graph, Lift -O -Graph, $150.00 Distributing Co., P. 0. Box 1366, Chattanooga,
each.
Exhibit Palmistry Machine, $50.00; Pre - Tenn.
Flight Trainer with Panoram and
POSTAGE STAMP MACHINES WANTED
$700.00. Trade any above for WurlitzerProjector,
PhonoAll makes and models. State price and make.
graphs. H. W. Des Portes, 1429 Lincoln St.,
Co- Box C-59, Billboard, Cincinnati 1, 0.
fe23
lumbia, S. C.

-

BALLOONS
40 IN. HEAVY 19c

-

h'OR SALE
RECONDITIONED CONSOLES,
Paces Reels or Saratoga Sr., late models, $100.00;
Paces Saratoga without rails, $65.00; Paces Reels
Jr., late model, $75.00; Original Jar O' Do Dangling
Duckets Bingo Tickets, 1,000 on stick for $1.00
each; in case lots of 50 only. A. E. Condon Sales
ma2
Co., 1424 Main St., Lewiston, Idaho.

NOTICE-Only advertisements of used
machines accepted for publication in
FOR SALE
EVANS 10 STRIKE, 1 METAL
this column.
View Machine (Counter Model), 1 ABT Skill

ATTENTION -WILL BUY ANY QUANTITY EXhibit ideal Metal Post Card Venders, Challengers,
Game Hunters, 'lingoes, Criss Cross, Peo
Ball and Poker Counter Amusement Games. Basket
Give
quantity, condition and price in first letter. Samuel
Klein, 1711 W. Grange Ave., Philadelphia 41, Pa.
BRAND NEW UNITED REVAMPS
$239.50; Trade Winds, $249.50; BRAZIL,
Fe,
$239.50; Oklahoma, $239.50; Arizona, Santa
$239.50;
Streamliner, $239.50.
%
deposit.
King
-Pin
Equipment Company, 826 Mills, Kalamazoo, Mich.

TARGET
i

February 23, 1946

-

Regulation Gold Plated on
Sterling Emblem Mounted
on Heavy Sterling Silver Ring

37"S. WABASH AVE.

The Billboard
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Hot -Iron Transfers
FOR YOUR SLUM PRIZES
Kids and teen -agars love 'em. They
press 'em on with a hot iron on raincoats,
sweat shirts, kerchiefs and sports clothes.
Blg, flashy, popular Movie Star
Transfers, $6,o0 per thousand,
F.O.B. New York.
$1.00 deposit with order, balance C.O.D.

Samuel Eppy
333 Hudson St.

& Co.

New York 13, N. Y.

Gold -Filled
®
411
White Stone Flash Stickpins
$4.00 Doz.
Asst'd
Gents' Stickpin, Doz.
$4.00
Old Fashioned Wide Gold Shell WEDDING RINGS, Each
1.50
Ladles' and Gents' Asstd. RINGS
Sterling and G. F., Doz.
5.00
B. LOWE, Holland Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.

-

0

MERCHANDISE -CLASSIFIED

The Billboard

February 23, 1946

ROWE IMPERIALS, 8 COL. CIGARETTE MA chines, $47.50 each. 1 Rowe Imperial, 6 Col.
Cigarette Machines, $35.00. 1 U-Needa-Pak, 5
Col. Candy Machines, angle iron stand, $45.00; 10.
Joseph
Duplex Peanut Machines, $5.00 each.
Lipinski, 882 Fourth St., N. W., Grand Rapids,
3

NOTICEENGRAVERS
DEMONSTRATORS

One of the many new engraving items we

-

manufacture.

Send for Yours
Catalog Ready
and See the Others.

CIGARETTE LIGHTER

Mich.
3 -WAY STRENGTH TESTER, FLOOR MODEL,
$40.00; Rosenberg Large Dial Fist Striker,
$40.00; 10 Scales, $25.00; 2 Over-the -Top, $2.00
each; Gottlieb 3 -Way Gripper, as is, $5.00; 25
3 -Column 100 Vending Machines, $2.00 each; 10
Cent -a -Mint Vendors, $2.00 each; 5 1 for 10 Cigarette Vendors, $2.00 each. Playland Arcade, Macon,

NO SHARP CORNERS

CONVENIENT TO CARRY
ALL ALUMINUM
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
PRECISION MADE
WIND PROOF
IDEAL FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN
LARGE FLUID CAPACITY

Mo.

GOTTLIEB GRIPPER, $19.00; 10 SPIT fire, almost new, $13.00; 10 Skillarette, A-1 condition, $19.00; Pok-O-heel, like new, $8.00; Pin
Game Speed Ball, $50.00. W. Grazick, 7 Hayes,
Greenfield, Mass.
4 PEEK SHOWS FOR $75.00; 1 KISSOMETER,
$160.00; 1 Kirk Guesser Scale, $145.00; 3
Monkey Meters, $67.50; 1 Rapid Fire, $125.00;
2 Exhibit Knotty Peeks, $110.00; 1 Fire and
Smoke, $25.00. E. W. Schnepel, Red Bud, Ill.
250 PACE SARATOGA; 10e' PACE REELS; 100
Jennings Silver Moon; 5 Mills Jumbo; 50 Galloping Dominos; 50 Exhibit Tanforan; lot of 10, all
in A-1 condition, $1,000.00. Immediate delivery
Request quotations. Coleman
Mills Slot Parts.
Novelty, Rockford, Ill.
42 A-1 MILLS BOTTLED BEVERAGE VENDING
Machines, 6 Model 9SA, $230.00 each; weight,
730#; 27 47N, $205.00; 2 47A, $180.00;F. 5 47B,
O. B.
$180.00; 2 45, $140.00. All, $8,245
Fort Worth. Wencsell Ogden, 510 So. Main St.,
Phone 34595, Ft. Worth, Tex.
500 JENNINGS DIXIE BELL, $385.00; ORIGInal Mills 500 Blue Front, $395.00; Special Lot,
15 Mills Original Hand Load, 2-5 Pay, consisting
Phone
Five Quarters, Three Dimes, Five Nickel.
Main 1323. Request list higrade Rebuilt Slots.
Coleman Novelty, Rockford, Ill.
3 -WAY

Child's Animal Design Bracelet.
4 Different Animals.

DEXTER ENGRAVING

JEWELRY CO.
23 ARCH STREET
PROVIDENCE 7, R. I.

COSTUMES, UNIFORMS,

NEW 1946 PRICE!

MEN'S
SWISS WATCHES
WRIST AND POCKET WATCHES
BRAND NEW
e FANCY DIAL
e CHROME CASE
e UNBREAKABLE CRYSTAL.
LEATHER STRAP

$4.57 ea.

IN LOTS OF 12 OR MORE I
DEALERS ONLY -FOR RESALE!
1/3

Deposit, Balance C. O. D.
F. O. B. N. Y.

RICHARD TRENT, LTD..
2067 Broadway

NEW YORK 23, N. Y.

SEA FOAM
BEAUTIFUL

LASTING

BUBBLES
Price $1.80 per doz. for small lots;
$1.60 per doz. lots of 2 gross or
more. Transportation prepaid or
allowed up to $2. per cwt.
4 -Oz. Bottles NET including loops.

WARDROBES

ALL BRAIDED CELLOPHANE WAISTBAND
Hula Skirts with Leis, $7.50; Rhinestones with
Settings, $2.00 a gross; Punches, $5.50; Metal
Spangles, all sizes and colors; Chorus Costumes, etc.
Clrcle
C. Guyette, 346 W. 45th St., New York.
6-4137.
ASSORTED BUNDLES OF COSTUMES, GOWNS,
Trimmings, etc., $5.00. Chorus Costumes, $1.50
Other costumes
each; Evening Gowns, $5.00.
and accessories. C. Conley, 308 W. 47th St., New
York.

BEAUTIFUL HULA SKIRT FOR SOUTH SEAS,
adult size, $4.00. Brassiere, $2.00; large Lei,
$1.00. Send $1.00, balance C. O. D. Hawaiian
Hula Shop, 520 Kearny, San Francisco, Calif. ma9
FIFTEEN GREEN VELVET CURTAINS
(11x5 Y2 ), two for $25.00. Beautiful Satin
Curtain (9x50), gold-maroon, $150.00. Orchestra
Coats, Tuxedos, Gowns. Wallace, 2416 N. Halsted, Chicago.

-36

UNIFORMS, COATS AND
Great for circus or carnival,
ushers, ticket takers, animal men. Best quality
material, excellent condition. Bargain. A. I. McKenzie, 1170 Chestnut Street, Elizabeth 4, N. J.
QUITTING BUSINESS, ENTIRE STOCK AND
Equipment going at sacrifice. Line Masquerade,
Pageant, Operetta Wardrobe dollar up. Trimmings,
Braids, Wigs, Properties, etc. Everything must go
by March first. Bernyce Fesey Costumes, 203 N.
FOR

SALE

Medallions Added for Clubs, Fraternities, Bars and Distributors for Slight
Extra Charge.
This Lighter was tooled to retail for $2.95, but due to our low production
the trade for the exceedingly low price of
It
to
offer
to
costs we are able

SI
SA.1/3

$ 8.50 PER DOZ. IN GROSS LOTS
R LOTS
N
$10.50 PER
$lSMALL
PL

Deposit With Order-Balance C. O. D.
Watch for Our New Items and Be Sure To Get on Our Mailing List.

Territories Still Open.

Canadian Inquiries Invited.

NOVELTY CO.
THE WHITE
Manufacturers Representatives
313

H. B. KETCHUM, INC.

Charlotte, N. C.

Box 973

BUBBLES
Selling Genuine
i

HOLLYWOOD MASK

PERFUMES
2 Dram Individually Boxed.
Retails 75¢.

INDIAN ROMANCE far Blonde.
NEW YEAR for Brunette.
#25 for Dark.
Broker & Demons. Pr. $17.25 Grass.
F. O. B. Chicago. 25% Dep., Bal. C. O. D.
(Intro. Offer
Each Odor-for $2.00)

-4

HOLLYWOOD MASK

243 E. Illinois St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

DISCHARGE HOLDERS
We originated the Discharge Holders
for Service Men. Now watch the
imitators. All i.eotherette, not
paper or cardboard. Has brass corners.
Folds up like a wallet and can be carried
in pocket. Every serviceman and woman
a prospect. Will fit both army and, navy.
Best seller of the year. Sample 35c in
stamps. Also in genuine leather.

C. GAMEISER

146 Park Row

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

DETROIT 26, MICH.

AVENUE

E. JEFFERSON

ORDER

ENTDELIVERY

BRAND NEW TABLE MODEL

RADIOS 6TU8$2495
OPA Approved

SUPER -HETERODYNE

BUILTIN AERIAL
A.

C. -

D. C.

110 V. All Electric
Rich hand -rubbed walnut cabinet with 6
RCA Licensed Tubes and a 5" Heavy -Duty
PM Speaker-tremendous volume-hairline
outstanding tone. No aerial
selectivity
required. Each radio is packed in an aircusl:ioned carton, fully guaranteed and immediately shipped when your order is received.
Rush your order today and be positive your
radio is on its way tomorrow! Order Now!!

-

SEND

25% DEPOSIT WITH

Trousers only.

ORDER

BALANCE C. O. D.

ROYMART CO

104 FIFTH AVE., DEPT. B812
NEW YORK 11,

NEW YORK

Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

RHINESTONES IN GARMENTS, DROPS, BANDings or loose, any condition. Mail items, samples
quoting best prices. Prompt action. Square deal
assured. Brown, 36 Bank St., New York 14.

ONLY A LIMITED QUANTITY ON HAND

TWO SATEEN STAGE CURTAINS, GRAY AND
gold, each 20x46 ft., almost new, $150.00 for
both. Geo. W. Roberts, 99 Wallace St.. Newark,

Packed 12 to shipping carton at

Metal- Hand Juice Extractor-While They Last

ap6

No.

J.
300 SHAKESPEAREAN, COLONIAL COSTUMES.
Terrific value, $5.00 each. No catalog. 1,000
M. O. Lillien
Send sketch, size.
other items.
fe23
Costume Co., 1658 Broadway, New York 19.
N.

Transportation prepaid.
Terms-Cash with order.

P. O.

STREAMLINER

THE HOLLYWOOD

FOR SALE
SECOND-HAND GOODS
ALL AVAILABLE MAKES POPPERS-FIFTY
All Electric or Gas Heated Machines, cheap.
Burch, Advance, Cretors, Dunbar, Kingery Peerless Roaster.
Candy Corn Equipment, 120 S.
fe23
Halsted, Chicago.
ALL KINDS POPCORN MACHINES, CARAMELcorn Equipment, Peanut Roasters, Doughnut Machines, Coleman Handy Gas Plants, Burners, Tanks.
Northside Sales Co., Indianola, Iowa.
ma30
GIANT TWELVE QUART HEAVY ALUMINUM
Geared Popping Kettles, $13.50; new Coleman
Handy Gas Plants, Burners, Tanks, Popcorn, Cones.
Northside Sales Co., Indianola, Iowa. (Established
1920.)
ma23
POPCORN MACHINES! USED, SERVICEABLE.
Cretors French Fryers, occasionally other makes.
Floor stands and other models and types. Rea-'
sonably priced. Ed Hanus, 302 Deleglise St., Anma2
tigo, Wis.
SACRIFICE SALE-UNDERWOOD AND L. C.
Smith Typewriters, $39.50 each; Paymaster
Checkwriter, cost $90.00; only $39.50; Bates Eight
New Numbering Machine, cost $38.00, only $19.50;
Speedoprint Memograph, $22.50; Multicolor Press,
cost $600.00, only $195.00. Everything guaranSalvage Company, 1517 Marshall, Shreveport, La.
teed A-1 condition and prepaid.
50 % deposit.
SAVE 90% ON PRINTING-SACRIFICE MULTI graph Presses, not Mimeographs. Prints letter-

heads, envelopes, catalogues, large as 8 % "x11"
from type, Linotype, cuts. Automatic paper throwout; automatic inker. 3,000 impressions hourly.
With 10,000 New type, 10 type cases. Guaranteed
perfect condition. Only $89.50 prepaid.
50%
deposit. Salvage Company, 1517 Marshall, Shreveport, La.
ma9
SLUM JEWELRY
ITEMS, $10.00. One
pound broken Jewelry, $4.00. B. Lowe, Holland
Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
ma30
STAINLESS STEEL EXPANSION
GENTS'
Bands; high grade. Send $1.50 for sample.
B. Lowe, Holland Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
ma30

-300

100 JEWELRY ITEMS, $25.00.
(ITEMS RE tail at $1.00 each.) B. Lowe, Holland Bldg.,
St. Louis 1, Mo.
fe23

547-171/2 inch round
packed 12 fo carton

$12.00 per dozen

aluminum fray

16.80 per dozen

No. 673 wood kitchen stools, painted red top

18,00 per dozen

No. 2830 metal smoking stands, packed 6
to carton

18.00 per dozen

ALL ORDERS FILLED IN ROTATION

No. 777

WISCONSIN DELUXE CO

JOBBERS
GET

-

1902 N. Third St.
Milwaukee 12,
II

Wisconsin

PINWHEELS
WHOLESALERS

IN TOUCH WITH

--- RETAILERS

US FOR YOUR 1946 REQUIREMENTS

Mfd. in All Colors; Patent Pending

All Celluloid Used Is
Non -Inflammable

on Pin Attachment

DANTE PRODUCTS, INC.
866 WASHINGTON ST.

BOSTON 11, MASS.

FLASH-FOR EVERY TYPE CONCESSION
Lamps, Clocks, Enamelware, Houseware, Toys. Every Kind of Glassware.
Plenty Slum, Flying Birds, Whips, Hats, Canes, Ball Game Specials,
Boxed Jewelry. "Fair Special" List Now Ready-Write.

'

iMPORTAIR

i

the
and Type off
n

BTusiness

Be

in Detall Your

PQSMWUlri SUPPLY COtte
3333 LINDELL BLVD.,ST.LOUIS 3.MO.

62

MERCHANDISE -CLASSIFIED

The P'llboard

FOR SALE-SECONDHAND SHOW PROPERTY

February 23, 194i

WHIP RIDE FOR SALE, STREAMLINED. STAtionary, Control Motor, 12 Cars Call GLenmore
5-7652, Write Mrs. V. Discen, 680 Jefferson

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

HERE'S

ma2

20x20 SHOW TENT, COMPLETE WITH FRAME
and 7 -ft, Side Wall, top fairly good, sidewall
not so good, but serviceable, $75.00. 12x20 Tent,
with 6 -ft. sidewall attached, in good condition; a
good tent complete with poles, stakes and ropes,
$75.00. Playland Arcade, Macon, Mo,
28 FT. LAPEER HI-STRIKER, COMPLETELY
wired, also has reflector around gong. Equipped
with mauls, braces and base.
Ready to operate.
Been used one week, Cost $150. Will sell for
$100. Half cash with order, balance C. O. D.
B. H. Eaton, 3720 Kenwood, Indianapolis 8, Ind.
36 FT. CARROUSEL, 10 HORSE, ELECTRIC
Motor; Horses, Lions, Goats, Elephants; Camels;
needs
painting, $500.00, Palmer, 774 Carroll St.,
COMPLETE PORTABLE PHOTO GALLERY- Baltimore
30, Md,
Sacrifice, $150.00; size 2x2 ?/4 , R. S. Joyner,
Trailerville Trailer Park, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.
(Gen. Del.)

Genuine

A NEW CATALOGUE 35MM. MOTION PICtures, outright sale. New prints, low prices. We
have any type picture you want. Catal-gue
for stamps.
Bussa Film Exchange, Friendship, O.
mh2
ATTRACTIVE CONCESSION TRAILER, 16 FEET
mpartment for
perfect conditih on, very clean, $535.00,
oPortable
Parker Moving Target Shooting Gallery,
8 feet wide,
needs some repairs, no motor, crated, ready
to ship,
$225.00. One 15kw. Generator, perfect for
show
business, $75.00.
A. C. Green, 610 Baltimore
St., Huntington, W. Va,

RABBIT'M

FOOT KE'
CHAIN

lin

PLASTIC

WALLET

INSERTS

HELP WANTED

COMPLETE HIGH -WIRE RIGGING. ENTIRE
height, 55 actual feet. Steel pules. Lighting.
Ready to go to work, Contact Andy Wolandi,
General Delivery, Coral Gables, Fla.
4, 5 and 6 envelope books
AERIALIST WANTED FOR SINGLE TRAPEZE,
ladder, cloud swing high pole, novelty airplane.
-easily sold for $7.50.
(discounts on ERIE DIGGERS-SET OF EIGHT MACHINES, Send
photos,
E. R. Gray, 2000 Harding Ave.,
good
Brand ggersxbeen
gross lots)
Evansville, Ind.
Digger
storage
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! Take my advice, since 1911, $500.00
in
take all. Louise Allan, 49 ANIMAL MAN-CARE
mister! If you want to make some real
FOR AND FEED MON Valley St., St. Paul 1, Minn.
keys, small game and birds.
-dollars not pennies you'll go aftermoney
Live on premises.
this FOR
Tropical Hobbyland, 1525 N. W. 27th Ave.,
QUICK SALE
tremendous plastic wallet insert market right
COMPLETE BOOTH Write
Miami,
Fla.
Equipment
for 400 seat theater. Big bargain,
now! It's big-it's easy to sell-and it sure Movie
offers swell profits! just to prove what say, Chicago,Supply Company, 1318 S. Wabash Ave., DRUMMER
SMALL COMBO; 6 NIGHTS;
fe23
I'm making this special
$64.00. Must play good Latin rhythms. Steady,
introductory deal l'II
club
job.
FOR SAL11 OR TRADE
Write
Eddie
Koch, Hi Hat Club, Daytona
WHISTLE NA- Beach, Fla,
send you a dozen handtional Air Calliope, complete,53automatic
Greatest Value in
or hand
the Country:
played. Zeiger Shows, Rockyford, Colo,
some plastic wallet
ma2 FEMME IMPERSONATION ACT WANTEDinserts with 4, 5 and 6
FOR SALE=16-FT, MILK BOTTLE GAME COMClub show, Midwestern city March 28-30. Must
NEW AGENTS
envelopes, all with
10 -Ft. Hit and Miss, 15kw, D.C. Gener- be very good, clean as well. Salary plus expenses;
Plete.
heavy plastic covers.
WANTED!
ator, Show Tops; Calliope. Omar Thompson, 912 write full details. Box C-80, Billboard, CincinSell these for 50c to $1
e
Linden, Pine Bluff, Ark,
nati.
fe23
Profitable
each and get at least
LEAD SHOOTING GALLERY-LIGHT, PORT - GIRLS-FOR HOSTESS WORK, ENTERTAINTerritories
$7.50 on the whole lot.
able;
own;
ing,
comlete withTTubes,
Prefer girls with show experience. `,eat,
New Open:
Think! All for $1.50
pAwnding, Ceúnter,pFive
attractive personality.
Top salary,
Will train.
investment! My inserts
Tube Loader, Moving Ducks, Motor; firstGuns,
Box C-85 Billboard, Cincinnati, O.
$1,250.00
are the finest on the market -strong wire cash; absolutely ready to work; now set up, come
GIRL
JAZZMEN
AND
see.
REGULAR
Baker,
30
SIDEMEN
spiral binding, c I e a r, N. L. five miles West Browning Road, Bellmawr,
wanted for all -girl name jump band. Must
out Camden.
heavy plastic envelopes,
fear a little work. Send photo; state age and not
exand I put en identifica- MACHINES AND FILM FOR SALE-ONE 16 perience. Box 740, Billboard, 1564 Broadway,
Edmasters'
Sound DeVry. One Eastman 16 Sound New York City.
tion card in each insert. OneMillimeter
ma2
MONEY -BACK
RCA
16
Sound.
Remember, to sell wal- Sound Head. Two One Powers 85 Millimeter with GIRL MUSICIANS
GUARANTEE
ADDING TO TOP GIRL
35 Millimeter Silent Motiegraph
let inserts today you Deluxe. 35 Millimeter
Swing Band.
Need trumpet, trombone, saxoYou've absolutely
Film, Serials, Shorts, Fea- phone.
must show an assort- tures. 16 Millimeter Sound Film,
Minimum
$70
week. Write Del Brown,
nothing to lose! If
Mertz Films, 1557 So, University, Denver
10, Celo.
ment of attractive de- Springfield, Ill.
you aren't 100G
satisfied with my
signs in different price SALE SIX EACH IRON
GIRL
TAP
DANCER-TEACH
TAP. STUDIO.
CLAW
AND
deal when you see it,
ROLL ranges.
That's just
Good proposition, State salary. Details. Write
front Table Model Diggers. A. A. Heldt, Hattiesor if you can't sell
only,
burg,
Joe
Bradley,
what
I
give
406
you
Miss,
West
here.
56th
St., N. Y. C.
a few inserts, I'll
mal 6
Rush me $1.50 for your TENT 12x14
PIANIST FOR COMMERCIAL SIX -PIECE Horefund your money
FOOT
WITH
7%
FOOT
SIDE
trial
shipment and start
on the inserts you
tel Band, good salary, must read, stay sober on
Walls; used only
and is like new; cost
making these big profits $90.00, first $50.00onegetsweek
have left. But you'll
Contact Eddie Howeth, Buena Vista Hotel,
it. Atomic Distributing job.
really have no trouBiloxi,
Miss.
at once. No personal Co., P. O. Box 1366, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
ble making $6 on
checks, please.
WANT DANCE MUSICIANS, ALL INSTRUTENTS
12x12 TO 40x200.
this assortment!
PUSH
POLE,
mente, for territory band. State salary expected
hand roped, like new. List,
ORDER NOW!
Describe
EDMASTERS CO.
experience. Bandleader, Box 80, Grand Island,
fully.. Send stamp. Smith Tents,$1.00.
Auburn, N. Y. and
Neb,
Dept. B, 113 N. 3rd St.
ma2
mh9
Brooklyn 11, °' Y.
THEATER SOUND PROJECTORS, ARCS, REC- WANTED-LADY TO MANAGE STORE, LATER
concessions and cookhouse on the road. W. L.
tifiers, Chairs, Drapes, Screens; government
Borror, Box 168, Chute, Tex,
7/6/AteQ!$Q'1fHE WALLET INSERT KING;'
surplus material. Catalog mailed, S. O. S.
Supply Corp., 449 W. 42d St., New York 18. Cinema
ma9 WANTED-MUSICIANS FOR REPLACEMENTS
on leading Midwest commercial style band,
THEATRICAL WARDROBE TRUNK
FIRST Veterans preferred,
Write expected salary,
class condition, large clothes rack. Six drawers,
No
built-in ironing board, secret safety deposit com- "drunks" tolerated, Box 595, Grand Island, Neb.
partment, double locks, lifetime construction, other
ma9
luxury features. Also Woman's Old -Fashioned Cos- WANTED
MUSICIANS ON ALL INSTRUtumes, Call Sheepshead 3-6234 after 1 p.m. Box
ments; reorganizing soon, Bennett -Greten,
741, Billboard, 1564 Broadway, New York City.
Rochester, Minn.
fe23
TWO STEEL CENTER POLES, $7.00 EACH. WANTED-RELIABLE
ADVANCE AGENT FOR
Two Posturing Reds, $10.00. Slack Wire Rigging
top attraction playing schools, auditoriums, theawith Props, $20.00.
New Single Trapeze, $5, tres. Must get results.
Percentage
160 Feet 7 -Foot Khaki Wall, good condition,
Wire, write Manager, 513 Broad St., arrangements,
All You Want!
foot. 165 Feet 10 -Foot Wall, good condition, 25f
Bristol, Tenn,
foot. Walter Harter, R. R. 4, Greenfield, Ind, 40$ WANTED
EXPERIENCED GIRL VOCALIST,
Ballad
or
swing.
No
beginners;
muet be sober,
TWO 36 -INCH COUNTRY STORES, $12.50 dependable,
Prompt Delivery!
appearance; send photos. Leader,
each. R. Wooley, Sparks, Ga.,
Hotel Tybee, Savannah Beach, Ga,
VENTRILOQUIST PLASTER MOLDS (TEN) WANTED-TWO
MORE GIRL DANCERS FOR
Low Prices!
for making Ventriloquist Papier -Macke Heads,
l
long
so
on Marks Show.
Bargain, $150.00.
Shaw, 3334 Louisiana Ave., show in thee,east.
Wer ten Revue, 114 Liberty,St ,
St. Louis 18, Mo.
ma2 Uniontown,

$3.50 assortment (dozen) of

NOW ONLY

Packed in cellophar
pouches. Attached
individual cards or
to a card.

1

They sell like hot oak
In front of schools, fa
tories, race tracks, ball parks, carnivals an
everywhere crowds gather,

WONDERFUL PREMIUM FOR
SALESBOARD OPERATORS

$1.50

condition.Henry"
Topofram)

-

-

I

:

LUCK!!

$12.50 Gross

F. O. B. New York.
Packed 1 gross to a carton. Weight 8 Ibi
25% deposit, balance C.O.D. Sample malle
on receipt of 25e.

CHAS. BRAND, Mfr.

154- West 27 St.

New York

1,

N.

Y

TIMELY: A FAST SELLEI

-

-

Ed

-

-

FOLDING
CHAIRS?

-

Write or Wire

J. P. REDINGTON &

--

CO.

Dept. 28, Scranton 2, Pa.

Pa,

LOOK! NEW WRIST WATCHES!
Immediate Delivery!
IDEAL PREMIUM OR GIFT ITEM!
** BRAND
NEW
MILITARY STYLE
SWISS ROSKOPF
*** SOME
SOME WITH RADIUM DIAL AND HANDS
WITH RED SWEEP SECOND HANDS
** FINE
CHROME CASES
LEATHER STRAP
** FANCY
ARTISTIC DIALS
BELOW RETAIL CEILING

ASSORTED COLORS.
Wire or Write for Our Low Prices.

NATIONAL SALES CO.
7403

S.

Euclid Ave.

Chicago 49, III.

This stupendous deal consists of 80 assorted and
frequently changed surprises or packages. Each
contains a good 10b value, (Shipped by express
or freight only.) Weight about 22 lbs.

;ó

YOU $3.95 aF
$3.85 EACH
SPORS CO., 2-46 Lamont, Le Center, Minn,
COSTS

JEWELRY WORKERS
HANDMADE GOLD WIRE
JEWELRY
30 Different Numbers.

Beautiful Workmanship.
Dos.
Earrings, Pierced & Unpierced $2.00, $3.00
Mother Pins and Name Pins
3.00
Rings, Stoneset
2.00
Sword Pins
4.75

MANY OTHERS

25 Numbers, $10.00; Cash With Order.

DeRe Jewelry Creations
625 Highland Bldg.

Pittsburgh 6,

Pa.

Do Not Confuse These Watches With Cheaper Watohea'
Advertised Elsewhere --There Is No Comparison!

BALLOONS

a

No. D1-Sells out fast in taverns, cigar stores,
clubs, pool hall, liquor stores, fairs, bazaars, etc.

*

ONLY $7.70 EACH, INCL. FED. TAX
1/2 Deposit, Balance

TERMS:

THE VERY LATEST

JACKETS-CHIBBIES
Large assortment of
N F. W 1946 out-

standiirg creations.

LOWEST

Perfect quality. Ex- FACTORY
cellent workmanship.
Distinctive furs of all I PRICES
-types at popular prices Earn EXTRA MONEY in your spare time
selling furs to your friends and
neighbors. Send TODAY for our New Illustrated
Catalog and Price List. It's FREE.

S. ANGELL

it CO.

ing

Ma

uff acFurrte
236 W. 27th St, (Dept. b-3), New York
1, N.Y.

AMERICAN MERCHANDISING CO.

CASH IN NOW
Women are clamoring for these stylish, modernistic, hand -tooled Purses made from the finest
tooling leathers obtainable. Beautiful designs
in assorted shapes and shades. A wonderful
premium for board operators. Must be seen to
be appreciated. 6 inch size, $4.20; 10 inch,
$10,80; 16 inch, $19.20; tax paid. Write for
quantity prices. Satisfaction guaranteed.

C.O.D., F.O.B. Montgomery, Ala.

FUR COATS

Dept.

B

W 15, 703 Vandiver Bldg.

Montgomery 4, Ala.

"GOOD'N FRESH" FAMOUS
PENNY CANDIES

LATEX RUBBER
Make your own molds for plaster

1e-120

Count Boxes, and 4
1e-480
Count Boxes, Good Ass't., 65e for
per box net,

and get better detail. Write for prices
and information.

BOB I'ARMAN
Rt. 7, McAlester, Okla.

2401

AGAIN AVAILABLE

SOUTHERN PREMIUM MFG. CO..
South Ervay St.

Dallas 1, Texas

F.O.B. Chicago, No limit

quantities

at
present,. 48 Boxes for $31.20. Terms: Full
net cash with order. No C,O.D,'s.
Also Available-Sf and 10e Candles and
on

Specials.

Write for Full Details.
OASTERLINE BROS.

2030 Sun ysslde Ave., Dept.t.

U

26

HIGH GRADE
YELLOW GOLDPLATED STAINLESS
STEEL EXPANSION BANDS

1/2 DOZ. FOR

$9.00

Send $2.00 for sample band. Retells for 64.50.

B. LOWE, Holland Bldg., Sf. Louis 1, Mo.

-NEW

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG IN THE

We have a feu special price lists

requirements.

MIDWEST MERCHANDiSE

SPRING-

now-write us your
CO.

'''"°'"'"
KAN

sAs (-IrY.Mo.

COMIC CARDS

Over 35 Cards and Folders, all in 4 to 6
colors. Cost as low as $20,00 a thousand
with envelopes. All are fast 10f sellers. Send
250 for sample cards and folder.

1033-1035

CARDCO.

ryMissiongFrancisco

NYLON ROSE

We are now ready to make

shipments
We want 100 new accounts. We ship for cash
or part cash, balance C. O. D. No personal
checks accepted, none returned or letters answered
with checks in them. No inquiries answered.
We have no catalogue. We have Ladies' Beautiful Sheer Nylon Hose. The genuine Du Pont
Nylons. For your information, there is only one
Nylon and that is Du Pont's. For your further
information, there is no Nylon Hose made in
Mexico or any other country in the world except
the good old U. S. A. Our price is $7.00 doz.
for Thirds. The Office of Price Administration's
ceiling on this hose is $7.20 per doz. You can
have all you want or all we have got, but may
be suggest a little beginner's order. As you
know we sell to dealers only. How about 1 doz.
beautiful Nylons for $7.00, and say 2 doz.
Full -Fashion Rayon Thirds at $3.50 doz., that's
$7.00; then 4 doz. Ladies' and Children's
Anklets at $1.50 doz. They are Thirds also from
goods that retail up to 50 cents. Then 1 doz.

Ladies' Fancy Cotton Hose with Nylon Heel and
Toe. They are beautiful and first quality, in
high colors, at $5.00. That's $25.00. No
money refunded. Nylons are still scarce. No
orders filled for less than $25.00. All goods
by express, no parcel post. Haven't got anyone
to go to the post office and wait in line to mail
The express man comes by and picks
them up. Be the first distributor in your
Wthem.
county to sell Nylons to the trade for $1.

JOBBERS SUPPLY CO.

Little Rock, Ark.

120 East Markham St.

MERMAN ISE-CLASSIFIEID

The Billboard

February 23, 1946

WANTED -ACCORDIONIST, CONCERT PIA N ist, Dance Pianist, Guitar doubling Bass for reOther doubling
sort. Short hours, good salary.
instruments. Write Box C-86, Billboard, Cincinnati 1, O.
WANTED-EXPERT FLAG HANGER: GOOD
wages, plenty work. Wire before coming; start
work at once. Duvalle Decorator, New Orleans, La.

WANTED-EXPERIENCED CRADLE BEARER
up in four people high act routines. Costumes,
sleeping quarters furnished. Would consider flying
act catcher; salary $75.00. Possibly use one more
all around aerialist, preferably semi -driver. Long,
prosperous season West and South. Tell all, photos
yes. Write. High Sensations, Box C-91, Billboard,
ma2
Cincinnati, O.
.

WOMAN -AMBITIOUS, INTELLIGENT, GOOD
appearance; not over 35 for Horoscope demonstration that will lead to night club work to join
mentalist. Box CH -101, Billboard, Chicago, 111.
35MM. POWERS PROJECTIONIST. ALSO ALL
type tent show vaudeville people. Show opens
March 18. Address Rusty Williams Show, Sara-

2 -Lb. Package, 1 beautiful genuine Hug A Me Plush
1
1 -Lb. Packages,
$17.75
Rabbit, 191/2 high; complete asst. Each
mirror
#102-20 1 -Lb. Pkges., 2 2 -Lb. Pkges. and one large embossed wood chest withEach
18.25
in lid packed with two lbs. Chocolates and Confections. Complete.
-Lb. Old Fashioned Chocolates and Confections packed in fancy wood chest
#103
22.20
mirror in lid and picture top size, 53/4x83/4. Per Dozen
#106-Beautiful Large Serpentine Front Wood Chest, mirror in lid -embossed design
23.60
chest only. Per Dozen
#107 -Fancy All -Mirror Class Vanity -large drawer 2 -powder compartment swivel
28.50
mirror Vanity only. Per Dozen
PROMPT SHIPMENT-ALL PRICES NET CASH -F. O. B. CHICAGO --.I/3 Cash With Order.

#101-24

-

-1

919

MRS. PALMER'S CANDIES

toga, N. C.

INSTRUCTIONS
BOOKS & CARTOONS

BALLOONS -Available

NEED CARTOONS OR ARTWORK?-CRACKeriack Cartoonist draws to your order, $1.00.
Ross, 111-14 76th Ave., Forest
Samples 10f.
Hills, N. Y.
YOU CAN ENTERTAIN FOR ALL OCCASIONS
with our Trick Drawings and Rag Pictures,
Catalog 10f. Balda Art Service, Oshkosh, Wis.

AIRSHIP

ALL THE LATEST NEW MAGIC; ALSO GOOD
used Magic. Circulars and lists Free; stamp appreciated. Powers, 116 18th, Dunbar, W. Va.
ANSWER QUESTIONS-CALL NAMES, BIRTH
dates. Professional Master Mindreading Act (no
assistants). Self contained. Use anywhere, $1.00.
Magical Enterprises, Box 111-B, Levering, Mich.
ma9

-12

MILLER CREATIONS
6628 Kenwood Ave.

CHICAGO 37, ILL,

WRITE FOR FREE

4 COLOR

e
YOU'LL

-

N. Y.

JERRY GOTTLIEB, INC
928 Broadway
Bet. 21st and 22d
in the Heart of New Y.ork,

5,000 ITEMS
AT FACTORY PRICES

1111l

3W19 -STAINLESS

the Merchandise, Salesboards, Gloves,
Pins, Drygoods, Hose, Candy, Gum, Drugs,
Toilet Articles, Auto Supplies, Hardware, Sanitary Goods, Flashlights and many other scarce
items. Your complete needs all at one source.
Send 3e stamp for complete new list.

R. L. BLAKE

STEEL

11

p

!

ill

BAND, WHITE ONLY

..

r

rHISjit:(1)A3BASHAVILLNO,

Sister Kook

STERLING IDENTIFICATION
On Individual Cards

WEIGHT

BALLOONS

cial Price. Gross
Yellow Flying Birds (Inside

MISCELLANEOUS

-

-

-

$ 8.00

Whistle). Gross
Loop -o-Plane on Stick, 3 Prod

peliers. Gross , .
St. Patrick Badges with 3 Ribbons.
Per 100
New Orleans Mardi Gras Badges.
Per 100

12 ON BEAUTIFUL DISPLAY

19.50

CARD

5.00

5.00

15.00
Dozen
Special for Snow Ball and French
Fried Concessions -Paper tree Cups:
2.25
6 Oz. Per M
2.35
8 Oz. Per M
1/4 Deposit With Order, Balance C. O. D.

SCHATTUIR NOVELTY CO.

New York 7, N. Y.

142 Park Row

NAIL CLIPPERS

18.00

9.00
Pin Wheels. Per Gross,
50 Ligne Buttons': Comic, Roy Rogers,
Rodeo, St. Patrick, Mardi Gras,
MacArthur, Welcome Home.
15.00
Per M (in Thousand Lots)
70 Ligne Buttons: Comic, Circus.
3.25
Per 100
100 Ligne Buttons, Comics. Per 100 4.25
Slum-Metal Swords, Guns, Scotties,
3.00
Skulls, Etc. Per Gross
1.00
Slum Wedding Rings. Per Gross
Special for Bathing Resorts -Bathing
3.90
Caps, $1.00 Seller. Dozen
Small Balloons for Dart Games. Gr, 2.75
Acme Rapid Firing Toy Cap Pistols.

$ 1.60 PER DOZ.
Immediate Delivery
Write for Catalog
Deposit With Order

ALEX STUTT

446 Dean St.

We buy, sell or exchange any size,

any kind.

Original

PARTNERS WANTED

MYSTERY BUBBLES
knall Size -8¢ Per Bottle,

tl

Metal Coins, Lord's Prayer, one
side; John 3:16 on the ether.
Quick, easy sales-very attractive
e
Quantity price,
4 pocket piece.
1

DOLLAR
SIZE

`

$6.00 per 100; $27.50 per 500; $50.00 per
thousand
Don't Wait
.
Order Today.
.

Sample

Order 15 Coins with
$1 Postpaid.

LOUIS LeVITE

YOUNG MAN, SMART APPEARANCE, LEARN
Astrological, Mental Act. Work with recognized
Standard Lady Mentalist.
Splendid opportunity
to right party. Small investment required. Write
Broadway,
New York.
Box 744, Billboard, 1564

Packed 200 to the Case.
4 Oz.-20e Per Bottle in Gross Lots.

All Wands Free.

1/3 Deposit, F.
809

SILVER

Display Card,

CHICAGO BILL.

Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

BALLOONS

DISCHARGE HOLDERS

$

SELL BIBLE SOUVENIR

Low!

Men's No. 3A772-$27.00 Dos.
5 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois

PAKULA S COMPANY

Nothing
Like It on the Market Today. Spe-

--

FRANK BONOMO
Box 45, Sta. A
Brooklyn 6, N. Y.

Priced

Catch

Ladies' No. 3A771-$12.00 Doz.
HARRY

BRACELET

ber, Inflates 12 Inches.

-3

Big profits. Fast money snaking for every
$ branch of service. All leatherette, no cardboard.
e Has brass corners. Agents, salesmen and dealers
make over $50.00 a week. Sample 35e; with
a snapbutton, 40e.

$12.00

PER DOZ.

Street-men Special, Good Heavy Rub-

WILCOX &
ANTIQUE SEWING MACHINE
Gibbs chain stitch model of 1851; a novel atPrepaid to
attention.
instant
that
gains
traction
you complete with treadle stand, $75.00. Thompson, Box 104, Zion, Ill.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
112 East Markham
STOCK STORES, 1 PHOTO
AT LIBERTY
Machine. New Sound Car. Contact Fred Bell,
City Trailer Park, Ocala, Fla.
PERBALTIMORE MD., MAIL ADDRESS
sonal, $2.50; Business, $5.00 monthly. Confrom
Baltimore,
25e
each.
Letters
mailed
fidential.
Big EXTRA Profit opVolume at rates. Business Service, 2733 Maryland
portunities with High18,
Md.
Ave.,
Baltimore
lander's fast -selling line
Counter - Carded NovelFOOL YOUR FRIENDS -PRETEND YOU ARE
ties a n d Necessities.
in Chicago. Send 250 for five view cards. AdEvery store, filling stadress, stamp and return. We will mail from here.
tion, cigar stand, etc.,
Lots of fun. The Little Shop, 607 B. West Wright customer. Be a Wholewood Ave., Chicago 14.
saler, using our Tested
NOW BUILDING
SHOOTING GALLERIES
Selling Plans. M a.k e
Limited materials
new long range galleries.
Money very first day.
first
served.
Address Bell
First
come,
available.
Write for FREE details.
ma2
Co., P. O. Box 353, Bellwood, Ill.
Build dignified, steady, well -paying business.
HIGHLANDER CO.
LARGE SELECTION,
TRAILER
COACHES
40,
108,
4613
North
Clark,
Chicago
III.
4 Dept.
new and used. All quality makes. We handle
our own financing and insurance. Also accessories
and repairs. Rogers Trailer Ranch, Rantoul, Ill.
fe23
I

1111

gielet_feoiete
GOOD

'

We have

OUTSTANDING
VALUE

mag

EFMINDREADING, MENTALISM,
fects; Magic Horoscopes, 1946 Forecasts, Buddha,
Crystals, Palmistry, Graphology, Facial Charts,
Books. 148 Page Illustrated Catalogue, plus Magic
Catalogue, 30r.' wholesale. Nelson Enterprises, 336
fe23
S. High, Columbus, O.
PULSE STOPPING DEVICE-BAFFLES'DOCtors, invisibly concealed. Suitable any act. Send
ten cents postage, balance dollar on delivery. Ralston, Mendon, Mass.
SPIRIT CABINET, TALKING SKULL, WINE OR
Water Pump. Anything operated from distance
without connection. Better than magic. Good as
spirit. Baughman, 1831 Adams, Toledo, O.
SVENGALI DECK FOR MIND READING, 75e.
Fortune Telling Cards with instructions, $1.00.
fe23
Vine, Hill & Co., Dept. B, Swanton, O.

VERY PROFITABLE

(0.

mm rerrrrrrrrrnrtrun+r^^rmr^rn^

i5i

SPIRIT

RABBIT
Folder
FIND IT

312.315.426.524.118

Milwaukee 3, Wis.

I

e-1I1I1

ma16x

Mass.

& 40's

DISTRIBUTING

watch ßaj2

l.il.

NO.

Nos.

822 N. Third St.

EXPANSION
Iilll

SEMAKE MONEY WITH MAGIC SHOW
crets of old-time showman revealed. Big money
to be made now. Get your share. Postal brings
Ellis, 76B Sagamore, Winthrop 52,
free details.

EASTER

5-6-789t114

and 18" Lengths

CONTINENTAL

SELF ADJUSTING

-A

SLICK TRICK
CIGARETTES TO MATCHES
for your act. $1.00 postpaid. Lee Sangster,
705 9th Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
DOUGLAS' CATALOG 500 TRICKS, 10d--FOR
25 years America's fastest magic service, professional, amateur. Douglas' MagicIand, Dept. B,
ma23x
Dallas, Tex.
LARGE PROFESSIONAL MAGIC CATALOGUE,
25¢. Max Holden, 220 W. 42d St., New York,

Send for Free Mexican Jewelry
Catalog.

BALLOONS -Fact.

BALLOON STICKS

Prices Today;

ITEMS FOR ENGRAVERS AND

for immediate shipments

ROUND BALLOONS-Fact. Nos,

Write For

MAGICAL APPARATUS

........

Avenue, Chicago 51, Illinois

N. Lockwood

KNOWN FOR GOOD QUALITY CANDIES SINCE 1924

mal 6

DEMONSTRATORS
Silver Plated Ident. Doz. $6.50
S. S. Anklets, Carded. Doz. 5.25
Anklets, Gold Filled. Doz. 6.00
"HEART OF MY HEART"
(Pat. Applied for)
Pendant with S. S.
Chain. Doz.
7.50

63

O. B. Los Angeles.

HARRY FRIEDMAN
1065 Mission St.
San Francisco, Calif.

GLOBE BUBBLES

S.

Figueroa

Los Angeles 14, Calif.
SELL

PERSONALS
EVELYN AND JEFF, CONTACT MERRYLAND
Casino, 500 Main St., Norfolk, Va,
fe23
PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS BY
"KROM-ATone," 500 postcards, $5.50; 1,000, $10.00;
500 8x10 Lobby, $16.50; 1,000, $31.50.
deposit, balance C. 0. D. Graphic Arts Photo
Service, Hamilton, O.

i

HOLLYWOOD MAGIC

"BUBBLES"

3 Oz. Bottle With Wands, $18.00 Per Grossa
Deposit With Order.
1/2
HOLLYWOOD MAGIC BUBBLE CO.
4206 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 27, Calif.

MITRA -BLUE STOCK SIGNS

To Gene -al Stores over 700 Different Slogans and Sayings. Fine Line
of Religious Ultra-BIue Signs for
Homes and General Display. Make
Money on these Fast Selling Signs,
35e Sellers. 15 -Sample Ultra -Blue
Store Stock Signs, 7x11, $1.00
,postpaid. 15 -Sample Ultra -Blue Religious Signs,
7x11, $1.00 postpaid. 100
Ultra -Blue Stock
Signs, 7x11, $5.00. No C. O. D.'s. L. LOWY,
8 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. Dept. 267.

-

. e - isu1. I

64
is

MERCHANDISE -CLASSIFIED
iii

MI

ES L U

sPEcIALs:
Stick.65

Number
Article
IN2127 Paper Flag on

N2126 Paper Bow Pin
N3403 Plastic Charms, Carded.
Per 100
P49694 Tin Garden Tools
J1160 White Metal Band Rings
149082 Round Tin Whistle
N8071 Jitter Beans
N8356 Misc. Plastic Bottles
N6923 Bean Blower, Paper
N3996 Plastic Charms w/Strings.
Per 100
N3120 Plastic Thimbles
N3650 Assted. Plasted Slum Fig.
N3176 Lge. Plastic Charm
N2134 Rayon Bow Pin
N9712 Tin Frog Cricket
N9273 Comic Buttons, 11/4 In.
Per 100
N9287 Comic Hat Bands 18 In.
Per 100
N9219 Pin -Up Girl Mirrors
N1448 Hawaiian Leis, 1 In.

II

,
,
,
,

Per Gr.
$

N3171 Comic Books, 32 Pages.
Per 100
N1170 Good Paper Pop Gun
N6925 Plastic Bean Blower

.75
.75
.75
.85
.85
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.10
1.20
1.25
1.50
1.25
1.85
1.75

1.65
3.00
3.50

3.00
4.25
4.80

Write for complete listings-Slum,
Novelties & other items you need
® 1886 -Our 60th Anniversary -1946
America's Oldest Supply House

al

The Billboard

LEVIN BROTHERS
Not Connected With Any Other Firm

ii_TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Mil MI VII NI El BB In

MEN'S SWISS

MILITARY
WRIST WATCHES
Brand-new, handsome, accurate. 4 J. P. L.
These watches all have radium dial and
hands and red sweep second hand. Chrome
case, unbreakable crystal, military style
strap and buckle.

-

DIRECT POSITIVE

1/2

-

G-

IN
DIRECT POSITIVE ENExcellent professional work, quick
50e; 8x10, 7500. We pay postage.
Service, 7025 N. Glenwood, Chicago
mh2

-

ATTENTION DIRECT POSITIVE OPERATORS
New low price on Eastman Direct Positive Paper,
1 %
$4,73; 2", $5.50; other
reduced proportionately. Write for folder on sizes
glass
folders, chemicals, oil painted backgrounds, frames,
comic foregrounds, rubber gloves, finger tips, General
Electric
photo floods. Hanley Photo Supply Company,
1414
McGee, Kansas City, Mo.
ma9
DIME PHOTO OUTFITS CHEAP -ALL SIZES.
Drop in and see them; latest improvements. Real
bargains. P. D. Q. Camera Co., 1161 N. Cleveland Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.
fe23
DIRECT POSITIVE SUPPLIES AND EQUIP ment, Frames, Mounts, Chemicals. "Marful'
Products. Send for new price list. West Coast
Photo Supply Co., 1809 East 14th St., Oakland,
Calif.
fe23
DIRECT POSITIVE PAPER (EASTMAN IN
date) Bargain Prices: 1 % ", 250 It., $4.60; 2",
$5.90; 5x7, gross $5.00. Limited time
subject to previous sale. Also D. P. Chemicals,only,
Frames,
etc. Rosenfeld's Photo Supplies, 123 So.
13th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
DIRECT POSITIVE PHOTO CAMERAS
Single, double, multiple, enlargers.
Weatherproofed booths. We save you money. Particulars
free. Mid-West Sales, Poteau, Okla.
DIRECT POSITIVE PHOTO OUTFIT, FLORIAN
1 1/2"x2" Camera, Ilex 3.5 Portrait Lens.
Enlarger Visualizer 3.5 Wollensak Portrait
Booth, Stock. $275.00 takes all. Wire Ruth Lens.
Corwin, Gen. Del., Green Cove Springs, Fla.
DIRECT POSITIVE PHOTO MACHINE, BOOTH,
Camera and Lens complete.
1
x2. Crated.
For quick sale, $275.00. Sam R. %Day,
301 W.
Court St., Beatrice, Neb.
DIRECT POSITIVE CAMERA, FULL FIGURE,
3% x5%, F 4.5 Lens, Compur Shutter, $160.00.
Pennyland Arcade, R. D. 2, Jonestown,
Pa.
EASTMAN DIRECT POSITIVE PAPER, 35%
discount, 1 e, ", 2" and 2 % "x250 rolls. Also
5x7 Enlarging. Immediate shipment. Free
cals with large orders. Albany Camera Shop,chemi204
Washington Ave., Albany, N. Y.
ma9
EASTMAN AND DIREX POSITIVE PAPERS
and Chemicals. All sizes Mounts, Glass and
Leatherette Frames, Photo Floods,
Flash
Orders shipped same day received. CamerasBulbs.
and
lenses repaired. St. Louis Photo Supply Co., 1617
Market, St. Louis 3, Mo.
ma16

-

PHOTO MACHINES-STREAM LIGHT PHOTO
Machines, crated, ready for shipment. Our improved three-way machine will make three size pictures, both bust and full-length, therefore doing
work of three, single, cheaper, machines. Enlargers,
visualizers, backgrounds, costumes. Latest catalog.
John Lyons, Royal Art Studios, 1043% 3rd Ave.,
Huntington, W. Va.
ma9

PICTURE FRAMES, ATTRACTIVE TRIPLE
strength minor glass with chipped edges, easel

backs. Package 12 dozen for size
$13.80; 8 dozen for 3x5 photos,
for 5x7 photos, $13.40; 3 dozen
$16.20. International Sales Co.,
more St., Baltimore, Md.

2 % x3

?

photos,

$14.80; 4 dozen
for 8x10 photos,
414 East Baltima9

CLOSE OUTS

-4

Sterling Silver Heavy Rings with Red and
Blue Stones, $13.50 (1) Dz. Lots;

$12.00 Dz., 2 -Dz. Lots.
Aluminum Lighters -High Polish,
$10.00 Sample Dz.; $9.00 Dz., 6 -Dz.

Block

ONLY

Lots.

COSTUME JEWELRY
Lb. Costume Jewelry Needing Repair, Lb.
$ 4.00
1,000 Costume Jewelry Stones, M
2.50
100 Jewelry Items, Sell for $1.00 Ea 20.00
Earrings, Screw Backs, Asst. Styles,
Dz.
3.00
Easter Bunnies -Plush, 3 Sizes, $1.50,
$2.50, $3.50 Ea.; Beautiful Numbers.
Rosaries, Colored Beads, 24 Kt. Gold Plated,
$9.00 Per Dz. in 6 Dz. Lots; $10.00
in Single Doz. Lots.
Large Asst. Sample Lockets, Pins, Bracelets,
Worth $50.00; $15.00 for the Lot.
25% Deposit With Order, Balance C. O. D.

Balance C.O.D., F.O.B. Chicago

1

BURTON SALES CO.
809 W. Madison St., Dept. X-65, Chicago 7
CASE APPROXIMATELY
2% INCHES LONG
SNAP
-IT
KEY HOLDER MADE OF PLASTIC
111/2
INCHES IN DIAMETER
HOLDS AUTOMOBILE KEYS IN COMPACT
CASE. OTHER PERSONAL KEYS CARRIED
PLASTIC MAGNIFIER
ON BEAD CHAIN WHEN LEAVING AUTO
YES! THE TWIN OPTICAL LENSES ARE
AT FILLING STATION OR ON PARKING
MADE OF UNBREAKABLE LUCITE
LOT. PERSONAL KEYS CAN BE EASILY
COLORFUL PLASTIC CASE.
SNAPPED OFF HOLDER AND EASILY
SNAPPED BACK ON.
PRICE $2.40 PER DOZEN
PRICE $1.44 PER DOZEN
ABOVE ARE ALL F.O.B. ST. LOUIS, MO.
SEND FOR OUR PRINTED CIRCULAR SHOWING THESE ITEMS
TO BE USED AS ADVERTISING NOVELTIES. IMPRINTED,

CASE APPROXIMATELY

SPRING SPECIALS
25 Gross Assorted Slum, All New
525.00
Hat Bands. Per 1000
18.00
Comic Buttons. Per 1000
20.00
Turn Over Mirrors (Single and Double)
Per 100
5.00
Large Comic Buttons. Per 100
6.00
Wedding Rings. Per Goss
1.00
Assorted Silk Pillow Tops. Per Dozen
6.00
Beaded Key Chains (Assorted). Per Gross 7.20
Handled Whisky Glasses. Per Gross
4.00
Double Heart Pins. Gross
15.00
Heart Bracelets, Heavy Stainless Steel.

3.00

Dozen

Many Other Items In Stook.
Write for Catalog.
Terms: 1/3 Deposit, Balance C. O. D.

-IN

CARL W. LUYTIES & CO.

Sample

24 Piece Sets, Service For 6
Ideal Premium and Gift Items

POCKET KNIVES
-Bladed
Wire -Jack, 2 -Bladed Colored
Handles, 2 -Bladed All Metal, 2 -Bladed Stag
Handles, 3 -Bladed Camp, 4 -Bladed Scout Utility and others. Sample orders, assortment of 12 fine Knives, $18.60 postpaid.
1/3 Dep. with Order, Bal. C. O. D.

$3.00

CHESTS available for
immediate delivery
$15.00 dozen

S.
RABINOWITZ CO.
108 Neptune Ave.
Brooklyn 24, N. Y.

CHOCOLATES

-

CEDAR

(1) Silver Plate, Superior Windsor

Design, Satin Finish
$4.45 Per -Set
Stainless Steel (Will Not Tarnish or Rust)
(a) Continental, Mirror Fin. 5.95 Per Set
(b) Strand, Satin Finish
. 5.95 Per Set
(c) Cornwall, Mirror Finish . 5.95 Per Set
(d) Windsor, Extra Heavy
7.45 Per Set
18% Nickel Silver (Pre-War

SYLVAN CO.
154 E. Erie, Chicago 11,111.

Quality), 10 -Year Antl-Rust

6.45 Per Set
6.75 Per Set

ARNOLD M. GALLUB
(Dept. 11)

639 West End Ave.

S. JEFFERSON AVE.
ST. LOUIS 4, MO.

Write for descriptive folder
and prices

SILVER6'ARE

Guarantee.
(a) The New Arnette
(b) Cornwall

New York 25, N. Y.

FRESH STOCK
ALL COLORS AND SIZES

VARIETY BALLOON
823 6TH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY 1, N. Y.

Operators Asst's
#10 Cedar Chest (Mirror in Lid)ate
& 1 Lb...$es2.6;
#19 15 1 -Lb. Choc. & 4 Plush Rabbits...
18.9;
20 Inch Rabbits, Highest Quality Plush ..$ 1.8!
Two Tone Swivel Vanity (Mirror), Doz. ..
24.01
#52 Camera, Candid Type (Takes 16 Plc.) .52.71
#85 Mirror Portable Bar, 19 Piece
3.31
Musical Chests -Rabbits-Dolls-etc.

DELUXE SALES CO.
BLUE EARTH,
MINN.

SPECIAL SPRING SALE

Du Barry Dolls, large Size, Doz.
$36.00
Indian Drums, Large Size, Doz.
12.00Fun Shops, Card
1.23
Liquor Sets, Barrel, six Glasses, Stand,
Doz.

BALLOONS

NEW YORK, N. Y.

ST.

2204

MIRRORED 19 Piece BARETTE

919 BROADWAY, KANSAS CITY 6, MO:

(3)

MDSE. DISTRIBUTING CO.
19 E. 16TH

1

SCHREIBER MDSE. CO.

(2)

"Aristocrat"

The

STREET CAMERA, CUSTOM BUILT, TAKES
Annsco
D. P. and Black Back, 2 %x3 % and 3 1/ x5,
America's Finest De Luxe Direct Positive Stud
Lens, Changing Box, Finishing Box, $50.00.
Unit for Permanent Locations.
C. Brown, 447)Charlotte, Detroit 1, Mich.
PROFITS UP TO $1,500 PER WEEK.
"VENUS" STREAMLINERS -FAST DELIVERY.
Send for information showing new prices at
Booth complete or Cameras only. Single, double,
America's most beautiful direct positive pho
triple. Full length or bust, all sizes. Knockdown or
units. Ail size photos and cabinets.
one-piece. Also used equipment. Low prices. Federal Identification Co., Dept. M4, 1012 N. W. 17th,
Fast Delivery. Reference D. & B.
Oklahoma City.
ap27
AMERICAN STAMP & NOVELTY MFG. Cl
WE INTRODUCED THE PHOTO LOCKETS FOR
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
1 1/z x2 pictures.
Results, operators cleaned up.
The Originators of the Triple Camera
Here's another new number. Will be a clean up.
Brand new novelty, also will hold 1 1/2 x2 picture.
Fast 50f seller; cost you 15e. Sample 25f. Stamps,
Very shortly will spring another new number. "011161111111
C. Gameiser, 146 Park Row 7, New York.
MANUFACTURER'S LOSS YOUR GAIN
Asst. Braciets, 24 Kt. Gold Plated, Boxed,
WRITE FOR NEW CATALOGUE AND PRICE
$3.00, 6 -Dz. Lots. Sample Dz., $4.00.
list for modern single, double and triple D. P.
Sterling Silver and Gold Plated Double
Cameras.
Biltright Camera Mfg. Co., factory,
Hearts, $2.00 Dz., 6 Dz. lots. $2.50
Greensboro, N. C., sales office, Atlanta, Ga. ap20
Sample Dz.
Also
with Insignia of Army, Navy, Marines.
1 13 x2 PHOTO MACHINE, COMPLETE WITH
Wing Bracelet, 24 Kt. Gold Plated, BeauBooth, Cannera, and F-3.5 Lens, $150.00. A-1
tiful
Number. Worth $2.50 Ea. Close
condition. 50% with order, balance C. O. D. Ray
Out Price, $3.00' Dz., 6 Dz. Lots. $4.00
Lochard, 255 E. Jackson St., Shelbyville, Ind.
Sample Dz.
22 GALLERY SPECIALS -GIVE BEST PRICE
Novelty Dress & Suit Pins on Cards, 250
Sellers, $4.50 Gr., 3 -Gr. Lots.
and quantity in first letter. Rodger M. Work,
Garrettsville, O., Phone Parkman, O., 35-F-5.
Perfumes, 980, Standard Number, $18.00
Gr.
1946 PALACE DELUXE PHOTO BOOTH,
Lucite Pic. Frames, Sizes 8/10, 5/7, 3/4,
2'/2x33 picture. Equipped with Fluorescent
$5.00
Sample Dz., $4.50 6 -Dz. Lots.
lights, fans in dark room portable. The ideal outZell Compacts
-Inch Plastic Box, all
fit for showmen. Price complete, ready to operate,
Colors,
$6.00 Dz. Sample Lot; $5.00
$300.00. Can ship now. Wire deposit. Palace
6 -Dz. Lots.
Sales, 18 West Main St., Chattanooga 8, Tenn.
Tortoise Shell Compacts, $2.98 Sellers, 6"
Phone 69917.
ma2
wide. $9.00 Sample Dz.; 6 -Dz. Lots,
$8.00 Dz.
Penlight Batteries (Sterling), $3.50 Sample
Gr.; $3.00 Gr., 10 -Gr. Lots.
Slum Pins, Novelties, etc., Asst., $1.75
Sample Gr.; $1.50 Gr., 10 -Gr. Lots.

DOZ. TO DEALERS

FOR RESALE

25% Deposit,

E N L AR G
larging.
service; 5x7,
Gayle Photo

5 MINUTE PHOTO

Cameras and Machines, all sizes; supplies at
26, Hl.
wholesale prices; catalogue. Wabash Photo
Supply,
Terre Haute, Iud.
fe23 GUARANTEED DIRECT POSITIVE OUTFITS
Cameras, Booths and Visualargers. Glossick Mfg.
AI'EC'O PHOTOCOPY MACHINE, COPIES
- Co., 544 Monson St., East Peoria, Ill.
thing printed or photographed, dust thingANY
for
making copies of Discharges, etc. Machine like
PHOTO MOUNTS, 1 % x2", $1.50 PER 100; 3x5,
new.
complete with full instructions and paper to make
$2.50. Many other sizes. Eastman Paper,
5,000 letter size copies. Real buy, only $67.50, Chemicals,
Supplies. Backgrounds, Comic Fore4 deposit.
Write for list of other photographic grounds, Photo Novelties. Same Day Service. Miller
items. Atomic Distributing Co., P. O. Box 1366, Supplies, 1535 Franklin, St. Louis, Mo.
ma16
Chattanooga, Tenn.

$1.26 Ea.
IN LOTS ÒF

ENLARGEMENTS FROM PHOTO 014 NEGAtive; 3 5x7, $1.00; 3 8x10, $1.25; originals
returned. Acorn, Box 20, Times Plaza, Brooklyn,
fe23
N. Y.

PHOTO SUPPLIES
DEVELOPING -PRINTING
A QUALITY PRODUCT

Fébructry 23, 199

-

Scotty Banks, Doz.
Miss Gaynelle Chenille Dolls, Doz.
Large Bears Doz.
Stuffed Horses, Very Nice, Doz.
Scatty Dogs, Asst. Colors, Doz.
Children's Muffs, Asst., Doz.

Trick Mouse, Two Doz. Carded, Card
$ 2.00
Pandas, Bears, Elephants, Asst.,Doz
Pin -Up Girls, Doz. Packages to Card, Card 22.00
2.00
Metal Horses,

Doz.24.00

24.00 Novelty Salt and Pepper Shakers Asst., Doz.
2.00 Vases, Asst., Doz.
15.00 Nut Bowls with Hammer, Imports, Doz
20.00 Trick Coin Boxes, Doz.
24.00 China Baby Shoes, Doz,
18.00 Trick Matches, 48 Books to a Box, Box
15.00
25% DEPOSIT WITH ALL ORDERS

-

T -T. NOVELTY
CO.
J. L. TREADWAY,

114 North Main Street, Phone 7423

Owner

3.00
5.00
6.00
3.00
2.00
2.00

Joplin, Missouri

FAST SELLING JEWELRY

FOR
hEsOE

FAIRS,
RTS,PROMO7IONAVERS,
FAST SERVICE
Latest styles of Lockets, SIdentification
Bracelets
Anklets, Signet Rings, Earrings, etc.
Send $10.00 or $20.00 for Samples.
MAJESTIC BEAD & NOV. CO.

307 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK 18, N. Y

"A

PRINTING
ATTRACTIVE - 100 LETTERHEADS AND
Envelopes, three, four lines copy, $1.25 postpaid,

PERFECT

LIGHTER

THAT

list,

Price

Cleveland,

NEVER

FAILS"

`

5233

Printing,

ap6

Mo.

Large, 18 M. genuine cotton stuffed,
well filled Bunnie Dolls with mask
painted faces on rayon plush.

-

Samples-$2 each
Dozen-$21

fe23

Louis, Mo.

Ifi x11 "DREW DE -LUXE" FINE WATER marked Bond Letterheads and 500 6% Envelopes $5.50 prepaid. Attractively printed. Modern
design. DREW PRESS, Box 423-E, Greensboro,
ma9
N. C.

500 8

dozen assorted de-

$3.60Per

4,

500 6% WHITE
PRINTING ECONOMICAL
Wove Envelopes, 1000 8% x11 Letterheads,
#16 weight, 3-4 lines your copy, $6.25 prepaid.
Broad -Mar Press, Room 11, 505 Market St., St.

or gentlemen. Has
beautiful lines and
is well made. Comes
in assorted two-tone
designs; packed one

No. BB -110.

Dickover

samples.

Kansas City

LOOK! SPECIAL PREPAID PRICES, 5,000
6x9 or 4%x12 Heralds $8.75; 500 8%x11,
Bond Letterheads $1.95. Customprint, Box 211-C,
ma2
Springfield, Mo.

It is known as the
"Match - King" and
makes an excellent
gift for either ladies

"-

signs in patriotic
colors to a box.
Dozen In Lots of

$4.60 Per Dozen

in'

1

1/3

-Dozen Lots

Each

Deposit With Order, Balance

-

CARNIVAL AND SIDE SHOW BANNERS
Nieman Studios, 1236 S. Halsted St., Chicago
ma2
7, Ill.
CLOTH BANNERS, 3x10 FEET, 86.00, WITH
Brass Grommets; 4 Color Job. Paper, $2.50.
Baltimore 23
W. Courtney, 541 N. Longwood
ma2
Md.

1

C.O.D., F.O.B. Chicago.

SCENERY AND BANNERS

ROHDE -SPENCER CO
223-225 W. MADISON STREET
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

75

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

12 Dozen or More,

etDeeY TPP
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BRIGHT TATTOO RED (MERCURY BASE), K
pound dry, $3.00; pound, $4.75; 2, $9.00,
postpaid U. S. A. Steele, 1138 Market, San Franfe23
cisco.

COMPLETE TOY LINE

TATTOOING

CANDY GIFT PACKAGES

Filled with hard and fruit filled domestic candy.
"Glassbake" and "Fireking" glass ovenproof
dishes, glass fruit bowls and candy bowls attractively wrapped in bright amber cellophane and
tied with colorful ribbon bows. Each item individually packed in 200# test shipping carton.
Every item guaranteed.

#72-Candy-Filled Bake Dish ...$ 8',60 Doz.
#64-Candy-Filled Fruit Bowl... 16.20 Doz.
Prices Net-F. O. B. Factory, N. Y.
5% additional discount if check sent with order.
UNITED COMMODITIES CO.
New York 1, N. Y.

220 5th Ave.

SOLID STERLING SILVER
BIRTHSTONE RINGS p$4.ße,n

25% Deposit With Order, Balance C. O. D.
Also a variety of Ladies' and Men's White Stone
or Colored Stone Rings. Send $10 for sample
assortment. If samples are unsatisfactory, money
will be refunded. No catalog.

é

STERLING JEWELERS

JZ

CARROLL, OHIO

AST SELLERS

CIGARS-CANDY-GUM-COMBS

Bobby, Safety Pins, Fuses, Sanitary Goods
ACE RAZOR BLADES

-

Write for FREE LIST!
Offered for Resale Only

1001 Other Items.

ACE BLADE CO.

Buffalo 3, N. Y.

Dept. B-2,

WATCHES
._FINEMEN'S
& LADIES'

-

And Novelty Jewelry. Wholesale Only.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

MARLENE SALES

5

N. Wabash Ave.

Chicago 2, III.

COMES IN
OF

BLUE,

FOUR JEWEL -TONE SHADES

PINK,

GREEN

AND

RED.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE IS $5.00.

WANTED TO BUY

-

SECONDHAND TRAMPOLINE WANTED
Will pay up to $50. State condition; will send
check immediately. Hugh Shepley, Essex, Mass.
WANT-PLATFORM SCALE. KRON PREferred, others acceptable. Also Chair Scale. Contact Samuel Green, 5100 Walnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
WANT TO BUY SCALES-WILL PICK UP, UNcrated, within 300 miles of San Antonio. T. E.
Beck, Rt. 2, Box 447-B.
FERRIS WHEEL, MERRY -GO WANTED
Round Kiddie Ride, used Diner. Jones Electric
fe23
New
Brunswick, Canada.
Co., St. Johns,
PENNY WEIGHING
WANTED TO BUY
Scales, any type or kind. John Horn, 2765
fe9
Hickory R. No. 4, Abilene, Tex.
mh9
WANTED TO BUY-SINGLE LOOP -O -PLANE,
Ray Bessel,
also Crystal Ball for ballroom.
mag
3854 2nd St., Riverside, Calif.
WANTED-KIDDIE AUTO RIDE WITH TOP,
all in good condition and ready to go. State
Write C. L. Drollinger,
lowest price for cash.
fe23
Kalona, Iowa.
WANTED-ERIE DIGGERS, ONE OR FIFTY,
any condition. State condition and price; cash
t.f,n.
waiting. Box 69, Hot Springs, Ark.
8x8 OR SMALLER TOP AND
WANTED
Frame with 3 -way awnings, in good shape. F. A.
Carpenter, So. Newstead Rd., Akron, N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE-ROLLER RINK,
Southeastern States, equipped or unequipped.
Write full particulars. Box 281, Greensboro, N. C.
WANTED-BALL GUM OR BALL GUM MA chine Deals. State price and size. Roane Music
Co., 432 Morgan St., Harriman, Tenn.
WANTED-POPCORN AND PEANUT ROASTER
Combination Machine, with necessary fittings.
State age, condition, price. John Misuric, Carolina
Beach, N. C.
WANTED-PORTABLE ROLLER RINK. COMplete and in good condition; size about 40'%100'.
x
C. J. Pierce, Linton, Ind.
WILL PAY CASH FOR MERRY-GO-ROUND OR
No. 5 Eli. Reply to Albert Barker, 2850 Boyd,
Indianapolis 3, Ind.

-

-

J. R. OWENS CO.

44 Bromfield Street

BOSTON, MASS.

pw

POKER

PLAYERS

Here's something

NEW!

Aluminum Poker Chips
the "ring of real silver money.
Interlocking for ease in stacking.
Electroplated in 4 beautiful colors.
Silver, gold, blue and red.
Has

NOVELTY SEA SHELL JEWELRY
ki Exquisite hand -made and hand -painted Glamorous
Ocean Shells, Pearl Creations in Pastel delicate colors.
.Brooch and Earring Sets in floral designs at $30.00,
2s $24.00 and $18.00 per doz. sets.
Peacocks and
1frButterflies for suits and coats at $24.00 and $18.00
pdoz. All are gift boxed. Samples $2.50 each.
l Order from this ad. Price for dealers and jobbers.
Manufactured by

A. M. IIILLERMAN

1613 N. W. 58th Terrace

MIAMI 38, FLA.

PING PANG BALLS

BACKAGAIN-at pre-war prices. Per Gross

$10.00

Stock up NOW with this as well as other hard to get items

PLASTIC Assoc .ment of Large SCOTTY DOGS, ELEPHANTS
$1.44
and PISTOLS. Per Gross
METAL Assortment of STATUE OF LIBERTY, NAVY WINGS,
CROSSED ANCHORS and AIRPLANES, All With Pins
2.50
Per Gross
.90
WEDDING RINGS. Per Gross
METAL Assortment of Large Size Items Without Pins.
SCOTTY DOG, HEAD SKULL, PISTOLS, ELEPHANT
1.75
CHARMS and BOXING GLOVES. Per Gross
SPECIAL-Outstanding Large Metal Item. HORSE'S HEAD in
1.75
HORSESHOE Shaped Pocket Piece. Per Gross
The above Items are sold in gross lots only. Please do not request samples. 25% deposit with
C. O. D. orders. Send for our price list. Complete line of Carnival and Premium Items, with new
Items arriving daily for all types of concessions. Prices on all merchandise will surely Increase
due to present conditions. BE WISE-STOCK UP NOW!

YOUR DEPENDABLE SOURCE OF SUPPLY
1132 5. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO

SENSATIONAL

$2.40 EACH

PMR ER
Compare
Our
Size

A FAST ACTION $4.00 RETAILER
(OPA Approved Price)

5"

Long

Shipping Charges Pald on Orders of 2 Dozen
or More:

JOBBERS SPECIALS

Fine Pocket Knives, 2, 3 and 4 blades, $9.00 to
$33.00 Dz. Briar Pipes, $3.50 to $18.00 Dz.
ai Fountain Pens, $7.00 to $9.50 Dz. Pen and Pencil
dj. Sets, 14k gold points, lea. cases, $24 Dz. Sets.
X' Pocket Lighters, $2.75 to $15.00 Dz. Send $10.00
or $25.00 for sample lines postpaid.

LOUIS A. LANDA

A-1 CIGARETTE AND CANDY VENDING MA chines; all other coin equipment. Mac Postel,
fe23
6750 N. Ashland, Chicago, Ill.
ROLLER SKATES FOR RINK WANTED. GOOD
condition. Send full particulars. Kenneth Long,
Rt. 1, Sandpoint, Idaho.

d

St

It

CLASP.
NON - TARNISHABLE
IN HANDSOME GIFT BOX.

HAS

PACKED

CO.

CODEE

.wwwwwwwwwwwww.e
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OUTFITS, DESIGNS, INK
Bright colors. Latest 1946 two color illustrated
4 folder sent free. Write today. Zeis Studio, 728
As Low as $9.50 Doz. and Up.
je22
Lesley St., Rockford, nl,
Write for Price List Today.
AND SUPPLIES
OUTFITS
TATTOOING
e Send for illustrated literature. Also Diamond
AGENTS ARE WANTED
Equipped Engraving Outfits for concessionaires.
fe23
651 S. State, Chicago 5.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
e Moor¢,
TATTOOING DESIGNS, HAND PAINTED; GENerous amount seven brightest Tattoo Colors,
$7.00; best tubes. Owen Jensen, 120 West 83d
mal6
St.,
Los Angeles 3.
SN5Y,iClty 17.

/
o

TAUSCARAY NECKLACES

TATTOOING SUPPLIES

JO

ARE READY
ALSO OUR

'

JO

D ANIMALS

NOW! FOR A QUICK SELLING MONEY MAKER

Attractive Box of
100 Chips

$3.95

Send Check or Money Order Now

R & E SALES

4702A Vesper

Po
Paidst

to

Van Nuys, Calif.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
Takes full NATURAL COLOR pictures indoors
or outdoors.
Takes 16 black-and -whites on ordinary No. 127
8 -exposure roll.
New film track brings entire picture to sharp
_

focus.

Equipped with GENUINE Simpson lens.
Fixed focus: Exposure automatically correct
all times.
Precision built-fool proof.
Attractively boxed.

at

DON'T CONFUSE WITH
TOY CAMERAS

Lifetime Guarantee With Each Camera

TERMS: 25% Deposit With Order, Balance C. O. D.
Open Account to Well -Rated Concerns.

RUSH YOUR ORDER-IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!

K & K SALES CO., 215 Sixth St., Dept.

105, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Become

a PIEHL-DEALER with the sensational,
new, guaranteed Kil-Pane Water -Repellent Eledric

At

HEATING PAD

Liberty-Advertisements

5c a Word.

Cash With Copy.

Minimum $1.

it's

once-in -a-lifetime opportunity for aggressive sales -wise
dealers: The Kil-Pane Electric Heating Pad Is everything
you'd ever find in efficient, smart, sate, economical, salable

merchandise. Act quickly
Alb.

.1111

,1111b.

'NW

.

.

i
Your Sample Price
Cash With Order.
(Approved OPA Ceiling Price)
Your Quality Price $3.25 Ea.

1/3 Deposit, Balance

SANTO'S

You get delivery In two
weeks and In .

Exclusive of cord and
plug, every Kil-Pane Electric Heating Pad Is factory
guaranteed for one year:
Alb

V.-

,1116.

glir

Unlimited quantities
You get a GUARANTEED seller

+

At

price
And a better - than
profit margin

TERRITORIES OPEN

sylvan la.

AUTOMATIC

-fair

Operates on 115 Volt,
AC or DO
Shipped in assorted colors
In cartons of 24 or 48

all States east of the
Mississippi except New England, New York and PennIn

C. O. D.

.

merchandlsabie

a

98

15th

STREET

CO. WHEELING, W. VA.

SALES

BASS,

AGENTS AND MANAGERS

Here are some
of the features:

1111

GUARANTEE

r

right now:

,

Watch for the sensational announcement of Piehl Electric Irons
and Toasters to follow

HAMMOND ORGANIST AND RINK MANAGER,
Last 2 years played
Married, age 30, onion.
organ, managed completely, kept books, managed
salesroom and large soda bar in 1st class rink. Wish
similar connection, preferably West or South, but
will go anywhere. State salary willing to pay in first

letter.

Box C-51, Billboard, Cincinnati 1, O.

Patented
Only

1

r

¿

'

size paper In every

Memo-Pal.
Sturdy steel
struction,

con

Streamlined, r,-,,.

..,;:>
,a°^

colorsDistributors,

Crackle fin

ish-attrac-°

tire

M

=

e

°

BANDS AND ORCHESTRAS

If you're looking for

CIRCUS AND CARNIVAL

a

Single 30 -second demonstration means a sale 8 times out of 10. Sell to stationery stores, book stores,
novelty stores for resale. Many buy In gross quantities. You make 40% COMMISSION -80c PROFIT
ON EVERY MEMO -PAL YOU SELL! ANYONE, with Just a little time and effort, should easily
sell 20 a day. That's a profit of $16.00 a day. Hard-working go-getters should easily double that,:
NOT SEASONAL. Steady, year round opportunity.
ORDER SAMPLE TODAY. Don't wait. Be the first In your territory to get In on the ground floor
with this money-maker, Send only $2 for sample or enclose $14.40 for a dozen. This Is too good to miss.

SPECIALTY

CO.,

AT LIBERTY-INCOMPARABLE

DEPT.

11,

FALLS

BLDG.,

MEMPHIS

3,

TENNESSEE

RUBBERBALLS
1"........1y,"®2"-_21/II

RAY EARL-

ine Garrison, anises attraction, for a circus. Ray
Earline Garrison, R. R. 1, Maple Heights, Owe .s
boro, ICY.

nati 1, O.
phone.

-

faction.

Delivery, Los Angeles, Calif.

JOE TRACY EMERLING AT LIBERTY -257 W.
Flanier St., Miami, Fla.

Radio references.
Transportation to
114 Queen St., Charleston,

Tony Agresta,

job.
S. C.

TRUMPET-EXPERIENCED, READ GOOD, DE 1 or 3.
Prefer location; will travel.
pendable.
Perry De Lille, 309 Harbor Ave., Grand Haven,
Mich.

MISCELLANEOUS

VET TROMBONE
solid tong,

COMIC--EXPERIENCED, YOUNG, GOOD MA ferial, sing, sober, reliable, join on wire, state
Parker (Slats) Jackson, McIntyre, Ga,

EAST

PARKS AND FAIRS

MUSICIANS

-

ALTO SAX -CLARINET
EXPERIENCED IN
all lines; union. Leo Johnson, 937 N. Marshall,
Milwaukee, Wis.

ALTO, TENOR, BARITONE, CLARINET-GOOD
tone, read, fake, sober, reliable; prefer Florida;
available in two weeks. Box C-89, Billboard, Cincinnati, O.

-

ALTO, CLARINET, BARITONE
SALARY,
$85.00. Do not misrepresent. Available immediately.
Wire Eddie Kish, care Western Union,

E. R. GRAY ATTRACTIONS-SPIRAL TOWER,
Swinging Ladder, Rolling Globe, Single Trapeze,
Contortion, Comedy, Acrobats. Harding & Keck,
Evansville, Ind.
fe23

HAVE

YOU SEEN STILT -O, THE STILT walker that's different.
Wardrobe the best.
3942 Washington Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
OUTSTANDING TRAPEZE ACT
AVAILABLE
indoor events. Flashy paraphernalia. Real act.
For particulars, address Charles La Croix, 1304
South Anthony, Fort Wayne 4, Ind.

-

VOCALISTS

unless exceptional proposition. Experienced all styles
sizes.

No "mickeys."

Cincinnati.

43D ST., NEW YORK CITY

WHOLESALERS

-

Write Box C-90, Billboard,

GIRL, 22, WANTS START AS SINGER WITH

AT LIBERTY
FEATURED GUITARIST, 23,
Read, Fake, Take Off; travel, experience; consider all offers.
Wire Allen Kline, Hotel Conner,

group specializing in Western music. Reply A. V.
Rozboril, 10501 Lamontier Ave., Cleveland 4. O.
mat

Musician, Box 2674, Denver, Colo.

Phone 4777.

T-

VOCAL IS
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY,
contralto; pop and standard tunes; dance band,
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY-TRUMPET MAN, radio,
stage presentation experience.
Write or
3rd, split lead.
Will travel. Write or wire. phone. Christine Albert, R. R. 2, Morrison,
Ill.,

MANUFACTURERS, ATTENTION !

New-Large Size

Southern Jobber Is Open for Direct Sources of Supply From
Manufacturers Only for All Types of Merchandise Suitable for

PLASTIC CHARMS
SIG ASSORTMENT FOR SLUM AND
VENDING MACHINES

Concessionaires Operating Thru the South. Excellent Volume
Opportunities for Manufacturers With Right Merchandise. Write
r 3>>

t`

=

"

Actual Slze

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND

OUTSTANDING VALUES
QUANTITY PRICES
BOX 743, Billboard, 1564 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

ATOMIC
LIGHTER
Light
t

Au

ice;

Weight
Satin Finish
Precision Machined
Brilliant Performance
e Rust and Tarnish Proof
e Lifetime Dependability
e Easy Operation

FlickThumb
Lights It
Long Barrel Wheel
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
jobbers' Price $15.00 Per Doz.

In Lots of 3 Doz. or More -10% Discount.
Sample $2.00. Check With Order.
Deposit, Balance C.O.D., F.O.B. N. Y.
%3
WRITE FOR CATALOG OF MERCHANDISE DEALS!

RICHARD TRENT, Ltd

u

COLEMAN -508
GET ON OUR

BONA ALLEN BLDG., ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA

MAILING LIST NOW!

HOT NUMBERS!
New Premium and Salesboard

.

ry

GOOD IMPROVISOR,
combo.
Ex -union.
581 Hudfe23

salary.

Will handle by mail, not interested in joining band

Mfrs. of Aviation and Rubber Ball Toys

LOW PRICES

-

best for small

N. Y. vicinity only.
Write Trombone,
son St., New York 14, N. Y.

Joplin, Mo.

207

-

2 beat.

ARRANGER-I CAN CREATE A STYLE FOR
you to

WRITE FOR PRICES & SAMPLES

CO.

EXPERIENCE,

Pensacola, Fla.

Pure Rubber Play Balls
PRODUCTS

WIDE

ELECTRIFIED SPANISH EPIUnion, 29 years. Read, fake.
Solid
Hotel, cocktail, lounge. Illinois or Iowa.
References. State all in first. Fred Pearce, 2904
25th Ave., Rock Island, Ill.
fe23
STRING BASS-RELIABLE, UNION, READ OR
fake.
Experienced large bands, fine tone, very
GUITARIST

your likings, or continue the one you have.

AVIATION

-

GUITAR -SINGER

FANNY BLAIS, THE DIFFERENT HALF AND steady relaxed beat. No eut, no notice. James
Half, experience, ability, large photo display for Gilbert, 914 Robbins St., Sac City, Iowa.
annex, stage drapes, good flash, also make my own
UNION, GUARANTEE SATIS annex opening.
Address Jack Bragdon, care Gen. TROMBONE

Crew Managers

1946 "Gold Mine's
the Memo -Pal is T!

ALLIANCE

-

PLAYED WITH LEE
TENOR BAND WANTS LOCATION DRUMMER -VOCALIST
Castle. Neat appearance, sober, dependable. All
Fine equipment,
job during college vacation.
Go anywhere.
Norman
in appearance. Fine all-round library. A clean propositions considered.
cut outfit. Members AFM. Biddie Biddison, 601 Cogan, 43-09 40th St., Sunnyside, L. I., N. Y.
mat
6th St., Peoria 6, I11.
STRING BASS AND BBb
5-6 PIECE GIRL OUTFIT DESIRES LOCATION EXPERIENCED
Prefer Middle West. All offers
Sousaphone.
spot. Featuring Sweet and Swing. Vocals. AtL. P. Harris, 1002
Read or fake.
tractive; uniformed; union. Write for full particu- considered.
fe22
lars. Leader, Box C -SS, Billboard, Cincinnati 1, O. S. Emporia, Eldorado, Kan.
11 -PIECE

tops

-

,.

ABOUT MARCH

West Coast.
Write
Small combos only.
Drummer, 3268 N. E. Alafe23
meda, Portland, Ore.
DRUMMER CUT SHOWS AND DANCE MuUnion. Ex -Navy. Eldon D'Orio, General
sic.
Delivery, Toledo, O.
1st,

Wants connection with established band or cockBox C-76, Billboard, CincinUnion.

Quick Money Opportunity
for Salesmen,

Modern,

DRUMMER-DISCHARGED.

tail unit.

A new type pad different from anything you've
ever seen before. On this new Memo -Pal you
te just a few words or a note or memo
can write
of any length. Don't trust to memory. Write
,.^
a memo on Memo -Pal and save costly errors,
ACT NOW Always ready for instant use. Mechanically
perfect. Built to last a lifetime. A handsome
addition to any desk. Pad instantly detachable.

260 ft. of standard

BASS FIDDLE-SEMI-NAME. EXPERIENCE,
union, steady beat, neat appearance, sober, reliable, consider all. Must give two weeks' notice, Cate
Box C-87, Billboard, Cincinnati 1, O.

for and with details.

ma9

BiG TIME SAVER! BIG MONEY MAKER!
Silent, Steady Worker for Office, Store, Shop, Home

BB, UNION, SOBER, STEADY, RELI-

able, tone, range, experienced. Dance and brass
Interested in carnival, circus. Also drive
bands.
semi; 32, married, wife can work. Oregon, Washington preferred. Earle Phares, 515 S. W. Jefferson, Portland, Ore.

Broadway
New2OYork 23, N.

Items-

Toys, Metal and Mechanical; Lighters, Cameras and
many other hard -to -get Items.

NATIONWIDE MERCHANDISE CO.

64 W. RANDOLPH ST.

CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

'

i

Pipes
For Pitchnaen

Hello, Boys!

CONCESSIONAIRES
RODEOS

Communications to 25 Opera Place,
Cincinnati, 1

I

me for STUFFED Plush TOYS, DOLLS,
BINGO and SLUM ITEMS and anything
you need along these lines.

PLENTY OF JACKPOTS . . .
were cut up in Grand Hotel, Morgan
City, La., last week. Sighted around the
hostelry were Bass Hoye and Bill Moss,
who are working sheet to good turns;
Chief Myers, purveying herbs in a local
drugstore, and Al H. Herman, handling
a promotion for World Amusement Service.

EKD

:.
New York pitchman, is combining
AL SELLERS

.

CIRCUSES

FAIRS

DEMONSTRATORS

A LARIAT
Sturdily

busi-

EVERY

$3.00

getting his share of
the geedus at his recently -opened book
store in downtown New York.
JACK KAHN.
is collecting the long green working
spots in Connecticut.
. .

recently discharged from the Army Air
Corps with the rank of colonel, is in
Memphis and would like to read pipes
from Bert Kenny and Ray Kumer.
MARZE BEISTER

.

CATERING TO CONCESSION

REMEMBER WHEN .
the dog called, "The Fakir" comported
around Canton, O., some 25 years ago?
He was known to all pitchfolk who
worked the city and each spring the first
pitchmen in the Ohio town was forced
to pay the dog's license fee.

TRADES

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Phone: GRamercy 3-1812

799 Broadway

8ACtaaNs

935-37 NO. KEDZIE

JAY -DEE NOVELTIES

Attention:

CHICAGO 51,

ILL

KITCHEN GADGET WORKERS

Nat K. Morris, FORMERLY the World's Worst
Spiral Manufacturer, Now Offers, the WORLD'S
BEST, Barring None-Patent Applied.

1946 MODEL
Compare, Comparison Proves:
The World's Sharpest Spiral Slicer
1. Stainless Steel Blade.
2. Special Nickel Plated Screw, will
never wear oft.

Orders promptly taken care of

3. Welded to perfection.
4. Every slicer a worker.
5. Special Built Ring for Finger Insert.
It will amaze you!

Manufacturers of the Sensationally NEW DURLUMIN SNAPPY
KEY CASE. The Automatio Key Selector. Powerful for
Demonstration. Plenty of PR. Also Stainless Steel Garnishing
Knife, Twin Curl Cutters, Magio Vegetable Preparer and Lucite Gifts

Sample Sent
Free to Demonstrators, In.
eluding Quo-

and Novelties.

tations,

KITCHEN

GADGET

MANUFACTURING

CO.

ASBURY

PARK,

NEW

JERSEY

Show Moves On

Present production

By E. F. Hannan
T RECENTLY met a school performer
1 who styles himself "The Paper King."
The same week I read of the death of
Tommy Burns, who was a museum feature in the old days. The school showman did a nifty bit of paper tearing
and finished by selling a stenciled book
that offered the kids the chance to do
some amateur work in the same line.
The sales part of the act is not strictly
cricket In most schools, but the performer said that here and there it
worked out all right. A nice little lift
for the gas bill.
It's a long time since "Paper King
Burns" was at Austin and Stone's, and
Huber's, but the old show rolls on with
new faces. The school showman works
fairs and what not in the off season.

limited to a few
popular sellers.
See your jobber.

aaK R.v$sFRea:
RAVENNA, OHIO
KIPP BROTHERS

l'

$33.00 PER GROSS

Sample Lariat, 50c Postpaid.

.
MIKE SULLIVAN
tells us that Lew Dewey tossed a party at
his Shangri-La Club, Philadelphia, recently for Bill Haker, 50 years a pitchman, and now '70 years old. Pete Fogliva
and Jules P. Dorette assisted Dewey in
making the party for Haker and his wife
a success.

Now Available!
aA K -1y YT,FX

The

TWIRL

Any adult or child can twirl it immediately.
LARIAT GUARANTEED.

.

who has been working California and
Arizona this winter, inks from Phoenix
that his advise to fellow pitch workers
is to stay clear of California if they are
not equipped with a trailer for rooms
are impossible to obtain. He adds that
prices there are high and that in most
instances one must pay three times what
things are worth.

& COMPANY

IS GUARANTEED TO

PER DOZEN

.

is reported to be

Mike Tesser, General Manager

Handgrips

A Natural. Every boy and girl will want one.

sojourn.

MARLOW CARLTON

THAT

We dd

Made

ness with pleasure during his Florida

LOUIS WEITZ

67

.

ATTENTION

By Bill Baker

Here I ám, your old friend, in business
for myself, READY TO SERVE YOU with
first-class merchandise at prices most
am
interesting due to the fact that
representing factories DIRECT. Consult

JOE 'END

-

MERCHANDISE
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Distributors 'for Oak-Hytex Balloons.
117-119 S. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.

When they laugh just reach for the money.
This red nosed clown with his funny hat and frills on his suit will rise
to new heights astride our improved Metal Foil Plane with 14 inch stick.
A pushover at 35c retail.
Circuses, Carnivals and all outdoor attractions should contact your local
jobbers at once for this 1946 sensation.

CODIFY MFG. CO.,

1801 Catalpa Dr., Dayton 6, Ohio

Demonstrators-Pitchmen
ENGRAVING JEWELRY

Signet

Profit Making

Filigree
Pins, Rings, Lock-

Fast -Moving
Iteln!

Identification
Bracelets, Anklets
and Sterling Marets,

casite Rings. Immediate Delivery.
Sample $16.00.
JACK ROSEMAN CO.
N. Y. O.
307 Fifth Ave.

KEY

CHAIN

With

a Symmetrical
Clasp for Persdnallzed
Engraving of Initials.

Burgess Vibro -Tool for fast engraving on
jewelry, glass, plastic, wood and metal. Also
will do cutting out cardboard signs, slicing cloth,
i3
etc., etc. Tool complete with Engraving Needles,
,i. prepaid, $7.50.
Tantalum Carbide Needle,
$2.00. Diamond Point Needle, last a lifetime, $8.50.
si

DURABLE!
GOLD PLATED!

ENGRAVERS WANTED

iv

FRANK DONOMO

25 Park Street

BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.

MEN
MEDICINE
for new wholesale catalog on Tonics, Oil,

erite today

-

'v9alve, Soap, Tablets, Herbs, etc. Low prices
4 apid service. (Products Liability Insurance Carried.)
GENERAL PRODUCTS LABORATORIES
Manufacturing Pharmacists
Columbus, Ohio
(Dept. B)
137 E. Spring St.
There Is No Substitute for Quality.

1

6

DOZ..... $ 5.75
DOZ..... 32.00

GROSS

....

25% With

59.50

C. O. D.

Arthur
Angstreich
Wholesale
Jeweler

54 Colonial Ave.
TRENTON, N. J.

DOUBLE PROFITS

With These Two
Eye Catching
Numbers

BOTH SAMPLES
$4.00. Each Pistol
Both the all -metal
includes 5 Cap
STEVENS PEAC E.
Rolls, 250 shots.
MAKER (81/4" length)
and
the all - metal
QUANTITY PISTOL PRICES
BANG -O
STEVENS
-Your order must include
(7" length) look like
Both
real westerns.
equal quantity of each Pistol,
hold a 50 Cap Rollcolorfully boxed --1 Doz.,
explode with a "bang"
and smoke when fired.
$15.00; 6 Doz. Lots, $14.75
Doz.
Lots
12
More,
or
$14.40
Doz. ROLL CAP PRICES
Doz.;
Per
Per
$3.60 Per Carton (60-250 Shot Boxes to Carton), limited to 1 carton with
each dozen Pistols ordered.
TERMS: Net F. O. B. Cliicago. 25% Deposit With Order, Bal. C. O. D.
Write, Wire Quick!

--

BANNER NOVELTY CO. 729

W. MADISON ST., DEPT. B-23, CHICAGO

1rjERCHAIITIeISE-OUTDOOIL
New Arena for Dublin
UCi

The Billboard

Mrs. Ringling
Sues N. J. Mart

to

8

17.

DISNEY CHARACTERS
LARGE COOKIE JARS
DEAL No. 27 -CN

$31.50
12 Disney Character Cookie Jars,
inches

tions

1-2,00

Hole Special Board

NEW! NOVEL! NIFTY!
44 WINNERS
Takes in
$100.00
Pays out in consolations... 5.00
Profit
95.00

Complete $31.50
Immediate Delivery . , . 25% Cash
With Order, Balance C. O. D.

N O RMAX
SALES COMPANY

5127 Superior Avenue

(Continued from page 55)
Lastern vacation and is getting rides in
shape for an early spring opening. . .
LETHBRIDGE, Alta., Feb. 16.-MemJACK DICKSTEIN, former booking agent,
will again operate all games concessions bers of the Cowboy's Protective Associaat Edgewater Park this season.
tion from Alberta, Saskatchewan, British
MRS. GLADY'S PATRICK, wife of the Columbia and Montana held a two-day
late W. R. Patrick, owner, Patrick's meeting in the Marquis Hotel here FebGreater Shows, and prior to his death ruary 1-2.
last June the leading concessionaire at
of the main aims of the meeting
Jantzen Beach Park, Portland, Ore., has wasOne
to organize rodeo shows in Canada,
returned to Portland where she will to give
managers, contestants and the
continue with the concession business public better
performances and uniformat the Park. Mrs. Patrick spent the ity to all Canadian
shows.
winter visiting in Los Angeles.
A resolution was passed outlining rules
for the selection of judges by the orTHOMAS E. MORRISSEY, who particiganization for all C.P.A. approved rodeos.
pated in the African and Italian camThis is intended to assure that all Canapaigns as a member of the army air force,
dian rodeos will have as judges men
has rejoined Ed Carroll's staff at Riverequipped to satisfy the demands of both
side Park, Agawam, Mass. Prior to entercontestants and management. Judges
ing service Morrissey was head of the
may be amateurs or members of the
cashier's department, but reshuffling of

For Picking Judges

Mrs. Ringling alleges in her suit that
she suffered permanent injury from
poison gas fumes escaping from a refrigerator as a result of a visit to Clinton
Market to pick up a meat order in April,
1945. Negligence on the part of
market, she charged, caused injury the
to
her lungs and respiratory system.
She claims that she had been confined to her bed since the day she collapsed after inhaling the fumes. At the
time of incident, Mrs. Ringling was
visiting a sister, Mrs. Ruth ,Conover,
South Orange, N. J.

key men in Carroll's org will advance Morrissey to a new spot yet to be announced.

121/2

12 Attractive Picture Boxes Fine Confec-

Cleveland 3,

r
JOBBERS, PREMIUM & CARNIVAL MEN

QUEEN CHUBBY
order now

Biz Proving Good
For Cuban Circus
HAVANA, Cuba, Feb.

16.-Featured

by
three American acts, Santos Artigas Circus, which is to Cubans what the Ring ling -Barnum show is to Americans, finished a four -week engagement here with
business good.
Courts' Wild Animal act and two elephants from the Ringling-Barnum
show,
plus a five -horse and dog act from Buck
Steele's Marvel Horse troupe, were the
American acts included this year. William Story was in charge of the R -B part
of the show. Remainder of the show was
taken care of by Cuban performers.
Polidor, former clown with RinglingBarnum, kept clown alley well filled
with new gags.
Show is on the road for its winter
tour, moving by rail on six coaches,
two
fiats and two stockcars. Courts' animals returned to the States, but the elephants and Steele's horses and dogs
will remain with the show until the
close of the season.
Show's moves are made Under direction of Pablo Santos.

C.

J. Meyer To Launch Show

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-C. J. Meyer, former agent of Hunt Bros., is set to launch
a new show, W. A. Harney Circus. Meyer,
projector of an air-conditioning system,

plans improved air-conditioning, novel
lighting and special price matinees.

AL McKEE, in charge of Fox interests
in Old Orchard, Me., has been visiting
the Dodgem plant in Lawrence, Mass.
. SAM PICKUS, the Sioux City, Ia.,
attorney who recently purchased the
Funhouse and Roller Coaster in Riverview Park there, is in New Orleans on
a combined business and pleasure trip.
MRS. JACK SHEA, of Bayside Park,
Clear Lake, Ia., reports she is happy to
learn that she's actually going to get
some new Dodgem cars this year.
T/SGT. HARRY STORIN JR.,
of
the press and promotional chief son
of Ed
Carroll's Agawam (Mass.) enterprises, has
been shifted to the Pentagon Building,
Washington, for a new assignment. Since
his return from a two-year stint in the
South Pacific, Storin has been doing
special work at Fort Hayes, Columbus, O.
Aitho lie has enough points to be discharged he has accepted special duties
for a few extra months. He has been
named assistant editor of the forthcoming book recording achievements of the
37th Infantry Division. Storin was

Williams, Sparks
Martz, Margie
Leo* Allen, Marshall
Ethan Murphy, George
Wills, Oshie
Bacolod, Christine Muto, Francis
Wilson, Dutch
Shubert, Clip
vvervoca, rvt.
Brydon, R. M.
Eddie
Shufelt, Fred
Powers, Babe
Albert A. Woeckener,
Wolf, Bennie
Carland, Clarence
Simons, Albert
Patricia
Wells,
John
Wolf,
Jack
B. Prevost, David
Siseo, R. H.
Westbrook.
H.
E
.
Wolpert. Jos,
Carter,
Win.
Smalls, Arthur L.
Kessen,
Reilla
Weymack, W. J.
Woltz, Earl
Dorsey, June
Smith, Mrs.
Reynolds, Harris W.
Marie
Woods, Bryan
Carlton June Whitaker,
Draper, Earl
Sabau School of
Williams, Don
Worthy, Le
Smith, J. W.
Eddington,
Cecil
Astrology
Williams,
Fred
Yates,
L. O.
Smith, Rex P.
Sach,
Mike
Williams, Harry T . Yates, James Paul Frazier, Mary
Spain, Vernie
Salvo, Samuel
Williams,
Gleason,
J.
C.
Jackie
Ybanz.
A. H.
Stacks, Dick
Saunders, Hildegard
Greenwells, Al
Williams, Milledge Zavetti, John
Stallman, Margo
Schmidt, Emil &
Guice, Walter
E. J r. Zeno, Joe
Whittle
Evelyn
Haboyl, Valentine Sharpe,
Stanley, Frank
(Rodeo)
B. Sheperd, Bob
C. R.
Hager, Jimmy
Stareher, James
Shubert, John &
MAIL ON HAND AT
Jayson, J. J.
Stear, M. M.
Gertrude
Kaplan, Louie
Stebbins, P.
Skinner, John T.
NEW
YORK
Stevens, Jack James
Lewis, Capt. Robert Smith, Ruby
Stewart, Charles R.
N. Spillers, Clyde B.
1564 Broadway,
Stewart, Speedy
Lopez, Phil
Webb, Mary
Stine, C. J.
Martz, Chubby
New
White, Frank
York
19,
N.
Y.
Stratton, Win. H.
Martz, K. A.
Worman
Jack
Stribling, Al
L.
Anderson,
W.
Suggs, Mr.
Montgomery, John
Muldoon. Johnny
Jewell W. Auto Car Jack
Barnes, Lillian
Nazzo, Joseph
Swain, Cecil
MAIL ON HAND AT
Burgher, Anthony Parker, Jean
Swan, Carl P.
Burkhardt,
George Parker, Penny
Symington, Paul
ST. LOUIS
Perron, Mildred F.
Clayton Butler, Howard
Calvery, Phil
Provencher. Lucien
Synak, Leonard
390 Arcade Bldg.,
Chas.
Reverdy, Rosita
Stanley Corrigan,
Dalue, Ninette
Richards, Nellie
Taylor, Lucky
Louis 1,
DeMonico, Thad
Romaine, Lu
Teahan, John
Rombola, Sam
Thomas, Ellis Hugh Duke, H. J.
Ackley,
Wm.
S.
Lanning. Geo. W.
Earle, Beatrice
Saunders, Ray
Thomas, Pauline
Lavine, Mariola
Adams, Mrs.
Simons, Fred
Thompon, Donald Evens, Edward
Smythe
Thompson, George Gardner, Hy
Josephine Learned, Ray
Lewis,
Garver,
Win.
M.
Smith.
Floyd
M.
(Jipsey)
Allen, Mrs. H. W. Martin, Edith
Hewitt, Warren
Harry
Snyder, Charlotte
Thompson, Jack
Anderson, Robert
Miller, Bertram
Hudson, Billy
Snyder, Red &
Tinsley, William
Irsay, Margaret
Todd, Wm. L.
White Bailey, Robert D. Miller, Chuck &
Jahn, Francis C.
Tollman, Charles
Spitzer, John J.
Betteanne
Bing, Berniece
Steward, Speedy
Reynolds Jones, Billy
Nottingham, Beni.
Bishop, David L.
Tobell, Allen
Tomlinson, George Leslie, Glenwood
Perry, Harry H.
Blakely,
E.
J.
Tigg, Tonnie Sailor Lux, Margaret
Trop, J. D.
Phelps, 'Joe C.
B. H.
Mahood, Mary E.
Tracy, T.
Webber, Evangeline Brewer,
Rankin Russell
Brown, I. F.
Truchon, Leo Frank Marlowe, Don
Whitener, Ken M.
Schemel,
Lloyd
Burke, Harry J.
Mayer, Woodrow
Tumbas, Orlis
Williams, Thomas
Stillwell, Norman
Ramie
McKay, Margie
Turner, Laurence
E. Collins,
Swartz,
Herman
Conyer, Harry
Valley, Betty Joe McLean, Jack
Wong, Jim
Servis, Edward
Critzer, K. W.
VanHorn, B. F.
Donahue, John F. Skeene, Lloyd
Vaughn, Ernest
Emerson, Patty
Smith, Jean
Verne, William,
Ferguson, Danny
Wright
MAIL ON HAND AT
Videto, Ken
Green,
Stewart, Speedy
Marshall
L.
Vigus, Clarence
Stout, G. B.
Greenwells; Al
Voris, Elmer
CHICAGO
Summers. Victor
Gregg, D. II.
Wallace, Joseph
Harrison, James R. Walsh, Earl B.
Watt, Frederick W.
No.
155
Clark
St.,
Howard,
Watson, Fred
Johnnie
Watts, Charles
Huff, Miss June
Wells, Al
Chicago 1, Ill,
Watts, S. C.
Hyland,
R.
C.
Williams,
Weaver, William J.
Robert
Jaeger, Gust
Weiner. June
Adkins, William
Albright, Sam
Kernes, Jim A.
Wiltsee, Cash I, Lee
Weir, Louise
Abam, M. Thia
Alexander, Spike
Ladusaw, James
Zsehille, Fred

(Continued from page 57)
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IT'S A WINNER

12 Inches High, Complete.

Dolts-$21.00

Gross. Doz.
$ 1.80
Feather Dresses. Doz.
1.00
(Asst. Colors)
Dolls with Feather Costume. Gross
. 29.85
Dolls with Feather Costume. Doz.
.
2.65
4 Doz. to Carton (Minimum Order).
Sample
Complete Dolls-$1.00 Postpaid.
Special Discount to Quantity Users.
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ACE NOVELTY CO.
716 W. Madison St.

Chicago 6, linnets

LUMINOUS

Figures and Flowers
CRUCIFIX

$6.50

DOZ.

$3.60

DOZ.

LARGE GARDENIA WITH

BUD

25% with order, balance C. O. D.
Write for complete list.

NITE GLOW PROD. CO.
105 W. 46th St., N. Y. 19,
ME

3.5794

C.P.A.

SAM HAMID, manager of White City
Park, Wooster, Mass., off to a meeting
with his brother, George, in New York
to discuss changes and additions to the
Wooster park. . . . J. VICTOR SAYEB,
Cyclone Coaster operator at Revere
Beach, Mass., has been measuring some
of his property for a new attraction. .
LOUIS B. FOX interests, extending from
Revere Beach to Nantasket Beach, near
Old Orchard, Me., have 10 to 12 new
rides and attractions going up, including
a new Dodgem, Cuddle -Up, Miniature
Train and Mirror Maze.

LEITER LIST

BRAND NEW

CPA Drafts Rules

WHILE STROLLING

DUBLIN, Tex., Feb. 16.-A
$26,000
rodeo arena will be
here,
with a seating capacityconstructed
of 10,000, for the
annual Dublin Rodeo. It
be known
as Colburn Bowl, named forwill
Col TRENTON, N. J., Feb. 16.-Suit for
burn, co -producer of rodeos Everett
Madison $100,000 damages
Square Garden in New York atand
from a Newark meat
other
cities. Colburn and Gene Autrey will market was brought in New Jersey Supreme Court here Thursday (14) by
produce the rodeo at
ExT. Ringling's 58 -year -old widow,
position and Fat Stock Southwestern
Show, Fort Worth Alf
Elizabeth.

March

February 23, 1946

OFFICE

OFFICE

_St.

OFFICE

Mo.®

Among those attending the two-day
meet were President Ken Thomson, of
Black Diamond; secretary-treasurer, Blair
Holland; Dave Abrahams, Cache Creek,
B. C.; Jae Morton, Warner, Alta.; Fred
Galarneau, Hanna, Alta.; Albert Galarneau, Sunnyside; Dick Andrews, Claresholm, and Carl Olsen, Cardston.
Guest s included George Shibine,
Pincher Creek Round -Up; Herman Linder, Cardston Rodeo; Ralph Desbrisay
and Charlie Rowley, Saskatchewan Rodeo
Association and George Pambrun, Browning, Mont., representative of the Rodeo
Cowboys' Association of America.
The meeting closed with a banquet.

awarded the Bronze Star for his part in
the Manila campaign.
ANDREW BILLOW, of Billow's Park,
Pa., is probably the only park owner
who operates a coal mine under his
park. Billow has two shafts within the
park area, and if the customers don't
come to his above -the -ground -operations, he sells themahis underlying
for consumption in their homes. assets
Who
can

beat that?

L. O'CONNELL, owner of Highland
Lake Park, Winsted, Conn., has been
confined to his bed with a heart ailment
for more than a year, but that hasn't
dimmed his interest in the business
he keeps abreast of what's going and
O'Connell, owner of the spot for on.
20
years, wishes .he could attend the New

England meeting.

Woman Gets 5G in Suit
Against AC Amusement Co.
ATLANTIC CITY, Feb. 16.-Mrs. Mary
Hewitt Anderson was awarded $5,000
in
her $35,000 damage suit against Atlantic.
City Amusement Company, operators of
Steeplechase Pier. A jury brought in the
verdict of $5,000 for her, and $118.50
for
her husband, Andrew Anderson.
It was claimed Mrs. Anderson
on
a device July 11, 1943, operated rode
by the
defendant. It was alleged her car
first struck in the rear by another was
car
and then crashed by three other cars,
which resulted in back and leg
injuries.
It was alleged the defendant company
and its attendants failed to properly
control the electrical operation of the
cars and permitted reckless operation by
other patrons.

Acevedos to Dailey
LOS ANGELES, Feb, 16.-The Acevedos will ,join Dailey Bros.' Circus
in
Gonzales, Tex., in March for the season.
Betty Acevedo will handle the elephants
in addition to doing wire -walking and
juggling. Show opens in April.
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THE PRESS HOT THE PRES HOT

FLAGS

of AMERICAS

ON POSTCARDS, COLORED
Packed 12 M to a Carton, $3.75
M;
60M Lots, $3.00 M. Sample Lot,
1
M,
$4.25 M.

MERCHANDISE DISTRIBUTING CO.
16th Street, New York City

19 East
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COIN MACHINES TO PLAY BIGGER
PART IN NEW ERA JUST DAWNING
Inspiration is found in bright picture now unfolding for industry-comparison of old machines with new shows progress in past decadesnew inventions will speed progress at much faster pace in future years

By WHATEVER name we may

many young men, back from country in attendance.
ferent contrivances could now`be
call it-Atomic Age, Plastic service in the armed forces, ven- Models of machines used in seen in a museum, what a collecAge or Age of the Skyways-a tured into a new business called 1910 and earlier are now in mu- tion it would be. The grip
new era of progress is certainly the coin machine trade. A lot of seums and some of them have testers and skill targets still redawning for the 'world and one these men are now recognized as disappeared entirely, with hard- main as reminders of the counter
of the many new aids to the leaders in a trade that has grown ly a picture even to let the newer devices of those days.
convenience and enjoyments of to proportions far beyond what members of the trade get some
Those machines took in the
the peoples of all lands will be it was back in 1920.
idea of what machines were like pennies, and thousands of men
newly improved coin machines.
when the business was really found they could make a good
Pioneer Dreams
Time will be required to heal
young.
living at operating them. Penny
the wounds of war, but even in To the men who started in the Being a member of the coin scales flourished too, and were
the present year progress gets trade, in operating or in manu- machine trade then was really a in the limelight. Magazines pubunder way and the coin machine facturing, back in those days, novelty. Chiefly, the trade was lished articles about "Fortunes
industry adds its weight to the much of all that happened then trying to learn how to make coin in Pennies."
forward march of new develop- must now seem like a dream. mechanisms. There were lots of
But other inventions and ideas
ments. There is no need to min- Some of these pioneers can even different types of machines, but
came
fast during the period from
imize the difficulties now con- talk of times and machines a the real search was for better
1920 to 1930. Phonographs
fronting civilization, but at the decade earlier-or even beyond coin mechanisms.
climbed fast, only to be dwarfed
same time an industry can keep 1910. If they dig back that far
by a new invention called radio.
Counter Games Era
forging ahead in the front ranks into the past, they talk chiefly
Penny venders became big busiof industrial progress. That is of how they got over their routes
From
1920, or soon after the ness, and penny and nickel maexactly what the coin machine or about some of the funny machines of that day. Probably the end of World War I, to the depth chines to vend chocolate bars
industry is prepared to do.
of the first year of depression in got the attention of business. The
Once before, at the end of a line-up then would have been 1930 another decade was
added dream of bigger and better venperiod of war, the industry soon gaming devices, pianos, scales to the progress of the industry. ders became so real that the
started on an era of progress that and penny venders, in the order As the era fades into the past, world of big business formed
brought one new improvemént of their importance.
it perhaps can be best remem- t h e Consolidated Automatic
after another, driving right They didn't dream so much bered as the period when a wide Merchandising
Corporation j
ahead until national depression of big national conventions in variety of counter games were (Cameo) which heralded
the day
brought a halt for all business. those days, with thousands of op- put on the market from year to of automatic stores.
Cameo is
At the beginning of that decade erators from all parts of the year. If a model of all the dif- said to have
linked the name of

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO when the coin machine industry, depression -born, got its first big impetus, the public flocked
to machines like these.

The Billboard
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?ranklin D. Roosevelt with the
:oin machine industry.
Automatic stores were about
o become a reality but for the
"act that in the acid test coin
mechanisms failed to protect
,rrom slugs-and general business depression finished off what
ad promised to be a national
offending machine boom.
Games of skill gave the trade
O. new term in those days, too.
.}They were hailed as a godsend
.iFor the operator who didn't want
to have periodic hitches with the
4aw. A series of coin -operated
ports games were introduced
`which gave the nation, a new
z`micture of what amusement marhines might be. Also, down in
:Texas, coin slots were being at4tached to small pool tables, and
ï;he birth of the pinball table
game was already under way.
The big depression naturally
brought a halt to most phases of
ecoin machine progress for the
time being. Later, it was to be
;.the cause of a big influx of new
hren and factories into the business. All during the period of
,the '20s the trade kept looking
for better coin mechanisms.

Pre -War Years
For lack of a better name, the
decade from 1930 to 1940 can be
called the Pre -War Era. It began
with depression and ended with
the country moving into war. It
introduced pinball a n d soon
made it a national pastime. It
brought forth the modern phonograph and gave it a new name,
juke box. The period from 1930
¡to 1940 made distribution of coin
'machines a new field of business.
'It gave new meaning to amuse-

71

ment, music and vending machines as distinct branches of a
big industry. Because of the
rapid development of its factories, its big output and the
rapidly increasing variety of its
machines, the industry attracted
national attention as a really
new industry. Design and engineering skill were introduced
into the development of new machine ideas. Machines took on
quality and had a new meaning
in investment value.
Coin mechanisms during this
era acquired a perfection that
assures the future of coin -operated machines as a field of business.

New Beginning

The big majority of the men
in the business now remember
the years from 1930 to World
War II with relish and gratitude.
They were years of progress and
expansion. The war certainly
brought a big change in the business from top to bottom, and
now that it is all over we can
begin to visualize the years
ahead with a new enthusiasm,
more vital than anything we
have ever felt before.
A glance at the old machines
of 1910 and 1920 as compared
with the machines of 1940 shows.
what progress can do.
With all the foundations of experience, of factories, of men, of
opportunity, the trade can now
build much faster than ever before. The industry can expect
to double its total volume of
business in a few short years.
Coin machines in a new era
will be the brightest chapter yet
written in the history of the
trade.

TYPICAL OF TODAY'S machines are intricate golf game (left)

NEW OPPORTUNITIES for development of coin -operated novelties await
adaptations of this question -and -answer machine. Called Oracle, machine answers
query indicated opposite series of buttons.

COIN -OPERATED DINERS are one of many prospects for the new era.
Sketch above shows car now being manufactured for the Great Western Railway,
London, England, to be introduced this summer.

coin- operated laundry (center) and hot-dog vender with electronic heat.
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TRADE HORIZON LOOKS
GOOD TO MANUFACTURERS
News of Coin Machine Industry officials and various manufacturers who

offer their outlook for future prospects of trade in first full year
of peace-time production since war put dampers on new machines
have done a lot of talking about
in the industry and a definite
public relations; distributors
interest in the industry's probhave done a lot of talking about
lems as a whole.
public relations, and operators
By Jim Gilmore
By Dave Gottlieb
Common Problems
Pres., Coin Machine industries, Inc. have done a lot of talking about Secretary -Manager, Coin Machine
Whether they manufacture
Industries, Inc.
public relations. The members
machines, vending mamusic
OIN MACHINE Industries, of CMI have always been serious THE EXPRESSION
trite,
is
amusement machines or
chines,
Incorporated., is starting an in their consideration of doing 1 but
nevertheless
appropriate
personal
weighing machines,
entirely new program in public relations work, but alkeeping with these times. As ways when it came to getting -"we must all hang together or they have problems in common,
not the least of which is survival
the national organization for down to brass tacks the job we may all hang separately."
Co-operation is defined by the of the industry.
coin maci-aine manufacturers, the looked bigger than the organizatrade has long been familiar tion could undertake. It was dictionary as "collective action, Here, there and everywhere
with its work in sponsoring the just too much for one group to as in industry, for mutual profit the cpin machine industry is
or common benefit." Any trade made the target of legislation, or
plan and carry out.
national conventions.
association of any industry is taxation, or regulation to such
CMI will continue its work in
For Whole Industry
organized
with the principle and an extent that it should be an
sponsoring national shows as
Public
relations
would
be
such
in
view
of
working together (co- industry problem to provide
conditions permit. A national
a
vast
undertaking,
and
its
beneoperating)
for
the common weal. means and methods to oppose
convention is an essential for the fits
would
extend
to
all
parts
any and all threats of ruining
industry in each normal year of of the industry
so that it really
the industry by either legislatis a job for the industry as a
ing, regulating or taxing any of
whole. As soon as the war ended
the various types of machines
and manufacturers got into the
out of operation.
business of reconversion, they
It is frankly admitted that the
recognized that now something
various types of machines have
must be done in the field of
problems peculiar to that parpublic relations. Once again,
ticular type, but it must be conwhen manufacturers began to
ceded that the manufacturers of
survey the bigness of the field, it
all types should belong to and
was evident that everybody
support and co-operate with one
must have a part if a real protrade association of the coin magram is to be carried on thru
chine industry. From the mastthe years.
head of that organization should
There had been other reasons
fly a banner inscribed "All for
for extending the membership
One and One for All."
of the national trade association
The coin machine industry
to include all sections of the
should have learned during the
trade. This idea had been diswar thru numerous experiences
cussed in previous years. With
in Washington and elsewhere
DAVE GOTTLIEB
the decision to start a general
just how much "In Unity There
JIM GILMORE
business. Bigger and better con- public relations program, now
Is Strength" can mean to any
ventions than ever will be the was the opportunity to ask all Every member of any industry industry. This knowledge will
rule again when industrial con- sections and all groups within should belong to its trade asso- come eventually to the coin mathe trade to join and help make
ditions are more normal.
ciation and support it both mor- chine industry and every trade
a success of the plans.
One of the biggest undertakally and financially, not how- association-national, State or
The idea of inviting operators ever, from a strictly
ings in the new CMI program
selfish local-that continues to promote
and
distributors
to
become
assowill be in the field of public restandpoint, but from the broader an all-inclusive association of
lations. By this time the trade ciate members of CMI was viewpoint that any benefits ob- manufacturers, working for the
is already familiar with the de- adopted and it has many points tained will profit the industry as mutual profit and common benetails of the program. A full out- in its favor. Of course, other a whole and therefore must pro- fit of the industry.
line of the objectives was mailed plans and ideas could have been fit each individual member dito the trade about January 26, tried, but the response to the rectly or indirectly.
and I might say here that the re- present plan shows it has ap- Any trade association, nationsponse to that first appeal has pealed to the average member al, State or local, that is not
been very encouraging. Since of the trade and we can now look founded on the basic principle
the first announcement the trade forward to a successful program. of mutual profit or common
papers have been co-operating The situation is such that all benefit for its members has no
by explaining more in detail the money paid into the treasury right to exist and is sure to fail
about the program and also urg- by associate members can be de- in the long run.
ing the trade to join the cause voted to public relations work.
Everybody understands that a The Coin Machine Industry is
as soon as possible.
no different than any other.
Distributors have also been lot of details will have to be manufacturer of any typeAny
of
out, but the main job
asked to help in enlisting oper- worked
coin -operated machine is a memnow
is
to
get
money
a
to
start
ators in this big project.
program as it should be started ber of the coin machine industry
For many years manufacturers
(See CMI Program on page 196)
and as such has a definite stake

CMI Program
a

Trade Cooperation
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RADE'S LEADERS Displays Optimism in Reports

AKE OWN REPORT
SCIENTIFIC MACHINE CORPORA- by men whose ability and skill were ma'riON, 229 West 28th Street, New York tured inside the doors of cigarette maNew innovations are not the
, N. Y. Max D. Levine, president; Fred chines.
featured attraction of Standard; simC. Hailparn, treasurer.
is its keynote. In this vender
MESSAGE: During the war, Scien- plicity
have
worked for things needed for
we
shop
';ific's greatly expanded machine
operation, with all necessary
successful
confined
land engineering facilities were
mechanism boiled down to the barest
,¿exclusively to fabricating high precision elements of technical simplicity. Points
tools and dies for aircraft and radars. of' functional contact, such as the coin
reconverted to coin
) Tow that we have
as an example, are easily idenMachine production, we are happy to register,
and easy to get to. All indisay we will be able to offer Scientific's tifiable
vidual parts are easily recognizable as to
oker game for spring delivery.
their proper relationship to other units
With our production line once again of the whole mechanism. Standard's
producing coin machines, our planning ease of manual operation has been amdivision is preparing for the release of ply demonstrated as has its conservative
other numbers in the next few months. and sturdy construction,
We now are organizing our staff of
echanics and electricians in preparaREVCO, INCORPORATED, Deerfield,
tion for occupying what we believe will
e one of the largest and most complete Mich. G. F. Forsthoefel, president; H.
oin machine factories in the East. In- D. White, vice-president and chief encidentally, we intend to mark our 15th gineer; C. H. Newton, factory superin,anniversary late this summer after a tendent; R. B. Camburn, purchasing
house-warming and showing agent.
',Of our new equipment.
MESSAGE: Revco, Inc., will continue
to expand the line of ice cream venders
*
*
in 1930. The
F. H. COLLINS COMPANY, 4806 Lib- first placed on the market
vender is based
6rty Avenue, Pittsburgh 24. Alexander 1946 Revco ice cream sound
principles
Blair, president; Oliver Blair, treasurer; on the fundamentally
of the original machine brought out beAlan S. Evans Jr., sales manager.
the war, plus numerous improveMESSAGE: We are nbw in position to fore
ments
which will make the new vender
organinew
siannounce the formation of a
most satisfactory to date. Operators
tsation to be known as the F. H. Collins the
been able to maintain satisfactory
:y7.;ompany, which will shortly be in pro- have
with these venders during the
,:luction with a new type coin -operated profits
years and are now back for more
bottle dispenser. The machine is de- war
Our new factory at Deerfield,
signed to dispense dairy and/or carbo- machines.
is being tooled up for mass pronated beverages and comprises many Mich.,
of various new types of autonew features, including mechanical sim- duction
merchandisers. Late in 1946,
Iplicity and selectivity. We expect to matic
expects to bring out some interstart delivering sample units of this new Revco
types of vending equipment.
esting
spring.
in
late
'machine
Products now being manufactured by
Revco, in addition to the automatic ice
THE JOHN GABEL MANUFACTURING cream vender, include a home freezer
COMPANY, 1200 W. Lake Street, Chicago and a farm milk cooler.
7. Robert Gabel, president; Lola B.
-Jabel, secretary; Robert Gabel, treasurer.
D. GOTTLIEB & COMPANY, 1140-1150
MESSAGE: Product which we plan to
N.
Kostner Avenue, Chicago 51. Dave
Gabel
is
the
')rave on the market in 1946
president; Nate Gottlieb, seclutomatic Phonograph, 24 records, coin- Gottlieb,
liperated, remote control. Our list of' retary and treasurer.
MESSAGE: One needs only to view
distributors is not completed at this
time, but final appointments will be all the pages in the coin machine section
made when the new model juke box is of The Billboard to realize how far this
'ready to be announced in detail to the industry has progressed since 1928, when
eraàe. We feel that our reputation will D. Gottlieb & Company started doing
be maintained as it has been since 1906. business. It is not important that our
The new era will indeed be bright and industry has become so large as it is
that we now have the type and caliber
prosperous.
of the people who are in the industry.
*
*
coin machine industry is as stable
LEHIGH FOUNDRIES, INCORPO- The
others, and probably even
RATED, Lehigh Drive and Adamson as any of thethan
most. A distributing
more
stable
Pa.
Neil
Mitchell.
r Streets, Easton,
of extreme
something
is
now
franchise
has
Vender
í.' MESSAGE.
The Standard
page
74).
on
(Continued
engineered
been planned, designed and

'

Altho manufacturers have been discouraged by the delays
and other handicaps due to shortage in materials and parts, it
is easy to see how they are all enthusiastic about the future of
the industry. Reports which come from manufacturers have
one common theme: the industry will make much greater
strides each passing year in the next decade than ever made
in the past.
Several manufacturing firms have written brief reports
for publication in this issuë of The Billboard. Many other
firms are still busy getting details of reorganization and production into shape and will be making their reports in the
regular news pages from week to week.
The revised list of coin machine manufacturers at the beginning of 1946 contained in round numbers about 150 firms.
This does not include many well known firms that have for
years been considered a part of the manufacturing industry,
altho they only made parts or accessory products.
It would not be surprising that, if during 1946, as many as
50 new manufacturing firms should be added to the list. The
manufacturing division is definitely in a state of progressive
change and important announcements will appear in the news
all during the year.
The delay in the production of new machines has been put
to good use by manufacturers in building up their organizations and the good results of this will be showing up for many
years. It has also given more time for testing new ideas and
developments. If conditions had permitted a grand rush to
get new machines out in big volume, operators might have been
confronted with a lot of shoddy stuff.
Time has also been allowed to manufacturers to carefully
arrange distribution channels and the final result ought to be
a much better service to operators. Time has been available for
planning territories carefully and for working out sales plans
between manufacturer and distributor. Ma.nu£aciurer-distributor relations should be much better in post-war years than
ever before.
The reports which manufacturers have submitted to us
for publication in this issue naturally lack much of the punch
they would otherwise have if manufacturers could report a
number of new developments and all in full production. But
that note is practically missing from manufacturers' statements at the present time.
A lot of machines are in production now, however, enough
to get the trade in tune for what is to come. The present outlook is very promising for future years, and the manufacturing
industry is in good shape to develop and produce better machines than ever.
Much valuable experience was gained by manufacturers
during the war years and now the trade will get the benefit
of all this r many years to come.
.,.

PRECISION MACHINERY and fine craftsmanship are essentials on production lines turning out post-war coin -operated equipment. From intricate juke
mechanism (above) to pin game cabinet (right, above), the manufacture of coin machines is a big industry job. Workman at top operates one of the complicated tools.
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TRADE'S LEADERS
MAKE OWN REPORT
(Continued from page 73)
value eagerly sought after. Further proof
of how this business has progressed is
evidenced by the public relations program which is now being sponsored by
the coin machine industry. Never since
our entry into this business have prospects for the future looked better. It is
up to all of us-manufacturers, distributors, jobbers, operators-to work together so that our industry will continue
to grow and prosper.
*

chines. After the first world war, American coin machines, which were first introduced into England,' eventually were
used by almost every country in Europe.
It is only reasonable to assume that the
same conditions will now hold forth
on a world-wide scale. Before any American manufacturer, however, .can consider export business, he must first take
care of the customer who made the en -

*

THE VENDO COMPANY, 1907 Grand
Avenue, Kansas City 8, Mo. E. F. Pierson, president; John T. Pierson, exec-

utive vice-president and treasurer; Fred
in charge of
sales; Ralph Erichsen, vice-president and
secretary; Jerome Hagstrom, vice-president in charge of engineering and research; Carl Pierson, assistant secretary;
J. M. Ferren, director of personnel; A.
Hoover, purchasing agent; W. E. Boring,
manager of passenger and freight traffic;
R. E. House, director of market research; A. E. Izzard, director advertising
and public relations.
MESSAGE: Few industries have the
undeveloped potentiality as exists in the
field of coin control. Not designed to
supplant any field of merchandising, but
rather to augment the general idea of
distribution, automatic merchandising
will unquestionably be more popular now
N. Pierson, vice-president

A. V. COOLEY

E. F. PIERSON

than ever before. The basic reason for
this statement was the intelligent use
of coin control by independent operators
and the armed services during the war.
Only in a few instances before the war
were coin control operations conducted
on such a large scale as were literally
hundreds during the war era. Manufacturers and operators alike have profited
from this experience, and are now in position to apply this experience during
the years of peace. The increased scope
of coin control operations, however, will
carry with it a commensurate increase
in responsibilities of manufacturers and
operators to the public. If legislative
and other restrictions are to be avoided,
public acceptance of and respect for automatic merchandising should be foremost in our minds at all times. Only by
adhering to this principle of maintaining a close and unblemished association
with the public can the industry hope
to prosper in its growth. By keeping the
public in mind, its success is assured.
*

*

*

MILLS NOVELTY COMPANY, 4100 W.

Fullerton Avenue, Chicago. V. C. Shay,
president; A. V. Cooley, vice-president;
J. P. Ryan, treasurer; P. A. Tennis, assistant treasurer; E. E. Jacobson, secretary; Grant Shay, advertising manager.
MESSAGE: The entire coin machine
industry is looking forward to a new
era of prosperity which will overshadow
even the phenomenal advances and expansions which are so commonplace in
our business that we have more or less
taken our good fortune for granted.
Aside from the fact that there is almost
a five-year pent-up demand for coinoperated equipment of all kinds, fax
larger fields for coin machines exist now
than at any previous time in the history
of the business. Wherever Americans in
uniform have gone, and during this war
that meant everywhere, they have
brought with them various American
products, including coin -operated ma-

"'\.'i`'' r.:F}:

where we do not wish to neglect our time. We shall inform the trade when
operator friends, yet we cannot supply we are able to announce production of
them now with the needed equipment. our new improved vending machine.
*

*

*

-

*

*

*

WILLIAMS MANUFACTURING COMH. C. EVANS & COMPANY, 1528 West
PANY, 161 W. Huron Street, Chicago 10. Adams Street, Chicago 7. R. W. Hood,
Harry. E. Williams, president; Albert A. president.
Silberman, executive vice -president;
MESSAGE: It is generally agreed that
Tony Gasparro, sales manager.
the outlook for the next few years, at
MESSAGE: The year 1946 wiii mark least, will be a time of prosperity, high

an epoch in the coin machine industry
for many reasons, the most important of
which will be the emergence of the industry from the adolescent stage to the
full-grown status of maturity, with all
the responsibilities attendant thereupon.
Our plans, altho seemingly elaborate,
are practical in every sense of the word
and are formulated on a basis of solid,
definite reasoning, consistent with conditions which will have to be met in the
not too distant future. To insure the
smooth functioning of our plans, we purchased the six -story, block -long building in which we are presently located,
and which will be known as the Williams
Building. A contract has been let for
an artistically designed outside sign, a
sprinkler system will be installed, new
elevators and the building will be completely modernized. Of equal importance
is our recently completed streamlined
production line, machine shop, tool room

and experimental laboratory, engineering
department and fully equipped drafting
room with all the newest time -saving
devices, under the personal direction of
Harry E. Williams, whose abilities as an
inventor, designer and electronics engineer have been established in the coin
machine industry over a long period of
years. We learned many new techniques
and valuable engineering lessons during
the war. This knowledge will manifest
itself in the new Williams line. First
of our post-war products, now in production, will be a new 5 -ball, free -play
game, called Suspense. The game will
feature the exciting surprise of a bagful
of new electrical tricks. This gaine is
an authentic Williams original in the
truest sense of the word, conceived, engineered, designed and built in its en-tirety by Harry Williams and a staff of
electronics technicians. We will not rest
on these laurels, but rather will strive to
extend trade confidence by combining
all our effort, facilities and skilled engineering craftsmanship to an end designed to make not only operators happy, but also to be a credit to the industry. Suspense is now on many locations.

production and improved standards of
living. Our company has completed its
war contracts and has been devoting its
time, energy and ingenuity to the gearing up of production facilities to meet
the demand of operators. Our expert
mental work en post-war equipment has
been completed for some time and the
first showings of our- new 1946 models
by our distributors will reveal improvements. The new 1946 models will reveal

R. W. HOOD

many new mechanical ideas as well as
new ideas in cabinet design contrasting
natural wood colors. A few of the improvements are all AC operation, thereby
eliminating the use entirely of power
packs; single coin payouts with realistic
machine gun action; improved gyp -proof
coin head and many others. Last, but
not least, is the fact that we are fully
aware of the problems confronting the
operators,
jobbers, distributors and our
*
*
s
company is working toward a goal of inEXHIBIT SUPPLY COMPANY, 4222-30 creased production so that they may
al/
W. Lake Street, Chicago 24. J. Frank benefit in the coming period of post-war
Meyer, president; Stewart Knabe, vice- activities.
president; Herb Oettinger, treasurer;
*
*
*
Jack Green, general manager; John
A I R E O N MANUFACTURING CORChrest, sales manager games division; P. PORATION,
1223 Grand Avenue, Kansas
C. Smith, sales manager arcade division; City 6,
Mo. Randolph C. Walker, president; Arthur E. Welch, executive vicepresident and treasurer; Rudolph R.
Greenbaum, vice-president and commercial sales manager in charge of radio and
phonograph division; Charles N. Kimball,

tire coin machine business possible.
That is the American operator who has
been using coin machines from the time
the first models were invented. The
Mills Novelty ompany has a rather ambitious plan for 1946, which visualizes
the production of 50,000 individual coinoperated . units, which is somewhat in
excess of our peak year. Whether this
program can be realized or not will depend on a number of factors over which
we have little control. We are dding
everything in our power to reach the
goal which we have set. Included in
this year's production are a number of
new machines which were being developed when the war started and on
which a number of refinements were
made "as soon as our Experimental Division could begin functioning again.
A great many operators who were.
forced to retrench during the war because of lack of both men and equipment are now setting out to recapture
locations which they have given up and
to become acquainted with. the thousands of new merchants who started up
during and since the war. The field for
operating has never been so attractive,
and any operator willing to give the
right kind df service to his locations is
absolutely certain of success. Right now
is a good time for each operator to
make a complete inventory of all his
locations and start grading them according to earnings. From the manufacturer's standpoint there is every indication
that recent events are starting to shake
out the usual after -the -war jitters, and
there is every prospect that within a
few months the entire industry will be
moving ahead at a pace which will be
a genuine contribution to a successful
future. All of us- in the industry have
JOHN CHREST
every reason to be optimistic, and we
can all look forward to a period of tre- Earl Palmer, purchasing agent; Oscar D.
mendous expansion and improvement in Soellner, advertising manager.
the coin machine field.
MESSAGE: Again we are getting set
k
*
O
with plenty of action to set a stride
MALKIN-ILLION COMPANY, 396 Colt which Exhibit held in pre-war days, putStreet, Irvington 11, N. J. S. M. Malkin. ting every effort with ablest engineers
MESSAGE: We are manufacturers of of the coin machine industry: We are
cigar merchandising machines, but we again building to give our distributor,
are not currently in position to supply jobber and operator friends the same
either the machines or the cigars.
caliber of products that have always
made loyal friends. We look forward to
VENDORLATOR
MANUFACTURING continuing that fine friendship with
COMPANY, 4000 Railroad Avenue, Fresno, products that please in *every respect.
*
*
Calif. Howard M. Tripp, general sales
manager.
HYDRO SILICA CORPORATION, GasMESSAGE: Inasmuch as our entire port, N. Y. C. H. LeFevre.
production for 1946 has been sold 100
MESSAGE; Conditions are so upset at
per cent to the bottling industry, we the present time that we are not in a
will not have any machinés available position to make any definite statement
during this year for operators. It may be as to what will or will not be available
that in 1947 we will be in a better posi- in the immediate future. Therefore, we
tion insofar as production is concerned. feel it just as well that we do not make
At the preesnt time, we are in a position any commitments or suggestions at this
,
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RUDY GREENBAUM

vice-president of engineering and research; Jack Kaufman, vice-president;
Louis C. Hey, secretary.
MESSAGE: The nation's music operators are now seeing and hearing Aireon's
Electronic Phonograph for the first time.
They are beginning to realize just what
this instrument will mean to the commercial phonograph industry. Our three
new models have many unusual features.
These include a distortion discriminator,
(Continued on page 76)
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ARE NOT content to stand still and use every excuse
in the book to justify that we, the Coin Machine Manufacturer, think you, the Coin Machine Operator, are not entitled
to any consideration in regards to our future plans, our future
WE

machines, our future production, or our future outlook. No!
Because we have always taken our problems up with the operator, asked his advice, his opinions, and for his help.

'

i¡

t`,

Every machine we have ever manufactured was made with
the purpose that it must be `pan operator's machine" from head
to toe. It must embody his needs, his plans and his outlook,
too. Mills machines have been built to suit the operator. Not only
from a design and appearance standpoint, but from a mechanical basis as well. Often you will hear the remark 'it plays like
a Mills machine" when a new Mills machine makes its appear-

ance in an establishment, and before its true identity has been

unfolded. People seem to know and sense the true mechanical

perfection of a Mills machine in operation.

?,

Sure it plays like a Mills machine, but why? Because 56
years of thorough and painstaking study by our engineers,

f'

always searching, always striving, always endeavoring to make

o

improvements, have borne their fruits today. Mills machines

1

the world over have won the admiration of player, location,

and operator alike, because when you spin the reels "they
sound like a Mills machine."

new Mills Coin Machines will make their appearance:

The Golden Falls!

A

The Club Royale!

A

hand load type Bell, drenched with
beauty and color, designed for the operator who wants a larger
and more dominant Jackpot display.

stately floor type Bell designed to
fit in the rooms of Clubs, Lodges, and the more exclusive spots.
Colorful combining of wood and metal makes Club Royale
"the machine!"

Three Bells! The operators'

choice for the Hall of Fame.

Before '41 this unit plummeted to the top as the absolute leader

of coin machines. Three Bells is coming back again with many
new improvements clothed in a glamorous new cabinet.

Four Bells! A true and able running mate to Three Bells,
has all the good features and money -making qualities except
that it allows four to play it at one time, instead of three.

Coming back in a new modern color treatment.

Small Bell! This one is still in work; hasn't even been
named, but it will be larger than the Vest Pocket and smaller
A

than our regular Bell. Will have many new and startling mechanical innovations.

Pius!

novelty and a one -ball table now on blue prints,
but soon to be into the hands of our production line directors.
A

Our plans and outlook for this year are bright, hopeful, and

encouraging. As you probably know, our Black Cherry and Vest

Pocket Bells are in full production, and in due time these fine

All these things in Mills Outlook

Crystal Ball for 1946, Mr. Operator.
.

are

in your
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ARTHUR H. DU GRENIER, INCORPO- most industrial designers,
RATED, 615 10th Avenue, New York. Loewy Associates, has all

TRADE'S LEADERS
MAKE OWN REPORT
(Continued from page 74)
Which provides for automatic volume
control under any and all conditions; a
Unique power -saving device; a faster
change cycle of records which provides

for greater earning potentialities, and
an actual transmitting and receiving
station. We, at Aireon, are by no
means
satisfied with our Electronic Phonograph.
Our engineers are now deep in research
to give you still more improvements for
a more perfect phonograph. Aireon is
applying the latest advancements in electronics in all of its diversified products.
New electronic features discovered for
one product are applied to others when
this is practical. Thus, the Electronic
Phonograph is the net result of hundreds
of engineers working in many fields.
*

*

*

AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENT COMPANY, 679 N. Wells Street, Chicago 10.

J. W. Haddock, president; Henry Boston,
vice-president and secretary; DeWitt

Eaton, general sales manager; H. E. Atchison, vice-president; H. Herbert Vanderzee, chief engineer; T. C. Fredrich,
treasurer; M. B. Cavanagh, assistant

treasurer.

MESSAGE: In the spring of 1945, new
ownership took over control and direc-

tory and will soon build a new AMI administration building in Chicago to
house our management, sales, display,
design and engineering departments.
*

*

*

U -NEED -A VENDORS, INC., 2715 Summit Ave., Union City, N. J. J. Breidt,
president; William H. Moore, vice president; Lee Willens, sales director.
MESSAGE: Some months ago the trade

advised of the purchase of the
original U -Need -A Pak tools, dies and
patents and the formation of a new company called U -Need-A Vendors, Inc.
Since that time we have busied ourselves getting the new U -Need-A cigarette
merchandiser ready for delivery as early
as possible. These machines are now
rolling off the production line and have
been delivered to all sections of the
country. Jim Evans, formerly head engineer for the original U-Neèd-A Pak Corporation, designed the mechanism for
the new cigarette merchandiser. This
machine has a number of interesting features. For instance, the six-column
model holds 360 packs; the eight -column
model, 480 packs; the 10 -column model,
600 packs of cigarettes, without increasing the size of the cabinet. Norman
Bel Geddes, internationally famous designer, designed the cabinet for - this
cigarette merchandiser. Our new organization is handling sale of its products
thru a chain of exclusive distributors
appointed to handle all territories. We
have plans for other types of merchandising equipment to be released within
the next few months. Included in those
plans is a candy vending machine. But
the firm will continue its practice of
tackling one problem at a time, in an
effort to obtain the best possible results.
*
Was

*

president; Burnhart
vice-president and general
manager; Paul E. Kyburg, assistant general manager; Henry R. Boston, secretary
and treasurer; Robert K. Kawthorne, factory superintendent; Frank B. Perri,
chief engineer.
MESSAGE: Du Grenier's reconversion
period is almost at an end. However,
despite the long years of all-out war production effort, Du Grenier's engineers
have designed the latest in automatic
merchandising equipment and are, at
present, reconverting the facilities of our
plant in Haverhill to manufacture this
equipment on a production basis. Du
Grenier's war job is well known to
everyone in the vending machine field
and the Army -Navy "E" awarded
to us on two separate occasions, is an
accurate barometer by which to judge
potentialities for achieving the future
it has planned in the manufacture of
W. Haddock,

Glassgoid,

William Rabkin, president;
A. W. Blendow, sales manager; M. L.
Leschen, comptroller, and Herbert Klein,
export manager.
MESSAGE: Just prior to the war,
Mutoscope had a number of new coin operated machines on the fire and ready
to go. The Voice -O -Graph production
had already been started, and was halted
in the middle of a large run. Naturally,
all these ideas were taken out of the
moth balls immediately after V-J Day,
and we now look forward to the day
when the production lines will again
start rolling these devices to operators
thruout the country. Voice -O -Graphs
1, N. Y.

Raymond

the appeal

necessary to satisfy locations. Its mechanism is simpler, more compact.
r

*

,

BALLY MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
2640 Belmont Ave., Chicago 18, Ill. Ray
mond T. Moloney, president; A. J. Renn,
executive vice-president; George W. Jen-

kins, vice-president and general sales
manager; Herbert B. Jones, vice-president
and works manager; Thomas J. Callaghan,
director of music division, and H. K. Moloney, secretary.
MESSAGE: 1946 will be remembered in
the coin -operated equipment industry as
a year of tremendous opportunity. If
we fail to grasp the opportunity, the industry will struggle for years against adverse forces. If we seize the opportunities
presented to us in 1946, our industry can
gain a strong and stable position in the
American industrial community. Our
greatest present opportunity is the opportunity to win a secure place in the esteem
of the American public. The remarkable

RAY MOLONEY

*

INTERNATIONAL MUTOSCOPE CORPORATION, 44-01 11th St., Long Island

City

John

i7eV

BURNHART GLASSGOLD

automatic merchandising equipment. In
designing our new cigarette merchandiser, the Challenger, the new model of
the Candyman nickel candy bar machine, and the new gum vending machine, Du Grenier's engineers used the
same painstaking, precision planning
methods which they used in producing
War material. The recent purchase of
the entire capital stock of Arthur H.
Du Grenier, Incorporated, by Automatic
Instrument Company is assurance that
Du Grenier will reach the goal it has set
for itself. The value and importance of
this combination is obvious for it gives
the operator the benefits of Du Grenier's
fund of engineering know-how plus the
latest in electronic war-born innovations. The new cigarette merchandiser,
designed by one of the country's fore-

record of the industry during the war, a
record,of quick conversion to war production and honor winning achievements,
gives us a dramatic background on which
to develop a public relations program,
which can end forever any petty sniping
which might hurt our industry. Equally
important is the aggressive self-reliant
way in which the industry has reconverted to civilian production, thus doing
our full share to ease the economic shock
of the war's end.
At Bally, we have unquestioning confidence in the industry's ability to grasp
our opportunity and grow great. Our confidence is indicated by our program. Altho
still struggling with problems of material
procurement, we are expanding our facilities and pushing forward an enlarged
line of products. We know that eventually
all the bottlenecks will be broken. We
are not waiting until they are broken to
proceed with our program. We are going
ahead now and, when greater production
is possible, we will be able to bring our
customers a balanced line of products
which in turn offer operators opportunity.

JOHN W. HADDOCK

tion of the Automatic Instrument Company. The Automatic Instrument Company and its brand identification, AMI,
are familiar to everyone in the field of
automatic music. We have been pioneers
in this line, developers of many of the
important ideas and actions that vitally
helped make phonograph operating a
commercial success. In setting up our
new management, we realized that we
had to set up new ideals. Post-war operating requires new equipment of such
superlative character that the public
as well as all good music locations will
join in a crusade for a renaissance in

coin -operated music. All ideas for 1mprovement must be carefully weighed;
WILLIAM RABKIN
all suggestions treated with complete
respect and study. The best engineer- have already. been started on their Way,
ing, the best materials, the best crafts- and
will follow soon. Sevmanship, are all demanded. For these eral photomatics
new machines in the game field are
are the things that make for increased also taking
with the Atomic
earning power. The phonograph opera- Bomber first shape,
reach our distributors.
tor is the heart and soul of the coin - Some purely to
machines will also
phonograph business. His problems be ready this arcade
spring. Operators should
must be constantly in the mind of the realize, however,
that with the terrific
manufacturer. His needs must be met demand and backlog
orders, coupled
before all others. Quick, demountability with the shortage ofofmaterials
facing
of the mechanism and its parts, quick all manufacturers, machines at times
will
accessibility to working parts for repairs not be as plentiful as all would want and
and ordinary service, are absolutely deliveries sometimes a little delayed. We
necessary: Strength, smoothness and face the future of our
with the
long wear are vital if operating costs are greatest confidence andindustry
know that each
to be kept down so that operator's in- succeeding year will bring
bigger and
vestment may be paid out in shortest better ideas, machines and better
prospossible time.
We appreciate these perity for the entire industry. For bigneeds and we have committed ourselves ger and better business, back the public
to these ideals. To that end, we have relations program of Coin Machine Ingreatly expanded our Grand Rapids Lac - dustries Incorporated.

PLANT EXPANSION was one of the big developments
in the coin machine
manufacturing industry during the war. Reports
have
indicated
that the total
productive capacity of the industry will be double
City plant of Aireon Manufacturing Corporation. that of pre-war days. Kansas
shown above suggests a very
modern production layout.
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Washington, Oregon
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Ohio
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Michigan
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Parkway, Cincinnati,
1401 Central

Kentucky

Arkansas
Tennessee and CO.
S.

Kansas and Eastern
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2812 Main Street,

CO.

Ohio
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Indiana

Avenue,
92.7 Fort Wayne

Florida
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84h Avenue,
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Jacksonville,
Street,
May
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Fia.
Fla.
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and Rhode

CO.
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Place, Boston,

CO.
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Michigan
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Kalamazoo,
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ánd
North Dakota
Minnesota,
Söuth Dakota
CO.
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St. Paul, Minnesota
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Avenue,

C.,
Washington, D.

Maryland;
and Delaware
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Md.
ROY McGINNIS
Avenue, Baltimore,
2011 Maryland

Mississippi
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WORLD DISTRIBUTORSN.1Highway »5,Ridgefield,
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"DESIGN" KEYNOTE
WE

HAVE reached

IN COIN MACHINES

an era in which

everybody has become design-conPleasing, arresting appearance
scious. lie everybody I mean the office
boy, the elevator maxi, the janitor, as
well as the serviceman, the machine ophelps sell John Public on play
erator, the sales manager and the manufacturer of coin -operated machines. Also
and should also interest trade
include among design addicts the general
public. Design is here, and everybody
knows it.
By James T. Mangan
All of us have seen an old coinoperated mechanism be given an entirely
Today's modern coin machine designer
new external appearance, and without a
just doesn't treat the machine as a
single major change in the mechanism
problem in beauty, but lie also has to
itself the machines spring into new life
assume the burden of making It psychoand earn an increased amount of money
logically attractive. Thus, the only comfor the operator, this result directly due
petent coin machine designer is the one
to design.
who is a coin machine man at heart,
Design is something the coin machine
who loves coin machines for their own
operator lias never bothered about, but
sake, who understands their action and
it is something that means everything
their attraction, who has worked for
to him. Design is the plan for pleasing
years with the men who have idea -ed
people. It is the main function of the
them and invented ..them, developed
industrial designer-his job is to so
them, and especially with the mechanplease people when he is designing a
ics, the foremen, and the factory people
coin -operated machine that the people
who
have built them. Such a designer
will show their pleasure in the machine
just
can't
resist coin machines himself,
by dropping their coins in it.
and wherever he is he studies them by
Operator Proud
dropping his own coins into them.
The operator, no matter how practical
Prolific Designer
and matter-of-fact he may be, is still a
My partner, Everett B. Eckland, is one
proud man. He is proud of his equipof the most prolific coin machine dement, and, if he is smart, always wants
signers in the world, having created
it in tip-top operating order. He wants
over 350 separate designs for more than
to be able to bring it to location in its
350 separate coin -operated machines in all
JAMES T. ,lifEl.NGAN
finest dress. His machines are his chil,
classes. I like to believe that Eck is more
dren. He wants his children brought
into public view. Just as any father ern style and appearance. In many than an artist, more than an engineer,
would like to see his kids dressed up in cases their coin-operated machines are more than a good mechanic. He Is, most
their finest clothes when they are meet- the finest objects in the location when of all, an enthusiastic coin machine
ing the public on a special occasion, so compared to its other furniture and player. This I have personally seen him
also he wants his machines in that very equipment, Consequently, location own- prove on innumerable occasions. For
ers and employees rave about the good instance, he is a pin game shark, and if
same condition.
Beauty of a material kind is a dollar machine, put it In a prominent spot, any pin game he meets up with while
he is out in the field mixing with players
and cents proposition. A beautiful ma- and sell it to the public.
chine is readily accepted by the locaA coin -operated machine, in its very contains the pure skill element to a
tion, and hence the operator gets the nature, must do most of its own sell- definite degree Eckland will master that
choice locations by having the better ing, but everybody knows that when the skill element better than any of the
designed machines. Design gives him location personnel is friendly with the regular players and make the machine
something to talk about, be enthusiastic machine it always earns from 25 per cent pay him back for his skill. Of course,
about, and it turns him into an irre- to 250 per cent more money. Beauty we all know that the psychological content of all coin Machines cannot carry
sistible salesman. The contagion of his creates this friendship.
the skill element too high, that the
enthusiasm takes over the location and
Psychology Need
everybody in it. The location owner and
By beauty I just don't mean external world is full of skillful people who could
the location employees are proud to see beauty or surface beauty, but rather easily overcome the machine by their
and turn it into an unprofitable
a coin -operated machine in their estab- beauty combined with practical psy- skill
proposition,
lishment which is the last word in mod - chology.
Therefore, the main psychological ele-

ment that the designer must introduce
is human attraction. When a designer
achieves human attraction in a coin operated machine he turns it into a
sort of game even the its business is
strictly vending and there is nothing
pertaining to business or play in the
actual operation of the machine, the
word "Play" must still always remain in
the designer's mind, A machine which
has a play factor makes the patron want
to operate it as much for the sake of
operation as for the actual and rational
motive of securing merchandise from it.
This is the chief reason why automatic
merchandising has made its great strides.
The automatic coin -operated machine
is human property and is, in essence, a
special playground for human propensi-

ties.
I have talked design with hundreds of
coin machine operators, and have never
failed to get a good idea from an operator. As long as the operator's suggestions
stay in the field of psychology, namely
the points and parts of the machine
which the public touches with either
hand or eye, the operator is a gold mine
of ideas for improvement. Every operator should be constantly sending in as
many practical suggestions as he can
develop out of his own intelligence,
imagination or experience to the factory
so that the factory designers may have
access to his practical understanding of
player activities. These suggestions invariably result in machine improvements
Which mean extra money in the cash
boxes of the operator. The point I am
making is this: As long as the operator
remains a psychologist he has this
power. On the other hand, the operator
should never try to be an artist. As
soon as he wants to show that he is a
better artist than the original designer
by insisting on different colors, different
lines, different textures ' he is stepping
out of his class. But his psychology is
of infinite value to the industry.
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ENGINEERING BRAINS of the industry are constantly engaged in a se arch for new ideas, new machine principles.
Nursed from planning and expert,mental stages thru to actual production, their pioneering work materializes in m ore efficient machines and in new fields
for
coin
operation. Today they are ex,
ploiting wartime research, ranging from electronics to plastics to produce the me chanical wonders scheduled for the post-war
.

era.
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BUSINESS TRENDS & COIN MACHINES
THH coin machine trade will have
to give more attention to busi-

To improve his operation today's
ness trends in the future. The industry
has attained such size that it now
finds itself in the midst of various busioperator must !ikewise improve
ness problems that affect other industries. A growing industry can overlook
his program as a business man
all these things, but it will finally reach
such size that it finds itself affected by
general influences.
best locations and taking the cream of conditions as they change from time to
Manufacturers learned a lot during the the deal. To meet such a situation, the time.
war. They found themselves put right music operator must, of course, study
The manufacturer has always been a
in the middle of big national and inter- music.
close observer of inventive progress. Benational situations such as getting maVending machine operators learned cause of the increasing demand for new
terials, producing war goods for fighting during
the
what shortages of sup- ideas and new machines, manufacturers
men, contacting government officials, plies mean, war
and
have also grasped more than ever must watch inventive
working with the industries, competing the idea that in they
the future their busi- progress. They must be in close touch
with trades much larger than their own, ness is selling merchandise
and not just with engineering development; they
increasing plant capacity and all the buying machines and finding
to must keep posted on the latest progress
things that go into modern business. put them. In the 'future, thea place
in design. More than all, the highly
Manufacturers came out of the war with operator will be deeply interestedvending
in all competitive market for materials will
a lot of new experience in business con- the problems that affect merchandise
be the object of their close study. They
ditions and trends, and new ideas on supplies, such as candy, nuts, cigarettes, have found that they must buy in comwhat makes the wheels of business go. soft drinks and packaged foods. This in- petition with much bigger industries.
This experience is helpful, since manu- troduces the vending operator to a new
Operator Involved
facturers .will be more than ever subject field
of economics and calls upon him to
to general business conditions.
While manufacturers and distributors
do his best in studying markets and buyfind themselves in the midst of a bigger
Distributors have also found that in ing sources.
business stream and subject to national
order to buy and sell machines in the
and worldwide business trends, the opfuture, they will be ushered right into
New Biz Trends
the middle of such problems as financ- To a lesser extent, the amusement erator also finds himself facing new
ing. They will have to give much more machine operator faces new economic business problems. Retail stores have
attention in the future to money prob- trends, but he will find himself a part always been considered as the other half
of the coin machine business because
lems.
of the great retail picture. Business has they are the places where the operator
come to accept amusement machines as puts his machine. More than ever, in
Negative Side, Too
Operators learned a lot on the nega- a` part of the small retail store set-up. the history of the country, retail stores
tive side also during the war. Because The amusement machine operator of the are subject to wider business influence.
of the absence of competition and the future must study the small retail store The retail store is no longer just a place
high industrial activity of the war years, picture and the business influences that where some man with a few hundred
they found their machines earning much play upon these stores.
dollars opens up an establishment then
more than ever, and their problems also
The operator of the future, whatever stocks some goods.
were reduced to a minimum.
type of machine he may use, will be
The operator must learn how to fit
In the post-war picture, the music more than a mechanic. He will be a himself into this picture and capitalize
operator finds himself in the midst of a student of business conditions and on the new importance of the retail
big music business. He finds music serv- trends if he is to make the best possible store. He must study something more
ices becoming the new idea of the day, success with his machines.
than his own machines. He must study
and big firms in this field offer music The main reason for studying business business and how customers are made
service which competes with his own. He trends is that the manufacturer or dis- for the store where he has his machines.
finds these big music services seeking his tributor or operator may capitalize upon He must learn more and more how to
"
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help the proprietor of the store to get
business.
Self -Service Trend
The vending operator will be more
and more interested in this matter of
self-service. The idea of self-service
captured public fancy during the war
and assumed great importance. It will
extend into the future. The vending
operator is a part of this great idea of
self-service. He must find more ways
in which to make his machines more
convenient to the consumer. His study
of self-service will range all the way
from putting his machines in plants to
those special establishments where
frozen foods or other packaged items
may be sold.
this stream.
Music and amusement machine operators will also find new fields to conquer.
With all of the new developments that
are promised in the next few years, every
single development will mean new business for operators. It will mean new
locations, but it will also mean that the
operator must improve his own program
as a business man.

:Coin Machines in the Gay '90's
Coin machine men with a yen for history have found
of the finest collections of coiniana at Knott's Berry Place, one
near
Buena Park, California. Pictured here are some forerunners
of
modern jukes and games which are currently in operation
there.
Typical is the African Jungle Band instrument (above,
left) . A
nickel in the slot brings out jumping jive, African ,style. The
cient disk music machine (center, above) did for grandma anthe juke does for bobby-soxers today. This instrument what
from a wealthy, eccentric old lady who claimed to receive came
guidance from the spirit world thru the music. Heralding
arcade machines of today is the Revolutionary Soldier
machine (right,
above), in which prostrate figure by cannon raises
its arm as
soldiers march around. Similar is the Indian
Fighting in the Black
Hills gimmick pictured at left. The Berry Place
cludes machines from many countries. Many are ofcollection inSwiss manufacture and one is Dutch made, but most of
them are American.
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Get Your Machines Rebuilt Now and Have Them Ready
for Your Big Season

WATLING MFG. CO.
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West Coast is no longer that section of the United States referred to as
"out yonder. In practically every field,
especially that of the coin machine, it
is rising-rising to imperial heights.
The Coast will take its place as a manufacturing center as well as distribution
point for coin -operated machines to all
parts of the world, especially the Pacific
areas. Manufacturers who tooled for
aircraft production have reconverted for
the peacetime production of vending and
other machines. The East is brought
closer by air travel, and it is no longer
the coin machine man's problem
to
six or seven days for the arrival of wait
important mechanism to put a machine
back to work. Distributors order one
day and the next the mechanism that
has tied up a machine is delivered from
the East to points in California, Washington or Oregon.

WEST COAST RISING
COIN MACH. EMPIRE
Focus attention on

California,
other Pacific States; hopping
off point for exports as well

War Wrought Change

By Sam

that the war is over and
plants are reconverting to peacetimethese
op- order was for
Now

eration, these manufacturers are getting
set to go. All types of coin -operated
equipment will not be manufactured in
this section at first. But the Coast has
already stepped out with vending machines.
The American Vender is being manufactured by the California Aircraft Engineering Company. This firm has turned
its engineering skill to the designing of
a bottle vender, a bulk vender for carbonated as well as pre -mixed drinks, and
a popcorn machine that fills a bag and
delivers it all in a few simple operations.
Schooled in making machines simple,
this firm, which once made parts for
B -17's, has produced vending mechanisms
as simple to work as a tot's wagon.
Interstate Aircraft Corporation has a
tie-up with Spacarb for the manufacUlm of bulk carbonated drink machines.
During the war, Interstate's factory was
heavily guarded for it was producing
hydraulic precision parts for the navy,
This skill today is going into vending
machines. The company has two designs
one of 600 -cup capacity that
blends one of three flavors or a cornbination of the trio of carbonated drinks.
The sound machine has a capacity of
300 cups.
Timm Aircraft Corporation started
tooling 70 per cent of one of its large
plans in Van Nuys, Calif., last August in
preparation to turning out bulk beverage venders for the Mills Company. The

-

$1,000,000 worth of ma chines plus tooling. The Mills No. 120
vender is today rolling from Timm's
assembly lines.
Fly Machines?
Aircraft will play an important part,
too, in the distribution of coin machines.
American Airlines is already operating
four-engined C -54's between New York
and Chicago and New York and Europe.
None is in service to the West Coast,
but this service is anticipated.
Under the proposed low rates it will
be possible to send a coin machine to
West Coast from New York for 25 cents
per pound. This sounds high, but there
are features that cut down the total
expense. For instance, a music machine
shipped air cargo to the Coast can be
packed in heavy cardboard rather than
the heavy wooden crates for freight. The
rate charged by railroads from New York
to Los Angeles is $12.92 per 100 pounds.
The time via air is approximately 18

hours-by train,

72.

The West Coast distributor is in an en viable position for foreign trade and is
already preparing to take care of it.
Firms like California Amusement Company, Jack R. Moore, General Music and
others have established offices in costal
cities. Badger Sales Company, with a
branch in Milwaukee, is adding an ex port manager, Joaquin Eadzat, to spe cialize in this field. All jobbers plan to
enter this phase of the business to some
extent.

Abbott
Mexican Market
Mexico will purchase a large number
of machines from the Southern Cali -

forma area. A recent communication
from a large Mexican city asked for 150
music machines. Orders of this scope
are reported as more or less typical of
the demand this Good Neighbor is (and

will) make.
The American distributor in this section is at a loss at this time to capitalize
on the foreign business. Prices in the
States are too high for foreign trade.
With the advent of new equipment and

in quantities, reconditioned machines
will readily find a market south of the
border or across the Pacific. Distributors have already agreed that the point
to be watched and one which violated
will make a permanent problem for all
distributors is the dumping of useless
equipment on the foreign market. So it
behooves the West Coast distributor to
see that only A-1 machines are sold to
these buyers.
In the West Coast States there will be
many people who are potential operators.
On the other hand, hundreds of people
arriving on the Coast daily are potential
patrons of the machines.
According to the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce, the population has increased from 1,294,000 in 1935 to $1,504,277 in 1940 and 1,855,000 in 1945. The
Chamber of Commerce will not hazard
a guess as to what the population will
be in the next five years. However, on

the basis of news stories and recent
arrivals, it will, by far, exceed the increases in the past five or 10 years. Los
Angeles County had 2,389,680 people in
1935 and 3,375,000 in 1945. The City of
Los Angeles, the largest in area in the
world, covers 445 square miles. The
number of people per square mile has increased greatly in the past few years.
Additional Operators
The centralization of population makes
for profitable operating and it will take
additional operators co supply and service
machines for these people. These operators will come mostly from the ranks of
discharged servicemen who have at one
time or another been in California. Since
California was the embarkation point
for the South Pacific, thousands of G.I.'s
saw the State only from a troop train
window. Others from stretches at army
camps and naval bases. No matter their
association with the State, a large percentage plan to return here. And they
are already coming in.
What will happen?
In the next few months, when building materials are available in quantity,
there will be houses for these people and
thousands more who will move to California and the West Coast.
Then . . .
With manufacturing going full tilt,
air travel putting the area almost overnight from the East, operators having
their locations and people buying from
machines . . . the West Coast will continue to grow . . . the rising coin machine empire.
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NEW FUN
LAUGHTER AHEAD

for 1946 with

the NEW EXHIBIT

ARCADE LINE
Now in Production
filustrated Literature
Ready for Mailing
Send for Your
Copy NOW!

OPERATORS
CAN DEPEND UPON

EXHIBIT
FOR TESTED. and PROVEN

MONEY MAKERS

-as usual

FULL SPEED PRODUCTION
NOW UNDER WAY

Get on our Mailing.

List NOW:
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The Entire flew EXHIBIT line of Money Making Games -and Arcade Machines will be
available to our Distributors, Jobbers and Operator friends -who will be respected
fairly in regard to deliveries. Each Exhibit product will be an outstanding,Achievement in Coin Machine Engineering to assure the same satisfaction by all operators
as enjoyed in previous days. Avoid regrets -Watch for the EXHIBIT LINE.

See Exhibit's First 'BIG HIT' at your Distributor _NOW

EXHIBIT SUPPLY C0. 4222.30-W1AKE STREET" CHICAGO 24, ILL,
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Among Small Locations

AN OPERATOR TALKS ON
AMUSEMENT MACHINES
Personal experiences of orne coinman with
lips on how Io increase play, cut losses-study

your business-get fo know your customers
BY GENE WILHELM

Wilhelm's Penny Arcade, Chicago

IOPERATE an arcade featuring coin operated amusement
and I
am doing fairly well. Indevices,
arcade I
have tried some unorthodoxthis
and
have learned some things things,
that have
helped me increase play and other things
that are not worth the trouble.
Every business has its specialized requirements in fundamentals,
which necessitate extensive training before
a man
can hope to make more right
decisions

than mistakes, and thus
money
instead of going broke. In more
our field, as
in any other, common sense, earnest
effort and willing -to -work ambition pay
off. In other words: know your job and
have the ability to use what you know.
Before people can put their money in
your coin slots you have to get them
into your place. To accomplish this
purpose, I make use of frequent, goodsized advertisements in the local city
newspapers as the bedrock of my program. I combine these advertisements
with publicity and direct mail and
special features.
Arcade owners would find it a good
idea to invite family patronage. Dad
secretly thinks he is better than the
kids in "beating" the machines and Mom
gets a bang out of the kids' praise too.
And the kids love the approval of their
fun that Dad's and Mom's enjoyment
offers.

Feature One Machine

In my arcade, I feature the Pre -Plight
Trainer plane for which I am
distributor. .I have two of these Illinois
ines set up in the front window machthey pull people in and get good where
play.
Once inside, few of them leave without
giving the other amusement devices
fun -making tryout. I feature these samea
machines in advertisements and pub-

THOUSANDS OF SMALL establishments dot the country, including eating
places of all kinds. Restaurants are among the most popular types of locations
that use games, as well as venders and music.

licity.

Name band leaders and singers
come over regularly to "fly" the machine
and to pose for publicity shots which
help both me and them. Airline pilots,
ex -army fliers and others often drop in
for a whirl, and they give the other
amusement devices a play while in the
arcade. These people come back, and

board these days full of advertisements
of sure-fire devices and many new coinwinners. These advertisements are the
stuff dreams are made of -profit -laden
dreams. What other business offers automatic salesmen with maximum returns?
The skillfully incorporated coin chutes
please customers because they give faster
they bring their friends.
play and let patrons concentrate on testpersonal skill. Keep coin rolling into
The arcade operator who is fortunate ing
chutes with constant maintenance,
enough to have the excellent services the
no machine is down unnecessarily.
of a good serviceman is lucky indeed. so The
new machines offer sparkling tests
Inexperienced or improper maintenance of co-ordination
and excitement for
can sacrifice as much as 75 per cent of the public.
Eye pleasing appearance,
the appeal built into the machine by suavely executed
by the makers, gives
creators and manufacturers. In sac- fun seekers
a mental lift that makes
rificing that appeal means a drop in the them
happy to linger and enjoy themtake.
selves in pleasant surroundings.
Manufacturers put a lot of imaginNow,
you are planning additions
ation and work into giving their devices to your while
array of amusement devices, is
maximum crowd, draw, and unless the op- a good time for
a searching study of
erator strives to keep up the class of the those machines you
already have. Wül
games he literally throws money away, -they look dingy against
new ones?
because he discourages full use of the Are they worn looking? the
they drag
machine when he Jets them run down. the new ones down, or Will
can they be
As an arcade owner, I find The Bill(Continued on page 90)

BUCKLEY 1946 PRODUCTS
Machines Are Actually Location Tested by the
Leading Operators of the U. S. Before Being
Offered for Sale
ALL BUCKLEY

TRACK ODDS
DAILY DOUBLE TRACK ODDS
LONG SHOT PARLAY
SEVEN BELLS
COLORS
BUCKLEY'S
LIBERAL GUARANTEE:
You can buy any BUCKLEY product on

our 30 days' money-back guarantee. If
you are not thoroughly satisfied you
can return the machine within 30 days
ter Full Cash Refund,

SEVEN COIN RACE HORSE SLOT
BUCKLEY CHROME BELL
BUCKLEY CRISS CROSS BARS
CLUB CHROME BELLS
BUCKLEY BARS

BUCKLEY MFG. CO. manufacturers

4223-33 W. Lake St., CHICAGO 24, ILL., U.

S.

A.

`c,itflAi
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COAST -TO -COAST

EVANS'

EVANS'

SALES AND SERVICE
AUTOMATIC COIN MACH. CORP.
338 Chc-,taut St Springfield, Mat,,

1946 MODELS

AUTOMATIC GAMES SUPPLY CO.
1607 University St., St. Paul 4, Minn,

CONSOLIDATED DISTRIBUTING CO..
1910 Grand Ave., Kansas Catty 8, Mo.

Outstanding design innovations
-important mechanical improvements

DIXIE COIN MACHINE CO.
910-912 Pc,ydra,, St., Nw Orleans 13, Li,
EASTERN SALES CO.

Main St., East, Rochester 9, N. Y,

1.5,24

GALLOPING DOMINOS

FIRST AMERICAN SALES

Lincoln Avç., Chicago 25, III,

4603

BANG TAILS

FRANKEL DIST. CO.
2532 5th Avo.. Rock Island, III.

FRANKEI

(ASINO BELL

DTST.

CO,

1209 Douglas St., Omaha. Nab!,,

HEATH D1ST. CO.

(ASINO BELL JR.

3rd Ave

217

.

tiacon,

Ca.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTING CO,
3',th Si.. Gaive-ston,

2322

LITTLE DUNE

T.

ISLAND DISTRIBUTING CO,
Cim

New Streamlined

ROBERT

7325

EVANS' PACES RACES

S.

E.

St_.

C.

Dallas, Tex.

MALOY

22nd St.. Portland, Ote.

MITCHELL'S
2.nd St.,

TOMMY GUN

N+e-v.

MODERN DISTRIBUTING
1'510

TEN

F.enn,

STRIKE

Welton. Denver

CO.

2. Colo.

MOSELEY VEND. MCH. CO.
00 Broad St., Richmond. Va.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS

PLAY BALL

1347 W.

SV

h.n

tln L!,d

L

Angeles, 7, Calif,

M. A. POLLARD & CO.
725 Larkin St.. San Francisco, Ca!if-

SUPER BOMBER

RAINBOW DISTRIBUTING CO.
276 W, First, South. Salt Lake City

ON DISPLAY NOW
1946 MODELS

Utah

SCOTT -CROSSE CO.

1423-25 Spring Carden St., Philadelphia 30, Ps.

UNITED COIN MACHINE CO.
6304 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 14, Wit

GALLOPING DOMINOS
BANG TAILS... AT YOUR EVANS'
ORDER

1,

UNITED NOV. CO.
DeLaunsry 6 Dirlsion St., Biloxi, Mau.

DISTRIBUTOR

NOW TO INSURE EARLIEST DELIVERY

..,....

H. C. Evans & Co. endorse and back CMI membership drive 100%©!
For the good of the industry and yourselves your membership is earnestly desired.

Contact your distributor or CMI headquarters now!

IH. C. EVANS & CO.

15=0.1530

ADAMS ST., CHICAGO

7
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Leadership does not arrive overnight.
It builds up gradually through public
approval and acclaim.

For 40 years the constant high quality
standards set by O. D. JENNINGS &
COMPANY have continually widened
the use of coin -operated machines
until today clubs and operators everywhere accept JENNINGS' products
with the knowledge that there is

none better.

MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY
SEE

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR DEALER FOR EARLIEST POSSIBLE DELIVERY

e0e0004011001100000000011101111)01100000.11 11..e.se011111111111111111/111114111111
MIDDLE WEST
BAUM DISTRIBUTING CO.
Gravois Ave., St. Louis, Mo. (Southern Illinois)
O. DAVID
El Dorado, Kansas
EUREKA NOVELTY COMPANY
413 Court, Saginaw, Michigan
FRANKEL DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
2532 Fifth Avenue, Rock Island, Illinois
ALFRED GAMBLE
Grand River at Saginaw, East Lansing, Michigan
LA BEAU NOVELTY COMPANY
4850 University Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota
LEE SALES COMPANY
1815 South Lafayette Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana
JOE WESTERHAUS
3726 Kessen Avenue, Cheviot (Cincinnati), O.
WICKWARE AMUSEMENT COMPANY
110 West Monroe Street, Pittsburg, Kansas
2718

L.

JOHN BEIHL
Batesville, Indiana
GARFIELD NOVELTY COMPANY
1154 Parsons Avenue, Columbus, Ohio
J. J. KELLOGG
Koehler Hotel, Grand Island, Nebraska
ATLAS NOVELTY COMPANY
2200 North Western Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

CONSOLIDATED DISTRIBUTING COMPANY.
1910

Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri

SPANN NOVELTY COMPANY
7525 Grand River, Detroit, Michigan
BUESCHER COIN MACHINE DIVISION
Washington, Missouri

WILLIAM FORTNER
Carmi, Illinois
J. ROSENFELD COMPANY
3218 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo. (Eastern Missouri)

SOUTH
ACME AMUSEMENT COMPANY
2413 North Pearl Street, Dallas, Texas
AUTOMATIC SALES COMPANY
203 Second Avenue North, Nashville, Tennesiee
COIN OPERATING SALES COMPANY
1524 Main Avenue, San Antonio, Texas
FRANCO NOVELTY COMPANY
813 Adams Street, Montgomery, Alabama
NEW ORLEANS COIN MACHINE EXCHANGE
924 Poydras Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
SHEARER AMUSEMENT COMPANY
140 North Market Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee
SOUTHERN DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
1010 Leeland, Houston, Texas
SHREVEPORT NOVELTY COMPANY
414 Crockett Street, Shreveport, Louisiana
JESSE WELLONS
Fayetteville, North Carolina
BRANSON DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
512 South Second Street, Louisville, Kentucky

Sparkling! Illuminated! 100% mechanical in operation! No electrical
fittings or functions to halt play or
cause costly servicing.

EDWARD HEATH
217 Third Street, Macon, Georgia

ARK.-TENN. DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
1202 West Seventh, Little Rock, Arkansas
CANIPE DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
1049

Union Avenue, Memphis

U 1"ABA'.N

ea.tw

.

u

3, Tennessee

T and T NOVELTY COMPANY
114

North Main Street, Joplin, Missouri

SHAFFER MUSIC COMPANY
1925 Market Street, Wheeling, West Virginia
SHAFFER MUSIC
5227

McCorkle Avenue, Charleston, West Virginia

WESTERN AND PACIFIC
ELY SPECIALTY
Ely, Nevada

COMPANY

ADVANCE AUTOMATIC SALES
1350 Howard Street, San Francisco, California
PHOENIX DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
1211 North Third, Phoenix, Arizona
PUGET SOUND NOVELTY COMPANY
114 Elliot West, Seattle, Washington
C. A. ROBINSON & COMPANY
2301 Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, California

WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
1226 Southwest Sixteenth Street, Portland, Oregon
JONES DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
127 East Second South, Salt Lake City, Utah

EAST
ATLAS NOVELTY COMPANY
2217 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
J. J. BERCHTOLD
226 Chestnut Street, Meadville, Pennsylvania
GEORGE NOVELTY COMPANY
1716 Washington Ave., Northampton, Pennsylvania
WALTER HEIST
850 Locust Street, Reading, Pennsylvania
REX COIN MACHINE DISTRIBUTING
1230 Broadway, Albany, New York

STANDARD CHIEF
Precision -built! Sparkling chrome finish, hand -rubbed case, artistic trim.

CORP.

REX COIN
1414 Main

MACHINE DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Street, Buffalo, New York
REX COIN MACHINE DISTRIBUTING CORP.
821 South Salina, Syracuse, New York
ROTH NOVELTY COMPANY
54 North Pennsylvania Avenue, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
H. SANDLER NOVELTY COMPANY
876 High Street, Pottstown, Pennsylvania
SKILL AMUSEMENT COMPANY
661 Northampton Street, Easton, Pennsylvania
SAM SPURRIER
318 Hamilton Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
WILLIAMSPORT AMUSEMENT COMPANY
321 Hepburn Street, Williamsport, Pennsylvania
AUTOMATIC COIN MACHINE CORP.
349 Chestnut Street, Springfield, Massachusetts
SHAFFER MUSIC COMPANY
606 High Street, Columbus, Ohio
GENERAL VENDING SALES CORP.
306 North Gay Street, Baltimore, Maryland

O. D.,JENNINGS&:COMpANY
4307-39

SUPER DE LUXE CLUB`
CHIEF

WEST LAKE STREET CHICAGO 24, ILL.

BRONZE CHIEF
Sparkling chrome finish, burnished
bronze, hand -rubbed walnut case
with artistic trim.
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ISTRIBUTOR'S PART AS
LOCAL LEADER OF TRADE
Working for trade as whole, distributors opportunities are many, not only fo increase
his own business but to support, promote rest of industry as well; move grows important

for future building of trade co-operation where distributors are main keys to
chine trade has had its ups and downs. oversell. Just before the war started
j'OO much stress cannot be put on the In
general, there was a steady gain in there was much discussion on the prob"L work the distributor should do as a
number of operator associations be- lem of saturation. The industry is able
al trade leader in his home field. The the
which to start the new era with no immediate
ears are adding increasing importance fore the war and in the experience

the distributor's place in the industry
d his duty to local operators.
It is not enough to merely buy and
all machines. The distributor can best
rotect his <nvestment by going the
econd mile and working for the good
f the industry in his particular terri.5ry. It is assumed that the distributor
as a much bigger business volume than
h.e operators in his territory, and also
e

i

°hat he has wider business experience.
It is assumed also that when public
ía'aders and public officials begin to look
i t the coin machine industry, they will
7i.otice the distributor first. When they
+.ant to contact anyone in the industry,
they are likely to come to the distributor
This puts the distributor in a
f rst.
lace of responsibility and also gives him
n opportunity to do something to proaote the best interest of the trade.

Increasing Importance
the industry has developed since
'1930, each year has witnessed the inrreasing importance of the distributors
in the whole and the size of their inrestment in the business. At times,
Here would be discussion as to whether
'ne distributor was really a necessity, and
sanufacturers even wondered whether
'hey couldn't sell more machines by
Acing around the distributor.
During the war, many lines of busieess discussed the place of the distribu'or in the whole business system. In
zany industries, there were even firms
ìY the coin machine trade who talked
ff using some other sales method after
As

,

>'

the war.
The net result of all the discussion,
jend the final conclusion, was that the
'Nistributor will be more important in the
'uture set-up of the coin machine trade
lean ever before. Manufacturers of juke
boxes started soon after the end of the
"Far by placing an emphasis on distribu'ors of their machines that had not been
mown in the trade previously. It was
eerfectly clear by the moves of the
tiusic manufacturers that the distributor
aould be more important than ever in
`etting machines to operators.
1;'

--.'

Logical Local Leader
With all this business emphasis on
he distributor it is now important that
`ae be made more than a mere selling
gent, and that he be recognized as the
'ogical leader for all local fields in the

operators gained in such work.

Trade Co -Operation

For the trade as a whole, it still seems
true that the majority of operators are
not really experienced in association
work. In many cases, they also lack
local leadership. It is well known thruout the industry that in. many cities
distributors filled in and helped local
operators work together thru organized
planning. It is assumed that this place
of the distributor will increase thru the
coming years.
Trade associations among operators declined to a near nonentity during the
war, but signs early in 1946 indicated
the revival of association work. It may
be expected that as competition increases, there will be a demand for more
organized effort. Distributors must keep
acquainted with all these trends and be
prepared to work with operators for the
general good. In past years, the industry
had before it some outstanding examples
of local civic work. And in most cases,
distributors were the leaders in such
effort. Wise distributors have always
joined in some local civic program, and
have also urged operators to join and
support such causes. It is also important that the local coin machine
trade in every city contribute to causes
that seem appropriate and that will build
good will.
The opportunities for local civic work
and local contacts with important people
are so vast that every distributor must
include this in his responsibility to his
customers. Every man, if he stops to
think long enough, will easily recognize
local civic causes and special groups
with which he can co-operate or make
contacts that will not only improve his
own distributing business, but will help
all operator customers in his territory.
Must Face Changes
In addition to helping furnish leadership to the local trade in public matters,
every distributor must also face certain
changes that will take place in business
during the post-war years.
Every distributor owes it to himself
and to the industry as a whole not to

threat of a problem of too many machines. Industrial conditions have held
back the production of machines to such
an extent that the trade will have a
number of years in which to face problems of overcrowding. That is, if distributors and manufacturers recognize
the situation and plan to avoid any overcrowding.

Distributors must accept the heavy
responsibility in this matter because it
is they who can report to manufacturers
what the possible demand for new machines should be. It is the distributor
also who should be able to study most
closely the real market for machines in
his particular territory.
All the way thru the industry, tee big
majority favor a stabilization of t:ae industry as much as possible. Now that
the coin machine industry has become
recognized as a part of American business, it can only maintain a good business reputation by having stable conditions thruout its membership. A heavy
rate of mortality among operators or
distributors would tend to reflect on the
business. People only respect those
businesses that give some evidence of
stability.
The increasing importance of financing
of operators' purchases and the kindred
problems of receiving and selling tradeins puts new responsibility upon the distributor also. The auto industry and
similar trades have had long experience
in the matter of trade-ins and of
financing. The coin machine distributor
must learn from the past experience of
other businesses. The distributor naturally will have much to learn in the matter
of financing and what its consequences
may be. The problem of trade-ins was
serious before the war and it will be
something for the distributor to face
thru the years.

Field of Financing
In the field of financing, the distributor can have the help of nationally
known financing companies, or he can
secure the aid of local banks. This gives
the distributor an important place in
the business of financing operators.
There is always room for new ideas

success

which can be seen in the report of a
Southern distributor, who offers this
Instead of buying old
suggestion:
games or allowing an amount on the purchase of new machines, this distributor
accepts the used machines from his
customers as a broker and sells them
thru channels on commission. This is
a business idea well known in other industries, and it may be that distributors
in the future can follow this system or
something better. There is always room
for new ideas and new improvement in
meeting special trade problems.
The big responsibility for distributors
in the future will be the matter of securing new operators. It is well recognized that every industry must expand
by securing new customers and new
members. That the trade will need new
operators goes without saying, but the
ideal in all industries is to get men who
will make good operators. It is a problem of selecting those men who will have
the responsibility and the judgment to
be a credit to the business. In the long
run, every distributor will gain by being
more careful in selection of new customers, who become new operators.
To some extent, every new operator
will face the opposition of established
operators in the field. The distributor
will have to meet this situation. His
best customers are always the established
operators. He must work with them for
their own advancement. It is the distributor who will have to do most to
find a place for the newcomer and to
persuade established operators to accept
new operators into their fellowship and
into their associations.

Strong Opposition
Probably, the distributor can best perform his duty to the industry and to his
established customers by taking upon
himself the responsibility of training
new operators. Newcomers are certain to
have a much harder job of getting established in the trade than ever before. These
newcomers have already shown signs of
feeling the need for some sort of training or apprenticeship or a way to get
acquainted with the business before they
invest.
This means that every distributor can
set up some sort of system or plan for
acquainting new men with the policies
(See Local Leader on page 99)

á

e)usiness.
f

There will be many exceptions to the

il'ule. In many cities, there are outstandnng operators who, by virtue of past ex-

)erience in civic field and business in
entitled to the real place of
eeadership in local accomplishments.
a'Iany distributors also may be good
iusiness men, but when it comes to civic
iiynd industry projects for building good
áv111, they may be poor leaders,
3 Experience has shown that in most
eases it is best for distributors to work
n the background. Whatever their
Cl;,bility may be at public leadership, they
elan accomplish more by staying out of
e.he limelight. Operators are frequently
Irery critical of distributors who aspire
l:o places of prominence in the local work.
It should be kept in mind that opera7;ors are entitled to their own organiza4i>ions and to their own work for the
c;ood of the cause. They are entitled to
ethoose their own leaders and to discuss
sheir own problems as operators co-oprr;eneral, are

karate together. Distributors owe this
(espect to operators who are their custo-

niers.
The accepted channel for doing local
,euork is thru the medium of trade asi;ociations for operators. During the
'rears association work in the coin mar

DISTRIBUTORS IN the coin machine industry have the advantage of business experience which fits them to
lead in local meetings for the discussion of trade problems. Distributors are frequently active members of important
local business organizations. (Acme photo.)
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DISTRIBUTOR'S STATISTICS
The following distributing firms made
reports in The Billboard's 1946 annual
survey of the industry.
ACME AMUSEMENT CO., 2413 North
Pearl, Dallas. Executive: Frank O'Brien,
owner.
Established: 1941. Employs six people
of whom one is a veteran.
ACME SALES CO., 505 West 42nd St.,
New York. Executives: Sam Sachs, prop.
Established: 1932. Employs five people
of whom two are veterans.

lauta. Executive: Jake Friedman. Representatives: C. V. Kopf and A. M.
Friedman.
Established: 1939. Employs 15 people
of whom six are veterans.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING CO., 2812
Main St., Dallas., 1906 Leeland Ave.,
Houston and 2405 Alameda St., El Paso,
Tex. Executives: George Precis and Tom
V. Williams, owners; J. Fred Barber,
sales manager, Dallas; Wink Williams,
sales manager, Houston, and Sam Winkler, manager, El Paso, Tex.
ACTIVE AMUSEMENT MACHINES
Established: 1940. Employs 55 people
CO., 900 North Franklin St., Philadelphia. Executives: Joseph Ash, owner of whom 20 are veterans.
H & L DISTRIBUTORS, INC., 708
and Irving Morris, manager. RepresentaSpring St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga. Executives: Sol Hanick and George Bodek.
Established: 1937. Employs 10 people tives: Morris Hankin, president; A. J.
Lovelady, secretary -treasurer. Representof whom four are veterans.
AMERICAN VENDING CO., 810 Fifth ative: Buck Smith.
Established: January, 1946. Employs
St., Miami Beach, Florida and 1891 C. I.
Ave., Brooklyn.
Executive:
Milton 15 people of whom 12 are veterans.
Green, owner. Representative: Murray
HUNTER SALES CO. (was DIXIE
Morris.
SALES CO., Memphis), 2621 McKinney
Established: 1932. Employs 10 people. Ave., Dallas. Executive: Robert W.
ATLANTIC DISTRIBUTING CO., 460 Hunter, manager and partner. Repre10th Avenue, New York 18, N. Y. sentatives: B. W. Mann and G. C. (Don)
Executives: Bert Lane, Meyer C. Park- Graham.
Established: 1939. Employs five peooff and Harry Rosen. Representatives:
Herbert Horwitz, George Hurwich, Paul ple.
Jacobs and Howard Trommer.
HY-G AMUSEMENT CO., 1415 WashEstablished: 1942. Employs 26 people ington Ave., South, Minneapolis. Executives: Henry H. Greenstein, Jonas
of whom eight are veterans,
Bessler and Sally W. Rose. RepreBIRMINGHAM VENDING CO., 2117 H.
Allen Greenstein and Arvid
Third Ave. North, Birmingham. Execu- sentatives:
DISTRIBUTORS and manufacturers once again are organizing their repair
tives: Max Hurvich and Harry Hurvich. Kangas.
1932. Employs 12 people departments to give operators essential service on machines. Both branches of
Established: 1932. Employs 12 people of Established:
whom
five are veterans.
of whom four are veterans.
the industry recognize that repair service to customers is an essential in keeping
BRADY DISTRIBUTING CO., 300 West St.,IDEAL NOVELTY CO., 2823 Locust the good will of their customer operators.
St.
Louis.
Executives:
F.
Carl
Third St., Charlotte, N. C. Executive: Trippe, president, R. C. Boles,
manager,
C. B. Brady, owner. Representative: P.
Springfield, Mo., branch. Representative:
OLIVE NOVELTY CO., 2625 Lucas Ave., tives: Wes Patterson, Norman WilliamW. Bayliss.
Dale
Rymer.
St. Louis. Executives: Al G. Hanellau itzer and Mike Luce.
Established: 1944. Employs 10 people
Established:
1930. Employs 55 people and Ben Axelrod.
Established: 1936. Employs 40 people
of whom six are veterans.
Established: 1939. Employs nine peo- of whom 20 are veterans.
FISHER BROWN, 2101-9 South Ervay, of whom eight are veterans.
B. D. LAZAR CO., 1635-37 Fifth Ave., ple of whom four are veterans.
Dallas. Executive: Fisher Brown, owner.
TOWER MUSIC CO., 206 Thomas AveEstablished: 1925. Employs 61 people Pittsburgh. Executives: B. D. Lazar and
PEDICORD & MOORE, 309-311 West nue, Fresno, Calif. Executives: W. D.
J.
D.
Lazar.
Representative:
Ed Gold- Sprague Ave., Spokane 12, Wash. Em- Tanner, president, and R. C. Tanner,
of whom eight are veterans.
sales manager. Representative: William
ploys three people.
CENTRAL OHIO COIN MACHINE varg.
Established:
1919.
Employs 10 people
Beatty.
EXCHANGE, 514 South High St., Colum- of whom
H.
PERES
J.
DISTRIBUTING
CO.,
three are veterans.
Established: 1945. Employs four peobus, O. Executive: Woolf Solomon, gen2806 Canal St., New Orleans. Executive:
HAL L. MARCH, 5 Walker Place, Brat- J. H. Peres, prop. Representative, N. C. ple of whom all are veterans.
eral manager. Representatives: Sam
Solomon, Ray Buechner, Paul Paugh and tleboro, Vt. Employs four people of Wicker.
ROY TORR, 30 Runnemede Ave., Lanswhom three are veterans.
William E. Walker.
Established: 1930. Employs seven peo- downe, Pa. Executive: Roy Torr, owner.
Established: 1940. Employs 12 people
THE MARKEPP CO., 4310 Carnegie ple of whom four are veterans.
Established: January, 1925. Employs
of whom three are veterans.
Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio. Executives:
PIERCE DISTRIBUTING CO., 602 West five.
CLEVELAND COIN MACHINE EX- M. M. Marcus, president; A. P. Mefrcus, Third Ave., Brodhead, Wis. Executive:
TWIN PORTS SALES CO., 230 Lake
CHANGE, 2021-25 Prospect Ave., Cleve- secretary -treasurer and E. L. Marcus, C. S. Pierce, owner and manager.
Repre- Ave., South, Duluth 2, Minn. Execuland. Executive: Morris S. Gisser, owner. vice-president.
sentative: Stanley Wraight.
tives: T. Alpert, owner; Leonard J. Segal,
Representative: Sol Weiss.
Established: 1928. Employs eight peoEstablished: 1937. Employs 15 people general manager and Nathan Bindler,
Established: 1937. Employs eight peo- ple of whom four are veterans.
of whom four are veterans.
route manager. Representative: Ted
ple of whom five are veterans.
MAYFLOWER DISTRIBUTING CO.,
Cowan.
SICKING
Ft.
CO.,
927
'Wayne
Ave.,
COIN MACHINE EQUIPMENT CO., 2218 University Ave., St. Paul. Repre- Indianapolis. Executive: Simon
Established: 1937. Employs 34 people
Berman,
INC., 1348 Newport Ave., Chicago. Ex- sentatives:
Bob Benjamin, Vernon manager.
of whom 8 are veterans.
ecutives: Murray Rosenthal, pres., Sam- James, Laurence Fitzgerald, Manny
1941. Employs five people
UNITED AMUSEMENT CO., 3410-12
uel Winsberg, sec., Max Schreiber, treas. Karon, Sammy Nilva, Eli Rosowsky, Al ofEstablished:
whom one is a veteran.
Main St., Kansas City, Mo. Executive:
Established: June, 1944. Employs 15 Meirovitz and Matt Engel.
SOUTH COAST AMUSEMENT CO., 314 Carl Hoelzel.
people of whom four are veterans.
Established: 1936. Employs 57 peo- East
Established: 1931. Employs 10 people
11th Ave., Houston. Executive:
EASTERN SALES CO., 1824 East ple of whom 15 are veterans.
of whom five are veterans.
Harold
W.
Daily,
owner.
Main Street, Rochester 9, N. Y. ExecuMILLER VENDING CO., 42 Fairbanks
UNITED COIN MACHINE CO., 6304
1933. Employs four peotives: Fred Iverson and John Bilotta. St., N. W. Grand Rapids, Mich. Execu- pleEstablished:
W.
Greenfield Avenue.
Executives:
of whom three are veterans.
Representatives: Peter Savage and tive: L. (Bill) Miller. Representative:
SOUTHERN AUTOMATIC MUSIC CO., Harry F. Jacobs Sr. and Harry F. Jacobs
George Vogel.
Jack Frámbes.
South Second St., Louisville 2; Jr.Established:
Established: 1941. Employs five people
Established: 1939. Employs seven peo- 540-542
1940. Employs six people.
242
Jefferson
St., Lexington, .Ky.; 228
of whom one is as veteran.
ple of whom two are veterans.
UNION SALES CO., 409 North Adams,
West Seventh St, Cincinnati 2; 603 LinFRANCO NOVELTY CO., 24 North
MILLS SALES CO., LTD., 1640 18th St., den Ave., Dayton 3, 0.; 325 N. Illinois, Green Bay, Wis. Executive: Harry Daul,
Perry St., Montgomery, Ala., and 1707 Oakland,
Calif. Executives: A. H. Bou- Indianapolis; 1329 South Calhoun St., owner. Representative: Earl La LauThird Ave., North, Birmingham. Execu- terious, general
manager; Warren H. Ft. Wayne, Ind.; 710 N. W. Second St., zurne.
tives: David R. Franco, Montgomery; Taylor, sales manager.
Representatives: Evansville, Ind.; 425 Broad St., Nashville,
Established: 1940. Employs nine peoO. C. Coker and J. Leon Hoskin, BirmingE. Hartman, R. H. Maddern, R. C. and 211 East 10th St., Chattanooga. ple of whom four are veterans.
ham. Representatives: J. M. Gordon, F.
Falvey, F. Ferree, F. Sandberg and N. J. Executives: S. L. Stiebel and Leo WeinVALLEY SPECIALTY CO., INC.,. 550
Jack Rosenblum and O. C. Coker.
berger, Louisville office; Joe Weinberger, Clinton Ave., North Rochester 5, New
Established: 1936. Employs 13 people Blanchet.
Established: 1921. Employs 48 people Cincinnati and Sam Weinberger Indian- York. Executives: Howard J. Peo, presiof whom four are veterans.
of whom 16 are veterans.
apolis. Representatives: Homer Sharp, dent; Julian A. Peo, secretary -treasurer.
FRIEDMAN AMUSEMENT CO., At
MODERN VENDING CO., 822 Fifth Lexington, Ky.; Dan Cronen, Louis- Representatives: Lew F. Wallace, Joseph
Street, Miami Beach, Fla. Executives: ville; Fred Baker, Evansville, Ind.; Reilly and Rufus White.
Established: June, 1945. Employs 20
Irving Sommer, president -treasurer, and Leighton H. Smith, Nashville; Bernard
Grace Sommer, secretary. Representa- Radford, Chattanooga; Monroe Stiebel, people of whom three are veterans.
THE VENDING MACHINE CO., Faytives: Simon Wolfe, Leon Hersh and Cincinnati; Tom Westfall, Dayton, O.;
Bryce Grey, Indianapolis and Sam Dic- etteville, N. C. Executives: Joseph CalOtto Lumpkin.
cutt and M. R. Wilkie, assistant. RepEstablished:` 1930. Employs 21 people tor, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Established: 1925. Employs 100 people resentatives: L. C. Barrett, David Smith,
of whom 12 are veterans.
C. O. Bullard, James G. Fisher.
MOSELEY VENDING MACHINE EX- of whom 34 are veterans.
Established: 1918. Employs 14 people
CHANGE, INC., 0 Broad Street, RichBENJ. STERLING JR., Rocky Glen
mond, Va. Executives: H. F. Moseley,- Park, Moosic, Pa. Executives: Frank of whom three are veterans.
WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS, 1226 S.
president -treasurer, and H. L. Moseley, Grover, office manager; Milton Bainsecretary.
bridge, sales manager; Edward Paddock, W. 16th Avenue, Portland 5, Ore. ExecuEstablished: 1925. Employs 20 people service department; Earl Jones, operat- tive: Bude Wright, manager. Repreof whom five are veterans.
ing division. Representative: Edward sentative: George Trambitas.
Established: 1935. Employs five peoOHIO SPECIALTY CO., 29 West Court Best.
Established: 1921. Employs 59 people ple of whom two are veterans.
St., Cincinnati 2. Executive: Milton
WHITr HEAD MUSIC CO., Wilmington,
Cohen, owner. Representatives: Henry of whom 50 per cent are veterans.
N. C. Executive: L. B. McCormick, presiKapson, Charles McKenney and Sid
STEWART NOVELTY CO., 250 South dent.
Representatives: P. W. Dunn and
State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah. ExJacobs.
G. McCormick.
Established: 1935. Employs 19 people ecutives: Sid Stewart, owner, and George J. Established:
1926. Employs 19 people
of whom six are veterans.
Booth, general, manager Representa of whom two are
veterans.
'
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COLUMBIA
BELLS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
1,

New, improved 1946 COLUMBIA TWIN JACKPOT
BELLS finished in dazzling, durable hammerloidchangeable to 1-5-10-25c play-await your finest
locations.

COLUMBIA makes more money faster-costs less
money to own.

Operator's
Price

32'°

.O. B.
Chicago, 111.
F

one-third
deposit, postal money order or certified check,

All orders must

be accompanied by

a

balance C. O. D.

ROTARY COOKER
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Fully AUTOMATIC-a revolutionary innovation
for short order cooking.

time, labor and flavor. How easily-how
quickly orders are prepared . . . in quantity and
variety-and with such satisfaction! The natural
juices, the healthful properties, the flavor-ALL
are sealed -in by this most modern, scientific cooking method. Restaurants and hotels from coast -to coast are satisfied users.
Saves

es 2
Wgt. 1330 lbs.
Height 63"
Width 48"

00

r[ave Ziou fótiiLE

(

Plus Tax). Sold on a

30 -Day Free Trial Basis.

Into

Depth 48"

RANdolph 2807

126 North Union Avenue; Chicago 6,.111inois

It et?
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AN OPERATOR TALKS O
The Pubife Itelatione Progrem

AMUSEMENT MACHINES

>t

of Coin 3,434iine Industries. Inc..
is the
valuable service to
the industry as a whole that has
ever beef Undertaken by any
R:r ilt4oss of the industry.
Its value to the industry and
everyone eat is a part of it,.
are operators or
manufacturers of

(Continued jror,c Fayc ai)
p ce up Also, are they earring their games and others carefully assorted for
way? Perhaps adjoining machines cut complimentary contrast and exciting setheir play. Maybe a new spot in your lections rather than repetitious sameness.
establishment will revive them.
Here's an idea. Do you have a strip Decorate Location
camera uiaceine? How about adding an
I, for one, am now working on a assortment of party hats for people to
decorating program so that the older a-ear while being photographed? It will
machines constantly will be refinished add to the take. Class appeal brings
in keeping with the newer games. New in repeat business and overcomes the

machines, cannot
in dollars and cents.
primer), purpose of the
p_
relations program is to
create public good will for coin operated machines whether they
be music, vending, amusement or
weighing machines.
To quote a well-known manufacturer who is a member of Coin
Machine Industries, Inc., "Thii is
an excellent idea and the time is
appropriate and we hope the distributors and operators will realize that this is a very necessary
move if they hope not to be taxed
or otherwise run out of business,
as, without public opinion on the
side o! the coin machine induse_

varnish, perhaps smart paint and enam- "penny -arcade" handicap we inherited.
Advertising and good public relations
aimed at high calibre patronage is in
keeping with today's business. We oiler people relaxation and participation
thrills for small coins, so that a daytime hour or full evening of pleasure
compares favorably with other forms of
entertainment.

el Jobs, possibly plastic and lucite decorations all are under consideration.
Meantime, my arcade will not forget
that cheerful walls and ceilings can
heighten the general effect. Fun motif
murals are on the agenda. Ana those
flooring advertisements, featuring trick
inlays to lead customers feet where you
want them to go are being saved as
idea material. I try to balance my coin operated devices to offer patrons a broad

Encourage Groups

Today's coin -operated amusement game
offers physical, visual and mental stimchoice, with photo -electric guns, ball ulation to your
trade. People have more
fun when they are making their own
fun, especially when groups actively compete with each other in gay spirits. It
is fast becoming an accepted fact that
a daytime hour or evening spent in an
arcade is a smart and modern change
of pace from other forms of amusement.
Our business is achieving growing acknowledgement of its status as a reputable and sound entity in any community, Judicial finding and the taxes and
licenses levied on coin -operated machines attest to the status of the in-

_

_aced

-

class advertising, good publicity and making establishments bright and cheerful
fun spots for the entire family are winning recognition for us as legitimate,
respectable sources of exhilarating gaiety.

Face High Prices

Today's higher material and labor costs
and other expenses finds us facing higher
prices for machines than we have been
accustomed to pay. Saying that probable returns each new device can be expected to produce, based on experience,
we can meet that problem satisfactorily.
Faster play and popular appeal can balance the greater investment if wisely invested. And, of course, keeping the
machine clicking thru careful maintenance so that it will have little idle
dustry.
will balance the higher original
In the past, operators have had to en- time
cost.
dure hardships in handling resulting
The amusement seeking public is
from lack of understanding. However, thoroly sold on both amusement mach -

"the

bouse

lack
end
t

,o

built"

&

of 1.

located

1

fiftieth

Street

able to operate. We will certainly do our share when called

upon."

We assume it is a foregone
conclusion that all distributors
and operators of coin -operated
machines desire to stay in business. Our public relations program is designed toward that
end. A 325 associate membership is a small investment in
insurance. We need the co-operation and support that your membership indicates.
Any distributor or operate who
has not already mailed in his
application form Just attach
your check for 325 to your letterhead and mail to: Coln Machine
Industries, Inc., 134 N. LaSalle
Street. Room 508, Chicago 2, Ill.

hies and arcades. it only remains now
for the arcade owner to keep his standards sufficiently high so that the public
will continue to patronize his operation.
The public attitude reveals appreciation
and encouragement for the efforts behind
the amusement industry. Baseball games
of many designs have received the public's support. Mechanical gun creations,
requiring a fair amount of skill for operation, have been received with open
arms. And so have photo -electrically
operated devices. The more skill required
to successfully operate and enjoy the
machine, the better the public seems
to like the game.
Every route man and operator has
experience which, if reported to others,
would help all of us avoid losses and
improve returns. Good advertising and
public relations ideas which click (as
well as those that flop) can help all of
tis increase play.

111ino1sr
0 32r

U.

Chicago

atZ6®4West

N/ielie
BONUS SUPER BELL CONSOLES

(OWN

try it will be teems:en::1y tough
to light legislation, regulation and
taxation which might eeatuelly
ruin the industry, either by outlawing the operation of certain
types of machines or taxing them
so high that they are unprofit-

permanent player appeal

and lifetime mechanical performance

-BALL PAYOUT TABLES

ARCADE EQUIPMENT

CIGARETTE VENDERS

J. H. KEENEY AND

COMPANY

are built into the best machines

obtainable.

* 2600

See

your Keeney Distributor.

WEST FIFTIETH STREET

*

CHICAGO 32, ILLINOIS

Greatest Multiple

PA Y- TA 81 E
in History!

1

One -ball play

Changing odds

Mystery selections
Automatic awards
NEW DAILY DOUBLE AWARD

Spell -name feature
Big build-up reserve

WILL FARN,

s.---
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New
GUARANTEES BIG REPEAT MULTIPLE PLAY

A startling new feature with all

the suspense and big -winner appeal of

the Daily Double at a real track, the new VICTORY DERBY boosts
collections two ways
played per game

... first, by increasing average number of coins

... second, by producing a powerful "can't -quit -now"

feeling that insures repeat play by the hour.
At mystery intervals, two Daily Double Selections light on back -glass.
Ball placed in First Race Daily Double Selection in Shou or Purse
section automatically holds Second Race Daily Double Selection for
next game, when ball placed in Second Race Selection receives
and plenty
20 -to -1 odds, multiplied by number of coins played
to
eagerness
their
of players feed six to ten coins into the chute in
light the two Daily Double Selections. Extra multiple coins and
positive repeat play are built right into this great new Bally feature.

...

L

NEW FINGER-TIP SHUFFLE
AND DROP COIN-CHUTE SPEEDS PLAY

Besides positive protection to your profits, the new VICTORY DERBY drop combined with the
type coin -chute
Finger-Tip Shuffle
Bally
new, exclusive
... easily increases play by fifty per cent.
Simply let the coins dribble out of your
and give the shuffle -knob a
hand
slight nudge! No wonder players say
VICTORY DERBY is all fun and no
work . . . and pour in the steadiest
stream of coins ever seen in all coin machine history.

...

...

vi

NEW POST-WAR CABINET STYLE
VICTORY DERBY stands out on,location ... dominates all competition ... because of the
fresh new post-war lines of the cabinet ... styled by an outstanding designer to eliminate the
"boxy" appearance of pre-war pay -tables, the VICTORY DERBY cabinet is a luxurious
blend of richly -grained wood, carnival colors and gleaming polished metal.

SEE

BACK PAGE FOR OTHER NEW FEATURES!

,

I

Outstanding new feature of VICTORY DERBY cabinet
design is the convenient location of mechanism in back
cabinet, as illustrated at left.
Mechanisms are mounted on shelves which swing out for
easy accessibility.
Shelf-mechanisms are at convenient height, eliminating the
nuisance of "crawling into the drawer" of old -type games.
Back -cabinet location of major mechanism permits serviceman to adjust the mechanisms without interference and
"kibitzing" from patrons.
Back-glass lamps replaced simply by swinging shelves out.
No back -box insert to remove.

Relays, stepping switches, etc. which are closely related in
the circuit are located ciose together
thus greatly simplifying service.

...

Entire pay -out mechanism is located on front door for
easy -to -get -at service.
Top -glass mounted in removable frame instead of sliding
in groove. No felt fitting to worry about.

Improved drop -type coin -chute eliminates service calls to
repair jammed slides.
From front -door to back-cabinet, dozens of improvements
are built into VICTORY DERBY to reduce operation costs
and increase net profits.

Printed in U.

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

DIVISION OF LION MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

2640 BELMONT AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

S. A.
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ISTRIBUTORS VIEW TRADE PROBLEMS
ISTRIBUTORS of coin machines are

Starting new operators, how to handle
trade-ins, how will financing be done.
Big questions that become more press-

in a position between manufacers and operators, so that they can

a view of the opinions of both
ups. But distributors also have their
Cal problems. They buy and sell
chines; operators also buy machines
t they are not confronted by any
dal problems about selling machines,
ept maybe used goods.
ivery distributor must of necessity
en to the problems of his customers,
ich means that he listens to various
erators explain their troubles. In that
y every distributor gathers rather
plete information about operating
ditions in his territory and also what
rators are thinking.
ut this article is devoted to three
eral questions which relate especially
distributor's problems. We asked disutors what they are thinking on the
ee special problems of (1) how to
rt new operators in business; (2) how
handle trade-ins and (3) how to Tice operators in buying new manes.
ome of the comments from distribus are published herewith, but due to
nature of the questions, we are keeptheir names confidential. Each seen is marked A, B, C, etc., to showofthat
an
é section represents the views

ing as new machines come on market,
new operators-the. -industry is still in
its infancy and I think that we are gradually attracting the attention of better
business men, with a little more ability
and a little more capital."
Old Customérs
(D) "Answering your question relative to starting new operators, we have
never turned down any business from
anyone wanting to go 'into this business.
But we have never made it a practice
to go out and cultivate new operators,
due to the fact that we enjoy a nice
business in every locality of our territory, and our old customers have always
shown a resentment to this."

Repair Shop Course
to be an exceptionally large number of returning soldiers
who want to get in the coin machine
operating business. Many of these boys
have had no previous experience but
have, thru association °'with boys 1n the
service who were previously in the business, been led to believe that they, by
investing the little savings they have,
could over night get into big money.
(E) "There seems

Kividual distributor.

Starting Operators
Distributors express the following
starting new operators into the
gn machine business:
(A) "Starting New Operators, The
inufacturers and permanent distribuknow that new blood is the life of
á,ir business. As most all operators come
ir. this industry from some other line of
Irleavor, it therefore' devolves upon the
anufacturer and distributor to select
clientele from the most capable of
,
(Ose whom he contacts.
'It is so easy for anyone to make
pney in the coin machine business that
attracts a lot of people who have no
judgment, no ethics and in
l ssiness
¡{gny cases apparently no morals. Even
;Ése fellows often make a success so far
1; money is concerned and, if that Is
lie, how much more attractive this
siness can be to business men of the
r hit caliber.
`The selection, training and general
?;illtp given to these operators will dermine in a large measure the future
bcess of the distributor and manufacper."
Trade Asset
;(B) "As originally starting in the coin
achine business as an operator, I think
starting of new operators is very
6e
( iportant.
First, I believe in a heart -tot talk with the prospective operator..
the applicant's ability and his
acter before you even try to sell him
yt hing. If you think he is the type
will succeed and be an asset to
e coin machine business, then get bend him and help him get started in a
,isinesslike manner. Explain to him
e importance of keeping a good set of
ks, and further tell him to feel free
come in and talk over any operating
)ubles he may have. Do not try to
1 this man more equipment than he
handle to start with, for if he suc da you are in a good position to Mille to sell him merchandise."

"In each and every one of these cases,
try and explain
the necessity of a real knowledge of the
business from all angles. When we have
gone over this thoroly and they still are
interested, we then suggest that they
either go to work with another operator
or get in a repair shop until they either
decide they have what it takes or learn
that it is not altogether what they had
thought it would be; then come back to
us, and we will assist them further along
the trend they have chosen.
"We feel these boys have done a job
for their country and are deserving of
the best we can offer them in an honest

:ws on

we have taken time to

W

_

way."

Start Part Time

(F) "As to starting new operators, advertise in local newspapers in every State
in the Union; always try to start them
with 10 or less machines. Give all help
possible as to how to run their route,
commissions to pay and so forth. Start
them as a part-time job, having them

i

holding on to their present position and
ask them to write me often how they
are making out and what their problems
are.
"If they make a success with 10 machines, then work out a credit plan for

f

100.

"I also give beginners a bulletin on
penny machines. This was used up to
1940. Hope to have a new one out by
the time machines are in production
large enough to supply operators on a
large scale. The bulletin says, In part:
"Every day men are turning to this
fascinating and profitable business of
operating routes of automatic vending
machines. If you ever stepped up to a
vending machine, bought a tasty chewing confection, a penny gum, a handful
of candy, salted peanuts or tasty pistachio nuts or one of a dozen or more
different vender products, you already
realize perhaps, that vending machines
Watch Commissions
rendér a distinctly valuable service to
(C) "On starting new operators, our the public at large. But if such 1s the
siness is no different than any other limit of your acquaintance with the
e of business. To keep it alive and
keep it perpetually young, it is necesy that a certain amount of new operaBINECp
s be broughtointo the field. The es
lisped operator is inclined to get a
tle too much fat on his ribs, a little
much money, in the bank and then
begins to regard the manufacturer
d the distributor as his enemy because
o
ey want him to buy machines and
cause they take his money. This is
t true in all cases; but, the new operaDISTRIBUTORS
3«.
s come out and throw some new
e
uipment around and the old operators
ve to follow suit-as a. result we, both
ake more money.
"The regrettable part 1s -that the new
Perator, in his desire to get some of the
nice locations, is inclined to give the
ajor part of his profit away. You can't
this, of course, and stay in business.
ere certainly is room for a lot of

o

_

operators will want to cash in on a lot
of old equipment that has been completely worn out and has earned for its
owner its original cost many times during the four years that he could not buy
new equipment.
"We feel it is going to be up to the
distributor to inaugurate a plan to handle this evil without having to sacrifice
hie just profits, and along this line we
have decided that we will not accept
trade-ins of any kind for at least, the
remainder of this year.
"We have announced to our trade that
we will dispose of any equipment they
may want to get rid of by bringing the
machines to us, placing their price on it
and when we have disposed of it, we
will remit to them, less a set percentage
we charge for handling the transaction.
Will say that already the plan is working
out very satisfactorily."

automatic selling industry, the earning
power of these miniature 'retail stores'
will come to you as an astonishing revelation.
"Yes-pennies are building fortunes
today for hundreds of men who are engaged in this pleasant, dignified business
of owning and operating a 'string' of
automat venders, ranging anywhere from
a few dozen to five or six hundred or
even more. With these attractive venders strategically located in busy stores,
about town and in near -by territories.
such an operator collects a substantial
Financing
income each week and each month as he
makes the rounds, filling the machines
and emptying the bulging coin container
Distributors contributed the following
into his pockets." (End of bulletin.)
ideas on financing operators in the pur"No high pressure, no hit and run chase of new coin machines:
sales. Carry all my own paper up to
Only Vendere
$100,000. When accounts receivable get
(L) "With reference to question on
higher than that amount, have my bank
financing, our business has always been
carry them."
identified with the gaming end of the
business, and it has been our policy
never to finance a gaming business for
Trade-Ins
anyone. But, with our distributor setup, we are to handle several legal pieces
Comments which follow represent dis- of equipment, including cigarette matributor's opinions on the vital subject chines, which we will finance thru our
of trade-ins, a problem which soul in- local bank. Arrangements have already
crease when new machines are on the been made."
market in volume:
Control Expansion
Like Other Trades
(M) "Financing Operators. This is my
(G) "Trade-ins should be handled the 21st year in the coin machine business
same as used equipment in any other and I do not recall a single operator
line, In other words, the operator should making a failure, if he would do what
be allowed what his equipment is worth, I told him to do with the equipment I
and not a fabulous price. I think a price sold him. The ones who failed were the
book on used equipment for distributors, ones who failed to carry out a program
similar to what the automobile dealers set up for them and who either went
have for used cars, giving the make, too fast, expanded too rapidly or became
model, etc., would be well worth trying. prosperous too suddenly and lost hie
'The distributor should have an organiza- head.
"An operator should pay at least onetion capable of satisfactorily reconditioning used equipment. This organization fourth down and his monthly payments
should have facilities and connections should be set within reasonable bounds.
He should be impressed with the imporfor world-wide export trade.
tance of meeting his obligations promptly
Send Abroad
on due date.
"I have financed many hundreds of
(H) "On handling trade-ins, at least
one company has found an ideal solu- thousands of dollars' worth of coin mation for the used juke boxes, whereby, chine paper and my finance company
they are being cleaned up, put in order has told me on several occasions that
and being exported all over the world. it was the best paying paper, compared
That will forever remove them from the with all their refrigerator and automoterritory where a distributor, in his de- bile accounts which they served along
sire to move old stuff, often creates a with my coin machine paper."
new operator without any capital who,
Operators Have Cash
having nothing but old stuff, is inclined
(N) "Even tho the operators have had
to fall by the wayside, The first thing four
of prosperity, with the take
he does is peddle his used equipment muchyears
than before the war, and
to locations-this hurts the entire in- nothinghigher
being available for them to buy
dustry; but, by exporting them this in the way
of new equipment, they have
danger is forever removed,
in many cases found outlets for their
No Trade -Ins Yet
money and will want credit when they
(I) "With reference to question on begin to replace old machines. While
trade-ins, for your information, we have most operators will be in a position to
received from one of our manufacturers pay cash, but for the operator that will
quite a bit of new equipment already, want credit, we will arrange a certain
and it seems surprising all the com- percentage for him. We do feel we
plaints about the old worn equipment should exact from him at least one-third
that is on the operators' hands. I have deposit with order and balance in 12
not received one trade-in in the delivery months. By this plan, he will have inof close to 100 pieces of new equipment. vested enough in the machines be to
We are quite anxious at this time to purchasing to feel a stronger and deeper
take trade-ins. We will trade at con- interest in his purchase and will be a
siderably lower prices than we formerly much better risk."
paid for this type of merchandise."
Very Important
Trade's Weak. Spot
(0) "Financing the operator Is very
(J) "Handling Trade-Ins, This has important. Operators are entitled to
always been a weak spot in the industry, credit, and have the best type of equipIf a factory gives a trade-in allowance, ment possible for making their paythere are always some distributors who ments. Most banks are interested in sewill throw it away or use it to cut prices. curing good installment paper. EquipIf the distributor uses it to his own ad- ment is originally sold with a satisfacvantage, he is still faced with the prob- tory dovìn payment and there should be
lem of rebuilding and repairs and very no trouble in financing the balance at a
normal or satisfactory rate of interest."
few shops are run at a profit,
(P) "Our experience in financing op"There are two ways of handling tradeins and my preference is to lump them erators has been very pleasing. Of
off at a price to someone engaged In re- course, a little caution must be used.
habilitation and repair work which Sometimes, an inexperienced operator,
would enable them to sell the machines when credit is placed at his disposal, Is
inclined to over -buy and few operators
at secondhand market prices."
realize that you just can't multiply, that
Brokerage Plan
it takes time to place a given number of
(S) "Trade-ins could be a very serious machines in profitable stops. If an
problem, if not properly dealt .with, for operator has a lot of machines at his
With the influx of new `machines, all (See Distributors Problems on page 99)
-

-
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Distributors and Territories
For H. C. Evans & Co.

For Aireon Corp.
he following distributing firms will
resent Aireon Manufacturing Corpora i, 1235 Grand Avenue, Kansas City,
in territories suggested by the home
dress of the distributing organization:
ALFRED SALES, INC., Al Bergman,
)6-1008 Main St., Buffalo 2, N. Y.
SAMERICAN DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.,
ter Harrison, Earl Reynolds, 2034
merce, Dallas, Tex.
ADVANCED MUSIC CO., David S.
oper and Dave Fleider, 301 West Ninth,
:usas City,

Mo.

LACKWELL SALES CO., J. P. Black 11, Milwaukee St. at Sixth Ave., Den Colo.
3USH DISTRIBUTING CO., Theodore
ash, 250 West Broadway, Minneapolis,
Ann.
i3ANDLER DISTRIBUTING CO., Irving
9ndler, 317 Eighth St., Des Moines, Ia.
KLEIN DISTRIBUTING CO., Harold
!Fein, 2606 West Fond du Lac Ave., Milukee, Wis.
RALPH COLUCCI, 167 Columbia Blvd.,

daterbury, Conn.
,¿,:i'RI-STATE DISTRIBUTING CO., John
,Mulligan, 500 North Craig St., Pitts1;'rgh 6, Pa.
LOUIS KOREN, 1231 West Chicago,
ILicaga, Ill.
DDAVID M. MARGOLIN, 239 E. FiftyE:th St., New York, N. Y.
LMARQUETTE DISTRIBUTING CO.,
it=tor DeSchryver, 1216 Beaubien St.,
I troit 26, Mich.
DISTRIBUTING CO., Nick
' ZIAMI
;I

ihl, Jackson Bldg., 542 South Meridan
Indianapolis, Ind.
R I A N G L E DISTRIBUTING CO.,
on J. Erb, 4608 Prospect Ave., Cleve -

,ed 3, O.

;pENERAL VENDING SERVICE
i. Blumenfeld, 306 North Gay
,(iltimore 2, Md
;JOSEPH GREEN, 145 Englewood
ookline 46, Mass.
GUTSHALL DISTRIBUTING CO.,

CO.,

St.,

l

Ave.,

Jack
ttshall, 1870 West Washington, Los

igeles, Calif.

ARTHUR HERMANN CO., Arthur Herinn, 282 Central Ave., Albany 5, N. Y.
¡HERMITAGE MUSIC CO., C. V. Hitch -

rk, 423 Broadway, Nashville 3, Tenn.
OING PIN EQUIPMENT CO., J. R.
Mers, 826 Mills St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
I. H. PERES DISTRIBUTING CO.,
H. Peres and Henry Fox, 241 North
rrish St., Jackson, Miss.
J. H. PERES DISTRIBUTING CO.,
, H. Peres, 922 Poydras St., New Orleans,
1..

DISTRIBUSOUTHERN
'MODERN
")RS, Otto Lumpkin and Simon Wolfe,
10 Peters St., Atlanta, Ga.
DISTRIBUSOUTHERN
dODERN
SRS, Si Wolfe and Iry Sommer, 459
i verside Ave., Jacksonville, Fla.
'MODERN VENDING CO., Irv. Sommer,
1,3 N. W. Twenty -Ninth, Miami, Fla.
M c D O N A L D DISTRIBUTING CO.
lerged with K & M DISTRIBUTING
O. (known as K & M DISTRIBUTING
().), Ed McDonald, 704 North Broadway,
Llahoma City, Okla.
t'CASA NAVARRO.

Frank Navarro,
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4iuiles Serdan, Mexico D. F., Mexico.
INICKABOB SALES CO., F. P. Carter,
t25 Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
30SBORN MUSIC CO., DeLoss Osborn,
Z16 MagnoIia. Piedmont, Calif.
1 T R I -STATE DISTRIBUTING CO.,
l'tughn Cannon, 248 Charlotte St., Ashslle, N. C.
DISTRIBUTORS, Walter
{' WESTERN
lomon, 3126 Elliott Ave., Seattle, Wash.
liMATHENY VENDING CO., H. R. Math.y, 564 West Douglas Ave., Wichita,
tans.
,V. P. DISTRIBUTING CO., Delbert E.
hatch, 2336 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
PHOENIX DISTRIBUTING CO., M. W.
'cBroom, 611-613 West Washington
tivd., Phoenix, Ariz.
R & S SALES CO., M. E. Snearly and
D. Rose, Third and Butler, Mari£

,

ta, O.

STANDARD MUSIC DISTRIBUTING
Sam Ayo, 1201 Chenevert, Houston
'7 Tex
t, ATLAS
DISTRIBUTING CO., Sani.
TI'einstein, 2013 N. Broad St., Philadele,1a 22, Pa.
,O.,

Since the end of World War II there has been much activity
in the coin machine industry in arranging distributorships and
territorial assignments. Delays in reconversion has given ample
time for distributors and manufacturers to get together and work
out arrangements without any great rush.
Present signs are that distributing organizations will play a
more important part in the future of this industry than they did
in the pre-war decade. They will have much to do with such
problems as that of helping new operators get started into the
business, handling trade-ins and used machines, and financing
operators in the purchase of new machines.
We have asked those manufacturers who had fairly completed
their distributor arrangements to furnish us with a current list
of appointments. It should be understood that many changes
are still taking place in distributor line-ups and that any list
published at the present time is subject to change at any time.
There has always been some argument in the coin machine
trade as to who is a bona fide distributor. The official designation of any individual or firm by a manufacturer thereby makes
the firm a bona fide distributor in keeping with general business
practice.
The manufacturing firms which reported current distributor
line-ups and the firms that will represent them are published
below:
Budge Douglas St., Omaha, Neb.
WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS,
GAY -COIN DISTRIBUTORS, INC.. 1141
Wright, 1226 S. W. Sixteenth St., PortEverglades Parkway, Miami Beach 41,
land, Ore.
Fla.
ROXY SPECIALTY CORP., Moe Fine,
3,
JONES DISTRIBUTING CO., 122 E.
703 Notre Dame St., West, Montreal
Second St. South, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Quebec.
DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.,
PIEDMONT DISTRIBUTING CO., A. L. 585PIONEER
New York 18, N. Y.
10th
Ave.,
Salisburg,
St.,
Council
East
Whipple, 200
ACTIVE AMUSEMENT CO., 900 N.
N. C.
Franklin St., Philadelphia 23, Pa.
INTERSTATE NOVELTY CO., E. M.
PAUL A. LAYMON CO., 1503 W. Pico
Wash.
Spokane,
Sprague,
W.
16
Perry,
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
CO.,
MAYFLOWER DISTRIBUTING CO.,
H. M. BRANSON DISTRIBUTING
H. M. Branson, G. K. Brawner, 512-514- 2218 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
MINTHORNE MUSIC CO., 2616 W. Pico
516 So. Second St., Louisville 1, Ky.
Los Angeles, Calif.
CANIPE DISTRIBUTING CO., C. A. Blvd.,
JACK R. MOORE CO., 1615 S. W. 14th
(Jack) Canape, 1049-51 Union Ave., Mem- Ave.,
Portland, Ore.
phis, Tenn.
JACK R. MOORE CO., 348 Sixth St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
JACK R. MOORE CO., 100 Elliot Ave
For Auto Instrument
Seattle, Wash.
JACK R. MOORE ('0., 7 N. Bernard
St.,
Spokane, Wash.
distribnamed
been
have
These firms
NORTHWEST COIN MACHINE SALES
utors for Automatic Instrument Com- CO.,
3144 Elliot Ave., Seattle, Wash.
pany, 679 North Wells Street, Chicago
O'CONNOR VENDING MACHINE CO.,
10, for the territories suggested by lo611 Middle St., Richmond, Va.
cation:
O'CONNOR VENDING MACHINE CO.,
Runyon
W.
123
CO.,
SALES
RUNYON
2320 W. Main St., Richmond, Va.
J.
N.
St., Newark,
PAN-AMERICAN SALES CO., 824 San
E. & W. DISTRIBUTING CO., 1642 Pedro St., San Antonio, Texas
Payne Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
DAVID ROSEN, 855 N. Broad St., PhilCALIFORNIA AMUSEMENT CO., 1348 adelphia 23, Pa.

READING NOVELTY CO., 117-119
W. Venice Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Pennsylvania
Ave., Reading, Pa.
MACHINE
COIN-O-MATIC
AMERICAN
REX COIN MACHINE DISTRIBUTING
CO., 1437 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
CORP., 1230 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
H. & L. DISTRIBUTORS, INC., 708
REX COIN MACHINE DISTRIBUTING
Spring St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.
CORP., 1441 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
REX COIN MACHINE DISTRIBUTING
DAVE ROSEN, 855 Broad St., PhilaCORP., 821 S. Salina, Syracuse, N. Y.
delphia, Pa.
JACK ROSENFELD CO., 3218 Olive St.,
MARSTON DISTRIBUTORS, 313 East
St. Louis 3, Mo.
Jefferson Ave., Detroit 26, Mich.
SICKING, INC., 1401 Central Parkway,
LOUISANA COIN MACHINE SERVICE,
Cincinnati 14, Ohio
931 Poydras St., New Orleans, La.
TRI -STATE SAT,FS CO., 131 Clinton
SOUTHWEST AMUSEMENT CO., 2916Ave., Newark, N. J.
'18 Main St., Dallas, Texas.
TRI -STATE SALES CO., 585 10th Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
UNITED AMUSEMENT CO., 3410 Main
Bally Mfg. Co.
St., Kansas City 2, Mo.
THE VENDING MACHINE CO., 205
The following firms have. been named Franklin St., Fayetteville, N. C.
WALBOX SALES CO., 1503 Young St.,
distributors for Bally Manufacturing
Company, 2640 Belmont Avenue, Chicago Dallas, Texas
WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS, 1226 S. W.
18, for the territories suggested by loca16th, Portland, Ore.
tion:
WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS, 3126 ElALFRED SALES, INC., 1006 Main St.,
liott Ave., Seattle, Wash.
Buffalo, N. Y.
J. H. WINFIELD, 916 Main St., Buffalo,
ARK-TENN DISTRIBUTING CORP.,
N. Y.
304 Main St., Little Rock, Ark.
ATLAS NOVELTY CO., 2217 Fifth Ave.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
CALIFORNIA AMUSEMENT CO., 1348
Venice Blvd., Los Angeles; Calif.
CALVERT SALES CO., 708 N. Howard
St., Baltimore 1, Md.
Follwing firms have been named as
COVEN DISTRIBUTING CO., 3181 N. distributors for Arthur H. DuGrenier,
Elston Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.
Inc., 615 Tenth Avenue., New York, for
DIXIE COIN MACHINE CO., 912 Poy- territories suggested by location:
dras St., New Orleans, La.
R. A. PARINA & CO., 156 Ninth St..
EASTERN SALES CO., 1824 Main St., San Francisco, Calif.
Rochester, N. Y.
J. N. TAUB & SONS, 909 Franklin Ave.,
FRANKEL DISTRIBUTING CO., 1209 Bouston, Texas,

For

For DuGrenier, Inc.

The following distributing firms will
represent H. C. Evans & Company, 1538
West Adams Street, Chicago, in the territories mentioned before name of the
firm:
NEW ENGLAND: Automatic Coin
Machine Corp., 338 Chestnut St., Springfield, Masa.
MINNESOTA, NORTHERN IOWA AND
WESTERN WISCONSIN: Automatic
Games Supply Co., 1607 University Bt.,

St. Paul

4,

Minn.

SOUTHERN LOUISIANA AND MISSISSIPPI: Dixie Coin Machine Co., 910-912
Poydras St., New Orleans 13, La.
WESTERN NEW YORK: Eastern Salea
Co., 1824 Main St., East, Rochester 9,
N. Y.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS, NORTHERN
INDIANA, SOUTHERN MICHIGAN: First
American Sales, 4603 Lincoln Ave., Chicago 25, Ill.
MISSOURI AND SOUTHERN ILLINOIS:
Frankel Distribtuing Co., 2532 6th Ave.,
Rock Island, Ill
GEORGIA: Heath Distributing Co., 217
Third Ave., Macon, Ga.
TEXAS, NORTHERN LOUISIANA.
SOUTHERN ARKANSAS AND SOUTHERN NEW MEXICO: Island Distributing
Co., 2502 Thirty -Ninth St., Galveston,
Tex.
OREGON: Robert C. Maloy, 7325 S. E.
Twenty -Second Street, Portland, Ore.
NEVADA: Mitchell's, 209 E. Second St.,
Reno, Nev.
COLORADO AND NORTHERN NEW
MEXICO: Modern Distributing Co., 1810
Welton, Denver 2, Colo.
VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA:
Moseley Vending Machine Exchange,
00 Broad St., Richmond. Va.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND ARIZONA: Pacific Coast Distributors, 1347
W. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 7,

Calif.
WESTERN HALF OF Tut NORTHERN
HALF OF CALIFORNIA: M. A. Pollard
& Co., 725 Larkin St., San Francisco,
Calif.
UTAH AND SOUTHERN IDAHO: Rainbow Distributing Co., 276 W. First So.,
Salt Lake City L Utah..

PENNSYLVANIA, MARYLAND, WASHINGTON, D. C.. AND SOUTHERN NEW
JERSEY: Scott -Crosse Co., 1423-25 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.
MISSISSIPPI: United Novelty Co., DeLauney and Division Sts., Biloxi, Miss.
EASTERN
PART OF NORTHERN
HALF OF CALIFORNIA: Joe Williamson,
1515 Patrick Ave., Reno, Nev.
KANSAS: Consolidated Distributing
Co., 1910 Grand Ave., Kansas City 8, Mo.

For D. Gottlieb & Co.
The following distributing firms will
represent D. Gottlieb & Company, 1199
North Kostner Ave., Chicago 51. in territory suggested by cities before the
name of each firm:
PHILADELPHIA,

Amusement Co.

NEWARK:

Active

SAN FRANCISCO: Advance Automatic
Sales Co.
DALLAS: American Distributing Co.
COLUMBUS: Central Ohio Coln Machine Exchange.
CLEVELAND: Cleveland Coin Machine
Exchange.
NEW ORLEANS: Dixie Coin Machine

Co.

MIAMI: Florida Automatic Sales Corp.
BALTIMORE: General Vending Service Co.
OMAHA: H. Z. Vending & Sales Co.
MACON: Heath Distributing Co.
CHARLOTTE: T. B. Holliday Co.
HOUSTON: Houston Amusement Co.
MINNEAPOLIS: Hy -G Amusement Co.

PITTSBURGH: B. D. Lazar Co.
MILWAUKEE: Milwaukee Coln Machine Co.
CHICAGO: National Coin Machine Exchange.
ST. LOUIS: Olive Novelty Co.
LOS ANGELES: E. Ray.
SYRACUSE, ALBANY: Rex Coln Ma
chine Distributing Corp.
COLUMBUS: Shaffer Music Co.
LOUISVTr,I,E, CINCINNATI, INDIAN (Continued on page 99)
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2313 3rd Avenue, Seattle, Washington
Just Opened
427 S.W. 13th Avenue, Portland, Oregon
Just Opened
1305 Kettner Boulevard, San Diego 1, California - Main 3068
1175 Folsom Street, San Francisco 3, California Hemlock 0575
1348 Venice Boulevard, Los Angeles 6, California. Prospect 4131

,

1

9

. %'

i

NITED AMUSEMENT CO., 3410 Main
Kansas City 2, Mo.
,1ILENT SALES CO., 204 Eleventh Ave.,

(

1

For Williams Mfg. Co.

Minneapolis 15, Minn.
YTNTRAL ILLINOIS SALES, 111 N.
The following distributing firms will
titer St., Peoria 2, Ill.
Williams Manufacturing Comrepresent
CORTHWEST SALES CO., 3144 Elliot pany, 161 West Huron St., Chicago 10, in
A Seattle, Wash.
the territories listed before each firm:
.f.ENTRAL SERVICE SALES, 219 W.
PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY:
.Jffcson, Kokomo, Ind.
ROBINSON SALES CO., 7525 Grand Sam Stern, Scott -Crosse Co., 1423-25
Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
er Ave., Detroit, Mich.
MASSACHUSETTS, VERMONT, NEW
& P SALES CO., 407 Madison Ave.,
HAMPSHIRE, MAINE AND RHODE ISî4 nphís, Tenn.
DIXIE COIN MACHINE CO., 910-912 LAND: David C. Bond, Trimount Coin
Machine Co., 40 Waltham Place, Boston,
.dras St., New Orleans 13, La.
NITv;D NOVELTY CO., Delauncey Mass.
EASTERN PART OF MISSOURI AND
cl
Division Sts., Biloxi, Miss.
MOUTH COAST AMUSEMENT CO., 314 SOUTHERN PART OF ILLINOIS: Delbert
E. Veatch, V. P. Distributing Co., 2336
É; tlth St., Houston, Tex.
'ENDING MACHINE CO., Fayetteville, Olive St., St. Louis 3, Mo.
TEXAS, OKLAHOMA AND NEW MEXNO,
'ILL FREY, INC., 140 N. W. First St., ICO: Geo. Prock, General Distributing
Co., 2812 Main St., Dallas, Tex.
iamf, Fla.
LOUISIANA AND MISSISSIPPI: J. H.
BADER SALES & DIST, CO., 4116
Peres, New Orleans Coin Machine Exfh Oak St., Dallas, Tex.
ENVER DISTRIBUTING CO., 1856 change, 922 Poydras St., New Orleans, La.
MINNESOTA, NORTH DAKOTA AND
A ;pahoe St., Denver, Colo.
:,TILLS SALES CO.,
LTD., 1640 SOUTH DAKOTA: Herman Paster, Paster
Distributing Co., 2218 University Ave.,
í3J"nteenth St., Oakland 7, Calif.
IEDICORD & MOORE, 309-311 W. St. Paul, Minn.
MICHIGAN: J. R. Pieters, King -Pin
ague Ave., Spokane 12, Wash,
Equipment Co., 826 Mills St., Kalamazoo,
á;

',f

Li(

I

THE PROVEN SUCCESS
FOR BOARDWALKS

.

For Mutoscope
;'he following distributing firms will
í;resent International Mutoscope Cor?, ation, Long Island 1, N. Y., in the
f ;-itories listed before each firm name:
ASTERN PENNSYLVANIA, SOUTHJERSEY, DELAWARE: Joseph
11,, Active Amusement Machines Co.,
Xf N. Franklin St., Philadelphia, Pa.
, R K A N S A S: Amalgamated AmuseIçits Co., 118 Main St., Little Rock,
Teg NEW

Ì:.ILLINOIS,
,
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early period of their new business venture. It will especially hold true with
Distributors Problems I
veterans that the distributor must help
thém
over a period of months. For the I I
DISTRIBUTORS AND TERRITORIES
industry to sell veterans machines, and
from page 95)
then have them fail at the business in disposal,(Continued
is inclined to seek lower
(Continued from page 97)
large numbers, will mean a black mark grade stopshewhich
would bring down hia
Co., Inc., 4310 Carnegie Ave., Cleve- against the business as a whole.
average and, after all, conclusion must
LIS, CHATTANOOGA AND NASH- land, O.
be based on averages. If he brings his
E: Southern Automatic Music Co.
Distrib Main Key
OREGON,
CALIFORNIA, NEVADA,
average low enough, he will have diffiOSTON: Trimount Coin Machine Co.
The post-war outlook is that buying culty in meeting his obligations.
WASHINGTON: Mills Sales Co., Ltd., 1640
?ILOXI: United Novelty Co.
and selling of routes of coin machines
Eighteenth St., Oakland 7, Calif.
"The distributor, by now, has learned
4:ANSAS CITY: W. B. Novelty Co.
than ever. In that the operator gets the money first
NEW YORK, CONNECTICUT, NORTH- will have a bigger place
AN ANTONIO: R. Warncke Co.
business, the distributor is and, regardless of what obligations he
ORTLAND, SEATTLE: Western Dis- ERN NEW JERSEY: Nat Cohn & Earl this sort of
the main key to the situation. It is he has, he is going to live first. It is still
Tutors, Inc.
Winters, Modern Music Sales Corpora- who
will largely conduct the business of desirable that the operator have some
FALO: J. H. Winfield Co.
tion, 455 W. Forty -Fifth. St., New York, buying
and also selling routes. It may equity in any equipment he buys. It is
N. Y.
that the distributor can take
be
also
a good thing to sell any equipment
OKLAHOMA: Cliff Wilson, Cliff Wil- over the business of establishing new not
a down payment; but, without
son Distributing Co., 1121 S. Main St., routes for newcomers or else start new without
at
his disposal, the operator cancredit
Tulsa, Okla.
men into the business by setting up not grow. Therefore, the distributor is
MARYLAND; WASHINGTON, D. C.; routes and teaching them the business.
called upon to be a miniature banker.
'he following distributing firms will
VIRGINIA, NORTHEAST
be that the best way to start Today, the task is easier-the industry
It
may
rdresent Mills Novelty Company, 4100 NORTHERN
F.lerton Ave., Chicago, in territories WEST VIRGINIA: Hub Enterprises, 32 S. new operators in the future will be for has been recognized by finance comthe distributor to set up a route and panies, Morris Plan and other banks.
stgested by the home office of the Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
teach the newcomer how to manage a Ten years ago it was a problem to sell
c; eributing organization:
route.
notes to banks because of preconceived
SSOCIATED AMUSEMENT CO., 72
For Revco, Inc.
While all of these things may be spok- ideas that coin -operated equipment was
okline Ave., Boston 15, Mass.
en of as a matter of duty for the dis- something evil and something for the
lot of missionary
`ALLEY SPECIALTY CO., 550 Clinton
tributor, yet at the same time all such bank to avoid. Thru a been
named
have
been
The following firms
changed and
N., Rochester 5, N. Y.
this attitude has
work
for
opportunities
new
situations
present
Incorporated,
for Revco,
in
a lot of banks, the presidents have
the
in
which
The
way
OY McGINNIS CO., 2011 Maryland distributors
the
distributor.
sugDeerfield, Mich., for the territories
distributors meet these new situations been honest enough to admit that they
., Baltimore 18, Md.
gested by location:
will
decide how much greater importance have been amazed at the persistent and
N.
500
CO.,
DIST.
MACHINE
FOIN
I.
BOONE, 1775 Broadway, New the distributor will have in the future of stable earning power of juke boxes and
GEO.
13,
Pa.
Pittsburgh
St.,
York 19, N. Y.
other legal amusement machines."
the industry.
t_EYSTONE PANORAM CO., 2538 W.
Deerfield,
J.
OVERMEYER,
HAROLD
Pa.
ilntingdon St., Philadelphia 32,
TICKING, INC., 1401 Central Parkway, Mich.
.,. e _:.., íTi; `.!:1f .
O. C. HALL, 1721 Newark St., Grand
Cl'.cinnati 14, O.
Rapids,
Mich.
f 4'r11l.e
KS.ti,f
AL MAN TIER SALES CO., 1108
JO W. WALKER, 1714 W. Capitol Ave.,
:11rlfth St., N. E., Canton, O.
Houston, Texas
f,UTOMATIC MACHINE & SUPPLY
GAIL HALLIDAY, 1526 Ivy St., Denver,
9,, 4133-43 Armitage Ave., Chicago 39, Colo.

1
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AMUSEMENT
PARKS AND

Mich.
TENNESSEE AND ARKANSAS: Earl
Montgomery, S. & M. Sales Co 1074
Union St., Memphis, Tenn.
ARIZONA: M. W. McBroom, Phoenix
Distributing Co., 1211 N. Third Ave.,
Phoenix, Ariz.
KENTUCKY: Hoskle Goldberg, Sterling
Novelty Co., 669 S. Broadway, Lexington,
Ky.
FLORIDA: Sam Taran, Taran Distributing Co,, 2820 Seventh Ave., N. W.,
Miami Beach, Fla.
OHIO: Bill Marmer, Sicking Inc., 1401
Central Parkway, Cincinnati, O.
SOUTHERN INDIANA:' Jack Simon,
Sicking Corn., 927 Fort Wayne Ave., In-

INDIANA, IOWA, MICHIN, MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, NORTH dianapolis, Ind.
KOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA, WISCONKANSAS AND EASTERN PART OF
S;i: K. C. Wilson, Amalgamated Dis- MISSOURI: A. H. Meyers & I. W. Weiler,
tbutors Co., 226 W. Randolph St., Chi- Consolidated Distributing Co., 1910
Grand Ave., Kansas City 6, Mo.
WASHINGTON, OREGON AND
.ASSACHUSETTS, MAINE, N E W
MPSHIRE, RHODE ISLAND, VER- NORTHERN PART OF CALIFORNIA: Al
1NT: E. Ravreby, Associated Amuse- Sebring, Bell Products.
MARYLAND; WASHINGTON, D. C.,
T.nts, Inc., 72 Brookline Ave., Boston
AND DELAWARE: Roy McGinnis, Roy
Mass.
:ÿVESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, NORTH - McGinnis Co., 2011 Maryland Ave., Baltimore,

ARCADES

4o6,Ill.
I

l

EN WEST VIRGINIA: Harry Rosenthal,

Md.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: M. C. Wil* iner Specialty Co., 1508 Fifth Ave liams,
Williams Distributing Co., 2309 W.
tsburgh 19, Pa.
Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
TENNESSEE: Joe Frank, Automatic
es Co., 119 Third Ave., N., Nashville 3,

FLORIDA,

k'kLABAMA,
it rris Hankin &

GEORGIA:

Local Leader
Jack Lovelady, H. & L.
$ tributors, Inc., 708 Spring St., N. W.,
anta, Ga.
(Continued from page 87)
TORTHERN TEXAS: Lew London,
fader Sales & Distributing Co., 4116 of the industry. It means the distributor.
Vie Oak St., Dallas, Tex.
must take more time and give more at.DHIO, KENTUCKY, SOUTHERN WEST tention to the new customers that he
1 GINIA: Meyer Marcus, ,The Markepp develops. He must help them over the

ACT QUICKLY
FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED
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The Super -Illuminated, 20 Records, 40 Selections AMI Phonograph

and AMI Automatic Music will be distributed by us in Louisiana

LOUISIANA COIN MACHINE SERVICE
931

Poydras Street, New Orleans, Louisiana, Phone: Raymond 1934

SCOOP!
4

the all new
mechanism of the AMI phonograph
plays 20 records,either side,to
give 40 selections.

. February 23, 1946
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946 INDUSTRY CENSUS
What trends were dominant in coin machine trade during war years! Billboard
survey
annual surveys since 1941 have mirrored chief trends in operating field. Next
in 1941 will show early post-war facts about industry. In this article comparisons
are made between 1945 and earlier years of war, based on reports from operators
the facts of the from locations because of age or
INCE 1941 the annual surveys tage of being official. The last information on
future. As soon as lack of repairs, operators, would
of the coin machine industry census data on the coin machine trade in the seems to be getting generally say about 25 .per cent
was is- the business
nducted by The Billboard have manufacturing industrybased
on back in the normal groove, we of each type of machine by 1944.
was
and
in
1940
sued
what
determine
en intended to
naturally make whatever Our census on the year 1944,
e war might be doing to the a survey made in 1939. The offi- will
seem practical in order based on replies from 500 reprea d e. Questionnaires w e r e cial surveys of the Census Bu- checks
determine the real condition sentative operators, said they
iefly aimed at operators, since reau are always very conserva- to
had retired an average of 27
and its growth.
.ranges in the manufacturing tive and so was the census made of the trade
up to
in 1939. People in the business
In a general way, the trade is machines from locations
?ld were already evident.
that
estimated
They
time.
that
the manufacturing indus- now well aware as to what the
During the war the really im- knew
would
they
war
continued,
the
if
was much larger than the of- chief effects of the war were on
rtant questions for which the try
of 17 maficial
statistics.
the business. The war made retire another average
ade wanted an answer were:
1945.
during
chines
of
Another source of official sta- heavy inroads on the number
1. How many and how fast
Conditions of the trade in Engon the coin machine trade operators, and the general estitistics
were operators leaving
30
to
25
least
a
at
land, however, indicated that
is found in the tax offices of the mate is that
the coin machine trade to various city and State govern- per cent reduction in the total machines could be kept on locaenter war plants or by ments that license one or more number of operators happened tion and operating much longer,
being drafted into the
types of coin machines. Tax offi- during the war. War plants and if necessary. It is the prospect
services?
cials of some of the States and the armed services naturally of new machines that will really
2. How fast were machines
cities are very co-operative in took the younger men in the op- start the retirement of old mabeing retired from use behelping to gather data on the erating field first. Fortunately, chines in a big way.
cause repairs were not
trade. They go to the trouble of recent reports indicate that all Big industrial pay rolls and
available?
making breakdowns of various of these men want to get back the general increased level of
3. What was happening to
tax collections so that the trade into the business practically 100 earnings during the war served
the earnings of machines can have the information on the per cent. In 1940 we had esti- to boost considerably the averunder war conditions?
number of different types of ma- mated the total number of full- age earnings on all types of coin
covered by licenses. The time operators in the U. S. to be machines. This even held true
Survey in abnormal times nat- chines Internal
Revenue Bureau about 25,000, while there were with venders when merchandise
wally have to be conducted with U. S.
supplies were available. The lack
yore care than in normal times
CENSUS
takof competition among operators
were
many
changes
ecause
also helped the earnings considg place in the industry and
erably. There were many reports
;any of the facts collected might
about the big earnings to be
ve a negative view of the busimade on certain types of coin
Comparison of 1945 and 1946 Reports
2ss. It was evident from the
machines, and if the newspapers
art that the number of operaPer Capita
Per Capita
No. of Ops
Type of
had not been too much occupied
rs would decrease and also old
-1946
Needs
-1945
Needs
1941 Census
Machines
52
with war news they might have
38
',achines would be retired
12,000
Pinball Games
31
32
8,000
Every
possible.
Boxes
pounced upon the industry
Juke
'then fast, if
23
41
7,000
Consoles
Bells,
of
own
opinion
had
his
about its high earnings. In fact,
)erator
14
21
1,600
Arcade Machines
some newspapers were already
hat was happening, and a gen47
92
3,300
Vending Machines
11
to report the big earnbeginning
t"al survey serves only the pur32
400
Movie Machines
26
43
1,500
ings on certain types of machines
pse of gathering enough statisPenny Scales
The 1946 and 1946 reports were based on full-time operators;
soon after the end of the war.
>cs and personal opinions upon
census reported about 45,000 part-time operators.
1941
None of the published reports in
hich to determine probable
Per Capita Needs refers to number of new machines operators
newspapers stopped to report
''ends. There is always a lot of
were
available.
if
machines
buy
they
would
state
the fact that operating costs also
iesswork in surveys and prob The 1946 reports show a more conservative purchasing attitude
than 1945, due probably to drop in earnings, machine prices.
ply as much depends upon the
greatly increased during the
The 1945 and 1946 reports estimated above were not intended
?rson who interprets the queswar.
to include penny vending machines.
ons and answers as upon the
The real damage due to these
ie who gives them.
big earnings may come yet beNow the war is over and by does not give much of a break- at least 30,000 part-time opera- cause the report of the big earne beginning of 1947 the indus - down on the total number of tors.
ings has now reached city and
y should be striking a normal machines. Juke boxes and At the beginning of the war, State officials, and increased
ce. It is hoped the 1947 indus - amusement games are lumped what was probably the largest taxes on machines may be the
y survey will get down to more together in total collections, and single list of operators in the outcome. A number of cities,
sic facts about the trade. The the total collections on gaming country contained over 30,000 soon after the end of the war,
arvey of the industry conducted devices include bells, consoles names. By the end of the war it began adding high fees or inrly in 1941 by The Billboard and similar types of machines. had practically been reduced to creasing present fees.
ill remains the best statistical Hence, the federal tax figures what was considered about 15,- Our questionnaire sent out in
ble of the condition of the in- reveal only general statistics. 000 active names.
1946, contained a quesstry as a whole. Early in 1947 All tax data on the number of While all these changes were January,
about
the average weekly
tion
re hope to conduct a new survey machines may be regarded as
ranks
the
operating
earnings
on various types
gross
taking
place,
hich will again give the indus - conservative.
was
rethat
The replies
a
stability
retained
of
coin
machines.
y some basic figures on which
that
the
opindicating
from
operators
on these
received
markable;
reinformation
the
Aided
by
gauge its business.
vealed by tax collections by city, erating business has a perma- questions were very interesting
Official Data
State and federal governments nency that cannot be disturbed and varied considerably from
and by the data gathered by by the most extreme conditions city to city. In the reports, vendthat
1946
it
is
possible
During
ing machine operators, especialghe U. S. Census Bureau also U. S. Department of Commerce, of abnormal times.
As to the question about how ly operators of cigarette and
'-iay collect some valuable statis- The Billboard hopes to keep
acs which will have the advan- much more detailed and accurate fast machines were being retired (See 1946 Induatry Census on page 1ü3)
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19A6 INDUSTRY CENSUS
(Continued from page 103)

this may account for the drop
in probable demand. However,
the real reason may be that operators have become more conservative now that the high level
of earnings on machines is dropping and also the prospect that
new machines will be very high
in price may discourage the optimism of some.
There is always a great interest in what the average operator is thinking about certain
trade questions. Also, what his
previous occupation or business
may have been. In 1944 we asked
operators if they thought dis-

M i1ft

.

r`

IHi IL IE

tributors, manufacturers a n d
operators should belong to the
same association. Of the replies,
247 said yes and 167 said no.
In 1944 we asked operators if
they thought federal taxes had
reduced the number of machines

in operation. In reply, 266 said
yes and 191 said no.
In our 1946 questionnaire we
asked what present operators
would advise new operators
about entering the business. The
replies to this question are so
interesting and varied that they
will furnish material for a future
article at some time.

N

ARE SET
FOR ALL COIN OPERATING MACHINES

Preferred because
THEY GIVE DEPENDABLE SERVICE FOR
ALL GAMES, MUSIC AND WALL BOXES

MATCHLESS ELECTRIC COMPANY
564 WEST RANDOLPH STREET

`'

CHICAGO 6, ILL.

:IN MICHIGAN

c

Personal Questions
In our 1946 questionnaire we
asked each operator some personal questions about himself.
For example, we asked each operator to state when he first
entered the coin machine business as an operator. The earliest
reply listed the year 1896. The
replies also indicated an influx
of new operators starting in 1920,
which was the year after World
War I. The same trend is expected, of course, in 1946. It appears that the penny vender
field got a lot of the new operators coming into the trade in
1920.

From 1920 to 1925 the start of
new operators seemed to follow
a pretty general level, and in
1925 there was a sudden increase.
From 1927 to 1930 the really big
increase in new operators took
place; the year 1931 showed a
considerable drop; then 1932 and
1933 showed big increases in new
men entering the field. For some
reason, few operators reported
entering the business in 1934,
and that was the year when beer
came back and phonographs began to take a climb.
Many New Operators
The reports show that from
1935 to 1938 there was a real
climb in new men coming into
the business; a steady trend of
new operators.
We also asked operators about
their former business or occupation and got an interesting list

of answers. They range all the
way from bank presidents to cab
drivers. This is not meant to put
the cab driver at the lowest end
of the list; simply to show that
cab drivers are probably the
farthest extreme from a bank

president.
The one big question on which
we would all like to have the
facts involves the total number
of machines of each type actually in use in cities, States and
in the nation. Many guesses have
been made in the past, and usually we include this question in
our survey blanks. Replies from
operators vary widely and indicate how difficult it is to make
a reasonable guess of the number of machines in use. The
estimates made by operators do
serve a very useful purpose for
striking an average and also for
checking against estimates from
other sources. For that reason,
we greatly appreciate the efforts
of those who have attempted to
estimate the number of machines
operating in their city and State.
The trade has always been
able to boast about the number
of people it employs, and this
forms an important part of each
annual census. The 500 replies
received early in 1946 shows the
average operator has about 3.4
people employed. The reports
based on 1943 indicated that operators employed about 4.6 people. War conditions would easily
explain this drop in the number
of people employed by operators.
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Community effort will reflect in improving industry's position if
individual coinmen do their part by aiding fraternal organizations,
helping religious, business, other organizations in their activity
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Coin Machine Staff
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of broad -scale
public .relations programs by the
major trade associations of the coin
achine industry, many individual operators of vending machines, phonoaphs and amusement games have been
ondering the question: "What can I
o to improve the position of the in-

ustry in the public esteem?"
Sometimes it seems like a tough quesion, but it is one that every business
3 '. an in every branch of industry or commerce should ask himself at one time
br another. The bigger the industry the
More often this question must be conSidered if public respect is to be held.
Accordingly, the necessity for maintainpublic relations has
s ng satisfactory
-';:sown in the coin machine industry as
he volume of receipts has mounted.
Need for individual public relations
along the broadest possible front is even
si more acute in an industry which sells
rather than goods, as the coin
el services
Machine industry does. A manufacurer's product itself, whether a tooth rush or an automobile, usually will
S'
uild good will for his firm, but services
re intangibles that make good will only
indirectly. By the sama token, service
industries also are more often subject
,,to criticism since, to the uninformed
kear -on-the-street, the supplying of a
service sometimes looks like an all -profit
enterprise where the owner simply comes
round to collect the cash when he needs
t.
Community Service
Consideration of these facts make
every alert coinman realize that the
reatest good he can do for the industry
j'V.s to achieve a notable standing in his
3ommunity. In the final analysis, the
Standing of any industry before the
3ubüc is the reflection of the standings
3f the individual business men in their
3ommunities, whether small towns or
feat cities. And any man's community
>tanding is largely. gauged by the part
'ie takes in charitable, social and civic
n

jl

ï

?rojects.

coin machines
these facts,
Many of them hung up brilliant records
',of community service in the pre-war
Years as well as during the conflict. In
towns and cities across the nation, coin en were found in the forefront of War
and drives, salvage collection camepaigns, community and war -fund-raising
*programs, and efforts to keep morale of
servicemen high. They devoted many
hours without pay to these wartime pubwithout which vic,' is service works,
tory would have been much more
costly on the battlefield as well as at
home. In some places, particularly the
smaller cities, the projects were undertaken by individual coin machine opra.tors participating in local civic and
'social organizations. But in the larger
cities the most effective work was done
thru trade associations.
One of the most active was the Phonograph Merchants' Association of Cleve and. Another that achieved a spectacular record of war activities was the
Associated Operators of Los Angeles. A
third was the Minnesota Amusement
..games Association of the Twin Cities.
Certain individual operators in Buffalo,
Los Angeles, Chicago and elsewhere also
made great personal contributions that
won the recognition and thanks of organizations thruout the, communities.
Eye-Catching Job
Juke box operators, selling one of the
ost popular commodities of all times
and everywhere, were in a position to do
he most eye-catching job, and they did.
Even when the nation was arming in
reparation for a conflict that it saw
was bound to come, the phonograph op raters began pitching. And they didn't
Mop even when hostilities ceased.
In 1941, when Pearl Harbor Was still
Leading operators of

,,nave long been aware of

to come and most Americans were hoping
we might escape the world holocaust,
operators of jukes from Coast to Coast
mobilized to support the first defense
bond drives. It was a natural for the
trade, and the operators did not muff
their opportunity.
In. Cleveland, for instance, the Phonograph Merchants' Association threw its
full support behind the great bond campaign of November, 1941. Like other
operators across the nation, they put
Irving Berlin's Any Bonds Today? in the
No. i spot on their phonographs. But
they didn't stop there. The association
took space in local newspapers to advertise the campaign and their support of it.
The advertisement urged citizens to buy
U. S. Defense Bonds, pointed out that
Any Bonds Today? was "the No. i tune
on automatic electric phonographs," and
ended with the declaration, "We Support
This Campaign."
Again and again all over the country
the operators and their associations
pitched into every one of the seven
great War Bond drives. They had an
enormous share in the work that piled
up the astounding sum of $39,000,000,000
worth of Defense, War and Victory Bonds
that Americans bought. They can pride
themselves on the fact that even today
Americans in all stations of life, from
scrubwomen to bank presidents, have a
cushion of nearly $30,000,000,000 worth
of bonds with which to meet any economic condition that may confront them.
This was not only a major contribution
to winning of the war, but an equally
large one to the insurance of prosperity
for years to come.
.

Tribute to Jukes
In Detroit, during September of 1941,
the late Henry Morgenthau Jr., then secretary of the treasury, paid public tribute to the efforts of the phonograph
operators. Earlier that month, the Detroit Music Operators' Association had
launched its bond campaign. The Billboard reported from Detroit:
"Upon his arrival here, Morgenthau
was offered $100 by Frank N. Isbey,
chairman of. the Michigan defense -savings campaign, if he could find a phono
on which Any Bonds Today? was not the
first tune. Morgenthau took him up,
and with Isbey and Giles Kavanaugh,
collector of internal revenue here, and
several others made a tour of sandwich
shops, restaurants and similar places to
talk with customers and to check on music machines.
"Morgenthau told the press that he
found the record in every establishment
and that he himself played it probably
a dozen times during the night. 'I found
out that there are 5,100 juke boxes in
this neighborhood with our theme song
on the list,' he said. 'We are adopting
the idea nationally.'"
After our entry into the war, the operators stepped up their activities. They
pushed scrap collection drives with vigor,
laying their money on the line for posters; newspaper advertising and facilities
to handle collections in addition to
spending hours of their time. They assisted in Buy a Bomber drives; they saw
that United Service Organization canteens for service men and women had
jukes, venders, movie machines and
plentiful entertainment and food. They
shipped thousands upon thousands of
records, currently popular and classical,
to members of the armed forces in army
camps, shore stations and vessels of the
fleets here and overseas-even when they
were wrestling grimly with a record
shortage themselves. They even saw to
it that automatic phonographs were installed on battleships and that hundreds
of them and other amusement games
Were shipped to the men overseas.
One field of public service which holds
great promise not only for music machine operators but for operators of'
venders as well revolves around the teena

The music operators of
Philadelphia were among the first to
take the lead in pushing the establishment of youth centers to stem delinquency among juveniles, Center of all
such clubs, of course, is the juke box,
but as The Billboard has previously reported, venders of both soft drinks and
food can play a large part in keeping
them going.
In the smaller towns, the teen -canteens have taken an even more important
role in juvenile social life than in the
large cities where many social agencies
are available. Furtherance of these clubs
provides coin machine operators a vplendid opportunity not only to perform a
notable civic service by helping put down
juvenile crime, but it also supplies an
example of the value of the coin machine itself.
Since the war, the music operators
have come to the fore again i .i. their
work supporting the fight against infantile paralysis. When the returns are
tallied, there is little doubt that their
efforts and contributions will bulk very
large in the campaign -to fight polio.
They supported this worthy cause not
only with talk and posters but with cash
contributions of a portion of their receipts during the drive. They even went
further in many instances and persuaded
location owners to kick in their shares
as well.
impressive Record
These efforts add up to very impressive record, which has built them inestimable good will that should be invaluable in the years ahead. Especially
during the war, the music operator has
found himself in a position to be of
great service to his community, but the
operators of vending and service machines and other coin devices have not
been laggard. As private citizens, they
have done their bit unflaggingly during
the war; some quietly, others with that
flare for the spectacular which prompted
one Southern operator to paper his office
with War Bonds. Others made collection of, scrap part of their route work,
others served unpaid on ration boards.
The vending machine itself, of course,
Made a mighty contribution to the war
effort, as any war -plant worker will testify when he recalls how often he found
it ready to ,serve him when he was hungry or thirsty. It would be impossible to
calculate how many man-hours were
saved by the handy food and soft drink
venders.
But even with-this job done, the coming years no doubt will offer coin machine operators even greater opportunities to serve. Many have sensed this
and plunged already into such public
services as helping the returned veterans
find their niche in the world at peace.
This service need not be limited simply
to putting as many veterans as possible
on the pay roll.
Vets Need Help
Many returnees need assistance other
than financial aid.. They need counsel
in starting new enterprises, they need
guidance in businesses already started,
they need social assistance in getting
adjusted to a non-military society,
which some have nearly forgotten.
The coinman's public service, however,
should not be limited merely to the
charitable or welfare field. He should
never forget that he is a citizen of his
community as well as a member of a
trade and a business man. It has been
well said that what helps the community
helps business, and this is just as true
of the coin machine industry as of steelmaking; grocery retailing or any other
business. There are literally hundreds
of civic organizations and projects to
which any citizen may give his time
fruitfully.
Some coin operators have found one of
the most effective means of aiding such
projects in active Chambers of Corage canteen.

merce. At least one coinman has taken
such active interest in Chamber of Commerce affairs that he heads the one in
his city.
Show Public Spirit
Others have shown their public spirit
by enlisting in the work of fraternal organizations, others thru church and religious organizations. Coin operators,
like other citizens, naturally represent
a wide variety of political, social and
civic opinion. The direction of their activities, of course, depends to a large
extent upon their political or social bent.
But there is one axiom that applies to
all, regardless of views. In a democratic
society, all public service is voluntary.
Except in campaign literature, no one is
drafted. In some instances, a man's
friends-or enemies-may persuade him
to run for public office, serve on a city
planning board, or assist with a State
project, but the ultimate decision is his
own. Only very rarely is a man chosen
out of a grab bag. In public service,
men reach positions of distinction and
maximum service only by steps.
First of all, such men must show themselves willing to serve their communities
by volunteering for small tasks. Sometimes these jobs seem not merely small,
but infinitesimal. Like serving on the
committee on arrangements for the annual fall picnic of a 'fraternal society.
Or on the commission to study the need
for bird shelters in Pinckney Park. Or
an independent committee to get Marquette Avenue widened. These are small
jobs that may take time out of all proportion to their actual value sometimes,
but the farsighted business man will
realize that they are just as important
to his neighbors and fellow townsmen as
some larger and more spectacular
projects. In community service as in
business, well-done small tasks have a
way of opening the door to larger oppor-

tunities.
For the veteran returning to the coin
trade or just entering it, the many organizations of ex -servicemen offer another opportunity for service to his
community. They also have the great
advantage of providing many immediate
business contacts, but he should not
lose sight of the fact that what he gets
out of an organization is just about
equal to what' he puts into it. Unabashed joiners seldom get much benefit
from an organization unless he is willing to_ carry his share of the organization's burden.
Members frequently
judge each other Iargely upon the basis
of the way they perform their assigned
tasks within the group. Ie a man is always quick to volunteer, but slow to deliver, his fellow members will be Inclined to draw an estimate of his abilities
that will be more harmful than helpful.
A cardinal rule for members of any group
is to volunteer only for work that they
fully intend to do and that they are
certain they have the time available for.
And once given a job, whether they volunteer or not, they should carry thru
until it is done competently.
'
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ber of potential spots -emporium locations
upswing as coinmen put plans into work
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PANEL LAMPS
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RADIO TUBES

Since shortly after Pearl Harbor, when
machines were taken off the production
lines, new locations were slowly tried.
In the short period since V -J Day more
new locations have been announced
or discovered-than in all, the war years.
First on the list in new type locations
should be the 6,200 National Airport Bill
that Congress has just acted upon. During the war soft drink, candy, cigarette,
bulk and cookie vending machines along
with amusement game machines and
juke boxes proved themselves highly
successful along hangar row, in passenger offices and in the airports taken over
by the army and navy. Installed in a
small way In civilian airports, instant
success was also reported.
Now with the large interest in planes
and the huge expansion program for the
air fleets, more of these "top" locations
are becoming available for coin machine
operators. Arcades are planned for some
of the larger airports, according to latest
reports.
Highway Building
Also on a national scale is the huge
highway building plan that promises
rapid growth of new coin machine locations. With a $3,000,000,000 fund set up
for the giant project, new roadside
stands, restaurants, taverns, hotels, gas
stations and hundreds of other spots
will spring up overnight .bríngíng as
many locations as operators can handle.
Roadside rests, promoted by Pennsylvania officials, with disabled vets getting
first crack at spots, are another form
of coin machine location that will hit
a boom era within 1946. More important
than some city locations, operators claim
that they can install older machines in
these spots as long as they are "in workable order and not dirty in appearance.
Out of the war years have come the
coin -operated laundries which
are
springing up thruout the nation. Coin operated washing machines in apartment
buildings are not new-but coin laundry
stores are. Important to note in regard
to these locations is that while the
housewife Is waiting for her washing to
be finished, she may insert a few coins
in amusement machines, buy a pack of

-

-

THE BEST

FOR

YOUR
MONEY

cigarettes from a vender, or eat a bar of
candy that a candy vending machine installed in the location has dispensed.
Bus and railway stations have long
been regarded as ideal locations for coin operated machines and with many new
stations being built now that materials
are again available, new locations are
noted here. Arcade machines are favorites in these types of spots. Newly
proposed New York City Bus Terminal,
larger than Grand Central Station,
should provide operators with choi.ce
spots.
New Juke Spots
In the way of new type music machine
locations comes the stories from New
York operators of successful installation
of jukes in "hurry -up, stand-up hot dog
stands" and in "men only" type locations. Last mentioned has been "extra
good" to New York ops. Men will, as is
generally known by the trade, insert
more dimes and quarters into machines
than women. A few barber shop type
singing songs along with the regular
type records is all the men ask.
Bowling alleys have always had
amusement arcade leanings and many
vending machines have also been installed in these locations. ABC bowling
headquarters announces that there will
be at least a thousand additional bowl -

MUSIC

$350.00
225.00
125.00
295.00
1 Wurlitzer Original 24 Cellar Job, R.C
5
Wall
with
Job,
R.G.
2 A.M.I. Cellar
235.00
Boxes. Each .
BRAND NEW PACKARD WALL
36.95
BOXES
BRAND NEW KLEER TONE LITE 39.50
UP SPEAKERS
5 A.M.I. Singing Towers
5 Wurlitzer 616's
2 Mills 12 Record

-

BRAND NEW UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIERS
Suitable for use on all type Phonographs $47.50

ARCADE EQUIPMENT
Antl-Aircraft Guns

$ 65.00
150.00
9,A Ft. Bowling League
91/2 Ft. Roll -a-Ball Barrel Roll, F.S. 820.00
180.00
2 Sky Fighters
125.00
4 Batting Practice
185.00
5 Chicago Coin Hockeys
165.00
Air
Raiders
3 Keeney
85.00
1 Evans Ski Ballotte
110.00
6 Slap the Jap Guns
2 Brown
1

1

2 Rapid

140.00
110.00
75.00
110.00
110.00
126.00
125.00
125.00
126.00

Fires

2 6 Ft. X -Ray Pokers
7 Bumper Bowlings
1

i
i

Buckley Deluxe Digger
Keep Punching

Peo's Bank -a-Ball
Periscope
Keeney Submarine Gun
U Pop It Popcorn Vendor, 5¢
3 Western Baseballs
1 Major League
1 Evans Barrel Roll
2 Ten Strikes
1 Upright Watling 1¢ Scale
1

1

i

95.00

150.00
125.00
65.00
75.00

ONE BALLS
1940 One-Two -Three, F.P.
21938 One-Two -Three, F.P
1 Bally Gold Cup, F.P.

$ 89.50

2

59.50
59.50

.

Modern Buildings---New Locations

CONSOLES
2 Maybells, 4 Nickel
$295.00
3 Paces Races, Brown with Daily Double 195.00
1 Keeney 9 Head Pastime
195.00
2 '38 Track Times
125.00
2 Keeney Kentucky Clubs
125.00
2 Bally Club Bells, Combination
225.00
1 Evans Galloping Dominoe, Early Model 150.00
1 Evans Bang Tails, Early Model
150.00
Paces Reels Jr., With Rails
115.00
1 Paces Saratoga Jr., With Rails
110.00
2 Four Nickel Super Bells
475.00
Two -Nickel Super Bell
295.00

i

i

AVAILABLE NOW!
KEENEY'S BONUS SUPER
BELL
Free play and cash payout combination consola.
Single coin head or two coin head. Each head
takes up to five coins; 6 or 10 -coin multiple,
large Jackpot, terrific player appeal!
DIME OR QUARTER combinations!

NICKEL,

Distributors for OHIO AND WEST VIRGINIA.
Orders taken now for preferred delivery!

WIRE, WRITE OR PHONE!

NOW DELIVERING
Chicago Coln's GOALEE
Gonco's TOTAL ROLL
Cornar's UNDERSEA RAIDER

$525.00
425.00
399.50
Premier's SKEE BARREL ROLL
404.50
Gottlieb's STAGE DOOR CANTEEN 249.50

NOW SHOWING
B IV

HIT

BALLBFREE L/AYTNOVE.
IN SINGLE NICKEL AND FOUR
NICKEL MULTIPLE. Place orders now for
priority delivery.
ELTY

PIT'S

SLOTS

Mills 50 Vest Pockets
Mills 5¢ Q.T.
Mills 100 Q.T.
Mills Gold Chrome Q.T., 5¢
Mills Gold Chrome Q.T. 10¢
Mills 5¢ Blue Fronts
Mills 100 Blue Fronts
Mills 250 Blue Fronts
Mills 5¢ 3/10 Cherry Bell
Mills 25¢ Club Bell

SYL'

VENDING MACHINES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON BRAND NEW
Esquire Model V, Cabinet Type Machine $12.50
Advance Model D Ball Gum Vendor
9.00
Advance Model 11 Merchandise Vendor. 9.50
SPECIAL PRICES ON QUANTITY ORDERS.

ELECTF

CIGARETTE VENDORS
100 Du Grenier CHAMPION Cigarette Vendors,
9 and 11 column double shift plus King
Size, 200 combinations. In lots of 10 or

EMPORIUM, PA.

more -$97.50 Ea.

TERMS: 1/2 Deposit With ALL Ordere,.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES;
ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIX.

TORES, WIRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT

$ 45.00
85.00
75.00
80.00
90.00
135.00
160.00
195.00
176.00
275.00

BULU

MODERN RAILWAY terminals create new spots_ for coin machines óf all
type. Union Station in. Omaha, above, is an example of these modern travel centers. Some railway terminal stations have coin machines by the score. (Acme
photo.)

Balance C. O. D.
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built before 1947 rolls around
thus more top locations. Coin changers
ve also proved themselves in these
pes of spots to draw more nickels to the
usement machines.
Wired and telephone music is on the
swing- announcement comes from
etroit that they are planning installa on on busses, and in New York a firm
ounces that it plans to install music
the subway stations. These help
ig alleys

gild coin machine locations. Subways
New York, the elevated and IC in Chio and other subways and inter -city
ansit systems in the larger cities in the
tion have always been top spots, and
th new machines due out it is excted that the volume biz, without
ng to predict the impossible, will at
t double. This is based upon reports
m operators who now have machines
these types of spots.
Banks, factories, department stores,
iness offices, beauty salons, YMCA
d YWCA, shoe stores, old -fashion drug res as well as the modern "sell all
gstores and countless others have
oven themselves as top locations, say
lading operators. Vending machines
expected to enter spots that in the
st considered them "too common."

apartment stores are finding-along
employee
ith alert operators
chrooms are perfect for vending ma -

that

Venders in Banks
In New York City the National City
link has 50 vending machines of one
ipe on location in their various
?anches thruout the city. Other New
'irk banks have followed suit and at
st 10 others have vending machines.
inks have proved top spots for juke

also, according to current reports,
iich claim jukes were tried for the first
Me in New York as an off-spring of
':one music systems used in many banks
'Iruout the nation.
Hotels, which have always been spots
zr soft drink vending machines before
#e war, are being tested and used for
untless other coin -operated machines.
(in typewriters, coin radios and amuse lent machines are starting to invade
le better hotels as well as the cheaper
es in the East. Philadelphia and New
rk hotels have already planned inn'illation of the radios. Arcades have
1»xes

r

r
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also been installed in hotels since before
the war-but the trend is now for operators to install the machine in the lobbies
themselves. This means more returns
for the operators, as well as the hotels.
Railroad companies are said to be considering installing vending, gaine and
bulk machines along with juke boxes
right on the trains. Among those considering the project are rumored to be
New York Central, Nickel Plate Railroad
Company and the Pennsylvania Railroad
Corporation. Last June 4 issue of The
Tide news letter mentions that the New
York Central Railroad "is considering a
plan for putting candy and food vending
machines on passenger trains after the
war."
In England the English railway system,
one of the first users of coin -operated
devices at their stations, announces that
they plan to install coin venders on the
trains. American concerns are expected
to follow suit.

Plan More Coin
The government seeing the widespread
use of coin -operated venders announces
that it plans to increase the output of
"small coins" to new highs during 1946
and 1947. New mint expansions in Philadelphia and other cities are also planned
as a result of the program.
On the whole it is easy to predict that
coin machines will be in every type and
kind of establishment in the near future.
Few, if any. spots tested by operators
have proved bad, Beauty shops and barber shops, overlooked for a long time,
have already proved themselves-with
venders in Chicago and New York and
juke boxes in New York and Boston at
last reports.
In the past, whenever a comic strip
or newspaper told of coin -operated machines-or showed them in use it would
arouse great interest in the trade. Now
it is common to see all types of coin
machines mentioned as being used in
teen-age clubs, social clubs. Comic strips
have featured vending and amusement
machines as well as jukes.
Simple conclusion to reach in this
new coin machine age that has rapidly
developed since 1939, is that any location, if properly serviced, can be a good
location.

CONSOLIDATED DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

AUTOMATIC COIN
Authorized Distributors for Mills Novelty Co. in
Illinois and Adjacent Territory

of time, Pioneer

BRAND NEW GENUINE

MILLS VEST POCKET BELLS
Just Off the
Production Line!

NOW DELIVERING

Groetchen Columbia, CA
Mills Brown Fronts, Silver Chromes,
Cold Chromes

SEE US FOR NEW RELEASES

$179.50

APPEAL and make PROFITS."

"We do not Compete with those we Serve"

GOTT. STAGE DOOR CANTEEN
GENCO TOTAL ROLL

189.50
129.50
69.50

"NEW BOARDS" that have "PLAYER -

Saéed oadd wed de
Çuaeede ,gea&

BLACK CHERRY BELL
EQUIPMENT

constantly producing

EACH

MILLS GENUINE BRAND NEW

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED

is

$74.50

Beautiful Hammerloid
Blue and Silver Finish

Jenn. Se Club Chief Console
Jens. 10e Club Chief Console
Jens. Model XXV Cigarolla

eeping abreast with the march

CHICAGO COIN COMAE
HOLLYWOOD
SKEE-BALL GAMES

Write

WRITE FOR NEW PRICE BULLETIN -JUST OFF THE PRESS
Be sure to mail orders to our new address

.

.,,,.

"

4135-43

Armitage Ave.

(Phone CAPitol

MACHINES,.}

& SUPPLY CO.
8244-45)
Chicago 39, III..

-:/

2352 W. CERMAK ROAD, CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS
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WE WILL KEEP YOU IN

-

SMALL LOCATIONS
STILL STEADY BET

"SUSPENSE"

Amusement machines find smaller establishments continue high in certain results over

long period after flashier spots fade away

IN

By John Carlson

KENTUCKY

Coin Machine Staff
Technicolor predictions for bowling oring for new equipment.
palaces, coin emporiums and super -airNew restaurants, stores, taverns and
ports, promising as they are to the trade, bowling alleys everywhere are scheduled
should not be allowed to obscure one to open as fast as materials become
homely fact:
available. Small establishments, in fact,
Small establishments
and put the appear to be headed for expansion of
accent on small
remain the pay-dirt boom proportions.
location for amusement games.
Dynamic Element
Here is the location which doesn't
Of first consideration in surveying this
need or want high-powered promotion.
It's there waiting and demanding ex- picture is the realization that small
ploitation, the key to post-war expan- businesses are the dynamic element in
the nation's economic framework. New
sion.
This is no startling news to experi- business is largely small business. New
enced coinmen, but keeping the overpl1 initiative finds its opportunity in a
industry picture in proper perspective small-scale beginning. Small business
suggests a new emphasis and a closer is as adaptable and ever-changing as
look at the trade's post-war relations with "big" business is static and stable. These
millions of small establishments thruout distinctions long have been axiomatic,
the country. To manufacturers and dis- but today, in a fluid post-war business
tributors interested in mass -marketing scene, they are more and more to be
of amusement games, and to operators reckoned with.
Briefly, this is the background for the
alert for new opportunities, these relationships are of paramount import- trade dictum that the demand for amusement machines
and for all coin equipance in 1946.
ment
has its final limit in the numTough Sledding
ber of retail enterprises. In other words,
In 1946, ex-G.I.'s are abroad In the the future lies in mushrooming small
land, an honorable discharge in one business units.
hand, a "bill of rights" loan in the other,
Analysis of current reports reveal that
opening every type of small enterprise demand for amusement games by small
from six -stool "hamburger dan's" to establishments will increase sharply in
drug and variety stores. For them there 1946 as a result of three factors. First,
is tough sledding ahead. A pinball game the accelerated net increase in the numor a juke with its ready profit, may give ber of U. S. businesses as millions of
the extra boost needed.
units, shut down during the war, are
Filling stations, deserted during the reopened. Second, the extraordinary
wartime gasoline famine, are again busy, elements injected by 3,000,000 to 4,000,000
thriving places. Trade sources report veterans who have registered hopes of
that they are ready for new amusement going into business for themselves. Third,
games and other coin equipment to in- the comeback of existing businesses, such
crease income and draw customers.
as filling stations, which were war casHighway and resort spots, similarly ualties to the amusement machine opblighted by the gasoline shortage, are erators.
coming alive, too. With a long-term
What are the facts regarding normal
reputation as solid locations for amuse- gains? Even before V -E Day more Amerment games ranging from bells to pin - icans were rushing into business for
balls, such rejuvenated units are clam- themselves than ever before, according

- -

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

-

STERLING NOVELTY COMPANY
669 SOUTH BROADWAY

LEXINGTON, KY.

A-1 Reconditioned One Ball Free Plays
Mills
2 1939
5 Mills
4 Mills
1

Each
$ 69.50

Owl, F.P.

Mills 1-2-3, P.O.
1940 1-2-3, F.P.
Five-In -One, F.P.

29.50
69.50
49.50

Each

'Keeney Fortune
2 Foreign Colors, new rebuilt, F.P.
2 Big Three, new rebuilt, F.P.
1 Foreign Colors, used, F.P.
1

$150.00
169.50
169.50
120.00

.

A-1 RECONDITIONED CONSOLES
2 Bally Roll 'Em, P.O.
8 Baker Paces, P.O.
1 Jennings Silver Moon, P.O., 250
2 Jennings Silver Moon, 5¢, P.O.

$ 89.50

3 Jumbo Automatics, P.O.

Jockey Club Console, P.O.
Keeney Super Bell, 4-Way,
(4-5e & 25e)
3 Keeney 1938 Tracktimes, P.O.
1
1

P.O.

189.50
219.50
109.50
95.00
39.50

549.50
95.00

89.50
69.50
Mills Four Bells (4-5e chutes), P.O 319.50
Mills Jumbo Parade, F.P. (Fruit
75.00
Reels)
39.50
Slant Liberty Bell, P.O.

2 Keeney Kentucky Club, P.O.
1 Jungle Camp, P.O.
1
1

1

USED FIVE BALL FREE PLAY
$125.00
39.50
49.50
69.50
37.50
69.50
49.50
25.00
39.50
79.50
39.50
42.50
39.50
89.50
109.50
109.50
22.50
59.50
139.50
139.50
39.50
189.50

BELLE HOPS
BIG CHIEF
BOLOWAY
CHAMP

CIRCUS
CROSSLI NE
DESTROYER
DIVE BOMBER
DUDE RANCH
ENTRY
EAGLE SQUADRON (Used)
FIVE -TEN -TWENTY
FOUR ACES
FOUR -FIVE -SIX
FOUR ROSES

FLYING TIGERS

FOREIGN COLORS (Used)
GOLD STAR
GRAND CANYON
HIT THE JAP (Gold Star)
HOME RUN '42
HOROSCOPE

DEFENSE (Baker)
INVASION

LIMELIGHT

V3

-

HERCULOCK

39.50
109.50
Write

NEW REBUILTS

$235.00 LAURA
175.00 LIBERTY (Bally)
199.50 MARVELS BASEBALL (Dixie).
235.00 OKLAHOMA (Leader)
169.50 RIVERIA (Big Parade.)
169.50 SANTA FE (West Wind)
189.50 SOUTH SEAS (Knockout)
235.00 STREAMLINER (Stars)
249.50 TRADE WINDS (Sky Blazer)
249.50 WAGON WHEELS (Duplex)

ACTION
ARCHERY (Cadillac)
BAND WAGON

TERMS:

-

v'/

$

6 1937 Tracktl mes, P.O.
2 50 Silver Moon, P.O.
2 Watling Big Game, P.O.

FIVE BALL FREE PLAY
ARIZONA (Sunbeam)
BIG THREE (Mills '39 1-2-3)
BIG TOP
BRAZIL (Do Re MI)
BOMBARDIER (Follies)
EAGLE SQUADRON (Big Town)
FOREIGN COLORS (Owl)
GRAND CANYON (Double Play)
HOLLYWOOD (Sport Parade)
IDAHO (Zombie)

%

$249.50
149.50
169.50
235.00
269.50
235.00
259.50
235.00
250.00
250.00

A-1 RECONDITIONED

LONE STAR

$

MIDWAY

MAJORS, 1941
MILLS '40, 1-2-3, F.P.

MONICKER
PARADISE
PARAMOUNT
PARATROOPER (Powerhouse)
PIN-UP (Boxy)
PIN-UP GIRL (Silver Skates)

PLAYBALL
RED, WHITE & BLUE
ROXY
SHORT STOP

25.00
175.00
45.00
69.50

89.50
49.50
22.50
89.50
39.50
139.50
39.50
39.50
32.50
29.50
39.50
149.50
49.50
49.50
69.50
89.50
39.50
42.50
39.50
69.50
89.50

SKYLINE
SKY RIDER
SLAP THE JAP
SMACK THE JAP
SPOT POOL

SUNSHINE BASEBALL
TARGET SKILL
TEN SPOT
39.5.0 THREE SCORE
79.50 TOPIC
89.50 VICTORY
49.50 WORLD SERIES (7 -Up Repainted,
139.50
Rails, Legs Sanded, New Coln Chute)
97.59
109.50
29.50 YANKS
DEPOSIT, BALANCE C. O. D.

a
(a

Phone: Franklin 5544

2ß23F Locust St
Louis 3 Mo.

St.

-

!i

A' A

í
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Good business means full
coin -boxes -and full coinboxes are a real temptation
to the easy -money boys. You
can protect your profits by
using ILCO HERCULOCKS
on all your coin machines.
They're pick -resisting .. .
shock -resisting
dependable; designed to give you
tops in value and security.

...

C-2

No. 4750 Improved Herculock

-pick-resisting design. "Shark

tooth" keyway. Double -sided
key. Wrench -proof cylinder.
Extra heavy spur washer, retaining screws, and key. Cam
movement 90 degrees. Thousands of key changes.

INDEPENDENT LOCK COMPANY
Fitchburg

Massachusetts

i

1

e

,

to a recent Department of Commerce
eport. In the first three months of
l8 45, it was announced, a total of 130,000
e w businesses were launched, most of
hem in the retail and service trades.
During the same period only 50,000 busine sses quit. This compares with the
average pre-war rate of about 100,000 entering the field with a cancelling 100,000
quitting during the quarterly period.
Business Snowballing
Figures available for very recent
months point even more strongly to a
snowballing of new businesses limited
only by shortages of materials and store
space now plaguing the country. Typical
4,ís Chicago, where 3,000 new small businesses were recorded for 1945 with more
than 50 per cent of them born in the
final quarter of the year. The 3,000
`figure compared with a mere 800 new
units for the previous year.
Favored amusement machine locations
such as taverns, filling stations and
grestaurants headed the list in Chicago
as they have in surveys of other cities.
i,,
Samplings of plans of the three million -odd veterans who don't want to go
í; back to punching time clocks, reveal that
at least a million can be expected to act
On their plans. 500,000 already have
i chosen which type of business they ex A
c pest to enter and where to locate.
large percentage of these appear to have
'a yen for such small enterprises as
:,luncheonettes, gasoline stations, and re ,,sort spots.
This latter group are seen by the trade
as potentially enthusiastic rooters for
amusement machines. Even with substantial loans, the G.I. in business is
r?going to need every bit of income that
can be squeezed out of his establishment.
'Iiere a wide variety of coin -operated
games will help, bringing .in a steady
income, pulling overhead down, earning
a profit on surplus space, attracting
customers and giving the business an
extra hypo of diversification.
Last-mentioned factor contributing to
increased demand for amusement machines -comeback of war -hit businesses
-hardly needs interpreting for the coinFilling stations,
machine tradester.
roadside stands, highway restaurants
and vacationland resort spots will be
machine
I' bidding strongly for the coin
''industry's post-war amusement games as
the nation abandons itself to the great ä

,,

,

f
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CENTRAI,L OHIO QUALITY BUYS
"There Is Na Substitute for Quality"
PIN BALLS

New Champs

Pin -Up Girls
Majors, '41

79.50
95.00
85.00
69.50
59.50
149.50
89.50
139.50
79.50
79.50
69.50
79.50
69.50
69.50

Horoscope
V iotorys
Boloways
Snappys
Sport Parade

Midways
Yanks

5-10-20

Jungle
Zig Zag
Star Attraction
Miami Beach
School Days
Ten Spot

.........

79.50
79.50
129.50
69.50
69.50
59.50
69.50
69.50
69.50
89.50
79.50
89.50
59.50
129.60
69.50
169.50

HI Hat
Gun Club
Marines
Play Ball
Trailways
Metre

79.50
...... $ 139.50
69.50

S

Attention

Broadcast

Flicker
Texas Mustang
Mills Owl
Venus

Dixie
Marvel Baseball
Sea Hawk
Foreign Colors

CONSOLES
Comb... $245.00
5c Superbells,
25c Superbells, F. P: C. P. Comb.. 305.00
425.00
4 Bells, over 1000 Serial
419.50
Buckley Track Odds, D. D., late
775.00
Mills 3 Bells
315.00
2 Way Superbells, C, P., 5c -5c
369.50
2 Way Superbells, C. P., Sc -25c
Bally Club Bells, Comb. F. P.-C. P 219.50
Bally High Hands, Comb. F. P. -C. P. 169.50
89.50
Keeney Kentucky Clubs
159.50
Keeney Triple Entry
219.50
Keeney Pastimes, 9 Coin
249.50
Super Track Time, 9 Coin
F. P. -C. P.

est travel and vacation splurge of all
time,
Small Biz
With federal and State governments
planning a whopping $3,000,000,000 expenditure to streamline the country's
highways, additional thousands of
taverns, restaurants, hotels and roadside stands are expected to spring up,
small-business locations
multiplying
again for amusement games.
Of the present and potential demand
for amusement games from small establishments there is small question. What,
then, of the existing supply and prospects for coming months?
Trade sources indicate that today
there are fewer than 250,000 pinball
all of them of pre-war manugames
in operation thruout the enfacture
tire U. S. Practically all of these need
replacement. To complete the replacement job and to fill increasingly heavy
orders for additional pins, manufacturers must set their production sights
somewhere around 500,000 machines annually. Bells, consoles and other amusement machines must also reach high
production quotas before operators will
be able to get started on a wide-open
peacetime basis.
Production problem is a great one and
essential, but even more important is
the maintenance of close relationships
with the nation's small establishments.
Fortunes of the coin machine industry
are hitched to the fortunes of small
business.

--

$289.50
Baker's Pacers, J. P.-D. D.
109.50
Track Time, :38
Jumbo Parades, C. P., Late Heads 109.50
79.50
Jumbo Parades, F. P.
19.50
F.
P.
Watling Big Games,
99.50
Late
P.,
F.
Big
Games,
Watling
99.50
5c Bobtail Totalizer, F. P.
159,50
25c Bobtail Totalizer, F. P
149.50
5c Bobtail, C. P.
99.50
5c Silver Moon Totalizers, F. P
69.50
Jennings Fastimes, F. P.
119.50
Saratoga:, C. P., with Rails
199.50
Double Bells, 5c-5c

ARCADE EQUIPMENT
Rapid Fires, 11.$16930
Air Raiders, A.1. 169.50
249.50
Sky Fighters
Panoram, late... 379.50
Photomatics, late. 795.00
Undersea Raider. 399.50
Roll in Barrel... 145.00

....'

9' Skee Rolls... 179.50

Voice Recorders.$ 199.50
149.50
Periscope
89.50
(new)
Sea A Freak
249.50
Ace Bomber
109.50
Tommy Guns
99.50
Daval 8' Bumper
3 Ex. Love Meters 119.50
99.50
Ex. Fist Striker

-

NEW MACHINES

99.50

..

89.50
75.00
229.50
209.50
199.50

Scientific Clock
Popmatic
Exhibit Rotary

Chi Coin Hockey

Voice

Recorders

Bally Victory Derby

Mills New Vest Pockets

1

$74.50

Ball

C.

P., 4 Coin

Bally Victory Special
1
Ball F. P., 4 Coin

Mills Black Cherry Bells
Genuine -Original

Amusematic Lite

...$

Roovers Typer .. 109.50
Batting Practice .. 119.50

PROMPT DELIVERY

Chicago Coin Goalee

Bally Undersea Raider

NATIONAL...

Windjammer

Genco Total Roll

League

F. P. K.

Skee Barrel

Victory Skee Ball

Radiotone Voice Recorder

NOW DELIVERING

Will be available in a few days
"THE OPERATOR'S DREAM CONSOLE"

STAGE DOOR
CANTEEN

KEENEY'S NEW BONUS SUPERBELL
CONSOLE
Free play and cash payout combination. Single coin head or two coin heads. Each
head takes up to 5 coins. 5 Coin Multiple or 10 Coin Multiple. Large jackpot

terrific player appeal.
Distributors for Ohio and West Virginia.

Orders taken now for preferred delivery.

WIRE, WRITE OR PHONE

EXCLUSIVE

NOW DELIVERING

NOW DELIVERING

By the makers of those big money

BY

makers.

GOTTLI EB

DISTRIBUTORS

EXHIBIT'S

for

"FIRST WITH THE FINEST"

NEW GAME CALLED

STAGE DOOR

"BIG
HIT"
2

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
NORTHERN INDIANA

CANTEEN

MODELS

5

EASTERN IOWA

BALL FREE PLAY -Single

5 BALL

-4

FREE PLAY

A PROVED MONEY -GETTER

Coin

Multiple

MICHIGAN
ORDER

-

BY ACTUAL TEST

-

"THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR QUALITY'

IN 2 MODELS
WHAT A GAME!

THE SAME GAME

NOW

SLOTS
50 BLUE FRONTS

$145.00
50 SILVER CHIEFS
$185.00
169.50 10e SILVER CHIEFS
199.50
179.50 25f CAILLE 2/4, LIKE NEW
99.50
205.0.0
5f CHERRY BELLS
159.50
210.00
5f SILVER CHROMES
179.
225.00 10f SILVER CHROME, HAND LOAD 188.50
205.00
Se COLUMBIAS
79.50
74.50 50 BOX STANDS, LOCK BARS. EA
15.00

10e BLUE FRONTS
25¢ BLUE FRONTS
5f COPPER CHROMES, LIKE NEW
10f COPPER CHROMES, LIKE NEW
25f COPPER CHROMES, LIKE NEW
5f GOLD CHROMES, LIKE NEW .

FOR EARLY

DELIVERY !

5f NEW VEST POCKETS

ONE-HALF CERTIFIED DEPOSIT WITH ORDERS.

NATIONAL
1411-13 OIYERSEY

BLVD.

COIN MACHINE 'EXCHANGE
IP?+o-.^> S?JCkíngham 6466i

CHICAGO.

CENTRAL OHIO COIN MACHINE EXCHANGE
514

S.

HIGH ST., COLUMBUS 15, O.

Phones ADams

7949, ADams 7993.
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NOVELTY or REPLAY
5 -BALL GAME
Quickly Convertible

PHOTO ELECTRIC
TARGET GAME

Build, Up Your Profit

with Bally Products!
In the coin machine industry when they
speak of BALLY they not only speak of
QUALITY-they associate that name
with designing, engineering and elec-

tronic `KNOW-HOW.
BALLY games are built skillfully yet are

flashy and sturdy in construction. Plan
now to build up your locations for
greater profit with Bally products.
.

Exclusive

Distributor -Wisconsin, Indiana, Northern

ONE -BALL
MULTIPLE
FREE PLAY

Iinois

i
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ECOMING AN OPERATOR
Getting fo be an operator fakes more than wishing these days
when hard work, knowledge of business methods, plus know-how
in mechanics spells difference between success and failure
Many of the hundreds of thousands rening to civilian life after several years
the armed forces have begun to look
n the coin operation field as a good
usiness venture. Established coinmen

including manufacturers, distributors
nd operators-are heartened to see this
eteran interest. At the same time,
owever, established coinmen have tried
point out that getting to be an opera pr is not quite as simple as it may spear on the surface.
In the early days, when coin machines
d operators were both going thru the
xperimental stage, operators, like mantfacturers, could learn from their misakes. Those who pioneered the business
lad no precedent to follow. They did
'heir best, and when they slipped up
ey made a note of the fact and made
rtain the mistake wasn't repeated.
Now that the coin machine business is
stablished, however, newcomers to the
rade can no longer approach it in the
al -and -error spirit.
Coin operators
ve grown experienced thru the years,
st as the machines they work with
ave been perfected. Both are giving a
uality of service-whether they sell
usic, amusement or merchandise
fhich the public has Dome to expect and
this
to
I1,tan dards of the trade high,established
ibinmen have been cautious about ad Ising veterans or any other inexpericed person to enter the coin machine
tisiness. Trade needs a constant flow of
lew blood to maintain it; but the trade
kewise needs to make certain that this
,'e wblood will not damage the reputa on for service which they have set up.
Business Knowledge
In the first place, to become an operademands- not only a general knowlge of business workings, but also a par'cular knowledge of the coin machine
ade. Within the trade there are a numr of "specialty" operations-each of
fihìch takes a particular kind of know1òw to be successful.
( For
example, the man who operates
iy kind of coin machine must have
More than a fundamental knowledge of
esmanship. Without this quality he
ay find it impossible to obtain locaons, even tho the territory he has deIded upon may be a good territory. In
e case of arcade machines and amuseaent devices, the operator must be not
ply a salesman, but something of a
bowman, because these machines rewire a knowledge of the public's entersinment likes and dislikes.
Before even deciding to go into the
eld of coin machine operation, the prosective operator-who wants to make a
access of his business-will cautiously
avestigate existing territories. If he
elects a territory where established
Dinmen have operated for years, he may
nd himself faced with the impossible
'tuation of being unable to get good
3cations. Studies made by numerous
overnment agencies have pointed out
sat many established service and retail
rganizations have brought certain areas
3 the saturation point. Any additional
ttempts to set up similar operations
all only mean a sad awakening for the,
ewcomer. He not only will find it.diffiult to get good locations-because loations prefer to deal with experienced
perators who know how to get the best
eturns from their machines. He may
yen find it difficult to obtain new ma nines, until the demand from expeririced, established operators has been
atisfied. These two obstacles may spell
allure for the newcomer before the
amt is dry on his sign.
Mechanical Experience
Over and above the general knowledge
f business, which requires knowing eleaentary methods and procedures, the
Din machine operatpr must also have
-ide mechanical experience. The more
p e c i a l i z e d the type of operation,
ze more mechanical knowledge the opator must have. Many veterans who

-

i,

-

see a bright future in coin machine op-

eration pin their hopes on such specialty
machines as ice cream venders and hot
sandwich venders without realizing that
successful operation of these machines
requires more than a passing knowledge
of refrigeration and electronics.
To operate juke boxes successfully, as
another example, the operator needs to
know something of electricity, and this
holds true also of operating amusement
games. Few operators, just beginning,
can afford the services of a full-time repair man. Organizations which have
repair men are usually concerns with a
greater number of machines than the
newcomer could afford in his initial investment. Distributors and manufacturers have set up repair shops to take
care of -the larger mechanical troubles
which the operator must Cace. But the
operator who cannot make routine minor
repairs for himself will soon be out of
business.
Requirements List
It is not possible, in this brief space,
to catalog all of the requirements by
which newcomers can gauge their success or failure in coin operation. Briefly,
those qualifications might form a check
list resembling this:
A successful operator must have:
1. Personality-suited to meeting and
getting along with a wide variety
of people.
2. Initiative and sales ability
to
realize the opportunities and take
fullest advantage of them.
3. Resourcefulness and ingenuity-to
be able to solve problems as they
arise.
4. Business ability
understanding
methods and procedures, bookkeeping and route management.
5. Mechanical knowledge
knowing
how to take care of his investment
so that the best service can be given
and obtained.
This is a large order, and it does not
begin to exhaust all of the details involved in successful operation of coin
machines.
There are two ways of àcquiring the
know-how needed to operate coin machines, once a, man has assured himself
that he has the basic qualifications
needed.
Those two ways are: 1. Going thru a
business and mechanical training course
to get the theory necessary, and 2, actually working with established operator as
a repair and serviceman.
Actually, the man who only goes to a
commercial school to pick up basic business methods and then goes on to a mechanical school to learn electronics, refrigeration and so on, may find himself
still badly lacking in practical experience.
Best insurance of probable success is for
the newcomer to take his schooling and
then go on to work for an operator where
he can test his theories with actual
practice.
By far the greatest majority of successful coin machine operators in business
today have come to be operators after
spending a few years working for another
operator as repair and serviceman. Getting out on the route, working with the
machines in the repair shop and on location, is the surest, best way of learning
the trade. This holds true of any business, and is particularly true of coin
machines.

-

.

-

-

--

a source for procuring money needed to which have to he repaired.
Once he has act up this much of his
Getting a loan from a distributor, or buslneas--found a territory which is not
having the distributor advance the ma- crowded and then found a place from
chines on a small down -payment, de- which to conduct his operation-the oppends, of course, entirely upon the new- erator must begin the important work
comer's ability to prove himself. No dis- of lining up locations. Here hie selling
tributor is willing to take a chance on a ability will meet its great test. To sell
man whose abilities to succeed may be a location on the value of placing a coin
doubtful. Neither will the coin machine machine means that the operator must,
financing organizations or banks.
himself, know all of the best reasons why
Veterane corning into the trade will a location owner should have hie corn
find the same difficulty in obtaining machines. The best way to learn these
funds provided they lack experience. reasons, in fact the only satisfactory
Many vets had high hopes that the loans way, is to work with an established opguaranteed under the G.I. Bill of Rights erator for some time before setting out
would give them an opportunity to go to set up a route.
into business for themselves, and some
Service and Repair
wanted to go into coin machine operation. When G.I. loans are actually
Having his headquarters, finances, mesought, however, the vet quickly learns chines anil locations, the operator then
the amount of red -tape he must go thru. must make sure that his service Job la
Local bankers, who must underwrite the good. He cannot allow his machines to
loans after interviewing the applicant run down. He can't let complaints from
and studying his proposed business the location owner go unanswered. His
proposition, are being overly -cautious, working hours are fixed by the hours of
according to critics of the bill. Only a the location he is servicing, and bin time
few thousand loans have been grar ted to is available whenever he la needed. On
date out of the countless thousands of his own-without waiting for the locaapplications made.
tion owner to tell him one of him machines is in need of repair-the operator
Little Caution Good
make regular checks of his mechanIn a way, it is true, this caution is a must
good thing since it prevents inexperi- isms.
It might be well, too, to remember that
enced, fly-by-night newcomers from
flooding the field and perhaps doing the if the operator is establishing a route
business serious harm. But on the of Juke boxes or vending machines he
other hand, this caution likewise makes also has to obtain either records or
it difficult for the honestly capable to supplies for his vending machlne.ß, This
come into the business-and the estab- presents difficulties of another kind.
lished trade wants these kind of men.
Records are still scarce. Until records
Once the prospective operator has ob- become much more plentiful, those rectained the funds necessary to launch his ords which are produced will most likely
new business, he must go thru the long, go to the older operators since that to
tedious process of finding a suitable area only fair. The same is true of vending
in which to operate. Too much em- machines. Candy, gum, nuts and soft
phasis cannot be placed on this point. It drinks are as scarce, if not scarcer. than
is as important to know where to operate platters for juke boxes. All of these
as it is to know how to operate. Don't commodities will become more plentiful
go into a territory which is already well as 1948 wears on. Until the sugar shortsupplied with long-established operators. age has been eased appreciably, however,
At best, the newcomer can only succeed gum, candy and soft drinks will not be
in drawing a few choice locations away sufficient to take care of demand, Emfrom the established operator. More barking on any of these operations means
likely than not, he will even fail to do making contact with distributors and
this unless he does it by methods which selling that distributor on your own
are certain to have a bad effect later on. business ability.
Many average operators and practically
Being a coin machine operator takes
every beginning operator works out of more than wishing. It takes personal,
his own home, or out of his garage. If business and mechanical ability and exhe wants to expand, however, he will perience. Everyone in the trade is agreed
need more space and this means locating that coin machine operation has a fine
a building where overhead will not eat future. But only those men who have
away too much profit. The operator needs the initiative and know-how will reap
-room in which to work on those machines the advantages of that future.

start a route of coin machines.

-

Finance Problem

Having gone thru the necessity for
meeting these personal, business and mechanical problems, the newcomer to the
operating field has to secure sufficient
funds to launch his business. Most newcomers do not bring large amounts of
money into their business, but must rely
on loans to get them started.
In this respect, the prospective operator is more fortunate than many who
wish to start other, business ventures. In
addition .to the regular loan banks, coin
machine distributors and several financing organizations are available as

BATTERIES OF machines attract customers and multiply the value of iocations many times over, Many combinations of machines can be set up, or a single
type can be used as above. The alert operator will test many ideas in using lines
of machines to boost trade.
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ROUTE MANAGEMENT
f}

During the long years of the war
lan important shift in trade opinion
*about routes took place. Conditions de fveloped which made the business of
buying and selling of entire routes of
¡machines take on a meaning it has
¡never had before.
War conditions brought about these
phanges, but the effects are sure to be
Lpermanent. Many operators among the
rlyounger group were called to the service
1and they had to sell their entire routes.
fihe smaller operators were usually affected, but some of the big operators
also sold as well as bought routes. Dis`tributors also played an important part
n this business.
t Trade reports have indicated the busi'ress of buying and selling routes, even
::by single distributing firms, sometimes
amounted to millions. The practice gave
tan entirely new meaning to the busii;ness. For many years, some firms in
i:;their promotion plans had followed a
¡system of establishing routes of ma çhines and selling the route, but this
j practice had
never become general to
the trade until war conditions made it
Important.
It seems that thru the years most
ir'operators had thought of their business
igs buying, placing and servicing machines. Machines were the important
item in their business.

Buying, selling entire routes of
machines, brought on by war years,
certain to have permanent effect

4

'
r

Emphasis on Routes
But the war period seems to have put
the emphasis on routes as the essential
part of the coin machine business, and
machines hereafter may be relegated to
In other words, the
"a minor place.
operator in the future will think of
routes instead of just machines.. Routes
will be thought of as a unit, and will be
bought and sold as any other business
Is bought and sold. The real heart of
the business will be routes, while machines are merely a part of the equip tuent used in conducting business. As

By

Walter W. Hurd
Coin Machine Editor

operators come to grasp the full meaning of this idea, they will see the necessity of improving their business methods
of operation.
The route idea will add dollar value
to the whole coin machine business.
The buying and selling of routes during
the war attracted much attention because of the immense amounts of money
involved. There was even much talk of
"big money" coming into the business
and taking it over. It was evident that
some people had discovered a new value
in routes.
When operators come to think more
in terms of routes than of machines,
they will find many other lines of bush,
ness which also use routes as the basic
unit of business. The food and softdrink industries have many phases in
which routes are used as the unit of
business. In fact, before the war, there
was a national trade association representing route men who performed various selling and service functions in the,
food and dairy business. Bottlers in the
soft drink field are accustomed to think
highly of routes and have had much
experience in the business of managing
routes. To them route management Is
all important.
Will Learn Much
As the route idea gains in the coin
machine trade, operators will learn a
good deal from older industries which

have always emphasized route manage-

ment.
A casual glance at route management
in any of these older industries shows
that records are a basic part of the
whole system. It is impossible to manage a route of any kind properly without
keeping complete records. Operators of
coin machine routes have been told for
many years that they must keep good
records, but it is still understood in the
business that many men, after operating
for years, still fail to keep accurate busi-

ness records.
In order to manage a route successfully, an operator must liave a clear
picture of the route as a whole. The
only way to keep that picture in mind
is to have records that will show him
what his business is doing and where
the weak units are. Records are only a
part of the system of route management, but they, are an essential part.
Without complete record systems, it is
impossible to manage a route according to modern business methods.
The route management idea simply
brings the operator to the place where
he will begin to study business methods,
methods that are well known in all lines
of business, and apply them to his own
route of coin machines.
Locations Need Study
When an operator begins to study
route management, he will find loca-

tions have great importance. He will
find that it is necessary to study all
of his locations. Locations become the
unit of his business, rather than machines. In these modern times, chain
stores have shown how it is possible to
devote much study to a location. This
involves studying the people who patronize the place, how heavy the traffic is,
what management of the local store
means to drawing customers, etc.
The successful operator finds his locations already set up as local establishments. He must fit his machines into
the local establishment as the proprietor or owner has developed it, but the
operator can accomplish much in studying these locations. This study aids
especially in selling the owner or proprietor of the establishment on how
and where to place machines and how
to get to best patronage for them.
In the operator's mind, every location
is different and has its own special
problems and opportunities for his machine business.
In the older industries that have
routes, much attention and study Is
given to the question of transportation.
Operators must also use cars and trucks.
As the route idea develops, they will
find that giving attention to these means
of transportation will help improve business. Transportation is an important
item in the expense of operating, and
study must be given to the subject of
cutting expenses in order to increase
profits. Route management in other
businesses include checking and rechecking of the actual expenses of transportation, trying to find ways in which such
expenses can be reduced. Operators will,
no doubt, be able to learn much from
these older industries that have made
more complete studies of transportation.
Employees Help
Operators who use help will find that
employees also are a big factor in route
(Continued on page 115)
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1

management. Years of experience in
elder industries has shown that route
:4nen help or hurt the business on the
gpasis of the service which they give to
.he stop where they call. This is a
dell-known point in the coin machine
rade, too, but operators do not always
íve the study to this item that they
Qshould. In a small business, with just
°t few employees, every person working
":for the business must become a real
,salesman. Larger organizations can emOloy special salesmen and make selling
a, distinct department in their business.
But in the small business, it is entirely
itlfferent. Every employee must be a
good salesman and do his best to sell
+she business as a whole. That is a part
Df the operator's route management. He
,gets employees who can sell his business
';.o the location.

Route management also raises the old
'question of whether the operator will
concentrate on one type of machine or
whether he will use a variety of ma 'chines and supply each location with
what it wants and needs. The answer
;to this question depends more upon the
,individual taste of the operator and
what he wants to do himself. Some
operators make good by concentrating
on one type of machine, while other
operators are just as succesful by using
as variety of machines.
From the standpoint of the location
owner, the tendency is for the location
i:to want to do business with only one
`,.operator, this operator to supply all the
different types of machines needed in
the place. Each operator will have to
decide for himself whether he supplies
11

only one machine or gives the location
all the different types that it wants.
What the operator will learn as he
studies route management is that routes
have great value, and that by proper
management, the dollar value of the
route can be greatly increased from year
to year.
Better Route Management
The post-war outlook is that buying
and selling of routes will continue thru
future years. Better route management
,by operators will make them of more
Distributors
commercial importance.
are likely to play the biggest role in the
trend of setting up and transferring
routes in the future. The setting up of
routes by the manufacturers has been
given a black eye in the past because of
unscrupulous promoters.
Even at the present time, Better Business Bureaus and other organizations
are warning veterans and others about
investing in routes.
The distributor covers a limited territory and becomes acquainted with the
possibilities in all such territory. If he
stays in business in that particular
territory, he must build a reputation for
fair and honest practices. For that reason, he necessarily must play fair in
establishing routes to sell to new operators for the men already in the business.
It is apparent that distributors can
come to play a bigger part in the future
in setting up routes and introducing
newcomers into the operating field, but
here, the distributors also emphasize
over and over again the importance of
route management. Successful operators
in his territory are the best guarantee
of an income for his distributing business thru future years. The distributor
can well become the leader in promoting
the idea of route management.

Delayed Yeni Letter Shows
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Frenchman Planned US Trip
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NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-A letter dated
April 17, 1941, to Ted Wolfram, New
York staff man of The Billboard, from
Oscar Yeni, Novelty Automatic, France,
one of the largest coin machine distributors in Europe, has just been received.
It was held by British censors, according to stamps on the envelope, and was

released in January.
In the letter Yeni talks of coming to
the United States, but nothing has been
heard of him. He last was in the States
in 1937, when he talked to several coin
machine manufacturers about exports
to France.
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OPERATING AMUSEMENT machines calls for business judgment because
customers include business and professional leaders. Babe Phelps and Luke Hamlin,
big league ball players, carefully study a baseball game. Games must be modern
and kept in good condition to cater to such patrons. Better route management
will be the operator's best assurance of success. (Acme photo.)
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Market Reports

NDUSTRY'S SHIFT TO PEACE
OIN machine industry, like every
other business, has felt the pinch
of current unsettled economic

onditions and wage disputes, but
eports from operators thruout the
ation and in Canada make it plain
that the trade generally has made
quick and successful shift to peacetime operation.
Music operators, of course, have
carcely noticed a change since V -J
Day except that in some places
records are getting more plentiful,
altho still below pre-war wearing
uality.
Arcade owners, along with operators of amusement games on loca ions, have been more affected by
the reconversion, especially since the
ords of wartime travelers-G.I. and
ivilianwere among their best cus..
tomers. The tight real estate situation also has hit arcades in some sections, but most of the top operators
ave been able to keep business
umming with new gimmicks and
ome'' of the old- pre-war push foe
business.
Venders Most Affected
Vending machines probably have
been most affected by the changing
;economic conditions which have followed the abrupt end of a four-year
War. This is especially true of operators who specialized in factory
locations, where labor disputes have
broken out as labor and manage
`meat jockeyed for the best possible
,'bargaining position. Confronted jay
;;portages of everything from peanuts
to soft drinks on one hand and a
strike -bound plant on the other, their
business has looked pretty dark at
times in the last few months. Nevertheless, they are more than optimistic over the prospects for automatic
selling, and they look upon their
',routes with the same high regard
;bankers have for gilt-edged bonds.
High Level Now
Service machines, such as locks,
coin lockers, napkin venders and
stamp dispensers, naturally profited
greatly from the ebb and flow of
civilians and soldiers across the
country during the war years, and
today their business appears to be
.".running at high level. Stamp sales,
however, probably have been slowed
somewhat by the drop in correspondence that was bound to follow the
discharge of millions of men and
women from service. This decline,
tho, was more than offset by a
Christmas holiday boom that established new precedents. Stamp machine operators also are optimistic
about the future of their business,
especially once druggist and other
"courtesy" dealers in stamps, as well
as the mailing public, have become
'accustomed to greater convenience
of the venders.
Coinmen thruot.t the nation have
expressed the conviction again and
again in the survey made by representatives of The Billboard that the
great burst of peacetime prosperity
they see developing now will pro ,duce thousands upon thousands of
profitable new locations. The candy
industry, the soft drink bottlers, the
cigarette makers, the peanut growers and many other trades have accepted the vender wholeheartedly as
a modern method of merchandising.
In the candy industry, for example,
it has produced virtually an entirely
new market for sweets that confectioners a generation ago didn't suspect existed.
Steel Hampers Production
At the present moment, with the
shortage of steel putting a sharp
.

Regional, market reports record
problems, hitches of conversion
from war troubles to peacetime
crimp in vender production and lack
of cabinets hampering output of
amusement games, the music operators and distributors are the most
optimistic of all coinmen. Without
exception, they foresee a period of
tremendous growth for the coin
vending of melody as the new and
strikingly modern jukes come on the
market.
Few, however, expect a great insurge of new operators for several
reasons. They forecast that the great
immediate development will be a
widespread expansion of routes by
present operators. For one thing, the
cost of establishing a route of coin
phonographs is not peanuts. Even
with the backing of the business loan
provisions of the G.I. Bill. of Rights,
veterans will find themselves hard
put to set up more than a tiny route
unless they have a good-sized handful of their own money. Most of
them, unfortunately, don't.
Experience Counts
Moreover, in the competition for
locations, the established operator
with a record of service in many
other business places has a considerable edge in satisfying a location
owner that he can provide the kind
and quantity of music he wants.
Thirdly, phonograph operating is no
business for a greenhorn. It requires
a large amount of know-how to keep
a precision instrument like the modern juke operating properly; it requires no end of business acumen
to keep such hard-headed business
men as tavern owners, restaurant
men satisfied, especially under cur=
rent conditions of record and parts
shortages; it requires solid standing
in the commercial community to get
the necessary credit and business
connections to operate a route profitably. All these items add up to a
task for a seasoned, alert business
man with plenty on the ball.
Taking for a moment, just the
matter of credit. Loans 'are easier

to get today than a room in a flop-

house in the 1930's, but the bankers
and loan brokers still aren't putting
their money out for free. Interest is
still the fashion in financial circles,
and nothing will cut into profits
deeper than a heavy burden of debt
hanging over a small, freshly started
business. Take as example a tyro
juke box operator who manages to
borrow $15,000 to start into the business. The per centum to the bankers runs day and night, whether the
jukes play or not, and before he can
take a dime out for himself or pay
a nickle to whittle down the debt,
his machines have to earn $750 a
year if he is lucky enough to get
the money at the low rate of 5 per
cent.
Dollar Reserve Needed
Moreover, if he is any business man
at all, he must set aside some kind
of reserve for depreciation, -;o buy
new machines when his present ones
wear out, because even the best
jukes don't last forever. And even
if he has the stamina to take care
of the business details and service
his machines himself, he still will
have many incidental expenses in
addition to the wear and tear on his
automobile or pick-up truck. And it
is nearly impossible to run even a
small route without some outside
help.
It is consideration of these facts
which has led a number of distributors and operators to remark, in
effect, "The veter<.as will make a determined effort to get into the business, but they will need more than
their G.I. loans to finance their
entry. Yet we keep getting dozens
of inquiries from veterans who want
to plunge into the business, especially those who were in it as servicemen or salesmen before they
donned uniforms."
Distributor Backing Good
The latter, who have some knowledge of the business, have fair

Aircorps Popularizes Pinball

PINBALL HAS HAD much publicity since its first appearance in 1931. Air
corps uses pinball idea in scoring hits on target planes. Each hit is scored by a
light which flashes in the nose of the plane. (Acme photo.)

chance of success once machines become plentiful again, or if they get
a chance to buy into an established
route now. Of course, if they are
lucky enough to get the backing of
a good distributor, their chances are
just as good as those of anyone else,
provided they have the push and
business sense to meet current conditions.
In most cases, tho, the returning
veteran's best bet is to go back to
the old firm, bent on steadily increasing his knowledge of the trade,
and await a more favorable opportunity for setting up a new business.
As one distributor put it: "If business
is as good as I think it's going to be,
there will be plenty of opportunities
ahead. And if it isn't, then a guy
with a little dough is better off to
keep his War Bonds.",
Other Phases Brighter
In other branches of the coin machine industry, the outlook for the
newcomer with comparatively little
knowledge of the business is brighter.
But, at the moment, things aren't
quite so rosy for the established operator or distributor.
Already beset by the shortage of
sugar and the consequent shortages
of candy and soft drinks, combined
with the short market on peanuts
and some other staples, the vending
machine operator is having his difficulties over most of the country.
Now comes the steel strike, which
has begun to look like a long-drawnout affair, to dim the prospect of getting the new machines he so badly
needs in any large quantity soon.
Most manufacturers, at the onset
of the strike, reported themselves in
pretty good shape on steel supplies,
but even at best these can't last more
than 45 to 60 days. And that is an
especially hard blow to makers of
vending machines since most of them
are largely built of steel. A 60 -day
strike could throw their production
schedules completely out of kilter.
Locations Tranferred
At the moment, the closing of
many large industrial plants-prime
locations for venders of all typeshas hit some operators pretty hard.
And one large operating company
had reported sales lagging nearly 12
per cent because of merchandise
shortages before the outbreak of
labor disputes. Closing of the plants,
however, has not hit them quite as
hard as might be expected at first
glance. For one thing, those with
department store, office building and
public locations have been able to
transfer the supplies freed by strikebound factories to these other spots.
Result is that sales have held up
generally better than had been expected when the walkout broke.
Service Field Best
The vending and service machine
field, of course, probably offers the
returning veteran and war worker,
with a little cash saved up, his best
opportunity in coin machines. To
begin with, the initial investment is
much smaller. Secondly, the trade
is more staple, and aitho the margins may be smaller, so are the
risks. And the little business man
should not forget that big risks are
something he seldom can afford, unless he has a lawyer 'friend that
wants to get some practice in bankruptcy procedure.
Here, too, the development of new
types of machines-like electronic
sandwich machines, fruit juice venders, newspaper dispensers and frozen
food machines-offer the newcomer
(Continued on page 118)
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an opportunity to get in at the beginning of a business with tremendous potentials for growth. In every
growing business the first -comer
naturally gets the gravy if he just
hangs on thru that tough sod -breaking period.
Outlook Given
Swinging around the country with
correspondents of The Billboard, the
coin machine outlook at mid -February was somthing like this:
CHICAGO-Considerable consolidation has been going on in, the coin phonograph trade with some operators selling their routes to other 'established operators arid leaving for
the stock brokerage and other businesses. Few newcomers in sight aitho
a good many veterans have taken advantage of the Veterans' Administration program to take jobs as servicemen with distributors and learn the
business from the ground up.
Despite size of the city and the
small number of strikers in comparison with the total population, effect
of the steel tie-up has been felt especially in Gary, Indiana, and other
near-by steel towns. Music play,
however, continues excellent with
taverns, restaurants and lunchrooms
jammed and small change. plentiful.
Supply Shortage Felt
Most vender operators were able
to make quick shifts of machines to
expanding plants after V-J Day and
those venders in department store,
beauty shop and office locations
have no complaints except the shortage of some supplies and the needs
for new machines. Penny venders
on public locations, such as electric
railroad waiting platform, elevated

BALLY DISTRIBUTORS

IN

stations and bus and train depots,
appear to be doing a brisk business.
Arcades and other amusement game
locations have reported some drops,
but the gradual appearance of new,
attractive and novel games has lately
offset that to certain extent.
Nearness of Fort Sheridan and
Camp Grant discharge centers naturally have turned a large number of
veterans loose in the city, and they
are mostly free -spenders. Arcade
owners with photo machines also
have turned the _need for photostats
of discharge and other military
papers to good account, and the
adaptations of the Link trainer have
supplied some nice earnings. In an
age as airminded as the present, anything with an aerial angle is bound
to do all right if handled properly,
and some Chicago arcade men have
shown themselves excellent showmen in promoting these games.
Target Garnes Click
Target guns also have taken the
fancy of many former soldiers and
sailors, especially on tavern locations. For most dischargees, it has
been a long time since they were on
the rifle range qualifying for the
various weapons, and at sight of a
ray -gun, they usually get to wondering how their shooting eye is now.
If the wife or sweetheart is along,
she also has to have a whirl. Result
is some pretty good play records
shown for machines thruout the city.
Down -State Illinois towns also
have been registering good business,
some as result of special local conditions such as oil booms, and others
like Champaign and Urbana because
they arc bulging with ex -servicemen

THESE

TWO STATES

NOW DELIVERING
VICTORY DERBY ONE -BALL MULTIPLE PAY TABLE
VICTORY SPECIAL ONE -BALL MULTIPLE FREE PLAY
UNDERSEA RAIDER UPRIGHT GUN
SURF QUEEN 5 BALL FREE PLAY GAME

JENNINGS--in Iowa
Now delivering the BRONZE CHIEF and the SUPER DELUX CLUB CHIEF
WILLIAMS-in Nebraska and Iowa
Now delivering SUSPENSE 5 BALL FREE PLAY GAME
CHICAGO COIN --in Iowa
Now delivering the GOALEE
Hs C. EVANS-in Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Southern and Western Illinois
Now delivering new line of Consoles, including PACES RACES
We are a15o delivering the HOMER CAPEHART new improved PACKARD
WALLBOXES with new 30 wire cable
All of the Above Machines Are Now on Display in Our Showroom
We Offer

a

Convenient Time Payment Plan to Our Customers

Cs

FRANKEL DISTRIBUTING
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
1209 Douglas St.

Phone Atlantic 3407

ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

2532 Fifth Ave.-Phone

R.

1.

15

taking advantage of the educational
provisions of the G.I. Bill of Rights
to go back to college.
Chicago also has a good share of
these veterans, with all colleges and
professional schools reporting classes
jampacked.
General Conditions Good
Employment thru the State is
picking up steadily, and banks are
;jammed with customers with paychecks to cash. Business generally
.is perking, and returning veterans
',looking for work report that jobs are
beginning to get filled up altho there
still are plenty in the lower pay
r'brackets, particularly clerical, available.
All in all, business is good, and

1
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prospects are that it will get much
better as supply holes are filled and
new machines appear.
NEW YORK-Activity thruout the

,industry, from music to amusement
games, is almost feverish as coinmen
7 get set for the opening of what looks
like a genuine new era. Realign' ments within firms, establishment of
new distributors, construction of
plant and office additions, purchase
:,of new buildings and all the other
shifts and changes that go with
preparations to handle record volumes of business are everyday occurrences.
Cig Activity Heightens
Recent' weeks has seen considerable activity among cigarette vender
manufacturers and distributors, and
boom business for operators as
smokes come back on the market in
'full supply again. A large national
cracker and cookie making concern
has thrown its support behind a bid
for development of cookie venders as
a major branch of the vending indus ,;try. A Fifth Avenue milliner with
a bent for mechanics has announced
.a large -capacity vender of news''`

papers and magazines, and coin -controlled typewriters have made their
appearance in several midtown
hotels.

Thru New England, the stamp
vending trade has been very active
with the New England Postage
Stamp Operators' Association planning a big session in Boston this
month as the industry seeks to stabilize itself for peacetime operation.
Talk has been prevalent of organiza national association of stamp venders, and the same view was brought
up in Chicago at the last meeting of
the association there.
The strike at General Electric has
held up production of the electronic
sandwich vender, it was reported,
but engineering work on the device
is said to be completed. The walkout at GE and Westinghouse also
has probably interfered with output
of the soft drink venders both companies announced that they were.
making.
Eastern Picture Bright
Employment in Manhattan, and
thruout the industrial Middle Atlantic and New England States, naturally has been less stable than in some
more diversified sections of nation,
but the help wanted columns of the
metropolitan dailies show plainly
that there is' no great scarcity of
jobs especially in the electrical, radio
and mechanical trades.
Tremendous flow of travelers in
and out of New York City has continued at nearly wartime levels with
hotel rooms reported scarce as Haig
& Haig at a WCTU meeting. Commerce Department also reports that
departures of U. S. citizens for
foreign countries has been stepping
upward steadily since V-J Day, and
the Port of New York as usual is
getting the bulk of this business
Several world -girdling steamship
(Continued. on. page 120)

60A-Rauland VISITRON

Phototube. having high value on ap-

plications for

double trac k

sound systems or wherever dual
cell operation is required and
space is

a

factor.

Available with caesium surface,
either in gas filled or in vacuum
for high stability.

RADIO

RADAR

SOUND

COMMUNICATIONS

TELEVISION

1lectroneering is our business
CHICAGO dl, ILLINOIS
Tlht RAULANDCORPORATI©N
Rauland employees are still investing 105 of their salaries in War Bonds

THE NEW

IMPROVED MODEL
P,
Cu ARA41'

S:

F!t
QEREEct
E

GROETCHEN
METAL TYPER

MACHINES

B'

Also
Dew! Unbreakable!
Guaranteed! 0lear,

USED

transparent plastic win=
dows for Model 850
Program Holder,

',PULITZER MODELS

55.00 Per Set,

METAL TYPER MACHINES

Each

24 TOP Corner,
5 1.20
24 Lower Sides
4.00
61-71-41.800.600 Top Corners 4.00
700 Top Corners
7.00
700 Lower Sides
9.50
700 Back Sides
8.50
800 Top Center, Right or Left Red 8.00
800 Back Sides, Breen
0.60
800 Lower Sides
18.50
760 Top Corners
8.75
760 Lower Sides
8,75
760 Top Center
4.25
750 Middle Sides
2.00
850 Top Corners
9.60
850 Lower Sides
860 Top Center
11.00
060 Lower Sides
10.50

ROCK-OLA MODELS
Each

Standard, Master, DeLuae or Super
Top Corners
$12,75
Lower Sides
12.75
Top Door Plastica
8.75
The Above Available In Solid Red,
Yellow, Green.

Available In Red, Yellow er Green
Each
Top Corners ..
514.00

Throne-Empress

Throne-Empress
Lower Sides

... , .. , .

,

14,00

FACTORY RECONDITIONED BY US
Guaranteed Mechanically O. K.

.........

COMMANDO

Each

QUAINT

Top Corners
s 8.00
Top Center
7,00
Long Sides
12.75
Combination Yellow & Red Color Scheme

ALUMINUM

SEEBURG MODELS

DISCS

S

MILLS

GROETCHEN

Each

"HI Tone"-Model 9800, 8800,
8200, Lower Sides
$14.60
"Classic"-Colonel'"
Top Corners

"Cadet,®.,MnJor"
top Corners

,....,,.

6.00
2.59

THAT WORK RIGHT

Made With Original
Großichen Dies

SHEET PLASTIC

20"x50"-Non-Brittle

Pliable,

60 Gauge Red, Yellow or Green (Thickness of a New Half Dollar). Per Sheet $14.60
Ng YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT, ASK FOR !T I
WE FIAT
HAVE IT IN STOCK I
TERMS! I/O Deposit With Order, Balance C.O.D., P.O.B. New York.
Remit Full Payment and Save 0.0.0. Charges. Checks Acosptabiel
ORDER FROM YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR

acme

SALES

co.

505 WEST ,42nd ST
NEW YORK 18, N.Y.
tON"GAORÈ 3-4138

IT WILL PAY YOU TO GET OUR PRICES
WRITE DIRECT TO TIRE

STANDARD SCALE CO.

6Mannfacturers of the New Sroetrhen Metal Typer"
715 N. KINGSHIGHWAY

ST. LOUIS 8, MO.
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lines also have announced the re- cific troops has largely offset the
sumption of regular cargo and pas- shipment of others eastward to the
senger traffic to ports thruout the separation centers, or westward to
world this month.
the Pacific islands.
Oregon Sellers' Market
Florida Boom On
PORTLAND, Oregon-Despite the
MIAMI-Florida in general, and
the East Coast cities in particular, alarm aroused in certain quarters
is groggy with tourists, but local over Oregon's increasing number of
'business men including coin machine unemployed the coin machine inoperators, have been able to take dustry has yet to feel the pinch.
care of all loose money the sun - Collections, after a brief slump, conas distributors
tinue to roll in and all lines remain
seekers brought with them.
This winter season has witnessed in a sellers' market.
L. C. Stoll, director in Oregon of
in Wisconsin
the heaviest spending in years, with
the
U. S. Employment Service, reall
records
broken.
Return
all
of an
struck a sour note in anample cigarette supply during the cently
nouncing that the State had 58,000
latter .months of 1945 prepared cig jobless,
whom 15,000 were war
vender operators for record business, veterans,ofand
he characterized the
but the candy and soft drink opera- outlook as "black."
tors have plenty of headaches just
Yet operators find the nickels are
trying to meet demand. If supplies
were as good as in the mid -1920s, flowing into their machines in a
stream. Some are inclined to
current prosperity from Key West to steady
regard
this
Jacksonville east and to Tampa west earned in as "war industry money,"
the shipyards and war
would make the real estate boom of plants, the kind
of money that seems
those days look like a very small to find its way out
of pockets regardbubble.
less of future prospects.
Too -often -empty venders has held
Wages Higher
profits in check considerably, but
However,
are far from
the music machines are doing an ex- black in thatprospects
several million -dollar
cellent business in spite of the diffi- construction and
Victory Special
projects
Undersea Raider
culties of getting records and the are under way or industrial
ready for an early
fewer plays that some disks produce start. Wages in general
have been
Victory Derby
these days. Servicing also continues released from the wartime
Five -Ball Surf Queen
down to give music operators some prob- hold, and the clamor is great
for
lems, and with the ceilings off wages nearly every kind of merchandise.
generally, costs have risen. AmuseUsed machine market continues
ment games naturally are enjoying lively,
the cloudy outlook for
steady play both from natives and deliverybut
of new machines, whether
tourists.
venders or jukes, has many jobbers
fretting. Music play, of course, still
Used Machines Wanted
Altogether,
Florida
has
hit the is good as taverns and eating places
*TEN STRIKES
travel jackpot this year with the draw a good portion of the loose
long -planned vacations of thousands "war cash."
and all future outstanding devices from Evans
Altho near -by California is the
of war workers, executives and vetleading U. S. producer of beet sugar,
gi, erans coming to reality.
candy and soft drink situation
Demands for used machines of the
the Pacific Northwest is little
every type reported at high pitch as in
than in Boston, Keokuk or
the State looks forward to a big or different
Houston.
Nut supplies also are reWATCH FOR FUTURE UNITED ANNOUNCEMENTS
a bigger season next year. New ma- ported short in
places, but
chines still haven't made any ap- venders on publicsome
locations
pearance on the Florida market, but seem to be generally pretty lately
well
distributors report that they still filled. Cigarettes all over the nation
are booking orders steadily.
are in good supply, but here as elseLOS ANGELES -Coin machine where there has been some price
And
row on West Pico Boulevard still clipping by chain stores.
on
is busy with preparations for the
Used
New Operators Appear
biggest business of history once maDistributors
the appearSLOT MACHINES
chines
ONE BALLS
start
rolling,
PHONOS AND SPECIALS
and the street ance of a good report
many new operators
5¢ Blue Front .... $125.00
Jockey Club
$300.00 Two Door Double Stands,
is
flush
not
only
with
plans
but
con100 Blue Front
135.00 Santa Anita
complete except for
110.00
structions, expansions and consoli- among their customers. One de 25¢ Blue Front ... 175.00
Locking Bars
$ 35.00
dared that there . are more newSea Biscuit
40.00
5¢ Brown Front .. 140.00
dations.
Single Box Stands
12.50
10¢ Brown Front .. 175.00
Race King
125.00
Independent
record makers here comers buying than established opCapehart 20 -Sel.
250 Brown Front .. 225.00
ARCADE EQUIPMENT
Phono ...
120.00
5¢ Melon Bell .... 135.00
on the West Coast, as in Chicago erators. He estimated one-third of
5¢ Cherry Bell
140.00 Bowl -a -Bali
$195.00 Melotone 16-Rec.
and some other Middle Western his business at least was with new
5¢ Brown Front,
Phono ...
225.00
Bowl -a -Bomb
175.00
Rebuilt
points,, have been working fever- operators. As a result, tho, even
..... 125.00 Evans Play Ball
Towers,'
5¢ Original Chrome,
135.00 Singing
machines are becoming scarce,
20
ishly
-Sel.
to give the trade the disks it used
275.00
2-5
... ... 225.00 Drivemoblle
250.00 Rock -Ola Imperial,
he
said.
The cry for new games,
Pace All Star, 10¢ ..
needs
65.00 Lucky Strike
and
at
the
same
time get a venders and
135.00
Remote Unit
250 Caine, 2-4
49.50
220.00
jukes, of course, is
large
slice
of the peacetime platter
Jennings Chief, 5¢
95.00 Periscope ...
125.00 Wurlitzer Twin 12
market. Record demand continues lusty and insistent.
Jennings Sliver Moon,
Units, Complete .. 195.00
Sky Fighter
225.00
5¢
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin -Over145.00 Submarine
Boxes, Like
to outstrip supply as the 9,000 or
135.00 Packard
Caille Round JackNew
29.50
all
picture of the coin trade in Milso
jukes
pot, 3-5, 5¢ ..
49.50 Rapid Fire
in
L.A. keep rolling out waukee
125.00 Bowling Leagues ... 195.00
Caille Round Jackpot,
is bright despite the recent
Supreme Skee Rolls
Tommy Gun
275.00
the
130.00
sweet,
swing
and
jive.
3-5, 100
59.50 Victory
Bank a Ball
195.00
clamp
on
pinball games by a high
Pool
100.00 Mills Slot
Caille 250 Round Jack Locks, Keys.
West Coast Stable
court ruling that they were gaming
pot, 3-5
79.50 Zingo
150.00
Ea.
2.00
Abrupt end of the war and
devices.
consequent employment drop in the
Stamp vending machines
the
aircraft and shipbuilding industries been producing good business, have
but
We want NOW all models of phonographs and 5 -ball
up and down the Coast have had
(Continued on page 122)
their effect upon the coin trade as
free -play games. Send list, cash is waiting.
upon all other lines of business. But
by and large, the West Coast appears
to be just on the threshold of tremendous e c on o m i c development,
MACHINES GUARANTEED
READY FORM especially with powerful figures like
Henry Kaiser in the lead.
LOCATION
California and the other Pacific
States have been much less affected
Terms: 7/3 Certified Deposit, Balance C. O. D.
by wage disputes and labor tieups
than most other sections of the nation. Kaiser's steel plant, for instance, is one of the few still operating. Demobilization of the armed
forces, of course, has hit some California towns where large army, marine or naval installations furnished
a great source of business. In the
6304 W. GREENFIELD AVE. PHONE, GR -6772 MILWAUKEE 14' WISCONSIN.
large cities, particularly San Francisco and Seattle, the arrival of Pa-
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pr°ovdly announces his

POSTWAR PLANS
We Are Exclusive Regional Distributors for the State of Texas and Northern
Louisiana for Ail Products of

J. H. KEENEY

Cr

COMPANY

COMING VERY SOON
The new "Super Bonus Bell Console" in single and twin heads, with
ments you would not think possible.

a

world of new improve-

Also a new and entirely different One -Ball in Pay -Out and Free -Play Models, and the greatest
Cigarette Machine ever manufactured, Keeney's All -Electric Cigarette Machine, that has us
swamped with inquiries already.

Exclusive Regional Distributors for State of Texas, Northern Louisiana
All Products of

...

EXHIBIT SUPPLY CO.
Hit"-

It's all the name implies! Can be had in the
First new 5 -Ball now on display-"Big
regular Free -Play or with the multiple feature. Here's somethò ig really different in a 5 -Ball.
We suggest your early commitment.

Exclusive Distributors for

O. D. JENNINGS er CO.
We are now delivering the "Bronze Chief," "Standard Chief," and the "Super DeLuxe," the
most beautiful Bell Machine ever manufactured.

Exclusive Texas Distributors for the

SENSATIONAL NEW SPEED IRON
Gun Type Soldering Iron

Instant Heat, Hot or Cold in 5

Seconds in Stock, Ready

for Delivery

PRICE $12.95
Full Cash, Please, With Order

ACME AMUSEMENT CO.
"Your Complete Wants Under One Roof"
Phone Central 3938

2413-15 North Pearl St.

DALLAS 1, TEXAS
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these devices have scarcely begun to
get going full blast in this area yet.
Some operators, with venders on
SEEBURG CHICKEN, SAM AND JAILBIRDS in
location
in good downtown spots,
Must Be Complete with All Parts -Not Necessarily In
report excellent business, but everyGood Working Order
where it takes substantial play to
build up a large volume for devices
operating on the narrow profit margin these do. However, all reports
are that they are having a steady
growth, especially among new operators. One thing that makes the ma-,
chines particularly attractive to the
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK
newcomer is their low initial cost.
A fairly sizable and profitable route
THE GAME YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
can be established for $1,000 distributors say.
Local Tests Few
Recently, change makers have
been placed on some location around
TERMS: 1/3 DEPOSIT, BALANCE C. O. D
the city. They are reported getting many new in the business are exa very heavy play in such spots as pected to make a try along with
cigar and drugstores where there some coin machine men who worked
for other operators before the war.
are batteries of pay telephones.
TUBES FOR THE COIN MACHINE INDUSTRY
Phonographs expected to be most
Few tests of new venders have
OZ4
..'. .$1.60 6A7'
.. $1.00 6X5GT
$1.00 24A
been made in the Milwaukee area, in demand include remote and hid$ .90
1A5GT ... .. 1.10 6A8G ....... 1.00 12A8 ,...... 1.00 26
.75
.....:..
but results of these are said to be den machines, but operators expect
1A7GT :
1.30; 6C5
.. 1.00 12K7
1.00 27
:
.70
favorable. But distributors are the eye -smiting new jukes to draw
11A6 T ;
2.35 6D6
rather gloomy about prospects for good play. Fast action five -ball pins
1.00 12SQ7 :
1.00 43
.
1:10
1,00 2516 ;
2.35 6F5GT
.. 1,30 47..
1LN5 , .'.
1.10
early deliveries as the steel dispute also are in strong demand.
1N5GT .;: ..
1.30 6F6G
.-.
.90 25Z6 .., .., 1.00
.90
drags out.
Arcade Possibility Here
2A3
1.95 6J5
.90 35Z5
.85 75
.85
Music machines still are the back2A4G
2.35 6K7GT
..1.00 35A5
1.30
Outlook
for arcades in Des Moines
* 3Q5GT
1.60 616
1.95
bone of the trade hereabouts, and is excellent,
1.30
.90
largely because of civic
1.00 6Q7G
5U4G
:90 35Z3
operators
are
growing eager for new group action against bell machines
1.10 78
5014
5Y3
,70
phonographs as reports of restau- and free -play machines. Arcade ma2.55 80
5Z3
1:10 6SK7
1.00 2051
6A4
. : ,.. 1.60 6V6GT
.,. 1.10 117Z6 ..
-1.60 84
1 10
rant and tavern openings mount. In- chines have never been strongly
WE HAVE MANY MORE TUBES TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
creased demand for jukes also is
here, and operators feel the
si:.ail f ,I. I! .M
.si -':Ill III NI MI Oa MI MI III la
MI MI
': .,. said to be coming from teen-age pushed
time may be ripe. Prospects_ for
clubs as civic organizations, Parent- vending machines likewise is exTeacher Associations and similar cellent since venders never have
p
EW
groups redouble their efforts to stem been given a full tryout on a really
juvenile delinquency. One operator substantial scale here or elsewhere
Converted from Seeburg Chicken Sams and Jap. CabAYG U 14
summed it up this way: "Organiza- in the State.
inets' are completely refinished and repainted. Entire
tions engaged in juvenile betterKANSAS CITY-End of the war
NEW LOW PRICE mechanism rebuilt from 'top to bottom. Looks like a :Ill ment activity have found the juke dealt
a sharp blow to Kansas
brand-new machine -operates like a brand-new, mathe answer to the ever-present de- industrial economy since a City's
mand for music. The kids will have portion of its war income had great
$
chine. Has top player -appeal and is a consistent
been
e50
it or go where they can get it. This drawn from three large ammunition
year-round money-maker. Hundreds of units already
means an increased and continued plants, a plane factory and an airon location. Ask the`operator who "owns"one.
F. O. B. Chicago
demand for jukes. I look for a plane engine works plus such
. - ...:.-. I. s1 o. m N., we
- IN se rte' s1: in in im le
steady demand for more and more smaller war babies as the radio
jukes for location in juvenile recrea- crystal industry.
tion centers as 1946 goes on. In
Coinex Rifle Range
K.C. business men, however, have
fact, we have a far greater demand an axiom that their city prospers
right now than we can fill,"
as the agricultural Southwest prosConversion
pers, and the farmers of Kansas,
Cry for Records
Can be installed on location in 'twenty
Juke operators here still are cry- Missouri, Oklahoma, Nebraska,
minutes. Pays for itself and allows a profit
ing for more and better records. Northern Texas and Arkansas still
in one week's time. Colorful, with top
player appeal, it makes
new piece of
They say the battle of supply for are doing all right even without the
equipment out of your old Seeburg Chicken
platters to keep their routes going huge demand of the armed forces
Sams, Convicts or Japs. Complete converstill is on. Confections are equally for food. Moreover, the prospects
sion ready for installation.::"
short, but local operators are hope- are good for at least another two
SAMPLE ';
ful that the situation will ease after years as the farmers of Asia and
$14.15.
April 1, when they expect the sugar Europe strive to rebuild their flocks
$17.50
ration to be revised upward for and fields.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE_ CIRCULAR
candy and soft drink makers.
Manufacturing Increases
ma ma
NI le' la in
le ea le Ns
al' me
mi
le
General business conditions are
Coin
industry of the two
healthy, and arcade operators still Kansas machine
Cities has been building up
a
good
altho
are
pulling
trade,
the
NO.
rapidly since the war. Three major
GUN
volume is not as great. Week ends manufacturing
now are
for All Seeburg and Bally Guns Shipped Immediately
now are showing the best play, but producing coin concerns
equipment,
and a
anticipated
operators
a
general
upo
from. Stock. No Waiting.
fourth
has
been
reported
established
as
business
turn as soon
conditions in Kansas City, Kans., recently,
to
settle down and labor-management make
venders.
relations are smoothed out again,
Always a good pinball town, the
DES MOINES, Iowa-This city is city
seen some leveling off of
expected to grow into a coin ma- play has
return of peace, but
chine center with possibly eight games since
locations, parphonograph distributors establishing ticularlyin downtown
cigar
stores
headquarters here in an effort to buildings up and downand office
Walnut,
the lush rural business, which
Telephone GRAceland 0317 1348 Newport Ave., Chicago 13, III. tap
and McGee, are doing good
was hardly touched before the war. Grand
Juke box play also is holdSome coinmen expect Des Moines to business.
up well in the city's many tavdevelop into a coin machine center ing
erns and restaurants, but the slowOmaha and Kansas City down
All Orders Shipped rivalling
of industrial production has
as a distribution point.
been
felt
by vender operators. CigSame Day Received
Iowa Trade Watched
arette venders, however, still are
Play
Description
Holes
Average Profit
Net Price
To back up their forecast, they registering an upward trend of busi50 LUCKY BUCKS, DEFINITE PROFIT
400
.85
point particularly to the well-heeled ness with all except Camels
520
50 EASY ACES, DEF. PROFIT, SLOT SYMBOLS
13.00
$1.25
of the
520
250 EASY FINS, DEF. PROFIT, SLOT SYMBOLS
1.25
55.00
rural section of Iowa, which has major brands now off allotments,
720
5e BABY BELL, SLOT SYMBOLS
17.97
1.75
been described as the richest section operators said.
1000
25á ALL OUT CHARLEY, DEFINITE PROFIT
60.00
5.25
1000
$1.00 JACK POT CHARLEY, THICK & PROTECTED
2.50
185.30
of farm land in the world, surpass-.
BUFFALO, N. Y. -With 44,000
50 OUT DOOR SPORTS, THICK, JUMBO HOLES
1000
28.40
3.25
ing even the famed Nile Valley of workers drawing
1000
50 SPOT OF GOLD, THICK, JUMBO HOLES
3.25
28.14
jobless checks and
1000
10e BIG DIME DOUGH, THICK, JUMBO HOLES
3.25
42.75
Egypt.
In
war, the farmers have put 29,000 out on strike
in Erie County,
1200
50
TEN BIG FINS, THIN, JUMBO HOLES
35.20
2.50
themselves back on their feet finan- the business picture here
1200
5e VICTORY BELL, THICK, JUMBO HOLES
3.60
38.57
is far from
1200
500 TEXAS CHARLEY, THICK & PROTECTED
152.75
3.00
cially. Hundreds of farmers who rosy. Business of all sorts
is curWRITE FOR OUR LATEST PRICE LIST
years
five
ago
were
staggering un- rently suffering a marked slump.
Large Stock Plain, Tip, Definite, Jackpot Boards and all kinds of Cigarette Boards, 10, 20 or 5e
der a load of mortgage now has his
stating your requirements. 259/0 deposit with all orders -balance C. O. D.
Coin machines,
have
place clear and money in the bank. shared in the pinch,ofbutcourse,
some
operOperators
are
anxiously
MICHIGAN CITY NOVELTY CO. BOX 66, MICHIGAN CITY, IN !ANA
awaiting ators naturally have been hit more
the release of new equipment and than others. Amusement games
are
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reported to be the hardest hit since
a large portion of their play comes
directly from working people, but
some operators repotted phonograph
collections were down as much as
30 per cent since last fall. Hardest
hit phono operators: are those with
routes in Lackawanna and South
uffalo, where the bulk of the steel
orkers live. Many families there
e said to be near destitution.
Operators in fancier residential
districts, and even in the so-called
'ddle class section, have not felt
he squeeze nearly so much. Tavrns and other popular juke spots
in these sections continue to be
'ammed, especially over week ends.
Vending machines mostly are still
;doing a good business, with cigar
rttes of course well in the lead.
Sales of candy, beverage and nut
venders have dropped noticeably.
Operators with machines on location in strike-bound_or reconverting
factories have been hurt most, but
they are full of enthusiasm for the
prospect ahead once industrial peace
is restored.
Dairy drink and ice cream vending
probably is the most rapidly developing branch of the industry, but
pperators still are having some difficulty getting sufficient supplies of
milk. In addition, like other ven3ers, they are being hard hit by the
Strikes since nearly 80 per -cent of
heir locations are factories. Despite
heir tribulations, operators have a
clear memory of the boom business
ithat was the year 1945, and they
expect even bigger and better things
when they are able to get the new
machines they want. Ice cream venders particularly havé been virtually
ut of the picture since 1941, but a
umber of them still are in operaLion here and doing good business.
Candy operators have nothing to
be particularly cheerful about at the
oment, especially concerning their
apply of merchandise. One .large
Aerator declared that the supply is
he worst in many, many years inhiding those lean war years.
Cheering news, however, comes
rom the coin phonograph operators
who report that disks have been in
uch better supply the past 30 days.
ne estimated that there is nearly
>0 per cent more disks available for
he trade than in the latter part of
`945. Increased production and disribution is reported on the major
abels as well as on the smaller
ndependents. Operators report that
some of the latter have given them
ne co-operation.
Sharp complaints, however, are
till heard about the quality of
platters. Quality varies greatly with
i.ndividuál disks with poor ones
prinkled thru most labels and not
invited to any one company, the
juke operators complained, Wear
.
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varies from 25 plays to 100 whereas,
in the pre-war days, plays were
counted in hundreds, they said. Interesting sidelight is that most operators interviewed said there appears
to be a strong trend to ballads
among the nickel -dropping public
and old-time tunes are doing brisk

WE WILL KEEP YOU

1.23

IN --

'

business.
Arcade trade also has been clipped by the labor dispute, but not as
much, it was said, as pins and other
amusement games on locations. Arcade men said that photographic and
voice recording -machines still are
pulling the customers into the spots
and airplane -type usually draws a
few extra coins.
All told, the coin machine outlook
for the moment is a little clouded,
but operators realize it is a transitory situation which will clear up
with the restoration of peace in the
plants. Once the strikes are settled,
amusement game operators, as well
as music merchants expect a good
business for the remainder of the
year. Cigarette vending is expected
to, hit a new high, and the other
venders will sell anything they can
get. While not looking for a repeat
of the boom trade of 1945, coinmen
generally foresee a healthier, stead-

"SUSPENSE"
IN

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

;

ier trade.

MEMPHIS,

Tenni

-. The

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

record

problem still plagues phonograph
operators here, the general outlook

for coin machines is good. Altho
operators are eager for new machines, most of the old ones still are
in playable condition.
Coinmen thru the city report business is good, but slightly below last
year. Supplies, of course, are the
major problem of the vending trade
here as everywhere else.
MINNEAPOLIS Most activity
here and in St. Paul is in the music
branch of trade with talk about the
forthcoming phonographs at high
pitch. Distributors of phonographs
are predicting that juke operation
is just opening the brightest period
of its history.
There is little doubt that with
plenty of good records that wear and
new machines, business would jump
considerably. Operators generally
made a good showing thru the war
and they have the cash to lay on the
line for new machines of all types.
But distributors are divided in their
views about the coming of new
blood into the industry.
Some think entry of veterans into
the trade-especially those without
previous coin machine experienceis going to be much slimmer than
some think. Others foresee a big
influx of ex -servicemen and war
workers into the field with beneficial
results to the business as a whole.
These statements Probably are true,
each in its way, with regard to the

s
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LOOK WHAT HE OFFERS YOU!
CHICAGO COIN GOALEE
The integrity and prestige of a topflight distributor organization.
MARVEL'S HOLLYWOOD
Complete and unqualified financial
and moral responsibility.
GENCO'S TOTAL ROLL
young, aggressive organization of
* Askilled
and specialized personnel.
And other games from leading
welhequipped buildingA
modern,
*.
manufacturers as fast as they
with spacious showrooms and up-toare released.
the-minute service department.
An earnest pledge to give you the
most mutually profitable distribution
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Get on the
IN WESTERN NEW YORK. TOMORROW'S
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greater profits.
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SALES, INC,

AIREON

TRAVEL BOOM promises heaviest prospect for coin, machine customers ever
In the :history of the trade. Tourist age ncies, travel bureaus, State and city goverrments are promoting travel in every way possible. Wherever the crowds gu
there is a good spot for all types of coin machines. (Acme photo.)
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WA.
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TRIMOUNT COIN MACHINE COMPANY
40 WALTHAM PLACE

BOSTON, MASS.

BRAND NEW

COLUMBIA.
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Orders Filled Immediately

-

INDUSTRY'S SHIFT TO
(Continued from page 123)

operation of phonograph routes, but
as distributors of other coin machines, such as venders and amusement games, point out it is different
there. These coinmen argue that
phonographs have lead the industry in expansion up to now, and
they undoubtedly will expand tremendously in the next few years,
but they expect the most spectacular development in the vending field.
Here, they point out, are dozens of
products just waiting for sale by
vender-from coffee to frozen foods
and newspapers. And a veteran or
war worker can get a start in these
branches of the trade with a considerably smaller stake than in the
music business.
Other phonograph distributors
counter with the remark that, in the
present money market, there is
plenty of financing available for
whoever can obtain the machines.
Turning northward to Canada, the
overall picture is very similar to
that of the United States. Canadian
industry also is engaged in the huge
job of reconversion to peacetime
production. Here are two local reports, one from the maritime provinces on the East Coast, and the
other from British Columbia on the

West:
VANCOUVER, B. C. ® Business
generally is on the rebound in British Columbia, and plans on foot to
enlarge and modernize the Port of

Vancouver promise big things for
the entire province.
Coin trade says business is brisk,
and one operator of wired music

*

PEACE

said his returns were up in December to 10 per cent above any previous month in the six years he has
been operating. Similar figures were
quoted by other coinmen including
operators of pinballs, bell games,
jukes and other amusement games.
Arcade business recently has been
marked by a number of consolidations resulting from the expiration
of some operators' leases. The combined firms, however, reported trade
better than on the separate operations.
Record supplies are very slow, and
good disks are scarce. Most orders
come in eventually, but some times
it takes quite a while, operators
said.
ST. JOHN, N. B.-Removal of the
big military and naval stations from
the maritime provinces at the close
of the war has slowed coin trade
thruout the region, which includes
New Brunswick, Newfoundland,
Prince Edward Island and Nova
Scotia.
But phonographs, amusement
games and venders pulled out of the
armed forces installations have been
shifted to various civilian spots,
where they are reported doing good
business. Jukes have won a wide
popularity among the Coastal people
thru their favor with soldiers and
sailors, and this winter the phonographs and games have found their
way into fishing ships and into lumber camps. Venders naturally are
having trouble obtaining sufficient
candy and soft drinks to meet their
needs.

A1flOIJi1JI1t1.
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HOPE FOR ARCADES

E

Permanent, seasonal, traveling arcades loom large in future of
successful coin machine industry; estimate increase of from. Iwo
to three times as many arcades to satisfy pent-up public demand
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TEP by step with the advance of
other branches of the coin machine
dustry-vending and music-will go
he amusement phase of the trade, the
trongest part of which is the operation

f arcades.

Thruout the war, instead of standing
till and being fraught with handicaps
"preventing continued operation, arcades
ecame a great factor in entertaining
:I.'s the world over as well as civilians
nd service men and women on the
orne front. Operators, without excepion, took the challenge and flung it at
¡he taunters and said, "Despite the lack
If new equipment and other wartime
,liffioulties America needs entertainment
¡rid we as part of the amusement Indusiry will see that she gets it."
r.., What has this to do with "New Hope
pr Arcades" might be a logical question,
nd it is therefore pointed out that these
latrons 'of amusement arcades both at
?IEome and in overseas encampments and
°cations thru those war years grew ac
ustomed to the play of coin -operated
musement machines in arcades, and
hey` will nót forget. Many of these
atrons never played an automatic
musement device before the war. Some,
erhaps a lonely G.I. in a strange town
ear a crowded camp; perhaps a fatigued
-ar worker in a jam-packed war center;
ierhaps a worried parent, thinking of
bat boy overseas; perhaps a wounded
let in a G.I. hospital; or many other
L's in service centers in camps and in
ä3.rge cities and hick towns, had heard
f coin -operated amusement machines
efore and had played them prior to the
'ar. But they won't forget that they
layed them when amusement and recretion meant much to them. Not some
ut ail of these patrons played amuseient machines to while away lonely
ours, at one time or another. Job perarmed by arcade operators in bringing
his recreation to millions during the
ar, is accredited as being one of the
reatest morale builders during the years
ceding it most. Out of this perform'uce springs the new hope for arcades
îhich are destined to become one of the
est potent factors In making Americans
ad people thruout the world smile
gain.
Kinds of Arcades
Before the war, trade estimates showed
hat there were almost. 2,000 arcades in
peration. These arçades, broken into
free branches were: permanent arcade
ocations; seasonal arcades and traveling
rcades.
Permanent arcades, those which are
ocated in large cities, remained thru
he war and did a great morale job.
easonal arcades, dropped in number as
aany resort areas, curtailed because of
axiom war restrictions, such as gas,
ravel and the call for manpower, were
orced to close completely. Traveling
rcades, those operated in conjunction
L°ith carnivals, fairs and expositions,
.

healthy to the arcade business.
The number of potential locations for
arcades haven't even been scratched, according to experienced coinmen. With
the coming of the air -age, as these next
10 years have been tabbed by some forecasters, will come uncountable airparks
and airports wherein waiting depots and
terminals willsoffer profitable arcade locations.
A travel -curtailed populace, penned
in for five years, is itching to hit the
road as soon as vacation time rolla
around. This avalanche of tourists will
make profitable the establishment of
roadside arcades. Many of these latter
ment.
locations, naturally without appended
Returning G.I.'s who have accumu- Concessions such as lunch counters and
lated war savings and mustering -out drinkeries, will not be the main source
checks have already begun to inquire of revenue.
Pairs, expositions, circuses and carniinto arcade operation.
Already, in most of the large cities, vals once again are hitting the road in
some of the first business: enterprises greater numbers. One of the most profbeing opened by former business men, itable sections of these traveling shows
coinmen, civilians and returned vets as has been the amusement arcade. It will
continue to hold this position.
well, are coin machine arcades_
Arcades, now opening in many of the
With the establishment of these new
businesses has appeared the ingenuity of larger cities, are building equipment
the average young American returned around shooting galleries which are forefrom service, who, come hell or high seen to be natural arcade attractions.
water, is going to be a success. This in- With over 5,000,000 ex -servicemen having
genuity will bring a wave of promotion from one to five years slept with a gun
and enterprise which should prove by their sides, the thrill of target shoot These machines will continue to reap
great revenue in arcades in peacetime
now that a large share of the public has
become accustomed to their amusement
and practical value.
More Spots Demanded
Trade authorities with many years° experience in manufacturing arcade equipment and in operating locations state
that it will take perhaps two to three
times as many arcades in the post-war
world to satisfy these war -born patrons
who will continue to seek entertainment
therein now that they have found the
key to economical and wholesome amuse-

,

Can It Be War. Game?

ere the hardest hit.
Some of the traveling arcade operators
nd those who formerly operated in re,ort cities or areas, packed their equip:uent and moved to the larger towns or
sties or service centers. By so relocating
hey, too, took part in maintaining ciilian and G.I. morale.
As in all lines of business, there was
definite drop in the number of loca ions, and as a
the play, accorded
ach arcade in 'result
operation was extremely
ieavy. Cost of operation, too, was heavy
s in keeping with a higher cost of living
he personnel was paid greater wages.

"nterprising arcade operators spared no
,xpense in bringing revamped equipnent into the locations. Best in at.
:endant service was given in the case
)f photo concessions and voice recorders.
Two of the best money makers during
he war proved to be photo machines
end voice recorders. G.I.'s and civilians
alike took advantage of these devices to
;cep in touch with their loved ones.
'

.

`

trig afforded in shooting galleries will
assure the success of many establish-

ments.

Transit Points

Bus stations, which before and during
the war proved themselves as amusement machine locations, will blossom
forth as top arcade locations. Many of
these depots, as well as those connected
with railroads and airlines, had no space
during the war for the establishment of
arcades. Now that building of terminals
is permitted once again, arcades will be
as necessary as restaurants and other
shops selling commodities. Amusement,
always has been a necessity for Americans and it will continue as such.
Bowling alleys, which have experienced
a prosperity never achieved in pre-war
years, will continue to prosper and along
with them will step amusement arcades
which in many instances have proved
themselves necessary business companions.
Not yet tapped to their greatest potentiality are locations in country clubs
and golf clubs, where players will be recruited from waiting golfers. Baseball
parks have potentialities both during
the regular season and during the pigskin sessions when the foºtbalI clubs
take over the stadia.
Race tracks, where between races
trackgoers have additional time to spend,
arcade amusement in scattered instances
have been found to be top arcade locations. This type location, according to
many coinmen, is to be tried more often
in the next year or two.
Association Work
Prior to the war arcade operators in
many sections of the country organized
themselves in groups to advance the
welfare of their businesses, and promoted and advertised their enterprises
as "general amusement places." This
was a good move and one which has begun to assert itself again. By use of organization, arcade operators can advertise and promote and adhere to rigid
rules on the operation of their establishments in regard to certain, type equipment. Thus, the public good will which
is necessary for a business which caters
to the public will be gained, and part
of the success of its operation achieved.
With proper promotion and advertising, arcades will become healthful.
wholesome and necessary recreation to
the welfare of the amusement-seeking
public just as the bowling alley, the ballroom, the golf course and the theater.
With proper operation, holding the
interests and good will of the public In
mind at all times, war -born patrons as
well as arcade enthusiasts convinced before the war, will continue to seek their
amusement in coin -operated amusement
arcades and thus this hope for arcades
now looming as new locations spring up
all over the country will be insurance
that it will be the backbone of the
coin machine industry for many years
.

RANKING HIGH in bid for best coin machines picture of 1945, is the above
sketch of Field Marshal Montgomery. Picture was taken iii British war zone
in Europe and was published in Canadian newspapers. (Wheeler photo.)
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BROADER HORIZONS

Wide Range of Locations

SEEN FOR ARCADES
Amusement arcades can become coin -operated
emporiums where a wide variety of machines

will

be

found-amusement predominating
BY BA'RNETT R. BERBERS

Executive Secretary, Arcade Owners' Association of America

AWE tuneful melody, not too long ago
.7
a favorite on the hit parade of
tional favorites, makes reference to nathe
Penny Arcade. That reference, and countless others, establishes the fact that the
Penny Arcade has become an institution

they are a distinct advantage. This single improvement will become more widespread as soon as conditions permit. The
facade of an arcade will show careful
planning with modern lighting equipment and outdoor signs that will attract
and a tradition which means genuine people in larger numbers.
amusement to the vast majority of the
American public.
Amusement Hypo
During the years of war the arcade
With the high standards of living engained countless new patrons and joyed by the mass of the people the defriends. Servicemen and women by the mands for entertainment will increase
thousands often found the arcade the manyfold. After all is said and done,
sole means of constructive relaxation amusement means giving entertainment
while on leave from military duty, In to an individual when he seeks relaxaevery town and city in the United States tion and no person is always
where an amusement arcade was located with one or two types. The arcadesatisfied
it was patronized on a larger scale than who is conscious of this psychologyowner
and
ever before not only by those in our makes his arcade attractive and pleasant
armed forces but by war workers and will find new customers in his place
civilians generally.
with every passing day.
The interior of the arcade is subject
Future Brighter
to
streamlining with its physical appearIt is reasonable to conclude from the
transformed in such a manner that
sum total of these experiences that the ance
patron will feel he is in a modern
influence exerted by the arcade will re- every
and congenial environment. Instead of
main intact and that the future for ar- bare
walls over machines electrically concades is brighter than It has ever been trolled
signs, showing the start and finat any one particular time.
ish of the game and legible, simple inThe Penny Arcade, as such, however, tructions, will be prominently displayed.
belongs to yesterday and is replaced by The present trend is to group machines
the Amusement Arcade of today and the with the same general playing features
future. Machines are going to be im- and also provide for easy accessibility
proved immeasurably in both appearance from one to the other. Employees of
and function. Nor will they be of the Amusement Arcades are not very much
penny type of player. The term "Penny different from ushers in a movie house.
Arcade" becomes a name that falls short They should be trained to guide cusof an accurate description. The name tomers to machines or answer questions
"Amusement Arcade," then, is more ap- in a competent and courteous manner.
propriate.
When employees wear uniforms in an
The Amusement Arcade of the future arcade they create an air of confidence
will nevertheless have to undergo many that will mean continued patronage.
basic changes if it is to maintain its Change booths should be rebuilt or decposition as the center of interest and orated where they will resemble the box
render the unique services the public office of a theater. With attractive signs
has been accustomed to receiving. It Is directing customers to the booth it beelementary that no industry can sur- comes unnecessary to attract attention
vive in the same era with the atomic to it by vocal gymnastics.
bomb when it is operating along horse In many communities the Amusement
and -buggy lines.
Arcade will feature coin -operated maSome arcade owners have already chines that are not essentially of the
shown keen foresight and made vast amusement type. While at the present
improvements in the appearance of the time many arcades have one or two such
front of the arcade to the point where machines it would be well to consider

Traveling Arcades Here

OPERATING AMUSEMENT machines includes the one -machine location as
well as the elaborate arcade shown above. This arcade was in operation at New
York World's Fair and received national publicity. Amusement operators bank
chiefly on their locations using one or two machines. But the opportunity for
elaborate locations such as the above is now greater than ever.

increasing the use of music and vending
machines.
Add Other Types
Music machines or juke boxes have
Won great favor in recent years and will
continue to be a favorite. Soft drink
vending machines are beginning to enjoy
popularity. It is a quick-service, sanitary way of buying citrus fruit drinks
and many others. The amusement arcade will give greater attention to the
possible use of such machines.
Many other types of coin -operated machines such as shoeshine and frozen
food machines will become available
some time in the future. While a few
will look with scorn upon this idea and
brand it as outworn or extreme others
will gain trade when improvements are
instituted and the public indicates its
acceptance.
The Amusement Arcade can well become a coin -operated emporium wherein
a wide variety of machines are to be
found with the amusement machines in
dominance. As an Atlantic City arcade
operator said, "They come in with a
smile and go out with a smile."

Licenses Hit 4,990

ARCADES HAVE PROVED successful in wide variety of situations. They are
commonly thought of as best suited for busy thorofares in downtown districts, but
traveling arcades with fairs, carnivals and othér shows have also proved them to
be very successful. (Acme photo.)

COLUMBIA, S. C., Feb. 16.-State licenses have been issued for a total of
4,991 coin -operated machines in South
Carolina during the current fiscal year,
according to T. M. Howell, director of the
License Tax Division of the State Tax
Commission.
Of the total, 374 were vending machines. The remainder were coin phonographs, pinball machines, target games
and other amusement devices. Operators
of the latter devices, which numbered
4,617, paid a total of $69,255 in fees toward support of the State government,
Howell disclosed.

More Operators on
Hunt for Machines,
At Portland, Oregon
PORTLAND, Ore., Feb.

l6.-Increasing

number of new operators currently active with a large additional group shopping for equipment is being noted by
members of the trade here.
"There is more activity among new
operators than among the old right now,"
said Budge Wright, manager of Western
Distributors office at Portland, in an interview this week. "A third of our sales

are among newcomers," he added.
Wright said that his firm is taking a
conservative line in dealing with new
business. The prospective operator receives a detailed explanation of the essentials of the business and the varieties
of equipment available for different locations. He is also offered guidance in
overcoming many of the obstacles which
plague inexperienced operators.
Financing .of new business, Wright
said, is limited to a modest scale and
credit is extended largely on a character
basis rather than on ability to pay.
For new operators, as well as veterans,
the big problem today is slowness of deliveries, Wright emphasized.
"We're all handicapped right now by
lack of deliveries," he said. "Operators
have the money to spend, and manufacturers will accept payments, but it seems
as tho we will not get much in the
quantity line before summer."
Until new merchandise delivery gains
volume the used machine market will remain the big stand-by, according to
Wright.
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IF YOU'VE played a pinball game in
the Southgate section of Los Angeles

I

firing recent months, chances are that
m played one that is serviced and op ated by Thomas Barry Beauregard. He
turned to the business the latter part
if 1945 after serving overseas with the
n

Tmy.

He did not have too difficult a time
Letting back into the swing of thingsftat is, mechanically. Since no machines
!ad been manufactured since 1942, Beaut1

4gard went to work on the same type
t machines he had left when he joined
ae army.
"But, if machines had been manufacred, I'd have had a pretty hard time
it. It was bad enough getting on to
ose I knew so well. I hate to think
at it would have been had many
anges been made," Beauregard said.

Never
Beauregard was
!'years ago and
ne field at the

Left Field
born in Los Angeles
entered the coin maage of 16. There was

paternal influence-he was just look g for a profitable business to get into.

P

9
I

-:

1

C

I

nd, finding coin machines profitable, he
ever left the field. Even during war Ines, he kept his hand in by fixing ma trines near the camps where he was
rationed.
'When he was 15 and ushering in a
eater, he liked to play the pinball
e in the cafe next door. After a time
e became adept in the manipulation of
're game and was offered a job as a
^.echanic. He immediately accepted and
vas was launched into his life work.
Beauregard drifted along as a servicen_an working for Sol Gottlieb and later
r Irving Bromberg until he went into
tle army late in 1941. Before entering
'(e service he sold his route to Sam
>er, who in turn went into the service

ter.

But army life did not stop Beaurerd's interest in machines. Stationed
Camp Roberts near Paso Robles, Calif.,
'le operator of the equipment in the
awling alley learned that Beauregard,
ho was a frequent visitor, could fix
achines. When any of the equipment
ant on the : blink, it was Beauregard
ho was called to fix them.
To Australia
The same penchant for fixing machines
'as carried to Australia, where he was
ter stationed. On one occasion the
Idler met an operator who had an asi'rtment of five machines. He asked
eauregard to put them in shape and
,fered a pound sterling for the job.
he corporal decided that his mechanical
call was worth more and finally settled
a a price of five pounds sterling per
achine.
Two hours later Barry had finished
le machines, collected his money (ap' 'oximately $16 per machine). The Aus-
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tralian operator was pleased with the
job-and Beauregard with the pocket

money.
Beauregard is proud to be an operator
today. And his entrance into the business by the mechanical angle has helped
him greatly. He admits he's not a finished repair man but that he can handle many of the mechanical difficulties.
"I wouldn't be able to do it if development of machines had not languished
during the war years. The mechanisms
would have progressed way ahead of
me," Beauregard declares.
Today, with his 20 pieces of equipment, he is working on Thoroughbreds
and Long Acres, machines he'd never
seen before,
"The '41 Derby was the last machine
I worked on before I went to war. But
this machine is similar to the Thoroughbred and I'm having no trouble," he explained.
"1; can fix most mechanical troubles
but if any real technical problem
occurs, I have to take it to an expert.
However, this doesn't happen too often,"
Beauregard adds.

Getting Locations
"It was tough getting locations. Just
because you're a former G.I. you get no
special consideration. The boys don't

L:',' -L L

expect or want anything of a charity
nature. But they do want consideration.
"When I began to look for locations,
the discharge button was not yet genLEGAL EVERYWHERE
PLACE ANYWHERE
erally recognized. Now and then I had
of
spots in your territor to make extra big money. Collect the Pennies
Hundreds
to put the location owner, and especially
with the Nickels with this hustling
the people around the location, on the
why
to
know
wanted
right track. They
I wasn't in the service. After I explained
EXHIBIT IDEAL CARD VENDER
that I had been overseas for two years
space. Vends cards (post card size) of fine reproductions of popular
Takes
little
counter
and showed them the discharge, people
MOVIE, RADIO and Sports Folk wanted by most everybody. Etlg selection of 44
became very co-operative."
series to keep each location a live money maker for you.
Beauregard admits that it was tough
OPERATORS-Write for our special proposition for you.
getting locations. He explained that
when an operator had been in a spot for
three years or more it is hard to get him EXHIBIT SUPPLY CO., 4222 W. Lake Sf., CHICAGO 24, ILL.
out. "I'm not much of a salesman. I
depend mostly upon friendship and personal contact for my spots. I kept writing location owners when I was overseas
and some had promised me the spots
when I returned. I had enough of these
to get a start.
"Don't ever think that getting back
into the swing of things is easy. I had
to buy an automobile. Then there were
new taxes that I had never heard about.
All these things created problems.
"One thing that helped me get started
was the feeling that I have for the Associated Operators of Los Angeles County,
Inc., and especially Curley Robinson.
They did a lot for me when I was in the
army. There were letters, gifts, magazines and ever so often a check. Knowing that I could be affiliated with such
a group was an added incentive for
working hard to stay in this business."

PAN-AMERICAN DISTRIBUTING CO.
"hat's Phil T. Lucre! He comes in every day since G -E Lamps were pul in the pie..
ball machine!" Watch 'em flock in when you light up with G -E Lamps that stay
brighter longer. Ask your coin machine wholesaler or write General Electric
Lamp Dept., Div. 166-B-3-23, Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio.

438

Adv.
e

W. 8TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FLA.

S.

89 MAY STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FLA,
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MARCUS

Two Vets, Together Ontario Town Eyed
With Florida Coin As Coin Device Site
Man, Form New Firm

FOR PARTS

While Marking Time for New Equipment!
ORIGINAL "ROCK -OLA" CARTRIDGE,

#B.3.... $3.00

$33.00

EA.

DOZ.

"Bakelite" or "Metal"

PIN GAME PARTS
Madza 1489 Gun Bulbs, 65c
Rubber Plunger Tips, Small
Ea. Per 100
$50.00
Hole. Per 100
$ 3.50
Silver Sleeves ,(25). Pkg
2.75 Bally Solenoid Plunger With
Fibre Plate. Ea.
.75
Silver Sleeves, Extra Large
Extra Large Spring Kit for
(20). Pkg.
All Pin Games, Over 300
7% Amp. Glass Fuse.
Springs
2.75
Per 100
Bell Timers. Ea.
1.50
Duo Locks, %g" Barrel, 65e
ABT 5c Brass Slides. Ea.
1.00
Ea. Per 100
60.00 150 Ohm Payout Resistors.
Illinois Locks, %8" Barrel
Ea.
.38
Ea.
.50 Live Rebound Rubber,
IIlinois Locks_ %" Barrel
Beveled Edge, 36c Doz.
Ea.
.50
Per 100
2.50
Mills Jackpot Glasses ......$1.50 Mills Idler Gears. Ea.
$1.50
Mills Reel Glasses. Ea.....
.50
Main
Clock
Ea.
Gears.
2.50
Mills Escalator Glasses. Ea.. 1.00
Dumbell Pins. Doz.
$ 3.00
Wurlitzer Main Fibre Gear, Ea. $3.00. Doz.
33.00
Volume Control Keys. Ea... $3.95 112" P.M. 20 -Oz. Speakers
Tone Arm Scales. Ea.
1.50
Ea.
$9.50
I

Rock -Ola Coin Credit Gear
$3.25 Rock -Ola Cancel Plate Spring
"Original" Slot Spring Kit (Over 70 Springs)

1Oc Ea.

1

$9.75 Kit

TUBE SPECIALS
6L6 TUBES
2A3 TUBES

$ .95

EA.

1.60

EA.

Keep Your Amusement Games, Phonographs, Venders and Other Coin
Operated Equipment in GOOD REPAIR With Parts From a Concern of
GOOD REPUTE!

CHICAGO, Feb. 16. -Two returned
veterans and a coinman from Florida
have launched a new distributing firm
known as Amusement Games, Inc., at
1335 E. 47th Street here, according to
Barney Schutz, one of the G.I. partners.
Schutz said that he and his brother,
Charles, have joined with Aubrey Weinzelbaum, formerly with Miami Coin Machine Exchange, Miami, to form the new
company which will distribute all types
of coin -operated amusement games and
vending machines.
The Schutz brothers were formerly
connected with the trade here. Barney
said that the firm expects to represent
a number of manufacturers and will
also deal in used equipment, for which
the partners have set up a reconditioning shop and hired a staff of mechanics.
Service Records
Barney entered the service more than
three years ago and served as a sergeant
with a special services company. He
saw action in Africa, Italy, France, Germany and Austria and returned to the
States three months ago after spending
two and one-half years overseas.
Schutz said that the coin machine
trade continued active in France at the
time he was there. He said that there
were many amusement machines in use,
both on locations as single units and in
arcade arrangements. Majority of the
machines, he said, were made by American manufacturers and had obviously
been shipped abroad before the start of
the war.
Trade in Europe is badly in need of
machines to build up their establishments, Schutz said. He added that his
firm hopes to engage in the export business just as soon as the markets open
up sufficiently.
Charles Schutz spent over four years
in the army with the air transport command. He was stationed in the Alaska Aleutian theaters and returned just a
few months ago to form this partnership.
.

"Parts and Supplies for Coin Machine Service"

HARRY MARCUS COMPANY
816 WEST ERIE STREET,

CHICAGO 22, ILL.

TORONTO, Feb. 16.-Canadian coin
machine operators this week were eying
Oshawa, fourth largest manufacturing
city of Ontario, as a possible source of
future expansion as soon as new machines and adequate supplies of vendable
merchandise are available.
Reports are that the city's retail sales
increased 82 per cent in the past decade,
while average earnings per citizen have
jumped 22 per cent, and its population
has grown 14.4 per cent.
Just northeast of Toronto, on the
shore ,,of Lake Ontario, the city sometimes is called Canada's Motor City because of the large General Motors plant
there. Its industry, however, is widely
diversified, ranging from lumber, wood
boxes and crates, to auto parts, leather,
dairy products, drugs and woolen underwear. Population is 26,800.

Building Purchased
By Ponser, Kaye Co.
For Factory Space
NEW YORK, Feb. 9. -Amusement Enterprises Company, headed by George
Ponser and Irving Kaye, recently bought
its own building in Brooklyn to house
its factory and to provide warehouse
space. Showrooms are located at 2 Columbus Circle, New York City.
Firm now has two games on the market, a skee-ball alley named Bank Ball
and a new type of Pokerino, but it plans
to introduce several others this year.
Kaye said, however, he was not yet in a
position to give any details on the new
ones.
Ponser also owns the Pilot Trainer
Sales Company, which introduced an
amusement game adaptation of the Link
Trainer used by the armed forces in
training pilots. Game simulates the
flight of an airplane. It is being built
by the Albro Metal Production Corporation.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
OF

"SUPER SKEEROLL"
sensational, proven, location tested money maker! Features the
most colorful lite -up backboard on
any skeeball-larger playing field
steel runners to avoid ball
jams -mechanical ball release
-9 ft. long, 26" wide -simple
mechanism -all natural wood
hard oak top -you must see it
to compare!
The

-

LATEST

-

DISTRIBUTORS
GET IN
TOUCH WITH US IMMEDIATELY FOR A REAL
MONEY -MAKING DEAL.

5349.50

MIKE -AllMUNVES
Simple Mechanism

510 W. 34th

ST., N. Y. C.

PHONE: BRYANT

Natural Wood, Hard Oak Top. You Must

See

It

WANTED

96677

ORDER FROM YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR!
CALIFORNIA AMUSEMENT CO.
1348 Venice Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.
1305 Kettner Boulevard, San Francisco, Calif.

RUNYON SALES CO.
Newark, N. J.
123 W. Runyon Street

BADGER NOVELTY CO.
Milwaukee, Wlsc.
2546 North 30th Street

New York

EMPIRE COIN MACHINE EX.
Chicago,

2812 W. North Avenue

Ill.

AMERICAN COIN-A-MATIC MACH. CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

1435 Fifth Avenue

SOUTHWEST AMUSEMENT CO.

2916 Main Street
J. J.

Dallas, Tex.

GOLUMBO & CO.
Boston, Mass.

116 Newbury Street

SILENT SALES CO.

200-206 11th Ave., So., Minneapolis 15, Minn.
MARLIN EQUIPMENT CO.
412 9th St.. N. W.

Washington, D. C.

HY SINGER

1290 Delaware Avenue

or

TOPS

8

COMPLETE
WITH ALL PARTS

DIFFERENT

HEATH DISTRIBUTING CO.
Macon, Georgia

217 Third Street

NOVELTY

ROTH

54 Pennsylvania Avenue

FREE

CO.

ATLAS VENDING CO.
Elizabeth,

N. J.

SEE

LOUISIANA COIN MACHINE SERVICE CO.
931 Poydras Street
New Orleans, La.
JULES OLSHEIN

1100.02 Broadway

& CO.
Albany 4, N. Y.

CLARENCE BAGGETT
915 Northwest 21
Oklahorna'Clty, Okla.

MARKEPP

4310 Carnegie Ave.

PLAY GAMES

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

410 No. Broad Street

THE

Buffalo, N. Y.

PUNCH

Pin Games

City

of N. Y.

RUNYON SALES CO.

593 Tenth Avenue

Free -Play

To Compare.

CONVERSION
SEND IN YOUR

CENCO

1

P&s

CO.

Cleveland 3, Ohio

P

&

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE

S

MACHINE CO.

3017-19 SHEFFIELD AVE.

CHICAGO

;\5
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ce Used Machine Market

Firm; Exports Will Help
Feb. 16. -Used machine
arket should be no problem to the coin
]iachine industry this year, according to
ports from distributors of all types of
CHICAGO,

11.

1P

uipment thruout the country.
Consensus is that used juke bodes will
main a strong item, with pin games
d other amusement games-which in
any cases are obsolete -slated for a
arp drop.
However, expectations of a big jump in
Ilcports of coin -operated machines lead
distributors to believe that this outlet
lin absorb used machines before they
an become a complicating factor in
iacing new models coming off produc-

con lines.
See Jukes Holding Up
Thus, Ted Bush, of Bush Distributing
ompany, Minneapolis, forecast that the
),sed machine market of the future
lould find jukes holding their own
Ishile pin games would be in for a deFrtine. One big hope, he said, was the
report business.
¡l: Harry Winfield, of J. H. Winfield Cointany, Buffalo, declared that the used
i;tachine market will not drop, because
''ew equipment is bound to be scarce for
ne or two years. After that, he prected, much of it will be diverted to
`lkport.

Archie LaBeau, St. Paul distributor,
nought the export market would so well
{,rke care of used machines that the
:t,7ansïtion period from old to new, which
/'I ahead for the industry, will hardly
noticed. Used machines in this counry-that is, fairly recent equipment;:;ould be in demand for sometime, he
redicted.
Milton Green, president of American
'ending Company, of Miami and Brookyn, indicated his confidence in the used
achine market, saying that prices for
nch equipment will remain high.
As indicated in these and other re`orts, the trade is counting on. the desloping peacetime export business to

.

Y

Tite

av

WE

eliminate to a large extent the possible
headaches of a large number of discarded machines hampering plans of
operators, manufacturers and distributors.

TENNESSEE
AND

ARKANSAS
DISTRIBUTORS FOR

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

S.

EQUIPMENT

PERPETUAL PENNY CIGARETTE MACHINE

If any machine is unsatisfactory
notify us within 48 hours after
receipt of machine and full refund

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY -NO FEDERAL TAX

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES
$450.00
595.00

Track Odds

Wurlltzer 500 Victory

225.00
Sky Fighter
Brand New Foreign Colors
80.00
499.50
Brand New 1941 J.P. Dominos
350.00
New Super Skeeroll
Buckley Colors, Late Style
65.00
1 Shoot the Chute
75.00
Evans Pacers, Latest Model, Like New. 325.00
Super Bells, Clean Comb.
275.00
35.00
Rebuilt A.B.T. 1e Pistols
1

I

.

Pikes Peak
New Bang Tails Ticket
New Undersea Raider
5 Brand New Track Odds, J.P.
1 Bally Club Bell, F.P., Only
2 Seeburg 8800's. Ea..
1 Seeburg 8200, R.C. t
1
1

$ 17.50

499.50
399.50
995.00
165.00
600.00
685.00
695.00
185.00
100.00

Ea.

780E Wurlitzer

Hockey
4 Silver Moons. Ea.

PIN BALLS
U

Cleanest F. P. Pin calls in the U. S. A. Every one thoroughly reconditioned,
rails scraped and guaranteed ready for location.

1 Vacation
1

I

i

i

¡t

T

$

Smack the Jap
Yank

it Marvel

Base Ball

Marines at Play
Sky Rider
,y Venus
hHI Hat
Beauty
t American
Bally Beauty
N
Keep 'Em Flying
S

....

:s

Í

I
i

tE

1.i
i1.

....

Bosco

5.10-20
Topic

Gun Club
Horoscope
# Four Diamonds
'A Santa Anita
I3( Sea Hawk
$ Moniker
e

H

I

35.00

60.00

99.50
125.00
135.00
145.00
99.50
80.00
115.00
55.00
145.00
80.00
129.50
110.00
75.00
69.50
69.50
95.00
60.00
89.50

59.50

129.50
74.50

40.00

69.50
59.50
375.00
325.00
39.50

Longaores

'41 Derby
Doughboy

44.50

Dude Ranch
Skyline

50.00
59.50
35.00

Four Roses

Fifth Inning

65.00
47.50

All American

Band Wagon
Lead Off

49.50
35.00
35.00

Spottem
Boom Town

Fleet
Broadcast

$ 45.00

.

Chevron

Lime Light
Sky Lark
Drum Major
1-2-3
Shangri La
Laura (New Revamp)
Marines (New Revamp)
Big Parade
Velvet
.

Victory

Spot Pool
'41 Majors
Eagle Squadron
Legionnaire
Paradise
'42 Home Run

69.50
35.00
35.00
139.50
35.00
75.00
149.50
249.50
175.00
135.00
59.50
94.50
74.50
69.50
99.50
79.50
59.50
89.50

SLOTS

t 4 Late Columbias, Fruit Reels, GA ...$ 69.50
Brand ew Mill
S 20
Watling Rolls Top, Refinished, No 275.00
135.00
I
Gold Award, No Vender
1 50 Jennings 4 Star (Rebuilt Like New) 145.00
e
50.00
3 Mills Vest Pockets. Ea.
It/ 10 Brand New Mills Vest Pockets, Ea 79.50

..........

fi

$ 59.50

Seven Up
Sport Parade
Four Aces
South Paw
Big League
Ten Spot
Pan American

1

'

$ 70.00
3 Double Slot Safe Stands, Ea.
.00
ls Vest Pokets
Rebuilt
h(Extra
Clean)
5.00
501MGold Chrome,
1 25e Mills Brown Front (Perfect)
250.00
165.00
1 10e Jennings 4 Star (Perfect)
1
50 Jennings 1 Star (Refinished) .. 120.00
1 100 Jennings 4 Star, Faa. Recond.. 210.00
22rome)

We Are Now Delivering GOTTLIEB'S NEW `STAGE DOOR CANTEENS"
AND JENNINGS NEW SLOTS to All Georgia Operators.
ONE-HALF CERTIFIED DEPOSIT MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS.

HEATH DISTRIBUTING CO.

217 THIRD STREET

MEMPHIS, TENN.

BLACKHAWK'S

Phones 2681 and 1611

MACON, GEORGIA

MACHINE

RED, WHITE AND BLUE JAR

SUPER COLOR

will be given. No argument what1

b M. SALES COMPANY

1074 UNION STREET

GUARANTEED

1

-

IN

MIAMI, Feb. 16. -With Florida's mid-

soever.

1.29

"SUSPENSE"

Tourists Jam
Florida, Coin
Biz Increases
winter tourist rush at an all-time peak,
coin machine men are enjoying phenomenal business while hotel men wring
their hands over a scene of utter confusion.
Like swarms of locusts, vacationers
are descending on hotels in Miami and
other already overcrowded resort centers. Many of them are having a tough
time finding any kind of lodgings.
Even guests with pre -arranged reservations are being turned away. Most common explanation for the situation is the
inability of hotel owners to evict tenants who overstay their reserved time.
But the hotel jam basically results from
inadequate facilities with no new construction since before the war.
More Tourist Courts
One solution -which would open a
highly favorable field for coin -operated
machines-is the expected expansion of
tourist courts.
Despite wartime travel conditions,
20,000 tourist courts thruout the country
reported a flourishing business during
the war years. With gasoline plentiful
again, a tremendous growth is predicted in this form of lodging.
Florida tourist courts, as well as those
operating in other resort areas now
active, are taking care of much of the
overflow from jammed hotels.

WILL KEEP YOU IN

n board

BALL CABINET

$24.95
F. O. B. ST.

LOUIS

Cabinet is filled with Colored
Glass Balls. There is nothing to
get out of order, nothing to
adjust, no replacement expense,
yet in spite of the extreme simplicity of construction, this cabi:
net is completely automatic and
will give positive unfailing action.
Ruggedly constructed, practically
indestructible, guaranteed to give
positive results and your first cost
is your only cost,
WE HAVE THESE MACHINES IN STOCK
READY TO SHIP

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERIES

If you're looking for

a

machine

which will give you trouble-free
operation, is flashy and actually
is full to play, try this new ma-

chine.

The fastest

little money-maker on the market today

EXCLUSIVE MISSOURI DISTRIBUTORS
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE TODAY

McCALL NOVELTY CO.
3147 LOCUST ST.

(Phone Jefferson 1644)

St. Louie

3, MO.
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WE WILL KEEP YOU IN

Clubs in Erie
Plastic Society T o
Use Games To Hold N. Y. Display
Add Services During April 22-27

-

"SUSPENSE"

ERIE, Pa., Feb. 16.-A total of 65
fraternal organizations, neighborhood
clubs and veterans' groups in Erie are
using bell machines to expand their services and finance building plans.
Erie clubs present an outstanding example of how successful the use of gaming machines as a money earner for
worth -while purposes can be for private

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

organizations.
Such long-established groups as the
Elks, Moose and Central Labor Union
have found that income from this source
will support bowling alleys, dances with
floorshows and orchestras and regular
entertainment programs which before
were prohibitively expensive.
More than one club building has been
purchased with the proceeds, which
amount to from 25 to 60 per cent of
total income for many organizations.
Largely as a result of the popularity
of bell machines, Erie supports a private
club for every 2,000 citizens.

MANUFACTURING

Coin. Machine Sales
Co. of Houston Now

IN

MICHIGAN

In New Headquarters

COMPANY

HOUSTON, Feb. 16.-One of the oldest
distributing firms handling coin machine equipment in Houston, the Coln
Machine Sales Company, has moved to
new quarters at 3804 Travis Street.
A. H. Shannon, owner, had his business in the M & M Building for 12 consecutive years prior to moving into this

KING-PIN EQUIPMENT COMPANY
826 MILLS STREET

new location.
Shannon owns the building which his
firm now occupies, and states thàt after
remodeling it will be distinctively different in appearance from any coin machine distributing plant of his knowl-

KALAMAZOO, MICH.

edge.

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Society of the
Plastics Industry announced that it will
hold an exhibition of the latest types of
plastic materials and plastics -making
machines in the Grand Central Palace,

April 22 thru 27.
It is said the show will have been the
first industry -wide display of plastics
open to the public, at which both con-

sumer and industrial plastic products
will be exhibited. Public will be admitted the last three days.

Mail Swindlers
Now on Loose

-

WASHINGTON, Feb.
16.
William
O'Brien, head of the mail frauds branch
of the Post Office Department, warned
business men as well as veterans and
war workers with savings salted away
to be on guard against mail swindlers.
O'Brien said his agency now is handling nearly 10 times as many fraud
cases monthly as it was in the beginning
of last year. Mair racketeers started
speeding up their activities right after
the end of the war in Europe, but after
V -J Day they really got down to "business," he related.
During the war, the swindlers apparently were busy on the black market or
elsewhere, he said, pointing out that the'
fraud cases dropped to one -sixth of
their pre-war number except for a brief
outbreak of activity in 1941.
Some coinmen recently have learned
the truth of O'Brien's statement by mail
swindlers attempting to prey on them.
In most cases, coin machine distributors
and operators have nipped the frauds
before laying their money on the line,
but in the present sellers' market, investigation is necessary in most transactions with strangers by mail, members
of the trade have pointed out.
`+
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SOW DELIVERING
BALL Y'S

JACKPOT BELLS
5c
PERFECT

FIT

ALUMINUM
INGS

NEW
CAST-

ORIGINAL

CHROME, GOLD
CHROME,

COPPER

CHROME,

BROWN

NEW

CABINET
BLIES

HANDLE,

PLATES,
CUPS, D.

25c

UNDERSEA

RAIDER

IC?ORY
Sensa

DERBY
Ba Multi le
P
VICTORY
I Ball
Mul4leSPECIAL
iel
ORDER

Payout,

TODA

Sold on Our

30

DAYS' MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
Immaommed

WATLING 5c ROLATOPS
Rebuilt and Refinished

Look and Operate Like New, $95.00

NEW

CLUB

BUCKLEY DAILY DOUBLE
TRACK ODDS
REBUILT--LOOK AND OPERATE LIKE NEW

REWARD

PACES SR. REELS (Brand New)

PAYOUT

$196.50
MILLS FOUR BELLS
Excellent Condition

P. PLATES.

Write for Complete List of Replacement Parts
225

NEW

ASSEM-

WITH

CASTINGS,

LIGHT

10c

GENUINE CHROME
COPPER CHROME
GOLD CHROME
BROWN FRONTS-BLUE FRONTS

FRONT, ALSO COMPLETE

- -

W.LAKS 57,

CDc9CAP

PIONEER bISTItIEUTIG(izr
5

J

10TH AVE.

(CHELSEA 2-4648)

C

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

®®®®2.:.®.a.®......WKIK..._...K......_.i
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SEE

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

OR WRITE US DIRECT
TODAY

MARVEL MANUFACTURING CO.
2124 MILWAUKEE AVENUE

PHONE EVERGLADE 0230

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

NOW DELIVERING!
tine OW
H

k4yEQ

o
L
L

Y
W
F.O.B.
Chicago.
1/3 deposit
with order,
bal. C.O.D.

OUR
LATEST LIST

NOW
READY !

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
ORDER TODAY!

Every Operator
Wants Hollywood!
Packed with ACTION
A Tested Moneymaker.

0
o

opf41
A
PLENTY OF ZING!

lie

A GREAT MONEY MAKER
BY ACTUAL TEST

IMMEDIATE

ORDER

DELIVERY!

TODAY!

GET ON OUR
MAILING LIST

TODAY

LIVELY, APPEALING,
EXCITING FEATURES

MIDSTATE CO.
2848 W. ROOSEVELT RD.
SACRAMENTO 2691
2812 WEST NORTH AVENUE

,PHONE: HUMBOLDT 6288

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

CHICAGO 12
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nomic readjustment to. peace angle, a whole world of new products
pears to be opening to the vending
achine operator. Products being sold
vender, or slated to be soon, range
orn ice cream, popcorn, cookies, fruit
ice, newspapers, ice, magazines and
oe shines to hot sandwiches of all
its and frozen' foods.
These new products, along with great
provements reported in venders of
ch standard products as soft drinks,
ndy, gum and nuts,, promise to open
any entirely new locations to the trade.
recasting in any industry is risky, but
now appears a certainty that the
eatest development of vending ma=
'tine operation during the next few
ars will be thru new products. Each
the new venders can be expected to
in entry into business houses such as
nks, offices, and stores that had hithto been virtually closed to other coin
achines. Each has an individual cus)mer appeal that cannot be matched by
áe others, and the result will be the
bceptance of coin machines in an everhcreasing circle of locations.
Story of the coin machines' elevation
xom what might be called, without pun,
or Indusa
peanut
Fyi s repetition sofl the storynto ] of nearly
very other machine from the automoIle to the steel rolling mill. First it
,as greeted as a rather screwball novelty.
hen, as it grew, feared as a rival and
enace to the established way of lifethreat of jobs, to business. Finally it
as accepted as an improvement of life,
a means of making living more comrtable and convenient and, at last, as
provider of additional jobs and busi-

'

lsss.

;Entry of the vender into the candy

fade is an example in point. When
énders first began dispensing candy
ers, retailers were alarmed that it might
sb them of a good portion of their
.fade. Some of them saw lurid visions
all kinds of disaster ahead for candy

i

rrtailers. Yet today, 15 years later, even
nth sugar rationed sharply, there are
ore retail candy stores than ever bere, candy bar sales continue to mount,
bd candy venders are doing more busi'' ess than ever before,. except in the early
ar years. The pother about venders
,as been forgotten long since, and they
'
`
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Specialty vending machines offering greater
opportunities for operators entering trade;
alsò promise opening of new type locations

now are an accepted part of American
life, and in many factories and offices
they are'virtually a necessity.

Venders Up Business

show a profit. The vender offered a
complete and satisfactory solution.
Another instance that bringe the situation into even sharper focus is that of
the small railway or bus station. Even
in rush periods the refreshment trade is
not sufficient to provide a job ,for even
a part-time clerk. Yet travelers in these
stations frequently get hungry while
waiting for their train or bue. This is
especially true late at night when fatigue
begins to tell. The easiest and most convenient way of providing such persons
with the snacks they want is the vending
machine. Without the vender, there
would have been no sale. So actually,
an entirely new and hitherto unreachable market has been tapped. Further, a
genuine want has been satisfied. In like
manner the venders of gum, peanuts
and other confections on waiting platforms, In lobbies, in subways and elsewhere do not create a new market, they
simply satisfy a want that often is quite
as urgent as that for a full meal or a
new pair of shoes.
As the products vendable by machine
multiply in variety and number, the
vender will become increasingly important as a means of satisfying these
needs. It was not simply for the sake
of novelty that a candidate for the House
of Parliament in England recently ran
on a platform that included a plank
calling for establishment of coin -operated all-night eating places in his district. To test the validity of such a
market, one need only recall how often
late at night or in comparatively out-ofthe-way places he has wanted a quick,
hot sandwich, a glass of orange juice, a
cup of hot coffee, a candy bar, or some
other snack. It is surprising how often
that occurs, and how often the want is

Answer is that the vender of candy,
like the vender of other products, tapped
a secondary market for sweets that retailers of an earlier day didn't know
even existed. The vender brought candy
-and gum and nuts and soft drinksto people who didn't have the time or
the inclination to go to a regular retailer
for them-to workers in factories far
from regular stores, to office workers, to
passengers hurrying between trains or
busses or airplanes. At first candymen
scoffed at the idea that these customers
would make enough purchases to add up
to a worth -while business. But the scoffing was short-lived.
It was true that this business was not
sufficient to merit hiring a clerk to left unsatisfied.
Meeting these relatively hidden wants
handle. Even in a, good -Sized factory,
field of
there is hardly enough candy buying, will beyond doubt be one great will
be
for instance, to make it profitable to expansion for venders. This
hire a clerk to take care or it. And in a especially true as An' ricans again take
large factory it would take several, push- to pleasure traveling in great numbers.
ing or lugging their wares about the The fatigue of travel, even for pleasure,
plant, to meet the demand and still Is a great stimulant of hunger as well

as other wants.

Introduction of hot venders of various
types, whether dispensing sandwiches,
coffee, nute or other foods. Is expected
to result in tremendous expansion in

vending. Electronics have supplied the
best source of compact heating unite
for venders, with the high -frequency
radio heating coil. These Unita bave the
great advantage of speed, reportedly
heating a hamburger sandwich thru
thoroly in 18 seconds.
An example of how important heat lu
to sales of certain products was given in
the case of two nut vendere located in
a Chicago factory before the war. One
vender happened to be placed near a
radiator, and its sales thru the summer
run along about evenly with that of the
vender located across the plant from it
and away from any radiators. But when
winter came and the radiator was heated,
sales of the first vender jumped to nearly
three times the competing vender. The
operator, seeking the reason, found that
the nuts in the vender by the radiator
always were warm.
lee Cream Year Round
Ice cream is another product that appears to hold great promise as a developing item for venders. Experience of the
operators fortunate enough to have the
few machines now on location report
that, contrary to common belief, ice
cream le not a seasonal item in venders.
One operator who has lied machines in
operation thruout the war said there is
scarcely any change in sales from summer to winter. Only slack times for Ice
cream vendere are off-seasons. fall and
spring, he reported. His only complaint
on the machine is their small capacity
compared with the potential trod, making it necessary. he said, to service some
of them as often as twice a day to get
maximum sales.
Coffee venders have lone been a dream
of the trade. Coffee remains the most
popular beverage in America. and many
small restaurants make the entire profit
simply on their coffee and sandwich
business. At least two companies now
are working to perfect venders of this
beverage, which must be sold hot. So
far, however, no successful coffee vender
has been reported on the market.
Industrial locations probably will be
the richest immediate market for coin operated coffee machines once they get
on the market, but bus stations, airports,
railway depots, office buildings and even
(Continued on page 139)

REVOLUTIONARY NEW APPLICATIONS of coin machine principles wi If continue to make vending machines pacemakers for the industry, Already cn
market are streamlined venders for candy, fruit juices, books and bulk Coca-Cola as shown above. Even newer are such developments scheduled for early release
the hot-dog vending machine, frozen food venders and many others.
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WEST COAST DISTRIBUTOR
R. A. PARINA & CO.

1,0

SOUTHWEST DISTRIBUTOR

J. N. TAUB & SONS

ARTHUR H.of Du.GR.IENIIER, INC.

America's Foremost elu»uîdctztrer

Automatic Cigarette, Candy- and Giun Merchandisers
15 RALF STREET, HAVERI[ILL, MASS.
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SINGLE COIN INSERT
SPEEDY COIN DROP
Mechanism operates on nickels, dimes and

(quarters-optional).

Separate slug rejectors for nickel, dime
(and quarter-optional).
Simple compact lower coin mechanismonly one adjustment.
Entire unit and mechanism readily accessible.
Operating unit moves forward in cabinet
in two positions.
Delivery mechanism operates on movable
steel racks and stationary shaft mounted
on ball bearings.
Ejector handles are formed steel sections.
Revolutionary -type ejector eliminates all
package load on delivery mechanism.
Positive empty column lockout device.
Centrally located match delivery unit.
Every regular and auxiliary column will
accommodate king-size packages.
Extra capacity 1 -cent box match unit
(optional).

AR.TH-IJR H.. DuGRENIER, INC.

America's Foremost ,ilaituft[cturer of Automatic Cigarette. Candy and Gum ,1ierchantd
15 HALE STREET,, IIAVEIiIIILL, MASS.
`
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FUTURE BRIGHT FOR
VENDING OPERATORS
Ancients Greeks had a slot for it
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Ice Cream Vender in France

sowill

modern merchandisers now surveying presentday market possibilities and consumer demand
By Gene Barron
Coin Machine stall
the next decade or two, already
tabbed as the Atomic Age, and with
trips to the moon not beyond the realm
of imagination now that army scientists
have established radar contact with that
celestial body, the use of vending machines to sell most any product under
the sun is quickly becoming a certainty.
Use of vending machines of the coin operated type dates back to 200 B. C.
when the ancient Greeks used a coin operated vender for the dispensing of
beverages. Proof that these merchandisers of the long, long ago, were perhaps
relatives of the modern merchandisers
now vending cigarettes, candy, beverages, stamps and food is revealed in
the many plans now being laid for extensive merchandising in the coming
years thru the use of coin -operated
vending machines. The ancient Greeks
"had a slot for it," and so will the
modern merchandisers now surveying
the present-day market potentialities
and consumers.
It is a recognized fact that the annual
sale and consumption of candy bars
during the, past 10 years has been increased a hundredfold due to vending
machines. The use of automatic equipment has made it possible to sell not
only thru retail outlets as was the vogue
up until 20 years ago, but it has opened
thousands of sales avenues in many locations thruout the country which consider candivenders as necessary attributes to their total revenue getting
WITH

agencies.

Many Innovations
During the war the total sales have
dropped due to the sugar ration which
has hit the candy industry hard. Many
innovations, which candy manufacturers
had on the planning boards for sweet
products, are now being readied for bars
soon to be vended once again. One particular type receiving much attention in
the candy trade is the bar which will
not only be "good for you" but will insure this healthful pledge by embodying vitamins in the bar itself. There
is perhaps no railway depot, airport or
bus terminal without candivenders on
location today. Many improved models
are being produced now and will soon
be vending their share of "health food"
as the sweet industry terms their
product.
Since the advent of candivenders,
hand and hand with them have advanced the varied type beverage venders
which have sold virtually billions of
soft drinks annually during the past
20 years. Problems which have plagued
the manufacturers in the soft drink
field have been much the same as those
sugar headaches which troubled the
candy manufacturers. But despite the
sugar problem, manufacturers of .beverage venders continued in 1945 the
use of bulk and bottle venders to reach
one of the highest years of revenue in
their experience. Post-war plans for
merchandising soft drinks thru coinoperated venders are now taking a large
.

share of the promotional time of aggressive beverage manufacturers.
Modern merchandisers, in every sense
of the word, are modern "sales promoters" and already the quest for the consumer dollar has revealed plans for
beverage vending machines which will
vend coffee, soft drinks, fruit juices
and milk. Machines already patented
and produced for distributor display, and
in many instances for actual operation,
include. coffee venders which will also
vend sugar and cream according to the
patrons' wish; venders which will uncap
the bottle, pour the beverage and retain
the bottle in the machine. The latter
innovation, adapted into the device to
eliminate the location headache of
"empty bottles."
Ends Long Hunt
The "empty battle" headache according to reliable soft drink sources, has
done móre to eliminate case sale of beverages in the past 10 years than any
other problem. Manufacturers have been
on the hunt for years for the vender
which will vend either great quantities
of beverage in bulk venders or some device which will retain the empty bottle
in the machine.
Other drink vender innovations soon
to appear on location which will sell
millions of drinks per year include machines which will vend vitamin content
fruit juice. For years, manufacturers
of machines which vended fruit juices
have argued with various authorities
who claimed that fruit juice venders
were incapable of retaining vitamins.
They now have proof that they do. One
firm, which some years ago produced
an organge juice vender which sliced
the organ just prior to vending the
juice from the orange is once again
planning distribution of these machines.
The novelty of looking thru a vender
window and watching the cutting of
the orange and the squeezing of it before the juice is vended is predicted to
be a sure-fire sales stimulant.
The popcorn venders which permitted
customers and potential customers to
view the popping of trie kernels after
insertion of a coin also had "headaches"
which have since been eliminated, and
these machines, too, are once again
being planned for sale. In line with
this novelty merchandising are coming
venderá which will electrically heat hotdogs or other type sandwiches in as
little time as 18 seconds, vend the
sandwich in a toasted bun or roll, with
mustard or relish garnishing.
Open New Locations
Such vending innovations will open
thousands of locations which cater to
a nighttime trade. Such locations in
railway, bus and air terminals will be
naturals for novel vending machines
of this type which are not only novel but
definitely practical.
It cannot be ignored that location
proprietors who from the first welcomed
the installation of coin -operated vending machines recognized in them a
means of building traffic into their
stores and locations and thus were able
thru these vender services to interest
customers in, other products they might
have for sale. It has long been recognized that novel plans of merchandising,
as well as novel automatic machines,
have been natural sales stimulators and
sales "hawkers." The modern merchandiser, whether he be a retail location
owner or a manufacturer's sales promotion and advertising agent, cannot fail
to use vending machines as traffic
builders.
An often repeated plaint against the
use of vending machines to sell merchandise of most every type has been the
complaint that vending machines eliminate manpower. Sales experts and
modern merchandisers have proven and
will continue to show any element of
labor or management that the use of
vending machines does not necessarily
eliminate manpower. On the contrary,
it increases the service potentialities of

.44

VENDING MACHINES are spreading to all civilized countries and offer many
Ice cream is only one of a number of food items that will be
conveniently purchased from vending machines in the future. Vending machines
are being built to offer hot and cold food items. (Acme photo.)

different products.

manpower by allocating time and sales
efforts to other jobs whereby they will
have the time to do a real sales job.
It is pointed out that, during the war
especially, the time of sales personnel
was often needlessly taken up by customers, in answering queries, and serving them. Whereas, if the location had
had vending machines to serve automatically beverages, candy, gum, cigarettes, stamps and change, which more
often than not are used merely as traffic
builders and "services" with little profit,
the sales personnel. time could have been
utilized to sell the profit -making items.

Change Makers
Change -making devices, will definitely
be, a part of modern merchandising.
Many manufacturers of beverage venders,
candy venders, dg venders and varied
other types, are adapting changers as
part of the vending mechanism. Some
machines already produced remit change
in nickels and pennies. Several venders
on the production lines now will vend
their item and return change according
to the number of purchases made. For
instance, in the case of a beverage
vender, it will be possible to choose
three bottles of soft drinks, insert a"
quarter and get two nickels in change.
Stamp venders, too, where the sale
involves amounts in odd cents are to
be equipped with change mechanisms
which will tend to revolutionize changers on the market before the war.'
Change mechanisms will be found to
be definite assets to the sale of merchandise, especially in instances where the
vending machines were on location in
plants where employees used the equipment. In a few, machines were ordered
removed from plants by the management when it was found how much
time was lost by workers in seeking the
proper change to make a purchase. Thru
this one adaptation, it is estimated that
many sales will be made and many machines placed in plants which have here-

tofore frowned on vending machines
for this one so-called fault. Of course,
there are many other locations which
do not necessarily need the change -making facilities.
The sale of cigarettes, most everyone
knows, reaches into millions of dollars
every month of the year, and in keepine,
with modern merchandising cigarette
manufacturers quickly grasped the
one medium by which they can turn
over their product with the most effective efficiency ever known to the trade.
Cig venders for many years have been
naturals in taverns, restaurants and
other locations where smoking is done
right on the premises. With the increasing pace to be taken by modern
merchandisers of tobacco, venders will
be considered first by many as their
principle medium of distribution. Again,
the variance of locations which will be
open to venders of all types, will be
especially adaptable for location of dg
venders.
Seasonal venders which sell ice cream
and cold beverages in the summer and
those which will sell hot coffee and hot
sandwiches during the fall and winter
are to make their appearance in more
and more new type locations within the
next year or two. Each machine w,ll do
a modern merchandising job not possible
before.
Proof of the success of vending machines since the first one appeared in
the consumer picture are sure to hasten
the appearance of varied other type
venders which will fill every consumer
need for merchandise and service.
With the tempo of business administration growing faster and faster there
is bound to be a need for many of the
venders now being planned which will
make minute -photostatic copies of important papers and documents. There
will undoubtedly' be a great demand
for vending machines which will make it
(Continued on page 139)
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EIDS liecatise:
Operating Bar. Radically new. Test -proved. Has
greater strength and simplicity. Positive in action.
Controls dispensing of cigarettes after acceptance
of proper coins and insures a trouble -free, lifetime use.

Functional Parts. Plunger and coin inserts now
made of polished chrome. Finished to Navy specifications to stand up under toughest usage.
Coin Unit Entrance. New and improved. Made so
as to insure acceptance of all coins inserted,

Remember! The Rowe Crusader is the only cigarette
vending machine that incorporates all of 18 important
features. It is the machine that has been "Torture" Tested in the toughest locations. It is the machine built

by an operator for operators.
Place your orders for your Rowe Crusaders Now.

BELLEVILLE,

N. J.

World's Leading Manufacturer of
Automatic Merchandising Equipment
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adds up to the substantial investment
in plant of $21,000,000 for the country's
penny machine operators. It may take

BASIC MACHINES IN

a substantial investment to start in the
more expensive machines. Not long ago,
it was estimated that a $10,000 investment in music machines was about right
for a one-man route. But only a small
investment is required for either a full
or part-time route in the vending busi-

FIELD OF VENDING

ness.

One Appeal

That is one reason these machines
appeal so strongly to the new operator,
starting in on a part-time business, runPenny machines-nuts, gum and candyning a few machines near his home. He
can put in enough cash to justify spare
time employment, and then put his time
still provide great opportunities for small
on servicing the route. Thousands of
men have started this way, and some
part-time
occupation
in
full
or
operator
have gone on to become full-time operators; others have stayed with the
part-time operation if they did not want
By HARM F. ,REVES
to take on the burden of expansion,
others have dropped out-chiefly be'VENDING MACHINES are the average venders again and again to get another cause they did not give the consistently
V American's most familiar introduc- cents worth of the luscious product.
tion to and continued form of contact That salt taste' brings them back.
with the coin 'machine industry
a
And the location owner likes this recondition that has prevailed since the peat feature of the machines, so long
turn of the century, thru the universal as the operator keeps them properly
acceptance of that work horse of ,the serviced. It increases the operator's reindustry, the penny vender. Only the turn as well as the amount going to the
pay telephone, which is not an operator- location owner. More important, in
Owned device, is more common.
many types of locations, it helps the
Look at the figures. For the last sale of beverages. In a tavern, this will
pre-war year, when operating conditions mean more sales of beer, as the salted
were nearly normal in 1941, out of nuts build up thirst; in the soft drink
4,879,500 coin machines on location, parlor, corner confectionery or neigh8,329,500 of these were vending ma- borhood grocery, it will mean another
chines. And of these, 3,000,000 were the bottle of soft drink or another order at
humble penny venders. Roughly two. the soda fountain.
venders to every other type of coin maGum Is Second
chine in existence.
candy venders follow in
and
But gum
Specialty venders have attracted
much of the attention in news and order of popularity, the former outcoin machines in
feature stories for years, because it ranking all typestheof nut
venders, with
"makes good copy" in the reporter's numbers except
lingo when somebody sells fishhooks candy venders coming third. if the 250,or ham sandwiches thru a vending ma- 000 nickel venders are added in.
The penny venders find opportunities
chine, but the backbone of the vending
INSURANCE TICKET VENDING
industry remains still the standard for locations everywhere. There are few machines
were tested in Chicago and
venders -the familiar products, candy, retail stores in the land, few factories or
other cities before war. New developoffices, any place where people work or
nuts, gum and cigarettes.
gather, that there is not at least one ments promise bigger fields for such
Three Vender Classes
machine. Sometimes a small battery Is
machines. (Acme photo.)
Penny venders themselves break down required to give a selection of the variinto the first three classes of machines ous types of products they sell. Not
with available figures showing 1,800,000
high standard of service the public exmit venders, 750,000 gum venders, and
pects.
450,000 candy venders on location. There
Volume of sales in penny venders is
has been some degree of interchangehigh-$78,000,000 per year, back in 1941,
ability of product between the different
or over three times the investment per
penny venders, but not too much, so
machine. But the net profits are not
that the totals are an accurate picture
high enough to entice the get -rich -quick
of the actual situation.
artists. Vending machines may well
Reasons for the prevalence of the nut
seem an alluring opportunity to thouvenders lie partly in the convenience of
sands of returned G.I.'s who are looking
a small serving of fresh nuts, serviced by
for a business of their own, but it should
operators at regular and frequent interbe pointed out that the returns are not
vals-and the variety of nut tastes of
too high in this penny business, despite
the American public. The most comthe small investment, after the operamon type of serving is, of course, the
tor's time, is figured out, at prevailing
10
-cent
variety
has
peanut,
whose
lowly
wage scales. The opportunity is there
ball
tradition
at
true
national
become a
for the man who wants his own busicircuses
for
generations.
But
and
games
ness, in contact with the public, and
greater
demand,
even
there is a probably
who is willing to work for a fair living,
the
smaller
penny
sales,
per capita, for
but it is no life of easy money.
even
more
attractive
since this offers an
Venders of this type will serve, howform of serving.
ever, as a good foundation for the man
The nuts are fresh, shelled-there is
who is going on to expand into other
no mess of shells to leave around, no
types of service for his location, such
sometimes
bother of shucking them
as other types of coin -operated mahot, and they are salted. That last word
is what makes up a large part of the
CIGARETTE VENDERS with change - chines.
The quarter million nickel venders in
difference in sales appeal. Men, women
making device were offered before the the
candy field have gone thru real war
and children alike come back to the war.
Recent reports show strong trend service, serving many types of substitute
makers
in
most
fitting
change
toward
products, such as packaged cookies,
modern venders, especially in soft- when the bars they were designed for
drink vending machines. (Acme were unavailable. They are gradually returning to normal operation, and will
photo.)
resume their normal importance as volume sales media. Their annual sales
only in buildings-they are about the volume was $12,500,000.
only kind of machine, except scales,
The five -cent venders have generally
found on the outside, bracketed onto been a more expensive kind of machine,
.

-

-

FROSTED FOODS promise to sell an
ever-increasing quantity in packages.
Tests have been made to prove value
of vending machines to sell foods.

buildings, posts or wherever a good location offers itself. Because they can
be placed and moved 'so easily, they
offer a practically universal, and at the
same time flexible, market for the
products they handle.
Flexibility of operating method is another factor that makes these little machines especially attractive. Sometimes
they are operated by large companies,
working perhaps on, a State's right basis
for the particular type of machine and
product they are designed to sell. Some
of the old-line companies, like Pulver,
come to mind in this connection, and
their history over several decades has
shown the continued profitability of this
type of operation.
But it is more significant that the
machines are really the proverbial poor
man's coin machine opportunity. A
small route can be set up with the lowest investment in the industry. Figures
indicate that the .average investment
per machine is only $7,00, altho this

'

CHANGE MAKING mechanisms are
an important new device in the trade.
They are being built in the machines

well as being offered as entirely
separate machines. The above device
is 'the widely publicized Vendo change
maker.
as

type of venders, are fewer in number,
but bulk heavy in sales totals. There
were 126,500 of these machines on location, dispensing 657,800 packs per year.
At 15 cents per pack, that would come
to over $98,000,000, but it must be recognized that lower prices were in common
use by various devices in the most
populous states, and the average should
be dropped a few cents, so that total)
volume might be around $75,000,000.
With a total investment in equipment of
$1,139,500, or around $10.00 per machine, this branch of the industry has<
an annual turnover of something like
'70 times its plant investment.
The cigarette picture is not quite so,
rosy, however, because of rigid restrictions on the sale of cigarettes, and because of the extremely low margin of
profit in this field, so that cigarette operators must depend upon a high volume to make up for low per cent of earnings. The machines, as the war period
showed, may be speedily cleaned out of
stock, and require frequent servicing,.
so that the operating cost is very high
in relation to profit per unit of sale.

'r

s"

s

All types of basic venders offer differ-

ent opportunities for the established or
new operator to build his business. Each
type has its own special operating problems, some depending on establishing a
large turnover, others on a wider spread
of the route to establish a sizable business. In every case, the actual investment required is relatively small, offering a splendid opening to the small
operator.

Public Dependance

The American public has learned to
depend upon the vending machine for
these special types of products. Who
today asks the storekeeper for a penny's
worth of candy or gum? The same condition is returning again in the case of
candy bars and cigarettes, tho here a
proposition of over-the-counter sales
has always prevailed, and was enforced
by wartime shortages. Most retailers
prefer to deal out such products thru
the machines, rather than thru direct person -to -person sales, since it reduces the stock they must carry on
their own account, and makes it unnecessary for the busy clerks to wait upon
customers for such small sales.
Because vending machines in these
basic fields are strictly in line with the
dominant thought of progressive business leaders today-reducing, the costs
of distributing, they are certain to take
averaging $35 a piece in cost. Average over an increasing proportion of the
annual sales were about one and one- total sales volume of their products.
half times the original investment.
These figures appear low by comparison
with other types of basic venders, but
are offset by the fact that the average
profit per unit of sale is higher. It
takes less physical work to service the
nickel vendor, per dollar of sales volume,
than the penny candy vendor as a
checkup of the number of sales per .dollar and the physical problems of handling the merchandise involved is made.
It is this factor that makes the nickel
vendor decidedly a good investment for
the operator looking for a little different type of operation, often in combination with his regular penny vendor
route on selected locations.
The nickel venders are, as wartime
experience showed, more adaptable to
changed merchandise conditions, and
can be adjusted to the needs of the individual location readily,
Cigarette venders, the fourth basic

I
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ible for persons to buy term-insur- an importantmerchandisers
go to work.
the modern
tace when going on a trip.
the large grocery chains are
This latter -type device-which was in Many of on
plans to adopt automatic
se before the war in some parts of the working
as a part of their streamlined
nited States-will make it possible for vending
methods. In the future,
iousands of air -travelers to insert a merchandising
is seen the possi>in into a device which will vend an not too far distant,
housewife or friend isurance policy to cover them for the bility that betheable
to purchase frozen
will
.tration of their airtravel. Tourists who hubby after
store hours from coin -opave been curtailed from traveling thru foods
installed In the face of
e war because 'of the lack of new erated venders
Other necessity food prodhicles tires and gas as well as travel store fronts.
as cold meats, bread, milk and
strictions in some parts of the United ucts such
will be other products available
ates, will this year be taking to the cheese
ad and what better protection or serv- to the housewife or midnight -snack
e could they get from a vending ma - shopper after store hours.
dine than a term life or accident in Many Now Installed
trance policy. Tourists will travel by
Many grocery super -mart chains have
1r, rail, boat and auto by the the thou self-service and of these many
ands every day of the year and the installed
innovating automatic vending servisodern merchandiser of insurance will are
for frozen food products which Is
end in these insurance venders the pros- ices
next step toward coin -operation of
;sct for millions of dollars in insurance the
such vending devices.
,ales.
Thus, the conclusion is drawn and
Vending
Food
based on years of experience in the merUntouched beyond the surface, are chandising fields as well as the coin
1e potentialities of selling and mer- machine industry itself, that modern
ziandising food in coin -operated vend- merchandisers to meet consumer deg machines. Yes,4' venders have sold mands for products and services will
grasp the facility of coin -operated vendl illions of dollars in food merchandise
I the beverage, candy, peanuts and ing equipment.
Modern merchandising, in other words,
"um fields, but these branches of the
,00d industry are likely to be just a cannot be termed modern without the
mall percentage of the volume of com- utilization of devices and equipment
ng. years when super -marts and small which will facilitate the reaching of
Mail grocers' stores take advantage of sales quotas and the completion of sales
ze automatic food venders which will promotional campaigns. The bandwagon
end varied grocery packs at the inser- has begun to roll and modern merchanon of a coin and -the touch of a button, disers almost without exception are ridFrozen foods, following the successful ing along to higher and higher sales
istory of vending ice cream, will be peaks.
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NEW VENDERS WIDEN FIELD
(Continued from page 133)
èpartment stores should also offer lucra ve spots for these machines. Coupled
ith sandwich venders, they should be
aturals for any locations where people
ork. The coffee "break" was estabshed during the war in virtually every
i.ctory and office across the nation. But
,specially in small plants that are more
i less remote from lunchrooms and cofshops, it often is difficult for workers
;i get out for a snack in the 10 or 15
ilnutes usually allotted.
Fruit Juice Venders
,'' Fruit juice venders. which now are
''ported to have the potent backing of
se Florida Citrus Fruit Growers' Ex:hange, should also work out extremely
:ell in these locations, but operators of
hem may find that such spots as banks,
,:epartment store lounges for employees,
,rid bus, rail and air terminals are
hiong their most profitable locations.
;Bother spot that may prove lucrative
¡pi.
juice venders are beauty salons,
sthich have recently proven excellent
:),cations for soft drink venders. As many
,f the women at these salons are watchig their diets, venders of citrus fruit
úice should supply them just the item
d

they want and one that is included in
most slenderizing diets.
The popcorn vender, if it stages its
expected post-war comeback, should go
on to greater expansion than it ever
saw in the pre-war years. It is reported
that most of the bugs which hampered
the machine prior to the war have been
eliminated. Here, too, it may be that
later on electronic heating units and
similar recent developments will be em-

ployed.
Always one of the most popular of all
between -time snacks, popcorn recently
has achieved new peaks in popularity.
In Des Moines, New York, Chicago and
elsewhere, a number of prosperous stores
have been opened in recent months that
deal almost exclusively in popcorn. Flavoring with carmel and cheese also has
boosted its popular appeal greatly. Theater lobbies, grandstands and auditoriums
are the most obvious and profitable
locations for popcorn venders, but these
frequently have such heavy business
that operators on these spots employ
clerks. Operators of coin popcorn venders probably will find their best locations in places of lighter volume, pos -

VICTOR'S MI°
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VENDING

5.1:

sibly hotel lobbies, office buildings, or at
golf courses or tennis courts.
Newspaper and magazine venders also
have shown great promise of future
development since V -J Day with two
concerns, one in New York and the other
in California, reporting machines ready.
Venders of periodicals, especially daily
papers, should offer a great opportunity
for opening of suburban locations and
smaller railway stations and hundreds
of other locations. These would also
seem to have possibilities for usé in rural
areas where a large potential readership
for papers exists that has never been
developed. Farm people have largely
been neglected as a source of newspaper
readers because of the difficulties of
individual delivery. Papers coming by
mail usually are so stale as to hardly
be dailies. Central location of venders
might solve this problem for farm families, who frequently are as eager for the
daily papers as their city cousins.
Another product, which has begun
appearing in vending machines since the
war, is cookies. Now one of the large
biscuit, cake and cracker makers has
ventured into the field, with a New
York company making a special vender
for its products. Reports are that the
cookies have taken well in Eastern tryouts on all types of locations. One large
vending company recently reported that
in five years, 1941-'45, It had sold more
than 125,000,000 packages of cookies and
raisins thru its venders.
Development of ice venders and frozen
food dispensers is expected to take a

Increased Profits"

NEW MODERN DESIGN POST-WAR

V

VENDING MACHINES
AND

confections.
Post-war Model V, further improved and 5 lbs. lighter, is universal
and vends all kinds of bulk merchandise, including Ball -Gum.
NO ADDITIONAL" PARTS NECESSARY!
Model V De Luxe Cabinet Type is built of steel and has transparent
plastic front, making it strong and UNBREAKABLE CAPACITY:
25", more merchandise than globe type.
Model V Globe Type Capacity: 5 to 6 lbs. of bulk merchandise or
1,000 to 1,200 balls of gum. Vends 1/2 5/s" and 3/4" ball -gum.
i

eluxe Cabinet

ype.

Ea.

Model Y Globe Type. Ea
Model V Wall Bracket.
Combination lc & 5c
Counter. Ea.
MODEL V
GLOBE TYPE

Terms:
or send

Ea

$12.50
10.50
.65

Coin

1.25

with Order, Bal. C O. D.,
and save C. O. D. cost.
All Prices F. n. P. n' ;ya

Cash

full amount

ASLD,

áDí S

HARD SHELL CANDIES

Send for
free circular

SURE

YOU ARE ON

OUR
MAILING LIST-SEND US YOUR
LETTERHEAD OR POSTCARD
BE

illustrating
New Victor

DeLuxe Cabinet Type.
:

VENDING MACHINE EXCHANGE
Newark ' 5,. N. J.
55=57=59 Branford Street
Bigelow 3-7744-5

slightly different turn than the growth
of vendere for smaller items. Coin -operated ice venders already have appeared
in California and the Middle West, but
always as separate retailing establishments, not on "locations" in the trade
sense. But like coffee, sandwich, candy
and newspaper venders, they probably
will also fltd a place around the thousands of A.nerican filling stations. Many
stations now sell ice as a sideline, but
coin -operated venders should greatly
simplify the job which sometimes takee
too great a part of servicemen's time
for the profit involved.
Frosted Food Vended
Frozen food vendere probably will take
their place in grocery stores, but it
has also been suggested that they be
located in batteries, along with other
food vendere In apartment houses. Coin operated quick-freeze food lockers also
have been discussed as a possibility for
apartment dwellers.
One large chain store in Chicago recently introduced a frosted fold dispenser which greatly resembles that food
dispenser of the Automat restaurants in
New York. The new device has not yet
been adapted for coin operation, but it
seems to hold great possibilities for
development as an aid to the one-man
grocery.
Most promising of all coin machines
for operation as an independent business unit probably is the new automatic
washing machine. Many such units now
are being installed thnl the Middle
West and several already are in operation in the East. Most successful are
said to be in New York and Boston,
where great numbers of apartment
dwellers have no access to laundry rooms.
Development of coin laundries was
greatly advanced by the shortage of
laundry help during the war. but backers
declare that future development will be
even greater. They point out that the
speed with which the machines can do
a larga wash makes their expansion certain.
Thus it would appear that two general
trends may be expected in growth of the
vending machine trade. One is toward
placement of machines vending smaller
Items on a much greater number of
locations, while in another direction the
new machines are providing the nucleus
for a growth of small independent retailing establishments.

"Ftif Them Together for

THE CHOICE OF THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL OPERATORS
During the long, hard years of emergency Model V earned new
laurels for stability and the ease of adjusting for any available
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Coin Frozen
Food Venders
G e t Headline
N. Y. Times Has Story
NEW YORK, Feb. 16. -Possibilities of

coin machine vending of frozen foods,
frequently discussed in The Billboard,
came in for wide attention outside the
trade this week as the New York Times
Carried a report indicating that major
refrigeration companies now are working
on the problem.
The story, printed under the heading
"Coin Machine Sales of Frozen Foods
Seen," follows:
Coin -operated
"CHICAGO, Feb. 8.
vending machines designed for the sale
of frozen fruits, vegetables and meat
were predicted today by officials of the

-

WORLD'S

START A PROFITABLE ROUTE

WITH THE

SMALLEST 3 -REEL MACHINE

IMP

S

CIGARETTE

5
4

AMERICAN

EAGLE
Reconditioned
LIKE NEW.
lc or 5c Slots

BRAND NEW

r,

Refrigeration Equipment Manufacturers'
Association, following disclosure of new
developments in mechanically refrigerated machines.
"Other packaged foods requiring low
temperatures for preservation can be
adapted for sale in refrigerated vending
machines, the association reported.
"Spokesmen for the coin machine industry pointed out that frozen foods, because of their uniformity of packaging
and keeping qualities, make an ideal
product for sale thru coin-operated
vending machines.
"Previous experiments with the sale of
fresh foods thru the machines have
proved unsuccessful because of the difficulty, in establishing uniformity in price
and quality, REMA officials explained.
The danger of spoilage was another factor
which prevented coin machine operators
from entering the food distribution field.
"Foods requiring refrigeration to prevent spoilage can be vended thru machines as easily as ice cream and beverages, two items which have been widely
distributed in refrigerated coin machines," the refrigeration experts said.
The Refrigeration Equipment Manufacturers' Association has headquarters
at Pittsburgh, and no officials of it were
available for comment here or in Chicago.
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Nut Firm Acids N e w
Special Packaging
For Nut Vender Ops
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 16. -Reliable Nut
Company here is plugging five -pound
packages of salted nuts as convenience
for peanut vending machine operators.
Advantages claimed include greater
ease in carrying one or two of the five pound caddies instead of a large 25 or
30 -pound box or paper bag. Caddies
have wax -liners, eliminating oil absorption occurring with ordinary unlined
bags. Small boxes, it is claimed, will
also discourage kibitzers from helping
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Marvels, Cigarette Reels only, 1¢ or
$19.50
54 Slots. Ea.
29.50
Kicker & Catcher. Ea.
19.50
Steeplechase New. Ea.
17.50
Lots of 5. Ea.
Yankee, Kilx, Wings, Pok-o-Reels
12.50
(Divider Models). Ea.
Sparks with Gold Award, Ilke new. Ea. 29.50
A.B.T. Guns, Model F, blue cabinet
and challengers, late model, thoroughly reconditioned, like new. Ea. 35.00
Stands for these Machines. Ea
4.00
Vlotor View -o-Scopes, thoroughly
25.00
reconditioned. Ea.
10 Cigarette Reels only,
17.50
special- Ea.
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Symphonola-Marble Glow

A coin vendor of simplicity that makes
an attractive addition to your back
bar, change counter or show case.

CIGARETTE MACHINES

Look like new and work to perfection
.$59.50
U -Need -a -Pak, 9-12 Cols. Ea.
DuGrenier 7 Col. Model VD, Double
Shift. Ea.

72.50

Ea.

95.00
89.60
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Patent
Pending

CONSOLES
All in Perfect Condition
Jennings Bobtail and Totalizers. Ea. $99.50
99.50
Jumbo Parade. Ea.
69.50
Royal Flush, Cash Payout
Paces Reels,

Hi -Hands.

Railing or Without

Ea.

USED MACHINES

New. Ea.

1

Jobbers or Distributors, Write.

69.50
169.60

Eat -Em-Hot Peanut Machine, 5f
$25.00
Slot. Ea.
12.50
Duplex, all -aluminum base. Ea.
U -Chu Ball Gum Machines, chrome
base. Ea.
Columbus Tri -Mar, 3 Globe Floor
Model Machine. Ea.,
Columbus BI -Mer, 2 Globe Floor
.
Model Peanut Machine. Ea.
Northwestern Tri -Selector Peanut
Machine, with three compartments. Ea.
DuGrenier Candy Man, 6f slot, car
paoity 72 bars, with base. Ea
Without base. Ea.
Shipman 2 Col. Stamp Machine:
New. Ea.
Used. Ea.
Shipman 3 Coi. Stamp Machine,

Made of durable aluminum, heavy non -marring
or slipping base, twin tulox non-breakable
coin tubes, Mahogany Krinkle finish.

49.50

IllmaM.../
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MATIC SALES CO.

VEND

BUFFALO 3, N. Y.

ELLICOTT SQ.
.

22.50

"BEST NEWS SINCE V-J DAY"

22.50

MASTER NO. 11 PENNY -NICKEL VENDERS

45.00
39.50
29.50
25.00

READY FOR DELIVERY
THE GREATEST MERCHANDISE VENDER EVER BUILT
$15.63 IN LOTS OF FIVE OR MORE
Orders Filled in Rotation

39.50

REQUIRED WITH ALL ORDERS

RAKE COIN MACHINE

$5 Deposit With Order

8.50

25.00

romm mom., ammt mom

STREET

THE ATLAS MFG. & SALES CO.
12220 Triskett Road
Cleveland 11, Ohio

$149.50
149.50
169.50

Wurlltzer 12

YOU WILL NEVER BE HAPPY UNTIL YOU OPERATE MASTERS
1/3

2014 MARKET

Deposit-Balance C. O. D.

AU in perfect working condition

Ea.
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DuGrenier 7 Col. Model V. Ea.
Stewart & McGuire 7 Col. Model S.
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Capacity
to
6 pounds Bulk
Merchandise or
1,000 to 1,200
F. O. B.
Balls Gum.
CLEVELAND
Vends W', b/s", 3/" Ball Gum.

CLUBS *STORES
RESTAU RANTS

25 or More, $15.95 ea.
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DuGrenier 11 Col. Split Champion.

RUSH YOUR
ORDER TODAY!

Additional
Parts Required.
No

AND 5c

$16.95 Ea.

$54.50

Candies, Nuts
and Ball Gum.
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NORTHWESTERN

egem

Blue
and
Gold,

Vends all kinds
of Bulk Met..

Accurate change with twin trigger
action delivers 5 or 10 coins with a
flick of the fingers.
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PEANUT VENDOR
Like New

Used

All Aluminum
Weight, 9 Pounds.

4 .Ea.

SPECIAL

Carton of 6-$72.00.
5 or More Cartons. Each Carton -$69,50.
Owe Yowl

-

'WEATHERPROOF'

NO

FRUIT REELS

$13'So

5

ATLAS ACE

BLYTHEVILLE, Ark., Feb. 16. -Articles of incorporation have been filed
for a new Blytheville firm to deal in
vending machines, farm products and
real estate under the name, A. & M.
Sales Company, Inc.
Authorized capital is listed as $20,000,
with $900 paid in. Incorporators are
Marjorie M. Gunn, J. L. Gunn and W. R.
Bishop, all of Blytheville.
Jesse Taylor, also of this city, is named
a resident agent for the concern,

50

ALSO BRAND NEW
SAMPLE

themselves when op is servicing Machines.
The same firm offers charms to be used
as premiums with Spanish peanuts.

LIBERTY BELL

5f Sport

or

payoff as Fruit Reels, token or
quarter payout. Fill the tube
with quarters and It will dispense
quarters Instead of tokens.

OR

A&M Sales Company
Of Arkansas Applies
F o r Incorporation

EXCHAN
PHfLADELPHIA 3, P

Deposit, Balance C. O. D.

TRI -STATE VENDING CO.
561 10TH AVENUE

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
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Bottler Ills

MILWAUKEE, Feb. 16.-Machinery,
trucks and tin for bottle caps are chief
bottlenecks troubling the soft drink
bottling industry.
Giving small hope for early relief, E.
Robert Anderson, member of the board
of directors, American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages, pointed to these
Makers
For Soft -Drink
headaches in a speech before the recent
annual meeting of Wisconsin bottlers.
LOUISVILLE, Feb. 16.-Walter Kali Anderson told bottlers that even after
Tier, OPA District Director of Foods, government controls are lifted it will
told Kentucky soft-drink bottlers that take two or three years for the industry
they are due for "a probable 10 to 15
to desired levels.
per cent increase" in sugar allotments to boost production
eginning April 1.
Kallbrier made his disclosure, first
word from an OPA official on the muchtumored increase, at a meeting of the
entucky State Bottlers' Association in

he Brown Hotel. It was greeted with
,pplause from the assembled bottlers.
He said that while there was no posflibility of sugar imports from the Phil.ppines being resumed during 1946, it
Nas indicated that sugar from Cuba and
?uerto Rico will be "up by 20 to 25 per
Cent."
Other problems discussed at the sese,;ton included those of the veteran en"'tering the bottling business, by a panel
minding Edward Wagner, of Cinciniati, and Loring F. Overman, assistant
to the secretary of the American Bot,iers of Carbonated Beverages.
Vincent W. Herold of Newport was
alected president of the association.
;grebe Taylor, of Greensburg; J. K. Hat-.
naker, of Pikeville, and R. E. Sanford,
)f Fulton, were named vice presidents,
'incl.
Martin F. Schmidt of Louisville, sec-etary-treasurer.
i

/

ABGB Postpones

Confab to 1947
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-John J. Riley,
secretary of the American Bottlers of
Carbonated Beverages, announced that
the ABCB has postponed its first postwar exposition of soft-drink bottling
and dispensing equipment until the fall

of 1947.
Riley said the delay was made necessary by several factors in spite of the

bottlers' plan to spend $50,000,000 on
plant expansion and modernization in
the next few years. Among these are
the current shortage of equipment and
the limitation of sugar use to 50 per cent
of that used in 1941, which has forced
current output of soft drinks to the
lowest level in years, he said.

Refrigeration
Mfg's Meet in
Chi March 4-7

REGAL
KING OF THEM ALL
rio

CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Manufacturers of
refrigeration equipment, who recently
were reported considering the possibility
of making coin -operated frozen food
venders, have scheduled a four -day convention in Chicago next month.
The group, members of the Refrigeration Manufacturers' Association, will
hold its meeting jointly with the Refrigeration Equipment Wholesalers' Association. Sessions will be in the Stevens
Hotel March 4 thru 7.
Plans for an exhibition of refrigeration

and

air-conditioning

equipment

security,
operate

Penny

at

roducts.

ers.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

REGAL PRODUCTS CO.
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN

Wisconsin Bottlers
Re-Elect Officials

RADIO DEALS
NO IFS, ANDS OR BUTS

MILWAUKEE, Feb. 16.-Re-election: of
all officers of the Wisconsin Bottlers of

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
For Salesboard Operators.

Write for Descriptive Literature.
Also for New Deal Literature.

r1BCO NOVELTY CO.

809 W. Madison Street
Chicago 7, Illinois
Phone: Haymarket 3695

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Local No. 22030
of the Wholesale Candy and Tobacco
Salesmen's Union will hold a victory din-

ner and show at the Hotel Commodore
Saturday evening (23), according to Irving Dworet, business manager.
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THESE NEW NORTHWESTERN
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you have put the
best part of a life-

time in the coin
machine business
you have a good
idea of what features to put into a

perfect vending
machine.

Ziad dat dem eft
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STANDARD

Bulk
All Purpose
Single Unit
Capacity 6
Machine.
Vending
bs.
of 100 or more

SIMPLICITY

$18.951n lois

DESIGN

$19.50 ini lots
25
lots less than
$19.75

Peanut Vendor,
Capacity 5
Lbs.
$9.60 in lofs of
100 or more
$9.75 in lots
less

than

100
$9.95 in lots
less than
25

ORDER BOTH TODAY!

Here are the finest merchandisers Northwestern has ever pro.
duced-expertly constructed-steady, dependable money makers.
They're tried-tested-proven-and they're brand new!
ALL ORDERS FILLED IN ROTATION RECEIVED!
SEND FOR LIST OF USED MACHINES, PARTS AND SUPPLIES

Tennis: 1/3 Deposit, Balance C. O. D.
NORTHWESTERN SALES

&

SERVICE COMPANY

AUTHORIZED "NORTHWESTERN" DISTRIBUTOR
4105 16th AVE., BROOKLYN 4, N. Y.
PHONE: WINDSOR 8=3600 111

STURDINESS

MODERN

EASE OF REPLACEMENT

APPEAL

FEWER

EYE

MOVING PARTS

eamie Soda/
STANDARD

Bulk

Merchandis

Fruit Wrapping Machine Candy-Tobacco Salesmen
To Hold Victory Dinner
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Step toward coin

rending of fresh fruits and vegetables
trade observers in the aniaouncement of the Package Machinery
'Company that it has developed a new
lutomatic machine to wrap these

a

route of our

Cleveland, O., in October will be formulated at the March gathering, officials
said.
The Chicago session will feature group
meetings for discussion of problems of
material shortages, strikes and other impediments to production and distribution. Individual conferences between
manufacturers and wholesalers also are
on the agenda, and a joint session of
wholesalers and manufacturers is scheduled for the final day.

Carbonated Beverages wound up the association's 31st annual meeting, held recently at the Schroeder Hotel.
Officers include: Walter Ledger, Lake
Geneva, president; John Plein, Oshkosh,
vice-president; Marshall Hughes, Eau
Claire, secretary and treasurer.
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DIVISION

LEHIGH FOUNDRIES, INC.

Plant and General Offices

. . EASTON,

PA.

..An organization with the facilities, the experience and
the resources to do the job right. Inquiries are invited.
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New York Sun Plugs for Coin Operated Frozen Food Venders

BALL GUM

still scarce and wilt be for the coming
year; better order Marbles now, the
best substitute!
is

CAN STILL SUPPLY

NUTS -4-U

16.-The New York
Sun in an article on February 14 gave
several plugs to the coin machine industry in general and the frozen food field
of the coin machine industry. The artiNEW YORK, Feb.

$54.50
23.80

PEANUTS

cle is reprinted below:

90 Pound Carton, Blanched ....$24.30

Venders Planned for Frozen Foods
Reports to the Refrigeration Equipment Manufacturers' Association from

CHARMS
Fine Selection, 15 Cr.
Penny or Nickel Counter,
or 5c. Ea.
Parcel Post Paid

le

$13.25

coin machine producers disclose that new
developments which may be expected
before long include mechanically refrigerated machines for vending frozen
fruits, vegetables and meats.
Other machines are being planned for
the sale of delicatessen items such as
cold meats, potato salad, prepared salads,
cheese, bakery specialties and other
foods, it was reported to REMA.

1.25

Full Cash With Order,
F. O. B. Factory

Vending Sales
BIG PROFIT BUSINESS
of YOUR OWN:
Start a Route of
lc Match Venders

OPERATORS, SALE S MEN, AGENTS, VETERANS, WAR WORKERS
Here's the answer to
.
;our post-war plans
Nothing to get out of order
Simple and easy to
operate
. No rents to
pay
. . Tax free . .
Matches are always in demand . . . Build up a
route or sell the machines
outright to Drug Stores,
Taverns, Night Clubs, Pool
$6,00 in ots Halls, Tobacco Stores; in
of 10 or More, fact, any store will welcome
FOB Montgomery. a 10 Match Vender
BETTER HURRY! SUPPLY LIMITED!
PROFITS from Matches are Tremendous.
Sample $6.50. All Metal Construction.
AMERICAN MERCHANDISING CO.
Dept. B-MV.2
Montgomery 4, Ala,
703 Vandiver Bldg.
.

WANTED

Cup type Beverage Vendors. Must be in good
condition and priced right. Send full information
first letter.
FRANK'S POPCORN & VENDING CO.
1201

S.

W. 37th

A D VA N C E

,\.\

VENDING MACHINES
For Vending All Types of

Packaged Items

Glass, Agate, Assorted Color Marbles.

Barrel of 50,000
Keg of 21,000

ßr,/1/f/rrrrrr,,o.//.,

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Spokesman for the coin machine industry point out that frozen foods, because of their uniformity of packaging
and keeping qualities, are adaptable for
sale thru coin -operated vending machines.
Previous experiments with the sale
of fresh foods thru vending machines
have proved unsuccessful because of the
difficult in establishing uniformity in
price and quality, and size in the case

Automatic Canteen
Declares Dividend
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Directors of the
Automatic Canteen Company of America
have declared an initial dividend of 25

cents per share on its new common
stock. It is payable March 1 to stockholders of recoZd February 18.
Stock currently is quoted by security
dealers at $28 bid and $29.50 asked. Dividends on the old common stock in 1945,
before the recent three -for -one split,
amounted to $2.25 per share.

of fruits and vegetables. The danger of
spoilage was another factor that prevented coin machine operators from entering the food distribution field.
Developments in mechanical refrigeration, however, have opened a new market
to the coin machine operators, the industry authorities believe. With refrigerated machines, frozen fruits, vegetables
and meats can be sold in standard -sized,
convenient packages thru machines in
theater lobbies, apartment building
foyers and other places easily accessible
to the public, they point out.
Other foods which require refrigeration
to prevent spoilage also can be vended
thru machines as easily as ice cream and
beverages, two items which already are
being widely distributed in refrigerated
coin machines.
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Tractor Maker
Has Electronic
Heating Device
MILWAUKEE, Feb. 16.-Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee
announced the production of an electronic heating unit which it said was

capable of preparing a complete dinner
in five minutes. Company said the unit,
built on the dielectric principle, also is
adaptable to wide use in industry.
Announcement indicated that it is
similar to the electronic heating unit
being used on hot sandwich venders.
The latter employs high frequency radio
waves to heat the sandwiches.
Company spokesmen said the AllisChalmers unit is designed to reduce
heating time for all non-conducting materials-foods, plastics, glass, paper, rubber, wood and cloth. Materials are placed
in a field of radio waves of about 2,000,000 cycles per second in frequency.
Industrial -type heater, given its first
public showing at the National Metals
Congress and Exposition in Cleveland
recently, was said to generate two kilowatts of heating power. It was encased
in all -steel cabinet 37 inches high, 30
inches wide and 25 inches deep.
Allis-Chalmers is best known as a
maker of tractors and farm equipment.

\

ADVANCE MODEL D. BALL GUM

NOW

DELIVERIdel NG

D Ball Gum

#11 Peanut Vendor

Venders May Get
Wrigley's Gum Soon.

-

CHICAGO, Feb. 16.
The Wrigley
brand of Spearmint gum is on the
threshold of appearing in vending machines thruout the country, according
to a reliable source here.
The old familiar Spearmint wrapper
with silver foil gum wrapper has already
appeared in the hands of some gum
chewers, but there is no information
available as to when quantity supplies
will be available, Latest reports point
to late February or early March.
Company advertising continues to Use
the "suspense" theme.

or

Duplex E Napkin Vendor
Model 21 Small Pkg. Vendor

ACCEPTING INQUIRIES ON
Acme Electric Shock Machine
Model 465 Bar Vendor
Postage Stamp Vendor

\
\
\

\\

Advance's New Bulk Vendor is
"just around the corner. It is
worth waiting for.

NEW OPERATORS: Write us for information on establishing a route of k
vendors.
WRITE US if you have a problem in
vending any type of packaged goods.

ADVANCE MACHINE CO.
4641-47 Ravenswood

MODEL

CHICAGO 40

"V"

DELUXE

Victor's newest Model
"V" Deluxe Cabinet
is built of steel with
an unbreakable transparent front. Capacity
over 7 lbs. of bulk
merchandise or 1250
to 1500 Balls of Gum.
Vends %", R", a/a"
Ball Gum. No additional parts required.
$12.50 EACH.

Choose Shapiro To
Head Sales Force
At Universal Match
ST. LOUIS, Feb. 16.-Universal Match
Corporation announces the appointment
of Joseph Shapiro as sales personnel
manager for all of its divisions, one of
which is Schutter Candy Division, makers of Old Nick and Bit -O -Honey candy
bars.
Shapiro, who came to Universal Match
in 1936, will select all of the firm's salesmen and district managers, also conduct
its sales training course.
Subsequent to Shapiro's appointment,
Universal announced the addition of six
new salesmen. They include William H.
Seybold for the Pittsburgh area, John C.
Henrich for the firm's Memphis office,
Edward A. Renkel and Glenn Staples
working from St. Louis, Thomas M. Zonneyylle and Fred G. Zander for the Buffalo office.

\

-,

CHARMS

52 Assorted Varieties.
$4.00 Per Thousand.
1¢ and 5¢ Combination Coin Counters$1.25 Each.
COIN PACKER

Count and wrap

$12.00 in Nickels per

minute. 1¢, 50 or 10¢

size-$2.00

Each.

STAMP FOLDERS

For Shipman, Schermack, New York, Victory,
Etc. -10M $4.85; 26M $11.75.
We buy Postage Machines. State type and
price in first letter.
1/3 Deposit on All Orders, Balance C. O. D.

PARKWAY MACHINE CO.
3046-B Tloga Pkwy.

Baltimore 15, Md.

Northwestern Vendors
De Luxe Merchandiser .$19.76
Model "33"
8.75
Model "99"
11.36
Model 40 (4# Globe)
7.20
6# Globe, 15¢ Extra

33 Bail Gum (31/2#
Globe)

(5#

All

8.40

Globe, 15¢ Extra)
Quotations Net, F. O.

Factory.
All orders filled In rotation

0.

received.

1/8 Deposit, Balance C. O. D.

Send for List of Used Machines,
Parts and Supply.

IDEAL NOVELTY CO..
'Authorized Northwestern Distributor'
2823 Locust St.

ST. LOUIS 3, MO.

\

hake and Punch

Canada Facing
Shortage as
Smoking Up 38%
Ci g

There's

The permanent race horse sales board
that cart be used over and over without
additional cost.
Shake and Punch has nine beautiful colors,
d which makes it very attractive and affords
Fall the fascinating features of a race track.
ri Pays out on win, place, show and daily
idoublel
Average Cross Take
$57.60
29.00
Average Payout
s

$28.60
Average Profit
A proven winner with a fast turnover.
Try Shake and Punch at onceOnly $6.75 Each.
Lots of 2 Only $12.00.
Lots of 12 Only $60.00.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

e

Terms: t/3 Cash With Order, Balance C.O.D.,
or Send Full Amount and Save C.O.D. Cost.
`MANUFACTURED BY

ICTOR VENDING CORP.'
S711 W.

GRAND AVENUE. CHICAGO

ADVANCE NO. 11
READY FOR DELIVERY !
PRICES:
1

fog
Ea...$9.63

10ío24
Ea... 8.75
25 fo 49

Ea... 8.13
50 fo 99

Ea... 7.75
10010 199
Ea... 7.50
200 to 500
Ea... 7.25
1/a Dep.,
Bal. C.O.D.
F.O.B.
New York

THE NEW ADVANCE BULK VENDOR
AND STAMP MACHINES OF TOMORTHE
AROUND
JUST
ROW
ARE
CORNER.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

J. SCHOENBACH
1647 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn 25, N. Y.

VICTOR'S MODEL

"V"

Famous Pre-War
Vendor
Model V capacity: 5

to 6 lbs. of bulk merchandise or 1,000
to 1,200 balls of

gum. Vends 1/2",
5/s" and 3/4" ball gum.
Modell V Standard
Finish, $10.50 Ea.
Model V Wall
Bracket, 85f Ea.
Combination le and
5f Coln Counter,
Plus Postage,
$1.25 Ea.

Orders Filled
In Rotation

1/3 Deposit, Balance

C. O. D.

PIONEER VENDING SERVICE

Exclusive Victor Distributor in N. Y.
Sackman St.

Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

headed for a shortage Of cigarettes if the
present trend of increasing consumption
and declining production continues, according to The Financial Post.
The Toronto financial paper said that
during the first 11 months of 1945 Canadians smoked almost three billion more
cigarettes than they did in the same
period of 1944. It was an increase 38.3
per cent over the previous year, and a
jump of 180 per cent over the average
annual consumption of cigarettes in the
period 1935-'39.
Cigarette smoking in the Dominion,
as in the United States, has been increasing rapidly since the outbreak of
war in 1939. Heavy consumption last
year has reduced manufacturers' and
wholesalers' stocks of cigarettes to such
an extent that the 1945 crop may have
to be drawn on by summer, altho ordinarily tobacco is aged from two to three
years, The Post said.
Output Down 7%
Rounding up the whole Canadian tobacco production picture, the paper said:
"Estimated total production for 1945
is 7.7 per cent lower than for 1944, even
tho total planted area increased 5.9 per
cent over 1944. Due to weather and
other conditions, average yield per acre
decreased from 1,191 pounds in 1944 to
1,039 pounds in 1945. Ontario's crop of
75,000,000 pounds of flue -cured tobacco
(95 per cent of the total) represents a
drop of 9.3 per cent from 1944 production, while slight increases were recorded
in Quebec and British Columbia. Cigar
leaf production dropped 17.6 per cent
from 1944, but the pipe tobacco crop
showed a good increase of 38 per cent
last year,"

-men
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reason so many experienced operators
who know the business and know

a

machines-use nothing but

WORLD'S FINEST BULK VENDERS

They're Built For Operating!
DELUXE

MODEL 33

Expect the best
from DeLuxebecause that's
what you get in
this outstanding
machine. Dominating appear a n c e, dependability, greater
sales, plus every

Here is everything you could

feature that

spells success on
your route.

ask for

in a

simple, carefree
peanut vender

-

a

machine

that is recog-

nized by operators everywhere
as being unbeatable for everyday operating.

Strikes Don't
Hit Cig Vender
BUFFALO, Feb. 16.-Strikes here have
put a crimp in coin machine play, but

cigarette vending machines are holding
their own, according to Earl Snyder, who
operates 1,500 cig venders in addition to
music and amusement machines.
With cigarettes now available in quantity, the outlook for venders in this area
is rated as excellent by Snyder, who
heads Empire Vending Company.
Cigarette vending is not nearly so
much affected by current unfavorable
economic conditions as other coin machines, according to Snyder. "Somehow
folks smoke more or just as much when
the going is tough," he commented.
Aitho his main stake is in the cig
vender route, Snyder has more recently
branched out into the music and amusement machine field. About two years
ago, dttring a visit to the West Coast, he
acquired 500 target guns located in Los
Angeles. With an eye to moving to the
Coast himself, he has taken on Charles
Broderick here as a partner, who may
later operate the Buffalo routes.

Big Comeback Seen

For Dairy Venders
Thru Buffalo Area
BUFFALO, Feb.

16.-Dairy drink and

ice-cream vending machines are scheduled for a big comeback in late 1946, according to Rittling, Inc., widely known
operators thruout New York State and
New Jersey.
Organization of three enterprising
brothers who got out of college about six
years ago to pioneer dairy products
venders when they were new, Rittling,
Inc., expects that new equipment and
a more stable supply of milk will bring
its business up to pre-war levels.
Current handicap is the fact that 80
per cent of the business is on industrial
locations and thus affected by strikes.
Higher milk prices, with machines still
selling at the same 5 -cent rate, have
cut profits, constitute another problem.

33 BALL GUM

MODEL 39

MODEL 40

Operators' ideal all :. und,
all purpose, all product bulk
vender. Porcelain enamel
finish inside and out. De-

When price comes first In
your selection of equipment, you can't find a better machine than the Model
40.
Simplicity of design
makes possible many outstanding features.

signed by operators themselves to give you trouble -

free performance
times.

at

all

biggest profits from
ball gum, you'll want the
33 Ball Cum Vender on
your route.
Specifically
designed to boost sales
through striking appearance and foolproof performance.
For

And Watch For The New lc Selective
Gum Vender To Be Announced Soon!
SOLD THROUGH FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS
IN THE FOLLOWING TERRITORIES
AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS
1349 5th Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Western Pennsylvania, Northern West Virginia and Eastern Ohio
BADGER NOVELTY COMPANY
2546 North 30th, Milwaukee 10, Wis.
Eastern Wisconsin

NORTHWESTERN SALES Cr SERVICE CO.
4105 16th Avenue, Brooklyn 4, New York
States of New York and New Jersey
NORTHWESTERN SALES & SERVICE
1198 Tremont Street, Boston, Mas.
New England States.

T. BARRON Cr COMPANY
816 West 36th St., Minneapolis 8, Minn.
States of Minnesota, North Dakota, South
Dakota and Western Wisconsin

OPERATOR'S VENDING MACHINE

FISHER BROWN
2101 South Ervay, Dallas 1, Texas

PEANUT PRODUCTS COMPANY
801 Second Avenue, Des Moines 2, Iowa
States of Iowa and Nebraska, and Southern
Indiana

E.

State of Texas

IDEAL NOVELTY COMPANY
2823 Locust St., St. Louis, Missouri
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois
M. E. MADDOX
O. Box x4086, Washington 15, D. C.

25 Main Street, Laurel, Maryland
District of Columbia, States of North and
South Carolina

Keep in touch

COMPANY

SUPPLY

1023 South Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Southern California

H DISTRIBUTORS
5519 Division Ave., Grand Replds, Mich.

S Zr

Western Michigan

VIKING SPECIALTY COMPANY

530 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif.

Northern California.

through our publication, The Northwesterner-It's free!

THE NORTHWEST RN CORPORATION
5 EAST ARMSTRONG STREET,

MORRIS, ILLINOIS
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Without any doubt, "love" is the most used word in
our business-either expressed or implied. We-music equipment manufacturers and music equipment operators-give
voice to America's favorite love songs.
But we don't want to talk about love songs particularly.
We have a love -story to tell. We have said many times that we
love the operators.
Call our love for the operator materialistic if you will.
It is. And that's the kind of love that counts-for you and for
us. We love operators because they keep us in business. And

we want the operators to love us in the same materialistic way.

That's why we ply them with profit opportunities-increasi
ingly good ones. We enjoy helping them stuff their wallets.
That's why every Packard Pla-Mor product is good when it's
offered-and better and better as time goes on. That's why
we keep reminding them of the new Pla-Mor phonographthe greatest thing yet in the automatic phonograph world.
And that's why the Pla-Mor Automatic Phonograph is the
sensational, exciting instrument it is. We love the operator
and we're dedicated to being steadfastly deserving of his love
in return.
PACKARD MANUFACTURING CORP., Indianapolis 7, Indiana

Vow THE NEW PLA-MOR PHONOGRAPH
PACKARD

Selective Remote Control Wall Boxes

Ceiling and

Wall Auxiliary Speakers
Adapters
Bar Brackets
Cable
Automatic
30Wire
Phonographs
Accessories

1M

MUSIC SYSTEM

(20 COIN M.ACHINIE;CONVENT1ON
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1946 JUKE DISK SCENE
OFFERS MIXED PICTURE
Steadily increasing flow of platters promised by big record
manufacturers this year-more than 100 diskeries producing,
with additional plant expansion space now on planning boards
117KE records probably will not be avail-

By

Al Schwarz

able in pre-war quantities and ränge
f selection until late 1946.
Coin Machine Stall
Boiled down, fabulous production estiiates must be qualified to that extent.
11th more than 100 diskeries in produc- to get its lines moving fast enough so
,on now, plus numerous plants still in that a 6,000,000 -a -year basis by the end
le drawing -board stage, it would still of 1946 will not be too high. Leif, in its
tke a minor miracle to boost record out - first year, plans to hit 1,500,000 in 1946
ut early this year to the hundred nin- and double output in 1947. Spotlight
on bracket which prevailed before the aims to reach a level of 7,200,000 a year.
rar.
MGM record division boasts it will marInterviews with executives of disk ket "as many disks as the public will
Manufacturers, large and small, lead to buy."
How successful both large and small
he conclusion that most of the preicted figures for platter production are diskeries will be in getting into really
large-scale production is conditioned, as
used on projected ideas and plans.
in other industries, by the developments
Approaching Pre-War
in the country -wide problems of strikes,
Actually, the big four-Columbia, Vic- reconversion "bugs" and materials shortor, Decca, Capitol-have been circum- ages.
Victor's Camden plant started the ball
lipect in giving out any production figres. It is considered a safe bet, how- rolling to avoid labor difficulties in the
vet, that by year's end they will be ap- record industry by signing a new conroaching their pre-war levels. These tract with the United Electrical Radio
acluded 56,000,000 for Victor; 39,000,000 and Machine Workers of America. Other
)r Columbia: 35,000,000 for Decca, and waxeries have started discussions leading
4,000,000 for Capitol. The catch is that to new contracts. If this trend conConcurrently with their struggle to
huge backlog of demand, built up thru tinues, the strike problems which bas get into pre-war scale production, record
ears of wartime scarcity, may tend to slowed and halted production in almost makers are pushing the development of
warf these figures.
every other field will not plague the many new -type gimmicks and plastics.
Production of 10,000,000 records a year record producers.
Vogue will market very shortly, in quany January, 1947, is the claim of Sonora
tity, its new four-color picture platter,
Paper Plans
eecutives. They have been very conall -plastic job. Tom Saffady, presiThere is still the problem of setbacks an
ervative in the past, causing distribudent of Vogue, has backed this project
by
the
facilities
presented
for
new
plant
.irs to give considerable credit to this
heavily and is sure that it will click
strikes in steel and other industries. from the start.
eediotion.
new
factories
record
firms
have
Many
Cosmopolitan has guaranteed two
Of interest to juke ops are the current
ands--Hal McIntyre and Tony Pastor- on paper; some have started building. tests conducted by several disk firms,
production of 2,800,000 disks during Even after. the big strikes are settled, among which Vogue íc one, showing that
,ie next year. Recently, plans have been there will be a lag before orders for plastic records will give many times the
renounced for producing other bands consumers will be filled.
job.
Production bugs are troubling the off- normal play of an orthodox shellac
ISO,
have been conductbrand makers mostly. Biggest complaint Juke manufacturers
Smaller Concerns
is that off -brand disks are not being ing their own tests of plastic disks besome don't start, cause of their possible importance to the
Among the smaller concerns, Joe Davis properly grooved
'las made a deal with the Starr Piano others don't stop. Operators point out, operator.. Final results of these studies
bncern to turn out the Davis label with however, that they are not complaining are expected to be ready for release about
proposed output of 2,500,000 annually. because they are grossing more from off - the first of March.
Plasmatomio Record Company expects brands today than the regular records.
Much of the experimentation which
.

-

is going on with new processes arid
materials is being kept undercover by
the manufacturers because of the tight
situation and rapid copy methods of the
industry. Rumors, however, have been
floating around of late concerning the
Victor vinylite process. It was used with
great success in the V -disks, but now
rejects at Victor's Camden plant are said
to be reaching as high as 40 per cent

because of production difficulties.
Juke operators have other questions
regarding the 1946 outlook for records
than merely those of production volume
and new gimmicks. Complaints from
operators thruout the country are being
registered on the continued distributor
practice of loading them down with old
records.
Typical are protests from a group of
operators in the East. Records they are
receiving, these operators say, are at
least two months old and already removed from machines along their routes.
One out of four records currently
being received by small operators are
already unusable at the time of arrival, they report. In other words, they
are disks which would get little or no
play if inserted in jukes on location.
Thus, some operators are being forced
to buy from retail dutlets In order to
get fresh tunes. These and other understandable kicks from the ops are seen
by the trade again as linked inevitably
to the shortage and will not be ironed
out until a more adequate supply is
available from manufacturers.
Production is the issue, therefore, and
an over-all survey of juke record prospects for this year points to a steadily
increasing flow of disks but no abundance until the end of the year. Year
1947 may bring the trade an even bigger
supply than in pre-war years, largely
because of the many new companies
which have entered the picture. A good
rule for the present:
Don't plan for any sudden change in

production of juke disks-if it comesswell!

INCREASED DEMAND FOR juke records thruout the industry has sped the production of disks in every record manufacturing plant. Above photographs
depict, left to right, (1) breaking room, where the marked and pressed recording biscuits are cut singly in preparation for the pressing room; (2) close-up of
automatic press, showing operator placing completed retord on record spindle. Operation of the press is performed by placing the label on the upper die and the
biscuit on the lower. Push" of a button automatically presses the disk; (3) in this room, final inspection is made; imperfections in tone, quality, stains and ability
to stand up under continuous play are checked on an automatic playback machine. (Pictures thru courtesy of Mercury Records)
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MUSIC MERCHANDISING
up another pioneering job for

Industrial music has become a wellknown term in manufacturing circles.
Its value to the workers in war plants
chandising has already become a big idea
became so evident that even the governin retail selling, and the juke box started
ment took steps to encourage the use of
the idea back in 1934.
music. Many books and important maganerves of clerks in many stores
zine articles have been written on the
Published truth of the new trend was
subject, so that industrial music is now
furnished by Printer's Ink last year in
generally recognized as a necessary factor
a special summary of merchandise trends
in the operation of plants of various
for its readers. It said:
millions and millions of dollars each year
kinds. Juke box mechanisms were used
in installing industrial music systems
"Music for shoppers in food markets and means much in the economic life
Cok
HINE
of the nation. It will never be possible
in many of the smaller plants and conwill be a feature in California. Cost of to
estimate just how much the juke box
l;y
tinue to be used in that way. Juke box
piping in the music will be borne by music helps in the sale of goods because
manufacturers also turned out many of
the record turntables that are used in
\o
food packers and others, with very short much of the effects is direct and inbut the juke box is on the job
the independent telephone systems for
commercial announcements presented at tangible,
4+
every day and evening, doing its work in
furnishing music to plants. Many of
intervals. These point-of -sale reminders drawing customers and also creating
o
the large radio and electronic manufaca
are expected to bring business to dealers pleasant mood in the mind of customers
turing companies now turn out full
equipment for installing systems to
who feature the extra service of soothing while they are in the place. The types
of small establishments which have been
furnish music to workers in industrial
music."
able to use juke box music profitably
plants of various kinds.
Business Week magazine also reported ranges all the way from bus stations to
With music proving so successful in
that three music firms are supplying small hotels. Even big department stores
the smaller stores for many years, and
found
have
good
uses
for
juke
box
music
music to big stores on the West Coast. in salons or in special
more recently in industrial plants, the
departments of
larger establishments cannot any longer
One of these is a nationally known juke the store.
delay the use of music in merchandising.
box distributor. Another firm has the
Thus the circle by which the American
More Spectacular
very suggestive name of "Market Music
people hear their favorite music at their
Music in merchandising is much more
convenience will be. completed. The home
Company."
spectacular in the larger stores and estabwill be well supplied with instruments
lishments, and the country will be hearranging from the home juke to television
Telephone Music
ing many more reports in the next few
The use of music in the larger stores years of new uses and new types of the store has greatly boosted business. to furnish music and entertainment in
future. People who work in the
It has proved especially attractive to the
has already passed beyond the mechani- stores that are able to use music to good younger
plants
will have special music services
people
brings
and
them
advantage.
into
the
cal size of the juke box, most of them
designed and selected to create the propstore.
Among
the
most
recent
reports
comes
known
using what is
in the trade as
er mood during working hours. When
A department store in Boston had es- they
telephone music. These music systems one from Mexico City that juke boxes in
step into any kind of retail estabuse
in
small
stores
there
have
tablished
special
helped the
a
teen-age clothing de- lishment
are offered by independent firms and
will be music designed
sale
of
number
a
of
specialty
partment
items,
and
soon
infound that placing to create there
the music is piped to the store over
a happy psychological mood
cluding
musical
instruments.
a
juke
box
in
this particular section was while spending
Music
rented telephone circuits just as is used
for needed goods
by the well-known Muzak System. The stores report that when people hear cer- very helpful in pleasing both the teen- or luxuries. It money
all means more business
independent services are using a type of tain instruments on the records in juke age people and their parents. Even the for the mass of the
people and a happier
record turntable known to the trade as boxes they get the idea of trying to learn big department store of Marshall Field mood for all.
automatic coasters, or other turntable to play the instrument themselves, and & Company, Chicago, has used juke box
Boosts Music Sales
mechanisms manufactured before the the sale of harmonicas, flutes, even vio- music in its sections for teen-age youngwar by well-known juke manufacturers. lins has increased, and the proprietors sters.
The music world is by now well acStandard disk records are being used to say it is definitely traceable to juke box
quainted with another merchandising
Please Customers
furnish the music and these firms are music.
service which the juke
has been
According to a recent report, one
Quietly and without any publicity, performing since its adventbox
proving very adept at forming programs
in. 1934. This
suited to the special needs of the store. music system in San Francisco includes more than 30 of the larger restaurants is in boosting the sale of popular
music
15 food markets where recorded music and bars in the center of Chicago's Loop in all its forms. Musicians and
These independent music systems for is
artists
outlying
used,
and
business
and
the
districts
now
business
have
world
is
now
payrecognizes
that the thousands of
stores may be called an evolution of the ing a good deal
attention to the sys- music services to please customers. Re- juke boxes over the country
juke box. The commercial juke started tem. The music of
are a conthese
ports
from
establishments
indicate
is
furnished
free
to
the
tinual
boost for the performer whose
on its march toward world popularity stores and advertising messages
the
music
that
service
is
pleasing
very
are
recorded
inworks are placed on the
in 1934, and in two or three years the terspersed with the music in order
Sheet music publishers recognize juke.
to and shows good results in business.
music machines had been placed in pay for the services.
that
the
juke box is a good salesman for their
The psychological value of music in
thousands of small stores and establishA
novelty
store
In
Detroit
recently
merchandise.
re- encouraging workers to produce goods
Even the makers of musiments all over the nation. Soon they
were being sold overseas to other coun- ported that the placing of a juke box in Was well demonstrated during the war. cal instruments are beginning to see,
just as was recently reported from
tries for the same use.
Mexico, that the juke box boosts the sale
For a number of years the music maof all types of musical instruments.
chines were heralded as a form of popuThe juke box has done its best job
lar entertainment, and little attention
of selling in boosting the sale of disk
was paid at first to the marvelous job
records. Many authorities in the retail
the machines were doing in helping the
and in the music world have long since
small establishments sell goods of varipublicly stated that the juke box deous kinds. The machines were placed
serves much credit for reviving the enin such popular types of stores as drugtire record industry.
stores, restaurants, cafes, candy stores
Some years ago The Billboard stated
and similar small places. If merchandisthat every one of the 400,000
juke boxes
ing experts had checked on these estabin use is an many retail establishments
lishments they would quickly have
over
the
country
were sampling stations
recognized the importance of music in
for records. The average record played
helping to sell goods, but because of the
on
a
commercial
juke box is heard by
small volume sold thru these retail outany number of persons, and if the music
lets no survey was ever made by experts
pleases
it
tends
to create a desire to own
in the field of merchandising. So the
the record and be able to play It
on a
machines cóntinued to be used simply
phonograph
In the home.
as a form of diversion, but at the same
time they were putting the customers
Greater Disk Demand
In a mood to buy.
In this way the juke box industry has
become the very foundation of creating
Interesting Check
-a new and much greater demand than
No official survey on the value of
ever for disk records and also for phonomusic to these small establishments has
graphs in the home to play these records.
ever been reported. By accident an inThe commercial juke also performed a
teresting check on how much juke box
wonderful selling job in creating a
music helps the small establishments
mand for record changers. In fact,deit
was made in an Oregon city in 1944. A
now appears that the post-war phonozoning ordinance put a ban on the music
graph
for the home will be called the
in certain districts of the city while
home juke, will have a good record
in other neighboring districts juke boxes
changer
and will create a much bigger
continued to operate thru the day and
demand than ever for disk records.
evening. It was soon discovered that
This big spur to the sale of records
patronage of the small establishments
and phonographs for the home is only
where the music was banned dropped
one of the important selling jobs which
about 50 per cent. Complaints were made
the commercial juke has done. It is
to city officials, and after investigation
a very important one, but now that a
they decided to permit all establishdefinite trend has been started in the
ments in the city to have music if they
entire retail field to use music in merwanted it. While the report is unofficial,
chandising, a much greater appreciation
it does give the basic idea underlying
of the juke box is sure to arise in the
the use of music is merchandising. Cusminds of business men. Present prostomers buy more goods when they can
pects show that the juke box industry
listen to popular music.
itself is scheduled for big expansion in
Business importance of juke box music
the post-war era. As the juke box indusJUKE BOX MUSIC spread all over the world in recent years. One of its
in the thousands of small retail estabtry
it will go on in its big selllishments over the country must not be most popular uses was to furnish music in teenage clubs for young people. ing expands
job of furnishing music in merchanThese
clubs
have
been
in
many
cities
to
provide
overlooked. The total volume of goods
established
good entertainment
dising in thousands of establishments
sold thru these small outlets amounts to for the younger set. Above picture was taken in Quebec, Can. (Acme photo.)
of all kinds.
the popular juke box. Music in merCaHALK

Juke boxes, telephone music play
important part soothing frazzled
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HERE ARE

FOUR

REASONS

echo*

4"....WHY

YOU SHOULD

4100 Fullerton Avenue

Chico90 39, Ill.

The Mills Phonograph is not just a warmed-over, pre-war
model. It is completely new from pick-up to speaker. It is
revolutionary in concept and performance.
from anything you have yet seen or heard.

It

is different

The Mills Phonograph employs a new kind of breath -taking'
beauty which wins instant acceptance, enhances
beauty
any location, attracts more eyes and sells more plays.

The Mills Phonograph embodies more new features-improving tone, mechanical operation, and servicing-than
any other instrument, past or present.

The Mills Phonograph will be economical, fairly priced
within the reach of all.

MILLS
,M111.1.5

INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
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MUSIC SERVICE COMPETITION
THEE box manufacturers, many of
Telephone music installations bid
showings of brand-new
equipment out of the way, are setfor a share of public's listening
tling down to the serious business
to
they
forced
of rebuilding where
were
pleasure, challenging juke boxes
leave off when war struck close to home.'
And even to the most casual observer, it
is apparent that jukes are not going to
By Dick Schreiber
be alone in the bid to satisfy the pubCoin Machine Staff
lic's pent-up demand for music. Another
kind, of music operation is making its
presence felt-an operation where tunes must cater to those income brackets wishes to hear, is the Automatic Hostess.
which can afford food and beverage This system is perhaps best known to
are piped into Iocations via telephone prices
high enough to cover the cost of coinmen. Advantage which/ the Autoor direct wire from a central turntable. this additional, seemingly free service. matic Hostess has over other telephone
music, particularly the phonette type, is
Prior to the war, telephone music inProfit for Both
the fact that the customer can state his
stallations had already proved their
choice. This eliminates the bugaboos of
On
the
Other
hand,
the
average
cockworth in a number of areas thru the tail lounge, tavern or restaurant, finds phone music-absence of selectivitynation.. Because the business was young- its customers quite willing to drop in which will be treated further on.
er than the juke box industry, it was their nickels to hare music with their
Sound engineers in the industry have
or drink. The customers are sat- invested countless dollars in an effort to
caught short when materials became food
isfied, if the music they buy is good
scarce and plants had to stop music and the tonal reproduction is up to control this problem. The very fact that. get for their coin just so long as they
the industry is aware that noise is a get music. It is a debatable question
equipment production. Once material snuff. And the location owner is sat- problem speaks well for the industry whether
the same customer, given the
controls were lifted, however, telephone isfied since the juke box brings him and holds forth definite promises that choice of selecting his own music or
added
revenue.
noise will be solved. The juke box men, having it selected for him, would prefer
music systems-some national, some local
There is another kind of music ser- perhaps even to a greater extent than the second method. What the whole
operations-began to bid for locations vice,
carried by way of telephone lines, the phone music cperators, need the situation comes down to is the fact that
ranging from top-notch' niteries to de- which charges the customer just as the help of record manufacturers in over- the American pub}ìc, and a large share
juke box does and comes closest to direct coming noise. Next to improvements of the rest of the world, is thoroly sold
partment stores and banks.
competition with the juke. This is the in the juke mechanisms, the juke box on music. Offered one kind of music
On the face of things, it would seem phonette type of music system, or any trade wants to see improvements in re- service in one
kind of location the custhat phone music systems offer a serious similar method of piping music to a lo- productive value, of the disks they buy., tomer' is likely to accept it and be
threat to the juke box trade. Actually, cation when one of the patrons inserts They want surface noises cut to a min- pleased. So the principal difference beimum. They want the wax cut expertly, tween juke boxes and phone music syshowever, the systems will become a threat a coin.
and the pressings made of even quality tems comes down to the basic kinds of
First
obvious
and
advantage
of
this
only 1f juke box men fail to realize the type of system, so far as the operator so that the platters will stand hard locations for which the two are best
strength of this newcomer's pulling himself is concerned, is the matter of usage and still retain their quality.
suited.
power. It is obvious that phone music cutting operating expenses. The small,
Mechanical Improvements
Op, Public Profit
systems fit in best with types of loca- individual speakers-which formerly gave
operators
so
service
headaches
many
Improvements
in
the
juke
box
mech
There
have
been, manufacturers say,
tions which would not ordinarily be a that they were nearly impractical to anism are being made from month to tremendous improvements
in the juke
good juke box location, or in spots where maintain-have now been improved and month to insure the best possible results. boxes which will appear on the market
juke boxes could not be installed for stand up well. From a turntable in one But unless record quality is maintained during .1946 and 1947. Improved tonal
central location, an operator can pipe at the same level of excellence, and im- reproduction, easy servicing facilities,
various reasons.
tunes to as many locations as lee can proved as the juke itself is improved, quicker record change and the like will
sign up within the scope of the largest the reproduction will fall down along help the jukes and juke operators do a
Field Is Broad
metropolitan area.
the sway.
better job of providing the public with
Music merchants are convinced that
One serious disadvantage which tele- listening pleasure. The full story of the
Its
Has
Advantages
is
broad
the field of music merchandising
phone music systems have, and juke improvements which have been made
It is true that the phonette music boxes do not have, is the fact that, has not y t been told by the manuenough to support both expanded and
When it is, however, and
extensive juke operations as well as the systems have been most successful in generally, telephone music systems are facturers.
locations where the noise in the non -selective. In other words, the cus- when those improvements are, available
newer types of phone and wired music those
establishment would Jeeep patrons from tomer who puts in his money gets back in the new jukes, the operator and the
systems. But the juke box industry hearing a single juke box in a fixed whatever tune or tunes happen to be public will profit.
has the challenge of meeting and sur- position. Another advantage to recom- playing at that moment. If he wants
The two major types of music serphonette system is the fact to hear Bing Crosby sing on a juke hex, vices-jukes
passing any improvements which may mendt`the
and phone or wired musicthat
the music itself is always subdued he can drop his nickel
the coin chute can complement
one another in the
be introduced thru phone music services. and never allowed to become noisy-one and push the buttoninbeside
Crosby's years to come by keeping public inthey
fail
to
meet
those
Should
chal- of the complaints which most juke box name. He knows what kind of music terest in music at its current high
lenges in Improvement, juke box play operators, sooner or Iater, hear from he is buying. When the same customer pitch. But each will have to match and
their locations. This brings up one puts his money in a phone music system improve on, the services rendered by the
could suffer.
very definite challenge which faces the he takes what happens to be playing, competition if it wants to survive. The
Best way music men have of judging juke box industry-that is, the problem and if lee has strong personal tastes he challenge is big. Meeting it, and imkeeping the juke box's volume at' a may be disappointed.
proving the service constantly, means
the extent of competition which a new of
level where it can be heard thruout the
The fact remains, from the success of that the public will get more satisfacservice may Offer is to examine the kinds establishment but is still not too noisy.
the phonette type of telephone music, tion for its nickels. Keeping the public
of locations in which that service is beAñother telephone music set-up which that a large number of people 'do not satisfied is the best possible insurance
ing installed. If the service is slanted charges the customer for the disk he seem to care what kind of music they for continued success.
for the same type of location in which
the jukes have so far predominated, then
the new service is real, immediate competition. If, on the other hand, the
new music systems go out to develop
types of locations which have not been
good locations for jukes, the juke trade
needs only to make every effort to improve its own operation and to keep its
standards as high as they have been in
the past.
So far, telephone music services like
the well-known Mnzak have been most
successful in locations like industrial
plants, large restaurants spread aver more
than one floor or thru several separated
rooms, and in similar locations where
a single unit juke box could not possibly be heard thru the whole establishment without turning the volume
control to a level which would make
the juke sound like a threshing machine
in harvest time. Those phone music
services for which the location owner
stands the entire cost of maintenance,
have up to now been installed in locations where the location management
wishes to offer the music to enhance
NAT COHN, well-known coin, machine distributor, drew the plaudits of host of friends in the trade who arranged
the atmosphere of his 'location. This a testimonial dinner on his behalf. The above picture was taken in the Jansena Suite
of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New
Means, of course, that the establishment. York City, on the evening of the dinner, January 24, ,1946,
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Record Manufacturers

ATTENTION

Iowa and Nebraska
OPERATORS

'Youana

A-1 RECORDS OF AMERICA, 580 Fifth
Ave., New York 19.
ALPHA RECORDS, INC., 501 Madison
Ave., New York 22.
ALVIN RECORD CO., 230 East Ohio
St., Chicago 11.
AMERICAN RECORDING ARTISTS'
DIVISION, of Boris Morros Music Co.,
686 N. Robertson Blvd., Hollywood 46.
'APOLLO RECORDS CO., 615 10th Ave.,
New York 19.
ATLAS RECORDS & DISTRIBUTING
CO., 5901 Lindenhurst Ave., Los An-

Are

Organizations
Your Organ

Weed

a,Qlly

CtoorSee

the

°n HeQr ...

geles 7.

AVALON RECORD CO., 117 West 48th
St., New York 19.
BEL -TONE RECORD CO., 8624 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 46.
BIBLETONE, 354 Fourth Ave., New
York 18.
BLACK & WHITE RECORD CO., 2117

A,¡r

Foster Ave., Brooklyn

IOWA SHOWING
Sunday, February 24
HOTEL FT. DES MOINES
Des Moines

NEBRASKA SHOWING
Sunday, March 3
PAXTON HOTEL
Omaha

a,E-

-

.:_MOINES -9-

YaTREI

iM1f

ft

-110..l,w

BLUE NOTE RECORDS, 767 Lexington
Ave., New York 21.
BLUE STAR RECORDS, 2211 pottage
GLOBE RECORD CO., 4716 South
Grove Ave., Des Moines, Ia.
CAPITOL RECORDS, INC., 1483 North Hoover St., Los Angeles 37.
GUILD RECORDS, INC., 55 Day St.,
Vine St., Hollywood 28.
CINCINNATI RECORDS, 521 W. Sixth South Norwalk, Conn.
GULF RECORD CO., INC., 3104 TOM*
St., Cincinnati.
COAST RECORDS, 1511 West Pico phone Road, Houston.
(Continued on page 154)
Blvd., Los Angeles 15.
CODA RECORD CO., 1291 Sixth Ave.,
New York.
COLLECTORS RECORD SHOP, 825
co
Seventh Ave., New York 19.
COLUMBIA RECORDING CORP., 1473
.O
Barnum Ave., Bridgeport 8, Conn.
40
COMET, INC., 420 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17.
COMMODORE RECORD CO., INC., 289
O
Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
CONTINENTAL RECORD CO., INC.,
265 West 54th St., New York 19.
COSMOPOLITAN RECORDS, INC., 745
Fifth Ave., New York 22.
CRESCENT RECORDS, 1221 North
Vine St., Hollywood 38.
CRESTWOOD PUBLICATIONS, 1585
Broadway, New York 19.
JOE DAVIS. RECORD CO., 331 West
51st St., New York 19.
DECCA RECORDS, INC., 50 West 57th
St., New York 19.

yl

N
ONE, OpELEVE

gib.

DISC COMPANY OF AMERICA, 117
West 46th St., New York.
DIX RECORDS, 1540 Broadway, New
York 19.
DUKE RECORD CO., 769 Rockaway
Ave., Brooklyn 12.
EMPIRE RECORDING STUDIOS, 1144
Madison Ave., Redwood City, Calif.
EXCELSIOR RECORD CO., 3661 South
Gramercy Place, Los Angeles 7.
EXCLUSIVE RECORD CO., Sunset and
Vina, Hollywood 28.
FABRICO DE DISCOS PEERLESS,
Calzado Mariano Escobedo, 225 Mexico,
D. F.
FRAN-TONE RECORDS, 2004 Holly
Drive, Hollywood 28.
GALA RECORD CORP., 350 Fifth Ave"
New York 1.
GENERAL RECORDS DIVISION OF
CONSOLIDATED RECORDS, 1600 Broadway, New York 19.
GILT-EDGE RECORDING CO., 500
North Western Ave., Los Angeles 4.
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DE LUXE RECORD CO., INC., 1130

St. George Ave., Linden, N. J.
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In order to take care of the expansion necessitated by our being
appointed Rock -Ola Distributors for the entire State of Georgia, the
Mullininx Amusement Co. announces the purchase and complete remodeling of a new location at

I
I

4

I
I
I
I

/

302 WEST VICTORY DRIVE
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
WILL

I
I

BEAUTIFUL NEW SHOWROOMS AND COMPLETE SHOP FACILITIES READY FOR OCCUPANCY WITHIN THE
NEXT TWO WEEKS.

THERE

I

BE

I
I

I
I

/

We are also planning a new location in Atlanta, Georgia, which
at present is still undecided. An announcement will be made
as soon as location is definite.

I
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I
I

MULLININX AMUSEMENT CO.

I

I
I

1514-1516 Bull Street
SAVANNAH GA.
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zhool's out! And the 200 regional
district sales managers, dis-

:id

ibutors and distributor's service who attended Aireon's 4 -day
.ervice school played hard and long
the "recess" party pictured here.
he occasion was a Sunday eveing cocktail party and dinner
wen by Aireon Manufacturing
Len

Corporation at the Hotel Phillips
for all concerned with the production, distribution and servicing of
its sensational new Electronic
Phonograph.
Aireon's Photographer made the
rounds of the various tables and
groups and came up with these
shots. Music operators will rec-

ognize many of Aireon's regional
and district sales managers in the
"shots," including W. E. Simmons,
Fred A. Mann, Ben D. Palastrant,
Ralph E. Rigdon, Frank Q. Doyle
and others.

Art Welch and "Rudy" Greenbaum,
of Aireon, are in the group in the

upper left picture. Bill Brase, Director of Field Service for Aireon,
and his assistant, Harold Hunt, are
shown with their service representatives in the upper right photo.
At top center Greenbaum is at
the "mike," with President R. C.
Walker at his left and other Aireon
officials.-Advertisement,
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Record Manufacturers
(Continued from page 152)
HARGAIL RECORDS, 299 Madison Ave.,
New York 17.
HARMONIA RECORDS CORP., 1328
Broadway, New York 1.
HOT RECORD SOCIETY, 303 Fifth
Ave., Room 1306, New York 16.
JAMBOREE RECORD CO., 1650 Broadway, New York 19.
JEWEL RECORD CO 1514-20 Crossroads of the World, Hollywood 28.
JUKE BOX RECORD CO., 2304 West
Seventh St., Los Angeles 5.
KEYNOTE RECORDING CO., 522 Fifth
Ave., Suite 303, New York 18.
KING RECORD CO., 1540 Brewster
Ave., Cincinnati 7.
KING JAZZ, INC., 140 West 42nd St.,
New York 18,
LA MARR RECORD CO., 6233 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
LIBERTY MUSIC SHOPS, 450 Madison
Ave., New York 22.
LONE STAR MUSIC, 1158 N. Orange
Drive, Hollywood 28.
McDONALD ENGINEERING CO., 500
North Western Ave., Los Angeles 4.
MAJESTIC RECORDS, INC., 29 West
57th St., New York 19.
MANOR RECORD CO., c/o Regis Record Co., 5 Pomona Ave., Newark 8.
W.
MEDLEE RECORDINGS, 4231/2
Fifth St., Los Angeles 13.
MELODISC RECORD CO., 6625 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 28.
MELODY MODERNE, INC., 6233 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28.
MELROSE RECORD CO., 601 East 19th

PHILO RECORDINGS,

monic Music Shop,

4231¡2,

c/o Philhar-

West Fifth St.,

Los Angeles 13.
PREMIER RADIO ENTERPRISES, INC.,
3033 Locust St., St. Louis 3.
PREVIEW RECORDS, 4215 South Vermont St., Los Angeles 37.
PROCESS RECORD CO., 19 Pennell

St., Franklin, Pa.
RCA -VICTOR DIVISION OF RADIO
CORP. OF AMERICA, Camden, N. J.
RANGE RECORDS, 10111/2 Washington
Blvd., Venice, Calif.
REGIS RECORD CO., 162 Prince St.,
Newark 3, N. J.
RHYTHM RECORDS, 4710 South
Hoover St., tos Angeles 37.
RICH RECORD CO., INC., 2638 South
Gladys Ave., Garvey, Calif.
ROY RECORDS, 1619 Broadway, New
York 19.
ROYAL RECORD CO., 9163 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, 46.
SAVOY RECORD CO., 58 Market St..
Newark I.
SCANDINAVIAN MUSIC HOUSE, 625
Lexington Ave., New York 22.
(Continued on page 156)

St., Brooklyn 26.

MERCURY RECORD CO., 215 South

Peoria St., Chicago 7.

MODERN MUSIC CO., 115 South San

Pedro St., Los Angeles 12.

MUSICRAFT CORP., 40 West 46th St.,
New York 19.
NATIONAL RECORDS, 1841 Broadway,
New York 23.
ORPHEUS RECORD & 'IIt,ANSCRIPTION CO., 1585 Broadway, New York 19.
PAN-AMERICAN PUBLICATIONS, 1I5
East Walton St., Chicago 11.
PAN-AMERICAN RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO., 619 Antonia Ave., Los Angeles 31.

WANTED

-

RECORD SCRAP
We will pay 7c a pound, F. O. B. Pasadena, Calif., for worn or
broken Shellac, rec rrds

WE DO NOT WANT Laminated, Gass, Aluminum
r Synthetic Records

laie

Airàn

Shipping instructions
Mark BM

©

Lading, "Talking Machine Record scrap"

Ship FREIGHT COLLECT ONLY, via truck or Carloading Co.

DON'T IIIISS1eA"DAY!

T!e

Aireon

THE NATION'S LARGEST

INDEPENDENT RECORD DISTRIBUTOR

This is the least expensive way of shipping. or example, the
rate fr m New Y.tl'k is only $2.80/cwt.

/e will weigh

volai shipment, deduct shipping cost and
mail you check for the difference,

No other arrangements necessary. We will buy any quantity
--until further notice in these pages.

NELSON MILLING COMPANY
295 South Fair Oaks

Pasadena 2, Calif.
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PERMO

For 16 years PERMO has supplied operators

with the most practical and

economical needles made. PERMO Point Round and PERMO Elliptical Phonograph
NEEDLES

- available at all

Decca, RCA Victor and Columbia Record distributors.

FIDELITONE

MASTER,
PTiN,EDSfe

PIERCE

IWCop

PRICE

CELLOPHANE'
TO

INCORPORATED
The

OPEN

1.9

6415 RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO 26

original and world's largest manufacturer of longlife phonograph needles

'
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Record Manufacturers
(Continued from page 154)
SEECO RECORDS, INC., 1393 Fifth
THE TURNTABLE, 810 Rollin St
Ave., New York 21.
South Pasadena, Calif.
S & D RECORDS, 1225 North La Salle,
TOP RECORDS, INC., 1674 Broadway,

Chicago.
SESSION RECORD SHOP, 125 North
Wells St., Chicago 6.
SEVA RECORD CO., 45 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
SIGNATURE RECORDING CO., 601
West 26th St., New York 1.
MURRAY SINGER RECORDS, 1674
Broadway, New York 19.
SKATIN' TOONS RECORD CO., Box
264, Malvern, N. Y.
SONORA PRODUCTIONS, INC., 325
North Hoyne Ave., Chicago 12.
SORORITY FRATERNITY RECORD
CO., 12 West 117th St., Suite 5-E, New
York 26.
SPIN RECORDS, 74 Riverside Drive,
New York 24.
SPOTLIGHT RECORDS, 6064 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28.
STANDARD PHONO CO., 163 West 23d
St., New York 11.
STAN -LEE RECORDS, 1697 Broadway,
New York 19.
STARR RECORD CO., P. O. Box 1073,
San Antonio 6.
STERLING RECORDS, INC., 7 West
46th St., New York 19.
SUNSET RECORDING CO., 10527 Felton St., Inglewood, Calif.
SUPER DISCS, 610 Fifth Ave., New
York 20.

-

`

der 4ge
410

THE BRONZE RECORD CO., 623 East

4or

Vernon Ave., Los Angeles 11.

COIN

JukeOperator Opens
Record Shop in Tex.

MACHINE

HOUSTON, Feb. 16.-E. F. Rusk, juke
box operator here, has just opened one

NEEDLE

-

of the city's outstanding record shops
and sales headquarters for home juke
boxes and supplies.
Rusk calls his place the North Main
Record Shop.

New York 19.
UNIVERSITY RECORDING CO., Hollywood 28.
URBAN RECORD CO., 1506 North
Sierra Bonita, Hollywood 46.
VICTORY RECORDS, P. O. Box 684,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
VOGUE RECORDINGS, INC., Book
-

°

Building, Detroit 26.

WES'T'ERN RECORDING CO., 12355
Rye St. (Box 243), North Hollywood.
NEALE WRIGHTMAN PUBLISHERS,
P. O. Box 2645, Hollywood.
WOR RECORDING STUDIOS, 1440
Broadway, New York 18.

Dallas Distributing
Firm Appoints Field
Men to Service Jobs
DALLAS, Feb. 16.-A. C. Hughes, vicepresident, S. H. Lynch & Company distributing firm, announced recently the
appointment of H. W. Thompson as
field sales supervisor, and C. R. Brewer
as field service instructor.
Hughes says, "Thompson has had wide
experience as an owner, distributor and
operator of coin -operated phonographs
for many years. We consider him one
of the best -informed and most capable
men in the business.
"Brewer," Hughes said, "is one of the
mdst highly skilled technical men In the
trade and will head an adequate staff
of specialists."
Hughes also pointed out that the
Lynch firm will maintain service facilities, with technicians in all six of its
offices to teach the operators' own maintenance men the newest methods. Firm
recently staged showings of the new,
Seeburg juke box and music equipment
which included technical programs for
servicemen of local operators.

PHONO OPERATORS
****

Seeburg

ete

News about workmen tossing bricks and mortar where but a
few weeks ago architects were drawing pencil lines is being made

DISTRIBUTORS
(NATION WIDE)

are now the

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
for

,

e

e

"STAR"
TITLE ST Imo,
READY PRINTED

and being read-about REDD!
At 881 Main Street, Buffalo, Redd Distributing Company's large,
newly acquired building is undergoing a $40,000 doll -up, inside and
out.
To operators in Buffalo, Western New York and Northern Pennsylvania this "REDD HOT NEWS" means

l/A matchless showcase for WURLITZER
PHONOGRAPHS,
b

the nation's finest!

Ultra modern sales and service

facilities.
10,000 square feet of streamlined dis.
tributor space, devoted to WURLITZERS
and YOU.

While Wurlitzer is extending its leadership, Redd is extending
itself to give the best co-operation ever.

STAR TITLE STRIP CO., Inc,
PITTSBURGH 12, PENNA,

P. 0. Box 6406

REDD DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
VINCENT R. McCABE
505 DELAWARE AVE.

SILAS REDD
BUFFALO 2, N. Y.
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MYRON G. ERB
General Sales Mgr.

TRIANGLE
MARQUETTE DIST. CO.

D

BUT NG CO.
O.

e

TR

STATE DIST. CO.

LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF AUTOMATIC MUSIC EQUIPMENT IN AMERICA
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COIN PHONO NEEDLE
.,

COMPANION TO
THE FAMOUS CURVED

DISTRIBUTORS WHO CAN
DELIVER AEROPOINT R ED
DEVILS RIGHT NOW:

SPRING NEEDLE

ALL -STATE
45 Clinton St.

Here's the hottest thing in the field today!
It's the RED DEVIL, a new needle designed

HENRY O. BERMAN CO.
Baltimore, Md.

12 E. Lombard St.

use. This latest addition to the Aeropoint line

CLEVELAND RADJOLECTRIC, INC.
2905 Chester Ave.
Cleveland 14, Ohio

straight -shank model with all the features for which Aeropoint needles are justly

is a

H. L. DALIS, INC.
17 Union Square
New York, N. Y.
D.
202

famous. Up to 5000 plays. E -a -s -y on records.

D.
311

Aeropoint will be glad to send a sample
RED DEVIL to coin phono operators and
to maintenance service men. Try RED

exclusive coin

2027

MILHENDER DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
619 Atlantic Ave.
Boston, Mass.
ORIOLE DISTRIBUTING CO.
Ave.
Baltimore, Md.
RCA VICTOR DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1930 E. Jefferson Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

512 Pennsylvania

records

RCA VICTOR DISTRIBUTING CORP.
1422 Grand Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.

Low Prices to Operators
-

101

P

A bene life lie o1 ev

aeld.d lee needle
of tempered .tool el law

,er.

'nt cove
1.11
Ire tougher thon SATAN
11'e .meelher than SATIN
DOrei.t 1

then Ito Rr.l el 415.

100

250
500

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
251 501 or more

COIN
"'HOMOGRAPH NUDLC

CerN .NaNe

TOUGHE

NllDlll

LEO J. MEYBERG COMPANY
S. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles 7, Calif.
LEO J. MEYBERG COMPANY
San Francisco 1, Calif.

fiEqDPO/11 r

950

DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
Harrisburg, Pa.

70 Tenth St.

Good up to 5000 plays
Osmium -tipped for longer life
E -a -s-y on

H.

Cameron St.

HARPER-MEGEE, INC.
1506 N. W. Irving
Portland 9, Ore.

it's the hottest thing in the coin

Exclusively designed for coin operation

phono use.

&
S.

DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
Baltimore 23, Md.

Pulaski St.

HARPER-MEGEE, INC.
Republican Cr Terry
Seattle, Wash.

RED DEVIL is:
-

& H.
So.

GENERAL VENDING SERVICE CO.
306 N. Gay St.
Baltimore 2, Md.

phono field today!

Coin phone operators and maintenance service ment Write on
company letterhead for sample
RED DEVIL
the best straight
shank needle ever made for

J,

BARS RADIO & ELECTRONIC PARTS CO.
956 Main St.
Buffalo 2, N. Y.

especially and exclusively for coin phono

DEVIL

DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Newark 2, N.

46c
44c
42c
40c

each
each
each
each

SOUTHERN MUSIC SALES
727 Poydras St.
New Orleans, La.
STERLING RA a10 PRODUCTS CO.
1602 McKinney Ave.
Houston 3, Texas

TAYLOR ELECTRIC COMPANY
112 N. Broadway
Milwaukee, Wisc,

_.

SATAN
RTygHsAr
T

WEBB DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
Kedzie
Chicago 12, III.

6 S.

.

\\

'::. ..`g:.......
\\ï{v'v.\;
..

\V:.\;a

'The Aeropoint Original Curved Spring
coin machine needle in the black -and -

white package still enjoys ever-increasing popularity. Both the Original and
the RED DEVIL have the same built-in
quality as the famous Aeropoint
"88" Home needle, which has just
been designated by CONSUMER'S
UNION as the best home needle
among 30 brands that
were tested.
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List of Record Labels
A-1: A-1 Records of America, 580 Fifth
4e., New York 19, N. Y.
ACCOMPO: General Records Division
e Consolidated Records, 1600 Broadway,
áw York 19, N. Y.
ALPHA: Alpha Records, Inc., 501 Madtn Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
'ALVIN: Alvin Record Co., 230 East

12

159

ANNOUNCING

CO-ED: Sorority Fraternity Record Co.,
West 117th St., Suite 5-E, New York

26, N. Y.
C O L U M B I A: Columbia Recording
Corp., 1473 Barnum Ave., Bridgeport 8,

The First Annual Convention of the

MICHIGAN AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPH

Conn.

COMET: Comet, Inc., 420 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
COMMODORE: Commodore Record Co.,
Inc., 415 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

(do St., Chicago 11, Ill.
APOLLO: Apollo Record Co., 615 Tenth
N. Y.
4e., New York 19, N. Y.
CONTINENTAL: Continental Record
Div
Artists
Recording
American
;IRA:
W. 54th St., New York 19
1.3n of Borris Morros Music Co., 686 Co., Inc., 265
N.
Y.
46,
Hollywood
Blvd.,
rth Robertson
CORDION: Scandinavian Music House,
(1íf.
York 22, N. Y.
ASCH: Asch Recording Studios, 117 625 =Lexington Ave., New
lest 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Records, Inc.,
Cosmopolitan
COSMO:
ATLAS: Atlas Records & Distributing 745 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
5901 Lindenhurst Ave., Los Angeles
it
CRESCENT: Crescent Records, 1221
Calif.
North Vine St., Hollywood 38, Calif.
,AVALON: Avalon Record Co., 117 West
CRITERION: Capitol Records, Inc.,
4th St., New York 19, N. Y.
1483 North Vine St., Hollywood 28, Calif.
BEL -TONE: Bel -Tone Record Co., 8624
Inset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.
C. R. S.: Collectors Record Shop, 825
BIBLETONE: Bibletone, 354 Fourth Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.
,ose., New York 18, N. Y.
CSARDAS: Continental Record Co.,
New York 19, N. Y.
BLACK & WHITE: Black & White Inc., 265 W. 54th St ,
JOE DAVIS: Joe Davis Record Co., 331
cord Co., 2117 Foster Ave_, Brooklyn
West 51st St., New York 19, N. Y.
N. Y.
DECCA: Decca Records, Inc., 50 West
BLUEBIRD: RCA -Victor Division of
iyidio Corporation of America, Camden, 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
J.
DE LÜXE: DeLuxe Record Co., Inc.,
BLUE NOTE: Blue Note Records, 767 1130 St. George Ave., Linden, N. J.
axington Ave.. New York 21, N. Y.
DIX: Dix Records, 1540 Broadway, New
BLUE STAR: Blue Star Records, 2211 York 19, N. Y.
i ttage Grove Ave., Des Moines. Ia.
DUKE: Duke Record Co., 769 RockBRONZE: The Bronze Record Co.. 623 away Ave., Brooklyn 12, N. Y.
'st Vernon Ave.. Los Angeles 11 Calif. EMPIRE: Empire Recording Studios.
BRUNSWICK: Decca Records, Inc., 50 1144 Madison Ave., Redwood City, Calif.
hsst 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
EXCELSIOR: Excelsior Record Co..
.CAPITOL: Capitol Records, Inc., 1483 3661 South Gramercy Place, Los Angeles
7, Calif.
rth Vine St., Hollywood 28, Calif.
EXCLUSIVE: Exclusive Record Co.,
-CLIMAX: Blue Note Records, 767 LexSunset & Vine, Hollywood 28, Calif.
gton Ave., New York 21, N. Y.
FEATURE: WOR Recording Studios,
COAST: Coast Records, 1511 West Pico
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
:rd., Los Angeles 15, Calif.
FOUR STAR: McDonald Engineering
CODA: Coda Record Co., 1291 Sixth
(See List of Record Labels on page 162)
`e., New York 19, N. Y.
,

.

OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.

Will

Be

Held on Tuesd.y. March 12, 1946

We take this opportunity to invite all members, affiliates,
associates and members of the trade to our Convention, to
be held on Tuesday, March 12, at 1:00 P.M at the Book Cadillac Hotel, where topics of discussion will be held covering the trade and progress made by the Industry generally.
The Honorable Homer E. Capehart, United States Senator
from Indiana, will be the speaker at the luncheon and will
discuss matters of interest to the trade,
The Banquet will be held, in addition to the luncheon, at the
Latin Quarter, where friends and members of the Association
will be present. Any information desired may be obtained by
writing to the MICHIGAN AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPH
OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, Inc., 712 Ford Bldg., Detroit 26,

Michigan.
Reservations must be made in advance because of the limited
seating capacity and because of the interest shown by the
trade as well as members of the Association.

AQAIN1N /94G
BUCKLEY
WILL PREDOMINATIi
BEFORE LONG WE WILL ANNOUNCE:

BUCKLEY "Individual" Music
BUCKLEY Wall and Bar Boxes
BUCKLEY Music Systems

And

a

New Line of

ADAPTERS

SPEAKERS
ORNAMENTAL SPEAKER

CABINETS

BUCKLEY MUSIC SYSTEM, INC.
4223-33

W. Lake St., CHICAGO

24,

ILL. U. S. A.

CHALLENGE

MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
The plants being utilized for the production of coin operated automatic
equipment have a modern manufacturing space of over 700,000 square
feet. All the latest and most efficient mechanical and electronic methods
are being used in producing better automatic products. These plants
have a background of 90 years experience in manufacturing farm and
railroad equipment which is sold through 7000 dealers in the United
States and foreign countries.

111

ENGINEERING STAFF
One of the largest staffs in the industry ... electronic, mechanical and
acoustics engineers ... each man a highly specialized technician. These
experts, combined and individually, were responsible for many of the
most amazing developments in war production. The engineers in
charge sf our automatic music and vending divisions have for many
years produced outstanding patented features now used in the automatic field. You can look forward to the achievements of our research
and development department to provide you with all the newest adva.nces in automatic equipment.

nEî
,_.

SALES POLICY
Under the direction of "men who know the automatic field" and have
been actively engaged in it all their business lives, CHALLENGE offers
a better deal for distributors and operators! We fully realize the tremendous financial investment which the music operator must make
under the present sky-high prices. CHALLENGE OFFERS THE FINEST
AUTOMATIC MUSIC EQUIPMENT DRASTICALLY LOWER THAN
TODAY'S ESTABLISHED PRICES! Exclusive CHALLENGE distributors will be established in franchised territories throughout the United
States. CHALLENGE distributors will be responsible, experienced
organizations, completely equipped to render the very best in sales
and service.

13B_g

chised Territories are available to responsible distributors

Mt
ttt
,ß+t

CHALLENGEIt. '47
ee

pennnno

30 RECORD PHONOGRAPH
(30 Selections-one side)
REMOTE CONTROL WALL BOXES
SPECIAL SOUND SPEAKER SYSTEMS
REMOTE DUAL VOLUME CONTROLS

O.

STOWAWAY REMOTE CONTROL MECHANISM
MUSICAL ANNOUNCER

(Measured Music)

CHALLENGER DRINK DISPENSER
1000 CUP CAPACITY
MIXES "THE PERFECT DRINK"
COMPLETELY SANITARY

r

SIMPLE OPERATING MECHANISM
FEWER

MOVING PARTS

.
}---

Contact General Sales Office, Field Building, Chicago, Illinois
FACTORIES:

BATAVIA,

ILL.

WICHITA, KAN.
CENTERVILLE, IOWA

CHALLENGE INDUSTRIES
GENERAL OFFICE AND SHOWROOMS
FIELD BUILDING

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

EASTERN OFFICE:

FISK BUILDING
250 W. 57TH STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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List of Record Labels
MUSIC DISTfiIBUTIflG COfflPRfl
"The House of Hits"

We're mighty proud that so many of you operators have
taken the time to write-telling us that YOU'VE CONSISTENTLY MADE MORE MONEY WITH RECORDS
from Music Distributing Company. We're glad we
can count on you. You know yoù can count on us
for more money -making hits!

* Watch for the

y0Check These Labels:

AL SACK

We're Exclusive Distributors
of

Recordings

BLACK AND WHITE

.. .

Prevue reports proclaim these BLACK
AND WHITE Records to be Sensational!

COMET
Distributors Also For:
National* Modern Gem
Musicraft* Deluxe*
and others
*Available Only f roto
Cleveland Office

-

Send us your name
and address we'll
be glad to send you
advance notice of
the newest
money-

making
releases.

1V1VS1C

Cleveland 13,

0.

MAJESTIC: Majestic Records, Inc., 29
West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Royal Record Co., 9163 Sunset
MANOR: Manor Record Co., c/o Regis
Boulevard, Hollywood 46, Calif.
Record Co., 5 Pomona Ave., Newark 8,
GALA: Gala Record Corp., 350 Fifth N. J.
Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
MELODISC: Melodist Record Co., 6625
GEM: Royal Record Co., 9163 Sunset Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.
MELROSE: Melrose Record Co., 601
GENERAL: General Records Division of
Consolidated Records, 1600 Broadway, East 19th St., Brooklyn 26, N. Y.
New York 19, N. Y.
MEMO: Melody Moderne, Inc., 6233
GILT -EDGE: Gilt -Edge Recording Co., Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
500 North Western Ave., Los Angeles 4,
MERCURY: Mercury Record Co., 215
Calif.
South Peoria St., Chicago 7, Ill.
GLOBE: Glolbe Record Co., 4716 South
MODERN MUSIC: Modern Music Co.,
Hoover St., Los Angeles 37, Calif.
115 South San Pedro St., Los Angeles
GUILD: Guild Records, Inc., 665 Fifth 12, Calif.
Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
MUSICRAFT: Musicraft Corp., 40 West
HARGAIL: Hargail Records, 299 Mad- 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.
ison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
NATIONAL: National Records Co., 1841
HARMONIA: Harmonia Records Corp., Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.
1328 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.
NUVOGUE: Murray Singer Records,
H. N. SOCIETY: Hargail Records, 299 1674 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
ODEON: Decca Records, Inc., 50 West
H. R. S.: Hot Record Society, 303 Fifth 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Ave., Room 1306, New York 16, N. Y.
OKEH: Columbia Recording Corp., 1473
JAMBOREE: Jamboree Record Co., Barnum
Ave., Bridgeport 8, Conn.
1650 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
ORPHEUS: Orpheus Record & TranJAZZ INFORMATION:
Commodore
Co., 1585 Broadway, New York
Record Co., Inc., 289 Nepperhan Ave., scription
19, N. Y.
Yonkers, N. Y.
PAN -A
Pan-American PublicaJEWEL: Jewel Record Co., 1514-'20 tions, 115-MER:
East Walton St., Chicago 11,
Crossroads of the World, Hbllywood 28, Ill.
Calif.
PAN-AMERICAN: Pan-American ReJUKE BOX: Juke Box Record Co., cord
Distributing Co., 619 Antonia Ave.,
2304 West 7th St., Los Angeles 5, Calif. Los Angeles
31, Calif.
JUMP: The Turntable, 810 Rollin St.,
PARLOPHONE:
Decca Records, Inc., 50
South Pasadena, Calif.
West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
KEYNOTE: Keynote Recordings, Inc.,
PEERLESS: Fabrico de Discos Peerless,
522 Fifth Ave., Suite 303, New York 18, Calzado Mariano Escobedo 225 Mexico,
Co., 500 North Western Ave., Los Angeles
4, Calif.
G & G:

N. Y.

PAUL REINER.
COMPANY
,DISTRIBUTING

KING SOLOMON: Savoy Record
58 Market St., Newark 1, N. J.
LA MARR STAR: La Marr Record
6233 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
Calif.
LIBERTY: Liberty Music Shops,
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

los Angeles 9,Ca1.

1408 West 9th St.

(Continued from page X59)

,

BE SURE

-

-BUY

D. F.

PHILO: Philo Recordings, c/o Philharmonic Music Shop, 4231/2 West Fifth St
Co., Los Angeles 13, Calif.
28,
PREMIER: Premier Radio Enterprises,
Inc., 3033 Locust St., St. Louis 3, Mo.
Co.,

450

PREVIEW:

Preview

Records,

South Vermont St., Los Angeles

SEEBURG

YOU HAVEN'T REALLY HEARD THE BEST UNTIL YOU'VE HEARD

SEEBURG SCIENTIFIC SOUND DISTRIBUTION
WE ARE PROUD TO DEMONSTRATE IT TO YOU
if You Live in Central
S uthern
hio
COLUMBUS

Stop in
Y u

Live in Eastern

West Virginia or Southeastern Ohio
Stop in

WHEELING
CHARLESTON

if 'Yru Live in Western and
Southern West Virginia or
Western Virginia

SEEBURG

is

"146"

CHARLESTON

SHAFFER MUSIC COMPANY
5227 McCorP le Avenue
Charleston, W. Va.
Phone 52624

606 South High Street
Columbus 15, Ohio
Phone Main 5563

1925 Market Street
Wheeling, W. Va,
Phone 784

WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR GOTTLIEB, GENCO,
JEIVNINGS AND OTHER LEADING MANUFACTURERS

4215

37, Calif.

The Billboard
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PROCESS: Process Record Co., 19 Pennell St., Franklin, Pa.
RANGE: Range Records, 10111/z Washington Blvd., Venice. Calif.
Rhythm Records, 4710
RHYTHM:
South Hoover St., Los Angeles 37, Calif.
RICH: Rich. Record Co., Inc., 2638
South Gladys Ave., Garvey, Calif.
SAVOY: Savoy Record Co., 58 Market
St., Newark 1, N. J.
SCANDINAVIAN: Scandinavian Music
House, 625 Lexington Ave., New York 22,

WISE

Ai

LEI

N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING

SEECO: Seeco Records, Inc., 1393
Ave., New York 21, N. Y.

CO.
2606 W. Fond Du Lac Ave..
-

MILWAUKEE 6,WISC.
KILBOURN 2032-3

JACKy;
D

our

NELSON'S

oinL

ile

Fifth

SESSION: Session Record Shop, 125
6, Ili.
SEVA: Seva Record Co., 45 East 49th
St., New York 17, N. Y.

North Wells St., Chicago

LIFE NO.2

LIFE N0.1;
UP TO

5000

UP 10 5000 PLAYS

PLAYS

SIGNATURE: Signature Recording

PAT. PENDING

Corp., 601 West 26th St., New York 1,

Hll

163

MADE IN II,S,A

N. Y.

SKATIN' TOONS: Skatin' Toons Record

Co., Box 264, Malvern, N. Y.
SONORA: Sonora Productions, Inc., 325
North Hoyne Ave., Chicago 12, Ill.

COIN PHONO GRAPH NEEDLE

SPIN: Spin Records, 74 Riverside Drive,

New York 24, N. Y.
STANDARD: Standard Phono Co., 163
West 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y.
STAN -LEE: Stan -Lee Records, 1697
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

C®Tu

/ERj1NJt V
"

G1+fºParutrc'Iny
`w,lNrR'nAi

1870LOS

ROCHESTER

2103
-

ON LVD.
ANGELES1 ,7T CALIF.

i,.
,

Ì
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UNITED HOT CLUBS OF AMERICA:
Commodore Record Co., Inc., 289 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
UNIVERSITY: University Recording
Co., Hollywood 28, Calif.
URBAN: Urban Record Co., 1506 North
Sierra Bonita, Hollywood 46, Calif.
VICTOR: RCA -Victor Division of Radio
Corporation of America, Camden, N. J.
Vogue: Vogue Recordings, Inc., Book
Building, Detroit 26, Mich.
WESTERNAIR: Western Recording Co.,
12355 Rye St., (Box 243) North Hollywood, Calif.
WHITE EAGLE: Continental Record
Co., Inc., 265 West 54th St., New York

SEEBURG PICK-UP COILS

Except 8800-9800. Price $1.50.
Aber Main Gears for Seeburg S Wurilfzer
Lass Steel Hub, $3.00 Ea.; Doz. $33.00.
Vol, Control Keysfor Seeburg &Wurlifzer:
Package of 24, $1.00.
Package of 100, $3.00.

8800-9800 PICK-UP

COILS,
$2.00 and Old Cell.
Quantity Prices to Distributors and Jobbers.
"Farms: 1/3 Deposit-Balance C. 0. D.,
F. O. B. Los Angeles.

Factory guaranteed against defective workmanship and material.

.

E. T. MAPE MUSIC CO
MANUFACTURING DIVISION

t' 1701 W.

STERLING: Sterling Records, Inc., 7
West 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.
STINSON: Asch Recording Studios, 117
West 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.
SUNSET: Sunset Recording Co., 10527
Felton St., Inglewood, Calif.
SUPER DISC: Super Discs, 610 Fifth
Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
TOP: Top Records, Inc., 1674 Broadway,
New York 19, N. Y.

19, N. Y.

Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 15, Calif.
DRexel 2341

WRIGHTMAN: Neale Wrightman Publishers, P. O. Box 2645, Hollywood, Calif.

Vim

WEARS LONGER BECAUSE IT IS MADE
BETTER WITH FINER PRECIOUS METALS

THE ONLY PHONOGRAPH NEEDLE WITH

*

TWO
OSMIUM
POINTS

Designed and manufactured especially for the heavy work
and long life required of a needle in coin -operated phonographs.

UP TO

5,000 PLAYS WITH

EACH POINT

WHEN ONE POINT SHOWS WEARREVERSE AND USE THE EXTRA POINT

1-7h7Piwiteee

\zulreile
TakingeThe Country By

1'

ACTUALLY TWO NEEDLES IN ONE

1

You need only to buy half as many needles when
using JACK NELSON'S DOUBLE -POINT .
THINK IT OVER

Storm...

wee BONNIE BAKER
singing

"lt

May Be Wrong"

on Memo 7002

The shank is made of genuine tool steel, gold plated
and hand polished.

backed by

"I

Would If

I Could"
BY THE CAPTIVATE -AIRS

and on Memo 7003

she sings "Just That Way"
backed by "Lonesome Baby"
BY THE CAPTIVATE -AIRS

49c to dealers and operators

0

111ELIl

For further information, write direct. Pin a dollar
bill to your letter for a sample by first-class mail.

tGBERnE
p ,fRnn fa.i
t

6233 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

Distributed Nationally by

K&M SERVICE
1913

W. PICO BLVD.

LOS ANGELES 6, CALIF.

Write for catalog and territory

JACK NELSON
National Distributor of Coin Machine Products
800 N. CLARK ST.

CHICAGO 10

164
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...Bring

MUSICAL,
MOVIES

-

You The

BRIGHTEST STARS

In Show Business

3i

Here are a few of the SOUNDIES
ARTISTS

That will increase your

"fake"!

ORCHESTRAS
Glen Gray
Skinnay Ennis
Cab Calloway

Bill Robinson
Sally Rand

Duke Ellington
Jimmy Dorsey
Jan Garber
Louis Armstrong

Isbelita

Louis Jordan
Alvino Rey
Start Kenton

Cinny Simms
Frances Langford
Morton Downey
Luba Malina
Dick Todd
Lina Romay

Marilyn Maxwell

Joy Hodge

Gus Van

Mills Brothers
Connie Haines

Henny Youngman
Vince Barnett

Barry Wood
Dinning Sisters

SINGERS
Hoagy

DANCERS
John Downs
Gale storm
Doris York

57,
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Ella Fitzgerald
Lena Horne

Carmichael

SONORA SINGLES
Clear asa Bell -33c
#3002 SLOWLY-Mark Warnow, &
TAKE ALL-Vera Barton
J-#3001 LITTLE GOWN JUG Cr
LEONE JUMP

BUFFALO, Feb. 16.-U. S. Attorney
George L. Grobe expressed the opinion
that juvenile crime is "not as bad as it
is painted," but added an appeal for

support of parents and other adults in
keeping youngsters out of trouble.
"The work of public officials can accomplish little unless it is supported by
an enlightened public opinion," he said.
"In my opinion, juvenile delinquency
has not increased in proportion to the
population. And certainly the increase
in temptation and opportunity for delinquency has far outstripped the rise
in delinquency.
"The girls and boys of today read the
newspapers, listen to the radio, see the
movies, learn much faster about some
things, and their manner of learning
is not altogether helpful," he added.
"Modern youth is full of energy, and
that gets them into trouble."
He suggested that, "the sooner adults
realize the youngsters have as much
right to care and attention and good
treatment as automobiles, the sooner
we will rid ourselves of the problem of
juvenile delinquency."

Cr Accordion &
Rhythm Sextette
H-#7005 THE PRECIOUS JEWEL Cr

Joe Biviano

THERE'S A NEW MOON OVER
MY SHOULDER
The Carolina Playboys

H-#7004 MAMA, I'M SICK &
HAVE

I

THAT

Whitey

TOLD YOU LATELY
LOVE YOU?

I

Cr

Hogan of WBT's

Briarhoppers

#1068 YOU'RE IRISH AND
BEAUTIFUL Cr

YOU'RE

MOTHER MACREE
Frank Connors

BRILLIANT
4605 Cass Ave.

COMANY
Detroit 1, Mich.

CATALOG
OF HARD TO GET RECORDS
Over 20 labels-thousands of numbers.
Send 25e in coin or stamps for our stock.

TUTTLE SALES CO.
584

S.

Saline St.

Syracuse 4, New York

CO1'%

Harry Langdom

xEeuLIEs

SOUNDIES DISTRIBUTING CORP. OF AMERICA, INC.
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
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Appeal Agrees
With Trade's
Teen Canteens

OPERATORS
USE
COIX- O-PÓIXT

COMEDIANS
Willie Howard
Al Kelley

All Films Approved by
City and State Censorship Boards

209 W. JACKSON BLVD.
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Made for Phonograph Operators by Phonograph Operators
COIN -O -POINT Needles are unconditionally guaranteed. Osmium tipped
for exceedingly long life. Cut your service calls in half with COIN -O-POINT
Needles. Send for example order NOW.

Priced at Only 40c Each
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

ALLIED MUSIC SALES
ON

3112 WOODWARD AVE.

OC HAPHS

WE'RE

FOR SALE!
CLASSIC

1

EA,.

o

o

o

.

...... ...... ...
.

3 K MODEL 20R,

.

EA..........

2 ROYALE, EA.
ENVOY

2 SYMPHONOLA 12R,EAo

0

I

MODEL..

,

$370.00
525.00
225.00
295.00
445.00

1

40

1

IMPERIAL

PACKARD'S PLA-MOR F I

125.004

WINDSOR,

225.00

39

,

..

,

o

.....

,

..

..

225.00

EA...........
EA. .... . ....

310.00

.....oa.a.o.

390.00

STD,, EA.

,

,

1

1

71

Ch1

696 16
600

....... ......... $225.00
REG...... ..... 269.00
.

In Western New York It's

280.00

LEW WOLF ENTERPRISES
1022 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO 2, N. Y,
Phone GArfield 7780

URLITZFR
1

IN THE RACE

CM

4 MONARCH,

2

DETROIT 1, MICHIGAN

WITH

SEEBURG.00K-OLA
2 MAYFAIR,

CO.

96 30 W WALL BOXES, 5c

$12.00

4 W WALL BOXES, 5c

10.00

* GST

N OUR FREE MAILING LIST

NOW !

,

...................

439.50

7

MACHINES RECONDITIONED-READY
TERMS:

1/3

FOR LOCATION

OEPOSBI, BALA.`.CE

C.O.O.

For All

GEORGIA MUSIC CO.
Telephone 2-3331

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIERS
Wurlitzers, RockOlas

and Seeburgs (Except HighTones)

Complete with volume and tone control, tubes and switch.
Fine tone quality. Every operator needs one as a spare while
repairing amplifiers! Special price for short time only!
I/2

1045 6th Ave.

$4650

Each

or Two for $90.00

Deposit, Balance C. O. D.

JAMES D. BLAKESLEE
43 15TH STREET

BUFFALO 13, N. Y.
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Bandelan Tiny Hill

Builds Good

Will

THE TOP NAME

For Juke Operator
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-For the past
month Tiny Hill, popular band leader

Cushioned Shaft

*Balanced Tone -Beauty

* Full Record

Protection
*Smooth Playing

44c ea:
42c ea.

1-49

PRICE

50-100

Special Prices on Larger Lots

Nashville 3, Tenn.

Save Money
on Midwest Shipment s

RECORDS
PRESSED
e Immediate Service

t

All New Equipment

For Prciesr Write

or Wire

BLUE STMI RECORDS
2211

Cottage Grove Avenue
Iowa

Des Moines,

JUKES!

HARRY JAMES

recently signed by Mercury Records as
head of their hillbilly disk department
and customer relations man on juke
operation, has been setting some kind
of record while on the road dispensing
good -will to juke operators.
While being interviewed by a disk
jockey airing from WIBC, Indianapolis,
recently, Hill told listeners that Mercury
relied greatly on juke operators to plug
company disks. He also mentioned during the course of the broadcast that,
altho the public doesn't know juke
operators personally, they have a lot to
do with the records they get on theirs
jukes and that the operator is doing
one fine job in giving the public the
type of record music they want.
Hill referred to Tex Holley, popular
and well-known juke operator in the
Indianapolis area, as being a competent
operator who especially knows the trend
of folk records.

and his

MUSIC MAKERS
ON

COLUMBIA RECORDS
I'M IN LOVE WITH TWO SWEETHEARTS 36933

THE WONDER OF YOU

Hermitage Music Co.
423 Broad Street

FOR

Davis Record Corp.,
New Disk Fires Name
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.-Joe Davis announces that his firm. has changed its
name from Joe Davis Record Company
In the
to Davis Record Corporation. his
own
past he has been issuing only
recordings, but in the future he will
issue two releases monthly of new hits.
New distributing and shipping points
have been established in Los Angeles
and Chicago, plus the one he has in
operation. here.
First of the new releases were put out
yesterday (15) They were Seems Like
Old Times and I'm Glad I- Waited for
You, recorded by the Five Red Caps, and
Personality and Doctor, Lawyer, Indian
Chief by Bill McCune.

I'M ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS
BABY, WHAT YOU DO TO ME

36899

9:20 SPECIAL
AIN'T MISBEHAVIN'

36887

CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL YOU
WAITIN' FOR THE TRAIN

36867

IT'S BEEN A LONG, LONG TIME
AUTUMN SERENADE

36838

11:60 P.M.

36827

I

CARNIVAL
Personal Manager, FRANK MONTE

.

Sensational European Song Hit!
ATTENTION, WISCONSIN OPERATORS

"nm IN

We are happy to announce that we have been appointed
Packard distributors for South, Western and Central Wisconsin
for PACKARD PHONOGRAPHS and PLA-MOR BOXES.

LOVE WITH

TWO SWEETHEARTS"

We have for immediate delivery Packard Pla-Mor Boxes,
Adaptors, Steel Cabinets, 30 Wire Cable and Speakers.
Watch for future announcement on the new PACKARD

RECORDED BY

PHONOGRAPH.

HARRY JAMES
PIERCE DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

Columbia

BRODHEAD, WISCONSIN

;1

4

0

Makes Wall Installations Neat and Clean

I

FOR EVERY TYPE OF COIN MACHINE AND BOX LOCATION
750/0 Saving In
Make Wall Installations EASY With NEW "HORVATH" Masonry Bit .
Bit Made of HighAccurate, Clean -Cut Hole
.
Time Over Hand Chiseling Methods
Electric, Air
In
Any
Be
Used
Can
CARBIDE
Tungsten
Tip
of
Steel
With
Grade Carbon
For Use on CONCRETE, TILE, STONE, ROCK, MARBLE,
or Hand Operated Rotary Drill
Can Be
Bit
Type
and
PLASTICS
of
Any
SLATE, CEMENT, HARD RUBBER
Re -Sharpened After 150 to 200 Drillings.

V

.

4
10

Drill

Size

3/16"
1/4"
3/8"

4"

1/8"
3/16"

4"

1/4"

3"

$2.90
2.90

6"

4.40
6.90
8.40

Send for Literature for Additional Sizes or Place Order With
MAL

0

V

IDMAN

SAES
COMPANY

Decca

?

18793

PHIL BRITO

THREE SUNS

Musicraft t15051

Majestic x.7168

CHUCK FOSTER

BROOKS BROTHERS

Mercury Record 22065

Diamond Record

2005

ORDER NOW!

(
I

FROM YOUR NEAREST RECORD DISTRIBUTOR

O

3.50

3/8"
3/8" or 1/2"
3/8" or 1/2"

6"
6"

1/2"
3/4"
7/8

Price

Shank Size

Length

36933

CONNEE BOSWELL

5911

4th Ave.

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

Exclusive Distributors to the Coin Machine Industry

I

MUSIC MAKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
1619 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

I

®®®®®®_®-a.®®`v®®ahlWIM wILiehw10111d

$

1537 Vine Street
Hollywood, Calif.
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Wurlitzer Men Promoted
As New Building Begins
NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y., Feb. 16.
Floor space of the plant here will be
E. Waltemade, works manager of increased by 250,000 square feet or ap-

-Roy

it was "SHAME ON YOU"
on OREN..,,.This year it's "DETOUR"
Last year

nod "YOU CAN'T BREAK MY
HEART" for Columbia

the North Tonawanda plant of The
Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, has been
appointed general manager of the De
Kalb, Ill., division, the company announced.
Waltemade formerly. was
comptroller of the plant here and has
assisted in nearly all phases of manufacturing, accounting and selling, officials
said.
No appointment was made to the position he left, but two new assistant works
managers were named. They are Irving
O. Vaaler, who will take general direction
of final assembly departments as well as
all woodworking activities, and Ralph R.
,Wilson, who will be in charge of all
metal -working departments, maintenance and building construction. Vaaler
has been supervisior of woodworking.
Theodore Wensel Jr. has been promoted from chief inspector to assistant
to the general manager in charge of
investigation and analysis of manufacturing techniques, and Dole R. Carrigan
was named assembly superintendent in
charge of final assembly departments,
and Charles H. Riley as metal -working
superintendent.
Other promotions included: Eugene T.
Loftus to factory controller; Daniel J.
Goodman to maintenance superintendent; Ture Shelvin to chief inspector in
charge of all factory inspection other
than woodworking; Harry W. Harding
to production manager in charge of production control, and Paul R. Bartram
to assistant factory comptroller.
Carl E. Johnson, vice-president and
general manager, also announced the
resignation of Charles H. Parker as
manufacturing superintendent and assistant to the manager.
At the same time, he revealed details
of the 81,000,000 expansion program the
company previously announced for the
North Tonawanda plant. He said the
program is "proceeding as fast as material conditions permit," and the building and renovation work is expected to
be completed by fall.

proximately one-fourth, he said. This
will include extension of the woodworking building and construction of
an addition on the west side of the pres-

ent building.
'Johnson forecast that the plant's pay
rolls will ultimately rise to 2,500, an
increase of 1,000 above pre-war levels.

Bush District Firm
Expands Operations
By Buying Building
MINNEAPOLIS, Feb. 16.-Theodore T.
Bush, president of Bush Distributing
Company here, announced this week the
purchase of a new building which will
give the firm 30,000 square feet of space
for showrooms, offices and shops.
The three-story structure, located at
255-59 Plymouth Avenue, North, is now
in the process of remodeling.
"Additional floor space," said Bush,
"will make it possible to give all operators in this territory the very best of
service on all types of new and used
equipment."
Firm is distributor for Aireon jukes
and other coin -operated equipment.

-

WASHINGTON, Feb. 16.
Possibility
was seen that the "printed" radio circuits used in tiny hand -size radios displayed by the U. S. Bureau of Standards
might be adaptable to some phase of the
coin machine industry.

In the radios, the wiring is stenciled
on with silver ink while resistors are
printed with ground carbon paste on the
ceramic insulator panel which also serves
as chassis for the sets. Even coils and
condensers are "printed" on the panels.
It was said that these techniques
might be adaptable to small counter
games and other devices.

Decca Record #18739

"JUST A'SITTIN' AND A'ROCKIN""

(Lyrics by Lee Gaines)
backed by

"DON'T KNOCK IT

f6

Deca Record 23451

"INE HONEYDRIPPERr"
with
JIMMIE LIJNCEFORD'S ORCHESTRA
backed by

"BABY, ARE YOU KIDDING!"

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

PAUL KAPP
CARL

JONES

KELSEY

PHARR

TRAVERSE

CRAWFORD . LEE GAINES

RENE DE

KNIGHT

,

.......>

..:.,Ì

;::::..
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Juke Operators
To Be Active in
Iowa Centennial
DES MOINES, Feb. 16.-Iowa juke oprators and distributors have big plans
.0 plug the State's Centennial this year,
with a program which will show the pubic the publicity value of jukes.
Principal plan calls for a concerted
irive on disk makers to turn out batches
if Iowa records.
The motion picture State Fair de eloped lo -Way nationally, and Meredith
Willson recently plugged his Iowa song
wer the air. The famed Tall Corn song
s the great State favorite.
The disk makers will be asked to turn
nut these already popular tunes and
Deals will
given to try for new ones.
Also be tried for cutting disks using
,'veil -known Iowa bands, including some
,f the pop cowboy type.
í! Operators would then place at least
=')ne of the Centennial disks in each
nachine in the State. Cut -in on the
deal would be a well -placed newspaper
nd radio publicity program calling atention to the special records.
Operators feel that the deal would give
avorable publicity to the juke boxes
.ind at the same time offer an oppor unity to share in the Centennial obervance.
.
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Background Music
For New Film Is
Supplied by Juke
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-A coin phonograph

that it always takes a nickel to operate
supplies most of the background music
in the new mystery film, Fallen Angels,

produced and directed by Otto Preminger, maker of Laura.
Chicago reviewers have commended the
movie for its everyday realism, and as
one remarked, "the occasional background music comes, not from thin air
as usual, but from a gaudy juke box
which never plays without the required
nickel."
Alice Faye and Dana Andrews are
starred with a supporting cast including
Charles Bickford, Bruce Cabot and John
Carradine. It is a 20th Century -Fox
production.

Distribs Appointed
CHICAGO, Feb. 16.-Sam Yaras of
Dallas, and Ed Ponder of New Orleans
have been appointed distributors for
AMI coin phonographs in their respective States of Texas and Louisiana, DeWitt Eaton, sales manager Of the Automatic Instrument Company, announced.
Yaras will handle Texas distribution
thru his firm, Southwest Amusement
Company, 2916-18 Main Street, Dallas,
but he said he has just opened additional branches in Houston, San Antonio, Fort Worth and Mineral Wells.
Ponder will distribute AMI automatic
music and phonographs thru his Louisiana Coin Machine Service, which has
offices at 931 Poydras Street in New Orleans.
Bill Wolf of California Amusement
Company, which has been named AMI
distributor for the States of Washington
and Oregon as well as California, Nevada, Arizona and the Hawaiian Islands,
announced the opening of offices at 2313
Third Avenue, Seattle, Wash., and at 427
Southwest 13th Avenue, in Portland, Ore.

THANKS YOU
FOR YOUR

CO-OPERATION ON

"DREAM" ir "LAURA"
"RACHMANINOFF'S CONCERTO"
"SYMPHONY" ON VICTOR RECORDS
4r

Peat

zed

"ONE-ZY TWO-ZY (I LOVE YOU-ZY)" ir "SLEEPY BABY"
"BUMBLE -BOOGIE" -k "CORNISH RHAPSODY"
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AMERICAN FOLK TUNES
Cowboy and Hillbilly Tunes and Tonesters
All Communications to 155 N. Clark St., Chicago 1, Ill.
the show since the first one of January
Chaw's Music
CHAW MANK'S Blue Ribbon Music 26th. LITTLE EFFIE MAE was ;the hit
Company of Staunton, Ill., has quite a of the second show they held. Each
night they have a different
list of popular hillbilly songs to its Saturday
credit. Some of the most popular in act as guests on the show. February
9th they had JACK
`

which Chaw collaborated are: Lonely
Renfro Valley Rose by CLIFF JAPHET,
Down. Our Street, music by JOHNNY
WHITNEY.
Still Waiting for You,
Thanks a Million, by GEORGE CALDER;
Rose of Oklahoma by ROSE E. BLACK
and LEW MEL; That Sinatra Swing,
music by JOHNNY WHITNEY; Let's
Talk About You by LEW MEL and
MARGARET HADLEY STATON; When
a Cowboy Goes Hawaiian by PEARL
CLARK.
After checking over a lot of mail, we
find that on Saturday night when hillbilly music really comes into its own,
there's a lot of dial juggling done so
that the listeners don't lose out on

their favorite numbers by their favorite
singers. Many of the letter writers state
that they tune in on several stations
such as WSM, WLW, WW1 , WLS,
WOWO, WSB, so that they get to hear
the best of the folk music on all these
stations.
BIG SLIM, of WWVA, Wheeling, who
is heard on the midnight program, The
General Store, has a following that keeps

him going strong in all contests on that
station. Slim, who is a Decca recording
artist, has a book of his own songs that
he gives with one of his sponsor's products. His songs seem to have that "oldtime" touch to them. Breeding and
training horses is Slim's hobby, and he
has a favorite horse, Golden Flash, that
has appeared in technicolor films with
him.
RAMONA SCH.WING and FLANNELS
MILLER of two WWVA acts, joined up as
lifetime partners a few weeks ago.
RAMONA is the daughter of GAY
SCHWING of WWVA.
Hayloft Frolic
The Hayloft Frolic is going places With

DONIGAN and His
Trail Blazers, with GERTRUDE MILLER OF WKBN, Youngstown. They also
have added attractions every Saturday.
It looks like a really fine folk song show
has started over Newcastle, Pa., way.
COWBOY COPAS, WSM, has been
plugging The Tragic Romance and Filipino Baby. Copas is heard on the Grand
Ole Opry every Saturday nite.
Altho several stations sent out acts
right after gas rationing ceased, very
few acts are going out on personals now.
Too many good ones are on the air and
not going out on p.a's. Many new acts
have come to various stations and the
listeners would like to be meeting up
with them. Personal appearances are
the life -blood of folk music,
RUSS HULL is back with Country
Music again after four years' stint with
the United States Navy. Among Country
Music's newest selections are two that
are going to be tops if all indications
prove true. They are: I Just Don't
Know Why, But I Do," waltz by BILL
BOYD and BILL NETTLES, that has been
recorded on Bluebird records by BILL
BOYD. Choc'late Ice Cream Cone, the
other one, is a kiddie tune for the
youngsters. RUSS HULL songs are on
many record labels by such singers
as LOUISE MASSEY and WESTERNERS, T.P.,XAS JIM ROBERTSON, LIGHT
CRUST DOUGH -BOYS, HOSSIER HOT

SHOTS, JOLLY JACK ROBER, RED
RIVER DAVE, LAWRENCE WELK, KORN
KOBBLERS, TOBACCO TAGS, BLUE
SKY BOYS, CASS COUNTY KIDS,
PATSY MONTANA, SHELTON BROS.,
PRAIRIE RAMBLERS, ELTON BRITT,
BILL NETTLES, CLIFF BRUNER, BILL
BOYD, RED FOLEY, EDDIE DEAN, 'ETE
PYLE and many, many others. Three
of their leading folios are: Pete Pyle

RUMBA NUMPI
OF THE YEAR

JOE LIGGINS

DE LUXE

and his

HONEYDRPERS

No.

TAKE IT AWAY
VOCAL by JUDY LANG
BACKED BY

ON EXCLUSIVE RECORDS
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Public Relations
THORSEN & HARDIN
6305 Yucca
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.

LINDEN, N. J.
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New Tunes
Harding Song Collection. They have
You Are the One Who Will Cry by
ust released a new one, Clyde and LEW MEL-MARTU DULANEY and JESSE
im's Farm and Fireside Songs.
C. MILAN, published by Peer Ant. Corp.,
shows promise of being another folk
Hank Sings
tune that has what it takes.
HANK SNOW, THE SINGING RANG ROY WEST'S RANGE RIDERS do a
R, who has ben known as Canada's
job of Those Naggin' Blues Via
ood-will Ambassador, has a band now. fine
their WGAR programs. The tune is
nd is at present heard over WJPA, published
by Kelly Music Company of
ashington, Pa. Hank intends booking.
is show solid for p.a's. from now until Franklin, Pa.
M. M. COLE CO., Chicago, has just
he first of May. That is, except Saturays and Sundays. Hank, a Bluebird brought out a swell DOC HOPKINS &
ecording artist, has recorded such num- His Country Boys de luxe edition folio
ers as When My Blue Moon Turns to containing such hits as Too Late To Say
old Again; Just Across the Bridge of You're Sorry Now, Whispering Bells and
old; We'll Never Say Goodbye, Just The Prairie Polka.
ay So Long; Sunny Side of the MounRUSS HULL'S COUNTRY MUSIC, INC.,
ain; You'll Regret Those Words, My has accepted There's a Little Patch of
arling; Mother Is Praying for You; Earth (That I Call Heaven) by LEW
our Last Kiss Has Broken My Heart; MEL-GRADY COLE-EDpA WRIGHT and
on't Hang Around Me Any More; Rose TED MATHESON.
f the Rio; etc.
Kelly Music Pub has brought out an
SMILIE SUTTER and "CRAZY EL - All -Star Hillbilly Jamboree folio conER" were on the WWVA Saturday taining many hits, including It's Texas,
orning preview Jamboree on February My Valley Home, My Ranger Joe, You
Smilie is West Virginia's champion Never Said Goodbye and Since Maw's
odeler.
Gone to Chicago.
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Folio, Blaine Smith Album, and Chuck

Pat Returns
Reviving his role of Uncle Ezra, PAT
ARRETT returned to emsee the Naíonal Barn Dance while JOE KELLY
ekes a much -needed vacation on docor's orders. Pat, a Barn Dance regular
or ten years had been living in retirewent on his farm near Hebron,
Hl.
est stars on the Barn Dance last
1aturday were SALLY FOSTER and the

rairie Ramblers.
The SHADY VALLEY FOLKS, busy
ith radio work and personal appearances at fairs and home -comings have
ound time not only to play various
irmy camps and naval bases in the St.
1'l.,ouis area but to make the Veterans'
hospital at Jefferson Barracks a monthly
;áabit.

The Bluff Creek Round -Up welcomed a
rieent appearance of RUSTY MARION.
togram is broadcast from KOMA, OklatOma City.

BORIS KARLOFF sang a cowboy song
fader the tutelage of ROY ROGERS on

,;
l{

recent request performance. Rumor
it that Roy is planning to invade
m'e dude -ranching field early this spring.
ended site is Las Vegas, Nev.
as

A SEN; I, ,.TION IN THE MOVIES

RED RIVER DAVE
-SINGING-

"MY GAL FROM HOUSTON"
WRITTEN BY
JOE

Guest Singer

2 New DECCA Releases
Listen To Our New Singing Sensation, Gil Taylor

SIOUX CITY SUE
SOME DAY
Decca No. 18745

A TEAR IN MY BEER TONIGHT
YOU TWO-TIMED ME ONE TIME TOO OFTEN
Decca No. 18738

CURRENT PICTURE RELEASES
Columbia Pictures \
SONG OF THE PRAIRIE e SADDLE ON A STAR

MITCHELL HAMILBURG AGENCY

Hollywood

Fr RED

RIVER DAVE

JUKE BOX
BOYS

SALLY FOSTER was guest singer on
the WLS National Barn Dance on its
annual Valentine's Day Hoedown.
KEN CHRISMAN'S Painted Post on

Ventura Boulevard in Studio City, Calif.,
has become a national landmark with
the nation's roving cowboys. Most rodeo
performers and Western recording and
radio artists invariably visit the Painted
Post when in California. To them it is
"home" because of its authentic Western
atmosphere and because they meet all
of their friends at the Painted Post.
Not only that, but many of them use
the Painted Post as their Lgs Angeles
address and have all of their mail forwarded there. Chrisman to them is the
real Old Corral Boss of California because he's "real folks from back home."
TEK RITTER and JIMMY DAVIS,
Louisiana's songwriting governor, have
completed an entire musical comedy
score called Start Cheering, planned for
Broadway production.
Sombreros in the Sun, published by
Kelly Music Company was written by
LEW MEL and GEORGE CALDER, not
GEORGE GREEN as previously reported.

MARX

ARE YELLING FOR

AMERICA'S HOTTEST HILLBILLY

He's Burning Up the Southwest
Currently Broadcasting-WOAI-San Antonio
Continental Records-Soundies
Starring in

a

new Western-"SADDLES UP"

(PROFESSIONAL COPIES AVAILABLE)
WRITE--WIRE
RED RIVER DAVE

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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GORDON MacRAE WITH WALTER
GROSS AND HIS ORCHESTRA
(Musicrafi 15052)
It's Anybody's Spring-FT; V.
Slowly-FT; V.
Tho MacRae is a competent warbler,
he still worries too much about singing
technicalities to really sell his tunes.
He doesn't get enough of the meaning
of the songs into his delivery. Slowly,
for instance, is a ballad designed for
the swoon kids, and if sung low, soft
and pashy, it will stir 'em. Mac sings
out on it. However, Fallen Angel, 20th
Century -Fox filmer in which the tune is
used, has been released, and possibly with
the pic plugging, MacRae's version will
sell. Anybody's Spring, billed as the "Aside, still seems like an awkward, hard to -do song, with strange mismating of
pleasant melody and good lyrics (if
taken individually). This one, tho, will
get Crosby plugging in Road to Utopia
pic and maybe Der Bingel will put it
over enough for other platters to sell

JUKEBOX

ILL
e751

"BAGGIN'

THE

BOOGIE"

BACKED BY

"VOOT

RHYTHM"

ACCOMPANIED BY BOB MOSELY
AND

HIS

ALL

STARS

also

"STORMY MOOD"

eoss
will definitely be limited because

French lyrics only,
delivered in both
Frei
Musical quality of
the French language definitely adds
something to both tunes, even if you
don't understand it, and Sablon's warm,
throbbing voice enhances the wordage
and melody. Paul Baron backing, with
heavy emphasis on strings, is Just right
for Sablon.
is done. in

Vs

phon?y is
d English.

'u

h_

For ops who have boxes in French restau-

rants or other locations with Gallic patronage,
this is the disk of the year.
cations, not much good.

GENE KRUPA (Columbia 36931)
Yesterdays-FT;

Ops won't find this one luring any coinage,
except possibly on eventual build-up fer the
tunes themselves.

"BE -BOOGIE -BOO"
:752

JACK LEONARD WITH PAUL
BARON ORCHESTRA
(Majestic 7170)
In the Moon Mist-FT; V.
May Not-FT; V.
Jack Lawrence's (tunesmith) adaptation of the Gidard melody to make Moon

Mist Is one of the year's prettier jobs, and
the blending of Leonard's romantic bary
with soft, svelte Baron backing adds up
to a good side, probably Leonard's best
since he started disking. May Not is a
monotonous, uninspired ballad from the
legit turkey Nellie Sly. 'Tune can't help
Leonard any more than it helped the
show. Bad guess on Majestic's part.

h'

Motion Pitture'i
Weitern Singing

Stag

ESLEY

"Moon Mist" is the side here in a walk.
It will get nickels where the fans like the

EDDIE

LITTLE

pash bary-boys.

JEAN SABLON WITH PAUL
BARON ORCHESTRA
(Decca Specialty Series 40002)

DEAN

k9

Symphony-FT; V.
It Might as Well Be Spring-FT; V.
First sides made by this top French
songseller come off beautifully, tho the

on Bet -Tone Record #201
'LIST PRICE 75c PLUS TAX

TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE

e
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ZEKE CLEMENTS
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r

I

"I'VE
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No'

State St,
Salt Lake
City, Utah

"NO DISAPPOINTMENT
(Religious)

UP THERE"

JOHN DANIEL'S GOSPEL QUARTET
a++a+-e- 4- aa--t a a a

`"YOU'RE FREE

AGAIN"

V "HONEST, I'M HONEST"
ZEKE CLEMENTS
Grand Ole Opry Singer

Calif,

RECORDS
8624

SUNSET BOULEVARD HOLLYWOOD

46,

CALIF.

r,

r,

n

Write for Distributors' prices on lots of
favorite distributor.

0
0

EL1'TONE

in

North Hollywood, California p
1,000 or more, or order from your d

4269 Tujunga

RECORD
DISTRIBUTING
3123 Sao
Pablo A
CO.
ye,
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1

LIBERTY RECORD CO.

IRON

i

(Spiritual)

f

%

r

in

"CROSSING OVER JORDAN"

La.

R. ROSS
1212 S.

BEEN LONESOME SINCE YOU

PAUL HOWARD and His Arkansaw Cotton Pickers

No. 7

MUSIC SALES
303 N. Peter CO
New Orleans, St,

Grand Ole Opry Singer

WENT AWAY"

/I/

Tenn.

15

"YOU LEFT a RED CROSS on MY HEART"

No. 6

%

t.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

{"BLUE MEXICO SKIES"
"LOOKING FOR AN ANGEL LIKE YOU" e

IA

NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR
SSTRIBUT OR

'

LIBERTY .RECORDS

No. 5
PA

4

Capitol Record No. 216

4269 TUJUNGGA

PROM YOUR

V.

Hop, Skip and Jump (Honey, Hurry to Me)
FT; V.
Arrangement on Jerome Kern's Yesterdays is really a beauty and with the
Krupa band. plus lovely flashes of Charlie
(Continued on page 172)
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For other Inca -

Monarch Sales, Birmingham, Ala.

Hermitage Music Co,, Nashville, Tenn,

Southern Amusement Co., Memphis, Tenn,

The Record Shop, Big Springs, Tex.
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from page 170)
Venturo's tenor sax, selling it up to the four blues sides she cut for Keynote in
hilt, it should be a solid bet for dealers. 1945, bringing her national recognition.
Reverse with Anita O'Day vocal is also
"Can't Get Started" will start nickels rolling
good, tho in much light, gayer mood into jukes from all listeners. Reverse has
clever lyrics for race locations.
than Kern number.

{4I

EXCLUSIVE

iE

os

GN

Good flipover coupling for ops. When the
lush Kern ballad is worn down, "Bop, Skip
and Jump" will collect coins.

S

LESTER YOUNG (Philo)

Lester Blows Again-FT. P-123

D. B.

THE FOUR VAGABONDS
(Mercury)

Blues-FT. P-123
Things-FT. P-124

These Foolish

Jumpin' at Messners-FT. P-124
Lester Young fans will be happy to
hear these four sides. Lester Blows Again
was written by Lester and features
plenty of his tenor sax, a trombone solo
by Vic Dickenson and good piano work
by Dodo Marmarosa. It's a clean performance of swing (or jazz) on the quiet
side. Reverse, D. B. Blues, was also written by Young and features more of the
same soloists. On the last chorus, Les-

When the Old Gang's Back on the CornerFT; V.
Taking My Chance With You-FT; V.

This foursome of Negro harmonizers,
heard regularly on ABC and NBC network shows, have built up a heavy following, especially in the Midwest. Gang's
Back is a comer tune, dealing with pertinent demobilization theme, while other
side is a pretty stereotyped Iove ballad,
but it's done in typical Vagabond style. ter and Dickenson play an interesting
This is their first waxing in a couple duet.
years, so there should be a ready market
These Foolish Things is a standard
among their horde of fans.
tune done in a slow tempo with plenty
Both sides mean certain plays where ABC of Lester Young tenor.
In fact, it's
and NBC programs are aired.
(Continued on page 174)

Hp1EYDRIPPERS

DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury)
I Can't Cet Started With You-FT; V.
Joy Juice-FT; V.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

In her first effort for Mercury, Dinah
Washington, the ex -Hampton blues singer, shows plenty of promise, delivering
a mellow brand of Joy Juice and then
giving the reverse standard a sweeter
but just as rhythmic treatment. Gus
Chappell's nine -piece Negro crew rates
kudoes for the success of La Washington's initial spinnings. Their sugary
background to the standard and their
bluesy obligato to J. J. compares favorably to the backing given Dinah on the
.

All

.

If

you have a phonograph in your home-a juke
box in your tavern-or operate a route of machines --YOU will want to get acquainted with
us! Just send us your name and address and
we will send you our list of brand-new records
that are ready for immediate shipment, All
labels --all types-just let us know what you
need. Become one of our thousands of satisfied
regular customers. Write today! (Don Leary's.)
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I

Will Make A Way
Felt Brand New
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No. 115
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Don't Want The World
Something Strange Happened
i

RECORD
Na. 117
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RECORD Honey Bunny the Mack Sisters
No. 1200 Stop Shekin That Thing
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No. 121

I
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RECORD Whiskey Head Woman
No. 119 Dorethn Doretha Boogie

BACKED BY

eenaion4.1

Sepia or Race Locations with these Exclusive Southern Records
DEALERS
OPERATORS 49 cents
Distributors Usual Discount
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SOUTHERN RECORD CORPORATION

307 LENOX AVENUE

NEW YORK 27, N. Y.

RECORD MANUFACTURER with well-known, nationally advertised label, presenting the foremost artists in the
entertainment field, has several desirable territories open.

DISTRIBUTORS:

Write now for franchise for your

territories!
BOX NO.

745, The Billboard, 1564 Broadway, New York
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presents its first "Pop" record in the Star Series

featuring

o CANTOR
EDDIEtheoNation's
Sensation
in

PAN. 036

"ONE-ZY, TWO-ZY" (I LOVE YOU-ZY)
COUPLED WITH

"'RATHER DO WITHOUT YOU, BABY"
featuring JOAN BARTON (Mutual Network Star) with CLIFF LANGE and his All Star Orchestra
Rafael Mendez, Trumpet, and Tommy Todd, Piano

LIST 790

Incl. Fed. Exc. Tax

DISTRIBUTED BY

PAN-AMERICAN RECORD DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
619 Antonia Ave., Los Angeles 31, Calif.
for the West Coast

George L Bard Co.

William M. Amann Disfrib.

4 Colonial Rd.
Bronxville, N. Y.

115 Olive St.
Shreveport, La.

FOR THE EAST

FOR THE SOUTH

414

S. Franklin St.
Chicago 7, Ill.

NEW RELEASES

.' ecords

THAI CLICK!

HAWAIIAN

From CBS's
Hollywood
Barn Dance

LATIN-AMERICAN
NOEL DE SELVA

DON

KALAUAWA STEWART

and His Pan-American Orchestra

Super Series-Red Label
65c NET

and His Islanders

ART
WENZEL

Pan. 028-Lovely Hula Hands*
Mahalo, My Darling*

Pan. 133-Adios, Mariquita Linda, Rumba

029-Hawaiian War Chant

Pan. 134-Mexican Hat Dance (Jarabe
Tapatio) -Instr.
Chiapanecas (Mexican Waltz)

-Instr.

Ay, Ay, Ay,

and his

Ragtime

Pan.

Luau Hula

Cowboys

024-Roving Cowboy-Western
Red River Valley-Hillbilly
Pan. 025-Yodeling Cowboy Polka-

''.Pan.
3}

Western Novelty

Flute-Hillbilly
026-Mocking Bird-Novelty
Buffalo Gals-Novelty
131Pan.027-Red Wing-Western
Go Toot Your

FOR THE "PANHANDLE" N. M.

FOR THE MIDWEST

án- illIericail

WESTERN.

M. B. Krupp, Distr.
506 N. Kansas, El Paso, Tex.

J. F. Bard

Co.

Pan.

030-Sweet

Pan.

031-Little

Pan.

-Instr.

Leilani*
My Hawaiian Song of Love*

Pan. 135-Noche--Bolero
Tres Palabras-Bolero

Brown Gal*
Fair Hawaii*

Pan.

Lonely-Hillbilly
49c Net Each

032-

vocal by
Leopoldo
Gonzales

JALOUSIE

PORQUE
Two Best Selling Tangos on a
49c Disc on Superior Recordings

*Sung in English

If Only You'd Say You Were

Rumba-Instr.

49c Net Each

Order Today and Also Write for Complete Lists
J. F.

Bard

414 S. Franklin St.
Chicago 7, Ill.

William M. Amann Disfrib.
115 Olive St.

Shreveport, La.

Co.

George L. Bard Co.
4 Colonial Rd.
Bronxville, N. Y.

I

Pan-American Record Disfrib. Co.
619 Antonia Ave.

Los Angeles 31, Calif.
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NEW RCA VICTOR

TIONIL

INTE'

RECORDS
RCA VICTOR CONTINENTAL GEMS

HENRI
RENE
and his Orchestra
With Chorus (in Englishl

MEADOWLANDS
and

HELEN HUMES (Philo)
voo-It-FT; V. 121
135
Did You Ever Love a Man?-FT; V. 121
You I Love-FT; V. 135
Central Avenue Boogie-FT; V. 122
This is the first record released by Please Let Me Forget-FT; V. 122

TEDDY WALTERS (ARA)
Laughing on the Outside-FT; V.

SARAFAN
25-0057

TANGO ESPAGNOLA

GL

(Continued from page 172)
about three minutes of his work. tion as he usually does. Other side is a
Jumpin' at the Messners refers to the new Harry Warren tune, You I Love,
owners of Philo records and is still an- which has a very unusual melody, inother original by Young. Taken at
to the ear and sounding better
ride tempo, the first chorus featuresa triguing
as it is heard. Like most Warren tunes,
Lester Young, followed by Dickenson's it should become a big hit. Teddy's
trombone. Then comes an interesting vocal displays fine phrasing, but still
piano solo by Marmarosa. Another duet lacks the feeling so necessary in putting
by Young and Dickenson close this side. over a song. Lou Bring directed the
Balance is good on all sides and the orchestra and provided wonderful backrecord surface is much quieter than the ings. Well recorded and good balance.
average small -company platter. Norman
Both sides will catch nickels, with emphasis
Granz supervised all four sides with an on "You I Love"
in the quieter spots and
eye to the jazz customers, and he won't those catering to high school gals.
be disappointed, because they will buy
these disks. Disks will also sell to a HARRY EDISON QUINTET (Philo)
wider clientele than most jazz records I Blowed and Gone-FT. P-119
because they are not so wild and loud. Laura-FT. P-119
"Foolish Things" will do best in most places,
First side, Blowed and Gone, is an origand all four sides will do very well in race inal by Harry Edison, trumpet man with
locations.
Count Basie. Edison plays with exceptional taste on his muted trumpet and
THE PRAIRIE RAMBLERS
has some of the top musicians on the
(Mercury)
West Coast in his small group. Solos by
Make Room in Your Heart for a Friend- Willie Smith on alto and Arnold Ross on
FT; VC.
piano are completely relaxed and very
Farewell Blues-FT; V.
Reverse is Edison's concepThis is the first record for Mercury listenable.
by the Prairie Ramblers. The boys used tion of how Laura should be played, but
to record for Columbia and Okeh. In it's certainly a contrast to the first side.
Farewell Blues, a purely instrumental He plays unrelaxed and sounds uncertain
himself at times. Intonation is poor
number, the boys shine with the guitars of
and it's a mystery why this side should
in a new arrangement of an old tune. have
been released at all. Norman
Vocal trio, in Make Room in Your Heart
for a Friend should please those devotees Granz dreamed up this session, but how
of folk music who like the commercial- he could record two such completely difized version of so-called hillbilly music. ferent sides is difficult to understand.
Voices blend well and should hit a big Blowed will send to the jazz fans and
with a taste for quiet swing. Rejuke-box audience with those who like folks
and balance are good.
the plaintive, new type of folk music cording
Jukes can use "Blowed" in race locations,
that has sprung up in the last 30 years. malt
shops, small cocktail bars and gathering
Commercial value on "Make Room in Heart places for young
folks.
for a Friend" should be good.

SCARLET
RCA VICTOR

Record Reviews

Walters under his own name. Looks as
tho ARA has a vocalist to compete with
featured male singers on other top labels.
Laughing is a very pretty ballad and
Walters, formerly with Jimmy Dorsey,
does a good job on it. He phrases in
good taste, but doesn't seem to put as
much warmth and feeling in his rendi-

Helen Humes sings with an all-star
including Willie Smith, Allan
Reuss, Corky Corcoran, Arnold Ross, Red
Callender and Snookie Young. Voo-It,
with the right promotion; can easily become another Helen Humes Be-Bobaleba
over -night sensation. It has the same
(Continued on page 176)

band,
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ANTONIO VARGAS

THE ORIGINAL

HEREDIA

DETOUR

and his
Musette Orchestra
RCA VICTOR

25-003?

INTERNATIONAL NOVELTIES

THE HILLBILLY HIT OF 1946
NUKED WITH

NARCISO
MARTÍNEZ
and his Accordion

FLOR MARCHITA
-Shottis
and

CONCHA PERDITA
-P lka

RCA VICTOR

LATIN AMERICAN

With Orchestra

conducted by
Rafael Herri6ndez

Leve)

-Cano ion Bolero
and

LLORA, CORAZÓN
(Weep, My Heart)

RCA VICTOR

23-0307

HILLBILLY HIT

DON'T MISS THESE NEW RELEASES
(A)

LEARNED TO LOVE YOU TOO LATE, MY DARLIN'
CROSS ON OKINAWA-The Plainsmen,
acc. by the Coast Ranch Hands
(A) TIME ALONE WILL TELL
I DON'T WANT ANYONE BUT YOUCal and Buddy and Their Ranch Hands
I

WHITE

2019-(B)

(A)

AMOR CIEGO

I

COAST RECORD X2016

2020- (B)

MARÍA
LIIISA
LANDÍN

NO.

SIOUX CITY SUE
the
JIMMY WALKER PecosandRiver
Boys
2018-(B)

25-1053

THE

A

LAZY DAY-Ozie Waters, acc. by Colorado Rangers
BUCKEROO-Ozie Waters and the Plainsmen,
acc. by the Coast Ranch Hands

BROOMSTICK

Coast Records 45c Wholesale Plus Fed. Tax
NOW SHIPPING A LARGE SELECTION OF

PEERLESS DISCOS
AUTHENTIC LATIN AMERICAN MUSIC

-Bolero Moruno

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

COAST RECORD MFG. CO.
1511 W. PICO BLVD.

LOS ANGELES 15, CAL.
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Latest RUBIN RELEASES
All with Orchestral Accompaniment

Benny Rubin's shocking parodies will turn any party into a

laugh riot! Walter Winchell,
Louella Parsons, Hedda Hop-

per,

Ed

Sullivan, Leonard

Lyons, Robert Coleman, and

Nao

many others, have all heralded
these new 4 -Star platters in their newspaper columns. And small
wonder, for Rascally Rubin's burlesque of hit tunes leaves his
listeners screaming. They're the funniest, daffiest, cleverest ever
and profit .. order today from your
put on wax! For fun
distributor, or direct from Consolidated.
.
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from page 174)
infectious rhythm and drive which char- HENRY
RUSSELL (Urban)
acterizes the Bobaleba tune, but isn't
Marin-FT; V. 112
quite as rugged or wild. Disk has Helen Pin
singing in great voice all thru, with short How Can I Lose?-FT; V. 112
Pin Marin is a new novelty song writsolos by Smith on alto, Corky on tenor
and Snookie Young on trumpet. Did ten by Jay Milton, Henry Russell and
You Ever Love a Man? is a slow blues Buzz Adlam, based upon a Mexican chilvery well sung by Helen. The guitar solo dren's game. The recording by Russell
by Allan Reuss couldn't be heard due to is very well done and the balance is good
poor balancing. Lyrics on this blues thruout. With the orchestra playing the
have more meaning to them than most first chorus, Russell sings the next in a
very pleasing baritone. He sings straight,
blues.
Central Avenue Boogie is titled after without any of the tricks used by so
the Los Angeles Harlem. Altho Helen many male vocalists nowadays and, as he
does a very good job on this, her voice developed a fairly good following during
shouldn't be wasted on such poor music. his Horace Heidt days, there should be
Side has some nice tenor work by Cor- no trouble finding buyers for this disk.
coran and a fine piano solo by Ar- On the reverse there is a noticeable simnold Ross. Please -Let Me Forget was ilarity to the old Heidt style of band.
written by Red Callender, bass player Orchestra takes the first chorus again
with the group, and has a pleasing mel- with Russel; doing only one chorus.
ody line with fairly good lyrics. Played Tune is brand new and very pleasing.
"Pin Marin" will go in jukes where sweet
over a couple of times, the melody is very
catchy and grows on one. Helen does it music is desired.
slow and with her usual good taste.
Voo-It is the outstanding side in this SLIM GAILLARD QUARTET
(Atomic)
group and, altho all will appeal to jazz
at the Record Shop-FT; V. 216
collectors and Humes fans, Voo-It will Jumpin'
Penicillin Boogie-FT. 216
have a much wider appeal to buyers.
"Voo-It" will do a good job for jukes as a
Jumpin' is one of Gaillards's many
follow-up to "Bobaleba."
novelty songs with which he convulses
his listeners in night clubs in and around
DAN gRISSOM AND LORENZO Hollywood. On record, the song loses
some appeal. Disk will be played over
FLENN Y TRIO (Melo -Disc)
and over for a short while and then forCherry-Ft; V. M-103
gotten. Lyrics mention most of the top
Poor Butterfly-FT; V. M-103
recording artists of the day, much in the
Dan Grissom, who has been out on the manner of a calypso singer. It's clever
West Coast ever since he left Jimmie and will be one of those quick turnover
Lunceford's band, is singing much better sellers. Other side, Boogie, is instruthan he has for a long time. He does mental but nothing happens. It isn't
Cherry with a good beat and in a very even based upon a. good riff and Gail romantic but rugged voice. The Flennoy lard's guitar solo sounds very tired and
Trio do very little to help Dan along, but uninspired.
he sings despite the poor accompaniment
"Jumpin' " will get the nickels in many
and comes out on top. Poor Butterfly,
the reverse, could have been very inter- spots.
esting and clever, as the idea of the band
(ARA Album A-2)
singing in back of Dan's vocal is fine if SPELLBOUND
Hitchcock's Spellbound is one
done right. Instrumentally, neither side of Alfred
most talked about films of the
has much to offer and the recording was yearthe
the musical score is usually half
made in a very poor studio, as the hollow of theand
discussions. ARA Records made a
sound in the disk is not pleasing.
very smart move when they decided to

One of the Nation's Top Western and Hillbilly
Composers Sings His Newest
t
1

lgattj eues
Accompanied by His Lone Star Playboys
by

iexac Gal
A JUKE BOX SPECIAL
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#20O8-WESTERN LU
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and

ANDROSCOGGIN
Played by Arizona Slim (Vocal) and His Grand Canyon Cowboys

Still Going Strong
2006-BOOGIE WOOGIE PONY
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6064 Hollywood Blvd.
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505 Filipino Baby
I Don't Blame You
Cowboy Copas

MAINERS

Exclusively

512

for

KING
DEALER -OPERATOR
PRICE

49'/2c

Dub

Carlisle Bros.
511

Little Pet

519 When You Cry You Cry Alone
I'm Singing the Blues

509 The Last Old Shovel
Remember, I Feel Lonesome Too
Delmore Bros.

With Me

a very good bet in race

Lonely Moon
Delmore Bros.

508 There's a Grave in the Wave of the
Ocean
I'll Never Lose That Loneliness for You
Grandpa Jones

Mountaineers
Recording

518 Be My

507 Tear Stains on Your Letter
Last Night
Hank Penny

510 Roll on Your Weary Way
Baby, You Done Flubbed Your

be

517 Don't Sweet Talk Me
Maybe You'll Miss Me When I'm Gone
Grandpa Jones

FOLK MUSIC

BY

520 Foolish Pride (Can Break Your Heart)
You Sure Let Me Down (Little Darling)

Curt Barrett
521 Bless Your Heart, Little Girl
If You'd Only Be True
Hank Penny
522 My Conscience Never Bothers Me
Hey, Bartender
Curt Barrett
523 Silver Dew on the Blue Crass Tonight
The Blue Tail Fly

Talkin"Bout You

524 I've Been All Around This World
Our Worlds Are Not the Same
Grandpa Jones

Hope You're Satisfied
Hank Penny

Riley Shepard

513 Steppin' Out Kind
You'll Be Lonesome, Too
Grandpa Jones

525 I've Found an Angel
Fast Express
Delmore Bros.

514 Midnight Special
Why Did You Leave Me, Dear?
Delmore Bros.

RACE RECORDS

515 What Does It Matter to You?
You Wouldn't Understand

Carlisle

516 Gun Totin' Mamma
Please Answer My Letter
Cowboy Copas

4100 Honey Dripper
Hold Him, Joe
Bull Moose Jackson
4101

1

Gotcha Covered

"Popsie"
Chubby Jackson Sextet

(Continued on page 178)

4102 Bull Moose Jackson Blues
We Ain't Got Nothin' But the Blues
Bull Moose Jackson
4103 Bass Face
Don't Get Too Wild, Child
Chubby Jackson

4104 Vout Orenee

Wait for Me
"Slim" Gaillard

Please

Hank Penny

There Ain't Nobody. Gonna Miss Me
You Live in a World All Your Own
Cowboy Copas

Bill
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4105 Sight -Seeing Boogie
Central Avenue Boogie
"Slim" Gaillard
4106 Confessin' the Blues
I'm Glad To Be Back
Walter Brown
4107 Oo-Oo-Ee-Bob-a-Lee-Bob
Jammin' and Jumpin'
Bull Moose Jackson

4108

Love My Baby) I'm

(1
I

a

Llar If I Say

Don't

Susie May

Walter Brown
4109 Just in Case You Change Your Mind
Embraceable You
Bull Moose. Jackson

POLKAS
25501 Electric Polka
Wine Keg Polka

Henry Broze

25502 Locomotive Polka
Chick -Chick Polka
Henry Broze

1540 BREWSTER AVE.
CINCINNATI 7, OHIO
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PERFIDIA-rhumba, vocal cho.
The ELECTONES (bass, vibraphone, guitar, accordion)
'

Vocals in English by KENNY DEXTER

00009 1001

And SENSATIONAL LATIN RHYTHMS by DON JOSÉ AND HIS ORCHESTRA
NAO TENHO LAGRIMAS-I HAVE NO TEARS, instrumental samba
YO SOY ORATALA,

GOODY

*3002

instrumental rhumba

RUMBA RUMBA, instrumental rhumba
VEM

instrumental samba

VEM,

RELEASE
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:,-'`P2

shipments to begin March 5
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AND HIS
JOSE

GOODY

*3003

GOODY

'3004

ORCHESTRA

PEANUT VENDOR,

instrumental rhumba

instrumental bolero (JOS1. MORAND'S THEME
instrumental bolero Gibe current network hit)
RHUMBA AT THE WALDORF, instrumental rhumba
UN

SUEI40,

SONG)

ESCUCHAME,

GOODY RECORD CORPORATION

853 Ninth Avenue
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

LIST PRICE 75c PLUS TAX --DEALERS AND OPERATORS
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NET
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853 Ninth Ave, New York 19, N. Y.
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from page 176)
record the score with an orchestra conSub -Conscious is supposed to repreducted by Composer Miklos Rozsa and sent a dream sequence designed by Salpresent it to the public in album form. vador Dali, but it misses being different
Miklos Roma has been scoring for mo- and weird enough to give a true idea
tion pictures for years, first in Europe, of Dali's surrealism. Only the return of
then in this country. Alfred Hitchcock the theremin again saves this particular
selected Rozsa for, Spellbound and re- music sequence from becoming just anceived results far greater than he had other example of modernistic music.
anticipated. Rozsa has done many exTerror on the Ski Run is really very
cellent scores such as Jungle Book, Five terrifying
heard with the picture,
Graves to Cairo, Blood on the Sun and but lacks when
without it. However,
Song to Remember. His Spellbound the rapidly force
moving music near the end
work fits every mood and scene without of this movement
depicting Bergman and
stealing the scene from the actors.
Peck speeding down the mountain side
Album consists of eight 10 -inch sides, on skis, is thrilling without the picture
'each side complete in itself with only and the appearance of the theremin once
one exception. Taking the sides in their more will cause the pulses to race a little,
proper order, Prelude is side one and conEadie Griffiths and Rack Godwin, piano
tains the opening bars of the picture and team from the smart Gala Cafe, Hollythen introduces the Love Theme which wood, were drafted to record the Spellis heard thruout the picture. Score has bound Concerto, final movement of the
probably caused more widespread com- score. Their work is excellent and the
ment and interest than any picture score improvisations for the orchestra and two
since Laura, but so far no popular song pianos are musically very interesting and
has been concocted from any of the thoroly listenable.
themes.
As a whole, the album is very well perDementia is very effective and thrilling formed and, of course, has a great commusic producing a tenseness amplified mercial value because of the picture conby the weird wail of the theremin, an nection. The recording could have been
almost obsolete electronic instrument better, as the over-all balance shows a
played by hand motion toward and away predominance of highs which gives the
from a metal rod. The theremin is used whole album a slightly distorted screeching sound in many of the passages. Thiä
to advantage in this sequence, as
causes the excitement to rise just before could possibly be laid to an instrumentation lacking sufficient bass instruments.
the climax of the particular scene.
The Love Theme is on two sides and Despite all this, the album will sell and
features excellent violin solo work by sell and sell.
Eudice Shapiro. Various improvisations HOWARD MeGHEE (Melo -Disc)
on the theme by the orchestra follow in Night Mist-FT; M. 1001
sequence during which the violin weaves GEORGE'S DUKES AND
the melody in and out. This theme is
DUCHESS (Melo -Disc)
the one which everyone will remember.
The only really happy music in the Abernathy's Voo-lt, Voo-It-FT; V. M-1001
score is a short bit of frivolity named
There is no question about McGhee
Scherzo. It has a lightness of spirit being one of the better newcomers in
which seems to call for the outdoor the trumpet field, but his attempt at
scenes. It's such a contrast to the rest exotic music on this recording of Night
of the score, which is heavy and full of Mist falls short of any goal. The whole
meaning, that it acts as some kind of a composition is played very slowly and
rest period in which you can take a deep plods along thru a very uninteresting
breath before returning to the turmoil' melodic line. For four short bars the
and confusion of a warped mind. The piece moves into a groove where McGhee
love theme is intricately woven into the sounds right at home, but this is short Scherzo also.
(Continued on page 180)
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SLIM (VOUT-O-REME) GMLLARD QUARTET

*

A-215

"ATOMIC COCKTAIL"

Ho',', Vocal SLIM GAILLARD
Nov, Vocal SLIM GAILLARD

"YEP-ROC-HERESAY"

A-216
"PENICILLIN BOOGIE"
Instrumental
"JUMPIN' AT THE RECORD SHOP"
Vocal SLIM GAILLARD
RED LABEL (Immediate Delivery)

**
*
*

RAY LINN'S HOLLYWOOD SWING STARS

A-220
"EAST SIDE JUMP"
"WHERE'S PRES"

Instrumental
Instrumental
A-221

"THE MAD MONK"
"MOP ?LAW"

Instrumental
Instrumental

ZLU E

LA

EL

(Irramediate Delivery)

DODO MARMAROSA TRIO

A-225

"MELLOW MOOD"
"HOW HIGH THE MOON"

f

Instrumental Trio With
LUCKY THOMPSON, Tenor Sax.

A-226

*
**

"DODO'S BLUES"
SURRENDER

J

AR"

Instrumental Trio With

PLUCKY THOMPSON, Tenor Sax.

BLUE LABEL (Immediate Delivery)

OTHER ATOMIC RECORD STARS
LYLE GRIFFIN (STRICTLY FOR KICKS MUSIC)
BARNEY KESSEL (SENSATIONAL GUITARIST)

* BOTH LABELS N'IW RETAIL 75c (Plus Tax)
REGULAR DISC

UNT TO DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Southern
ATOMIC RECORt

DODO

MARMAROSA

1

M SERVICE 1913 West Pic° ecnAevard, Los Angeles, California
ATOMIC
CO,, INC. 5634 Santa Monic lvet, Hollywood
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lived and McGhee returns to the struggle.
Voo-It, on the reverse side of McGhee's
opus and done by another little band
headed by a trumpet player, Karl George,
is ordinary blues. Singer Abernathy fails
to enunciate clearly and is too far from
the mike most of the time. Band has a
good beat and shows much promise, but
it will have to do better than this.
Neither side strong for the jokes.

ART TATUM, PIANO IMPROVISATIONS (ARA Album A-1)
This is the second Art Tatum album
to be released in the past two months
but via different Iabels. Tunes in both
albums were selected in good taste, but
recording on this particular album is superior to the previously issued album.
Art displayed excellent judgment here, as
he plays the first chorus oñ each' side
straight before his improvisations, thus
giving the average listener a chance to
recognize the tune.
Poor Butterfly is in a medium tempo
and starts out with a very complex bass
against a simple melody line in the right
hand followed by a second chorus of
pretty improvisations and closing with
some unusually interesting out -of -tempo

passages.
Art does the first chorus of Lover in
waltz time. This Rodgers -Hart melody
lends itself perfectly to the piano, even
in the four-four tempo into which Art
moves following the waltz. At times he
gets completely away from the tempo
but never loses a beat.
Jerome Kern's Yesterdays has Art
Tatum playing some very pretty ad lib
on the first chorus, followed by a medium fast tempo with plenty of those
famous Tatum right-hand arpeggios covering the keyboard.
On Runnin' Wild, Tatum plays a medium tempo and tho he plays more intricate improvisations than other pianists, this rendition isn't up to his
usual par. There is too much of a sameness thruout the side.
Memories of You is slow and contains
some very strange yet pleasing chord

P-106
BE - BABA

P-121.

..

VOO-IT

changes. Tatum maintains the melody
for the full record.
Vincent Youman's Hallelujah starts
out in a slow ad lib tempo and then
becomes faster on the next chorus With
intricate right-hand work. Last chorus
Art plays double tempo, with both hands
traveling at lightning speed.
Art's Kerry Dance version displays
beautiful chording and subtle shadings
and should prove of great interest to
pianists, while the changes of harmonies
in the next chorus will be of interest to
all musically interested. He closes the
selection with a humorous eight bars.
It is doubtful that Rudolph Friml
would have believed any musician could
take his Song of the Vagabonds and work
it over as Art Tatum has done. Art's
changes in bass chords against the
straight melody in the right hand are a
definite improvement over the original
chords. The second chorus really swings,
while the, third chorus fairly romps
along with that rapid left hand
moving against the right hand arpeggios,
Art slows down a bit and rocks on out.
Album will sell to jazz collectors, modern pianists and most of the dance band
musician followers.

FREDDIE STEWART (Bel -Tone)
Out of Sight, Out of Mind-FT; V. E-0266

Diane-FT; V. E-0266
Out of Sight has an uninteresting musical structure and the lyrics are below
average. Freddie Stewart does the vocal
In a colorless voice which is much too
high-pitched for a man's voice. His
phrasing is very poor and he has no
vibrato to speak of. Lew Pollack's Diane
on th® other side was never rendered
so dully before. First chorus is taken
very slow by Stewart and then he is
joined by the Sweet Swingsters at a faster tempo wherein Stewart endeavors to
imitate Andy Russell and Donald Novis
at the same time. And Joe Sann's orchestra plays so good on both sides, too!

Unless there are some Bobby Breen fans
left, no nickels.
(Continued on page 182)

Helen Humes
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CENTRAL AVENUE BOOGIE

Helen Humes
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Three Blazers

P-112

DRIFTING BLUES .

Three Blazers

P-123
LESTER

BLOWS

Lester Young

P-124
JUMPING AT MESNERS

.

Lester Young

P-105
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Helen Humes

Here are the latest HRS Records-planned sessions featuring poll -winners or leading contenders on every instrument! And
for the record-of -the -month, hear Harry Carney, the nation's No. 1
Baritone Saxophonist, for the first time as a featured soloist, playing
"A Woman's Got A Right to Change Her Mind", on HRS 1015.

JIMMY JONES' BIG

HRS 1014

Muddy Miss
Old Juice on the
Loose

LIST PRICE, $1.05
DEALERS, OPERATORS, 65c
ORDER DIRECT FROM
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plus tue

8

featuring
HARRY CARNEY

HRS 1015
Departure from Dixie

and

Lawrence Brown, Otto Hardwick,
Ted Nash, Joe Thomas, Billy Tay
for"and Shelly Manne
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Right to Change
Her Mind
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C. HIGGINBOTHAM'S

BIG
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Dutch Treat
A Penny for
Your Blues

8

including

Sidney De Paris, Tab Smith, Cecil
Scott Brick Fleagle, Billy Taylor,
Jimmy Jones, Dave Tough
ORDER NOW
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resident in charge of
ac tiring 1111t1 Ì',n;gill('f't't tlg

Inventor, Designer, Mechanical Engineer to produce
new High-Fidelity "Balanced" Recordings
'graduate of Stevens Institute of Techology; member of the Acoustical Society
f America; member of the American
association for the Advancement of Scince; member of the New York Chemists'
'dub; and Registered Prófessional Engieer, Mr. Jaycox brings to Signature
ecords thé know-how acquired through
lore than a decade devoted to the manu -

'TTY ROCHE
. Sultry -voiced
)ueen of the Blues", formerly framed vocalist with Duke Ellington's
chestra. Betty Roche has been ap'aring at the Casa Manana and
lactation Clubs in Los Angeles. Her
scious lyrics will be recorded exusively on Signature Records.

facture of quality recordings.

Signature's modern Production Plant,

Signature Records' advanced Research
and Quality Control Laboratories, and

with its new and improved equipment,
have been installed under Mr.. Jaycox's
supervision, and are now functioning on a
three-shift basis to produce clean-cut, longlived Signature Records which promise
new highs in listener enjoyment, and new
profit possibilities for récord retailers and
coin machine operators, as well.

RECORDS
Alueitce-fia be tie/tau/
19.,6

SIGNATURE RECORDING CORP., 601 W. 26th ST., N. Y.

HARRY COOL AND HIS ORCHESTRA

.. The former baritone vocalist with

Dick Jurgens' orchestra, and singing
star of Bourjois "Here's to Romance' ,

has organized his own orchestra, now
playing at the famous Blackhawk in
Chicago. Harry Cool ;will be exclusively yours on Signature Records.

RAY BLOCH AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Conductor, composer, arrangerthese are the talents of the man who's
been on the air on more programs,
more years than any other conductor
in radio
Ray Bloch's brilliantly
scored arrangelnents are yours for
enjoyment on Signature Records.

...

LEWIS...with Benny Goodman, Morton Gould, Ray Bloch,
Raymond Scott and Paul Baron orchestras. The. singing star of Chester.
field's "Music That Satisfies", and
Hildegarde's summer replacement
"Beat the Band", now records
exclusively for Signature Records.
MONICA

ti

YANK LAWSON AND HIS ORCHESTRA ...Six foot four trumpet -play-

ing Missouri man-voted Number
One Hot Trumpeter in America!
Goodman, Crosby and T. Dorsey are
typical of stellar bands with whom
he's drawn top billing. He's your
"solid Bender" on Signature Recorde.
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SIR CHARLES AND HIS ALL- sax by Herbie, interesting vibes by Johnny and very exciting guitar by Barney.
STARS --(Apollo R1031)
Remainder is good and recording above
If I Had You-Instrumental.
average.

Talon' Off-Instrumental.

Since this all-star group of Charlie
Thompson's features such righteous
names as Buck Clayton on trumpet, J.
C. Heard on drums, Charlie Parker on
alto and Dex Gordon on tenor sax,
Jimmy Butts on bass and Danny Barket
on guitar
. and since all of these le
jazz luminaries get ample show -space
on both these sides, disk should go
well in stores with hot jazz patronage.
Had You, is slower-tempoed hot jazz,
While Takin' Off is a real jumper.

Jukes can count on nickels in spots where
jazz is requested.

CAL AND BUDDY'S RANCH BOYS
(Coast -Rodeo Series)
Time Alone Will Tell-V. 2019
I Don't Want Anybody But You-V. 2019
Time is not the popular song of a
couple of years back, but a Western
poorly done by a vocal duo. A piano
chorus follows the vocal and then an
electric guitar solo takes off in Hawaiian
style. Vocal on Anyone is even poorer
Locations with a hot jazz group demand than the first side, as there seems to be
definite lack or disregard of blend and
Will do well with this platter.
intonation. Neither song contains any
RILEY SHEPARD-(King 523)
real Western musical value, nor do the
Blue Tail Fly-Ballads.
lyrics tell a story.
Silver Dew on the Blue Grass-Ballads.
Very little choice here, but "Time" may be
Smart tune mating on this one by the fair in Western spots.
Cincinnati outfit. Blue Tail Fly is, of
course, the folk classic and mountain SLIM GAILLARD QUARTET -.
music lovers will go for it by any com- (Atomic)
petent folksinger. Silver Dew has been Atomic Cocktail ---FT; V. 215
a hot folk seller and juke bet for some Yep-Roc-Heresay-Ft; V 215
little while and shows no immediate
When Slim Gaillard broke up the team
signs of a let-up. Shepard is right in of, Slim and Slam by his entry into
the folk groove, carrying the sincerity the army, Slam traveled east. Slim, upon
necessary to folk success in his voice, his discharge, stayed on the West Coast
and at the same time jazzing it up with and took on Tiny Brown as his partner
the usual mountain music tonsil tricks. in rhyme. Slim's activities have included
Both sides good bets for locations where coining new slang for musicians, writing
songs and singing in doubtful Spanish.
folk stuff goes well.
Atomic Cocktail is an example of his
BARNEY KESSEL'S ALL-STARS
songwriting in which he explains, with
(Atomic)
clever lyrics, the effects of the above What Is This Thing Called Love?-FT. 209 mentioned concoction.
Slim's vocal
Atom Buster-FT.
prowess lends itself admirably to such
Love gets into a very good groove with novelties, altho his partner, Tiny, is far
a solo by Kessel's electric guitar and fol- from effective. Dodo Marmarosa on piano
lowed by Dodo Marmarosa's tasty piano, and Slim on guitar do excellent solos.
Herbie Steward's tenor sax and Johnny Yep-Roc-Heresay is a long list of tasty
White's vibes. All these musicians are Arabian dishes which Slim rattles off
top jazz men. Playing such fine solos as with ease. It sounds very funny and a
they do on this record, both sides will bit like double talk. The disk is mostly
appeal mostly to the jazz collectors and vocal, with Tiny Brown adding his bit
musicians. Atom Buster is merely a of poor scat singing.
riff on which this group shows off its Disk should really go in jukes as a novelty,
individual ideas for solos. There is ex- but needs publicity.
(Continued on page 189)
cellent piano work by Dodo, good tenor
.
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gave you these

smash money-makers .. .

and 9.4eat lxiti .,will keep osx co,
PERRY COMO'S

$

VAUGHN MONROE'S

Dig You Later

There, I've Said It Again!

SAMMY KAYE'S

ERSKINE HAWKINS'

Chickery Chick

Caldonia

FREDDY MARTIN'S

CHARLIE SPIVAK'S

Symphony

You Belong to My Heart

VAUGHN MONROE'S

PERRY COMO'S

Let It Snow; Let It Snow! Let It Snow!

TOMMY DORSEY'S

$

That Feeling in the Moonlight

LAMMY KAYE'S

Boogie Woogie

Walkin' with My Honey

CHARLIE SPIVAK'S

DUKE ELLINGTON'S

It's Been a Long, Long Time

Don't You Know I Care?

PERRY COMO'S

TOMMY DORSEY'S

Till the End of Time

On the Atcheson, Topeka & Santa Fe

ERSKINE HAWKINS'

VAUGHN MONROE'S

Tippin' In

Fishin'

for the Moon

SAMMY KAYE'S

FREDDY MARTIN'S

It Might as Well Be Spring

Lily Belle

DUKE ELLINGTON'S

PERRY COMO'S

I'm Beginning to See the Light

* * * *
.
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* * * *
`
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$

If I Loved You

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*
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RORORItOLL OF HITS
THE NATION'S TOP TUNES

(TRADEMARK)

1. SYMPHONY

2. I CAN'T BEGIN TO TELI YOU
3.

LET IT

4.

OH! WHAT IT SEEMED TO BE

SNOW! LET IT SNOW!

5. I'M ALWAYS

8.

10. DAY BY DAY

td

. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . ..

ST.

MAU'S

BE SATISFIED (UNTIL

YOU CREAK

The nation's 15 top tunes, THE HONOR ROLL OF HITS,
is determined by a scientific tabulation of various degrees of
each song's popularity as measured by survey features of

The Billboard's Music Popularity Chart.
The title "HONOR ROLL OF HITS" and
listing of the
hits have been copyrighted by The Billboard. the
No use of either
may be made without The Billboard's consent.

.

ENGLAND'S
POSITION
Weeks' Last This
I

to dates Week Week
5
1
1.

TOP TWENTY

SONG

ENGLISH

AMERICAN

I

7

6

7

2

6

4

3

19

10
10
16

8
7
5

9

3

1

18

10

2

12
16

12

9

6

11

6
16

15

6.
4

14

1

2
2

2

17

KENTUCKY
Campbell Connelly BMI
2. CRUISING DOWN THE
RIVER
*
Cinephonic
3. IT'S A GRAND NIGHT
FOR SINGING
Chappell
Williamson
4. (DID YOU EVER GET)
THAT FEELING IN THE
MOONLIGHT
Francis Day
Paull -Pioneer
5. MY HEART IS DANCING
WITH YOU
Irwin Dash
*
6. I'LL CLOSE MY EYES
. World Wide
7. OUT OF THE NIGHT
Southern
8. UNDER THE WILLOW
TREE
Mac Melodies
*
9. IT'S BEEN A LONG, LONG
TIME
Bradbury Wood
Morris
10. IT MIGHT AS WELL BE
SPRING
Chappell
Williamson
11. I'M IN LOVE WITH TWO
SWEETHEARTS
Irwin Dash
Music Makers
12. NANCY
Chappell
Stanwood
13. TWO CAN DREAM AS
CHEAPLY AS ONE
Campbell Connelly *
14. LET'S KEEP IT THAT
*
WAY
Noel Gay
15. THE MOMENT I SAW
YOU
Peter Maurice
*
16. ROSE OF SANTA LUCIA.. Feldman
*
17. SYMPHONY
Chappell
Chappell
18. CHICKERY CHICK
Campbell Connelly Santly-Joy
19. THAT'S FOR ME
Chappell
Williamson
20. WHEN THE GANG MEET
AGAIN
Strauss -Miller
not available as The Billboard goes to press.

PLAY STATUS OF FILMS WITH LEITDING SONGS

Tunes listed alphabetically are in films
currently showing or to be shown soon.
Only tunes which have won a position in
one or more of the other features of the

': T:':;h%w`;;%?¿

¢S

THE BELLS OF

15. DIG YOU LATER (A HUBBAHUBBA-HUBBA)

:,

®

JUST A LITTLE FOND AFFECTION

13.

MY HEART)

*Publisher

..e

BE SPRING

12.

14. YOU WON'T

. . .

e d

SOME SUNDAY MORNING

9. AREN'T YOU GLAD YOU'RE YOU!

* Louis Prima

and other
outstanding artists

CHIEF

7, PERSONALITY

11. lT MIGHT AS WELL

* The Three Suns
* Jack Leonard
* Thelma Carpenter
* George Olsen
* 5 DeMarco Sisters
* Danny O'Neil
* Phil Regan
* Bud Freeman
* Ray McKinley
* George Paxton

IT SNOW!

CHASING RAINBOWS

6. DOCTOR, LAWYER, INDIAN

hilew,45/xs!

tEl

..

e e

e'

e

published.

AREN'T YOU GLAD YOU'RE YOU? Bernstein). From Columbia's "Tars and
(Burke -Van Heusen). Sung by Bing Crosby Spars." Sung by Alfred Drake. National
in Rainbow Productions' "The Bells of St. release date -January 10, 1946.
Mary's." National release date-December, JUST A LITTLE FOND AFFECTION
1945.
(Shapiro -Bernstein).
Sung by Connee
AS LONG AS I LIVE (Witmark). Back- Boswell in Monogram's "Swing Parade of
ground thenìe in Warner Bras.' "Saratoga 1946." National release date -January 12,

Trunk."

26. 1946.

Studio: New York City
Sales: St. Charles, Illinois
(Subsidiary of Majestic Radio & Television Corporation)

Chart are listed, since many film -featured
tunes never reach any degree of popularity, and many others are never even

National release date-January

1946.

SOME SUNDAY MORNING (Harms, Inc.),

DIG YOU LATER (A HUBBA-HUBBA- in Warner Bros.' "San Antonio." Sung
HUBBA) (Robbins), sung by Perry Como by Alexis Smith. National release date
in 20th Century -Fox's "Doll Face," Na- December 29, 1945.
SLOWLY
(Rudy Vallee).
Background
tional release date -January, 1946.
theme in 20 Century -Fox's "Fallen Angel."
DOCTOR,
LAWYER,
INDIAN
CHIEF National release date-December,
1945.
(Burke -Van Heusen), sung by Betty HutFOR ME. (Williamson). Sung by
ton in Paramount's "Stork Club." Na- THAT'S
Dick
Haymes
in
20
Century
-Fox's
"State
tional release date-December 28, 1945.
Fair." National release date -October,
GIVE ME THE SIMPLE LIFE (Triangle), 1945.
sung by Jahn Payne and June Haver WAIT AND SEE (Feist). Sung by Kenny
in 20th Century -Fox's "Give Me the Baker in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "The
Simple Life."
Harvey Girls." National release date
I'M GLAD I WAITED FOR YOU (Shapiro - December, 1945.

-
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SONGS WITH GREATEST RADIO AUDIENCES
(Beginning Friday, February

8, 8

a.m.; and ending Friday,

Tunes listed have the greatest audiences
on programs heard on network stations in
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. List
is based upon John G. Peatman's Audience
Coverage Index. The index is projected
upon radio logs made available to Peat man's ACI by the Accurate Reporting Service in New York, Radio Checking Service
in Chicago, Radio Checking Service in
Angeles. Listed are the top 30 (more Los
in
the case of ties) tunes alphabetically.
The total times the song has appeared
among the top 30 in the Pestinan
to date will be indicated In the survey
chart
Wks.

to
date

TITLE
You Glad You're

8

a.m., February 15)

under the "Weeks to Date" column, but
only those making their appearance in
the list on or after November 29 are
tabbed. Other tunes have been on Peat man before but this information Is not
available. The music checked is preponderately (over 60 per cent) alive.
(F) Indicates tune is from a film; (M)
indicates tune is from a legitimate
sical; (R) indicates tune Is availablemuon
records. In each instance, the licensing
agency controlling performance rights on
the tune la Indicated.

YouBY

LIO.

PIIBLIABEE

11. Aren't
9. As Long As I Live (F) (R)
3. Atlanta, G. A. (R)
Chickery Chick (R)
Come to Baby, Do (R)
Day by Day (R)

Burke -Van Heusen--ASCAP

Witmark-ASCAP
Stevens-BMI

Santl

5. Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief (F) (R)
3. Everybody Knew But Me (R)
Gee, It's Good to Hold You (R)
2. Gimme a Little Kiss (R)
Here Comes Heaven Again (F) (R)
I Can't Begin To Tell You (F) (R)
11. I'm Always Chasing Rainbows (F) (R)
I'm Glad I Waited for You (F) (R)
It Might As Well Be Spring
(R)
It's Been a Long, Long Time (F)
(R)
Just a Little Fond Affection (F)
(R)
1. Just A-Sittín' and A-Rockin' (R)
11. Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! (R)
2. Oh! What It Seemed To Be (R)
1. One-Zy, Two-Zy
1. Penthouse Serenade (R)
3. Personality (F) (R)
Some Sunday Morning (F) (R)
Symphony (R)
That's for Me (F) (R)
7. The Bells of St. Mary's (F) (R)
4. Tomorrow Is Forever (R)
Waitin' for the Train to Come In (R)
Walkin' With My Honey (R)

NeY

Meepalelee.,,,»»*

SINGS

1 DIDN'T MEAN
A WORD I SAID'
FROM 20TH -CENTURY -FOX

"DO YOU LOVE ME"
and

Jo y-Joy

Leds-ASCAP

Barton-ASCAP
Burke.Van Heusen-ASCAP
Berlin-ASCAP
Criterion-ASCAP
ABC-ASCAP
Robbins-ASCAP
Bregman-Vocco-Conn-ASCAP
Miller-ASCAP

-

Shapiro-Bernstein--ASCAP
Williamson

ASCAP

Morris-ASCAP
Shapiro-Bernstein-ASCAP
Robbins-ASCAP
Morris-ASCAP
Santl Y- Jo Y-ASCAP
Martin-ASCAP
Famous-ASCAP
Burke -Van Heusen--ASCAP
Harms, Inc.--ASCAP

'YOU MAY NOT
LOVE ME'
Fron, "NELLIE BLY"
With PAUL WESTON
and Orchestra
Two top Stafford tunes, backed by Paul
Weston's distinctive arrangements .. .
a double disc that's packed with juke

box demand.

CAP. 238

SOc plus taxes

Chappell-ASCAP
Williamson-ASCAP
T B. Harms-ASCAP
Advanced-ASCAP
Martin Block-BMI
Republic-BMI

RECORDS MOST -PLAYED ON THE AIR
Records listed here in numerical order
are those played over the greatest number
of record shows, List is based on reports
received by The Billboard from disk
jockeys thruout the country. Unless InPOSITION
Weeks! Last This
to date Week Week
8
1
1. LET IT SNOW! LET
1

cheated in this chart, other available
records of tunes listed here will be
Most -Played Juke Box Recordsfound in
chart.
(F) Indicates tune is from
film; (M)
Indicates tune is from a legit amusical.

Going Strong

)

LW.

I

11

s

12
12

11

S

2

4

3
6

6

8

4

12

3

11

9

2

4

8

4

I

11

I

1

I

1

2
3

i

'

I

10

I

11

4

8

7

Bl

IT SNOW! LET IT
Vaughn Monroe
SNOW
Victor 20-1759-ASCAP
2. DOCTOR, LAWYER,
INDIAN CHIEF (F)..Betty Hutton
Capitol 220-ASCAP
3. SYMPHONY
Freddy Martin..Victor
20-1747-ASCAP
4. I CAN'T BEGIN TO Bing
Crosby
-Carmen
Cavallaro... , ... .
TELL YOU
Decca
5. PERSONALITY (F)..Johnny
Mercer....Capitol23457-ASCAP
230-ASCAP
6. OH! WHAT IT
SEEMED TO ME
Frankie
Carle..
Columbia 36892-ASCAP
7. SYMPHONY
Bing Crosby
Decca 18735-ASCAP
8. SYMPHONY
Jo
Stafford
Capitol 227-ASCAP
9. SYMPHONY
Benny Goodman
Columbia 36873-ASCAP
10. I CAN'T BEGIN TO
TELL YOU (F)
Harry
James..Columbia
36899--ASCAP
10. SYMPHONY
Guy_ Lombardo...Decca 18737-ASCAP
10. YOU WON'T BE
SATISFIED (UNTIL
YOU BREAK MY
HEART)
11. I'M ALWAYS CHAS - Les Brown... ,Columbia 36884-ASCAP
ING RAINBOWS (F) Perry
Como.... Victor 20-1788--ASCAP
12. YOU WON'T BE
SATISFIED (UNTIL
YOU BREAK MY
Perry Como -The Satisfiers
HEART)
Victor 20-1788-ASCAP
13. I'M ALWAYS CHAS- Dick
Haymes-Helen Forrest
ING RAINBOWS (F)..
Decca 23472-ASCAP
13. OH! WHAT IT
SEEMED TO BE..... Frank Sinatra..
Columbia 36905-ASCAP
14. MONEY IS THE
ROOT OF ALL EVIL, Andrews
Sisters Decca 23474-.ASCAP
15. DIG YOU LATER (A
HUBBA-HUBBA
HUBBA) (F)
15. I CAN'T BEGIN TO Perry Como.... Victor 20-1750.-ASCAP
TELL YOU (F)
Andy Russell

Capitol 221-ASCAP

Coming Up
AREN'T YOU GLAD
YOU (F) .. Bing Crosby
JUST A-SITTIN' ANDYOU'RE
A-ROCKIN
Delta Rhythm

becca 18720

Boys........Decca

18739

WITH ORCHESTRA

WAVE TO ME, MY LADY'
and

'DO YOU LOVE ME'
FROM 20TH- CENTURY- FOX

"DO YOU LOVE ME"
Rhythm from the railroads backed
by the title song from a great pic .. .
the latest coupling by these three
Capitol Stars who've really arrived.

CAP. 241

50c

plus taxes
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MUSIC
BEST-SELLING SHEET to greatest

best sheet
Tunes listed are theis national
based on reports
music sellers. List than
jobbers in all
received from more
listed
S0
country.
the
of
sections

number of sales.
film; (M) ìndi(F) Indicates tune is in a
indicates
cates tune
nllegit records. (R)

according

in
tune is available

POSITION

Weeks) Last This
to date Week l5'e1k
1.
1
10
2.
2
17
4
3.
7
8
3
4.
5.
13
6.
6
1
7.
7
7
8.
9.
9
2
2

Chappell
SYMPHONY (R)TO TELL YOU (F) (R) Bregman-Vocco-Conn
rris
I CAN'T BEGIN
LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW !<RI-)larmislolnc.
LET IT SNOW! MORNING
(R)
(F)
Williamson
SOME SUNDAY
SPRING (F) (R)
Miller
IT MIGHT AS WELL BE RAINBOWS (F) (R)
CHASING
SantlyiJoy
ALWAYS
I'M
(R)
BE
TO
5ha it SBernstein
OH! WHAT IT SEEMED
AFFECTION (F) (R).ShaPiroHeusen
JUST A LITTLE FOND
(R)
(F)
PERSONALITY
CHIEF (F) (R) .Burke-Van Heusen
INDIAN
LAWYER,
DOCTOR,

I

I

IÀUGHN MONROE
and his

I

I

I

-

I

I

)twPches?ra

I

a

i

RETAIL RECORDS
BEST-SELLING POPULAR
Indicates

:EMS LIKE
ID TIMES

selling best in
indicates) tune is in
(M)sales.
Records listed are those stores (dealers). tuner iisrin ao film;greatest
The B side of each record
musical.
the nation's retail record
legit
a
from
received
List is based on reports
is listed in italic.
sections
rs
6
moe than 00
numerically
they country. 7Recordseare i

AND

POSITION

Weeks) Last This
to date Week ¡Week
1.
9
1
I

GEE!

I

WISH

(The 'G. I. Wish' Song)

Vocals by Vaughn Monroe
and The Norton Sisters

6

3

2.

10

5

3.

14

6

4.

7

5.

LET IT SNOW! LET IT....Vaughn Monroe..Victor 20-1759
SNOW! LET IT SNOW! Rides
When the Sandman
Again
Capitol 230
Mercer
PERSONALITY ...........Johnny
Then
If I Knew
DOCTOR, LAWYER, INDIAN
Capitol 220
Hutton
CHIEF (F)
a
Social
in
I'm Just a Square
Circle (F1
Bing Crosby -Carmen Cavallaro.
I CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL
ro.
Decca 23457
(F)
YOU
I Can't Believe That You're
in Love With Me
Benny Goodman.Colutnbia 35874
SYMPHONY
Back
Come
My Guy's
(Continued on page 196)

RCA VICTOR 20-1811
6

SAMMY KAYE
and his Orchestra

I'M A BIG
GIRL NOW
Vocal refrain by
Betty Barclay
AND

PUT YOUR
LITTLE FOOT

RIGHT OUT
(from the Warner Bros.
picture "San Antonio")

Vocal refrain by Betty
Barclay and Billy Williams
RCA VICTOR 20-1812
®

INTERNATIONAL

HITS!

NARCISO MARTÍNEZ
(El
e u

Huracán dei Valle)

Acordeón con Guitarra por Santiago Almeida
FLOR MARCHITA-Shottis

CONCHA PERDITA -Polka
RCA VICTOR 25-1053

MARÍA LUISA LANDÍN

with Orchestra conducted by Rafael Hernández

AMOR CIEGO -Canción Bolero
(Blind Love)

LLORA, CORAZÓN -Bolero Moruno
(Weep, My Heart)

RCA VICTOR 23-0307

I

BEST-SELLING POPULAR RECORD
best In
Albums listed are those selling(dealers).
the nation's retail record stores from
List is based on reports received
POSITION
Weeks Last This
to date Week 'Week
2
3
1. State Fair
Dick Haymes
nbeam
2. On
1
19
Monroe

ALBUMS

dealers in all sections of the
listed numerically
Albums
according to greatest e sales.

than

200

I

5

2

3.

8

2

4.

-

1

13

Victor P-142
Vaughn
Polonaise Album
Briney andP-145
Earl Wrightson -Rose Inghram-Mary Martha
Victor
Chorus (Al Goodman Ork)
Nutcracker Suite (Tchaikowsky)
Victor P-143
Spike Jones and His City Slickers
Showboat
Victor P-152
Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra
Dark
After
Columbia C-107
Morton Gould and Ork

5.

5.

BEST-SELLING RECORDS
Records listed are
semi -classical records
retail record
nat
is based on tlreports
POSITION
Weeks] Last This
to date Week Week
1

14

3

35

2

42

5

27

4

BY

CLASSICAL

dealers
those classical and than 350 Records
selling best in the I country. sales. rs
stores
greatest
received from more

e)

ARTISTS

all
inar

llstssectid

ons

the
of

Clair De Lune
Victor 11-8851
Jose lturbi
2. Warsaw Concerto
11-8863
Victor
Sanroma Boston Pops
Polonaise
3. Chopin's
Victor 11-8848
Jose Iturbi
4. Warsaw Concerto
....Decca 29150
Wallenstein, Los Angeles Philharmonic Ork
5. Warsaw Concerto
Columbia 7490-M
Mathieson, London Symphony

1

21

Decca A-412

1.

ARTISTS
BEST-SELLING RECORD ALBUMS BY CLASSICAL
in all sections of the

and more than 200 dealers
according to
Albums listed are those classical
best in the country. Albums are listed
semi -classical albums selling
sales.
greatest
(dealers).
stores
nation's retail record
from
List is based on reports received
POSITION
Weeks) Last This
to date Week Week
1.
1
31
I

I

32

2

5

4

3

'r

38
1

Rhapsody in Blue
conOscar Levant, Philadelphia Orle, Eugene Ormandy,
Columbia X-251
ductor
2. Rh apsody in Blue
Victor DM -358
Sanroma (Piano) Boston Pops
2. Bolero (Ravel)
Ork)
Andre Kostelanetz (The Robin Hood Dell
MX-257
Minor
C
in
2
No.
Concerto
2. Rachmaninoff
Victor M-58
Rachmaninoff, Philadelphia OrkLife of Chopin)
the
(From
Remember
to
Music
3.
Victor SP -4
Jose Iturbi
Orchestra No. 1 in B
3. Tchaikowsky Concerto for Piano and
Flat Minor
Toscanini and
Vladimir Horowitz, Pianist, with Arturo
Victor DM -800
Orchestra
Symphony
NBC
the
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MOST -PLAYED JUKE BOX RECORDS

Records listed are those receiving the
greatest play in the nation's juke boxes.
List is based on more than 500 reports received direct from operators in all secPOSITION

Week, Last

Going Strong

This

I

to date! Week Week
[

7

1

11

2

10

3

14

3

4

3

1.

7

ARA 129)

SYMPHONY-Freddy Martin (Clyde Rogers)...Victor 20-1747
(Marlene Dietrich, Decca 23456; Benny Goodman, Columbia
36874; Jo Stafford, Capitol 227; Danny O'Neil, Majestic 7162;
Guy Lombardo, Decca 18737; Bing Crosby, Decca 18635; Phil
Moore Four, Musicraft 15048; Harry Cool, Signature 15007;
Barry Wood, Cosmo 469; Jean Sablon, Decca 40002A)
3. DOCTOR, LAWYER, INDIAN CHIEF (F). -Betty Hutton
(Paul Weston Ork)
Capitol
(Hoagy Carmichael, ARA 128; Les Brown; Columbia 36945) 220
4. I CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL YOU (F) -Bing Crosby -Carmen
Cavallaro
Decca 23457
(Andy Russell, Capitol 221; Harry James, Columbia 36867;
Sammy Kaye, Victor 20-1720)
4. PERSONALITY (F) -Johnny Mercer
230
(Dinah Shore, Victor 20-1781; Pearl Bailey, ColumbiaCapitol
36930;
Helen Carroll -The Satisfyers, Victor 20-1807; Bing Crosby,
Decca 18790)
5. 01-1! WHAT IT SEEMED TO BE-Frankie Carle (Marjorie
Hughes)
Columbia
6. SYMPHONY -Bing Crosby (Victor Young Ork).. -Decca 36892
18735

I

6

(See No. 2)
I CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL YOU

7.

11

e

Haag

Columbia 36867
I'M ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS (F) -Perry Como
(The Satisfyers-Russ Case Ork)
Victor 20-1788
(Dick Haymes-Helen Forrest, Decca 23472; Continental
Ork, Continental C-1170; Harry James, Columbia 36899;Dance
Ted
Martin -The Mack Triplets, De Luxe 1006; Barry Wood,
Cosmo 469; Guy Lombardo, Decca 18789)
DIG YOU LATER (A HUBBA, HUBBA, HUBBA) (F)
Perry Como (The Satisfyers-Russ Case Orle)
Victor 20-1750
YOU WON'T BE SATISFIED (UNTIL YOU BREAK
MY
HEART) -Les Brown (Doris Day)
Columbia
36884
(Perry Como, Victor 20-1788; Louis Prima, Majestic 7144)
SYMPHONY -Benny Goodman (Liza Morrow) Columbia 36874
(See No. 2)
I'M ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS (F) -Harry James
(Buddy Di Vito)
Columbia 36899
(See No. 8A)
YOU WON'T BE SATISFIED (UNTIL YOU BREAK
MY
HEART) -Perry Como -The Satisfyers (Russ Case Ork)....
Victor 20-1788
(See No. 9)
OH! WHAT IT SEEMED TO BE -Frank Sinatra (Alex
Stordahl Ork)
Columbia 36905
(See No. 5)
AREN'T YOU GLAD YOU'RE YOU (F) -Bing Crosby....
Decca 18720
(Tommy Dorsey, Victor 20-1728; George Olsen, Majestic
7158;
The Pied Pipers, Capitol 225; Les Brown,
Columbia
I CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL YOU (F) -Andy Russell 36875)
(Paul
Weston Ork)
Capitol 221
(See No. 4A)
LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW!-Connee
Boswell -Russ Morgan
Decca 18741
(See No. 1)
I CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL YOU (F) -Sammy
Kaye
(Nancy
Norman)
Victor 20-1720
(See No. 4A)

8.

11

13

8.

3

9

9.

7

4

10.

-

1

3

11.

7

12.

-

1

13.
13.

1

3

-

4

--

14.

14.
15.

(F) -Harry James (Ruth

(See No. 4A)

s

¡_

LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW! -Vaughn
Monroe (Vaughn Monroe -The Norton Sisters)... Victor 20-1750
(Connee Boswell -Russ Morgan, Decca 18741; Danny O'Neil,
Majestic 7162; Woody Herman, Columbia 36909; Bob Crosby,

2.

12

13

taons of the country. Listed under the
title of each of the most played records
are other available recordings of the
same tune.

-

Coming Up
LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW --Woody Herman..
Columbia 36909
YOU'RE NOBODY 'TIL SOMEBODY LOVES
YOU-Russ Morgan
Decca
18724
Columbia 36893

FULL MOON AND EMPTY ARMS -Ray Noble

DINAH'S ON COLUMBIA!
Smash hits from Dinah Shore on
Columbia Records! Get set now

for the biggest business Dinah's
ever done for you! Feature these
two sockeroos-and listen to the
nickels dropl,

wst'.

in
éther With
together
Go Again t,t..

ee

with

1

Sonny
atAre You
of
3
direction
from
under
3694

Burka

íir4fieitra/`Vf,,g1A

MOST -PLAYED JUKE BOX FOLK RECORDS

Records listed are folk records most more than 500
reports
played in juke boxes. List is based on I operators
all over the

received direct

country.

front

POSITION
Weeks Last) This
to date? Week Week
I

4

I

1.

1

18
3
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GUITAR POLKA
SIOUX CITY SUE
HONEY,

IT'S

DO

WRONG'

YOU

THINK

SIOUX CITY SUE
SILVER SPURS (ON
GOLDEN STAIRS)
IT'S BEEN SO LONG,
DARLING
SIOUX CITY SUE

Al Dexter
Dick Thomas

Columbia 36898
National 5010

Al Dexter

THE

Columbia 36898
Hoosier Hot Shots...Decca 18745

Gene Autry

Ernest Tubb
Tiny Hill

Columbia 36898
Decca 6112
Mercury 2024

MOST -PLAYED JUKE BOX RACE RECORDS
Records listed

oeWith

together`earo

DUI

:onf

`too

41beré
Orchestra under

LoV
Sonny

POSITION

Weeks) Last This
I

I

Soho

CO`vMg,A369qq
Order now from your nearest Columbia Distributor

are race-type disks most
on more than 500 reports received
played In the nation's Juke boxes. List is I based
direct from operators all over the country.
to date! Week Week
7
1
1. BUZZ ME
Louis Jordan
Decca 18734
5
3
2. DON'T WORRY 'BOUT
THAT MULE
Louis
Jordan
Decca 18734
8
-- 3. BEULAH'S BOOGIE
Lionel Hampton
Decca 18719
1
-- 4. DRIFTING BLUES..........Johnny
Moore's Three Blazers..
2
Phil
-112
5. THE HONEYDRIPPER
Cab
Calloway.... ColumbiaPA36894
6
4
5. BE-BABA
Helen Humes
Philo PV -106

e
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MILLS. BROTHERS

RECORD RELEASES

ADVANCE

by record comp/Mee.
Records listed are generally approxi- supplied in advance
of those manufacturers vol mately two weeks in advance of actual Only records
release date. List is based on information untarily supplying information are listed.

A MEIDEL IN DIE JOHREN
A WIEGLIED

AFTER YOU'VE GONE
AS IF I DIDN'T HAVE ENOUGH ON
MY MIND

Isa Kremer (Shura Olshanetsky Ork)..
Seva J. M. 700
Isa Kremer (Shura Olshanetsky Ork)..
Seva J. M. 702
Frank Humphries Ork (Frank HumphPick -Up 1001
ries)
Dick Haymes (Earle Hagan Ork)

Decca 18792
Kenny Baker (Victor Young, dir. ork) . .
Decca 18794
Coda 5001
Nino Morales and Sextet
THE BEGUINE
King 521
YOUR HEART, LITTLE GIRL.. Hank Penny
Decca. A-407
Burl Ives
IVES ALBUM
Decca 23507
Aunt Rhody; (2) Saturday Night
Decca 23504
Dublin City; (2) Cockle Shells
Decca

AVE MARIA
BEGIN
BLESS
BURL

WILL

BE

JAMMIN'

DON'T

BE

THE JUKES WITH

A BABY, BABY

(

NEVER: MAKE A
PROMISE IN VAIN

-

(1)

ORDER TODAY!

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

r

Decca
Decca
Dacca
Decca
Decca

(1) The Eddystone Light; (2) Hullabaloo -Belay
The Fox

Venezuela
Wake Nicoriemus
CALLANDO, CALLANDO (SHH,

23506
23504
23505
23506
23505
23507

Jose Luis Monero (A. Mendez Ork)....
Standard F-4002
Pick -Up 1003
Don Redman Ork
Decca 23498
Jascha Heifetz
Walter Brown (Skip Hall Ork)
Queen 4106
23497
'CORNISH RHAPSODY (Parts I and 2).Victor Young Concert Ork..Decca
-Up 1003
Pick
Ork
Don Redman
DARK GLASSES
Decca
9002
Tubb
Ernest
DARLING, WHAT MORE CAN I DO?..
Isa Kremer (Shura Olshanetsky Ork)..
DER REUTE PRISIF
Seva J. M. 702
Isa Kremer (Shura Olshanetsky Ork)..
DIE MAHATONIM
Seva J. M. 701
Dick Haymes (Earle Hagan Ork)
DO YOU LOVE ME?
QUIET)
CARRIE MAE BLUES
CLAIR DE LUNE
CONFESSIN' THE BLUES

................
..................
................

DRIVER, DRIVE ME TO THE YAI:.
EASTER PARADE

DECCA (18751)

Management

(1)

Lolly -Too-Um
(1) Old Dan Tucker; (2) The Erie Canal

EASY STREET
ECUE
FEELING ZERO
GEE! I WISH

Decca 18792

Male Quartet....Standard F-2001
.... Russian
Guy Lombardo (Tony Craig -Rosemary

Decca 18791

Lombardo)
Kay and Her Jive Bombers.Urban 109
..................... Pat
Coda 5032
Alberto Iznaga Ork

GOLLIWOG'S CAKEWALK
GUAJIRA GUANTANAMERA
HAZLICHO-NO

........

Pat Kay (Thomas Peluso Ork)..Urban 114
Vaughn Monroe (Vaughn Monroe -The
Victor 20-1791
Norton Sisters)
Decca 23493
Jascha Heifetz
Coda 5031
Conjunto Cuba Libre
Ork)..
Olshanetsky
(Shura
Kremer
Isa
Seva J. M. 700
Standard F-101
Espe Musette Ork

HIT THE SPOT (POLKA)
Continental No. 27
HOT JAZZ ALBUM
Timmie Rosenkrantz and His Barons.. Continental G-6012
Blues at Dawn
Continental C-6012
Barons..
His
Timniie Rosenkrantz and
Bouncy
Leonard Feather and His All Stars....Continental C-6009
Esquire Jump
Leonard Feather and His All Stars....Continental C-6009
Esquire Stomp
Continental C-6014
Cozy Cole and His All Stars
The Beat
Continental C-6014
Cozy Cole and His All Stars
When Day Is Done
Urban 112
Henry Russell Ork
HOW CAN I LOSE?
HOW DEEP IS THE OCEAN? (How
Guy Lombardo (Tony Craig) ..Decca 18791
High Is the Sky)
(Cama I FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU EVERY Connèe Boswell -Paulette Sisters
Decca 18793
rata, dir. ork)
DAY
Pat Kay and Her Jive Bombers ..Urban 107
I SEEM TO SEE MY LOUISIANA
Denver Darling ("Wild Bill" Davison
I WISH I HAD NEVER MET SUNand His Range Riders) ....Decca 9001
SHINE
King 521
Hank Penny
IF YOU'D ONLY BE TRUE
Sammy Kaye (Betty Barclay)
Victor 20-1812
I'M A BIG GIRL NOW
Decca 18789
I'M ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS .. Guy Lombardo
Ork)
Hall
Walter Brown (Skip
Queen 4106
I'M GLAD TO BE BACK
Connee Boswell -Paulette Sisters (Cama I'M IN LOVE WITH TWO SWEET..Decca 18790
rata, dir. ork)
HEARTS
Pat Kay (Thomas Peluso Ork)
I'M JUST THE WORRYING KIND
Urban 115
Jean Sablon (Paul Baron, dir. ork)....
IT MIGHT AS WELL BE SPRING
Decca 40002
Goody 3000
The Electones
JALOUSIE
Queen 4107
Bull Moose Jackson
JAMIN' AND JUMPIN'
Coda 5002
Nino Morales and Sextet
JOSEFINA
Coda 6001
Noro Morales and Sextet
LINDA MUJER
F-103
Quartet
.
Standard
Benedict
Ernest
LINDEN TREE WALTZ
Frank Humphries Orle (Frank HumphLONESOME MOOD
Pick -Up 1001
ries)
Pat Kay and Her Jive Bombers ..Urban 109
LOVE ME NOT
Decca 18789
Guy Lombardo
MAKE BELIEVE
Russian Male Quartet ....Standard F-2001
MEADOWLAND
-Up 1002
Pick
Ork
Don
Redman
MICKEY FINN
Pick -Up 1002
Don Redman Ork
MID NITE MOODS
Standard F-101
Espe Musette Ork
MINNESOTA (POLKA)
Coda 5002
Noro Morales and Sextet
MONTUNO IN A FLAT
MY HEAD UPON YOUR SHOULDER.. Pat Kay and Her Jive Bombers Urban 108
NAO TENHO LAGRIMAS (I Have No
Goody 300.1
Don Jose Ork
Tears)
Kenny Baker (Victor Young, dir. ork)..
NINA
Decca 18794
Pat Kay (Thomas Peluso Ork) .Urban 114
ON THE BEAM WITH A DREAM
Bull Moose Jackson Ork ....Queen 4107
00 -00 -EE -BOB A-LEE BOB
Goody 3000
The Electones
PERFIDIA
Bing Crosby (Eddie Condon Ork)
PERSONALITY
Decca 18790
Pat Kay (Thomas Paluso Ork)..Urban 115
PIN MARIN
Urban 112
Henry Russell Ork
PIN MARIN
Decca A-418
Fred Waring
PLEASURE TIME ALBUM
Decca 18771
A Cigarette, Sweet Music and You
Decca 18773
Besame Mucho (Kiss Me Much)
Decca 18775
Beyond the Blue Horizon
Decca 18772
Day In -Day Out

....

....................

....

DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE -OR WRITE OR PHONE

JUKE BOX RECORD CO.
7 W.

46th ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y., Phone CHelsea 3-3337

Have Ya Got Any Gum, Chum
Louise
Mar cheta
My Ideal

Play Fiddle Play
Remember
So Beats My Heart for You
While We're Young

,

Decca
Louise
Decca
Decca
Decca
Decca
Decca
Decca

18774
18776
18773
18775

18774
18772
18771
18776
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Popithtrity Chart

Arms.j,1çi
Don't miss the first recordings of the NATION'S
newest trombone sensation and his top-notch
bandi

RECORD POSSIBILITIES
In the opinion of The Billboard
try into best selling, most played or most
staff, records listed below are most music
heard features of the Chart.
to achieve popularity as determined bylikely
en -

The Trombone

j

PUT YOUR LITTLE FOOT
RIGHT OUT

Sammy Kaye and Orchestra,
with vocals by Betty Barclay
and Billy Williams. Victor 20-1812

and his Orchestra
LULLABY
JEALOUSY

boxes.

DOCTOR, LAWYER, INDIAN
CHIEF

of

BUDDY MORROW

Tho billed as the B side of
pairing, "Little Foot" is the one
will catch
first. It's golden bantam and this
dished out thataway by the Swing andthat
Swayers, with
trimmings in the Betty Barclay
-Billy
Williams
boy
-girl
vocal. Simple, bouncy
melody that should catch on with Kaye's
fans and plenty others. Reverse is a
cutie called "I'm a Big Girl Now," with
Barclay
lass
doing
baby -voiced complaint
that she's grown up and wants grown-up attention.
Latter probably will catch
quicker over retail counters than in the

DAY BY DAY

Les Brown and Orchestra, with
vocal by Doris Day
Les Brown and Orchestra, with
vocal by Butch Stone
Columbia 36945

MERCURY 2057

"'AMERICA'S BIGGEST BANDLEADER"

Either of these two sines of this Les Brown
coupling could make the grade and in
a hurry. "Day" is getting a terrif
this pretty ballad, pubbed by Bartonair -ride by Sinatra who is determined to push
Music,
his own firm, to the top
all right in disk jockey circles with
is doing
his own recording of it. Withand
aggregation supplying a sock
Brown
version of the tune, aided by a smooth the
vocal it looks as tho there'll ark
Day
a big day for record users with 'Way." Doris
with "Doctor, Lawyer," tune be
Similarly
has been big on the Betty Hutton platter, which
course is all -Hutton and all -vocal,
of
join la Hutton's "Doctor" in top and this better -than -fair Brown version should

TINY HILL
and his Orchestra

company.

WHOSE SORRY NOW
RECORD REVIEWS

Líghtface portion of
is intended users.
for information of all reviews
portion is intended for
record and music I guidanceBoldface
of juke box operators.

(Continued from page 180)
GUY LOMBARDO (Decca 18730)

Take Care (When You Say "Te Quierol®Rumba,
V.
The Cocoanut Song-Fox Trot Rumba,
V.
"Cocoanut Song" might just be silly
enough to catch on. Ditty, dispensed
by the Lombardo trio, is a recipe
vocally
for having happy dreams
bounce off your noggin. "Take
by letting a cocoanut
Care," however, is much more standard
the Don Rodney
Lombardo, with
drape-shaped eveningL
mbao nevra b
the boxes
is hardlyam
efforts,
among the band's

befºr

ethohis

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor 20-1811)
Seems Like Old- Times-FT; V.
Gee!

In this pair Victor and Monroe seem
to be trying to cover all the G.I.'s
gals (which is admittedly
and
a substantial hunk of the disk
ballad for those guys who've
market). "Old 'rimes" their
is a
just
come
back
and are with their lovies again,
"Gee!" is a yen song for the lads
while
who are still away from their babies.
by Monroe and Norton Sisters.
Vocal
on
both
tune is anything to rave about, but
of lyrical content and Monroe'sNeither
on basis
hot -as -a -pistol status, disk
With Monroe busting box-office present
be big.
records
all over the lot, and with his might
piling up nickels, operators can't
"Let
It Snow"
miss with this latest coupling,

BARNEY KESSEL'S ALL-STARS
(Atomic)
Man I Love-FT. 210
Slick Chick-FT. 210

Gershwin's "Man I Love" is in
a slow tempo and features very
good solos by
on
Herbie Steward onhnny
tenor`sax.e Tune, of courseodo , has beena on
a long
by
group in the country and lends
recorded
re
itself well to hot improvisation. by l most every
very smooth and has much musical
This
interest to it. "Slick Chick" is ancnnceptionazz
Barney, and altho the music has
original by
great value, the improvisations
make up for it. Jazz collectors will no
by all soloists
find
these
sides
right
up
"Man I Love" should go in juke locations,
their alley,
aiano

GEORGE'S DUKES AND DUCHESS
(Melo -Disc)
Abernathy's Boogie-FT; V. M-1003
(four of Parting-FT; V. M-1003

Marion Abernathy sings her own
song patterned after the customary
Which, despite the boogie
blues
the boogie rhythm becomes
never heard after four bars. title,
lost completely and in
band plays with a steady beat,
is
very inadequate. Abernathy's The
but
sounds
thin
and
as the band seems to fall into vocal does little to help. Reverse side is much better,
a
good rhythmic groove and
Karl George, recently with Stan Kenton,
keeps it while trumpeter
plays very clean and pretty.
is an excellent tune for solo improvisation
"Hour of Parting"
"Hour" will get nickels in jazz locations and George's ideas are in very good taste.
after a few hearings.

FREDDIE STEWART (Bel -Tone)
Always-FT; V. E-0265
Mother Darlin'-FT; V. E-0265

First chorus on "Always"
with a bad cold and isn't likelyis sung by Stewart, who sounds too much like
to set the world on fire. Joe
a girl
posed
Sann's orchestra, comds and
rings,
es
hat
background, obut nStewart stremains
othe
wmost
tunexcitinglvocalist oni record.
is "Mother Darlin'," sung
tenor, but he might be Irish.also by Stewart as an Irish ballad. Stewart is noReverse
great
Sorry, no nickels in sight.

JIM WYNN'S BOBALIBANS

(Gilt -Edge)
Shipyard Woman-FT; V. 527
Deed I Do-FT; V. 527
"Shipyard Woman,
Out of the Shipyards, Woman,
pVocal
ianist with this group, Get
Blues!," was written by the
Luther
starts the side, followedLupera Jr., and has a poor blues vocal by Pee
Wee Wiley.
sad
alto ax
returning to the vocal
's, and then
more. Band sounds sverysolo,
in general, while the lyrics are
thin
anda
adds
V
othin
to music
all about women war -workers
to leave their lucrative
who will soon be forced
and return to the kitchen.
material from pow on, jobs
If these lyrics don't inspire
then
progress
the band plays the standard "'Deed has come to a standstill. On the other
side
I Do," which sounds worse
partially because of poor vocal
than the blues side
by a quartet. Both of
solos and ideas, datea back
the
arrangements,
With their
about 15 years.

onceby

No coins.

I'LL TAKE HER BACK.
Vocal by Tiny Hill.

MERCURY 2041

The Sultry Princess

of Song

DINAH WASHINGTON
JOY JUICE

I Wish (The G.I. Wish Song) -.-FT; V.

189

I CAN'T GET STARTED WITH
YOU
With Gus Chappel's Orchestra
MERCURY 2052

SHORTY

THOMPSON
WHO BROKE THE LOCK
ON THE HEN HOUSE DOOR
YONDER
WHERE THE BLUE BEGINS

MERCURY 2056

Ihellete

ERCU:RY

RECORDS
75c RETAIL REG. OPS
AND DEALERS DISCOUNT,

Record Dist., Inc., 839 8.
Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Jas. H. Martin, 1407
Record Dist., Inc., 1700 N. Garrison,
W. Diversey, Chicago.
St. Louis. Crowe-Martin
Allied Music Sales, 3112
Dist., 1201 Chenevert, Houston.
Woodward, Detroit.
Monarch Sales, 210 N.
Associated Dist., Tabor Bldg.,
22 St., Birmingham, Ala.
Denver, Col. Music
Banner Spec. Co 1508 5th
Sales Co.. 680 Union,
Ave., Pittsburgh'.
Memphis, Tenn.
Music Sales Co., 303
Interstate Music, 236 W.155
N. Peters St., New Orleans.
St., New York City. Allied
Pacific Allied Prod., 812 W. 8 St
Music Sales, 740 Superior
Ave Cleveland.
Los Angeles, Friedman
Am. Co., 441 Edgewater, Atlanta,
Ga,

J
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BILLY ECKSTINE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

fated aanD
9017

>>

&99est ÍZecct Eit !
ALL

PRISONER OF LOVE

SING IS BLUES

I

Recent Releases
9096-I'll

BN

9015-LONESOME
9014--A
Arn

air or100

M000

THE

LONG, LONG JOURNEY

LOVE

FOR

LAST NIGHT

LOVER GLUES

AND NOW TONIGHT AGAIN

RHYTHM IN A RIFF

COTTAGE FOR SALE

Dealers' prices, tax incl. Sertes 9000-65(
Records.Shlppeá C.O.D. F.O.B. Phillipsburg, N.J. or Chicago, lit. unless other arrangements made.

NATIONAL' DISC: SALES, Inc.
1841

New York 23, N.

Broadway

MID -WEST
1002 So. Michigan

MUSIC

:

NATIONAL

CO.

Chicago,

Ave;

Y.

a

III.

DS
PHOL

Je

on

;

N'

CHARLES
BROWN

t16o1ì.iy,

NES
MOOORS

S

EDDIE
WILLIAMS

TRA1/ELIN' BLUES"

MM

"IT'S

MM134

"Excelsior Records"
NOW DELIVERING-NEW RELEASES
No. 211

"Got Your Love

In

My

Heart"

THREE BLAZERS
TIDE

TALK OF THE TOWN"

"WARSAW CONCERTO"

Parts I and 2

UOWTA1UJ IcGUIE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

OD

Vocal Herb Jeffries with
Joe Liggins Orch.

"Theo Cisco"

Vocal Pat Kay with Herb
Jeffries Orch.

"I

No. 213
"Miss Betty's Blues"

No. 212
Know My Love Is True"

"Harlemesquo"
Joe Liggins & His Honey-

"Lover's Lament"
Vocal-Joe Liggins

drippers

No. 207 "The Honeydripper"

Parts

1
Cs 2
Joe Liggins

a Good Deal in Mobile"
"Here's Hoping"
Herb Jeffries
No. 209 "Blues at Sunrise"
"You Taught Me To Love"
Ivory Joe Hunter
No.205 "You Taught Me To Love"
"Johnnie's Boogie"

No. 208

"Left

ORDER
THESE

HITS

Johnny Moore

No.203 "Please Believe Me"
"So Glad"

TODAY!

Frank Haywood

No. 202 "1 Wonder"
"Skyline"
Dan Grissom

No.201 "How Come?"
"Ev'rything About You
to Me"

Appeals

Leon Rene

MODERN MUSIC DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
6781ï2

8,

LOS ANGELES 5, CALIF.

VERMONT AVE.

JACK CUTSH:ILL DIST. CO.

MUSIC FIST. COMPANY

1870 W. Washington Blvd.
LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

COMMERCIAL MUSIC

Dealers' Price 65c

1408 W. 9th St.

MUSIC SALES CO.

-

680 Union, MEMPHIS, TENN.

List Price $1.05

NEW "G. & 'G." RELEASE!
"I'VE BEEN DOWN IN TEXAS"
Effie Smith, Accompanied by

NO. 1017

"ROOT-LIE-VOOT"
Effie Smith

Darby Hicks and His Rhythm

Retail Price, $1.00 Plus Tax-Regular Discount to Operators and Dealers

AMERICAN COIN-A-MATIC MACHINE CO.
SAM STRAHL
IN WESTERN PA., W. VA. AND VA.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

1435-31 FIFTH AVENUE

PITTSBURGH 19, PA.

PHONE: ATLANTIC 0977
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GAMES FINANCE CLUBS
the uses for coin machines for
1.ch the trade may confidently expect
(able increases in coming years will
!that of gaming devices to finance
,as. Since 1938, the idea has gained
ge legal sanctions that promise to be
gradations for the future.
is well understood in the trade that
among

15

many years before 1938 gaming de-

is were allowed to run in clubs with legal sanction. This has happened

some of the most conservative cities
i States in the country simply because
'orcement officials did not bother the
chines in clubs. Public officials well
terstood that popular sentiment was
favor of such practices. Machines
e permitted in civic, fraternal and
llar clubs just as bingo has been per-

Washington, Montana, Idaho have
statutes which offer good leads

for other legislators to follow
tempt to define a club, and name an interesting list of different types of clubs.
For example, the Idaho law mentions
non-profit corporations, unincorporated
associations, fraternal, benevolent, educational, veterans, athletic, social and
similar clubs. The test for a club to
qualify under the Idaho law is that it
must be able to show exemptions from
Federal Income Tax Laws. In other
words, the club must be a non-profit
Labor organizations,
organization.
scientific groups, public welfare groups

and various other kinds of societies are
included in the Idaho law.
The Montana law goes still further and
mentions religious organizations as having the privilege of employing gaming
devices as a source of revenue.

statutes which permit the use of gaming
devices in clubs, but the Mississippi
statute does not legalize such operation
at all. Mississippi's law simply provides
that if local officials permit gaming devices to operate anywhere in clubs or
other places, the State will collect a tax
on such machines. It is well known that
the Nevada law is somewhat liberal and
that it actually licenses and permits
gaming devices to operate in the State
as a source of revenue. Clubs naturally
can use such devices if they pay the
State license fee.
Keep Idea Separate
In order to promote the widest use of
gaming devices to finance clubs, the
trade should keep this idea separate
from the commercial use of gaming de-

The Idaho and Montana statutes may
still be considered experimental, but reports for practically one year's operation
show that clubs are finding gaming devices very helpful and the States are vices in strictly commercial spots. The
ted to churches in many cities and
getting good revenue.
use of gaming devices 'to finance clubs
tes thruout the land.
Mississippi and Nevade also have should be promoted as a civic and pastart
to
is always easy, however,
triotic idea because it is such.
ration against gaming devices even in
The wider use of gaming devices to
that
for
'c and fraternal clubs, and
finance clubs will not interfere with the
ion, the trade should seek legal
use of such devices in strictly cometions wherever possible.
mercial spots. The club idea may be expected in the long run to encourage the
Three States Lead
wider use of gaming devices in other
hree States now have statutes which
establishments. The wide use of amusemise to set an example for other
ment machines of the pinball variety
tes in the future. They are Washinghas thru the years. encouraged the
The fact that
. Montana and Idaho.
wider use of pay -out devices of various
se three States are in the far North kinds, and the same result may be ext suggests that the liberal political
pected as the use of gaining devices in
tude which prevails in that section
clubs spreads also.
á be responsible for the statutes.
There is much meaning in the use of
use three States, now having such
gaming devices to finance bona fide clubs
Lutes, furnish something concrete for
of all kinds. Just a glance at the wide
ay and analysis and for observing as
of social, civic, fraternal, patrivariety
operation.
ictual
labor and other oreducational,
otic,
eashington was the first of the three
finances will show
need
that
ganizations
try such a statute. It has been in
what the idea may mean.
ration long enough to declare it a
These organizations of various kinds
,tty stable thing in the State's legal
are the essence of democracy in the
em. It has already stood court tests
United States today. They are the nearis turning in so much revenue to the
est approach to the old-time town meet.te that officials are strongly back of
ing that we have in our modern age.
law. This does not preclude the posAll of these organizations, especially the
Ility that some new political group
groups, need encouragement. The
some day, of course, try to overthrow
FINANCING CLUBS by the use of gaming devices is spreading rapidly. smaller
biggest problem they have is that of
law.
Three States now have statutes licensing such use. Above picture shows interior
finances. If some practical way for
a general, the Washington statute view of popular club with machines well placed to attract members.
financing small groups could be found,
¡Rides for gaming devices to operate in
the democratic ideals of discussion and
1.a fide clubs if a percentage of the
education would spread considerably.
¡,s take is turned over to the State.
Recent experiences in using gaming
20.
Gaming
set
at
has
been
centage
devices in these clubs shows that it is
dice section is merely a part of a gen the most practical means yet devised for
statute which licenses amusement
financing their activities. Remarkable
whines of various types thruout the
the war announce that they are trying experiences are available in many parts
te. It may be said that the licensing New York:
to reorganize and will be in operation of the country to show just what can
amusement machines, commonly
BOB PACK and MONTY LINES, well- soon.
be done.
'iwn as games of skill, really prepared
coinmen, hit Gotham in the
RAYMOND KNOSS and JACK ZACHway for licensing of gaming devices known
Forecast Spreads
closed ARAIS
which
the
fuel
situation
of
midst
are back in the biz with their
clubs.
When the gaming device trade surveys
all amusement spots and other places Tri-State Vending Company. They reRevenue Producer
of business last week, and after a few cently opened at 561 10th Avenue, with the number of clubs already in existence,
it will find a fertile field to cover, but
in the Edison Hotel, they
plans and ideas.
,'he Washington statute has been on hours spent
from a business angle. this part of the
out for home, saying they'd return big
book long enough now to show what set
JAMES BOYACK, Aireon, operated
picture is still in the future. Once
along
action
some
could
get
they
when
Statistics
revenue.
in
produce
will
from his home during the recent
gaming devices become widely accepted
row.
coin
are
department
revenue
State
the
al
. HENRY
shutdown of the city.
as a source of revenue for bona fide clubs,
anPhiladelphia,
FRANK
ENGEL,
the
rev
that
they
show
liable, and
E. ROSE found lines of 20 to 30
then such organizations will spread by
is
no
ASIIE
GEORGE
that
nounces
to
from
year
increased
e has been
people in, front of all phones Tuesleaps and bounds.
in
Autothe
with
him
connected
longer
important
an
,r until it has become
(12) when he tried to reach
day
there.
Company
It can always be assumed that the
Equipment
matic
tor In the State's finances.
some of his accounts and explain
average man wants to belong to a small
ARNOLD GREENE, Greene Distributing,
thousands
)uring the years that this statute has Boston, is now back at his desk after
the
Like
shutdown.
about
club of some kind, and, in a democracy,
'n on the books, it might be said that service in the Army Air Force.
of others, he was barred by the
every citizen is entitled to belong to
come
it
has
over
controversy
biggest
police from his own office.
some organization that permits expresPlay
Rockaway's
R.
JACK,
JULIAN
In
the
State.
and
between cities
DAVE MARGOLIN is up in the air sion of social, benevolent and other
ideas
around
for
looking
is
in
town
land,
been
wanting
ser words, the cities have
and locations. . . . MARTIN LEIN, Bufabout the showing of his new juke line. functions.
get a bigger share of the revenue. falo operator, was in town the first of
He is trying to get a date in black and
In promoting the idea of the gaming
sen the bill was originally proposed
the week and reported that things are
white from the firm so that he can send device, the trade needs to hold to true
s was one of the big issues. Cities
picking up in that city.
out invites in plenty of time.
ideals of bona fide clubs. Naturally, city
BEN D. PALASTRANT, Airean sales
nosed the State licensing of gaming
SIDNEY LYONS, Lyons Sales, an- and State statutes which become law,
manager for the New England States,
tices because they wanted to reserve
nounces that he is the father of a will define a bona fide club. Past expewas in town at the Edison Hotel. He
s source of revenue to themselves. The
seven-pound son. His wife, Martha, gave rience has already shown that many
helped JAMES E. BOYACK and HENRY
son here may be that when proposals
E. ROSE, Eastern public relations reprebirth to Sidney Jr. the day of the shut- efforts will be made to cheat on the law.
:ne up in other States, some provision
sentative for Aireen, with plans for the
down here. Mother, baby and father are In other words, purely commercial estabAuld be made for passing on a share
showing this month of the new juke box.
reported to be doing well.
lishments try to get by as bona fide clubs
local
governments.
to
revenue
larger
the
Ben will make a circuit of the
in order to use gaming devices. The
after
the
right
the
Coast
cities along
l'he club statutes of Montana and
gaming device trade itself must have
Chicago:
showing to set up the local affairs. Early
s,ho are somewhat similar, and both
reports of tests of the new machines are
r
LANDERS and PARKER N. enough courage and enough principle to
JEr
re passed during the early part of 1945.
reported to be tops.
BROWN, two ex -vets with former coin oppose such cheaters wherever they are
the time, their passage suggested that
LESTER WOHLMAN, Chicago vending machine experience, have opened head- found.
sew trend had set in with reference to
has been seen in and quarters for their new company, MerIt is expected that the year 1947 may
ate 'licensing of gaming devices for machine operator,
Avenue distributor's cury Coin Products, at 6651 North Clark provide favorable opportunity for ex10th
of
the
out
lbs.
that Street.... RAY CUNLIFr'r;, head of the pansion in the club program. More than
At the time, a similar proposal was offices the past week. Rumor has it
open up in an Eastern Associated Buyers' Club and a well- forty of the State Legislatures will again
troduced in the Georgia Legislature, he is planning toNew
York tobacco show known juke operator here, announced be in session during the year and with
it it differed chiefly in that it was city, also. . . .
eaely an enabling act which would in March is expected to bring out in the that meetings of the club, henceforth, three States already having favorable
several other out-of-town opera- will be held at 725 North Western Ave- statutes, a good start has already been
rmlt cities and counties to license open
ming devices if a popular vote ap- tors who plan expansion plans along the nue, location of the ABC Music Service made. The statutes already on the books
Corporation. First meeting at the new in three States can be used as a spring
oved it. In other words, the licensing East Coast.
. board, and as an example for other legS. HOFFMAN, Tri-State Music Com- location was held February 12.
gaming devices would have been put
pany, announces that the Phonograph GEORGE Y. SAMSON, operator from islation. The gaming device trade pera local option basis.
Operators' Association of Eastern Penn- Sherbrooke, Que., hit town to look over haps has its biggest opportunity during
Definition of Club
sylvania and New Jersey will be reorgan- new equipment last week and was seen the next few years in this club field. It
The Montana and Idaho club laws are ized in the near future.... Other trade at Ennpire Coin, as was Ken Wilkinson, will give gaming devices a new dignity
teresting for study because they at - organizations that were operating before (See Coinmen You Xnow on page 192) and a permanent place in our democracy.
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COINMEN
YOU KNOW
(Continued from

RECORD DISCS

page 191)

For 61, 71 and all other Wurlitzer
Counter Models, reconditioned. I
will make your old discs the same
dimensions as when new and guarantee them to give satisfaction.
Price $7.50 for set of 12, or $6.00
a set in lots of 5.
.

representative of United Amusement,
San Antonio.
ART COHEN, that hard working salesman for JIMMY MARTIN, head of James
H. Martin & Company, record .distributors, is working harder than ever these
days, according to his boss. They have
all they can do to get records out to
operators. "SINGER" CASEY, the former
marine now working for Jimmy, is catching on fast and shows great promise as
a Jack-of-all-trades.

HUGO JOERIS

AL STERN, owner of World Wide

3208 Jackson St., Amarillo, Texas
Wurlitzer 24 In Hideaway Cabinet, equipped with

Wireless Adapter and Receiver, can use
either 20 or 24 Button Wireless Wallomatics with
It, $250.00; 10 Seeburg WS -2Z Wireless Wallomatics, $30.00 each; 2 DS20-IZ Deluxe Select
math) 3 -Wire, $25.00 each.
Seeburg

-

Melody Music Company

-

113 N. E. 8TH STREET
MIAMI 36, FLA.
Phone: 9-1301

1'ooh

`7a clieé

Distributors, spent several hours supervising
the installation of the new Packard chandelier -type speaker in his headquarters
for demonstration ty visiting operators
and, according tti Ai, the speaker is "out
of this world." Speaker is partly made
of glass and revolves as the music flows.
Visitors during the week to Al's office
quarters to get the straight information
on Iocal coin news from AI, himself, were
WILLIAM WRIGNEY, well-known operator

w

GFNERAt 90 I,I,ADERSHIP

GET READY TO SEE AND HEAR

Ai

Cet ready for the most important day in coin machine
history
. the day when the curtain will be raised on
AIREON, the completely new and different automatic

..

phonograph with 24 exclusive revolutionary features.
It's years ahead of anything you expected . . , so wait
before you invest!

r
illIENERALJ1II.
WE'RE EXCLUSIVE FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS FOR MARYLAND, DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA, NORi iER14 VIRGINIA, SOUTHERN PENNSYLVANIA

Established 8925

,

t

306 N. GAY

Growing Steadily Ever

SirrrO

Formerly The General Vending Service Co.

'

ST.

* BALTIMORE, 2,MD.

from Peoria, Ill.; VINCE SCHWENOIIA,
operator of phonographs and games in
Lincoln, Ill and IRVING BROMBERG
and son, MARTIN, who stopped while
passing thru Chicago en route to New
York. The Brombergs are distributors
of Genco products in Los Angeles. Others
seen looking over equipment at World
Wide and confabbing with Al were EDDIE
and GEORGE PETERS, pin game operators in Peoria, and those well-known
coinmen-partners, PARROT and CHILDERS, from Fort Madison, Ia., where
they operate and distribute phonos and
games.
MURRAY ROSENTHAL, head of Coin.

pany of Savannah, distributors of all
types of coin machines, was a recent
visitor to Chicago manufacturers
and distributors. Mullininx announced that an important distributorship of a new phonograph is
forthcoming in the near future. . . ,
KEN ZEIGLE, partner of Jack Kelner, head of Kelner Vendors, lust
returned from Minneapolis where
he closed arrangements with a group
of engineers on anew coin machine
venture to be announced shortly.
JACK KELNER, himself, reports
having an inquiry from the William
Wrigley Jr. Company on the prospects of selling increased supplies
of chewing gum thru vending machines. According to Keiner, an
authority on gum and cig venders
'round town, the Wrigley firm is
looking for an improved vender and
is surveying the field for the right
answers. Jack for sometime has been
working on an idea of his own for
an improved gum vender and has
made an appointment for a Wrigley
delegation to call on him to discuss
it.

Machine Equipment Company (Coinex),
is enthusiastic about the results they're
getting on the newest machine on the
market, the Amusematic Lite -League.
Caught at Coinex the latter part of the
week were: MR. AND MRS. JORDAN
SPRING, Detroit, where Spring operates
a varied route of machines. While here
he was especially interested in rifle
ranges.
. DOC EATON is in the land
of the sun, soaking up a good tan, (See COINMEN YOU KNOW on page 194)
while Chicago is piled under a four Olt
MI
11111
inch snowfall. Doc is holding regular VI
conferences with other sun -seeking coin SPECIAL-ALL RECONDITIONED 100%
6 2-Col. Deluxe Card with Stands $35.00
men from the Windy City and other
201 i 5 -Col. Andrews Nut, Like New 24.95
parts of the country, and is expected to
50 10 3 -Col. Snack Nut Venders .. 15.00
complete many a deal before the snow
10011-51 Comb. Nut, Cap. 5 Lbs.
8.50
10 7 -Col. DuGrenier Cigarette ... 39.50
here melts or his tan is completely taken
Wanted
-50
Candy
Machines,
All
down yonder.
Nut Machines.
O. J. MULLININX JR., representCameo Vending, 432 W. 42d,18, N. Y.
ing the Mullininx Amusement CornMI MI MI MI MI MO

..
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SOLDERING

IRONS,

Fast Heating

FAULTLESS CASTERS FOR ALL MUSIC BOXES

$1.75 Ea.

Per Set of

4-$1.25

Terms: I/3 Deposit With Order, Balance C. O. D.
Write for Price List of Parts, Supplies, Tubes, Fuses, Wire, Lamps, Etc.

CONOMY SUPPLY COMPANY

BRANCH OFFICES
HARTFORD, CONN.

NEWARK, N. J.

458-460 TENTH AVENUE

'I

NEW YORK 18, N.

Y LACKAWANNA 4-8193

'
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The greatest innovation in skee ball games

since their Inception-six games in

one-

designed to meet any location require

ment. Premier Skee Barrel Roll is available
in three lengths, 101/7 Ft., 12 Ft. and 14
Ft. You can use it

with or without the bar-

rel feature and all backboards and playing

fields are interchangeable and interlock able. Hundreds are now on location and
the interchangeable feature keeps the play
high at all times,
The Premier Skee Barrel Roll Is solidly con-

structed in our own modern plant. It's
built for heavy play-and, It's built well!
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COWMEN YOU KNOW

Time$ave Money-Keep Your Location
Working With a TRIMOUNT U'A-15
OPERATORS --Bare

ALL-PURPOSE AMPLIFIER
A universal replacement for most all phonograph amplifiers.
Various Seeburg, Wurlitzer and Rock -Ola numbers are
stamped adjacent to each socket.

A Terrific Valse-Packs Plenty of Wallop
Every operator should carry one of these amplifiers as part of
his standard equipment.

PICHECK THESE FEATURES

la

Vi 5 -Watt, high impedance' amplifier, solid metal chassis
. VLine fuse 3 amps
VDimensions 141/2"x17"x81/2"
. , /Two 6N7 tubes in input
part of volume
and tone control circuits cut in for proper bias and less distortionstage,
in grid circuit .
V6L6 tubes beam power amplifier used in push-pull output stage.
appears across output transformer with resistor across output winding Output voltage
load . . . VThordarson push-pull output transformer used for matchingto control tube
external P.M.
speakers (tapped at 4-8-15 ohms). Switch controls P.M. speakers
. VPower supply
uses heavy duty transformer with 5U4 full wave rectifier
and Thordarson high filter
choke with regular filter condensers of 10 MFD at 400 volts .
. VCarbon mike can
be used and may be converted for any phonograph other than those
VCondensers and resistors are standard radio parts and are mounted onspecified .
one block for
easy service.

Limited quantity available. Individualy packed. Send 1/a deposit
together with shipping instructions.. If not satisfied on receipt,
return express collect for full refund.

Trimount UA -15 Amplifier complete with Tubes
Special Deal for Distributors and Quantity Buyers.

$4500
each

TRIMOUNT AUTOMATIC

SALES

40 Waltham Street

CORP.

Boston 18, Mass.

LIBerty 9480
expeesi

(Continued from page 192)
EDDIE GINSBURG, genial headman
at Atlas Novelty, has been conferring
regularly since the culmination of the
Seeburg showing schedule with R. HORS WELL, of the Veterans' Administration,
regarding the placement of returned
veterans in the coin machine industry
under a job-training program. Other
firms interested in hiring vets on a jobtraining set-up can get in touch with
Horswell, Veterans' Administration, 366
West Adams Street, Chicago. In .all, the
Atlas Company has 10 veterans on their
employment rolls, and if Eddie Ginsburg has anything to say about it,
there'll be a lot more before their
employment needs are completed,
RALPH McMANN, Quincy, Ill., operator, and his wife visited in Chicago
during the week and were seen playing
equipment in the Atlas Novelty showroom, as were MR. AND MRS. JACK
GARLINER, Rochester, N. Y., where Jack
operates a large string of machines... .
JOE KLEIN, that master salesman, is
back on the staff at Atlas Novelty after
37 months in the army, 27 of which were
spent (brrrr) in the Aleutians. . .
GENE WILHELM, the outstanding arcade
promoter and merchandiser of the year,
according to coinmen about town, is
doing a great employee relations job at
his Wabash Avenue spot, as well. When
lunch and dinner time rolls 'round, Gene
digs down in his pocket and buys his
kids their lunch, free, for nuttin'. Gene,
by the way, is an old-timer in the coin
machine business, having operated pin
games and jukes during various phases
of his career. He at one time worked
for LOU KOREN, that well-known head
of the Distributing Corporation of Illinois, which he runs with MAX BERENSON, for the distributorship of the new
Aireon phonograph.
MORRIS LEVINE is the new owner of
315 E. 47th Street,
which was once owned by WILHELM. ,
TINY HILL, popular band leader and
now with Mercury Records, has just

another well-known trade man, is associated with Douglas in the revived venture. . . O. J. MULLJNINX JR., in Chi.
cago recently, is a flying enthusiast and
flips his own plane. On the trip here he
took advice that our town is known as
eh. AI.

.111..
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CORRECTION

/
I

I

/
I
I

An incorrect cut was used in the ad of
Asco Vending Machine Exchange, Page 101,
February 16 issue. A cut illustrating the
De Luxe Model Machine of Northwestern
Corp. was used instead of a cut illustrating
the Model V De Luxe Cabinet Machine of
I the Victor Vending Corp.

I

ASCO VENDING MACHINE EXCHANGE

I

are distributors for

I
I

i

Alb.

el.

"411.

ATTENTION
WHOLESALERS AND JOBBERS
WILL BUY IN LARGE QUANTITIES

Linoleums, Electric Appliances, Wash Tubs,
Buckets, Blankets, Bed and Desk Lamps,
Notions of all kinds, etc., etc.
MURPHY'S NOVELTIES AND NOTIONS

LILBOURN, MISSOURI

WANT TO BUY
to 12 Mutoscope Sky Fighters, A-1 condition. Mounted on trailer preferred. State
quantity and price.
8

HOX

C11 -103-

The Billboard, Ashland Bldg., Chicago 1, lii.

the Penny Arcade at

returned to Chicago after a lengthy trip
interviewing juke operators thruout the
country. . . AL DOUGLAS, that popular
coinman who has thousands of friends
in the trade, just completed arrangements
to commence production of Daval Products once again.... DAVE HELFENBESN,

WANT 'EXPERIENCED MECHANIC
We need a good all round mechanic for Rock Ola, Wurltzer, and Seeburg machines, also
must know remote installations, be able to
service pin ball and arcade equipment.
Must
be sober, married and reliable.
If you can
qualify please contact us for full particulars.

SYIDAH VENDING CO.

169

S. College St.

Akron 4, Ohlo

You can surprise yourself and plenty--what you can profit.-,with
a POPCORN MACHINE!! $100
weekly and up net earnings are common!! Pictured below
are the two best POPCORN MACHINES ever
made. We have all types and priced machines, however.
Counter Models--- Gas or Electric-and Jumbo Units that pop as much as
'50 lbs raw coral per hour. What more can we say? What
more can you ask? Cet busy!!!

SILVER STAR CONSOLE

POPMATIC

$358.00

$285.00

SIZE: Height to top of cabinet 731/z".

ALL

AUTOMATIC OPERATION,: Fully automatic, it
feeds the corn, pops it, seasons it and delivers it
to your customers hot and fresh. Continuous
operation for 10 -hour period costs less than 10c
for power.

SILVER STAR
COUNTER MODEL

STURDY CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy construction of

the best materials available, the Popmatic is built
to endure and to give many years of trouble-free
dependable service.

$286.00
Size: Height 401/2"
Length 27"
Width or Depth 24"
Shipping Weight
240 lbs.
Terms: $100.00 with order,
balance C. O. D. Specify
freight or express shipment.

THE P. K. SALES CO.,

-

ELECTRIC
COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC.
Specify 5e or 10c COIN OPERATION. ELIMINATES ATTENDANT. BEAUTIFUL DESIGN: Designed to harmonize with the finest of fixtures.
Brilliantly illuminated. Passers-by and customers
stop, marvel and BUY.

Length

363/4". Width (or depth) 27". When combination lower door and working shelf is in down position the depth is increased by 6". Lots of capacity
for storing popped corn. . .
One hundred 10c
boxes of corn can be popped and stored ahead
in this big cabinet.
EXTREMELY LARGE POPPING CAPACITY: Over
$20.00 per hour .
. Approx. wattage, 2800. . .
Approx. net weight, 300 lbs.
. Approx. shipping weight, 400 lbs. Genuine stainless clad steel
cabinet with chromium panels
. fool -proof
.
popping unit . . , kettle fully thermostatic controlled, indeed a most important feature. Automatic
corn and oil feeder optional.

I
I

I

I

II

DIMENSIONS: 62" Height, 17" Width, 17"
Depth.
Shipping Weight, approximately 150
Pounds.
Exclusive distributorship available upon application.
State you qualifications and territory by counties irn.
mediately. Machines ready May 1, completely new
1947 Models.

Terms: %2 deposit, balance C. O. D. Full
cash with order, deduct 5% discount.

ORDERS FILLED IN EXACT ROTATION AS RECEIVED,
'ONLY LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE. ACT NOW !

507-509 Wheeling Ave., CAMBRIDGE, OHIO

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

The Victor Vending Corp.
"1111.

I
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the Windy City and left the plane at
home, trusting the iron horse instead.
AL SCHEUNEMAN, experienced bell
salesman formerly with O. D. Jennings
& Company, is again back with the firm
as a salesman and leaves soon for a six -

week trip thru Southern Illinois and
points South. . . . WILLIAM PARR,
general music rep, and C. A. ROBINSON,
are expected in Chicago, flying in from
the Coast. Will be here a week or two.
SHIRLEY CORUSH, the gal with
the charming telephone voice and girl
Friday to RALPH SHEFFIELD and GILL
KITT at Empire Coin, had a birthday
this week and said: "I'm only using one
Candle on my cake so you'll have to
guess my age."
IRVING B L U M E N F E L D and
GEORGE GOLDMAN, two of the
"three generals" of General Vending
Sales Corporation, Baltimore, stopped
off in Chicago while making a trip
to the Aireon plant in Kansas City,
Mo. While here they spent a few
.

anxious moments at the Municipal
Airport waiting for plane accommodations. For a while it looked like

they might have had to walk. . . .
Florida sunshine, which has been
beckoning many of the local coinmen, added the names of 'MR. AND
MRS. DAVE GOTTLIEB to the list of
sun enthusiasts.
. SID STEIBEL,
distributor from Southern Automatic, St. Louis; EWING, represent-

ing Automatic Amusement, Evansville, Ind., and WILLIAMS, of Capital Amusement, Denver, were seen.
making the rounds of manufacturers
on the North Side and inquiring
about new equipment prospects.

checking on arcade operation while
there. Ben is expected back about March
15.
. IRVING OVITZ, who has been
sunning himself on the sands of Miami
Beach for the past few weeks, is back
in town and OSCAR SCHULTZ, his biz
partner at Automatic Coin Machine Exchange & Supply Company, is chaffing
at the bit to get away for his vacation.
Schultz reported that remodeling of
(See Coinmen You Know on page .198)

WANTED

104

250

NOW FOR THE SPRING AND
SUMMER SEASON WITH THE NEW
"PILOT TRAINER." ORDER TODAY!
GET SET

MILLS BLUE FRONT

LITE -A -CARDS

NO GOLD AWARD

ALL GAMES MUST BE COMPLETE

BUT DO NOT HAVE TO BE IN
WORKING ORDER

$75.00

al al

al M

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH

al

-

in California taking the baths and

WANTED

M M M M

Brother, the first "Pilot
Trainer" model is making big money
but
wait till you start operating the new ones!
They've got everything
-fingertip control, everything completely enclosed, faster revolving
action-speed!

BEN LAPOTA, photo concessionaire in
the Funland Arcade at the Sherman, is

LOT-A -FUN

MI

195

EA.

DISTRIBUTORS, NVRITE!

$850.C1°
25% Deposit, Balance C.O.D., F.O.B. N. Y.

THE NEW "PILOT TRAINER" IS NOW ON DISPLAY AT THESE
DISTRIBUTORS;
Clark County
David Rosen
Walbox Sales Co.
Bell Products Co.
Amusement Co,
855 N. Broad St.
1503 Young St.
2000 N. Oakley
6819 N. Olin Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dallas, Texas
Chicago, IIIlnois
Portland, Ore.
Eastern Penn. and
Texas & New Mexico
Illinois,
Iowa, in State of Oregon
South Jersey
diana, Wisconsin

M M M

M

850.00

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ASSURED!

Cliff Wilson Dist.

1121 S. Main
Tulsa, Okla,
Oklahoma

PRICES FOR

BUCKLEY TRACK ODDS D.D.
M M al
M M M M M al M M M M M M

TRA

I

Co.

Oley Amusement Co.
422 W. Broad 8t.
Richmond Va.

Virginia

R SALES

EW
Co..

ORKulgCpc

E

Circle 6 6651

WE ARE NOW DELIVERING THE FOLLOWING NEW GAMES

Mills Vest Pockets

$74.50 Chicago Coin Goalee

(Express Prepaid

Mills Black Cherry Bells -Write
(Genuine)

Tyler
7"2770

$525.00

Anywhere)
Genco Total Roll

425.00

Stage Door Canteen

249.50

7525 Grand River

(pU.

ROBINSON SALES

From now on

The

wise
old
owl

Aireon

says

A NAME

Detroit, Michigan

YOU WILL REMEMBER

SPRING SPECIALS--ORDER NOW FOR THE RESORT SEASON!

1. Smile -a -Minute
2
2
2
3

...$450.00

Photomatics, Late
Talkie Horoscope

760.00
125.00
Ten Pins
39.00
Anti -Aircraft
69.50
1 6f Chester -Pollard Golf 65.00
1 se 3 -Col. Card Vender 35.00
8 2f Muto. Card Venders 19.50
4 5f Mills Viewing Machines
93.00
1

...

Longshot

6 Jockey Club
2 Grand Stands
8 Grand Nationals
1
1
1

,

...

$295.00
335.00
65.00
75.90

ARCADE EQUIPMENT

Band Wagon
Boat
1 Lone Star
1 Miss America
1 Four Diamonds
1 Captain Kidd

$49.50

1 Show

69.50
32.60
42.50
59.50
72.50

$ 27.60

345.00
155.00
135.00

2 Fortune

2 Santa Anita
1

5f

10

1

...
.......

MilisSquare Bell
1 Liberty Bell

1
1

1

Stepper Upper
Winning Ticket

2 Kentuckys
1

85.00
19.50

FREE PLAY GAMES
Vacation
Speed Demon

Bright Spot

School Days
Genco Defense
Spot Pool

$37.50
22.50
32.50
69.50
99.50
69.50

5 Pace Saratogas
2 1f Twin Jack Pot

.,$
..

12 10 Bantams,es
S.J.P.

1

25f Superior Bell

1
1

Big Chief

Salute

1 Zombie
1
1

Boomtown
Stars

...

..

really are.

19.50
32.50

27.00
45.00

WRITE FOR SAMPLE NOW!
Want to buy Rock -Ola Playmaster or 1840
Counter Model and Chlcoln Hockey.

If you are not on our
mailing list, get in touch
with us immediately.

-

60.00
75.00

STEWART NOVELTY COMPANY

250 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah

OPERATORS:

$34.50
32.50
69.50
45.00
72.50

NOW DELIVERING MILLS BLACK CHERRY
BELLS AND VEST POCKET BELLS.
$15,000 STOCK CONTAINER SALESBOARDS
AT LOWEST PRICES.
WE MANUFACTURE MERCHANDISE SALESBOARDS.
Costs Operator
6f 1000-Hole Hand -Dipped Chocolates
Sells to Dir.
Takes in
$25.00
5411000 -Hole Novelty Doll Deal
$32.50
$50.00
Western Deal

IS BELIEVINe
Nothing we can possibly say
will do justice to the great
A I R E O N ELECTRONIC

PHONOGRAPHS.

85.00
25.00
17.50
27.50
65.00

COMPLETE STOCK OF PARTS. LET US KNOW
WHAT YOU NEED
WE WILL FILL IT

6f 1500

SEEING

You must see these electronic marvels to appreciate how wonderful they

$ 55.00
....
.... 295,00
65.00

CONSOLES

Century, D.J.P. .$ 55.00
Gooseneck, Ass't 20.00

f -5f

1

1
1
1
1

R

S

ONE BALL PAYOUTS

Stables
2 Turf King
1

War Eagle, 3-SPay 135.00

1

Wind Jammer
$ 45.00
2 Seeburg Astrolograph 94.50
510 Exh. Card Venders 22.50
1 X -Ray Poker
70.00
1 Super Bomber
. 245.00
1 A.B.T. Six Gun Airomatic Rifle Range ..1995.00
3 Dart Air Guns, Complete with 2 Gross Darts 45.00
1

.

.......

Mills 4 Bells, 8f . , .8575.00
Mills 5f 8 25e Super
Bell
495.00
Cigarolla V Model .. 125.00

1 150

Sky -Battle

. $175.00
Exhibit Punching Bag 135.00
Rainbow Pencil Vender 45.00
Ace Bomber
255.00
2 Mountain Climber ..
75.00
1 Drivemoblie,
295.00
2 Skyfighters
275.00
1 Stamp Vender Roll .
39.50
1 Keeney Submarine .. 165.00
1 Scientific Baseball ..
67.50

1

1
1
1

Phone 3-5055

GREENE
JULIAN S. GREENE

DISTRIBUTING CO.

JOSEPH GREENE

ARNOLD H. GREENE

25 HUNTINGTON AVENUE, BOSTON
16, MASS.
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WE HAVE ON THE FLOOR THE
FOLLOWING NEW MACHINES:

Mills VEST POCKETS
Mills 5c BLACK CHERRY
BELLS
Mills 25c BLACK CHERRY

(Continued from page 186)
POSITION
Weeks, Last This

to date Week 'Week
7
4
5.
11

3

Singing Tower

2 Seeburg Rollaways
1 Mills Thrones of Music

1

1 Wur. Victory Models (24's)
2 Mills 25c Gold Chromes, 2/5
1 Mills 25c Brown Fronts, 3/5
4 Gold Q.T.'s 5c Orig.
7 Chrome Vest Pockets . $57.50
8 Blue and Gold Vest

Pockets

Terms:

1/3

$49.50

$249.50

Certified Deposit, Bal. C.O.D.

STERLING NOVELTY CO.
669.671 5. Broadway, Lexington 20, Ky.

'IUI'

ee
D

P

I

2
10

I

and Speakers.

»

1

2

Also These Used Machines:

3 Super Bells Comb.,
Sc

'110'

sll'

''Ills

''1{III !110'

111
'11111

'1I0'

'1111'

11111 i

'1111'

MUSIC PARTS -ACCESSORIES
Each

$210.00
Adapted
295.00
Buckley 24 Sel. Lite -Up Boxes
21.50
Buckley 32 Sel. Lite -Up Boxes
18.60
DWurlltzer 310 30 -Wire Wall Box 12.00
Wurlltzer 125 Wall Box
22.60
Wurlltzer 320 Wall Box
22.50
Wurlltzer 145 Red Stepper
42.50
Wurlltzer 135 Step Receiver
29.50
Wurlltzer 304 Grey Stepper
17.50
Wurlltzer 300 Adapters
27.50
Seeburg Wireless 20 -Sel. WailoMatic
37.00
Seeburg GSR#1
New Keeney 30 -Wire Adapters.
Supreme Skeeroil

50%

24.50
22.60
225.00

CERTIFIED DEPOSIT, BAL0.D. OR SIGHT DRAFT

4
4
4
4

AMERICAN

Coin Machine Company
Elizabeth Ave.
8, N. J,
»437 Phone: WaverlyNEWARK
3-15110
111111

üIli

dilli

rllil, dill,

111111

'lilt

Bing Crosby

Freddy Martin ....Victor 20-1747
In the Middle of May
OH! WHAT IT SEEMED TO
BE
Frankie Carle ..Columbia 36892
As Long as I Live
8. OH! WHAT IS SEEMED TO
BE
Frank Sinatra.... Columbia 36905
Day by Day
9. I CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL
YOU (F)
Harry James ....Columbia 36867
Waitin' for the Train To
Come In
10. YOU WON'T BE SATISFIED. Les Brown
Columbia 36884
Come to Baby, Do
6.

E.

Decca 18735

CLUB SPOTS

7.

Experienced operators can

makea killing with the finest
and fasted machine ever
designed for operation in
E private clubs.
Sales restricted to operators exclusively. Not sold to

clubs.

E No waiting until next month
they don't
or next year; limited quan-

business may be that
know where to get the real facts E titles
are available right E.
and figures. This trade data will
(Continued from page 72)
now.
be an important part of the new
Most used machines taken
and to make plans for extending CMI program, and
it will also be E
=
in trade.
the work on thru the years.
of great use in carrying on our
All signs point to the fact public relations work,
that the industry will be growSEL[ -A -MATI(
Real Legal Service
ing rather fast during the corn- The national association will
CORPORATION
ing years, and we want to keep also set up a real legal service
(NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS)
our public relations work grow- for the trade. An attorney will E
ing accordingly. The industry be employed just as soon as pos100 W. CHICAGO AVE.
sible and will be set to work on
E
CHICAGO 10
has attained such a position in getting a legal
._
service and in- IIIIIIIIl1I11111111111111illlllllllllllllllllllllllr
American business that it must formation into good working or
do a public relations job.
der. There will always be legal
GUN LAMPS #1489
and tax problems coming up in
Other Objectives
cor Bally and Seeburg Guns -original pre.
various
of the country and
-not seconds or re.
Jeots-ß50¢ each -no twaiting,
While a real trade public re- operatorsparts
and distributors for
lations program will be our main years have been wishing for NFor Radio, TUBES
Phonograph and
Machines-2A4G, 30, 38, 75,Amusement
objective, there are other pláns some agency where they could
80 and
hundreds of others-20% discount on all
tubes.
which will follow in due time go for information. CMI, in its
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES
also. The work of CMI will be new program, will undertake to
Distributor
expanded and organized to give set up such an agency and offer \ Gem Sapphire Jewel
($2.50 Retail)
Duotone and Permatone ($1.50 Retell)
to the trade all the services that such a service to other operators'
Mirotone and Permatone (50¢ Retail)
30% Discount -Minimum Order One Dozen.
a modern trade organization groups and for local situations in
Write for Quantity Purchases -Special Rates.
should give.
various parts of the country as
TRIANGLE SALES CO.
For example, CMI will set its difficulties arise.
6415 N. Hamilton Ave,
Chicago 45, III,
organization up to do research
General legal information and
for the industry. Every modern help will also be offered to
the
industry today must have reli- industry as a part of the bigger
PHONOGRAPHS
able data to use in many ways. program of the or
n. So
When an industrytakes its place many things can be donee in
WANTED
among other businesses in the field as time goes on, but this
the
WILL PAY CASH FOR
country, it will be called upon best thing to do now is to corn for reliable trade data. Cham- plete plans as soon as possible
WURLITZER
bers of Commerce and many and get the work going.
61
$ 70.00
other business organizations ask These
statements will give the 71
for this information and they trade
100.00
at large some idea of what Also highest prices paid for other types
want to use it for good purposes. the new
CMI program includes
of phonographs. Write
CMI is the logical organization and
what
we
will
be
doing
just
to gather the trade data and also
BYRON NOVELTY CO.
to use it for the advancement of as soon as everything can be put 2045 Irving Park Rd.
CHICAGO 18
the industry. One of the reasons into action.
why newspapers so often publish

CMI Ptogram

N\

ANCA C.

Ills' II{l' dlll, ,Illh

SYMPHONY
Beautiful Love
SYMPHONY

Mae

Red or Green, Plastic,
20"x50"
$7.50
DWurlltzer Twin 12, Buckley
Adapted
da ted
Wurlitzer Twin 16, Buckley

_o

i g'

r=.

i

BELLS
Chicago Coin GOALEE
Bally UNDERSEA RAIDER
Gottlieb STAGE DOOR
CANTEEN
Bally VICTORY DERBY
Packard PLA-MOR Wallboxes
1

11lllllllll lllllllllllltlllllllllllllilllll Illlll

BEST-SELLING POPULAR RETAIL RECORDS

111111

FOR SALE
One A.I.T. Six-Gun Rifle Sport,
used five months. First good offer
takes.

FRED W. LAVELL

E. 517 Sinto Ave., Spokane, Wash.

ti

such

wild

figures

about

our

WANTED

4

Watling Scales, Guesser and Fortune Teilers with
Mirrors, In good condition. Write.

BOX

1 593

WurlltzerFOR s

Skill Rolls, 8 ft.;
Gottlieb Liberty.
All

1

For

1

(2 HiSALE); 2 Genoa
Keeney Bowlette, 14 Ft.;

$1250

1/3 Deposit.

MAX BASKIN, 2486 Elmhurst, Detroit 7, Mich.

LAREDO, TEXAS

GEORGE SAX
YOU can trust the Hercules name
because the principals behind
that name
Dave Engels and
Irv. Orenstein . . . have delivered 100% satisfactory service
to their operator customers for
more than 17 years.

...

111.13

HERCULES

SALES AND DISTRIBUTING CO.

415 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE, NEWARK 5, N, J.
CABLE ADDRESS-HERDISCO

.. invites you to enjoy the
finest,luxury hotel on Miami
Beach. An entire block designed for gracious living,
pleasure and entertainment. Moorish Decor.
modern conveniences.

Restaurant & Bar
"The Finest International
Cuisine in the World"

HOTEL

Hotel - singles and suites. Villa Apartments,
one or two bedroom and efficiences. Superbly appointed. Rates:$16.00 to $22.00
(Double) European Plan. Single slightly
lower. Seasonal occupancy in the Villas.

®r
OCCO -._
and

PRIVATE BEACHG. S. Pickard, Manager

V33ILrd.LAs tsS.

Collins Ave. 32nd. to

M

DAVE ENGELS

`eiM!wIr;iVir

1

5i
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WOLVERINE SPECIALS -GRAB THESE BUYS

Five -Ball Free -Play Tables

GOTTLIEB

... $109.50

-10-20

54.50
67.50
137.50
67.60
66.00
35.00
75.00

ichool Days
Mustang
I:epp Em Flying

liaml Beach
¡elle Hop

tree Score
1

-Hat

$117.50
125.00
47.50

Parade
!nockout
Ig

andsllde

CONSOLES

Jper Bells, se Comb $245.00
sally HI -Hands Comb. 165.00
85.00
/atiing Big Game
Jockey Club,
ixhibit
65.00
r C P
Derby Day,
S.T. Comb.

rkeennings

....

Jungle
Seven Up
Zig Zag

75.00

$45.00
65.00
65.00
90.00

All American
Show Boat
Home Run, Rev.

Venus

47.00

Sport Parade

AND MANY OTHERS
Keeney Anti -Aircraft,
Br. Cabinet
$ 65.00
375.00
Super Bell, Two-Way

COUNTER GAMES

$ 12.50

Eagles

12.60
5.00
3.50

Marvels
Chicago Club House
Reel Races

PlaY Ball

Blue Fronts, 6e, $145.00'; i05,
$165.00; 25¢
Brown Fro-nts, 5¢, $175.00; 10e,

$195.00

Bonus, 6¢
War Eagles, 5e, $135.00; 10g,
$150.00; 250
Gold Chromes, 50, $250.00; 100,
$275.00; 250

175.00
175.00
300.00

25¢225.00

BALLY

$ 45.00

ONE BALLS
Sp. Special
Record Time
Whlrlaway Stakes
'41 Derby
Dark Horse
Blue Grass
Grand National

$146.00
156.00
195.00
285.00
165.00
175.00
56.00

KEENEY

$ 76.00
60.00
40.00
104.50

Clove
4 Diamonds

Speed Demon
Contest 1 or 6

Dice Amatics
Kazo
Ginger
Keep 'Em Bombing
Lucky Smokes
Puritan Venders

3.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

$

3.00
3.90

SLOTS

SLOTS

SLOTS
ILLS

$200.00;

$92.50
89.50
69.50
42.50
70.00
57.50
65.00

CHICAGO COIN

EXHIBIT

(

GENCO

Defense
Victory
Argentine
Dude Ranch

PACE
$ 35.00
Bantam, 60
75.00
Comet, 10¢
JENNINGS
4 Star, 5¢, $125.00; 100, $150.00;
Victory Chiefs, 50, $175.00; 101,
250.00
$200.00; 250
Sliver Moon Club, 5¢, $200.00; 100,

250.00

$22Ch5.00;

ie

s,25505, $175.00; 10e,
Silver
225.00
$125.00
$200.00; z50
Cadet, 5¢, $95.00; 105
about
hese Slots are all like new, originals and factory rebullts. All Jennings machines have had specify
Please
never
been
used..
have
Gold
Chromes
Milis
put
in
storage.
play
and
,ur months'
'.nether 2/5, 1 Cherry or 3/5 Pay.

AILLE
'

WOLVERINE SALES COMPANY
GRAND RAPIDS 4, MICHIGAN

54-156 INDIANA, N. W.

ATTENTION, OPERATORS
IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS AND MISSOURI
* BRONZE CHIEF *
NOW DELIVERING-JENNINGS * STANDARD CHIEF *
* SUPER DE LUXE CLUB CHIEF *
r* DE LUXE CLUB CHIEF *
THE WORLD'S BEST AND FINEST SLOT MACHINES THAT MONEY CAN BUY

***
A

Will Follow Soon With

THE JENNINGS 2 -COIN CHALLENGER

***

1401 CENTRAL PARKWAY

CINCINNATI, OHIO

I

real Hit and Sensation -Don't Walt -Place Your Orders NOW for early Delivery.

927 FORT WAYNE AVE.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

This Machine Is absolutely TOPS.
WE ARE ALSO DISTRIBUTORS FOR CHICAGO COIN MACHINE COMPANY'S NEW SENSATIONAL GAME "GOALEE"-LEGAL IN ANY TERRITORY AND A PROVEN WINNER.
`ORDER NOW!
SEND FOR CIRCULARS ON THE ABOVE, AND KEEP IN TOUCH WITH US FOR THE
NEWEST AND LATEST RELEASES:
When in our city, pay us a visit. If you cannot visit us-we will have our Representative call on you.

5EEBVIG:SERUICE_ALL WAYS!
No Priority Promises ... But . . .

-

SLOT MACHINE OPERATORS, ATTENTION
---Here Are Some Reat Buys
$ 89.50
'FACTORY REBUILT GLITTER GOLD Q.T.'s, NEW, 50
FACTORY REBUILT GLITTER GOLD Q.T.'s, 1-5, and 1-105, Used 3 Days, but will
79.50
pass for New, Each
120.00
;'1 5¢ JENNINGS CLUB BELL
125.00
1 55 TRIPLEX, that plays Nickels, Dimes and Quarters, Like New
00.00
1 55 WAR EAGLE, 2-4
125.00
1 105 BLUE FRONT
175.00
i1 255 BLUE FRONT
99.50
11 50 EXTRAORDINARY 3-5
We are offering the above machines subject to prior sale. Our Terms are One -Third Deposit, Cashiers
;Check or Money Order Balance C. O. D.
$9.95
,SPECIAL -NEW STEEL HAND TRUCKS, Rubber Wheels, Limited Supply, Each
r

THE FIRST

BAUM DISTRIBUTING CO.
2718 GRAVOIS AVE.

(Phone Prospect 3900)

ST. LOUIS 18, MO.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -W

To Make Delivery!

ANTED

WILL PAY-$165.00 -FOR WURLITZER 616
HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR

WURLITZER
600
700

412
616
24
500

750E

SEEBURG

ROCK-OLA

REX

STANDARD

41.

ROYAL

DELUXE
MASTER

.

GEMS

CASINO

MILLS

PLAZA
REGAL

THRONE

ENVOY

EMPRESS

Another reason why Automatic
Equipment Company is one of
the nation's foremost distributors. We never make idle promises
but we always deliver
the goods!

SEND LIST OF WHAT YOU HAVE FOR SALE AND PRICE

WE BUY USED PHONOGRAPH RECORDS -Pay 8c ea.
NO CRACKS

I

AU

NO CHIPS

Machines Must Be Working and Clean-No Broken or Out-of-Order
Machines Wanted.
CALL -WRITE-AIR MAIL -WIRE

---

630 10TH AVENUE
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Phone: Circle 6-9570

- - - - - - - --

N. Y. DISTRIBUTING CO
® ® ® ®

WANTED
)pen for Proposition for Arcade Within a Radius of 200 Miles of
olumbus, Ohio. Prefer Lake Resort or Amusement Park. Nothing
tut Late Model and New Equipment. Capital No Object.

'he Billboard

BOX D-119

Cincinnati 1, O.

$
u

...

FRANK, ENGEL

AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT C0111PA11Y
Seeburg Distributors
EASTERN PA.,

DELAWARE, SOUTHERN N. J.

919 NORTH BROAD STREET

PHILADELPHIA 23, PA.

198
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COIN MEN YOU KNOW

PARTS and SUPPLIES
FOR IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT !

GINALHZ.
ORDER YOUR REQUIREMENTS

FROM THE

PARTS SUPPLY HOUSE

1)".

25M

Case
3 Cases

75c M
6 Cases
70c M115 Cases

S

Case

63e M
60e M

REGULAR QUALITY TUBULAR COIN WRAPPERS

---

PACKING
PRICES
1
Case
19M to Case
65c
3 Cases
60c
20M to Case
6 Cases
53c
$10.00 Quarters
1$M to Case
15 Cases
50c
LESS THAN CASE LOTS ASSORTED DENOMINATIONS
Super Quality
80e M Regular Quality
70e
Specify "Super" or "Regular" Quality When Ordering.
MALLORY
POPULAR
IMPROVED
F24C3P TYPE
50e Pennies
$ 5.00 Dimes

1

EACH

M
M
M

M

-- DOZ. LOTS, EACH $6.25

FINEST QUALITY MAPLE SKEE BALLS

21",

Each

",

Each

42c; per 100
55c; per 100
55c; per 100

2 /4 ", Each

31/,

M

RECTIFIERS

$6.65

$37.50
52.00
52.00

-

GLASS CARTRIDGES FUSES
BEST QUALITY IN U. S. A.
per 100
$3.25
per 100
2.25
10, 15, 20, 25 Amp.
per 100
2.00
Less 25c per 100 in 1,000 lots assorted
DON'T LOOK FOR BARGAINS IN FUSES -THE BEST QUALITY
IS CHEAP ENOUGH!
2 -WIRE ZIP CORD
UNDERWRITERS APPROVED
2501 Feet to Spool, per spool
$ 4 75
2000 Feet to Case (8 Spools)

11/2, 2, 3 Amp
5, 71/2 Amp,

-

TUNG-SOL BULBS -UNEXCELLED FOR QUALITY I
Nos,
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
No.
No.

Per 10

51, 55, 63
40, 44, 46, 47
50, 81, 1455, 1456
1457, 1458
1129
1503

.45
.55
.60
.90

1.25

2.50

Per

100$

$ 3.85
4.95
5.50
8.25
9.35
20.00

35.00

Per 1000

$35.00
45.00
50.00
75.00
85.00

'um.)
1527;'FAIRMOUNT, AVE.,

PHILADELPHIA 30

'Get:: f.;from',BL`OCK=Th'

ttcnt

have it in stock 'l'>'
(aA:'-

1

COMING SOON

MILLS MUSIC

Place your order NOW

for early delivery on

KEENEY'S
NEW BONUS SUPER BELL
COMB. F. P. AND P. O.
EITHER SINGLE OR TWIN HEAD
5 -COIN MULTIPLE HEAD

WATCH FOR OUR ADS IN THE

BILLBOARD EVERY WEEK
\;\
/,.
;.;_,
%

irett are otaatYp
SILENT . SALES

Wurlltzer 24 Adapter

Packard Adapter
i Wurlitzer 600 Amplifier
1 Wurlitzer S00 Amplifier
i Seeburg 8800 ES Amplifier
®2 Wurlltzer #304 Stoppers
1 Wurlltzer #145 Stepper
®8 Solenoid Drums for Wurlltzer
2 Wurlitzer #320 Sweet Music Boxes
i Watling Scale
1

Available For Immediate Delivery

BLDG., MINNEAPOLiS

15, MINN.
Mpis. Phone GEneva 3645. St. Paul Phone NEster5720

750M's.00

®

0

.....

$825.00
775.00800

780111's

675.00
400.00
189.50

6008
616
412's

125.00

Envoys, ESRO

479.50
439.50
225.00
110.00
50,00

Envoys, ES

Royals
Symphonola, 12 Record
Mills 12 Record

PINBALL & ARCADE EQUIPMENT
A.B.C. Bowlers
0 -Boy
Vacation
Show Me
Bol-a -Way
Captain Kidd
Liberty
Jungle Camp, F.P.
Yankee Doodle, Floor Sample

$ 49,50

19.50

24,50
59.50
69.50
69.50'
139.50
89.50
172,50

EQUIPMENT & REPAIR PARTS
3 145 Impulse Steppers, Fast
8 Music Transmitters
2 Wireless Speak Organs
1

Metal Outside Speaker

1

8800 Speaker

9 320

2Wlre Wall

@
@
@

Boxes

@

16006Speaker

Buckley
Selection Boxes
7 Keeney Boxes
1 412 New Tone Arm
1 $800 Used Tone Arm
New Slug Ejectors, Super & Master..
New Turntable Motors
Plastics, Rock -Ola Top or Bottom

$40.00

12.50
20.00
20.00
19.50
20.00

0 2.00
0 20.00
0 22.50
17.50
.. 0 10.00
NEW EQUIPMENT
2010..,0000

Goatee
Total Roll
Hollywood
Wagon Wheel
Th4 New Post -War Flve-Ball Counter
Game "Smiley"

$525.00

425.00
249.50
249.00
39.50

NEW RECONDITIONED GAMES

Streamliners
South Seas

$249.50
249.50

Wire, write or phone your orders.
1/3 deposit with order, bal. C. O. D.
CET ON
LATEST

OUR MAILING LIST FOR THE

IN

NEW EQUIPMENT, USED
EQUIPMENT, REPAIR PARTS AND THOUSANDS OF USED RECORDS.

F.

& W. AMUSEMENT
FRED BURKS,

CO.

Mgr.

COOKEVILLE, TENNESSEE
Day Phone 125
Night Phone 352-W

®®®0®1.®®®®®®®®®®®®niagq10121W®®a®Wietla It
PARTS AND
AN SUPPLIES FOR MUSIC MACHINES ;'
3 Wurlltzer #300 Adapters
$32.85
®2 Keeney Adapters
1 Rock -Ole Adapter

VEST POCKET BELLS

PHONOGRAPHS

.....
750E's
850's

ROBERT WOLFE, who used to be a
music machine mechanic in Virginia
and
South Carolina before the war, has joined
the Willis Coin Machine Service as a
partner after his discharge from the Air
Forces, . . . BRADLEE WILLIS, senior
partner, reports he is steadily
additional music machines to his 'adding
route.
. ALVIN SCHNEIDER, of the Schneider
Specialty Company, has just installed
new oven and additional equipment fora
handling refinishing of all types of coin
machines.

MILLS

Mgr.

CHECK THIS AD AND BE FIRST TO GET
IN ON THIS SALE OF NEW AND USED
EQUIPMENT AT THESE PRICES.

ELIZABETH LUND, office manager of
the Michigan Automatic Phonograph
Owners' Association, reports another move
of the MAPOA offices -this time to the
seventh floor of the Ford Building.
DIAMOND T. PHILLIPS, who has established the Diamond Music Company at
11806 Wade Avenue, may go into the
beverage vending field.
.
EDWARD
KIELY, music operator, who also owns
the Mellow Record label, is resuming
active production on the record line
again for the first time since before the
war.

10

AMUSEMENT CO,

COOKEVILLE, TENNESSEE

Detroit:

ARE EXCLUSIVE NORTHWEST
DISTRIBUTORS FOR . . .

& W.

Night Phone 352-W

FRED BURKS,

LOUIS FORSTEIN has been elected
president of the Automatic Cigarette
Vendors' Association of Eastern Pennsylvania, located in Philadelphia. His
brother is. Magistrate Jules Forstein in
that city. . . . LIEUT. and MRS. ALAN
TRIPP became the parents of a daughter, Barbara Ann, in Philadelphia on
January 5. Mother is former MADGE
BERESIN, daughter of JACK BERESIN,
head of Berlo Vending Company. ,
The Popcorn Sales Company has located
at 1226 Vine Street in Philadelphia to
distribute and sell popcorn machines and
equipment.
LARRY GOLDMEIER, head of the Poppers Supply Company and. Viking Popcorn Machine distributor in the Philadelphia area, reports that the public's
response to proper popcorn merchandising in this section has exceeded his fondest expectations. . , . CHARLES HANNON,
former business manager of the Phonograph Operators' Association of Eastern
Pennsylvania, and present manager of
the Atlas Distributing Company, of Philadelphia, is moving about strictly under
his own steam these days. He has discarded the cast which protected his
broken foot.

attn Co.

BLACK CHERRY BELLS

F.

Philadelphia:

SUPER QUALITY
TUBULAR
COIN WRAPPERS
$2.00 Nickels to

1

Day Phone 125

(Continued from page 195).
their new headquarters at 4135 West
Armitage is progressing well and it's
his pledge that they'll have one of the
most modernistic offices and showrooms
in the trade,

3 Wurlitzer 616 Amplifiers

..

2 Buckley 32 Selection Chrome
89.50 15 Wurlltzer #125, 5-10-26¢
24.95
4 Seeburg 24 Selection 5¢ Wireless
29.60
Wall-o-Matics
39.95 Astatio B2 Crystal Pick -Up Cartridges .
38.86
2 Seeburg 20 Selection 5-10-25f Wire49.50
less Wall -e -Maties
49.50 2 Wurlitzer Original Lite -Up Speakers.
55.00 17 National 5¢ Slug Rejectors
19.50 2" Hard
Casters. Per Set of 4. ,
40.0 Zip Cord, Rubber
500' Rolls. Per Ft.
21.95 Program Strips, 500 Sheet Pkgs.
22.95 Wurlitzer Main Gears

65.00

Ideal Scale, Back Door

$14.95

27.58

.'

47.50
80.00

if

1.50
.02

p,

22.50

4.75 4`

8.75

8.00
5,00
40.00

Missing
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF TURFS, KEYS,
PLASTICS,
ACCESSORIES AND PARTS
WANT TO BUY ALL TYPES OF MUSIC MACHINES
WILL ALSO BUY YOUR ROUTE
SEND LIST AND PRICE
1

Ihk
/ tik

.
l

0;.

UA -15 ALL PURPOSE AMPLIFIER
A

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT FOR ALL

-

PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIERS
SEEBURG
WURLITZER
ROCK-OLA
Complete With Tubes

1/2

$45.00

i

Deposit, Balancé C. O. D., F. O. B. New York

New York
DAVE LOWY & CO 594 10th Ave., Bryant
9-0817
o_ego®®®®®®®oa®®_®®a®M®®

18, N. Y.

Phone:

WANTED TO BUY

25

WURLITZERS
MODEL #71

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE

ATLAS PHONOGRAPH SERVICE

4848 PAGE BLVD.
ST. LOUIS 13, MO.
Phones-FOREST 6200 and DELMAR 1234

I
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RIVIERA
CONVERTED FROM

II

BIG PARADE"
OTHER CONVERSIONS FROM

.

. .

ZOMBIE

STARS

SUN BEAM

lEADER

DOUBLE PLAY

DUPLEX

WEST WIND

SKY BLAZER

DOREMI

KNOCKOUT

ARIZONA

$60
O. B. FACTORY WILL

F.

PAID FOR ANY OF

BE

SEND

ABOVE

LISTED

GAMES

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

IN YOUR
GAMES FOR

UNITED

CONVERSION

MANUFACTURING CO.
6125 N.

WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO

45, ILL

MANUFACTURING
BUFFALO'S LONGEST -ESTABLISHED DISTRIBUTOR

NOW DELIVERING
Gottlieb

Stage Door Canteen

Chicago Coin
Genco

Goalee

Bally
Bally
Bally

Undersea Raider
Victory Derby

Mills
Mills

Black Cherry Bells
Vest Pockets

PHOENIX DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
611-613 W. WASHINGTON STREET
(Temporarily at 1211 North Third Avenue)
PHOENIX, ARIZ.

Total Roll

Victory Special

gum

IN

MIMI

III

BARGAINS IN USED EQUIPMENT

NEW

J. H. WINFIELD

& CO.

916 MAIN STREET

EiGLAND'S

BUFFALO 2, N. Y.

PHONE GRANT 2134

LEAD/NC
DISTRIBUTOR

OF COIN

SEE

OpERA TED

YOUR LOCAL JOBBER

MACHINES

NEW MARBLE TABLE

smice

1922

at
This marble table has highest score of any table ever built.
90% LESS PARTS THAN AVERAGE TABLE
90% LESS TROUBLE THAN AVERAGE TABLE
STREAMLINE 1947 CABINET
TOP ACTION APPEAL
FREE -BALL FEATURE
10,000 TOP SCORING-PLAY WITH 1 -BALL AND MANY OTHER
FEATURES
JOBBERS, DISTRIBUTORS, WRITE, WIRE, PHONE

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES MFG.
1001 LOUISIANA

HOUSTON 2, TEXAS

SOLD THRU JOBBERS, DISTRIBUTORS ONLY

err

a

O/y

ó Ts

r

sóMA'jN

NEW

GAMES!

ia

ASSOCIATEDRAVREBY

INC.
72 BROOKLINE AVENUE

(PHONE: COMMONWEALTH

0933.0934)

BOSTON

15, MASS.

i

BRANCH OFFICES

1849 MAIN STREET

2N

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
FALL RIVER, MASS.

Iuaaaaiaaaaau..aap
H

MAIN

STREET

200
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WE TAKE
THE GAMBLE
WHEN YOU
BUY FROM US!
Any machine

RESTRICTED!
TO

BEST

we sell is guaranteed to
satisfy or the shipment can be returned
prepaid within ten days after delivery
for full cash refund or purchase price.

NEW

GET OUR

PRICES

MILLS GOLD CHROME

BELLS

MILLS SILVER CHROME BELLS

MILLS BROWN

/

BAKERS PACERS

SOLD

5
5
10

Wurlitzer 400
Wurlitzer P12
Wurlitzer 412

$110.00

BACK

.. . .........$115.00

Rock -Ola 12 Rec.
Rock -Ola 16 Rec,
Seeburg 12 Rec.

110.00 5
150.00 5
10 Wurlitzer 16 Rec. Bottom Lite -Up

IN

MONEY
GUAR-

165.00
110.00

ANTEE

$225.00
A-1 CONDITION MECHANICALLY AND IN APPEARANCE

-

1664

.

.

2.00

OLA .. .40
OZ4 .. 1.10

16135. 2.00

WE SPECIALIZE IN REBUILDING
MILLS SLOTS and RACES

11-H4
11-N5

.

..
..
..
..
..
..
161E3
INS ..
175 ..
105 .,
1A5
1A7
1H4
1H5
1E7
105
1D8

--

BAKER

.

NOVELTY CO.

2A3

1700 Washington Blvd., Chicago 12, Ill.

1.75
2.00
1.25
1.60
1.00
1.3.0

1.75
1.10
1.10
1.75
1.30

1.30
1.60
1.60

3Q5

5U4
5V4
5T4
5Y3
5Y4
5Z3
524

5X4
6B7
6B8
6C5
6C6

606

6F5
6F6
SF8

M6

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
,.
..
..
..

1.60
.80
1.10
1.00
.55
.75
.90

.90

.90
1.00

1.10

.70
.85
.70
.90
.80
.60

..
..
..
..
..
..

.50
6J7
.90
6X5
eo
81(6
.85
61(7
.75
6X8
.75
668 , 1.10
687 .. .70
6Q7 ..
.90
6SQ7 .
.75
68a7
.75
68c7 .. .85
6SK7 ,
.70
6V6 ..
.50
8X5
.85
6U7 ..
.65
6SF5 . .60
7 Series 1.25

..

12Q7
12A6

...
39/44.
41 ...
42
.
43 ...
46

.90
1.00
.60
12807. ,75

12ÁH7

,75
.85

128.17.
1251(7.

.60
.70
.40

37
38

.

.80
.65

,

12Sa7. 1.15
.85
.70
12867. .90
14A7 . 1.35
1407 . 1.15
14H7 , 1.10
14Q7 . 1.40
19 ..
.75
24
.85
26
.70
27
.55

46-47

128127.
125117.

48
53
55
56
57
76
77

,
.

78
79

...
...
...

80
83V

..

.90
.75
.60
1.00

3525

.
.
.

35Z3

,

3545 .
3566.
50L6 .

.080

.60
.90

.
,

35Z4

1.10
1.00
1.65
1.00
.75
.55
.90

25L6
25Z5
25Z6

50Y6
45Z5

STAND

1.30
1,00
1.00

Tumbler construction.
Only the properly notched
"Ace" ROUND Key will
properly engage ALL 7
tumblers to open this
"ACE" of all locks. Can
be keyed alike. Remember
There's a Chicago
Lock for Every Need
and ALL insure
"UTMOST Security." Write
for catalog complete line.

7481

-

I.

CHICAGO LOCK CO.

WE

¡

WANNA BUY.

Mills Three Bells.

Single Super Bells, Comb. F.P.-P.O.
Twin Super Bells, Comb. F.P.-P.O.
Jumbo Parades, Late Free Play.
Silver Moon, Free Play.
High Hands, Comb. F.P.-P.O.
Sun Ray, Free Play.
Bally Club Bells, Comb. F.P.-P.0'.
Mills Four Bells, High Heads Only.
gour-Way Super Bells, 3-5 and 1-25c Play.
State Quantity, Serials and Guaranteed
Condition in First Letter.

ADVANCE AUTOMATIC SALES CO,
Phone: Hemlock 1750
1350 Howard St.
San Francisco 3, Cal.

® ® ®® ®® ®® ®

Your Music or Garne Routes,
Vicinity Kansas City.
Give Full Particulars.

ADVANCE MUSIC CO.
Grand Ave.,
01606
Kansas City 6, Mo.

Adaptor,
Comp. 1.45

XXD.. 1.40
XXL.. 1.40
1.40

NEW AMI
"STREAMLINERS" $595.00
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES GUARANTEED

,
,
,
,
,
I
1

Holes

.........
-Finn 1000 Jumbo

Books

Pick

$4.00. Doz.

Sales Boards O

$20.00
19.00

21.00

42.00

W. E. BLACKWELL
LEBANON, IND.

EA.

CHICAGO 45, ILL.

BUILT SPECIALLY FOR THE U. S. GOV'T

ORDER IMMEDIATELY!

WE

credit on the

WANT TO BUY YOUR USED EQUIPMENT®
SEND COMPLETE LIST AND DETAILS ! ! ! ! !

WORLD'S BEST BOARDS, TICKETS CARDS

RUNYON SALES CO. OF N.Y.
593 10TH AVE.

® ®

MI

®

NEW YORK 18, N. Y..

MI NM MI

® ®

III

QELUXE f><rc. CO.

3

DeLuxe Building

LANGACRE 3-4820

n

® I®

MI

....

28 Pack
.75
Charley
Avr. $52.04 $1,15
Charley
Avr. 52.04 1.22
Charley, Th. Semi. 52.04 1.39
Ready Money Seal 50.70 1.69
1000 100 J.P. Ready Money, Jumbo 50.70 1.98 !
1200 25f J.P. Texas Charley. Avr. 102.28 2.29'
1000 5f J.P, Big Forty, Seal Avr. $24.35 $1.69
1184 5¢ J.P. Jumbo Tens, Thick 33.25 2.49
1000 5f J.P. Beat Thls Card, XTh. 33,00 2.59
1000 5f J.P. Girlie, X Thick Avr. 28.00 2.89
1280 5f J.P. Girlie, X Thick Avr, 35.10 2,98
1800 5e J.P. Lulu, X Thick. Avr. 31,75 2.89
2170 5f Tab. Rd.,Wh.,BI. Tickets $36.00 $1.19
2170 5f Banded Rd.,Wh.,BI. Tkts. 38.00 1.63
2170 5f Five Fold R.W.B. Tkts.. 36.00 1.89
2280 5f Combination Tickets
38.40 1.98
.
120 Tip Books, Single Banded. Doz.
1.89
Write for Catalog and List Top Fllht Boards.

1000 250.1.P.
1000 25e J.P.
1000 25f J.P.
1000 100 J.P.

For all Wurlltzers, Rock -Olas and Seeburg Machines. Tone qualIty and plenty of volume. Complete with switches, volume
control and tone control.

a

.....

If Cigarette,

UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIERS
We wilt take all your used Amplifiers and allow
purchase of the above Amplifier.

Operators' Hits -Immediate Dellveate$

Name
Profit Prise
400 50 Dollar Board
Def. $ 7.00 $ .55
400 le tº 5f Put & Take ,Def.
7.50
.58
1000 250 Charley
Def. 50.00
.89
1000 5¢ Nickel Charley
Def. 17.00
.98
1000

®

Blue Earth, Minn.

®e
WANTED TO BUY
®
,

ORDER NOW

o e

-

Buckley Track Odds-..D.D. Jack Pot.
WRITE
WIRE
PHONE.
Stating Price and Quantity.

The New 1946 ETECM10]®

C. and M. SPECIALTY COMPANY
828 Camp Street
NEW ORLEAN

AUTOMATIC COIN OPERATED CAMERA
Manual Developing
Supplied fit Take Any Number of Pictures, 11/2a2 or 21/2x3 V2 on Standard Direct Poettive Paper.
DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

use

NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

CAL JR ICI600

BRAND NEW DOWNEY-JOHNSON PORTABLE
,

$1,13

Deals

SALESBOARDS

ELECTROID MFG. CORP.

Per Grass

1280
SIZE

CIRCLE PRODUCTS CO.

NOW DELIVERINtá

120 Baseball Combination. Per Gross
120 10.15-20 or 25 Die Cut Jack Pot

$13.20

50 Seal Bingo Jackpot Card, $6.00 Per Doz.
We have R.W.B., Comb., Tip, and the
most complete Ticket line in the industry. Write us your needs and your
volume of distribution -operator, jobber, etc. ALL OF OUR TICKETS ARE
MACHINE COUNTED, FOLDED AND
BANDED ON THE FINEST QUALITY
KRAFT
PAPER.
THEY ARE NOT
STITCHED OR SEWED,

2421 PRATT AVE.

1331 FIRST AVENUE

120 Tips, Single or In Bundles of 5's,

More

Lots of 50 or
More $14.40
Per Doz. Deals

® ®®® ®

NEDI

PROTECT YOUR PROFITS
WE WANT TO BUY

EA.

Lets of 50 or

FACTORY CRATED

- -

2024 N. Racine Ave., Dept. 68, CHICAGO

1,00

WRITE FOR OUR NEW FREE
CATALOGUE
TERMS: '/s DEPOSIT, BALANCE C.0.0.

Key Opens It
7 -pin

$

Per Doz.

We Manufacture Many Hard-To -Get Wurlitzer Parts -Send in Your Orders!
Deposit Required With All Orders!

Only the Ace ROUND
patented

1200
SIZE

FREEII

insures
"UTMOST Security!"
Note

or

$10.80

Per Doz. Deals

EACH

Chicago "ACE" Lock

PAT.

More

ORDER

.80
.80
1.30
1.30
1.00
1.10
1.10

ió

SEA .

Lots of 50

WITH

NUMEROUS TO MENTIONXXFM.
WE HAVE PRACTICALLY EVERY TUBE AVAILABLE

U. s.

1000
SIZE

.
1.10
117L7. 1.85
117P7. 1.85
117Z6. 1.60
70L7, with

ND ANY OTHERSTUBES6TOO

The Famous, Patented

BINGO

FREE!!
METAL

TUBES FOR THE COIN MACHINE INDUSTRY
10% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS OF $35.00 OR OVER!
I
ILA6 .$2.35 2A5 ..$ .90 6H6 ..$ .70 12A8 .51.00 32 ...$ .90 2051 .51.25
16A4
2.00 2A4G
1.75 6J5

ALL MODELS
ALL COIN PLAYS
WE BUY-SELL
EXCHANGE

TNP

for the LEAST

12 AND 16 RECORD PHONOGRAPHS
Here Are a Few of Them

ALL MACHINES

BELLS

MILLS MELON BELLS

WANT

WE BELIEVE WE HAVE
IN THE NATION OF

FRONT BELLS

CHERRY

WHO

THE LARGEST STOCK

MILLS BLUE FRONT BELLS

MILLS

THOSE

COIN COUNTING MACHINES

All Sizes, Styles from 10 to
Holes.
Also JP Cards, Fund Raising Cards, Etc.

COUNTS.ALL SIZE COINS

S147.50 each
MAX SCHUBB Successor to Schubb

FREE Catalog. Write

COIN WRAPPERS, Samples and Prices on Request,

MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

-

& Company

Direct Factory Distributors

lb

D

W. H. BRADY CO.,
EAU CLAIRE,

MFGRS.B

WISC.

4
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TEN STRIKE;

IN

AND

TEXAS,

BANG TAILS

OKLAHOMA
-

-

.

"SUSPENSE"

11, I'll'

,I

;

,

----

on a year or ,tsiv FKIJ 'I
for Operators-with these

NEW MEXICO

TWO EVANS WINNERS

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

-

Immediate Delivery
PHONE
WIRE
WRITE

-ISLAND DISTRIBUTING CO.N.
in Texas,
for H.

& Co. Products
Northern Louisiana, Southern Arkansas and Oklahoma.
2551 Elm St.
Phone: 4924
'2502 39th St.
ccluslve Distributors

C. Evans

MANUFACTURING

Mexico,

COMPANY

DALLAS, TEXAS

GALVESTON, TEXAS

WANTED
2812 MAIN STREET
DALLAS, TEXAS

SEEBURG CHICKEN SAMS
MUST BE COMPLETE WITH ALL PARTS.
DO NOT HAVE TO BE IN WORKING ORDER.

WILL PAY $55.00
WE REBUILD

FOR SALE

ALL ABT TARGETS

All American

Quality Work Guaranteed. Ship
Us Your Machines Today.
Reasonable Prices.

Bally Rapid Fire

Batting Practice
Cadillac
Click

....

Double Feature
4 Aces

13F.00
t :.00
30.00
54.50
25.00
124.50

ENJOY FOR LOCATION

Hockey, Ohlcoln
Keep 'Em Flying
Keeney Submarine
Mystic
Paradise
Plckem
Sara Suzy

$195.00
139.50
120.00
39.50
39.50
24.50
24.50

$82.60
44.50
24.50
3 Up
3 Exhibit Long Champs 29.50
52.50
Turf Champ
Sperky
7 Up Converted Sink

....

the Jap

SPECIAL-Ticket Dealer--1838--Stapled In Flvea-ONLY $2.25. Others at flIght
Terms: 1/3 Deposit With Order, Balance C. O. D.

MERCURY COIN PRODUCTS

CHICAGO 26, ILL.

6651 N. CLARK ST.

$ 39.50

-

WILL PAY

$55.00

FOR

Prig.

EXHIBIT'S STARS, DOREMI, WEST WIND, DOUBLE PRAY,
SUN BEAM, ZOMBIE

We buy end tell routas or extra PIn dames. Let us know what you have,

DAIITISTE7I & BANISTER DISTRIBUTING CO.

ANGOTT SALES CO., INC.

INDIANAPOLIS 4, IND.

RILEY 4817

44E-4 MA8S. AVE.

NOW DELIVERING NEW

BUYS !!
S:NSATIONAL
MACHINES LIKE NEW

PACKARD P[,AQMOR Wall Boxes
Speakers ® Adapters for
Bar Brackets
30 -Wire Cable

-

Phonographs To Play on or Off Floor.

2616 Puritan Ave.

WATCH for the Opening
®f our Branch Office ®n March 1
JACK BERMAN

MILLS
MILLS
MILLS
MILLS
MILLS
MILLS
MILLS
MILLS

Gold Chromes, 2-5 Payout ... ,
Original Chromes, 2.5 Payout .. ,
Gold Chromes, 2.5 Payout ...
Original Chromes, 2.5 Payout
Gold Chromes, 2.5 Payout
Blue Fronts
Blue Fronts
V. P. Green
5c
5c
10c
10c
25c
5c
10e

e"

ECONOMY SUPPLY COMPANY

<

.

>

<

,

-

..

<

.

,1$165.00

_

>

>

,

>

,

,

,

>

Rochester 5,

Ne Ye

WE OFFED, THE FOLLOWING

S Twin

ACCESSORIES
19.50
5 Model 300 Wurlitzer Adaptors :
24.50
5 Model 130 Wurlitzer Adaptors
3 Model 430 Wurlitzer Selective Speakers,
150.00
New and In Crate
20.00
Miracle Point Phono Needles. Per 100 .

STANLEY GERM!

$199.50

12's (Wurlitzer), Buckley and Packard Adaptors
,

....$

PIN BALL
1 New Marines (Westerhaus) ........9118.30
100.50
2 Slightly Used American Beauty
i Foreign Colors (Comb. 1 or 5 Bell) .. 119.5.0

....

One -Third Deposit, Balance C. O. D.

NOW-ROTATION -READY

Wanted to buy the following Music and Pin Ball: Wurlltzcrs-700, 800, 750 850. Pin Bail --Dupiez,
Sunbeam, 8kybiazer, Westwind, Leader, Double Play, Do -Re -MI, Stars and Knock Out. Will consider
anything offered. No quantity too large or small.

Very fascinating new electrical group game
894.6 WEST 8TH STREET, CONEY ISLAND, NEW YORK

,

.................
............
..................... .....
<

131 Avenue B

WITTCO

SID MERENSTEIN

2015 MARYLAND AVENUE, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

IRLIP FABER

.

..... ..... .....
.....
.

165.00
185.00
185.00
. , .
. 200.00
120.00
140.00
, ,
,
22.50
These machines are of high serial numbers, not rebuilts, and one of the
finest lots in the country. 7/3 deposit with order.

Detroit 21, Mich.

IRWIN DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

Coney lsland6-2312

106 8. GROVE
0

(5-9897)

WICHITA, KANSAB

202

.
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Buy the Best
And Latest

WE WILL KEEP YOU

GROETCHEN TYPERS
FACTORY RECONDITIONED

IN

-

ORDER YOUR NEW
1

MACHINES NOW

"SUSPENSE"

$325.00
INCLUDES 3,000 TAGS
5 or 10c CHUTE

-BALL AND ARCADE
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

NEW BALLY GAMES
Victory Derby, 1 -Ball Automatic.
Victory Special, 1 -Ball Free Play.
Undersea Raider, New Type Gun.
Watch for Bally's New Phonograph. Will
Be' Shown Here Soon.

IN

CHICAGO COIN GOALEE

WASHINGTON,

A Great Money Maker. Immediate Delivery.

OREGON

USED MACHINES
Thoroughly Checked, Ready for Location.
1 -BALL FREE PLAY
Longacre
$465.00
Pimlico
.$360.00
Victorious, 1943 ..$79.50

AND

I

Northern Part of
CALIFORNIA

CONSOLES
Paces
Paces
Evans
Evans

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Races, Brown
Races, Black

$175.00
115.00
110.00
115.00

Galloping Dominoes, Black
Bangtails, Red

ARCADE MACHINES
Bally Rapid Fire

$175.00
130.00
125.00

Jap, Hitler Gun, Thompson Cony
Jap Guns, Chi. Nov. Cony.

Scientific Birthday Clock
100.00
Western Strength Test
32.00
Radio Rifle (Need Minor Rep.)
20.00
API Types of Arcade Pieces Too Numerous
to Mention. Write or Wire Us Your Needs
and We Will Supply You.
Send One -Third Certified With All Orders,

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

7

Balance C. O. D.

EXCLUSIVE BALLY AND CHICAGO COIN
DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE STATE
OF TEXAS

BELL PRODUCTS CO.
1085 MONADNOCK BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF.

PAN AMERICAN SALES

PHONE: DOUGLAS 4475

.

COMPANY
524 San Pedro,

San Antonio, Texas
Garfield 9581

for

ALUMINUM DISCS

GROETCHEN TYPERS

"THE HIGHEST BIDDER"

Guaranteed Perfect $7.00 per

TURN YOUR USED RECORDS
$$ INTO CASH $$

HAMILTON SCALES

1000

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

WANTED
KNOCKOUT

Are Now in Production

FIGHTERS

I/3 DEPOSIT

0
MÁx
G'ft-,82et
,
DISTRIBUTtliG
COMPANY

EN NE

NIB

SALE $

P4®R

Wurlitzer
Wurlitzer 616
Wurlitzer 600 Keyboard
Seeburg HI Tone, ES

Seeburg 24 Wadi-o-Nlatic, Wireless,
Cracked Covers
Wurlitzer t125, 5-10.250 BoxeS,
Cracked Covers
New S¢ Coin Slat, made to

fit

all Wurlitzers

...

Wall-Matic, 5.10-250

Seeburg

Wireless

I/3

3

in

$12.50

I

10.00

AR

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Circle 6-9570

NZ

SAVE DUTY
AND SALES TAX
Styles-All Sizes --From 100 to 5,000

NI
WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

OPERATOR -MECHANIC
Phonos, Slots, Pin Balls, Arcade, E.S.R.C. Equipment, Amplifiers. Have truck and tools. Reference.
BOX D-127, BILLBOARD

Cincinnati

1,

0.

/

TOLEDO 4, OHIO

$

Roll, Used
King Pins
Sky Fighter
Ballyil

Air Raider

Night Bomber
/Rapid Fire

Shoot Your Way to Tokyo
Periscope

179 KING STREET

$150.00
59.50

1/3 Deposit, Balance C.O.D.

NOW DELIVERING UNDERSEA RAIDER

s&w

COIN

MACHINE
EXCHANGE
2416 Grand River Ave., Detroit 1, Mich,
Phone: RAndolph 0647

ttea®a®®®®®omewe.

I

wl

WANT TO BUY

..b.iYlal.

-

100 MILLS SLOTS, ESCALATOR MODELS.

--

Write
Wire
Phone.
Stating Price and Quantity.

..iii

!

_

PREMIUM PRODUCTS COMPANY
0

/

sa.00

295.00
19500
165.00
135.00
250.00
125.00
99.50
99.50

All Machines Ready For Location;

Buy Direct

$45.00

HUB DISTRIBUTING CO.
NMI

ARCADE EQUIPMENT

BBarrel

Sales Board Buyers in Canada Only

r

III

WITHIN 100 MILE RADIUS.

SLOTS

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE
dep., bal. C.O.D., F.O.B. N. Y.

MO

UP

Mills 50 Bonus Bell
Mills 250 Owl

SKEE BALL ALLEY

692 10th Ave.

WILL PICK

99.50
199.50
435.00
550.00

o

HI SCORE

N. 52nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone: GRE 3153 ,

Seeburg Ducks

714 S. ST. CLAIR

$39.00

NEW

1251

THE HAMILTON SCALE CO.

INN

$9.50

.

NATHAN MUCHNICK

a Hamilton Franchise.

e

BB MI MI IN

WRITE,` CALL OR JUST SHIP TO

We cannot yet make deliveries. As soon as
we can make shipments we will notify distributors through announcements in The
Billboard and other publications. If you are
not now a distributor of coin -operated scales,
it may be well worth your while to apply for

WITH ORDER.

414 DIVERSE,/
CHICAGO 14, ILL
//yi4'í.////////////ifYY///Y/JWM/WMW7

... But ..

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA

C. AND M, SPECIALTY COMPANY
828-32 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS

/

FOR SALE

2 Keeney Anti -Aircraft, Brown
1 Keeney' Air Raider
1 Bally Defender

0

1

Rotary Merchandiser

@
@
@
@

$ 49.00

140.0.

175.00

200.00

Wanted -Rock -01a Three-Up, 1 Bail, P.O.; Mills
Music, low-priced Nickel and Dime Slots.

AUTOMATIC AMUSEMENT CO.
216 Second Street
Lakewood, N. J.

,

AMERICA'S NEWEST
STYLE COUPON GAME

r-P1111

-

r-

DISTRIBUTORS...

OPERATORS

E

Streamlined & Revolutionary

e
"MuNci
Manufacturing

NO CARDS -NO JARS -NO REFILLS

Center

The
of the Ticket Game Industry

ONE-PIECE PRODUCT

A
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urdily Constructed in Colorful Fiber Conners With Loose Tickets and Jackpot
Arrangements.

PLAN - TALK
THE NEW LINES!

HERE IS
THE

SEE -

1

t4 e~

Baseball

Jar Games
Spindle Deals

41í...

FIVE

GREATEST

DISPLAY AND

Tallies
Trade
Stimulators

Tip Books
Sales Cards

SELECTION

OF

TICKET GAMES

Salesboards

TO BE FOUND

ANYWHERE!
are only a few hours'
ride from the world's
center of ticket game
manufacturing. Conic . .. spend a
day at the factories for advice and demonstration of
products.

TICKET GAMES ARE COMING AGAIN!
New Ideas
Old Reliable Products
New Cames
Everything New in Tickets!

it;

"STAR DUST"
44 55 -;61

2040 Red -White -Blue Coupons
Folded 5 to Bundle -25c Per Bundle
. $102.00
Takes in 408 Bdls. @ 25c
$14.70
Pays Out: 7 Seals
68.70
54.00
84 Cons'l

77-85-59'

,esco

AS19r>

$100,

$ 33.30

PROFIT (Average)
Retail Price $6.40

"DOUBLES"
1100 Coupons -25e Play

$275.00

akes in @ 25c
ays Out: 10 Seals

l

$

99 Cons'I

58.00
143.00

INCORPORATED

201.00
$ 74.00

4i2OFIT (Average)
Retail Price $4.46

Gdor
..-

asd

O

-This Ad Sponsored by The lndepencent Manufacturers Located

NAME OR YOUR CUSTOMER'S NAME IMPRINTED
WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE ON 5 GROSS ORDERS

f

5

,''dddd'oint

Gross or More

for You.

-

Desired on Orders
an Extra Talking

Tp 15

Sra
LF

I

Trade

Jackpot

i

Á.

Stimulators

Dcdn

8

,;::
°:

;

; :

4

i

;

®

-

MUNCIE, INDIANA
ORIGINATORS OF

,

t!,

`.

t

-

a

r

'

®

nb,
AK rT YLE
et nu
pecial Books Made to Your
Own Specifications
MUNCIE'S SPECIALTY MANUFACTURER
â

JAR GAMES
9r03 PERSHIN,°a

s

LINE OF

TICKET
GAMES

o

NOW AVAILABLE IN UNLIMITED QUANTITIES
BAS -BAL

JAR -O -SMILES

COMMERCIAL PRINTING COMPANY

RO -WO -BO

MUNCIE, INDIANA

IIGH AND JACKSON STREETS

FINEST

NOVELfOMPAN,f

PT

AK

O

Muncit, Indwno

in

The WORLD'S

l*

:

MKHUE

;;

1\t V
'

425

EL OL

N

CT

Poker Hands

Tip Books

,

z

NOEL MANUFACTURING CO.

POUR

If

7/7:66

WERTS NOVELTY CO.
GAY GAMES, INC.
PRINTING
CO.
MUNCIE NOVELTY CO.
COMMERCIAL
HOME TALLY CARD CO.
A. B. C. NOVELTY CO.

ERSONALIZE YOUR TIP BOOKS
his Service Is Given

0

PICK -A -TICK

POK-ER-BOK
DICE GAME

MILLER VENDING COMPANY

REEL -O

Offers

New Machines
...$425.00 Strip

ice' Total Roll
ttlleb Stage Door
Iranteen

C Bowler
00

Parade
zll

t

Top

ur Aces
,e-Ten -Twenty

and Canyon

249.50

in Original Cartons, in Stock

South Seas

Completely Reconditioned 5 -Ball
47.50
$ 69.50
109.50'
194.50
209.50
104.50
104.50
194.50

ve
HI
High (Hat
Idaho
Invasion ..
Jungle
Keep 'Em Flying
Knockout
Monicker

Reconditioned

et Specials
rk Horse

$189.50
249.50
249,50

Tease

Big Top

$127.50
137.50
127.50

Gold Cup
Blue Grass
'41 Derby

1 -Ball

cord Time
Super Bells Combination, Very Clean
$224.50
Ready To Operate
99.50
'fly Rapid Fires, A -i Condition .
74.50
Condition
A-1
'burg Shoot
of the Chutes,
47.50
feney Anti -Aircraft, Brown

TERMS:

1

/

Certified

$

69.50

229.50
92.50
59 50
124.50
104.50
74.50

Hollywood

Oklahoma

249.50

248.50

....

$159.50

Free Plays
Sky Chief
Santa Fe

Streamliner ..
Trade Winds
Texas Mustang

Club Trophy

..

67.50

...

$224.50
84.50

I Cherry,

Write
Knee Action, Club Handle
Mills Dumb Bell Lifter, A-1 Condition ..$34.50
79.50
Paces Races, 5¢, Brown Cabinet

rdee

COMPANY
MILLER VENDING
RAPIDS
9-8632-8.8047

FAIRBANKS ST., N. W.

Phones:

GRAND

BASEBALL BOOKS AND SERIES

29.50

Ten Spot
Venus

Victorious
147.50
224.50
Mills Factory Rebuilt Slots,

JACKPOT BOOKS

199.50
59.50
199.50
229.50
62.50

Spot a Card

Free Plays

$ 34.50

CARDED GAMES -TIP BOOKS

$249.50

..

..

Trade Winds

2, MICH.

The

World's Largest Manufacturer of Ticket Games

WERTS NOVELTY COMPANY
920

S.

PERSHING DRIVE, MUNCIE,

INC.

INDIANA
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..LOOKFOR THE EAGLE...

-

ALWAYS AT MILWAUKEE COIN

GOOD

YOU'LL fIND,
THE BEST' -

SELECTION

BETTER

GAMES

BEST

BUYS!

,

CONSOLES
Pace Club Consoles, 10¢
$125.00 Mills 4 Bells, 4/5e, Orig. Heads, Late
Jenn. Club Consoles, 5e
Ser. Nos.
$325.00
129.50
10$
$149.50; 250
188.50 Jenn. Totalizer, F.P.
129.50
Jennings Ciga Rolas, 5-10¢, Late
Four Horsemen. 7 -Coln Head
149.50
Models, Like New
89.50 Pace Reels,
5$, Without Rails, A-1
Caille Club Console, Late Mod., 25¢ 125.00
Condition
89.50
Keeney Four Ways, 5-5-5-5
495.00
Watling, Big Game, 10$, Like New
150.00 Pace Reels, 25¢, Without Rails, A-1
Bally Skill Field, 7 -Coin Head
Condition
89.50
125.00
Pace Reels, 5e, With Rails, A-1 Condition
89.50

SLOTS
Mills Brown Franta, comp!. rebuilt,
Jean. Master Silver Chief, S.P., 5e. .9119.50
club handles, drill proof, 5e
$150.00
10¢
$199.50; 25$
169.50
10e
$175.00; 25e
225.00 Jenn, Silver Chief or Sliver Club SpeMills Blue Fronts, Hand Load, Serial
cial,
5e
139.50
No. Over 400,000, 25e
250.00
10e
$159.50; 250
175.00
Mills Blue Fronts, Comp. Benn., Club
Har.dles, 5e... $125.00; 10f
119.50
150.00 Jenn. Victory Model, 5e
Mills Extraordinary, Comp. Rotin ,
Pace All Star Comets, Comp. Refin
In Gold and Silver Chrome, 3/5
Club Handles, 5e
125.00
10$
5¢
$79.50; 10$
$150.00; 254
89.50
175.00
250
$125.00; 50f
Mills Orig. Gold or Silver Chromes,
350.00
Drill -Proof, Club Handles, Knee
Pace Rocket or Deluxe, SP, 5¢
94.50
Action, 3/5 or 2/5, 5¢
215.00
f 0¢
119.50
10f
$225.00; 25$
250.00 Melon Bells, orlg., except. Olean, 6¢.. 125.00
Mills Copper Chrome, 25¢ ..
225.00
10e
$150.00; 25$
175,00
Mills Cherry Bells, comp. refin club
handles, drill proof, 6¢
139.50 Watt. Rolatop, 3¡5, 10¢
79.50
10f
$165.00; 250 ..
25¢
195.00
94.50
Mills Q.T., 10¢, Rebuilt
69.50 Groetchen Columbia, late model,
Jenn. 4 -Star Chief, Compl. Recond
chrome or porcelain fin., double JP,
and florin., 5¢
98.60
cony. 5e, 10e, 25¢
79.50
10¢
$125,00; 250
150.00 Mills Dice
39.60
LEGAL EQUIPMENT
Shoot Your Way to Tokyo
$179.50 I Rapid Fire
$149.50
PAY TABLES
WALL BOXES
Keeney Fortune
$189.50 Buckley Boxes, Late Model, Llte-Up,
Skylark
Chrome Finish
139.50
$27.50
Bally Challengering
94.50 Packard Boxes, Like New
32.60
Race
94.50 Wurlltzer o125, e120 or #320,
Mills Big Race
Excellent Gond
49.50
19.50
Seeburg Wireless Wallumatics, A-1
Shape
Write for Prices
MISCELLANEOUS
Mills or Watling Metal Safe Stands
20 Stop Discs, S.P., C.H., or Club
With Locks
$ 9.50
Spec. or Cherry P.O. Set of 3
$8.00
Strips, S.P. O.H. or Club Special,
20 Stop Star Discs, hardened
.60
Set of 8
.45 Mills Orig. 4 -Bell Cabinets
19.50
1 /3 Deposit, Balance C. O. D.

for all makes and models of
AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPHS
(the oldest and newest)

.

SEND FOR
COMPLETE
PRICE LIST

'

1514 N. FREMONT AVE:`MlChigan 1247

CHICAGO 22, ILL.

State Distributor for Seeburg Phonographs and Accessories

r\\\\\\\\...\\.0

Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin

EDEm
dGet
rON THE SENSATIONAL

VICTORY SPECIAL
VICTORY DERBY
UNDERSEAS RAIDER

0

KenCALVERT

10

ogle

SALES CO.

/

708 N. Howard St.
Baltimore 1, Md.
Vernon 3034

I

WE ARE NOW DELIVERING
GOTTLIEB'S STAGE DOOR CANTEEN
PACKARD PLA-MOR WALL BOXES AND SPEAKERS
SPECIALS FOR SALE
Grandstand, 1 Ball C.P.
$47.50 Baker's Pacers, D.D., 25c ......$375.00

0

Keeney Submarine Gun
Seeburg Shoot the Chutes Gun

150.00
Track Time, 1938
90.00

..... , ...

125.00

0

r/

OLIVE NOVELTY CO

Filling orders coast to coast. No delay.
Plenty of Eastman Direct Positive, Paper.
New Low Prices. 250 rolls. 1l/Z"-$4.20.

MEMPHIS 1, TENN.

Wurützer
Wurlltzer
2 Wurlltzer
1 Wurlltzer
1
1

SLOTS
Mills 25e Brown Front .
Mills 25e Extraordinary, 2-4 Payout

Mills 10¢
Mills 10¢
Mills 10¢
1 Mills 10¢
1 Mills 10¢
1 Mills
5¢
2 Mills 5¢
WANTED
'

MUSIC
500
600
24's
24 Revamp

Sliver Chrome
Blue Front
War Eagle 3-5 Payout
War Eagle, 2-4 Payout
Q.T. Blue Front
Sliver Chrome

VEST POCKETS

-

Blue Front ..
Jack -In -the-Box Safes, Complete
with Keys and Locks.
WEST SIDE NOVELTY COMPANY
100 S. Wyoming Ave,
KINGSTON, PA.
Phone 7.6586

M

t

Complete

Can Be Attached by
anyone in 5 Minutes

FULL CASH
WITH ORDER

DISTRIBUTORS

for

.... ...........

STAR WHEELS
.
.
.30
SELECTOR PINS, 1 Doz.
3.00
For SEEBURG Fs WURLITZER
NEEDLE SCREWS, 1 Doz.
$2.00
VOLUME CONTROL KEYS, 100.. 5.00
SHOULDER SCREWS FOR CANCEL
PAWL ON WURLITZER MAGA-

ZINE SWITCH,
Doz.
1.50
TRIP DOWN WIRE,
Doz.
5.00
BRASS YOKE ROLLER, Doz
2.00
MAIN CLOCK GEARS WITH
HARDENED DOGS AND SPRINGS
FOR MILLS AND JENNINGS
SLOTS, Each
2.00
1

Phila. 40, Pa.

PARTS

SKEE BALL

ALLEY

G
THE GAME OF THE YEAR

LEON TAKSEN COMPANY
2035 Germantown Ave., Phila.
Phone: Poplar 3638

EXTRA SPECIALS LOOK!
REPAIRING

Wurlitzer Drop Coin Chutes and High Score Glass, Coin Machines and Nets for
large 36 ft. Skee
Ball. Write for illustrated price list. If your alleys need overhauling or
remodeling write to

M. SEIDEL, 741 E. 42d

SMILEY
IN EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

We have parts for Wurlitzer Skee Balls and National Skee Rolla. Rewind
Arms, Quadrant Gears,
Rocker Arms, Maple Balls, Connection Cables, Clamps, Springs, Gear
Units, Coils, Motors, Nitta,

J.

WE ARE
HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE
OUR APPOINTMENT AS
DISTRIBUTOR FOR

WE SHIP
PREPAID

Valley Specialty Co., 550 N. Clinton, Rochester, N. Y.

100.00
160.09
115.00
100.00
85.00
85.00
150.00
105.00

WURLITZER

948 W. Russell St.

$5.00

Write for
Quantity Prices
$425.00
375.00
250.00
275.00
$150.00

HARD TO GET PARTS

r

Fits All

FOR SALE

1
1

ILLINOIS

FOR YOUR VEST POCKET BELLS

21/z"-$5.85. 3"-$6.53. 31/4"-$6.90

0. Box 1350

- CHICAGO 12,

James Clement Mfg. it
Coin Machine Parts

JACK POT METERS

CAMERAS-EQUIPMENT

P.

tee

Distributors and Jobbers, write for
quantity price list.

Direct Positive Paper

Memphis Photo Supply
Company

SOUTH KEDZIE AVEHUÉ

$235.00
eg

Plunger Rods or Ball Shooters for All
Makes Pin Ball Mach., $5.00 Per Dos.

IPhone: Franklin 3620)

Sent Free.

6

Each

1

500 FIVE BALL FREE PLAY GAMES

2625 LUCAS AVE., ST. LOUIS 3, MO:

(plus tax). Full stock of other sizes. Also
new line of Cameras, Enlargers, Lenses,
Chemicals, Backgrounds, Frames, Mounts,
etc. Prompt shipments anywhere. New
catalog just published lists everything.

Chicago

1

WANT TO BUY

/

a

Immediate delivery. The last word in new,
modern, post-war slot machine construction!
Glistening chromium with red and blue trim!
Fully automatic payout. Double jackpot.
Unconditionally guaranteed to satisfy you.
Cashbox capacity $100.00. Regulation size
wood base fits all standard stands and
safes. Rugged, lifetime construction. Takes
space 15x14 in_ Height 22 in. Shpg, wt.
55 lbs.
Send $50.00 deposit, balance
express C. O. D., F. O. B.

MAIN FIBRE GEARS

Oage

0
0
0

,

MILWAUKEE COIN MACHINE CO.

3130 W. Lisbon Avenue

NLOWY d

M

Four machines for the,,
price of one! Kit of parts
with each machine per.
amts quick, easy change
to 25c=10c-5c or even to

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Formerly with National Skee Ball Co. of Coney Island, or call Buckminster
7-5484

FLOOR SAMPLE "CORLEE' -$445.00
3 Jennings,

1
Rock -Ola, 2 Watling Scales,
need repair, as is, $150.00 alit

1

Baker Pacer, D.D.-$110.00.
1/2 deposit with order.

JULES

OLSHIN &

'1100-02 Broadway

CO.

ALBANY 4, N. Y.

e
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"Out of this world," is the manner in which operators
describe Superior's currently featured,
profit making salesboards.
Take a tip from Mr. Moon and start
the profits rolling
with

JACI<POT

ALL
leasestelare

:13lresillaitSsywe$72.950

Average Payout
26.66
Profit Average
$25.84
Jumbo Holes

"s

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS cAPEORIA
.R.®®..®!®®.1®®®®®®®®s
r
r

M 0,

WASHINGTON p.cë

BALTIMORE

WE WIL! - KEEP YOU IN.

IN

°

.

WASHINGTON, D. C.;

MARYLAND,

r,

VIRGINIA

IT'S

°BGf

item
ales..

r,
PA

ystein

MAIN OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES
635-37 "D" ST., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

*

*

*

*

MINNESOTA,
NORTH DAKOTA

:..v
-

i8

SOUTH DAKOTA

4

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

9/71af:kuriti
C

;

_-...

.

4N'

NOW ON DISPLAY & IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
DERBY
C
BALLY VICTORY
BALLY VICTORY SPECIAL
GOTTLIEB STAGE DOOR CANTEEN
PACE DELUXE CHERRY BELLS
AMUSEMATIC LITE -LEAGUE
GENCO TOTAL ROLL
ALL ACME PLASTICS

IN-.,.,_,}

A.N D
r,

f

"SUSPENSE"ss

,,-

,----L-,L

,

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

*

*

MAYFLOWER

THE COMPLETE HARRY MARCUS LINE OF

r,

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

5

DISTRIBUTING

2218 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

COMPANY

ST. PAUL,

MINN.
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WE ARE WISCONSIN DISTRIBUTORS

NEW MACHINES

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

RALLY PRODUCTS

Mills Brand New Vest Pockets.$ 74.50
Marines at Play
119.50
ßoalee
Undersea Haider
New Foreign Colors
New Big Three
Gottlieb's Stage Door Canteen

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

525.00
399.50
119.50
119.50
249.50
425,00

Genoa Total Roll
Lite League; New Console, Baseball Game
425.00
Wait for Keeney's New Bonus Superbeil,

...

5 -Coln Multiple or 10 -Coin Multiple.

USED MACHINES

Mills 50 V.P. Blue & Gold, Factory
Reconditioned, Like New Pius $ 59.50
2 Evans Lucky Lucre, 1941 Model,
2 -Tone Cabinet, P.O.
125.00
Bally Record Time, 1 Ball, F,P
750.00
Single Safe
39.50
Mills Safe Stand
15.00
Sun Ray, Free Play
139.50
Hi Hand, F.P. Combination
159.50
Silver Moon, F.P.
99.50

WILL PAY $75.00 EA.
FOR KNOCKOUTS AND
BIG PARADES

ADVISE HOW MANY YOU HAVE

-*-

NEW MACHINES
We can now

We can now

supply you with

supply you with

GOTTLIEB'S STAGE
DOOR CANTEEN

-

VICTORY DERBY, AUTOMATIC PAYOUT,
1 -BALL VICTORY SPECIAL, FREE PLAY

USED PAYOUTS

GOTTLIEB'S STAGE
DOOR CANTEEN

-

The game that all

The game that all

operators are

operators are

demanding today!

NEW . WILLIAMS

Market Street

Ea

Derby

90.00

Ea.

3 Seeburgs, 9800 Models
Write

Wisconsin Novelty Co.
5033 6th Ave Kenosha, Wis.
Phone 23863

1635 Fifth Ave.

(All Phones: GRant 7818)

5c

F1,LICH

Play

$90.00
.

5

Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

960

.47.06

,10c Play
Takes In
.$96.00
Pays Out ....... 46.48

G. L. Holes'"

28 5f Brown Fronts, K.A., D.P., C.H. $145.00
16 10e Brown Fronts, K.A., D.P., C.H. 165.00
9 25f Brown Fronts, K.A., D.P., C.H. 190.00
14 Sf Blue Fronts, K.A., D.P., C.H. 125.00
12 25f Blue Fronts, K.A., D.P., C.H. 175.00
1 Set Mills Club Bells (Excellent)
.. 725.00
3 5¢ Pace Club Bells
95.00
1 10f Pace Club Beall
110.00
1 60f Pace Club Bell
300.00
1 5/10 Pace Club Bell (Comb.)
195.00
1 6/25 Pace Club Beil (Comb.)
225.00
4 50 Caille Club Bell
75,00
3 10e Caille Club Bell
85.00
2 25¢ Caille Club Beil
100.00
3 10f Pace Comets, 3.5 P.O.
65.00
5f Jennings Chief, 3-5 P.O.
1
90.00
1
5e Pace Rocket (Chrome)
95.00
6 5¢ Pace Deluxe or Rocket
95.00
8 Mills Stands with Keys (Crackle)
12.50
3 Mills Q.T. Stands with Keys
8.50'
9 1f Imps (Like New)
4.95
14 1f or 50 Liberty Bells, Gig Reels
12.50
3 10 Jennings Rockaway 5 Jackpots
12.50

BALL PAYOUT

1

0

eftai

THEY'RE

001318

TWO SWEET
NUMBERS

Eft.

Write or wire for full Information, prices, etc.,

ACTION

KD or one-piece cabinets. Also cameras without
cabinets. All sizes bust, full-length, single,
double, triple. Guaranteed 5 years. Prompt
shipments. Fair prices. Simplified Instructions
-easy to operate.

1l1

on Streamline and other types of photomachines.

5f Pace Saratoga Console
2 Mutoscope Skyfighters
2

Crating Extra
Bags Original R.W.B. Machine
Folded, Stapled in 5's
$1.50
1200 Late Sales Boards
1.50
1/3 Deposit With Order, Balance C. O D.

..'FORM NO.

936

SPECIAL THIgN

HARLICH
MANUFACTURING

CO.

1413

.

12.50
14.60
22.50
22.50
87.50
60.00
55.00
65.00
55.00
55.00
125.00
25.00
75.00
225.00

1000

1961-

OUR NEWEST CATALOG
SEND FOR IT TODAY;

....

Bally Sportking
4 Mills Rlo Consoles (Like New)
1

FORM NO.

READY NOW!

$ 12,50

23 Bally Fairgrounds
17 Bally Sportpages
22 Bally Grandstands
4 Bally Grand National
4 Bally Pacemakers
8 Bally Thistledowns
3 Track Records

PROFIT
AND

Quick Delivery on Precision Equipment

F. P. & K.
DISTRIBUTING CO.

8 Bally Derbys
7 Bally Beimonts
38 Bally Preakness
19 Bally Preakness Deluxe

FOR

Streamline Phofomachines

CHICAGO COIN GAMES
Any Kind-Don't Have To
Work -All Parts Must Be
There. Glass Not Necessary.

for Prices

MILLS ORIGINAL SLOTS
Guaranteed -High Serial Numbers

B. D. [AZAR COMPANY

Pays Out

WANT TO BUY

Ea.

plan your Post-War Program.

1800 R. M. Holes
Takes In

FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION CO.
1012 N. W. 17th St.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

$400,00
300.00
350.00
300,00

10 -Club Trophy
Ea.
5 -Jumbo, Mills Free Play.

ROCK -OLA "PHONOGRAPH OF TOMORROW"
It will be here almost any day -Be sure you see and hear it before you

C. O. D.

PHILA. 6, PA.

Ea

10-'41

With the

Hit"
Mail your orders

K. C. Novelty Company
419

Club

10-Longacres

"THE HEART OF AMERICA"

New Exhibit "Big

1/3 Deposit, Balance

$350.00
400.00
Ea. 300.00

USED FREE PLAY

WE STAND READY TO SERVE THE OPERATORS IN

"SUSPENSE"
Terms:

Ea

Automatic

Bally One Ball Multiple Free Play

Orders taken for preferred delivery on

Ea.

10 -Fairmont

5 -Pimlico

NEW VICTORY SPECIAL

$589.50

30 -Turf King

30 -Jockey

demanding today!

NOW DELIVERING

Orders taken now for preferred delivery.

FOR/

W. JACKSON BLVD.

CHICAGO 7. ILLINOIS

UNION SALES CO.

409 N. Adams Str.
GREEN BAY, WISC.
All Phones: Howard 2996

SPECIAL.IHICN

READY SOON!
OUR NEW MILLION

DOLLAR PLANT:

WANT TO BUY ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT
SEND COMPLETE LIST AND PRICES TO

JAR DEALS
AND

SALESBOARDS
uº,e.wUÚm.i,

-_,
ilwwmmuwirt.ea_r

Joe Ash
in Pennsylvania

577 Tenth Avenue

New York 18, N. Y.

Longacre 3.6235

Wanted at Once
Lite
-a -Card

Sky Blazer

Lot-a -Fun
Long Acres
ANY QUANTITY
C. AND M. SPECIALTY COMPANY

828-32 Camp

St..NEW ORLEAN

900 N. FRANKLIN ST., PHILA. 23, PA. MARKET 2656
417 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE., NEWARK 5, N. J. BIGELOW 8-1195

"You Gan Always Depend on Active -2411 Ways"
STANLEY GERSH

We Are Making

SAM GARBER

POKER TABLES

LATEST

with definite innovations, mechanical perfection, outstanding beauty.
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

CHESTER POLLARD FOOTBALL GAMES,
$75.00 Each. Need not be in working condition. MUST HAVE ALL PARTS.
IDEAL NOVELTY COMPANY
2823 Looust Street
St. Louie, Mo..

(ONLY NEW MATERIAL USED)

I've $125.00

F. O. B. our factory

PERFECT GAMES, INCORPORATED

2894-96 WEST 8TH STREET. CONEY ISLAND, NEW YORK

ALL STYLES
WRITE FOR

Coney Island 6-2312

CATALOGUE
AND
PRICE LIST

ERATH COMPANY
SOUTH BEND 24, INDIANA

The Billboard

ebruary 23, 1946

ARKEPP VALUES

OT MACHINES & CONSOLES

Cherry Bell, Original Cabinet
Refinished
. Blue Front, Original .
Track Time
i

1

sat

Pockets, Green

HEAVY DUTY STEEL

NOW DELIVERING

HAND TRUCK

We Never Ship Merchandise
Many Years Of Fine SERVICE To The Operator Attests To This Fact

$175.00
150.00
85.00
39.50
$195.00
125.00
139.50
145.00
95.00
59.50
105.00
59.50
175.00
79.50
27.50
125.00

kes Peak

wl-a-Bomb

Paratrooper$105.00
24.50
Cowboy
Major '41 .. 62.50
Monicker .. 89.50
panAmerican 37.50
.. 39.50
Entry
One Ball Sport
Speclal.FP 149.60

quadron $125.00

Tay

Ball.

Oar

Attrac-

42.50
45.00

...

-rrage

..

49.50
.. 49.50
59.50
...
] Spot
nook Out. 105.00
Ion
ig Chief

NEW GAMES

WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE?
$425.00
CGenco Total Rail
525.0.0

Chicago Coin Goatee

i,Gottlieb Stage Door Canteen
Bally Undersea Raider
Hollywood Conver.
Mills New Vest Pocket Bells
Mills Black Cherry Bels

i

i.
I

VICTORY DERBY

$574:50

...

425.00

TOTAL ROLL

RAIDER

MILLS

Evans Bangtails, 5¢ Combination,
Evans Bangtails, 25f Combination, F.P. & P.O., 7 -Coin Head
Jennings Bronze Chief, 5¢, $249.00; 10¢, $259.00; 25¢
Jennings Super DeLuxe Chief, 5¢, $274.00; 10¢, $284.00; 25¢
New Improved Groetchen Columbia Twin J.P., Can Be Ad.iusted to

375.00
375.00
275.00

Turf King

Jockey Club

Sport King

Long Shot
War Admiral
Keeney Fortune

ATTENTION! ! !

'41 Dominos, JP, 5f. 295.00
'41 Dominos, JP, 26¢ 475.00
Jenn. Silvermoon
Jenn. Bobtail .
Jenn. Golfbali, 25¢
Keeney Sup. Bell, 5f
.
Super Bell, 25¢
4-Way Super, 3/5
& 25

CASH WAITING

-

--

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES MFG.
Houston 2, Texas
r001 Louisiana

i»1

can place 50 to 100 Skeeball
3?lachines on location in own territory.
3j4achines are Wurlitzer and Genco
Thank Rolls and in the best of operating

-'Vho

,ondition. Prefer experienced man with
;ood background in coin machine

?,

i

Business.

BOX D-118, The Billboard

Opera Place

Cincinnati 1, Ohio

PIN GAMES

Rechecked and Cleaned
$109.50
IG THREE,1 Ball, F.P.
35.00
1 Ball, F.P.
1-2-3,
r4ILLS

25.00
50.00
EGIONAIRE
45.00
DUDE RANCH
60.00
9EW CHAMP
65.00
DUN CLUB
135.00
MERICAN BEAUTY
40.00
KY LINE
35.00
NTRY
40.00
FORMATION
35.00
ROGRESS
65.00
JUNGLE
60.00
IG ZAG
30.00
LEAGUE LEADER
105.00
EFENSE
50.00
ILLS OWL
40.00
IG TOWN
75.00
OWLAWAY
PORT PARADE
50.00
0.00
HOW BOAT
NOVELTY COMPANY,
SCOOP

W
1 B

$03 Washington Blvd.

B.INC.

St. Louis. Mo.

Will handle
Straight or
Curved
Loads

95.00...

68.50

650.00

Sup. Bell Tw. Comb ,
496.00
5 & 5
Super Bell Tw., 5&25 485.00
295.00
Super Tracktlme
385.00
Mills 4 Bells
Jumbo Parade, Late,5¢ 135.00
295.00
25¢
Parade,
Jumbo
Paces Races, Brown. 175.00
Paces Tw. Rls., 5&10 325.00
Paces Tw. Rls., 5&26 395.00
99.50
Paces Saratoga, 5¢

Brand New All
now available.
load. Small and
a car or tuck
what a help
crates, etc.

ATTENTION!!!

SPECIALS

I

LONGACRES
fHOROBREDS
JUMBO PARADES, F.P.
JUMBO PARADES, C.P.,
LATE HEAD
SILVER MOONS, F.P.

5/25 COMB.
HANDS

THREE BELLS
CLUB BELLS
'41 DERBY

BOBTAILS

PIMLICO

I

CONSOLES

PIN GAMES
SLOT MACHINES

II
III

SUN RAY
ESCALATORS
ORIGINAL 50e MILLS
JENNINGS SLOTS
ORIGINAL JENNINGS

Er

$1.00 SLOTS
WRITE, WIRE, PHONE TODAY! ADVISE CONDITION, QUANTITY & BEST PRICE!

625 10th AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

.111111111.11111111.111111111
® ® ® ® ® ma BE ®
rMI

111

14,

IIIIII

IT'S HERE !

DUO BEIL

"SUSPENSE"

delivery

SCHEMATIC PANEL AND
THE VISUAL BALL LIFT.
THE GAME OF TOMORROW, HERE TODAY!

MILLS NEW
VEST POCKET

-

$74.50

-

-

CO.
pROY 1IcGIIUIS
Ill ME NB on
gas

en

MI

OM MIR

-OR

TODAY

all IN

0

USI

$595.00 WURLITZER 700
550.00 WURLITZER 750
620.00 WURLITZER 850
145.00
210.00 SEEBURG 5¢ WIRELESS BOXES
449.00 PACKARD PLA-MOR BOXES

Mutasoope Automatic Photomatan

$395.00

ARCADE
I

F. P. & K. Skee Barrel Roil

549.00

1

'

A

BO
$649.00
726.00
795.00
29.00
22.00

-

IN YOUR
IF YOU WANT TO BE EXCLUSIVE
FLORIDA DISTRIBUTORS:
COUNTY ON PACKARD PHONOGRAPH, WIRE OR PHONE IMMEDIATELY THE
FLORIDA OFFICE $8-1619 WHILE YOUR COUNTY IS STILL AVAILABLE.

CO.
AMERICAN VENDING
810 Fifth Street,

WANTED
More Coin Machine Operators, Distributors and Manufacturers that can see the
value of Decals for marking their equipment ATTRACTIVELY, PERMANENTLY,
QUICKLY, CHEAPLY.

20 W. 22nd St.

New York 10, N. Y.

A WIDE-AWAKE SUCCESSFUL
ARCADE OPERATOR WANTS
AND ESTABLISH AN
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE ARCADE IN A
SUMMER RESORT. FINANCIALLY
TO LOCATE

SOUND -A-1 REFERENCES.
What have you to offer? Write at
once with full details.
BOX NO. 746, THE BILLBOARD
1564 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

$249.00

FLORIDA OPERATORS
NEW PACKARD PI,A-MOR BOXES
Now Ready For Immediate Shipment
JOBBER

1891 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Esplanade 5.1836

338 CHESTNUT ST., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

HANCOCK DECAL CO.

UNIVERSITY 1800

MI MI

AUTOMATIC COIN

Send us a card for samples and
prices

5c&25c
5c&5e
2011 Maryland Avenue
BALTIMORE 18, MD.

SEEBURG 8800 E.S.R.C.
SEEBURG 8800, E.S.
SEEBURG 8200, E.S.R.C.
WURLITZER 412
WURLITZER 616
WURLITZER 660K

Bally Rapid Fire

,

-$650.00

THE ONLY TWIN
MULTIPLE ON THE
MARKET!

For immediate

featuring the:

% is

URS

DON'T WAIT

WILLIAMS FIRST
NEW GAME
SENSATION

Double Slot, 'Nickel and
Dime, Completely Overhauled and
5275.00
Repainted
125.00
Pace 5f Comet Console
If you wish to phone, kindly do so during the
noon hour: 4-1109 or 4-1100.

MACHINE CORP.

II.

3.2479

LONGACRE

385.00
86.00

Pace Royal,

FAST TIME
BIG TOP

H. ROSENBERG CO.

games,

Foreign Colors
Blg Three

BIG GAME

CLUB TROPHY

SUPER BELLS, COMB.
BELLS TWINS,

handling

Baker's Pacers Daily Double, Factory
$250.00
Overhauled, Like New
250.00
Keeney's Super Bell, Convertible
85.00
Watling's Big Game, Free Play
126.00
Pace 8f Comet

....
BUY!

.
.
WANT TO

in

Milwaukee 2, Wis.

Deposit, Balance C. O. D. or Sight Draft.

i

Metal Hand Trucks are
Ideal for that awkward
light enough to place in
away in a corner -but

DIVERSO PRODUCTS CO.
512 N. Water Street

$349.50
375.00
1500 00
52.50

1545 N. FAIRFIELD'AVE., (PHONE ARMITAGE 1434) CHICAGO 22, ILL.

1111

REQUIRED

294.00269,00

Exhibit Rotary Merchandiser, Pusher Type, in Beautiful Condition
Groetchen Metal Typer, Like New, with 10f Chute
2 A.B.T. Airomatie Rifle Ranges, Complete with 7 Rifles, Ea.
Mills Used 50 Vest Pockets, Perfect Condition, Ea.
22.50
$2.00 Ea. I New Mills 4 Bell Cabinets. Ea.
New Pin Game Cartons
Equipment,
Arcade
VALUES.
MACHINE
SLOT
REBUILT
SPECIAL
LISTS:
FOR
WRITE
Automatic Payout Consoles, 1 & 5 -Ball F.P. Pin Games and 1 -Ball Multiple P.O. Tables.

MI

NO INVESTMENT

$1.50 extra.

....

EXPORT TRADE

eh

ARTNER WANTED

ber Wheels

5 -BALL F. P. PIN GAMES
SEND US YOUR COMPLETE LIST
the lifting of Export Restrictions we have opened
I With
our Foreign Sales Department. Send for information

about all coin operated equipment.

i.
;SK YOUR JOBBERS, DISTRIBUTORS.
PHONE
WIRE
WRITE

145.00
125.00
195.00
310.00
395.00

ATTENTION!::

TERMS: 1/8

'le.

Rub-

wheels.

WE WANT 1000

4310 Carnegie Ave.,

over 7 feature sure
9 colors in top glass,
uy flashy. Top money getter In Tap
rooms, Cafe, and any place there are peo-

.......t

metal

with

799.50

Gott. Multiple Races
Mills 1-2-3

125.00
.... $295.00
175.00

'40 Dominos

199.50
Bally HI Hand, 25¢ - 295.00
125.00
Bally Bells, 5 & 25
245.00
Bally Club Bells 105.00
Bally Royal Draw
Caille Roulette, 25¢. 275.00
295.00
Ev. '40 Pacer
Ev, Lucky Lucre'..., 150.00

MARKEPP CO.
(Established 1928)

Field Layout, Odds In-

...

275.00
265.00
200.00

Ev. '41 Bangtall, JP
Ev. Rollote Jr.

Baker's Pacers,DDJP $265.00
Baker's Pacers, J.P.,
345.00
Remote
145.00
Bally Rollem
Bally Hi Hand, 5¢

THE

glass with

Model shown

Ea.

Consoles
Thoroughly Reconditioned Automatic Payout
Super Bell Twln,5&5 $385.00

1526,
dock -Ola Bar Boxes,
$42.50
.
rj: 5¢-10¢-25¢ ....
7.50
f!ieburg Waliomatic, WS1Z Wireless 29.50
;,leer-Tone Speaker, New
esPAll Machines Carry Markepp Guarantee.

Sop

.$249.50

i f -5á-10é-25¢ Play 132.50
Payout Tables$165.00
Thoroughly Reconditioned 1 -Ball Multiple Santa
Anita
$275.00
Kentucky ...
Fairmont .........$495.00
110.00
Spinning Reels

Prices

ribed. Under and
,I :re trip for shaker.

F. O. B. Milwaukee

FROM THE FACTORIES
BRAND NEW RELEASES
$674.50
F.P. & P.O., 7 -Coln Head

MUSIC

$22.50 EACH

$6"

589.50

$74 50 EA.

POCKETS

c VEST

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

II

..$425.00

VICTORY

.
STAGE DOOR CANTEEN -LAURA-HOLLYWOOD AND ALL UNITED REVAMPS

249.50
74.50

A. E. COUNTE DICE BOARD

LITE LEAGUE

399.50SPECIAL ....

UNDERSEA

399.50249.50

Cleveland 3, Ohio
Telephone: Henderson 1043

$525.00

GOALEE

FIVE BALL PIN GAMES

lagle

111

i

THE GOODS
MONARCH DELIVERS
Created Syy
Reputation
"As Is" -Our

ARCADE EQUIPMENT

Coin Hockey
wling League
ney Air Raider
Ily Rapid Fire
il Gunner
ckley Electrio Hoist
lentille Batting Practice
chibitien Bowling Alley
berator
k -Ola World Series
i

207

Miami Beach, Fla.
58.1619

Pokerinos, $49.50
Bumper Bowling, $34.50
A-1 Condition. Ideal for Arcades or Parks.

FOOD DISPENSING CO.
2107 Chester Ave.

Cleveland 14, Ohio

208
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READY FOR DELIVERY!
NAM

$5

SELL

US

5

3TREAMLINERS91.00

AMI HIBOY (Factory Crated)
25 NEW AMI BAR BOXES
5

$649.00
23.00

IN

EASTERN PART
OF MISSOURI

YOUR MUSIC MACHINES

YOUR AMI TELEPHONE

AND

STUDIOS AND MUSIC EQUIPMENT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF TODAY'S HIGH PRICES

SOUTHERN PART

Want Any Quantity, On or Off Location, or Complete
Routes Anywhere in the United States!
Will Pay Highest Cash Prices -Write-Wire -Phone

OF ILLINOIS
DISTRIBUTORS FOR

5 AMI Telephone Studios; Complete, Slightly
Used. WRITE-PHONE-WIRE FOR DETAILS!

MANUFACTURING

MUSIC MACHINES
READY FOR LOCATION
$179.00 5Seeburg HI Tone RCES
$675.00
269.00 2 Seeburg Wireless RC, Cellar
Wurlitzer 500
495.00
Job
850.00
Wurlitzer 750 E
745.00
Wurlltzer 950
325.00
735.00 2 MIAs Thrones
Seeburg HI Tone ES
625.09 2 Mills Empress
375.00
WE CAN DELIVER ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF

6 Wurlitzer 412
5 Wurlitzer 616
2
8
1

3

COMPANY

PHONOGRAPHS
WRITE-WIRE -PHONE YOUR

V. P. DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

NEEDS

MISCELLANEOUS
19 Packard Boxes
$32.50
50 New AMI 20 Rec. Bar Boxes 23.00
10 Wurlitzer #125, 5/10/25t. 22.5.0
10 Wurlitzer #145 Fast Stopper 40.00,
10 Wurlitzer #304 Stepper
19.50
20 Seeburg 20 Sel. Wireless, 50 39.50
50 Keeney Boxes
2.50
3 Seeburg 24 Boxes, 3 -Wire 5¢ 26.50
25 Buckley Bar Brackets
.96
5 Wurlitzer 412 Amplifiers,
Less Tubes
..
30.00
1 Rock -Ola Bar Box, 5/10/25 25.00

6 Rock -Ola Amplifiers, Less
Tubes
$ 30.00
Used 30 -Wire Cable, From 10
Ft. Lengths, Per Ft
.15
5 Chandelier Speakers Lite-Up 15.00
5 Chandelier Speakers, Plain.
12.00
2 Supreme Skee Rolls, 71/4x9

Ft.

4 Seeburg 5/10/250 Wireless,

215.00

Bar -O -Matto
49.50
5 Rock -Ola Wall Boxes
12.50
60 Buckley Pedestals
2.60
NEW WURL. RECORD TRAYS, From Model 412 to 950. No Counter Models.
In lots of 100, 42c each in lots of 100 or more.

1000
BUILT SPECIALLY FOR THE U.S. GOV'T

UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIERS

For all Wurlltzers, Rock -Olas and Seeburg Machines. Tone quadity and plenty of volume. Complete with switches, volume
control end tone control.

1/y

a

PAYS

Sc Play

5A

$47e

'

ORDER IMMEDIATELY !

We will take all your used amplifiers and allow
of the above amplifier.

®

,,CPar

$91e00

credit on the purchase

-

s CO

e.

0

IM1

P./41 11\1.1Y

123 WEST RUNYON STREET, NEWARK 8, NEW JERSEY
All Phones: Bigelow

BIM

núISpAY

....

®

®

>
b

"

®
...
®
m

PIastie.Leak Proof. Holds Fall Pak
SIotted To Hold Cigarettes in _Place.
Packed 2 Doz. to a Beautiful Display

s'

AAA.
..........
i...P
Aî1
Q AAAi
A.AA.[.[
Jn
OO

rorsr

N o. 1000
TOPSY

MOLCS:'

,

®
®

PLANET CIGARET CASE o
®

Q
®

Case.

$7.20 Doz., F. O. B. Cleveland
Jobbers' Prices Available
Write.

-

Z
.:

\

lC[.,[C..
Gp., a.[L[.L.L.

L

--" .....
.. ...
*to*
ìíñ
.LRi LlG

O

'

.,e......

-too-

i..

::-:''::
It
...{.,_.. 5.
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w:::::_:¡
éA AIA 4`\
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Wrlte for.
Circular 4512

w.

io

I- `

A

TURVY

.

..

GRRii11TER & Gt).

222

,

,

S. MICHIGAN

CHÎÎrAGO 16

nons

HARD TO GET COLN MA CHU

Try Us For

Terms: 25% With Order, Bal. C.O.D.

ANY

MARKEPP SALES CO.
4310 CARNEGIE AVE.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

GET YOURS

NOW !

PROFIT
ORDER AS

Deposit, Balance C. O. D., F. O. B. Newark.

RÚ IN11f41NI S/é\ L C

KEW
JUMBO IIOUS

! !

Coin Machine
Part You Need
Send for Our
Time and Money
Saving List

HAND PAINTED CONVERSIONS

HAROLD PINCUS

For Seeburg Guns that CAN BE WASHED! A picture that will attract attention -comes In
BEAR or OWL ready to install. 1 sample 516.00-3 or moro, $14.09 each.

COIN MACHINE
SERVICE CO
PARTS
EVERY OPERATOR'S NEED

MACOMB

MUSIC
SERVICE

16700 NINE MILE ROAD
EAST DETROIT, MICH.

2307

FOR
N. WESTERN AVE..
;

Phone HUMboldt 3476

CHICAGO 47

bruary 23, 1946

,::.,.

l

0
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._ ................., :.....,.,...,....

TERNATIONAL SCOOPS
ST-with the newest
COMPLETE-coin machine requirements

STO P !

LOOK!

PORTABLE OUTFIT

COMPLETE

SHOWING-all types at all times
Exhibit's-Big

NOW
. DELIVEIII.IN(a
NEW

$298.50

Hit

Stage Door Canteen

249.50

Goatee

525.00

Total Roll

425,00

Undersea Raider

399.50

PLUGS IN ON ANY

34.50

110 -VOLT 60 -CYCLE
AC LINE

F. O. B.

BALANCE C. O. D.

A Dependable

For used equipment bringing satisfactory results

Maintenance Tool
for Every Operator

WRITE

ITERNATIONAL LOIN MACHINE DISTRIBUTORS

Meic */a«d WELDER

Cleveland, Ohio
MAin 5769-70

INCLUDED

COMPLETE KIT OF SUPPLIES

O'CONNOR VENDING MACHINE CO.

vistetibilw's

IoW located

in spacious new quarters with showroom
suitable for display. See in ac,tual operation.

BALLY VICTORY DERBY
BALLY VICTORY SPECIAL
BALLY UNDERSEA RAIDER
CHICAGO COIN GOALEE

Wanta

Welding Helmet

Aluminum Flux

/asbestos Plate
Brazing Rods

Coated Steel Rods
Acid Core Sticks
Carbon Electrodes
Instruction Book

Brazing Flux

Aluminum Rods

AMMCO DISTRIBUTORS
CAPITOL 1111

2513 MILWAUKEE AVE.

p- - IN--®

-

our NEW LOCATION we are completely equipped
Let us
ij r reconditioning used COIN MACHINES.
dlp you dispose of your idle equipment.

LEMKE

EXCLUSIVE EASTERN MICHIGAN DISTRIBUTOR EOR

LITE-LEAGUE
AMUSEMATIC
Game You've Been I: Waiting

2320 W. Main St.

A. H. SHANNON AND Ms

for:

The

Richmond, Va.

OWDY-FRIENDS !

COIN
MACHINE
COMPANY

LEMKE

Bally and Chicago Coin Distributors

St.
Va.

--e-INof the

C.

O'CONNOR VENDING MACHINE CO.

4rtsmouth,
Crawford

CHICAGO 47

HENRY

Y¡

,,.

FAST MOVING!

42 00
$425.00

EVER

-

.

135 W. Vernor Highway
COIN
DETROIT 1, MICH.
MACHINE
Phone: CHerry 3726
COMPANY
Persona! Phone: Plaza 7647
MOM NM

LEMKE

Re

go

® ®

®.

® ln

_________

WEEKLY S!ECINLS

... ......... .. $375.00
............ ... ...... 260.00
.................... ..... 200.00
.........
........$275.00
..........
.......... 160.00

MANY

>

>

>

>

,

OW DELIVERING -BALLY-VICTORY DERBY, VICTORY
P'PECIAL, UNDERSEA RAIDER. PACKARD--PLA-MOR WALL BOX,
PEAKERS, 30-WIRE CABLE. CHICAGO COIN-GOALEE. RUSH
)RDERS.

COIN MACHINE SALES

CO®

DISTRIBUTORS-EXPORTERS
804 TRAVIS

HOUSTON 6, TEXAS

K-3-5011

_________

XII

______

z

e

l{

';

NOW AVAILABLE FOR SEEBURCS
(For Other Phonographs Soon)

A trial of the Harman Electric Tone Arm Trip
will quickly convince operators of phonographs
that its use will greatly extend the life of records
as side pressure on the needle is eliminated. In
addition our trip permits the needle to feed into
.t
the cut-out groove without pressure acting on the
needle to cause its jumping out of the groove.
Complete with wiring-with either lugs or male
plug (specify which is desired in ordering). Can
be installed and adjusted in short time. No drilling
or tapping required. Installation diagram with few simple instructions furnished.
Can also easily be wired to operate from remote cancel button.
a#

ú:a

,

a

Price Each $7.50 C.

O. D.,

Galesburg, Ill.

PROMPT SHIPMENT --QUANTITY DISCOUNT ON APPLICATION!

HARMAN ENTERPRISES
803 Monroe Street

la

____

HARMAN ELECTRIC TONE ARM TRIP

>

MORE-WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST

1

This Game May Be Operated in
DETROIT OPERATORS
the City of Detroit.

1-

"JESSE" JAMES
are back in the saddle again.
Same best quality --lowest prices

-41

3

NO OTHER MACHINE

COMPLETE GAME

BUILT LIKE IT
IN ANIMATION
EXCITING
1/3 DepDosit
Write for
Balance C.
O.
Circular
Place Order Now for Immediate Delivery.

The Old Team

:ALLOPING DOMINO-41-New Head
ANG TAILS
---New Head .
,LUB BELLS-Comb. 'FP -P0
'HOROBRED
$375.00 CLUB TROPHY
ONGACRES
375.00 BLUE GRASS

CHICAGO

r/3 DEPOSIT WITH
ORDER

Galesburg, Illinois
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Our

EXCLUSIVE

Deals of

LATEST SALES BOARD NOVELTY
Boxes made from Plastic during the war
used in Airplanes. A sample assortment

will convince you.

Put up In assortments as follows:
5 Love Boxes

'

If

Board Wanted, Give Slug

1000 Hole Card
1200 Hole Card
1500 Hole Card

Q cc-a-

$ .93
1.44
1.92

11111111r

WHILE THEY
LAST

SEEBURG

140 W. MT. ROYAL AVENUE
415 W. BROAD STREET

.

Sample Dozen
$1 1.52

DISTRIBUTORS

C.-VIRGINIA

Trial Order
With Full InA

BALTIMORE

1, MARYLAND
RICHMOND 20, VIRGINIA

formation

Will
Convince You.

all kinds

Write for particulars.

Rs Cs WALTERS
ST. LOUIS 12,

2532 Semple Ave.

Get on our mailing list now. We may have
something good to offer later on.

OPERATORS: WAIT

MO.

411

WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
BLACK CHERRY BELLS
PACE ALL STARS -DELUXE
GOLD CHROMES
JUMBO PARADES
BROWN FRONTS
FOUR BELLS
BLUE FRONTS
KEENEY SUPER BELLS
CLUB BELLS
JENNINGS CHIEFS
THREE BELLS
FOUR STAR-MODEL M
PACKARD WALL BOXES

PRODUCTION
SOLID

ALUMINUM
CASTING

WE WILL BUY EXTRAORDINARY CASTINGS AND CABINETS.
WE WILL BUY MILLS ESCALATOR TYPE MACHINES.

CHROME

o

JJILEI

$9.85

"mutt

EACH

to

En-t.mALHi'fEI
Duluth

230 Lake Avenue South Melrose 2SS9

$10,00

2, Minnesota

NICKELS

WRITE

FOR

PRICES

FOR SALE-ANY NUMBER
WURLITZER SKEE BALLS
GENCO BANK ROLL ALLEYS

Exclusively
Distributed by

All Sizes

-

MILLS SLOTS
Escalator Models, in any condition.
Cash or Trade In on Precision
Rebuilds.

WOLFE MUSIC CO.
217 W. Main St., Ottawa, Ill.
Tel. 1312

WANTED

Rock -Ola Three Up 'Automatic Payout
Machines. State quality and price.

....

-Ball

Automatic
Amusement Co.
216 Second Street
Lakewood,

-- Ready

for Location

Entirely New Idea.

SOR

ALE

3 BALLY RAPID FIRES

PARTS

Er

EDELMAN

For Wurlitzers
Genco Bank Rolls

Wurlitzer

Screens

2459 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
DETROIT 1, MICHIGAN
Phones: RAndolph 8547-MAdison 6310

D EVIC ES

WE

For

USED MACHINES

Bean 'Em
Chicago Coln Hockey
Chicken Sam, A-1
C. Sam Converted to Rifle Range &

Refinished
Scientific Batting Practice

$ 39.50

59.50
195.00
94.60
149.50

11.0.00
Rex Bowling League, 9 Ft.
149.50
Bowl -a -Bomb, 9 Ft.
149.50
Keeney Anti -Aircraft
49.50
Western DeLuxe Baseball
129.50
Bally King Pin
225.00
Supreme Skeo-Roll
250.00
RollarBall, 7'6" Lg.
200.00
Large List Five Ball Games on Hand.

Write for List.

WANT

TEN STRIKES or TEN PINS and Five Ball
Games, Send for List.

2Ji:zeca4Cet'
N.

le>ty

CJa.

MILWAUKEE

Green Bay Ave.

Milwaukee

6

Wis.

FOR SALE

5t Baker Pacer Daily Double

Console. At present slightly out of order. Misses payouts occasionally. Will sell as is. A good money maker.
needing adjustment for $145.00; or after professionally reconditioning will sell for $175.00.
Machine almost A-1 as is, so buying either way
is a bargain. If you have machines to sell send
me list and lowest acceptable prices first letter.
No junk wanted. Will pay $5.00 for Marvels,
American Eagle, Liberty.

John L. Donohue & Co.
3244 N. Sheffield Ave.

Graceland 8488
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WANT

TEN STRIKES
QUANTITY,

PRICE AND CONDITION, ALSO
TYPE SLOTS AND ANY

WANT TO BUY
QUANTITY 5 BALL

ESCALATOR

FREE

PLAY CAMES.

WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE LIST
One or fifty, any condition. State condition
and price. Cash waiting.
BOX 69, HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

$899.50
249.50
485.00

Texas Leaguer

3734

$75.00 Ea.

cana t2,

NETTING

EN T

N. J.

ERIE DIGGERS WANTED

Also

Bally Undersea Raider
Hollywood 5 Ball Game
#201 Singing Tower (New)

OF

GENCO TOTAL ROLLS
GOTTLIEB STAGE DOOR CANTEEN

STATE
1

Thoroughly Reconditioned

..,..$425.00

LITE LEAGUE
,
Na Other Games Ever Built Like It.

NOW DELIVERING

114 Elliott Ave., West, Seattle 99, Wash.
All Phones: Alder 1010

WANT TO BUY

Dallas 8, Texas

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
NEW MACHINES

WRITE-WIRE-PHONE

POLISHED

QUANTITY

North Bishop

COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT

'LIMITED

IN

THE NEW DEAL MFG. CO.

FOR

PACKARD'S SENSATIONAL PHONOGRAPH
AND

CHANGE MASTERS

HOLDS

.$16.89

with Pecan Log

27 Pecan Logs

FOR MARYLAND-WASHINGTON, D.

AUTOMATIC
SALES BOARDS

February 23, 1946

,,o te

u
COIN -OPERATED

»ET_

AMMCO DISTRIBUTORS
2513 MILWAUKEE AVE.

CAPITOL 1111

CHICAGO 47

for name of
distributor

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE nearest

PRE-FLIGHT TRAINER CO.
231 W. WIS. AVE., MILWAUKEE 3, WIS.

Phone: BROADWAY 4418

VICTORY

EED AT ONCE

Conversion

VALUES

FOUR BELLS

r3b0

ARTISTS AND MODELS

4 WAY

LSO SEVERAL

211

The Billboard

ruary 23, 1946

for Star Attraction
FOLLIES OF

GIRLS AHOY

SUPERBELLS

'45

for HI -Hat

for Sea Hawk
BASEBALL

iIND 3

for Seven -Up

BELLS

IN
ve guaranteed serial
mber, condition and
ice first letter. Will
d deposit.

$9.50 Each

Convert your old Pins now into a
FLASHY -NEW--1945 MODEL. No mechanical changes necessary.
We send you a NEW FLASHY SCORE

NEW YORK
AND

NEW LARGE SIZE BUMPER
CAPS, NEW SCORE CARDS, ETC.
GLASS,

CONNECTICUT

RUSH

Whim

Headquarters"

SUPPLY CO.
1609 University Ave.
St. Paul 4, Minnesota

"GET ACQUAINTED"

COMPANY

SALE!!

ISS THAN FACTORY PRICES
UR LOSS -YOUR GAIN.

6 25¢

5¢
0 5¢
0 25¢
1 0 5¢
r0

0 5¢

1

1'0 25¢
.k0

5¢

90.26¢
0 5¢
0 5¢ On Defense
0 5¢ On Guard
:i0 5¢ Our Defense
>0
=0

4.30

.t0
a

tn)
i,90
1

Avr. 50.50
Avr. 33.43

2.54
3.25

....Ayr.

35.02

Avr.

25¢ Queter

0
I

1

23.91

53.25

5¢ Rapid Play

NEW

120 Tips With 15 Hole J. P.
One Gross Pads With i. P. Complete

THE

50c

P.

VALLEY SPECIALTY CO., INC.

Rochester 5, N. Y.
550 N. Clinton
In Ithaca
in Syracuse
Rufus White, 1206 South Ave. Joseph Reilly, 140 College Ave.
.

tioned Five Ball F. P.'s;
-

DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE

O n e

Balls, Plus All the New
and Latest Revamped
Five Balls, One Balls
and Novelty and Arcade

Equipment.

SPECIAL

Also

SOUTHWESTERN OPERATORS

Glasses for Track

-

-

When Buying, Selling or Trading -See Us First

Anything Coln -Operated
en or off location.
Send

and

Lowest

We do NOT Buy

NOTE

1`

HUNTER SALES COMPANY

List, Guaranteed

Condition

or Sell JUNK

PALISADE SPECIALTIES CO.
98 Anderson Ave., Cllffside Park, N. J.
Phone: Cllffside 6-2892

/

10RM

'OR SALE -FOR SALE

MUTOSCOPE PHOTOMATICS
rly and Late Models, All In Good Working
ndltion. 500 Pieces of Arcade Equipment
Al Kinds.

i

TONY BRILL

N. Reno St.

Mills Jumbo Parade, F.P.

Jennings Silver Moon, C.P.
Baker's Racer, Factory Reconditioned,
C.P D D
1 Paces Races, Brown Cabinet, C.P
1 Track Times, 1938, C.P.
1 Bang Tails, 1837, C.P.
1 Evans Roulette Jr., C.P.
1

.

1

$40.00

50.00

80.00
40.00

25.00

15.00

40.00

ONE BALL CASH PAY

Etc.

WANT

GREEN BAY, WIS.

CONSOLE BARGAINS
1

the

New BLACK CHERRY
BELL, WRITE, WIRE,
PHONE for DETAILS.

Times -Dominoes

0. BOX 431

Play

Recondi-

Slots,

25c

10c

5c

347. SO. HIGH ST. ;rtILUMBUS 15, OHIO
MAin 1600

Consoles,

AMERICAN

BLACK CHERRY BELL

MXCO AUTOMATIC SALES : CO.

Guaranteed

TERMS:

Open Account to Rated Firms -Others
25% Deposit, Balance C. O. D.
Order Shipped Same Day Received

The NEW

5¢ Speedway Special
10 5¢ Star Beil
Avr. 37.60
Ayr. 102.00
)0 25¢ Texas Charley
nediate Delivery. 1/3 Cash, Balance C.O.D.

OR SALE

$23.50
COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THIS
STANDARD MERCHANDISE

WRITE-WIRE -PHONE YOUR ORDER

3.75
3.95
3.16
1.95

5¢ Speedway

120 Tips on Pads

"WE SHIP FROM STOCK"

3.14

5¢ Special Award

Doz.

3

$20.00 Per Gross Pads

1.70
2.77

518.00), (Der. 10¢, $45.501
Avr. 28.02

5¢ Rough Riders

$40.00

POST-WAR VEST POCKET BELLS
$74.50
5c PLAY ONLY

3.11

5¢ or 10¢ Red -White -Blue
Candy Boxes (Def. 5¢,

$15.00 Per Doz.

IN NEW YORK STATE

.84

3.06
3.20
1.06
3.26
2.84
1.00
3.06
1.59
3.06
2.70
2.65

Some of our SPECIALS!!
RED, WHITE, BLUE TICKETS
FIVE FOLD
IN THE NEW 2280 SIZE
BETTER
FASTER
MORE PROFIT

MILLS DISTRIBUTOR

3.17
3.28

32.41

"Let's get acquainted"

RIDGEFIELD, N. J.

825 STATE HIGHWAY #5

Profit Price
$28.00 $3.23
26.46 2.85
33.15 3.14
29.00 2.88
30.58 2.60
38.85 3.93
32.00
40.00
32.25
32.50
40.00
38.50
34.25
53.25

Our Large Volume Business Allows Us
to Give You the Newest and Best in All
Lines Manufactured at the Most Economical Prices in the Country. We
Guarantee to Save You Money.

WORLD DISTRIBUTORS

;ALES BOARDS
Avr.
Avr.
Avr.
Avr.
Avr.
Avr.
Avr.
Avr.
Def.
Fiver
Avr.
Flamingo
Follow the Fleet Avr.
Def.
High Five
Avr.
High Stepper
Avr.
Hot Corner
Jack Pot Charley Avr.
Liberty Smokes
Lotta Charley's .. Avr.
Nice Form

COAST TO COAST

MANUFACTURING

SELLING OUT ALL

Name
5¢ American Beauty
5¢ Beach Pal
1 le
5¢ Deal Me In
0 5¢ Doggy
1 0 5¢ Dog Gone Cute
5¢ Dollar Book Spcl
1 7
1 0 5¢ El Tora
5¢ Eyes of the Fleet
1 8

TODAY

VICTORY GAMES

UTOMAiI[ GAMES

12

ORDER

Chicago 14, III.
2140 Southport Ave.
"America's Pin Game Conversion

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

't0

YOUR

or write for complete list

N. L. NELSON

1

Chicago.

F. O. B.

Los Angeles 26, Calif.

DALLAS 4, TEXAS

2621 McKINNEY AVE.

WANTED TO BUY
Singing Tower and Mills Panoram.
Kingsport, Tenn.

NEW AND REBUILT-BOUGHT AND SOLD
Your Broken and Worn Coin Counters Repaired by Experts.
Write for List of Coin Counters Now on Hand.

WANTED TO BUY

Double Revolv-Around Safe Cabinet In good condl.
tlon. Mills 50¢ Chrome Bell, one cherry payout.
must have original. Mills 50¢ Mechanism and Slides.

ACE COIN COUNTING MACHINE CO.
(Tel.: Bittersweet 4453)

F. R. FORTNEY
PRATT, KANSAS

BOX 92

Playtime Amusement Co.

COIN COUNTING MACHINES

3715 SOUTHPORT AVE.

Thistledown
$25.00
All Above Machines In Good Working Order
%y
DEPOSIT, BALANCE C. O. D.
1

CHICAGO 13

CHAS. H. SCHMIDT
BURLINGTON, IOWA

420 S. 3rd St.

212
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SIMPLICITY OF CONSTRUCTION

-

Acow,
9l

`

modern.

ee!Ló
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cebinet

deep, SQtm&

mogle molding in
full Sich color.

WrN ORDERS

-'

SWAMPED

THESE ARE THE REASONS FOR AMUSEMATIC'S
LESS TIME

AND
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M
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SUCCESS

MORE INCOMEI

ELIMINATION OF PINS,

PLUNGERS, BALLS-Spells LESS UPKEEP, RIGGER NET PROFITS

\

WE'RE CATCHING (!P W/TN ORDERS NOW

We ore duly grateful for the avalanche of orders-so
grateful that we are working night and day to fill them
taking them up in the order received.

-

THE SOONER YOU ORDER

-

THE QUICKER

THIS MONEYMAKER WILL START WORKING FOR YOU

SERVING
With. CARE and CONSIDERATION

the Operators' Needs!

Triples Cash Box Takes!

NOW CONVERTING
SINGLE PLAY HOCKEY TO

SINGLE AND
DOUBLE PLAY

NOW DELIVERING

Genco's Total Roll * Chicago Coin Goatee
BALL

TS

VICTOR

ECIAL,

ASDPE

I

Ball FreePPlay

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

AL" STERN

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS
1014 N. ASHLAND AVE.
BRUNSWICK 2338.6878

CHICAGO 22, ILL.

EMPIRE COIN MACHINE SALES

799 CONEY ISLAND AVENUE, BROOKLYN
18, N. Y.

BUCKMINSTER 7-0216

NEW ENGLAND MUSIC COMPANY
GOLDEN
NEW
31

STREET

LONDON, CONN.

PHONE: 2.1670

BALLY, MILLS

for

Distributors

Authorized

and

BALLY
VICTORY

other Leading
BALLY
VICTORY

DERBY

BALLY

Post One -Ball

New

PAYTABLE

FREE

PLAY

purse, show awards, NEW
DAILY DOUBLE FEATURE, big build-up reserve and spell name feature.

purse, show awards, NEW
DAILY DOUBLE FEATURE, big build-up reserve and spell - name

PHOTO ELECTRIC GAME for
arcades and all types of

War Design
Multiple

with changing odds, mystery selections, win,

with changing odds, mystery selections, w i n,

New Post -War Design, sturdily built, cleverly designed

Manufacturers

SPECIAL

Post - War Design
One -Ball Multiple

New

UNDERSEA
RAIDER

feature.

locations.

$399.50

MILLS TWO NEW MACHINES

I

VEST POCKET BELLS

Complete Bell, operating on 3-5 Mystery
Payout system. Small payout cup in front
is covered by drop flap. Reels can also be
instantly covered, automatically removing
the reward plate from sight. BLUE and
SILVER or COLD and SILVER. New Post War Design.

$74.50

BLACK CHERRY BELL
This wonderful new Bell is now ready for
delivery in 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c play. This
machine actually glows ,end sparkles with
brilliant dashes of Silver, Black, Red and
Creen. New Post -War Design.

Write for Prices

1/3 DEPOSIT WITH ORDER

SICKING, INC., 1 401 Central Parkway, Cincinnati 14, 0.
DISTRIBUTORS OF COIN OPERATED MACHINES SINCE 1893

NEW MACHINES NOW BEING DELIVERED
!4EW
%1

JENNINGS SLOTS-ALL MODELS -WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

UNDERSEA RAIDER -UPRIGHT GUN
VANS BANGTAILS, 5c COMB. F. P. &

$399.50
674.50
799.50
574.50
249.50
249.50
372.50
74.50

-7 -COIN
-7-COIN

P. 0.
BANGTAILS, 25c COMB. F. P. & P. 0.

1,','VANS

r

ALLY VICTORY DERBY, 1 BALL PAYOUT
?+TAGS DOOR CANTEEN
i,TOLLYW OOD
VANS TEN STRIKE
L

I`

4

+TILLS

NEW BLUE & GOLD VEST POCKET

RECONDITIONED PIN GAMES
$124.50

nveston
ranks
l' lenco Defense
1dienco Victory
t
r

The gillTaoard

bruary 23, 1946

como Run, '42
tfill-Dive
i 'oplo

...
...

...

iclonloker ..
..
!kenos
ii3un Club

95.00
94.50
94.50
89.50
84.50
82.50
79.50
79.50
74.50

HIHat

$

Capt. K Idd
Spot a Card
Spot Pool
Bolaway
Jungle
Slugger
Argentine
Star Attraction
Texas Mustang
Torpedo Patrol

....

74.50
72.50
72.50
72.50
72.50
72.00
72.50
72.50
89.50
89.50
89.50

Legionnaire
Belle Hop

$ 85.00

..

Horoscope
Snappy
Majors, '41
New Champs
Seren Up
Ten Spot
Zig -Zag

Wildfire

....

Big Chief

84.50
84.50
84.50
84.50
59.50
59.50
59.50
59.50
49.50
48.50

25 ROCK -OLA. '39 COUNTER MODELS. 1939 Rock -Ola Deluxe, Standards, Supers,
Masters. Wurlitaer 616, 500 Kybd., 600, 700, 750E, 750M, 800, 850, COUNTER
MODELS 71 and 81. Zombie, Midway, Sun Beam, Double Play, West Wind, De -Re -MI,
Stars, Leader, Duplés, Sky Blazer, Knockout, Big Parade.

ONSOLES-ONE BALLS -ARCADE EQUIPMENT-SLOTS
CONSOLES
ARCADE
$239.00
Club Bells, Comb., Late

ally

4

Super Bell, ß0mb., F.P. & P.O.
4mbo Parade, -P.O
umbò Parade, F.P
?lgarolla, Lat., Exc. Cond.

ONE BALLS

urt King, P.O.
okey Club, P.O.
Imlico, F.P.
1 Derby, F,P.
ark Horse

port Special, F.P.
ecord Time, F.p.
lub Trophy. F.P.
lue Grass
ong Shot

port King
Kentucky

6411-13 DIVERSEY BLVD.

249.50
115.00
85.00
75.00

$325.00
325.00

Keeney Antl-Alrcratts, Exc. Cond.
Tommy Guns
Keeney Submarine
Slap the Jap
ABT Target, F, Blue Cab.
Gott. Triple Grip
Chicago Coln Hockey

325.00
SLOTS
325.00
185.00 2 Watl. Rolatops, 50. Ea.
155.00 Mills Q.T.'s Glitter Gold, Rebuilt, B¢
155.00 Mills 5f Vest Pocket, Refinished
275.00 Jenn. Sky Chief,. 5f, Chrome Front
195.00 Mills Blue Front, 6f
250.00 Mills Blue Front, 10f
225.00 Mills Brown Front, 5f
275.00 Mills Brown Front, 10f

(Phone: BUCkingham 6466)

8 35.00

95.00
125.00
125.00
24.50
17.50
210.00

$ 95.00

89.50
45.00
139.00

125.00
150.00
150.00
175,00

ROY McGINNIS COMPANY
2011 MARYLAND AVENUE

CHICAGO

213
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SERVICE

BADGER'S

QUALITY

BIG VALUES

B

ORDER
AOFTEN A FEW DOLLARS LESS -SELDOM A PENNY MORE"
PRICE
NOW
CONSULT YOUR NEAREST BADGER OFFICE WHENEVER YOU BUY, SELL
OR TRADE

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
A COMPANY NATIONALLY KNOWN FOR ITS HONEST DEALING
BILL HAPPEL
Los Angeles
KEENEY SUPER, 54, F.P., P.O
KEENEY SUPER, 25e, F.P., P.O
KEENEY 4 -WAY, 5¢-5¢-5¢-5¢, P.O.
KEENEY 4 -WAY, 5¢-5¢-5¢-25¢, P.O

KEENEY RECONDITIONED SUPER BELLS
$295.00
849.50
475.00
650.00

KEENEY TWIN, 5¢-5¢, F.P., P.O.
KEENEY TWIN, 5¢-25¢, F.P., P.O.
KEENEY TWIN, 25¢-25¢, F.P., P.O.
KEENEY 4 -WAY, 5¢-50-25¢-25¢, P.O

$595.00
345.00
149.50
195.00
213.75
239.50

GENOO PLAY BALL

CONSOLES
MILLS LATE HEAD 4 BELLS 5¢-5¢-5¢-5¢
MILLS ORIGINAL HEAD 4 BELLS, 5¢-5e-5¢-5¢
MILLS JUMBO LATE HEADS, P.O., 5¢
MILLS JUMBO LATE HEADS, P.O., 25¢
MILLS JUMBO (COMB.), F.P., P.O.
BALLY CLUB BELLS, F.P., P.O.
BALLY HI HANDS
BALLY ROLL'EM, P.O.
EVANS DOMINOES, LATE, D.D., J.P.
EVANS LUCKY LUCRE, 3-5¢, 2-25¢
EVANS LUCKY STARS
PACE TWIN REELS, 50-25¢, P.O
PACE SARATOGAS (COMB.), F.P., P.O.
PACE SARATOGAS, LATE, P.O., 10¢

THOROBRED
LONGACRE
TROPHY
'41 DERBY
DARK HORSE
SPORT SPECIAL

$575.00
585.00
595.50
575.00

KEENEY
KEENEY
KEENEY
KEENEY

$199.50
119.50
109.50

MILLS REGULAR CHROME, 5¢
MILLS REGULAR CHROME 10¢
MILLS REGULAR CHROME, 25¢
MILLS REGULAR CHROME, 50¢
MILLS BLUE FRONTS, 5¢
MILLS BLUE FRONTS, 10¢
MILLS BLUE FRONTS, 25ti
JENNINGS CHIEFS, 5¢
JENNINGS CHIEFS, 10¢
JENNINGS CHIEFS, 25¢
GLITTER GOLD Q.T., 50
BLUE CRACKLE Q.T., 5¢
MILLS V.P. BLUE & GOLD
MILLS V.P. CHROME

ARCADE EQUIPMENT
KEENEY SUBMARINE
PITCH 'EM & CATCH 'EM
WHEE GEE MYSTIC
BALLY RAPID FIRES
JENNINGS BARREL ROLL

189.50
129.50

NEW SELECTORSCOPE
ROTARY MERCHANDISERS
MUTOSCOPE SKYFIGHTER

275.00
275.00
129.50
385.00
139.50
189.50

KEENEY AIR RAIDER
EVANS PLAY BALL
MILLS PANORAM "PEEK"
ROLL -A -BALL SKEEBALL
MUTOSCOPE DRIVEMOBILE

ONE -BALL MULTIPLE FREE -PLAY TABLE
BALLY
BALLY
BALLY
BALLY
BALLY
BALLY

CARL HAPPEL
Milwaukee
TWIN, 5¢-5e, P.O.
$375.00
TWIN, 5e-25¢, P.O.
395.00
TWIN, 25e-25¢, P.0
450.00
4 -WAY, 25¢ -25¢ -25yß-25e, P.0
595.00

$374.50 BALLY PIMLICO
374.50 KEENEY SKY LARK
225.00 KEENEY FORTUNE
225.00 MILLS '41 1-2-3
169.50 BALLY BLUE GRASS
149.50 BALLY RECORD TIME

SLOTS
109.50

139.50

139.50
189.50
225.00
239.50
189.50
169.50
345.00
189.50
239.50

$265.00
310.00
335.00
445.00
159.50
169.50
189.50
125.00
145.00
175.00
99.50
79.50
49.50
59,50

PHONOGRAPHS AND WALL BOXES
$295.00
139.60
189.50
79.50
159.60

149.50

BADGER SALES COMPANY
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
for

ROCK -OLA COMMANDO

$650.00 WURLITZER
950
$795.00
WURLITZER VICTORY MODEL 500 550.00 WURLITZER MODEL
MODEL 750E
795.00
WURLITZER VICTORY MODEL 24 495.00 WURLITZER TWIN
12
225.00
MILLS EMPRESS
395.00 ROCK -OLA SUPER ROCK-O -LITE
495.00
MILLS THRONE
375.00 PACKARD PLA-MOR
38.95
WURLITZER MODEL 800
895.00 ROCK -OLA MASTER ROCK -O -LITE, 475.00

BADGER SALES COMPANY
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
for

ROCK -OLA MFG. CORPORATION
"The Phonograph of Tomorrow"

ROCK -OLA MFG. CORPORATION
"The Phonograph of Tomorrow"

J. H. KEENEY & COMPANY

J. H. KEENEY & COMPANY

"NEW SUPER BONUS BELL"

"NEW SUPER BONUS BELL"

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, STATE OF ARIZONA AND SOUTHERN NEVADA
1612 WEST PICO BLVD.
All Phones: Drexel 4326
LOS ANGELES 15, CALIF.

STATE OF WISCONSIN AND NORTHERN MICHIGAN
All Phones: Kilbourn 3030
MILWAUKEE 10, WIS.

2544 N. 30TH STREET

ATTENTION!! Premium Salesboard Operators

RADI
ORDER NOW
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

SAMPLE

6 TUBES 513.15
F. O. B. ST. Louis, Mo.

OPA

Approved

IDEAL FOR
The new 1946 artistically designed
TRAV-LER features a plastic cabinet with attractive vertical louvre
grille, 6 RCA licensed tubes, a
large 5" PM dynamic speaker, full
vision illuminated airplane type
dial with automatic volume control, special tuning range and outstanding tone. Size: 101/"x4%8"x
61/s ". No aerial required.
Each
radio is packed in an air-cushioned
carton, fully guaranteed and immediately shipped when your order
is received.
For a real money.
maker rush your order today and
be positive your radio is on its way
tomorr'ow! Order immediately!

SALESBOARDS

WRITE

BELLS

PRICES

FOR

NEW PLASTIC TABLE MODEL

Nationally Known
TRAV-LER

Super - Heterodyne
Built- In Aerial

A.C.-D.C.
105-125 V. All Electric

SEND 25% DEPOSIT WITH ORDER

BALANCE

ST. LOUIS DISTRIBUTING CO.
Phone Laclede 6540

Includes All NEW Parts Such as NEW Castings, Cabinet, Club Handle, Drill Proof Sides,
Etc., Completely Drilled and Tapped. Convert your old Mills Escalator Type Machines
into a Black Cherry Bell by placing them in
our Black Cherry Bell Set-Ups.

$55.00

$45.00

Get on our mailing list TODAY t
C. O. D.

On Single Samples Send Full Amount

2852 Sidney Street

BLACK
CHERRY

St. Louis 4, Mo.

Each

Each

Lots of 25

IN CONVENTION
.,... .......

ruary 23, 1946
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ULTRA DELUXE CABINET

2

<'PLAY BOARD LIFTS LIKE AN

3

New.

'FliONT PLAY"

li

V H I CAG O

Saves

OIN

1125 DIVERSEY BLVD.

MACHINE CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

PRODUCTION IS: STILL LIMITED

SO

ORDERTODAY FOR EARLIEST DELIVERY

MILLS SLOT MACHINES
Looks and works are the best money can buy.
Rebuilt and adjusted to make you money.
Harry Hoke has patents on slot machines.
5c

s

WE WILL KEEP YOU

10c

25c

$169.00
159.00
169.00
159.00
169.00
179.00
189.00
179.00
189.00
179.00
189.00
179.00
189.00
179.00
189.00
230.00
240.00
349.00
Deposit Before Shipment.

$179.00
179.00
179.00
199.00

$159.00

e Fronts, 3-5

down Front, 3-5
,erry Front, 3-5
Irome, 2-5
Ad Chrome, 2-5
terry Front, 3-10
;vown Front, 3-10
,%e Front, 3-10
'onus, 3-5
ur Bell, 5e -5c -5c -25c
We Must Have 25%

"SUSPENSE"

199.00

199.00
199.00
199.00
250.00

IN

HARRY HOKE
020 MINNESOTA AVE.,

Phone: Franklin 1832

N. E., WASHINGTON 19, D. C.

LOUISIANA

WANT TO BUY

AND

ANY QUANTITY

MISSISSIPPI

MILLS SLOTS1
sioisi

ESCALATOR MODELS

WILL PAY TOP CASH PRICE

8e Each
or your USED JUKE

CHICAGO 24, ILL.

'

OX RECORDS . .
good condition .
of more than 3 years
. we pay transId .

ortation within -1000
,Iles of Merricki N. Y.

NATIONAL'S CREDIT PLAN
-'s the fairest, simplest yetJUST 2 THINGS TO DO
1. Send us your order and 1/3 deposit.
2. Send us the name of your bank and
3 business references.

ATIONAL NOVELTY CO._

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

rA

BUCKLEY TRADING POST
223 W. LAKE ST.,

IN

-

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

Brand New Skee
Barrel Roll

8425,00.

Brand Ne--, Oence Total Roll

NEW ORLEANS COIN MACHINE EXCHANGE

Get on our

922 POYDRAS STREET

8425.00.

mailing list!

183 MERRICK RD., MERRICK, L. I., N. Y.
TEL,: FREEPORT 8320

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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<h7>:ïv;
:....
:__...

sions why David Rosen

has had such a meteoric

rise in the past few
years. The answer

is

...

the most complete set.

up for all out service to

Parts. and Supplies
Division

the operator.

Interior Driveway and
Heavy Duty Elevator
.:

AM I

...

Completely Equipped
Service Division

Engineering Division.
....::.......:.:.:

,:;,9`.!:ü;.:as:;;::i.':::; :....

EAST. PENNSI'LVANIA AND DELAWARE

BALLY MANIIFACTURING CO.

EAST. PA. AND PHILA.

DE LUXE RECORDS, INC. EAST. PENN. AND SOUTH
N. J.

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES CO.

855 NORTH

EA. PA., SO. N. J., AND DELA.

ey
BR;CI;A,D.

STREET, PHILADELPHIA 23, PA.

PHONE: STEVENSON 2258-2259

'..
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OW DELIVERING! NEW EQUIPMENT LISTED
EW JENNINGS SLOTS,

ML

WRITE FOR

MODELS

PRICE LIST

$249.50 GOALEE
OLLYWOOD, 5 -BALL
399.50 STAGE DOOR CANTEEN
DERSEA RAIDER, GUN
ANS BANCTAILS, 5c COMBINATION FREE PLAY is PAY OUT, 7 -COIN
ANS BANCTAILS, 25c COMBINATION FREE PLAY & PAY OUT, 7 -COIN
ANS TEN STRIKE, $372.50; WITH FREE PLAY
EER-FLO PARTS CLEANER AND 30 GALLON DRUM OF FLUID
LLY VICTORY DERBY, ONE BALL PAY OUT
ALLY VICTORY SPECIAL, ONE BALL, FREE PLAY
i[LLS NEW BLUE & SILVER VEST POCKETS
ICTOR MODEL "V" NUT & GUM VENDOR
REMIER SKEE BARREL ROLL, CRATED
MUSEMATIC'S LITE LEAGUE
PER SKEE ROLL
EW HEAVY SLOT SAFES, DOUBLE, $175.00; TRIPLE
OETCHEN COLUMBIA BELL, CONY. 1-5-10-25 CENT PLAY, J.P
NEW BUCKLEY TRACK ODDS, D.D., J.P., EACH

.....
....

PECIALf

We have a double reason for
presenting Gilbert Kitt and
Bob Kniess to you at this
time. First of all we announce with extreme pleasure the formation of a new

25

10c

c

$3ÓO.00
MILLS CLUB BELLS
325.00
HAND LOAD
25 LATE COLUMBIAS, WIDE FRUIT REELS, ).P.
30 LATE COLUMBIAS, WIDE FRUIT REELS, G. A.

$525.00
249.50
674.50
799.50
435.00
129.50
574.50
589.50
74.50
10.50
404.50
425.00
349.00
245.00
132.50
945.00

$325.00
350.00

$350.00
375.00
$ 99.50
89.50

coin machine distributing
company under the name of
f

SUPER BELL, COMB.
HANDS, COMB.
WAY SUPER BELL, 4-5¢
(ILLS JUMBO, C.P.
ATLING BIG GAME, P.O., 10¢
7ATLING BIG GAME, P.O., 25¢
.PALLY BIG TOP, P.O.
GALLOPING DOMINOES
'PI

4

i

BANGTAILS
IN SUPER BELL, 5 & 5
/1VANS 5¢ LUCKY STAR

$294.50
179.50
489.50
89.50

149.50
189.50
109.50
225.00
225.00
325.00
149.50

DEL. TEXAS LEAGUER
PIKES PEAK
MUTOSCOPE DRIVEMOBILE
EVANS TEN STRIKE
BATTING PRACTICE
GENGO HOOPS

II

iDNTEST, 1 OR 5 BALL
11AIRGROUNDS

....

PORT KING
IILUE GRASS
1 DERBY
}IMLICO
ALLY DARK HORSE

OCKEY CLUB

iENTUCKY
LUD TROPHY
URF KING
ONG SHOT

ANTA ANITA

S

$165.00
RAPID FIRE, A-1
109.50
SHOOT THE CHUTES
19.50
RAPID FIRE GUN CASTINGS, New
219.50
HOCKEY
COIN
CHICAGO
69.50
SKILL JUMP & STAND
149.50
TOMMY GUN, LATE MODEL
99.50
PENNY PHONO, CINEMATONE
99.50
ROCK -OLA WORLD SERIES
139.50
SHOOT TO TOKYO
174.50
AIR RAIDER
179.50
ZINGO PERFECT
ROOVERS NAME TAPE MACHINE
149.50
TAPE
&

PORTSMAN, F.P.
KYLARK, F.P. or P.0
PORT SPECIAL, F.P.
IIECORD TIME, F.P.
ONGACRE, F.P.

WANTED!

59.50
19.50
279.50
79.50
119.50
49.50

$ 94.50

49.50
239.50
189.50

SLOTS

SPECIAL .$189.50
339.50 10¢ JENN. SKY CHIEF,REBUILT
119.50
369.50
179.50
339.50
299.50
315.00
395.00
269.50
185.00
195.00
175.00

169.50
174.50
435.00

5¢ WATL. ROLATOP,

MILLS Q.T.
25¢ JENN. CLUB CONSOLE
5¢ CHERRY BELL, C.H.K.A.
10f BLUE FRONT, PERFECT
10¢ MILLS CHROME
GROETCHEN COLUMBIA, G.A.
5¢ VEST POCKETS, BLUE & GOLD
5¢ MILLS SILVER CHROME
25¢ CAILLE, 3-5, RED ENAMEL
1¢

5¢ BLUE & GOLD VEST POCKETS
5¢ CHROME VEST POCKETS
5¢ BROWN FRONT
10¢ WATLING ROLATOP
1¢ AMERICAN EAGLES

5f AMERICAN EAGLES

49.50
249.50
169.50
169.50
295.00
89.50
54.50
265.00
89.50.

54.50
59.50
179.50
99.50
14.50
19.50

169.50,

MILLS MELON BELL
5¢ JENN. SILVER CHIEF
5¢

149.50

HI DIVE, LEADER, ZOMBIE, STARS, DO-RE -MI, DOUBLE
PLAY, SUN BEAM, DUPLEX, SKY BLAZER & WEST WIND
@ $45.00. ALSO ALL MUSIC AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
SEND YOUR LIST. WE NEED F.P. CONSOLESII

DES

MOINES, IOWA

BOB KNIESS
(Our Address At 3203 Forest Avenue Is Temporary)
We Will Announce Our Permanent Address in the
Very Near Future.
The Gilbert Distributing Company is a subsidiary of the
Empire Coin Machine Exchange and will endeavor to
render the same fine service to you men of Iowa as we
have for so many years out of Chicago. In fact, we have
even more to offer operators in Iowa because we have

been appointed exclusive distributors for the

PACKARD MANUFACTURING CORP
in your State.
Bob Kniess will be in charge of the Gilbert Distributing Co. Bob has
been associated with the coin machine business for many years. He
comes to Iowa with a wealth of experience. His past connection with
Homer S. Capehart gave him the additional experience you'll find very
helpful in your selection of music and accessories for your route.

Come In and Visit With Bob Kniess and Get All the
Dope on the Finest Automatic Music.

PLA-MOR AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPHS
AND PLA-MOR WALL BOXES

NEW REVAMPS
1OROSCOPE

LAY BALL
IAMI BEACH
-10 20
APT. KIOD
ICTORY
1G ZAG
OTT. LIBERTY
LICK, 1942
I DIVE
ITN SPOT
IC TIME
IG CHIEF

$ 69.50

59.50
79.50
129.50
79.50
94.50

69.50
169.50
74.50
94.50
64.50

47.50
49.50

RIVIERA

$279.50
249.50
109.50
. 249.50
279.50
249.50
LAURA
109.50
MARINES
FOREIGN COLORS 109.50
54.50
GOLD STAR
139.50
FLYING TIGERS
129.50
FOUR ACES
ROLLER DERBY
44.50
KEEP 'EM FLYING 154.60
HOLLYWOOD
BIG THREE
BIG TOP
SOUTH SEAS

....

'41 MAJORS
SNAPPY
ALL AMERICAN
DUDE RANCH

$ 67.50

SCHOOL DAYS
SUPER CHUBBY
SPOT POOL
GUN CLUB
SEVEN UP

69.50
84.50
54.50
69.50
79.50
74.50
74.50
67.50

REPEATER
NEW CHAMPS
TOPIC
ATTENTION

49.50
69.50
84.50
64.50

GILBERT KITT

ONE-HALF DEPOSIT WITH ORDERS, BALANCE C. O. D. OR SIGHT DRAFT.

2812 WEST NORTH AVENUE

PHONE: HUMBOLDT

6288-9

CHICAGO 47,

ILLINOIS
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9 FOOT SIZE

$3 75"
F.O.B. N.
Y.

12 AND 14 FOOT SIZES

PRICES ON REQUEST

ORDER FROM YOUR
NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR

Distributed in Southern Plod*, by

CHRISTOPHER-LUKER CO.
763 S. W. Ilth ST., MIAMI 36, FLA.

Distributed in Oklohonto by
CLIFF WILSON DIST. CO.
1121 SOUTH MAIN ST,,TULSA, OKLA.

Distributed in Western Po. by
AMERICAN COIN-A,MATICMACHINFS CO.
1437 FIFTH AVE, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Distrib. in Eastern Po. 8, Southern N. 2. by
DAVID ROSEN
855 NORTH BROAD ST, PHILA. 23, PA.

Distributed in Northern N. I. by
HERCULES SALES & DIST. CO.

415 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE., NEWARK 5, N.

Distributed in Texas

wAtsox

Distributed in Ohio, Mich., W. Va.,

L

&

New Meek* by

SALES COMPANY
1503 YOUNG ST., DALLAS, TEXAS

by
NICKEL AMUSEMENT CO.
164 sr, CLAIR ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO
IL

Ky.

Distributed in District of Columbia /a'
Northern Va., ond Delo. by
GENERAL VENDING SALES CORP.
306 N. GAY ST., BALTIMORE 2, MD.

Distributed in

Ill towo,

BELL PRODUCTS CO.

2000 N. OAKLEY, CHICAGO,

Wit. bi

at

i» COIN MACHINE COluVENTAGMtn

_tbruary 23, 1946
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BY "JAR -O' -DO"-HERE'S THE NEWEST IDEA IN TICKET DEALS AS ONLY ORIGINAI. ".1AR-O'-IDO" CAN

"BIG rH R E E ee
GO!"
"LET'S
In Candy Box

(Tickets Are Placed on Revolving
Spindles, Which Lay Flat in Box)

CRACK THE AXIS

:

(Tickets on Spindles)

(on Spindles)

(Tickets on Spindles)

. e..

e

.'.

1

aA

á/..4>

. a"

?-'
b r

4.;n

4,

THEM!!

THESE THREE BOX DEALS
LITERALLY CONTAIN "ROLLS
STURDY AND
OF DOUGH"
COMPACT, THESE BOX NUMBERS ARE AN INSTANT HIT
VERY
ON ANY COUNTER!
GOOD FOR CLOSED TERRIVERY GOOD ANYTORY!!

-

PLAY KEEN'O

Slot Symbol Tickets

IKF,

41111

WHERE!!

ó.;;
YES, IT'S ANOTHER VERSION OF THE
FAMOUS "GRAB -A -FIN" DEAL! REIGNING OVER ALL OTHERS AS BEING
POPN'LARITY,
ABSOLUTE TOPS IN
QUALITY AND SATISFACTION!!

Takes In 1260 Tickets @
Pays Out:
Card (Avg.)
$14.68
18.30
Consolations

$69.00
32.98

Takes In 1260 Tickets
Pays Out:
Card ( Avg.)

Consolations

@

5¢

...$63.00

$13.52
21.30

Profit (Average)
164 WINNERS

34.82
$28.18

e

SO

...580.00
65.00
526.00

Profit (Actual)

BINGO BASEBALL

DARK HORSE

ORIGINAL
JAR -O' -DO
RED, WHITE, BLUE

In Candy Box
Takes In 1600 Tickets
Pays Out (Actual)

win
nuns

asno

In Fancy Jewel Box
(Horse Racing Symbol Tickets)
Takes in 1050 Tickets @ 5¢
$52.50
Pays Out (Average)
27.47

....

In Candy Box
(Red, White, Blue Symbol Tickets)
Takes In 1380 Tickets
Pays Out (Actual)

@

50

Profit (Average)

$25.03

In Candy Box
Takes In 1800 Tickets @ 6! ...580.00
48.62
Pays Out (Average)
Profit (Average)

....

$30.38

THE SCOREBOARD

ROSE BOWL

$69.00
51.00

Profit (Actual)

Takes In 1000 Tickets <3 5 for 25e
Pays Out 21 Seals (Average)

150.00
29.00

Profit (Average)

$24.00

A SURE REMEDY
TO PEP UP LOCATIONS

They all will be coming back for more,
once they discover that these deals
are loaded with action, have an extremely fast turnover and guarantee
fast repeats! Notice the variety of box
styles
candy box, fancy jewel box,
attractive vanity case! Prove to yourself how incomparable these unique
new numbers are to anything else on
the market! Send your order now!!

-

$18.00

PACIFIC
PATROL
In Candy Box
(Football Symbol Tickets)
Takes in 1260 Tickets @ se
Pays Out (Average)

....$63.00

Profit

(

Average)

...

26.90

$36.10

In Candy Box
(Baseball Symbol Tickets)
Takes In 1280 Tickets @ 54 ....563.00
Pays Out (Average)
33.98

Profit (Average)

$29.02

UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
"World's Foremost Mir. of Jar Games"
405-411 East 8th St.
In Fancy Jewel Box
(Red, White, Blue Symbol Tickets)
Takes In 1380 Tickets @ 5¢
Pays Out (Average)

"...

Profit (Average)

....

`

...$69.00

..

39.75
$29.25

Kansas City 6, Missouri

COMING!

The Next Issue Will Contain Still Further
Illustrations of Additional "Box -O' -Do" Deals
DON'T MISS IT!

In Fancy Vanity Cana)
(slot Machine Symbol Tlotata)
Takes In 1260 Tickets @ 31 ....543.00
Paye Out (Ae rage)
83,5$

............ 928.82
MAL JAR -O' -DO

Profit (Average)

ORI
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LOVELADX

NUTOSCOPE PRODUCTS
FOR GEORGIA, ALABAMA, FLORIDA

at/i

.

4

I

111111

FOR SO. CAROLINA, GEORGIA, ALA

othet invottant lines to be announceD soon
Not only will H & L Distributors deliver the nation's great coin
-operated
devices but it will also continue to deliver the nation's top serviceThe Operator's Best Guarantee for Tok Earnings!

L

DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

MORRIS NANKIN

JACK LOVELADY

708 SPRING

... .

.... ...

1181

STREET,

N. W., ATLANTA, GA.
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d NEW ERd FOR ÇÖINMEN!
;teele,...
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AL SEBRING

AST

%VI
E <e lu

&az,
j' When

you buy a machine for
replacement or for a new location you want that machine to
be the best that money can
buy. Above all you want that
machine to be. mechanically

r
(

perfect and "trouble -free."

AUOANl`(

$40,O0

:;

f

or the finest reconditioned
used machines. It has always
been my policy, during the
many years I have been in the
coin machine business to give
an operator what he wants
WHEN HE WANTS IT and to
be FAIR in my dealings with
that operator.

Buy from Bell Products
with the utmost confidence. You will be
more than satisfied.

ARE ALSO DISTRIBTORS FOR OTHER FAE

OUS MANUFACTURER'S

RODUCTS.

National

OPERATE©1
n
t r i b ów

CHEAT
FOOL PROOF

TIME SAVER

l;;'.

,cr n-

INHKl,S1

o -arg

MONEY SAV

1n1

tleateT`'locatio.s
years.
va`lr1a1statio,s
hotels, stat:°l,s, mttition
to
elevated
tiomore
UxueTous
subways, too
locations,
locations
telephones,
other

Changes

QRTERRITORY

quarters

than2

naly

QVALIfIEDp15TIBuTpRS_wRITE
AL SEBRING Is Proud
To Announce the
Appointment of

WESTERN
OPERATORS

BEIL

PRODUCTS
as exclusive distributor CO
all
the products produced byof the

WILLIAMS

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

for the following
states
OREGON

SO

WE

SERVE YOU

"SUSPENSE

Now on display in
San Francisco

. ,
AT 1085 MONADNOCK
BLDG.
Phone Douglas 4475

I

AND

WITH GREATER SPES©
WE HAVE
MORE EFFECTIVELY
AN OFFICE AT

WASHINGTON

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

WILLIAM'S
BELL PRODUCTS COMPANY

1.Y

:ntoNIGYSLç
be operated
e04psanddinies Ca'

BELL PRODUCTS help YOU
serve YOUR locations with
credit to yourself. Here you
can get the latest new machines

j

telettellitete

pp°i,tcdITIGnNGLM+kL'
All S.
Been Appointed
$avc
'Wc
'This
RITrKV,V emerge
`bcnsatioial

Each and every coin machine
you own is your stock in trade.

F

ftli.lelit

EECTR1Cp`L
(
ational

111110,11Allt ii
G'o[icy-

HANGE MAKING
"rte

M

1085 MONADNOCK
SAN

RMUS(O
5,Phone Douglas
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you're lose with Scott u
you
can't
to give de at
heads" as
"heads"
east
look you the
two
service
side
best lines in cOnplete
e coin
we dis which
the
the
a
+ ert
the lines o{ the
N sir,
have
distribute
warehouse delivery
equipment-we
'.Operai beaus we
--we immediate
constantly
Crosse
.you
°{ the
disposal
assure
topnotch,
tO
o
a

tárotch,money-making
own building

tribtein

o°ur
U buy,
you

equipment

pur

sales

staf{

,reconverted;t
anticipatrngaeliverY

now
are
{ocilities
the move
is on .and, our

war machines;
pitch
first post
peace

-time

`ghat

ry°a

No motet
vending

F®e

,p5¡.
Corp. ¡e
oc¡s-¡aQ Vendos°
MEg

d9-eed-

8(

Co.

Want,nusicramusement

eaulpment y
o{
you do
When
lose

w¡thScott.CrosSe;

Co,

amicp1
áangtje¡¡egtr¡c Co.
eraeoa¡ecords, ¡c°

C°' Rec®sd
aoy

9oC`vanie{C®e
¡,¡¡am
Y¡ids¡nC°Cp.

DISTRIBUTING

TO OPERATORS

SERVING OVER

50,000 LOCATIONS

PENNSYLVANIA, NEW JERSEY.,; DELAWARE, MARYLAND

1423 SPRING GARDEN STREET

&

j

IN

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PHILADELPFIIA 30,

P
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DISTRIBUTORS

ICLUSIVE

0

STATE

VIRGINIA

FOB PACKARD MEG. CO.

'euRN KNOB
etNe

PLAYS

i

TO YOUR

eHOIC,

egressions NICNIL

1

TO,

24 INACTIONS

H. F. MOSELEY
REGIONAL MANAGER FOR VIRGINIA,
NORTH

AND

SOUTH

CAROLINA,

SOUTHERN GEORGIA AND FLORIDA

PHONOGRAPHS

4Iiecorative
-Mor

Packard Pla-Mor Phonograph, Floor Model
Packard Pla-Mor Chassis in Decorative Steel Cabinet
Packard Pla-Mor Chassis in Hideaway Steel Cabinet

ideaway

1

J

PACKARD PLA-MOR WALL BOXES
íNtler

Packard Pla-Mor Wall Boxes

iaradise,

1000 "Out of This World"
900 in Steel Cabinet
800 in Steel Cabinet
700 in Steel Cabinet

{aisy
ahlia
(

alnut
illow

,

Not Yet
Announced
$ 36.95

Cedar
Juniper
Spruce

500-A Wurlitzer Adapter
700-800 Wurlitzer Adapter
Adapter -All Curved Front Cabinet, Seeburgs

Roach

Packard Pla-Mor 30 -Wire Cable, 100'
Non -Returnable Spool

I

J

Prices

Not Yet
Announced

CABLE

ADAPTERS -HIDEAWAY
1
F

J

Packard Pla-Mor

July

$159.50
49.95
33.95

$ 19.00

1.00

1

-Piece Bar Bracket

$

5.00

STEEL CABINETS

19.95

Single 24 Wurlitzer Adapter
Single 20 Seeburg Adapter
Single 20 Rock -Ola Adapter

PHONOGRAPHS TO PLAY FROM FLOOR

BAR BRACKETS

PACKARD PLA-MOR SPEAKERS

goose

ADAPTERS-FOR

Prices

PRICE

ARTICLE

CODE

PRICE

ARTICLE

!ODE

Ruby

Steel Cabinet for Single Chassis, Hidden

Ribbon
Ribbon

Roll Around (500)
Roll Around (1000)
Perforated (27 to Each Sheet)
Perforated (27 to Each Sheet)

Prices Not Yet Announced

PACKARD PLA-MOR TITLE SLIPS

Prices

Lace
Lace

Not Yet
Announced

$

(500)
(1000)

3.25

6.00
2.55
4.75

ABOVE PRICES SUBJECT TO MANUFACTURERS' EXCISE TAX WHERE APPLICABLE
ALL PRICES ARE F. O. B. FACTORY AT INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA,
TO THE PRICE EXISTING ON THE DAY OF SHIPMENT.

-

AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE

-

WITHOUT

NOTICE

ALSO DISTRIBUTORS FOR

MILLS 'NOVELTY CO.

EXHIBIT SUPPLY

CO.

A.

B.

T.

MFG.

CORP.

AND OTHER LEADING MANUFACTURERS
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND PRICES ON OUR
COMPLETE LINE

Dir

USED AND RECONDITIONED
24 -Record Selectamatle

$ 30.00
4 Jack in Box Stands, No Locks
2 Chicago Metal Single Slot Machine,
75.00
Revalvaround Safes, Like New
4 Wurlitzer 24 Record Adapters and
65.00
Stepper Units
49.50
1 Bally Play Ball
19.50
1 Bally Chevron
74.50
1 Exhibit Stars
39.50
1 Exhibit Short Stop

.50.

MILLS
VEST
POCKET

2
1

Exhibit Knockout
Exhibit Sky Chief

2 Wurlitzer Bar Boxes

8

3 Seeburg Transmitters (New)
2 Spottem
1 Sky Fighter
1 Super Torpedo
1

Liberator

Supreme Rocket Buster
5 Gottlieb 5=10-20
1 Chicago Coln Rosy
1 Super Torpedo
1 Rocket Buster
1

129.50
160.00 1 Liberator
10.00 4 Kentucky Clubs

... ,.

S

8.00

35.00
18.00

200.00
275.00
175.00
225.00
118.50
29.50
225.00
199.50
178.50
79.50

FULL CASH MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER IN FORM OF POST OFFICE, EXPRESS,
TELEGRAPH MONEY ORDER OR CERTIFIED CHECK.

NOW DELIVERING

MILLS BLACK
CHERRY BELLS
In 5-10-25-50c Play
Coming Soon in 2/5 or 315
Payout on 1 Cherry
Place Your Order Now

MOSELEY VENDING MACHINE EXCHANGE, INC.
00 BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA. OFFICE PHONES-3-4511, 3-4512.

RESIDENCE PHONE -5-5328
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GLOBE A Smart Place To BUY!
-Read This Ad for Reasons WHY!
REBUILT! REFINISHED! COIN TEStED! QUICK DELIVERY!
lc Blue Q.T.'s
$ 50
SLOTS
BALLY PRODUCTS
5c Blue Q.T.'s
75
5c Club Consoles
$300
10e Blue Q.T.'s
25c Blue Q.T.'s
le Glitter Gold Q.T.'s
5c Glitter Gold Q.T.'s
10e Glitter Gold Q.T.'s
25e Glitter Gold Q.T.'s
Mills Box Stands
( Specify Color)
Chicago Metal Double
Revolaround

5e Club Consoles, Hand Load 325
10c Club Consoles
325
10e Club Consoles, Hand Load 350

25c Club Consoles
350
25c Club Consoles, Hand Load 375
50e Club Consoles
900
50e Club Consoles, Hand Load 950
5c Silver Chromes ..
200
5e Silver Chrome, Hand Load 225
10e Silver Chrome
225
10e Silver Chrome, Hand Load 250
25e Silver Chrome ..
250
25c Silver Chrome, Hand Load 275
5c Bonus Bells
225
10c Bonus Bell
.. 250
25e Bonus Bell
275
10e Golf Ball Venders
200
25c Golf Ball Venders
250
5c Jennings Silver Chief
150
l0c Jennings Silver Chief
175
25c Jennings Silver Chief
200
50e Jennings Chief
450
5c Watling Rol -a -Tops
100
10e Watling Rol -a -Tops
125
25e Watling Rol -a -Tops
150
4 -BELL PAYOUT FANS (Specify

Unit) , $2.50 Each.

COMPLETE STOCK

SAVE TIME

If

will pay for itself in

it

ELIMINATES short changing which usually
results in lost patronage. It will save cost

ACCURATE.
EASY TO OPERATE.
SPEEDY.

250

325

Just

a

125
115

100

200
100

25c

$42
325
375
325

Pimlico
Club Trophy

few HIGHLIGHTS about GLOBE'S
Organization

TRY GLOBE ONCE AND YOU'LL NEVER BE SORRY

DON'T LOSE MONEY WAITING FOR
THOSE MYTHICAL NEW MACHINES

MILLS PARTS

OF

Longacres
'41 Derby

OUR FINISHING DEPARTMENTA good finishing job on used equipment is important. We pride ourselves
on the fine finishing we do at GLOBE. We spare neither time nor money to
give you the best.
John, our capable foreman, has been doing refinishing for many years. By
trade he is a .cabinet maker. Been doing that work for 20 years. John is
as fine a craftsman you'll find anywhere. He does a good job and knows
his business. Here's a man who LIKES his work!
We do refinishing on phonographs for some of the largest operators in the
Middle West.
OUR REBUILDING DEPARTMENTThis department is in the hands of competent veterans of the coin machine
industry. Every machine is thoroughly tested for accuracy, timing, and
correct payout awards with NEW COINS RESULT REAL COIN -TESTED..
MACHINES!
OUR COIN TESTEROur coin tester is really a colorfííf character and he knows what it's all
about. Casanova Reilly is his name. An ex -marine and a Chicago Golden
Clove winner. Here's a guy who likes to play slot machines himself to keep
his right arm in fighting condition.
OUR SALES DEPARTMENTNo double talk from this department. We advertise only what we've got,
and we deliver the goods as advertised. Jimmy Johnson makes it his business
to see that you get the machines you order. YOU'VE GOT TO BE SATISFIED!

$600
400
225
225
450
250
200

$250.00

.

1

65e Per M

CASE

3 CASES

60e Per M

6 CASES

53c Per M

JORGENSEN COIN
SEPARATOR

Denominations

P E N N

N
D

70e Per M

to Case

2.00 NICKELS

17 M

to

5.00 DIMES

20 M to Case

Case

10.00 QUARTERS

15 M to Case

10.00 HALVES

15 M to Case

COUNT PORTABLE

S

WRAP

ICKELS
IMES

and

MOTOR DRIVEN A.C. OR D.C. AS ORDERED
Press

the button-note the

time-in

ONE

MINUTE 450 mixed coins are cleanly separated. Always operates the same way. No
trouble. No errors. High speed. Good
service year after year.

Order in Quantities Conforming to Packing

if

WRITE FOR PRICES

Possible.

THE

JORGENSEN

GUARANTEED
Case Lots Shipped, One Denomination

to
Terms:

One -Third

a Case.

Deposit With

COIN SEPARATOR

FOR

ONE YEAR

DISTRIBUTING CO.,
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR.
GLOBE

B

A

G

LIGHT IN WEIGHT

GUARANTEED
FOR 1 YEAR

by

IS

the

EXCLUSIVE

OPERATING FEATURES:
Portable-weighs only 17l/2 pounds
Quick -setting lock for package count

Double-check on every package count
Feed roller adjustable for long wear
Quick removal of hopper ring for easy
cleaning
Large hinged hopper tray

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES:
Compact
.
.
simplified, sturdy construction

Hardened steel helical gears
Silent chain drive friction -free, easy to
operate
Bronze main bearings, bail bearing thrust

collar
Outboard bearing on main drive Insures
long life

Visible, self-sealing oilers
PRICE

1/3

Dep. With. Order
F. O. B. Chicago.

Order,

Balance C. O. D. or Sight Draft.

COMPACT

Pennies, Nickels, Dimes,
Quarters and Halves.

UARTERS
HALVES

PACKED:
19 M

IE

Q

HERE'S HOW THE WRAPPERS COME

$ .50 PENNIES

DOWNEY-JOHNSON
PORTABLE COIN
COUNTER

SEPARATES-

Less Than Case Lots, Assorted

SAVE SPACE. SAVE MONEY.

DEPENDABLE.

$375
425

Fairmont
Jockey Clubs

TUBULAR "POP -OPEN"
COIN WRAPPERS

known from coast to coast.
Is truly
"America's LOW PRICED Change -Maker."
Wherever QUICK CHANCE must be made
the Johnson LIGHTNING CASHIER will
do the job right and accurately with a radically LOW INVESTMENT!

of extra help during rush periods.

Turf Kings

and MONEY with the Money End of your Business!

This remarkable change -making machine is

no time at all when you consider how

VICTORY DERBY
SURF QUEENS
VICTORY SPECIAL
USED PAYOUTS
USED FREE PLAY

CONSOLES

JOHNSON
LIGHTNING CASHIER

This Change -Maker

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

NEW MACHINES (SOLD ONLY IN NORTHERN ILLINOIS, INDIANA AND WISCONSIN)

20

Four Bells, 5-5-5-25
Four Bells, 5-5-5-5
Galloping Domino
Bang Tails
Baker Racer, 25e
Baker Racer, 5e
Jumbos (Cash Pay), 25c
Jumbos (Cash Pay), 5c
Jumbos (Free Play), 5e
Jennings Silver Moon
(Cash Pay), 5c
Pace Reels Jr.
(With Rails), 25c
Pace Reels Jr.
(With Rails), 5c
Early Head, Late Head or
Lots of 25 or More, $2.00 Each.

ROTARY MERCHANDISERS

SAVE TIME.

100
125
75
100
125
150

WRITE FOR PRICES

CHARLES (JIMMY) JOHNSON

$14150

Price Subject to
Change.

ruary 23, 1946
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:.OTHER MUTOSCOPE"MACHINES AS RELEASED

eue.

NOVELTY CO.

ENSERPRISES
So,

Charles St,

32
1, Md,
Baltimore
for
DISTRICT

OF COLUM7

AND
NORTt{'sRN VIRGINIA, OF
COUNTIES
BIA,
WEST

VIRGINIA

KLEIN
Fond
2606 W

Du

lac Aie.

6, Wisc,

Milwaukee

for
STATE

for

OF WISCONSIN

with

in cooperation

DISTRIBUTORS

AMALGAMATEDCHICAGO
OF

CO.

VIRGINIA

(except Northern

Court.

4 SOUIHEASZERN
VIRGINIA
ties), and
OF WEST
COUNTIES
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almost human?
If a newspaper reporter

could see how the new
AMI phonograph turns the record,
he would exclaim,
human!"
But a seasoned phonograph operator
would give you
a piercing look and say,
"No human being could do the trick
so fast, so smoothly,
so dependably "
!

AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENT
COMPANY . 679 No. Wells St.
Chicago 10, Ill.

The Billboard
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FOR SEEBURG
IN THE GREAT SOUTHWEST
,.,...
DALLAS

.

:

eiewek

0

HOUSTON
Local branch with complete facilities and thoroughly trained personnel . . . to teach local
operators service on Seeburg Autt inatic Music

Local branch with complete facilities and thoroughly trained personnel . . . to teach local
operators service on Seeburg Automatic Music
Systems. Factory-like methods to renew local

Systems. Factory-like methods to renew local

operators' equipment.

operators' equipment.

MEMPHIS

SAN ANTONIO

Local branch with complete facilities and thoroughly trained personnel . . . to teach local
operators service on Seeburg Automatic Music

Local branch with complete facilities and thoroughly trained personnel . . . to teach local
operators service on Seeburg Automatic Music
Systems. Factory-like methods to renew local

Systems. Factory-like methods to renew local

operators' equipment.

operators' equipment.

OKLAHOMA CITY

NEW ORLEANS

Local branch with complete facilities and thoruttghly trained personnel . . . to teach local
operators service on Seeburg Automatic Music
Systems. Factory-like methods to renew local

Local branch with complete facilities and thoroughly trained personnel . . . to teach local
operators service on Seeburg Automatic Music
Systems. Factory-like methods to renew local

operators' equipment.

operators' equipment.

;

Yes

;:sz

have six complete
... now S. H. Lynch & Company will
all the facilities necessary to

plants at your service! Plants that
teach installation and maintenance of
SYSTEMS, including technicians
Seeburg Systems. For better service

offer

SEEBURG AUTOMATIC MUSIC

highly trained in the technique of
and better music systems .. .

Select SEEBURG I

dare

Lynch

&

S

2

Co.

M'F/%<OGÑ:I.G'R.

e

SEEBURG

eoR

Muik SsIems
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SOUTHERN HAS

IT! UMEDIATE

Februars

DEi

EXHIBIT'S STAB ATTRACTION

SET THE WHOLE

BIG HIT IS IN

SHOW WITH 4

1-2-3-4 ACTS

6 BIC

COINS OR PLAY
I ACT AT A TIME

2 MODELS

MULTIPLE OR
STRAIGHT

HIT SCORING FEATURES
PLUS HIGH SCORE

SEE

IT! HEAR IT!

AT OUR 8 SOUTHERN OFFICES!
SEEBURG SCIENTIFIC SOUND DISTRIBUTION

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY;
GOTTLIEB'S

"STAGE DOOR CANTEEN"
Exclusive Factory Distributors
J. P. SEEBURG CORP.

EXHIBIT SUPPIY_CO.

D. GOTTLIEB & CO.
1

J.

H. KEENEY C a

SOUTllERT 41JTtJllÄTICf]jU CHIIVANY
542

5. 2nd ST., LOUISVILLE 2,
KY.
228 W. 7th ST., CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
325 N. ILLINOIS, INDIANAPOLIS
4, IND
425 BROAD ST., NASHVILLE 3, TENN.

ON APRIL

1st

2H

E.

10th ST., CHATTANOOGA 3, TENN.
242 JEFFERSON, LEXINGTON, KY.
603 LINDEN AVE., DAYTON 3, OHIO
1329 S. CALHOUN ST., FT. WAYNE, IND.

SOUTHERN WILL BE OPEN IN EVANSVILLE,
IND., 710 N. W. 2nd ST.

bruary 23, 1946
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Aireon Electronic Phonographs and remote control equipment open a new profit era for music

operators-an age of greater play appeal through
an age of quicker,
electronic beauty and tone
easier servicing and continuous trouble -free perof lower operating costs and higher
formance
profit levels. The servicing of Aireon's radically
improved record changer is faster and easier.
Service troubles have been largely eliminated
by replacing nearly half the moving parts with
electronic impulses, so simple and foolproof that
no special skill is required by servicemen. Your
serviceman can handle far more locations with
Aireon-Swing out the Aireon Swing -Free Mechanism, a quick change of records, a reading of the
positive money register which totals wall boxes
as well as machine deposits-and be on his way, in
a fraction of the usual time. Top play in every
location is assured by the accurate register of
individual record preference-no "dead disks"no arguments. Yes, Operators, your servicemen
will shout-

...

e

e
e

e

e

e

FROM NOW

ON...

r

MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
Kansas City New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco Oklahoma City Greenwich, Conn. Mexico, O.F. Slater, Mo.

`F

49
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Make a date with Bally's new
sparkling SURF QUEENS-fastest five -ball novelty game ever
built. Designed by a practical op-

erator known for his ability to
pick winners, SURF QUEENS is

IMPROVED

packed with all the elements of a
money -making game combined
with new angles that will bring
the slowest novelty spots back to

SIMPLIFIED

life in a hurry. Location tests definitely prove SURF QUEENS a

winner in a class with Bumper.
Get your share of the first SURF
QUEENS off the assembly line.
Order from your Bally distributor today.

MECHANISM

FLASHY
Desgne

ess

cloPeby

suc

SUR Fful

Packe QUENSr,
with
e
again`ne'c¡ose' r bIs
rfuills

Suousarante

c

ry-

whic

°ugLFoQolap aQah

Every bumper,
roll-over buildseve
uryp
score when
hit.Value
of center-lane
pock.
ets boosted
by lightbumpers
ing
In
groups-a

BACKGLASS
AND

PLAYFIELD

profit_
Proved play_stim_

Mating feature,
roll-overs return Sid e
out.
balls when
lit,

COLORFUL

ABINET

catio2

MANUFACTURING
DIVISION
OF

COMPANY

LION MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION

264.0 ;'DELfMON T AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, ,ILLINOIS

FRONT VIEW SYMPHONOLA .ßy46

12 -INCH MIRROR SPEAKER

1946 WIRELESS WALLOMA1

8 -INCH TEAR

DROP SPEAKER

"up,o

There s no longer any
from the noise",
or

necl

1946

3 -WIRE

WALLOMA

s,
,sc

lnek fcxr` o
close where tle
SEEBURG SCIENTIFIC
SOUND DISTRIBUTION
s
determined volume
of sound re rod ce
througho t
all areas of a location
acontrollable from
a eetx ;...
tTxl
point. It's a music operator
°s post-war
dem come tru...:
fi0

16

DUAL REMOTE
VOLUME CONTROL

11902

DEPENDABLE MUSIC SYSTEMS
J. P. SEEBURG CORP.

CHICAGO

1946

imp

IN

TONE

Wo R LÎT

E RS

Glorious TONE
Invites Repeat Plays...
Multiplies earnings!

Model 1015

If you're a Music Merchant, you know playstimulating tone when you hear it. Listen to the
new Wurlitzer Model 1015. You'll agree its
tone is superb-excelling that of any phonograph ever built. Then hear its music reproduced by Wurlitzer's new "Star" Speakers.
Again your ears will tell you, "Wurlitzer leads
in tone!"
That leadership extends to looks, to mechanical features and to service accessibility.

Silver Star Wall or
Ceiling Speaker

Model 4000

Multi -Color Wall or
Ceiling Speaker
Model 4002

The end result? Leadership in earning power
-another consistent Wurlitzer quality. The

Rudolph Wurlitzer* Company, North Tonawanda, New York. *The Name That Means
Music to Millions.

WURLIFZER
EXTEND ITS

e./

